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OF THE 

UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES 

FOR THE 

FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1898. 

I have the honor to submit a report of the work of the United States 

Commission of Fish and Fisheries for the year ending June 30, 1898, 

together with the reports of the assistants in charge of its divisions, 

which, with the papers describing special investigations, published as 

appendices to this report or in the Bulletin of the Commission, form a 

complete record of its operations for this period. The Commission 

was under the direction of Commissioner John J. Brice until February 

16, 1898, when the present Commissioner, George M. Bowers, appointed 

Yebruary 1, took charge. 
In view of the marked increase of the work of the Commission and the 

addition of the new stations authorized each year by Congress, and 

the consequent enlarged demands on its resources, it is impossible to 
carry on its operations in such manner as to obtain the best results 

with the present appropriation, which is small considering the impor- 

tant interests at stake, representing millions of dollars invested in the 

fisheries and allied interests throughout the country. It is, therefore, 

earnestly recommended that the estimates submitted, embodying cer- 

tain increases, be favorably acted on by Congress, particularly those 

items providing for the propagation of food-fishes and for the contin- 

gent expenses required for scientific and statistical investigations, the 

demands for which are steadily increasing. 
Special technical information is frequently desired for important 

objects, such as protective legislation by the States or the extension 

or establishment of fishery enterprises, and this often involves exten- 
sive studies or investigations of aquatic life, which can be carried on 

only under Government auspices. Appropriations are needed for the 

improvement of the grounds and buildings at some of the stations, and 

the efficiency of several could be materially enhanced by additions to 

their water supply and enlargement of their pond systems. The sta- 

tions are always places of public interest in their respective neighbor- 

hoods, and while they are not designed for parks or pleasure-grounds 

it appears eminently proper that they should be made attractive and 

beautified to a certain degree. 
VII 
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While the division reports describe the work in detail, attention may 
be called to the progress made in fish propagation, and to some of the 

more important investigations and canvasses carried on by the Divi- 

sions of Inquiry respecting Food-fishes and of Statistics. 

DIVISION OF FISH-CULTURE. 

The operations of this division were in many respects more important 

than in any past year, owing in part to the natural growth of the work 

and in part to greater efficiency in dealing with the various questions 

and problems that come up for consideration. 

The propagation and distribution of food-fishes during the present 

fiscal year exceeded by about 40 per cent the work accomplished in any 

other similar period. The number of adult and yearling fishes, fry, and 

ege's distributed in public and private waters or transferred to the State 

authorities was about 857,000,000, of which the largest number rep- 

resented important commercial species, like the shad, cod, whitefish, 

salmon, lake trout, herring, pike perch, and lobster. There were 33 

hatching stations and substations in use, the one located at Erwin, 

Tenn., having been completed and placed in operation in addition to 

those mentioned last year. The steamer Fish Hawk was also utilized 

for shad-hatching in Albemarle Sound and the Delaware River. 

A comparison of the output for this year with that of last shows a 

marked expansion in the hatching of shad, Pacific salmon, and cod. 

The extension of the salmon-hatching work on the Pacific coast was 

especially gratifying, as the enormous annual drain on the salmon 

streams of that region makes it very important that the supply should 

be kept up by artificial means. At the substation situated on Battle 

Creek, a tributary of the Sacramento River, the largest collection of 

salmon eggs (48,000,000) in the history of fish-culture was made in the 

fall of 1897. 
Although there are several desirable species of salmon in the Pacific 

rivers, the Commission gives its principal attention to the chinook 

or quinnat salmon, which is the species most desired for canning and 

fresh consumption. Some light has been thrown on the results of 

fish-cultural work on the west coast by the recent capture of a consid- 

erable number of large salmon with the soft dorsal fin missing. These 

are fish that were liberated from the Government hatcheries about three 

years ago, when they were less than a year old, after having been 

marked by the removal of the adipose fin. The work of the Commis- 
sion is very popular in the West, and its value is generally recognized 

by the salmon fishermen and canners. 
The wall-eyed pike or pike perch, Stizostedion vitreum, is one of the 

most valuable of the fishes of the Great Lakes. In Lake Erie, where 

by far the largest part of the catch is taken, it ranks first in money 

value. The fishing interests being desirous that the Government should 

keep up the supply, the propagation of this species, which had been 

discontinued for several years. was resumed in the spring of 1898 at 
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Put-in-Bay Station, on Lake Erie, 221,062,500 eggs being collected. It 

was also designed to take up this work on Lake Ontario, where formerly 

there was a comparatively large catch, but after careful investigation 
it was found that but few spawning fish were found on fishing-grounds 

that a few years ago yielded tons of fish. This disappearance from their 

usual spawning-grounds was attributed by some to the discharge of 

refuse from mills and factories into the tributaries of Lake Ontario. 

30,000,000 of the eggs collected at Put-in Bay were transferred to the 

Lake Ontario station, and the fry resulting from them were planted in 

the St. Lawrence. 

The passage of laws by the State of Michigan prohibiting the capture 

of whitefish and lake trout in Lakes Huron and Michigan from Novem- 

ber 1 to December 15, unfortunately caused the abandonment of white- 
fish work on these lakes. Efforts were made to collect eggs at Duluth, 

but very few were secured. 

At Put-in Bay, Lake Erie, notwithstanding the unfavorable weather 

that prevailed during the fall, 112,842,000 whitefish and 27,786,000 cisco 

or lake-herring eggs were collected from fish taken by the commercial 

fishermen: 10,000,000 of these were sent to Alpena, Mich., to be hatched 

and liberated in Lake Huron. 

Further experiments were conducted on Lake Erie to determine the 

practicability of holding in pens the adult whitefish taken prior to the 

Spawning season; 1,200 fish were secured from the fishermen in the 
vicinity of Put-in Bay and impounded in floating live-boxes, and over 
10,000,000 eggs were thus secured. The results of the experiment, 

though not as large as anticipated, are encouraging, and will probably 

lead to a considerable extension of whitefish propagation in Lake Erie, 

as in this way a definite supply of spawners can be depended on. 

Stormy weather has in the past often prevented the taking of sufficient 

numbers of fish during the spawning season. In conducting this 

experimental work great assistance was rendered by the fishermen, 

who allowed the Commission to take fish from their pound nets without 

charge and hold them in live-boxes until after the spawning season, 

when they were returned to the fishermen. 

The lake-trout work at Northville and Alpena stations in Michigan 

was larger than heretofore, notwithstanding that the passage of the 

act previously referred to cut short the collecting season materially and 

few eggs could be obtained from grounds that had in the past yielded 

large numbers. There is little doubt that under ordinary conditions 

the collections for Northville, which reached 12,000,000, would have 

doubled that amount. 

The propagation of marine species, such as cod, flatfish, pollock, and 

lobsters, was the objecfof attention on the Atlantic Coast, at the Woods 
Hole and Gloucester stations. Profiting by the preliminary investiga- 

tion made during the previous year, large numbers of cod eggs were 
obtained at Plymouth, which, with those taken from the brood-fish held 

at Woods Hole, made an aggregate of 153,436,000 eggs, which yielded 
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105,863,000 fry. Over 160,000,000 eggs were also collected at Kittery 

Point, Maine, which were transferred to the Gloucester Station, from 
which 96,700,000 cod fry were hatched and liberated. 

During the months of November and December between 7,000,000 and 
8,000,000 pollock eggs were collected from boats fishing out of Glou- 

cester, and the fry resulting from them were planted in neighboring 

waters. It was intended to take up the propagation of this species on 

a large scale, but most of the pollock in that vicinity are now captured 

with hand lines instead of gill nets, making it impossible to obtain 

spawning fish in quantities. 

The constant decline in the lobster fishery accentuates the necessity 

. for increased work in this line. The schooner Grampus was employed 

during the months of April, May, and June in collecting egg lobsters 

along the entire coast of Maine. The fisheries on the coasts of Massa- 

chusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut were looked after by fishing 

smacks and steam launches, and as a result of these efforts 95,000,000 

fry were liberated. 
During the spring of 1898 over 300,000,000 shad eggs were collected 

on the Delaware, Susquehanna, and Potomac rivers, and in the Albe- 
marle Sound, North Carolina; 228,000,000 of these eggs were hatched 

and the fry planted—a very satisfactory increase over the previous year. 

The usual shad operations on the Delaware with the Fish Hawk were 

interrupted by the war, which caused the detail of that vessel for naval 

service. To prevent the abandonment of the work, arrangements were 

made with the Pennsylvania authorities to operate the State hatchery 

at Bristol. 
An important new feature of the fish-cultural work was the hatching 

of 3,000,000 fry of the grayling at Bozeman Station. This fine food and 

game fish has a very limited distribution, and its artificial propagation 

has heretofore been chiefly experimental. 
The efforts to acclimatize food-fishes in waters to which they are not 

indigenous have been continued by transferring quantities of eggs of 

the quinnat salmon and steelhead trout to eastern stations to be hatched, 

so that the fry could be planted in Atlantic coastal streams. Adult 

tautog, lobsters, and blue crabs have been sent to California and planted 
in the Pacific. Many of the lobsters were females with eggs, and the 

plant should result in from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 fry besides the adult 

lobsters. 
The steady increase in the catch of shad in the United States is con- 

elusive evidence of the value of artificial propagation. In the year 

1880, prior to which time but little work of this character had been 

done, the catch of shad in the United States was 18,074,534 pounds; 
and in the years immediately succeeding 1880 until 1885, when the 

first results of artificial propagation became observable, the supply 

of these fish had decreased to such an extent that it was feared they 

would be exhausted for commercial purposes. In 1888 the catch had 

increased to 35,736,585 pounds, and in 1896, the last year for which 
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there are accurate data, the catch was 50,866,368 pounds, or, in round 

numbers, 13,000,000 fish as against a little over 5,000,000 in 1880, an 

increase of over 150 per cent. The value of the shad fishery to the 

fishermen in 1880 was $995,790; in 1896 it amounted to $1,656,711. 
The Commission expended during the fiscal year 1896-97, $15,726.36, 

and in the following 

of this species. 

year $16,356.99 in the propagation and dieiipanion 

ee an average annual expenditure of $15,000 per annum 

since 1880, the total expended in the propagation of this species during 

sixteen years would amount to $240,000. As a consequence of the 

greater abundance of the fish the cost has been materially lessened, 

but even at the price actually received the increased 33,000,000 pounds 

was worth $1,049,000, or $809,000 more than has been expended by the 
Commission on the propagation of this species, exclusive of the cost of 

the stations, in sixteen years. 

Table showing the number of fish and eggs furnished for distribution by the various stations. 

‘ Fry and Adults and 
Source of supply. Species. Eggs. ese yearlings. 

Green Lake, Me.......------ Golden trout.........--..=-..--: 10, 000 79, 144 |.-. 
Brook trout. - 25, 000 321, 721 |.. 
Lake trout-..-- 75, 000 70, 998 |.. 
Steelhead trout- 22, 966 |.. 
Quinnat salmon... 901, 066 
Landlocked salmon 111, 243° seeniaeinseh elects 121, 830 
ATIINTIGS: KAlMON). oacKeersce toe wallets seca eae Sescecemcecce 16, 208 

Craig Brook; Mev: 5.2.0.6 Atlantic: salmon. c22.-2-2 bh a2 = 400, 000 1, 975, 070 203, 697 
Atlantic salmon domesticated ..|.........--.|.------------- 829 
Landlocked salmon..........-.. CONO00 Rep ceaesscrictae 1, 960 
Quinnab salmoncser wees sas see = ol sotto seine aisle siacica= weieo sate 235, 935 
Steelhead trout-. 35, 941 6, 552 
PCOLeh KER iOW ees see ae ea seen a issekiee | ctas nao = doals 1, 589 
ISIN DO WALLOMUsee eae ee erecta | Sete © seers caeaccestece 355 

St. Johnsbury, -Vt.-...------ Brook trout.... 120, 300 SEI 000 sce oaiea ne 
Baketroutscsecsassu rs socasn sone | aes oe en aero 145/000) 2-2 
Steelhead troutices--o-c seers soe eee eee = OG: G26) See setae 
Mandlockedisalmon)-..2---e-s-e=|-6 2-422" = 3928: [osocicnacoees 

Gloucester, Mass ....--.....- OG eee pa obey coe mere cece nacniccke mses 96, 707, O00: Arem ee seaee 
POMOC Sere eae eee ees eee Loe sacle 4, 455, QUOI Pacceecsecee 
Wopstere ss see ccneaeweseeecesese |saossiseeee= 65, 097, 000) | seeet ee ses. 

Woods Hole, Mass..........- CWOdE eae eet en cere ce wae Soeretes [tien oa seace eae 14055 363:000)|'2-- = oseccee 
SOEs) Voie, ee On ee ee ee el eee meee BOSIT OOO eee eee cess 
oppters 2eees oe eco ced oan canes bacon access B01 92" 000M femeonesaewes 

Cape Vincent, N.Y ...------- Lake trottsccsecs 4-smecececdn cel asisss sevice OBON Sas lees see seneee 
Steelhead tronG }.c2.22.s262.c54|-ceeanenne 90)'060))| 2-2 oe aoe 
IBTOOK TEOUt=sses seh cose ones eae ee |a-meoeseeeee 56; 000: ees dcmemeee 
Quinnatisalmon: <225-ss--s-525|smsercecerse 45691, (SOL) asocsbreeeeee 
A tlanticisalmMOn. wsseecece es as eelaaeecsenesis OF OFM aS eees oe 
PIKG@ POLCHy ates sae eee see yea | aaaige eee 10, 043, (00) esse ctdaeee 

Steamer Fish Hawk......-... Shad: foe teers sees eeecciee 1, 811, 000 5 G4g 1000 ess cree 
IBTShOl wea scores cbc ce seabalea Ose asact sree =o ee ees sees) |seacamass ees 15, 460, 000s) se acuekee. 
Battery Station, Md.. PAA eed Ole ete enamine ents ees ae 68, 881, 000 753490) 000) yacce maces 
Fish Ponds, D. rol fiaemeaae Peary eal ty GOs see see eee mee oe ee cel eens eeceiatye| inciee sateen aie 3, 036, 000 

Black bass, large-mouth -.------).-.---...--.|---.scesnccnes 14, 222 
‘Black bass SMiall- Mouths seca ce|eete cos sacs esos sane wiaeste 1, 837 
Grappler ee sce see ae eee oa lesa ace ean =| Seebeese cee ar 779 

Central Station, D.C. ....--.- Shade 48. 35f cue eases cls 5, 179, 000 Dirt; OOOH nto se taerette 
Ech Lieven trout: neon eee = ae - 2 < semineinme cies (Arr A lene aurecses 
IRIN vO WhbroUliee sess see eee aaa sl os cemaeere Gi I ae ace 
ENO IOMUe nce oe cee soe ceewe ee alanmcesieorace 82668: |neew ces ete 
Makketront.s25.c\-csces cee soe eoce|scasianesemns TOVGAO hoa atm cre Se 
Eandlocked- salmon. ..-2-2-02--2|s<ss--<55<0 3, OBB sn 4% sem nese 

Bryan Point, Md..........--- Speke | aes Be a ee he ee ne ayaa AT, S66) D001 Scans aoe tide 
Wytheville, Viai-c-.-----..<5. Rainbow. trowh.c.c.s -ssesee0=e5 130, 000 25, 000 169, 295 

WROGK DASA sean pn eetne sceces ace) cane = seeing. (eecoareeeees 7, 898 
Put-in Bay, Ohio...........-. Malkkevqnowbteswee see ooo cc sec oewelaeniacwataese 908; 800 scat cect 

Wintih@Gbless cans ste eecccece cee 200, 000 80290) 000 honed wome sats 
(EXE Retin Pee mes cease se cias | oem mas ama £8970: O00n te. hase rae 
(PIke POrOh cscnesosre sees a cece selene misesnce FL 110/000 Mee sat woe os 
Blackbass,larce-mouth. -----\52/|.--~.css<a=5|-=---eeceusame 2 
Bla isbassy snl emo wu ee eles mama emon [ecieie mess cieais 89 
ROCKDassee a. se esceas bec cece e a |stadeiashasae|uaceccica bese es 268 
SMMssh wade leeeer snes eee atl Lessee cxceeclieeseey scecser 69 
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Number of fish and eggs furnished for distribution by the various stations—Continued. 

Fry and /|Adults and 
Source of supply. Species. Eggs. fingerlings. | yearlings. 

Northville, Mich...-..------- Lake trout =<cawsle ose eee nes 1, 010, 000 3, 543, 000 
‘Brook trouti-e. sce eeceers hits 2, 000 228, 000 
Loch Leven trout........-....-- 5, 000 8, 000 
Steelhead trout. << e262 cscee col Sadteeeacciee 85, 000 
Rainbow trout. s.< 2 -hs ean ees wae] sees eee leon see eee 

Alpend, Mich. .25.2-.-<-<.e5 Lake trout. --.. 1, 445, 000 
Whitefish ....-.-. c 8, 100, 000 

Dalnth, Minn 225... 2s ascaln ake trout 22325. S226 5. $255220- eee eo cede 5, 143, 000 |. 
[Brook GROUb =. csee eee ose | eae eaten 92, 550 
Steelhead trouts2 4-2 feecbeea ce eels cee eos. cer 130, 000 
Wihtitefigh S22 ccsesa cee atosos| nese tees ae 98, 000 

Gaincy le ae = sites e nn toee BLACK R SB ae tae ene ae tae Rete | eetctee = teisie el an Blelat maim el es 
Crap pie@jessec cone eee meen Salaseceee aonnleise omen eee 

Manchester, Iowa .-.--------- RaMbow tout: 22202522002 s.<as secs smeiee iat 4, 000 
BLOOKMTONG os - <-> esas eee eee eles rae aan 19, 000 
hake tromliescees- se eee esse’ lean meses 437, 000 

INSOsHO, Moles. ----s=---=--=r Rainhowetrout sess eee nee eae | aeacee ee 14, 000 
Black basse ee i2t ste fatter el esee eee a eeen bee acces 
Rock bass). cescen] -oesceses 2 Sool eeeeeneeene esee ence ese ces 
Rmehy tere ag) Ys) eepeeee ee mernncc lsosbaceS45n5||bospeocssconer 

San Marcos, Tex...-..--..----- Black: Dass-2-222 = sseee cece esas celoseesineee ee eeanec soos eee 
Rock’ bass =. s.-<=2--e-225--6 Jha nest cee oee | Seee eae aac 
CRED PISS 225 hac ee aaa rare ars oe eae melee eee lememeeiete mae e = 

Leadville, Colo .......--..... Brook troutsi2---..c.--5--22-526 172, 000 581, 000 
Black-spotted/ trout: ©-.°-----ces|eesecseceeee 270, 000 
Rainbow tronts:cc.. nee eo eee ese leas teehee 21, 000 
Vellow-fintrout).c.2.c.o. a2- gece cleceuseeccees 7,500 
Loch Leven trout......-.---c.-=- TGS (TIDE eS Se anpeeiocr 

Bozeman, Mont ..-........---- Brooke tmoubee acess een ene eee eae = pees eee Ree ele 
Steelhead trout...-....-.-- eae bate ectinc~o0|ceaceaasncsaae 
Grayling Soo ce. sso e sees ee ees eaaeee beatae 1, 500, 000 

Baird Station, Cal...--.....--- Quinnatsalmon:)-=-----22-s2- os 6, 555, 000 GibIT S00N san e~ seen c 
Hort Gaston, \Cals-22-----se2s|-a545 Os bs Sct eeds poe eo ee eal ealasere ee eees 1; 276000 eseee se eue 

Rainbow trout. .2.-. nessa leenene aac 35, 950 4, 085 
Steelhead trout....-..-----ssse G50 000 I sear aosceane 

Mies, Call ocak aclee emcee Qninnatiselmone- ones sae leaeeee eee 920,000 Mececet eo aase 
battle Creek, Cal ..--..-----<|.<-.- GOs Recess eeedie tees Bb S85:500)aaem cece << « 
@lackamas,Orep.----- ~~ = tees Olena s pense ane Be eae meee aera 10 029; 4964. ons cece oe 

Upper Clackamas, Oreg 
Salmon River. <...--.c-s---se5 
IROPUCHRIVEN 455445544252 e6 
Little White Salmon..-.-....-. 
Mapleton, Oreg .-.....-....... 

Summary of distribution. 

3 Fry and fin- | Adults and 
Species. Eggs. eerlit gs. yearlings. Total. 

Mee a i iccisite CODDO DS SRC CODE meas aneaciapooeoonr aor 75, 871, 000 149,155,000 | 3,036, 000 | 228, 062, 000 
Qnimnatsalmon. 2+ 2-cs55 --- ses eeen es sose ea teosas 30, 605, 000 45, 543, 558 230,200 | 78, 378, 758 
At ANC AAMNON 202 es-a coset cece abet ee oe wee tease 400, 000 2, 072, 139 220, 635 2, 692, 774 
dandilocked! salmons-- =... 5.25226 eoae = Sasser 171, 243 7, 005 121, 088 299, 336 
SteclhexdtTOwtescee- - cw coos ce = f= =a connate etatote 60, 000 1, 113, 354 53, 572 1, 226, 926 
AOC MGV. EN NOU Lise asc ances om we em citod itetetots etete 20, 000 20, 457 8, 000 48, 457 
Rainbow toute 2) 2-fcs-tscsecee es sss sss scenes 130, 000 96, 022 249, 532 475, 554 
Bigek-SpotLed routs. c-s- ee cere ans odes aaaa| see ees 258,400 Weoeee aac cre 258, 400 
PBLOOK LEOUU. ccccssadeeee ssa ee Sepa ee tinasaccce se aes 319, 300 1, 863, 798 161, 391 2, 344, 489 
Wake trout. ssc sccsoscsessiatescsmeceocwccaseaeese 1, 085, 000 RGA 1) (Oe eee 13, 606, 219 
Sobel 868 tlOUb es ose] +e one babe cea cteaciaiclele sal a eciee == == =| = meine lel winte msi ale 1, 589 1, 589 
Wellow=tin, trout@s 52222-22222. eesisssecderssasesee NOOO! | tanec sence cs 7,500 
Golden trowbhte soos ee caer ceases eased oaensseane NO HAE Wee aeaiem lao e 89, 144 
(Cnn de oe oS tcconace Sonos ja Jopscde Sebhoonmsaac OOO O00 8 Geeemene ei 1, 500, 000 
Wrihiteneh .5ooa8.22--00- ee eeet ee ntan ccc oeceaseesae SB AS81000 sees mene e ae 88, 488, 000 
IPS POVC Rae sere ee ee heater = @ ae eens eis BIGGS, COUN tees aia = = 81, 153, 750 
Lake herring TEPC URI) ee eee cise 18, 970, 000 
Black bass, large-mouth -. -- 76, 064 76, 064 
Black bass, small-mouth-..... 1, 884 1, 854 
Crappie aase sete sea ne ee Neen ee ein aaa ee l= - 3, 369 3, 369 
Bahia. cc cecaee sce tcacceenuaseee ee cease seonene ene 69 69 
ROCk Dass ¥ss otoet Se ee ows cece eee been wae aetees 23, 352 23, 352 
SRE Wehr. OS |e oe Oe pee oeonessacneaccemessnmsneeb 5, 912 5, 912 
Codtcesouscces Bes boca aban us eeeeeReeeacanete sean pet eamis nee 202/570,'000)| scence cean 202, 570, 000 
Pollock oe soc er eee kee eee nears oe ae ene Re ee eee APADS5 000) |oanmcinnin cle aie 4, 455, 000 
MWgthsh ss cccdcclasecec cucu DoReee eee nee neon eee none eae met BEN SRY EI Uieeteeriascee 39, 337, 000 
Lobster...... sidoaddddes dd edebuseeeeeseeeenmedeeera ese et eoene 95, 234, 000 |------------ 95, 234, 000 

Dotaliieccssesscceccntes woe eeetsnsseeseaersase 108, 871,543 | 744,445,346 | 4,192, 657 | 857, 309, 546 



PLATE Il. (To face page XII.) Report U.S F.C. 1898. 
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The cars of the Commission traveled 98,964 miles and detached mes- 

sengers 121,160 miles while distributing fishes during the year. The 
@ommission was again the recipient of material assistance from many 

railroads, as shown by the following list of roads giving free transpor- 

tation, without which the work would have been much curtailed: 

x Messen: 
Name of railroad. Cars. gers, 

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rwy 
Atlantic Coast Line-....--.......--.- eOuneS : 792 |e aecee Se 
Jgnisjmmey id ya Gir 1a S552 oe cocadsee oSeease Sa ssSesoee se orarerssseeciseescansos|psuensee 198 
isa omGl Borns Kael 6 1k die cog Soe aooeroceoo ae pa pee> Serge Sede Coren ere Seas oe ee GB) e aca 
BSN MINE Onan ORG am OBI WHY) «eran a)aJoiarm en ala An alsin mini = w Sieintela ain = sles wim melee min em a aloeieinnn [lee see = 34 
Bostonian Al pamygbe iy elects oa eee & lac miae mw 2 a ieee oie mnie a nla ni wie e(e|' = = evisens = 26 i) viz ecioe 
ISOS DIN GRE! WEIN E) 126 ior one sob eoporoor den apesseccoecseer See bacssecdcacerreosocosSehboos 460 1, 938 
Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern Rwy..-..-.--.---.---.-----------++----------- 2, 330 228 
Burlington and Missouri River R. R. in Nebraska. -....---.----.-..2.--.-0------------- TRO | eaeeecee 
Warolinaand Nort WweSUGRM EUW; --tiesis a cic meee eelteomelaas 22h teciciem tcl d ca cmlelecieeas ta 189 28 
Camel \Wihinins hs) fy ae node sSoudSonennap Se nosae: eigqscerSs SS sac edececosisc esas sscsseso| saecesoe 292 
(UG TE Ssh) GG OE Tea ares oe bancoeoc sbececesopeces: qlee ceso-seobecodesce HeeMocoacuse 2) 3001 Sasaseee 
Chicago burling por and Gain Gy bua he leat ane) eee ete ial mie nee 1, 306 1, 463 
Chicago, Malwankee and! St. Panl Rwy---------2---=nsece- seen ece econ ese nse scncawsns L510) Pasaeeee 
Chicaroandawestiuehi ran wiyi a. = =e essa cee ae so mec coscaesicacisjarcesmebescne 1, 686 296 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Rwy-.-.---.------.--.---2.--------+-2--- 1, 833 
COLTRI IV OCU EG LI Ria Roce Sage scooSnoe nc Or Coobace Sepp Spocses: SS pS CneasEr Sere sebessed 
LOI BSD GL S GEOL Nd Be ae ote OR SICH Sp EROS SS Se NESeCE BASH sbbe BOB area pcosone 
Wemverpload ville ands GimMisOn HW oasis oom sc enemas angen oe sans nce aes | 
Denver and Rio Grande R. R .....-----.--- 
Detroit, Grand Rapids and Western R. R 
Detroit and Mackinac Rwy .-.-----.-------- 
Womroi Loved ojand Mal waukeohs Ri 5220 mwjese oe ote oes se owls orice oe agente enemas cocinae 
Phun and elronban G Ollie Wise se ate sala ara cise atee aes sien ala lea etalele aintetelars ofeteteraretete ater aieree 
Duluth Soush Shoreiand Atlantic Kiwiyieros- tsk tan nela 2a es ewe etl tee eee sie cena iG 
Mist Lennesseeand Western North CarolinavR Rico... 2.2. s.s2<cosce ctces ens enes-cceleecceun. 34 
10m) Lyd, Sede adaobme cee oats HOBO OD CO DOSE BSaK GCL RCT REC CeD pea enn On pecen Aaa amber 
UTA elena Marg Oubey kus Kilem sae aea/as en eee emetyeet= aisle an aiaie inlcin ewes ee a eee 
Hortayortbeand., Denver City Muwiyy- <%= i= ssciee hae accu Riciasces cis cieedaepeniciscs cites 
Grandplapidaicn Gein dianaukuWway scetecce acc ahaa Seetiae es sct coca caesaesceeescaesten: 
Grande inka wry) oy Suellen es sere ns aida. eal Se eete eames sce tebe ea aonjeaceeiaeetcas 
GreAUENOTUHOrMMuW Yi sees sae seeissce ese sacs Soneeepane ce cnsccece cuncetaaccecescser 
Gulf Colorado-and! Santa Wemkiwy24s25 ¢25-2eses-<s— see ae ec oeee se asseas -adseeeeeeee 
Houstonand: Texas Central R, We. -sccss- ose o-c~ se scncscsnnne cece cinecleaecic cca oceeeme 
HonstoneHasianos Wes tehexas RW YEseeretoesace dese cen eet eaae ne en cneceecesmenee 3 
HEMNSHA Un an OS Ate HDOlb hy. ie. seem cee cos seo ce eeas cn eases Ee eoecisians colcpecncemae 
ROTA OeHpr apa ure sete Saas Me cee rasa oe ae eRe Retort de ce aSGtk soemeeetees 
International and Great Northern R. R-..-......--------------- : 
Kansas City, Fort Scott and Memphis R. R- 
Kansas City, Pittsburg and Gulf R. R .-- 
Momitytleimd Mash villok cocoa eva ctnee ce ctices cist ces ooceeeseececeu snake ae seenne 
Maine Central R. R .---..---.---- Malreisiays aniafe Mae aig OR amon nice cache eam desde an see ne 
MichioaniCentral@heky, succsenectcse ses ese ose a teehee eens nc acter deem ne peels eae sone 
NESTS HCULO BLU Wp esas sana. fae ia ata = pe nsiem tans see na Payee eee eee aces ake eae eee 62 
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Rwy-..-..-.-----.----2---c2-s0-seseecnecee 214 
MissOUTIwansasiand Pexas Hw yjs.s 2-0 eqs ce ceetiae ja ea esata de me cnicemen se | cee ee. 2, 32: 
[ap SUG MONG, 3 0 SRD ie Os Bs A ah a a RR OR UE A 152 te 

5 uo SEGRE? ETS EU Big rene aR Ope Seve pinee pesearomeneebes preen eee ese 
UL TURES LEAT SG ge ea AS” Ale A ge ERO 5d ear BA iN (A 28 
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DIVISION OF INQUIRY RESPECTING FOOD-FISHES. 

The most valuable of the fishery resources of the country, the oyster, 

has been the subject of a number of special investigations. Pursuant 

to a request from the legislature, governor, and citizens of Louisiana, 

Lieut. Franklin Swift, U.S. N., was directed to proceed with the steamer 
Fish Hawk to make a survey of the oyster-grounds of that State, in 

order to furnish accurate information on which to base a revision of the 

oyster laws, with a view to putting the oyster industry on a more sub- 
stantial footing. The vessel reached Mississippi Sound on January 31, 

and confined her work to the oyster-beds of St. Bernard Parish. While 

there was not sufficient time to complete the survey of all the oyster- 

grounds of the State, Dr. H. F. Moore, who took part in the investiga- 

tion as zoologist, made an examination of them. It was found that the 
fishing methods pursued have been very injurious, in some instances 

resulting in the practical destruction of the oysters, and that with the 

adoption of improved methods and proper restrictions the oyster-plant- 

ing industry might be greatly extended. The report of Dr. Moore has 

been transmitted to the governor of Louisiana. 

The prevalence of green oysters in the Chesapeake region and else- 

where having proved very serious, financially, to the oyster-growers, 

has received the prompt attention of the Commission. It is the general 

opinion among oyster-consumers that green oysters derive their color 

from copper, with which they have been contaminated, and are there- 

fore unwholesome. This belief results in large losses to oystermen, 

who are prevented from marketing the crop when the greenness is 

marked. It has been demonstrated repeatedly and announced by the 

Commission that the green oysters owe their color to vegetable matter 

which serves as food, and that no impairment in the food value of the 

oyster results from this condition. The announcement in the press of 

the discovery of copper in considerable quantities in English oysters 

led the Commission to make a reexamination of the subject with the 

result that previous tests were confirmed. 
Experiments in fattening oysters for the market have been con- 

ducted at Lynnhaven, Va., where the Commission has constructed 
special ponds for the purpose. 

The desire of the Commission to give the people of the Pacific coast 

a plentiful supply of eastern oysters has resulted in the shipment of a 

number of carloads to suitable points in California and Oregon, the 

plants being guarded by the local authorities during the time required 

for their acclimatization and propagation. In order to determine the 

condition of the introduced oysters, the Commission detailed Professor 

Washburn, of Oregon University, to visit and report on the beds. The 
observations, extending over the years 1897 and 1898, show that all the 

planted oysters have survived and grown, although there are as yet no 

evidences of an increase in numbers. 
A canvass of the sponge fisheries of Florida was made in 1896, and 

to determine the relative conditions of this industry a second inquiry 
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was made by Dr. Hugh M. Smith in January, 1898, The second inves- 

tigation emphasized the necessity of action on the part of the State 

to prevent serious injury to the fisheries. During the past few years the 
ageregate quantity of sponges taken has steadily increased, but the 

increase has resulted from more extended fishing as well as from 

the taking of sponges of less than the legal size. The present catch 

isalso made up of comparatively large quantities of inferior varieties, 

as is Shown by the fact that in 1895 the output of sheepswool sponges, 

the best variety and that of most commercial value, comprised 76 per 

cent of the total catch, while in 1897 it had fallen to 47 per cent. 

Though the sponge-grounds have been seriously affected by excessive 

and illegal fishing, they may yet be renewed and become capable of 
yielding large returns by the adoption of remedial measures, as sug- 

gested in Dr. Smith’s report, published in the Bulletin for 1898. 

From time to time during recent years reports have been received of 

the capture of shad in the tributaries of the Mississippi. Beginning 

with the spring of 1896, these fish had been taken each year in some 
numbers at various points in the Mississippi, Ohio, and Kanawha 

rivers. An opportunity was afforded of examining specimens taken 

in May, 1898, and a visit was made by Dr. B. W. Evermann to the 

localities where the capture of the fish was reported, and interesting 

observations were made. The fish were found to be a species of true 

shad, apparently resembling, though not identical with, the shad of 

the Atlantic coast rivers and the species of shad found in Alabama. 

They are apparently indigenous to the rivers of the Mississippi Valley, 

and not the results of plants of shad formerly made in those waters. 

During the summer of 1897 the biological surveys in the Northwest, 

which have been in progress for several years, were carried on by field 

parties, chiefly under the direction of Dr. B. W. Evermann. In con- 

tinuation of the studies of the spawning habits of the redfish in the 

lakes of the Northwest, a comprehensive investigation was made of 

Wallowa Lake in Oregon. An examination was also begun of a series 

of isolated lakes lying along the southern border of Oregon, about 

whose fauna nothing has been known. A party visited these lakes in 

July and August to study their physical and biological features and to 
make collections of fishes and other animals inhabiting them. With 

the completion of these investigations and a study of the collections 

much light will be thrown on the characteristics of the isolated fish 
fauna and the origin of the fauna of these and similar lakes of Oregon, 

California, and Nevada. 
Explorations were made of the principal coastal streams of California, 

Washington, and Oregon, and biological examinations carried on to 
determine their physical characteristics, the nature of their fish fauna, 

and the abundance and habits of the different species of fishes fre- 

quenting them. 

The studies of the movements, habits, growth, etc., of young shad 
in the Potomac, and of young salmon in the Sacramento, have been 
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continued and are affording interesting information which will be of 

value in the propagation of these fishes; and investigations in Lake 

Superior, which were begun in April, 1897, having for their object the 

determining of the food supply of the fishes of that lake, will, when fin- 

ished, yield information of value in the planting of fish fry. Large 

collections of minute animal life have been made from Lake Superior, 
the study of which has not as yet been completed. 

On account of the survey of the fur-seal rookeries made by the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey in the summer of 1897, and the 

second visit to the seal islands of the special commissioners who were 

appointed the previous year to report on the conditions of seal life, it 

was not deemed necessary by the Secretary of the Treasury for this 

Commission to send an agent to the islands to make the usual investiga- 

tions. Arrangements were made through the courtesy of the special 

commissioners to obtain for this office photographs of the rookeries 

and the requisite data to continue its series of maps showing the 

changes in condition of the fur-seal rookeries from year to year. 

The subject of the pollution of rivers and streams by mill and factory 

refuse, and the discharge of sewage from the towns and cities on their 
banks, is receiving much attention from those interested both in main- 
taining proper sanitary conditions and in the preservation of fish life. 

A memorial prepared by the Game and Fish Protective Association of 

the District of Columbia, urging the importance of action in this matter, 

was presented to Congress March 17, 1898, and published as Senate 
Document 194, Fifty-fifth Congress, second session. At the request of 

the chairman of its committee, a letter containing extracts from publi- 

cations of this Commission, showing the evil effects produced upon fish 

life by the contamination of streams, was submitted by this office to 

the association for incorporation in the memorial. As stated in this 

letter, “‘the data are sufficient to clearly establish the point that river 

pollution is both directly and indirectly most injurious to fish and 

the fisheries by destroying fish and fish eggs, by driving fish away, by 
interfering with the fishing apparatus, and by killing or impairing the 

supply of minute animals and plants which are the basis of fish life.” 
Remedial legislation is greatly to be desired in many localities. 

During the summer of 1897 the Woods Hole laboratory was occu- 
pied by a small number of investigators, the attendance having been 
restricted to representatives of those institutions which had furnished 

financial aid in the establishment of the laboratory. The continued 

scarcity of mackerel rendered it important to continue the study of 

these fishes with a view to the satisfactory solution of the problem of 

their artificial propagation on a large scale, and among the inquiries 
carried on at Woods Hole was an investigation by Dr. J. Perey Moore 

relative to the embryology, natural history, and artificial propagation 

of the mackerel. The report of Dr. Moore is published as an appendix 

to this report (pages 1-22). 
In the spring of 1898 steps were taken to increase the opportunities 

for scientific study at Woods Hole and to keep the laboratory open 
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during the entire year. Dr. H. C. Bumpus, of Brown University, was 

appointed director.’ The laboratory was opened on March 14, and by 

June 1 accommodations for the summer had been assigned to investi- 

gators to the full capacity of the station, and the season’s work was in 
satisfactory progress. 

DIVISION OF STATISTICS AND METHODS OF THE FISHERIES. 

The principal work of this division has consisted of canvasses of 

the more important fisheries of certain of the New England and Middle 

Atlantic States and the Great Lakes, begun in August, 1897, and the 

South Atlantic and Gulf States, carried on in the spring of 1898. The 

results of the earlier field work were at once published in the form of 

bulletins, which were distributed to commercial organizations, boards 
of trade, and newspapers, and sent to custom-houses and post-offices, 

where they could be posted for the benefit of those interested in the 

regions to which reference was made. 

At Gloucester and Boston there has been a falling off in the aggre- 

gate receipts of fish at the two ports since 1896. During the calendar 

year 1897 there were landed from American vessels at both places 

126,685,598 pounds, worth to the fishermen $2,878,635. Each port 

participated in the decrease, though owing to certain changes in the 

conditions affecting the business more fares were landed at Gloucester 

than during the preceding year. 

The fisheries of Lake Ontario have shown a steady decrease for many 

years, and the yield of the past year does not really represent the 

commercial importance of the fisheries. The yield in 1897 was only 

920,996 pounds of fish, valued at $34,295, though the canvass shows 
more decrease in the quantity and value of the herring taken than 

with those species of more importance.. A slight increase in whitefish 

is Shown. Thenumerous resorts on this lake, frequented by anglers 

and pleasure-seekers, afford better employment to the fishermen during 

the season than fishing for the market. The falling-offin the supply of 

important fishes is due to a variety of causes, the conditions of which 

have already been discussed in the publications of this Commission. 

The canvass of the South Atlantic States shows an increase as a 

whole since 1890 in the product, the amount of capital invested, and 

the number of persons employed. The increase was shared in by the 

States of North and South Carolina and Georgia, while the fisheries of 
the east coast of Florida have somewhat decreased. The total in 1897 

was 80,390,465 pounds, with a value of $1,833,155. The increase was 
12,674,400 pounds, valued at $252,191. The most important feature 
has been the marked improvement in the yield of shad and oysters in 

North Carolina and Georgia and of oysters in South Carolina. 
On the Gulf coast some 2,200 more persons were employed than in 

1890, but there has been a falling-off in the weight of fish taken, in the 

value of the product, and the amount of capital invested. This is 

undoubtedly due to unusual conditions, There have also been marked 
F, R. 98——II 
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changes in the relative values of the yield in different States. The 

total products amounted to 65,360,623 pounds, valued at $2,271,726 to 
the fishermen. The oyster fishery, valued at $748,760, was the most 

important, followed by the sponge fishery, valued at $355,589. 

A market is developing in the Southern States west of the Mississippi 

River for the fishery products from southern California. Considerable 

shipments, consisting chiefly of barracuda, bonito, mackerel, sea bass, 

and spiny lobsters, have been made and have brought remunerative 

prices. Though the industry is yet in its infancy,it would appear that 

a new and increasing market will be found for California fresh fish and 

spiny lobsters. 

Attention is called in the report of the division (page CLxv) to the 
fishery resources of the Yukon River, in Alaska, which thus far have 

only been utilized by the Indians for their own needs. The present 

information is fragmentary and inconclusive, but there is reason to 

believe that the abundance of salmon, whitefish, and other valuable 

species in this river will afford a food supply to the miners and traders 

located along its banks, and possibly become a factor in the fisheries 

of the country at large. 

Appended to the report of the division are statistical tables relating 

to the fisheries of the Gulf States, the South Atlantic States, Boston 

and Gloucester, Mass., San Diego, Cal., and Lake Ontario, and tables 

showing the yield and value of certain fisheries of New England, the 

Middle Atlantic States, and the Great Lakes. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ALBATROSS. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year the steamer Albatross, under 

command of Lieut. Commander Jeff. F. Moser, U. 8S. N., was engaged 

in an investigation of the fishery resources of Alaska, and this inquiry 

was continued until the stormy weather of fall compelled the return of 

the vessel to more southern latitudes. 
Especial attention was given to the salmon fishery, and the report 

of Captain Moser, to be published in the Bulletin of this Commission 

for 1898, gives a full account of the expedition, and is an important 

contribution to this subject, supplying much-needed and detailed 

information. 
Many of the waters visited had not been completely surveyed, and 

in consequence existing charts were found to be defective. In addition 

to the inquiries pertaining to the investigation much hydrographic 

work was done by Captain Moser, his notes of which, with accompany- 
ing chart corrections, have been forwarded to the Coast and Geodetic 

Survey. 
The investigation embraced the physical characteristics of streams 

and their productive capacity, the species of salmon frequenting them, 

together with observations on the habits, sizes, and abundance of these 

fishes, and a comparison of their past and present abundance; the 

extent and methods of fishing operations and their effect on the supply 
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of fish; detailed statistics of the canneries and salteries, besides a gen- 
eral study of the subject. 

All of the canneries in operation in Alaska outside of Bering Sea were 

visited, and as many streams explored as time would permit. Owing 
to the great extent of the Alaskan coast line and the character and num- 

ber of its streams, it was impossible to visit them all in a single season, 
and no attempt was made to explore any except where redfish are 

found, as this species is of the most commercial importance. It had 

been intended to continue the investigation during the following year 

and carry it on until complete data are available regarding all the 
waters of the Territory, whether they are now fished or not, but further 

inquiries have been unavoidably postponed till another season, as, owing 
to the outbreak of the war with Spain, the Albatross was, on April 13, 

1898, detailed by the President to the Navy Department for use as an 
auxiliary cruiser. 

The examinations of streams were made with care, not only to deter- 

mine what species of fish frequented them and to obtain complete 

records of them as salmon-producers, but also to discover what injury 
had been caused by the erection of traps and barricades, overfishing, 

etc. The explorations were often carried on with difficulty, owing to 

natural obstacles, and reliable information was difficult to obtain. At 

the Indian villages the reports were vague and confusing, and the whites 

were found to know but little of the streams, save where they themselves 

fish, and even these they but rarely trace to their sources to examine 
the spawning-grounds; moreover, large areas of the Territory are unin- 
habited except during the fishing season. 

The most important species of salmon packed in Alaska is the red- 

fish (Oncorhynchus nerka), known in other localities as the blueback, 

sockeye, and by various other names. The other species form but a 

small percentage of the output, and of these the more important are 

the humpback (0. gorbuscha) and coho (0. kisutch), The king salmon (0. 

tschawytscha), the well-known and valuable quinnat or chinook salmon 

of the Pacific States, is only found in small numbers, and in 1897 formed 

but little over 2 per cent of the total pack. In 1897, 688,581 cases of 
redfish and 157,711 cases of humpbacks were packed, 75.74 and 17.35 

per cent, respectively, while the remainder of the production was made 

up of king salmon, cohoes, and dog salmon. The redfish is noted for 

its deep red color, and is preferred for canning for that reason, although 

other species, as the humpback and coho, might prove practically as 

good. The coho is more delicately flavored, has richer meat, and but 
for the popular prejudice in favor of the red flesh, should rank next to 

the king salmon in value. 

The dates when the salmon arrive in sufficient quantities to be taken 
for commercial purposes vary largely in streams in the same neighbor- 

hood, the larger rivers and the streams nearer the sea usually receiving 

the first fish. As a rule the “run” from the sea to the rivers and 
Streams for the purpose of spawning occupies practically the entire 
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season of open water, the different species following each other in 

somewhat regular sequence, so that the canneries are able to operate 

advantageously throughout the summer months and into the early fall. 

King salmon are taken as soon as the ice disappears in the spring, as 

early as May 6 at the Copper River, but the canneries usually begin 

to operate in June, as the run of redfish begins during that month. 
Except at Karluk, where the runs frequently extend to the first of 

October, cannerymen count on the supply of redfish lasting about six 

weeks, and the pack of this species is completed early in August. 
There is also considerable variation in the runs of cohoes, which follow 

the redfish, but which are taken in quantities from the first week in 
August until the canneries close, about September 20, though in one or 

two instances canneries commence packing cohoes as early as July. 

Humpbacks are said to be in condition for packing only about one 

month; the bulk of this species is packed in southeast Alaska, from the 
middle of July to the middle of August. 

The fishing is carried on in the main by fishermen in the employ of 

the canneries, except in southeast Alaska, where, though the canneries 

have their own fishermen, a large part of the supply of fish is purchased 

from native or white fishermen. This supply is obtained under various 

arrangements, and frequently certain fishing rights are recognized by 
the canneries. These so-called rights have their foundation in prior 

discovery or—especially with the Indians—in continuous residence on 

or near the stream in question. The fisheries frequently give rise to 

disputes between the rival claimants to the different streatns. 

The streams of Alaska show the resuits of the enormous drains made 

on them by continuous fishing, and though it can not be asserted that 

the supply of salmon will fail entirely within a few years, there is no 

doubt that the streams are slowly becoming depleted. Canneries have 

increased in numbers, many of them have been enlarged, and the 

production of canned salmon is steadily increasing, but fewer salmon 

are caught now than formerly in the streams which have long been 

fished, notwithstanding the use of improved gear and appliances. 

Taking, for instance, a section of southeast Alaska, where, in 1889, four 

canneries produced 13,000 cases, and in 1897 produced double that 
pack—in 1889 the fish were nearly all redfish and taken from streams 

near the canneries, while in 1897 few redfish were taken, the pack being 
mainly composed of humpbacks; and yet, to obtain the supply, all the 

streams within 70 or 80 miles of the canneries had been fished with all 

the gear that could be used. Again, at another locality, where, from 

1890 to 1896, an average of 61,400 cases annually were packed with fish 

taken from one stream by one establishment, in 1896 three canneries, 

putting forth great efforts to secure a large output, only packed 65,000 

cases, and in 1897, with redoubled energy, 74,159 cases. Many such 
instances could be pointed out, but these will serve as illustrations of 
how the streams are being gradually depleted by the barricading of 

streams and overfishing—in other words, illegal fishing. 
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As the investigation progressed it was surprising to discover the 

number of streams which were, or had been barricaded, notwithstand- 

ing the strict laws prohibiting such obstructions. These conditions 

were more observable in southeast Alaska and Prince William Sound, 
as the streams there are small, easily closed, and numerous. The 

extensive and indiscriminate use of barricades is fatal to the natural 

maintenance of the salmon by preventing their ascent to the spawning- 

grounds. At the approach of the spawning period the salmon come to 

the rivers and streams, gathering in schools which grow larger and 

larger as the season advances, and after they have accustomed them- 

selves to the brackish water at the mouths of the streams they are 

ready to ascend to the spawning-beds. If their progress is obstructed 

they remain in the bay or inlet about the approaches to the stream, 

endeavoring to pass the barricade, and thus are practically corralled 

and easily taken in great numbers at small expense. 

It is maintained by the cannerymen that salmon held in brackish 

waters ripen less rapidly, and consequently by the operation of barri- 

cades they can be obtained in suitable condition for canning much 

later in the season. 

The laws and regulations pertaining to the Alaska salmon fisheries 

are not very generally observed and do not prevent the illegal capture 
of fish. While in a minor degree the law may be defective, and owing 

to the varying conditions found in the vast extent of territory involved 

may need amending, still itis good as it stands and for the present 

only needs enforcement, and there is no doubt the proprietors of the 

canneries would be glad to see it enforced if it is done impartially. 

Without considering the large amount of money invested in the can- 

neries with their elaborate and expensive equipment, the output is 

worth in round numbers $3,000,000 a year, and unless effective steps 

are taken to prevent the indiscriminate and wasteful taking of salmon, 

it will be only a question of time before the cannery interests will suffer 

severely, and through causes for which they are in part responsible. 

The canning industry in Alaska began in 1878, when two small estab- 

lishments were operated at Klawak and Old Sitka, but its development 

really commenced in 1888, when there were 17 canneries in operation. 

The unusually large pack of that year attracted general attention to 

the business, and in consequence many new plants were erected. This 

resulted in an output in excess of the demand, which caused the aban- 
donment of some of the enterprises, and also led to a consolidation of 

many of them into an association known as the Alaska Packers’ Asso- 

ciation. Of the 29 canneries of Alaska in operation in 1897, 17 belonged 

to this association, with an output of 669,494 cases, or nearly 74 per 
cent of the total pack. 

Of the pack in 1897, southeast Alaska contributed 29.9 per cent; the 
Prince William Sound and Copper River region 6.6 per cent; the Cook 

Inlet region 6.5 per cent; the Kadiak and Chignik region 43.8 per cent, 
and the Bering Sea region 19.9 per cent. 
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The following statement of the salmon pack of Alaska for 1897, shows 

the daily capacity of the different canneries, the number of cases packed, 

and the average number of fish contained in each ease: 
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Considerable quantities of salmon are taken which for various reasons 

can not be utilized in canning, and are therefore salted. The output 
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of the salteries of Alaska for 1897 may be given as 10,658 barrels of 

redfish, 660 barrels of cohoes, 292 barrels of king salmon, 5,691 half 
barrels of humpback bellies, and 575 half barrels of miscellaneous. 

The general importance of the salmon resources of Alaska may be 

seen from the following summary of the pack of canned salmon, classi- 

fied by districts, from 1878—the year in which the business began—to 
1897. From the very small initial pack of 8,159 cases the output has 

grown in less than twenty years to nearly 1,000,000 cases, the pack in 

1896 being 966,000 cases and that in 1897 909,000 cases. In the regions 

of Cook Inlet, Prince William Sound, and Copper River salmon fishing 

is as yet comparatively light, but in southeastern Alaska, in Bering 

Sea, and at Kadiak and Chignik it is very extensive and tends to 

increase each year. The quantity of fresh salmon represented by the 

pack of 1897 was about 60,000,000 pounds, and the weight of the fish 

as canned was nearly 44,000,000 pounds. 

The total pack of canned salmon in the twenty years indicated is 

seen to have been 7,508,358 cases of 48.one-pound cans. This quantity, 

with the 145,000 barrels of salmon which have been salted in the same 
period, represents over 600,000,000 pounds of fresh salmon taken from 

the waters of Alaska. The market value of the canned and salted 

product was a little over $32,000,000. 

Summary, by districts, of the cases of salmon canned in Alaska from 1878 to 1897. 
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During the cruise of the Albatross fishery trials were carried on 

whenever opportunity offered, the efforts being especially directed 

toward the location of halibut banks. Halibut trawls were set in all 

localities, and every opportunity was taken to make inquiries. These 

fish were obtained everywhere, but not in large numbers excepting off 

Killisnoo. No great success was met with at Clarence Strait, which is 

a favorite halibut-ground, and the small vessels which sometimes visit 
this point for halibut have no certainty of finding a load. The Indians 

take without difficulty a sufficient supply for their own use, and, while 
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a fishing vessel might fill up, no great banks are known which can be 

relied on to supply a considerable market. South of Dixon Entrance, 

in the waters of British Columbia, halibut are found in large numbers 

throughout the winter, and in the spring are found in limited numbers 

in the waters of southeast Alaska. 

THE STEAMER FISH-HAWKEK. 

The constant service of this vessel since she was last thoroughly 

overhauled in 1890 had necessitated extensive repairs, besides new 

boilers to supply the place of those which had been in use since 1887. 

Accordingly, on the completion of the mackerel work in July, 1897, the 

vessel was dismantled and sent to East Boston to receive a new main 

and auxiliary boiler. A new propeller, propeller shaft, and evaporator 

were added, and such other general repairs made to the machinery and 

joiner work as were essential to render the vessel perfectly seaworthy 

and serviceable. The hatching outfit also was renewed and the deck 

rearranged to permit an increase of the hatching capacity of about 

50 per cent. Not only has the efficiency of the ship been greatly im- 

proved by these alterations and repairs, but she can now maintain an 
increased average speed at a considerable saving of coal and of wear 

on the machinery. 

During the winter of 1897-98 the Fish Hawk was in attendance on 

the Fisheries Congress at Tampa, Fla., and afterwards engaged in a 

survey of the oyster-grounds in Louisiana, already referred to. At the 

conclusion of this duty, at the request of the United States Coast and 

Geodetic Survey, a hydrographic survey of Grand Bay, Alabama, was 

made in the latter part of February, 1898; and in March an investiga- 

tion was conducted with reference to establishing a shad-hatchery on 

the Edisto River, South Carolina, but the conditions were found to be 

unfavorable. 
When the shad season opened the usual fish-cultural work was taken 

up in North Carolina waters and in the Delaware River and carried on 

till May 4, 1898, when the vessel was, by order of the President, turned 

over to the Navy Department for service with the mosquito fleet during 

the war with Spain, her commander, Lieut. Franklin Swift, U.S. N., 
remaining with her. Lieutenant Swift had been in command of the 

Fish Hawk since June 27, 1895, and his services have been of great 
value to this Commission. 

EXPOSITIONS. 

The Tennessee Centennial Exposition, at Nashville, which was in 

progress at the close of the last fiscal year, came to an end October 31, 

1897. The exhibit of the Commission, showing the workings of its 
various branches as described in the last annual report, attracted great 

attention from visitors, the specially interesting feature, as in other 

exhibits of the Commission, being the live fish displayed in the aqua- 

rium and the practical illustration of fish-culture, which was shown by 

the hatching of the eggs and the care of the fry of various species. 

There were hatched at different times during the season 3,500,000 shad 
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eggs; 10,000 trout eggs, and 20,000 eggs of the quinnat salmon. The 

resultant fry, after being placed on exhibition, were planted in suitable 
waters in Tennessee. 

An act of Congress approved June 10, 1896, provided for the partici- 

pation of the Executive Departments of the Government, the Smithsonian 

Institution, the United States Fish Commission, and the National 

Museum in the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition to be 

held in Omaha, Nebr., from June 1 to November 1, 1898. Mr. W.deC. 
Ravenel, already in charge of the exhibit at Nashville, was appointed, 

on July 27, 1897, the representative of the Fish Commission on the 
Government board for the Cmaha Exposition, and at the close of the 

exposition at Nashville arrangements were made to ship much of the 

material there collected to Omaha, and the other work of preparation 

for the latter exposition was promptly begun. The Omaha exposition 

is now in progress, and the exhibit of the Fish Commission, as on former 

occasions of this nature, is designed to show the character of the work 

of its branches, the methods pursued, and the results obtained. 
By a joint resolution approved February 17, 1898, an invitation of 

the Government of Norway to. take part in an international fisheries 

exposition, to be held at the city of Bergen, Norway, from May 16 to 

September 30, 1898, was accepted by this Government. The Commis- 

sioner of Fish and Fisheries was directed, in person, or by a deputy to 

be appointed by the President, to cause a suitable and proper exhibi- 

tion and display to be made at this exposition of the food-fishes of the 

United States, and the methods of catching, salting, curing, and pre- 

Serving them, and of the appliances used in carrying on the fishery 

industries of the United States. He was further authorized to use, 

with the consent of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, any 

portion of the fisheries collection in the National Museum. In accord- 

ance with this resolution Capt. J. W. Collins, of Massachusetts, was 

designated to represent the United States at the exposition, and was 

duly appointed by the President on March 1, 1898. The work of col- 

lecting the necessary material for the exhibit was promptly begun, and 

on April 20 Captain Collins sailed for Norway. The scope of the expo- 

sition is designed to be very extensive in its illustration of the fishery 

industries, and, in accordance with law, at its close a full report will be 
submitted of the participation of the United States and of all informa- 

tion and results acquired by means of the exposition touching the 

fishery industries throughout the world. 

FISHERIES CONGRESS. 

On the invitation of the governor of Florida this Commission partici- 

pated in the National Fisheries Congress, which convened in Tampa, 

Fla., to consider the propagation and protection of fish in the waters 

of the United States, and devise means and methods of protection for 
valuable food-fishes. The governors of the various States were requested 

to send delegates, and the convention, which was in session from Jan- 

uary 19 to 24, was attended by many persons interested in the fisheries, 
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in fish-cultural work, and in scientific research. A number of papers 

on timely subjects were read and discussed, and it is believed that the 

personal meeting and interchange of views of those present will be of 

value to the fishery interests. This Commission was represented by 

Dr. Hugh M. Smith, Mr. W. de C. Ravenel, Mr. C. H. Townsend, Mr. 
H. F. Moore, and Lieut. Franklin Swift, of the steamer Fish Hawk. 

As the Fish Hawk was on duty in neighboring waters she was directed 

to remain in Tampa Bay during the sessions of the congress and was 

visited by many of the delegates; the vessel was equipped with hatch- 

ing apparatus and aquaria, in which some of the native fish and erus- 

taceans of the region were shown, and an exhibition of the methods of 

deep-sea dredging was given in Tampa Bay. The Commission further 

participated by exhibiting collections of oysters, ornamental corals, 

and other products of American waters, and one of its fish transporta- 

tion cars was also present. The proceedings of the congress and the 

papers there presented, covering a wide range of subjects, were pub- 

lished in the Bulletin for 1897 and also issued as a special document. 

During March, 1898, an exhibition, given under the auspices of the 

New England Sportsmen’s Association, was held in Boston, Mass., and 

at the request of citizens interested in the fisheries and in game, such 

assistance aS was practicable in making the exhibit interesting and 

instructive was rendered by the Commission. 

NEW STATIONS. 

A final examination of the site selected for a fish-cultural station at 

Spearfish, 8S. Dak., was made during the summer of 1897, and as it was 

found that an ample supply of water would be available at all seasons 

the site described in the last annual report was decided on. The pur- 

chase of the land was consummated June 30, 1898, and the construction 

of the station will be prosecuted during the coming year. 
During the summer and fall there was an investigation of the various 

localities in New Hampshire suggested as suitable for a fish-hatchery, 

and a selection was made of land near the Nashua River, about 14 

miles west of the city of Nashua. This site possesses in a greater 

degree than any others examined in the State the requisites for a fish- 

hatchery. An ample supply of water is obtainable from springs and 

artesian wells, and the topography of the land is such that it can be 

carried by gravity to the points where it will be used. The property is 

well suited for a favorable arrangement of buildings and ponds, and its 

proximity to a city of considerable size, with railroad facilities and a 
market for supplies, is of great advantage. The property was purchased 

March 28, 1898, and on May 12,1898, the work of construction was begun. 

At the new station at Erwin in Tennessee, the work has been con- 

tinued, and a hatchery building, cottage for the superintendent, and 

other buildings have been completed. Ponds have been excavated, the 
water-supply lines and drains built, and necessary roads laid out. In 

November, although the work of construction was not complete, two 
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large ponds and six rearing-ponds were ready and the fish-cultural 
operations had begun. 

On December 20, 1897, an act passed by the Virginia legislature was 

approved authorizing the transfer of the station at Wytheville from 

the State of Virginia to the United States. In accordance with an act of 

Congress approved June 8, 1896, the purchase was made March 5, 1898, 

and the preparation of plans for permanent improvements was begun. 

New buildings will be erected, the pond system enlarged, the water 

supply increased, and the efficiency of the station generally improved. 

An item in the deficiency bill approved July 19, 1897, called for an 

investigation in the State of Georgia to select a suitable location for a 
fish-cultural station. A preliminary examination was made in the 

summer and fall of 1896 in the vicinity of Macon, as well as in other 

parts of the State. A number of localities were visited by agents of 

the Commission and a report was made to Congress January 5, 1898, 

showing that of all the sites examined, Cold Springs, near Bullochville, 

Meriwether County, is best adapted for the purpose required, having 

an abundant supply of clear, cold water, good railroad facilities, and 

land easily available for necessary constructions. Furthermore, the 

owner of the property is willing to donate the land to the Government 

for a fish-cultural station, as required by the act authorizing the survey. 

On account of the importance of the blueback or sockeye salmon 

(Oncorhynchus nerka) in the Puget Sound region, the Commission has 

had under advisement the establishment of a hatchery for the propa- 

gation of that species at some point on the northwest coast. As exten- 

sive Spawning-grounds of the blueback were known to exist at Baker 

Lake, Oregon, and as a hatchery had been successfully operated there 

by the State of Washington, a preliminary examination of the lake 

was made. It was found that an ample supply of eggs of the sockeye 

could be obtained and that the natural conditions of the locality were 
favorable. 

At the request of citizens interested, an examination was made of the 

streams in the vicinity of Arkadelphia and Hot Springs, Ark., to 

determine on the advisability of establishing a hatchery, but no suit- 

able location was found. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

The new constructions and surveys mentioned above have been under 

the direction of the architect and engineer, Mr. H. von Bayer, who has 

continued the supervision of the repairs and alterations at the stations 

necessary to maintain their efficiency. Besides the routine work of 

this office, various charts, maps, and plans, toillustrate the reports of 

the Commission have been prepared there. 

As there have been laws passed in many States requiring the erection 

of fishways wherever a dam is constructed, this office has been fre- 

quently called upon for advice, and plans and descriptions of fishways 

have been asked for. In order to be prepared to readily answer those 
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questions in future, Mr. von Bayer was directed to prepare a set of 

plans which combine the most important principles of fishways, and 

which can be easily adapted to the various constructions of dams. 
These plans, with directions for practical use, are completed and are 

ready for distribution to any State officer or other responsible person. 

A copy of this plan on a small scale is shown on plate III. 

In addition to the regular duties of the naval engineer, he has pre- 

pared plans for new boilers for the steamer Albatross, and for the 

electrical and refrigerating apparatus at the Omaha Exhibition. Past 

Assistant Engineer C. W. Dyson, U.S. N., who has efficiently filled this 

position since October 21, 1895, was detached for regular naval duty 

April 26, 1898. . 

The distributing cars Nos. 1 and 3, having been in almost constant 
use fifteen years, showed the effects of continued service, and $10,000 

having been appropriated, they were rebuilt and placed in thorough 

repair during the fall of 1898. They were supplied with modern equip- 

ment, and modifications suggested by experience were made in their 

arrangement and appliances, increasing their capacity and enhancing 

their strength and usefulness. 

On account of the growth of the business of the Commission on the 
Pacific Coast and the consequent continued presence there of field 

agents and other employees, it became advisable to provide suitable 

office accommodations, as well as storage room for the material, which, 
in the form of collections, equipment, etc., had accumulated in consid- 

erable quantities. As no quarters were available in the Government 
Building in San Francisco, a room in the Academy of Sciences Building 

in that city was engaged at nominal cost, and has been of value in the 

convenient and prompt transaction of business in the West, especially 

in the preparation and distribution of reports relating particularly to 

the Pacific States. 

During the year the bound reports, with appendices, for the fiscal 

years 1896 and 1897 and the following pamphlets were issued: 

Report of the Commissioner for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, by John J. 
Brice. (Report for 1897, pp. I-CLXXI.) 

A manual of fish-culture, based on the methods of the United States Commission of 
Fish and Fisheries, with chapters on the cultivation of oysters and frogs, pre- 
pared under the direction of John J. Brice, Commissioner. (Report for 1897, 
pp. 1-340.) 

Artificial propagation of the Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, and brook trout. 
(Report for 1897, pp. 27-101.) 

Artificial propagation of the black bass, crappies, and rock bass. (Report for 1897, 
pp. 159-177.) 

Notes on the edible frogs of the United States and their artificial propagation, by 
F.M. Chamberlain. (Report for 1897, pp. 249-261.) 

Oysters and methods of oyster-culture, with notes on clam-culture, by H. F. Moore. 
(Report for 1897, pp. 263-340. ) 

The fishes of the Klamath River Basin, by C. H. Gilbert. (Bulletin 1897, pp. 1-13.) 
A report upon salmon investigations in the Columbia River Basin and elsewhere on 

the Pacific coast in 1896, by Barton W. Evermann and Seth Eugene Meek. 
(Bulletin 1897, pp. 15-84.) 

The fishes found in the vicinity of Woods Hole, by Hugh M. Smith. (Bulletin 
1897, pp. 85-111.) 

Publications of the United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries available for 
distribution on June 30, 1897. (Report for 1896, pp. 343-356. ) 
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Report of observations made on board the United States Fish Commission steamer 
Albatross during the year ending June 30, 1896. (Report for 1896, pp. 357-386. ) 

Observations upon the herring and herring fisheries of the Northeast coast, with 
special reference to the vicinity of Passamaquoddy Bay, by H. F. Moore, Ph. D. 
(Report for 1896, pp. 387-442. ) 

The salmon fishery of Penobscot Bay and River in 1895 and 1896, by Hugh M. Smith. 
(Bulletin 1897, pp. 113-124.) 

Descriptions of new or little-known genera and species of fishes from the United 
States, by Barton W. Evermann and William C. Kendall. (Bulletin 1897, pp. 
125-133. 

Notes on fe halibut fishery of the Northwest coast in 1896, by A. B. Alexander. 
(Bulletin 1897, pp. 141-144.) 

The herring industry of the Passamaquoddy region, Maine, by Ansley Hall. (Report 
for 1896, pp. 443-487.) 

Statistics of the fisheries of the interior waters of the United States, by Hugh M. 
Smith. (Report for 1896, pp. 489-574. ) 

Notes on the fisheries of the Pacific coast in 1895, by William A. Wilcox. (Report 
for 1896, pp. 575-659. ) 

There have been distributed 4,460 bound and 12,420 pamphlet copies 

of the publications of this Commission. 

The Museum of Comparative Zoology has continued the publication 

of the series of papers based on the material collected during the inves- 

tigations of the United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross, in 
1891, and during the year has issued the following: 

Memoirs, vol. xxi, No. 1—xx1, Die Medusen; by Otto Maas. 
Bulletin, vol. xxx1, No. 5—xxul, The Isopoda; by H. J. Hansen. 
Bulletin, vol. xxxu, No, 5—xxi1l, Preliminary report on the Echini, by Alex- 

ander Agassiz. 

Appropriations were made by Congress for the operations of the 

Commission for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898, as follows: 

SHIENIGS. nc ootiGn G0 hag COG bUN ero Bee g enue HEC DDO Ee BESO RA eon EAEE Eons $195, 620. 00 
Miscellaneous expenses: 

AAG MTT SARE TTON os SoG. AGO AeO OO ROGD A OOOO Snob OANA SARC SagoABBosaee 9, 000. 00 
Propagation of food-fishes....-...-.--.----- oSspmeees Ogee on seas oi 132, 500. 00 
Es THUCMETRCEY OM av OSAOIN 2 ooo Se cafe win mere aie aime SiS Awl piaieiesSwiaial=i> OS 30, 500. 00 
PaeaiPy TeApOCuIne fOMG-NSNOB << /0o 22cm cae mos >= Se aman Sseewnss 10, 800. 00 
PSUS AUS LICE AT THAT OTS a Ie SC es aes ene en OR SEER yea a te 5, 000. 00 

For new boilers and general repairs to the steamer Fish Hawk--...--- - 29,640.00 
For rebuilding steam launch in use on Potomac River ...-....-----.---- 2, 000. 00 
For purchase of steamer Senator for station at Green Lake, Me-.-..--.-- 1, 500. 00 
For purchase of steam launch for steamer Albatross. ......------------- = 4,000. 00 
For rebuilding fish-transportation cars. ..-.....-.-...-.....----------- - 10,000.00 
For establishment of fish-cultural station in New Hampshire. .---..---- - 15,000.00 
For establishment of fish-cultural station at Battle Creek, Cal ......_..- 3, 500. 00 
For construction of dwelling-house at the station at St. Johnsbury, Vt- 3, 500. 00 
For additional water supply at the station at St. Johnsbury, Vt.......- 3, 000. 00 
For completion of stations now under construction at— 

SEEnes INU DTROTIS SM Nope AO eee SR Oe ae ae ee omen ee ae cae ee eee ee 1, 800. 00 
iasnInH eS Tem TORE a = eae eo: eee Set oeias Sec loe seen sk os Ce oe cls 4, 216. 50 

For investigation and selection of site for a fish-cultural station in 
APRN PE cr male ate ere lnc eha ale sl wacieje cine. a erase we Gin wate 500. 00 

A report showing in detail the expenditure of these appropriations 

will be made to Congress in accordance with law. 

GEO. M. BOWERS, 
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 
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DIRECTIONS. 

Slope of fishway should not be steeper than on a ratio of 1 vertical to 4 horizontal. 
Intake, or up-stream end of fishway, should be amply large and placed not less than 

1 foot lower than crest of dam. 
Outlet should be below low-water level and so located or constructed that fish are 

naturally led to it when ascending the stream. 
here should be relatively deep water, with an unobstructed flow below the outlet 

of the fishway. An ample discharge of water should attract the fish to the outlet. 
There should be plenty of light admitted in the fishway, and its construction should 

be such as to be readily inspected and cleaned of any débris lodging therein. 
The floor of the compartments should be laid slightly inclined and the bulkheads 

somewhat obliquely across the fishway, so that the current of water passing through 
the compartments can more readily clear the same of sand, gravel, mud, and rubbish. 

There should be no regulating gates or other devices at the intake which necessitate 
the services of an attendant. ; 

The apertures in the bulkheads should increase progressively from the lower to the 
upper ones, to insure overflow from compartment to compartment. 

The flow of water should be abundant, forming small waterfalls over the bulkheads, 
so that the fish may either jump from one compartment to the next above or may dart 
through the apertures in the bulkheads. 
While the flow of water through the apertures may reach a velocity of 10 feet per 

second, there will be relatively quiet water in the compartments, thus furnishing a 
resting place for the ascending fish. 

To maintain the operation of the fishway at an average high water the same as at 
the ordinary stage of the stream or river, the uppermost compartment is made some- 
what longer, and a central bulkhead is inserted having its crest at high-water level. 

‘The fishway may be constructed of wood or masonry and iron; it may follow a straight 
line or be built in angles and curves, as the local conditions may require. 
The size of the fishway depends principally on the volume of water available, and can 

be made larger or smaller than that shownon plan. The hydranlic head between two 
successive compartments must be so chosen as to obtain a current velocity through the 
apertures of not to exceed 10 feet per second. At low-water stage of the stream or river, 
with the fishway flowing full, there should be a liberal discharge over the crest of thedam. 
The fishwavy should be built very strong and be well protected against the destructive 

effects of freshets, drift ice, ete. 
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DIRECTIONS. 

Slope of fishway should not be steeper than on a ratio of 1 vertical to 4 horizontal. 
Intake, or up-stream end of fishway, should be amply large and placed not less than 

1 foot lower than crest of dam. 
Outlet should be below low-water level and so located or constructed that fish are 

naturally led to it when ascending the stream. 
‘rhere should be relatively deep water, with an unobstructed flow below the outlet 

of the fishway. An ample discharge of water should attract the fish to the outlet. 
There should be plenty of light admitted in the fishway, and its construction should 

be such as to be readily inspected and cleaned of any débris lodging therein. 
The floor of the compartments should be laid slightly inclined and the bulkheads 

somewhat obliquely across the fishway, so that the current of water passing through 
the compartments can more readily clear the same of sand, gravel, mud, and rubbish. 

There should be no regulating gates or other devices at the intake which necessitate 
the services of an attendant. 
The apertures in the bulkheads should increase progressively from the lower to the 

upper ones, to insure overflow from compartment to compartment. 
The flow of water should be abundant, forming small waterfalls over the bulkheads, 

so that the fish may either jump from one compartment to the next above or may dart 
throngh the apertures in the bulkheads. 
While the iow of water through the apertures may reach a velocity of 10 feet per 

second, there will be relatively ae water in the compartments, thus furnishing a 
resting place for the ascending fish. 

To maintain the operation of the fishway at an average high water the same as at 
the ordinary stage of the stream or river, the uppermost compartment is made some- 
what longer, and a central bulkhead is inserted having its crest at high-water level. 

‘Lhe fishway may be constructed of wood or masonry and iron; it may follow a straight 
line or be built in angles and curves, as the local conditions may require. 
The size of the fish way depends principally on the volume of water available, and can 

be made larger or smaller than that shown on plan, ‘The hydraulic head between two 
successive compartments must be so chosen as to obtain a current velocity through the 
apertures of not to exceed 10 feet per second. Atlow-water stage of the stream or river, 
with the fishway flowing full, there should bea liberal discharge over the crest of thedam, 
The fishwayv should be built very strong and be well protected against the destructive 

effects of freshets, drift ice, ete. 
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REPORT ON THE PROPAGATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
FOOD-FISHES. 

By W. DE C. RAVENEL, Assistant in Charge. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The operations of the Division of Fish-culture during the fiscal year 

were more extensive and important than ever before. The number of 

eges, fry, and adult fish distributed was 857,509,546, the majority of 
which represent the important commercial species, such as the cod, 

shad, whitefish, quinnat salmon, lake trout, herring, pike perch, and 

lobsters. 
Following the general lines adopted the previous year, the propaga- 

tion of the quinnat salmon, the most important of the Pacific coast 

fishes, was conducted not only at Battle Creek and Baird, in the Sacra- 
mento River Valley, and on the Clackamas, Salmon, and Little White 

Salmon rivers, tributaries of the Columbia, but a temporary station 

was established and operated on the Rogue River and the hatchery on 

the Siuslaw River was reopened. Arrangements were also perfected to 

collect salmon eggs at the headwaters of the Clackamas River, where 
the spawning-beds of the early run of fish entering that stream in April 

and May are found. The results at the Battle Creek and Little White 

Salmon stations were even better than had been anticipated, over 
62,000,000 eggs being taken at the two points. The fish resulting from 

the collections made at all of the stations were liberated in streams on 

the Pacific coast, with the exception of 6,000,000, which were trans- 
ferred to eastern stations to continue the experiment of acclimatizing 

the quinnat salmon in the coastal streams of the Atlantic Ocean. 

Encouraged by reports of the capture of steelhead trout in tributa- 

ries of the Great Lakes, as a result of plants made by this Commission 
two years ago, 750,000 eggs of this species were sent to stations on the 

lakes and in New England for deposit in suitable waters. 
Some experimental work was undértaken at Put-in Bay in penning 

and holding adult whitefish until ready to deposit their eggs, with 

the view to increasing the collections on Lake Erie, so as to supply the 

hatcheries at Duluth, Alpena, and Cape Vincent. The results, though 

not large, show that by similar methods good returns may be expected, 

and under favorable conditions the number of eggs collected in the 

future will be limited only by the number of whitefish taken during 

the fail months, whereas, under the present system, a storm occurring 
during the short spawning season reduces the collections from 30 to 50 

XXXI 
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per cent. The expansion of this work on Lake Erie is essential if the 

hatcheries on the Upper Lakes are to be kept open, as the collection of 

eggs on Lakes Huron and Michigan is now impracticable on account 

of the recent act passed by the Michigan legislature forbidding the 

capture of whitefish from November 1 to December 15, which covers 

almost the entire spawning period of that species. For the reason 

stated above, the whitefish and lake-herring work was confined to Put-in 
Bay Station. 

The collection of lake-trout eggs at Duluth and Northville was 

larger than usual, notwithstanding the fact that the passage of the 

act referred to above prevented the collection of eggs at many of the 

most important fishing points on Lake Michigan. The field of operations 

was extended into Georgian Bay, where large numbers of eggs were 

secured, and to the eastern end of Lake Superior, where the fishermen 

had heretofore furnished eggs to the Michigan Fish Commission. 

The resumption of pike-perch work on Lake Erie, after a lapse of two 

years, resulted in the collection of 221,000,000 eggs and the liberation 

of 81,153,000 fry in the waters of Lakes Erie and Ontario. 
The propagation of marine species was commenced early in the fall 

at Woods Hole and Gloucester, Mass., on the plan heretofore followed, 

except that an additional field station for the collection of cod eggs 

was established at Plymouth, Mass., and the number of brood-fish held 

at Woods Hole Station was materially reduced. The results attained 

by these changes were exceedingly satisfactory, over 300,000,000 eggs 

being handled at the two stations, which resulted in the liberation of 

203,000,000 fry on the spawning-grounds along the New England coast. 

Considerable attention was also paid to the propagation of flatfish 

during the months of February and March, but, owing to presence of 

ice until after the spawning season was partially over in Waquoit Bay, 

the number of eggs collected was not so large as had been anticipated. 

Notwithstanding the decline in the lobster fishery and other unfavor- 

able conditions, over 60,000,000 eggs were taken on the coasts of Maine 

and Massachusetts north of Cape Cod. South of the cape and along 

the coasts of Connecticut and Rhode Island, however, the results were 

unsatisfactory, due not only to a decided decrease in the fishery, but to 

the fact that little or no fishing was being done in the vicinity of Woods 

Hole Station, where large numbers of eggs are ordinarily collected. 

This was partly attributed to the passage of a law by the State of Mas- 

sachusetts forbidding pound or trap-net fishing in Buzzards Bay, from 

which source all of the bait used by the lobster fishermen had been 

derived. 
The shad work was the largest ever accomplished by the Commission, 

more than 300,000,000 eggs being taken on the Susquehanna, Delaware, 

and Potomac rivers and Albemarle Sound. The steamer Fish Havok, 

detailed during the winter for shad work in southern waters, was used 

as a floating hatchery at Avoca, N. ©., on the Chowan River, at the 
head of Albemarle Sound. Previous to commencing this work she 
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was employed in making an investigation of the Edisto River, South 

Carolina, to determine the advisability of establishing an auxiliary 
station for the propagation of shad on that stream, but the information 
gained was not favorable. 

Operations on the Delaware and Potomac rivers were materially 

interfered with by causes pertaining to the war with Spain; on the 

Delaware by the withdrawal of the Fish Hawk for navai duty at the 

very height of the spawning season, and on the Potomac by the estab- 

lishment of a blockade at Fort Washington and by the laying of mines 

or torpedoes on the spawning-grounds. 

In order that the shad work on the Delaware might not be omitted 

altogether, arrangements were made with the Pennsylvania Fish Com- 

mission for the use of their shad-hatchery at Bristol, which permitted 
the hatching and planting of 21,000,000 fry in this stream and its tribu- 

taries. At Battery Station, on the Susquehanna, the results were very 

satisfactory, over 209,000,000 eggs being secured between April 13 and 

June 10, about 100 per cent more than had ever been taken at any of 

the stations of the Commission during a single season. 

At the trout and bass stations the work was generally satisfactory, 

the production of brook trout being much larger than ever before. The 

number of bass distributed was small as compared with other fishes, 

but it is believed, with the experience gained during the past season, 

that the output from the various stations will be largely increased next 

season. Considerable attention has also been paid to the propagation 

of the crappie, one of the most desirable fishes for stocking the streams 

and lakes in the Mississippi and Missouri River valleys, and in the 

South and Southwest. 

In addition to the fishes heretofore handled, the propagation of the 

Montana grayling was taken up at Bozeman Station; about 3,000,000 

eggs were collected at Red Rock, Montana, at the headwaters of the 
Jefferson River. Efforts have been made in past years by the United 

States Fish Commission and the various State fish commissions to col- 
lect eggs of this valuable game and food fish, but the results heretofore 
attained have been very unsatisfactory. 

Continuing the experiments of previous years, two consignments of 

adult lobsters were sent from Woods Hole to San Francisco during the 

months of July and December and liberated near the Farallone Islands. 

Of these, 229 were females, carrying from 10,000 to 25,000 eggs each, so 
that it is estimated that from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 young lobsters 
resulted from this plant, in addition to the adults. 

In July a carload of tautog and blue crabs was also sent west for 
introduction into the waters of the Pacific, as it was thought they would 

not only be well adapted to the waters of the Pacific Coast, but would 

prove valuable additions to the fishery resources of that section. The 
plants were made near the Farallone Islands during July, and consisted 
of 566 fish ranging in length from 4 to 10 inches, and 162 of the common 
blue crab of the Atlantic Coast. 

F. R, 98——III 
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SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS AND INSPECTION. 

During the month of August the assistant in charge inspected the 

stations of the,Commission in Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Colorado, 
Missouri, and Illinois. Advantage was taken of the opportunity to 

confer with the superintendents regarding the conduct of the work and 

the possibilities of its extension. The general condition of affairs at 

all of the stations was satisfactory, and discipline, on the whole, was 

found to be well maintained. The buildings and grounds at most of 

the stations were in only fair condition, and in order to maintain and 

render them attractive to the public special appropriations are needed 

for most of them, as indicated in recommendations submitted with 

detailed report of inspection. An appropriation for improvements at 

the Leadville Station is particularly important, as an additional supply 

of water is needed, and in order to obtain the best results it will be 
necessary to provide some system for draining the Evergreen Lakes 

during the fall, so as to handle the brood-fish. The buildings at this 

Station are in excellent condition, but the grounds are overgrown with 

brush and prairie grass, and as it is quite a popular resort for the 

residents of Leadville, it should be completed. This could be done at 
comparatively small expense. The general condition of the station 

at Neosho, Mo., was worse than any of the others. The ponds were 

much in need of repair, and the water supply is inadequate. 

In December a preliminary survey of the Edisto River, South Caro- 

lina, was made to determine as to the practicability of establishing an 
auxiliary station for the propagation of shad, and as a result the Fish 

Hawk was detailed in March to visit that stream and undertake the 

collection of eggs. During April several trips were made to the shad 

stations on the Potomac and Susquehanna rivers, and in May to the 

Delaware River, for the purpose of conferring with Mr. W. E. Meehan, 

of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, and the commanding officer of 

the steamer Fish Hawk, relative to conduct of shad work at the Bristol 
hatchery in the event of the Fish Hawk not being available for work in 

this vicinity. Visits were also made in May to Massachusetts, to 
arrange for lobster collections at Gloucester and Woods Hole. 

During the spring of 1898 the superintendent of the Cape Vincent 

Station investigated the sturgeon fisheries of Lakes Erie and Ontario 

with the view to taking up the propagation of this species, but no 

locality was found where spawning fish could be obtained in sufficient 

numbers to warrant the establishment of an auxiliary station for this 

purpose. 3 
CAR AND MESSENGER SERVICE. 

Owing to the necessity for rebuilding cars Nos. 1 and 2 and the 
large amount of routine work necessitated by the increased output of 

fish during the fiscal year, this service has been taxed to its utmost 
capacity, and it was found necessary to hire baggage and express cars 

from the railroads on several occasions to assist in making the distri- 

bution in Virginia and Michigan. Besides the routine work, one of the 
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cars was used during the first four months of the fiscal year in making 

collections of marine and fresh-water fishes and transporting the same 
to the Tennessee Centennial Exposition at Nashville, Tenn., and again 

during the months of May and June, 1898, in transferring salt-water 

specimens from Woods Hole, Mass., to Omaha, and fresh-water fishes 

from Quincy, Ill., and other points in the Mississippi Valley. 

Car No. 3 also made two trips from Woods Hole to San Francisco 

with lobsters, tautogs, and blue crabs, the first in July and the last in 

December. On the return trip of the car in July 350 giant crabs were 

brought from the Pacific Coast and planted in Pagan Creek, a tributary 

of the Chesapeake Bay. The car left San Francisco July 31 with 1,100 

crabs, 600 females and 500 males; 450 were packed in seaweed in the 
refrigerator compartment under the car, 550 were placed in transporta- 

tion tanks, in salt water with air circulation, and 100 in crates packed 

in grass. On August1, when the crabs were overhauled, all were dead 

except those in tanks of aerated water; up to this time the temperature 

had been maintained at 60°; 36 were lost on August 2, 45 on the 3d, 
58 on the 4th, and 61 on the 5th; the temperature had risen from 60° to 

65°, the average for the period being 62°. Of 350 crabs reaching New- 

port, Va., 200 were females and 150 males. These were planted, with 

the cooperation of the officials of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, in 

Pagan Creek, Isle of Wight County, Virginia. The temperature of the 

water in which they were liberated was 78°. 

Excellent results were attained on the last trip, in December, over 

90 per cent of the lobsters reaching the Pacific Coast alive. On previ- 

ous trips the number reaching the destination in good condition never 

exceeded 50 per cent, and several times it was as low as 30 per cent. 
This difference in results is attributed not only to the fact that the trip 

was made at a season when a low temperature could be maintained, but 

also to the difference in the methods of transportation. On November 

29 the car left Woods Hole with 150 egg-lobsters, packed 5 in a erate, 

with seaweed. At Boston 98 egg-lobsters and 50 males were taken on 

and placed in 50-gallon transportation tanks filled with filtered water 

and constantly supplied with air, 30 being placed in each tank. Those 

in the crates were taken out every day and dipped into the tanks of 

salt water and then repacked, the seaweed being sprinkled with salt 

water twice aday. The loss from December 1 to 5, when the car reached 
San Francisco, was 27. The average temperature of the water en route 

was 45°, maximum 50°, and minimum 36°, 

The methods followed in handling the fish were practically the same 

as before, except in the case of the lobsters. 

The cars traveled during the year 98,964 miles, of which 63,167 miles 

were free; detached messengers traveled 121,160 miles, of which 33,346 

were free. Every State and Territory in the Union was visited. No 

accidents of any importance occurred, and the losses of fish were about 

the same as usual, less than 2 per cent of the total number handled, 

including the marine species, where the losses usually vary from 40 to 

70 per cent on long trips. 
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On the return of car No. 3 from its last trip to the Pacific Coast it 

was sent to Tampa, Fla., to remain during the sessions of the Fisheries 

Congress, from January 19 to 26, for the purpose of illustrating the 

methods employed in hatching eggs and distributing fishes. 

In July ear No. 1 was placed in the shops of Jackson & Sharp, and 

in August car No, 3 in the shops of Harlan & Hollingsworth, Wilming- 

ton, Del., and were rebuilt at an expense of about $11,000. They were 
remodeled on practically the same plan, except that the center doors 

of car No. 1 do not extend to the floor, as is the case in car No.3. 
The dimensions of car No.3 as rebuilt are as follows: Length of body, 

60 feet; total length from end of platform to end of platform, 67 feet 10 

inches; width, 94 feet; height from top of rail to top of roof, 13 feet 8 

inches. The frame of the car is so braced as to permit of the two large 
doors in the center extending from floor to roof, as shown in plate Iv. 

This feature very materially simplifies loading and unloading. The 

interior of the car is finished in ash, and in one end is an office, an 
ice-box of 14 tons capacity, and a pressure tank holding 500 gallons 

of water; at the other end are the boiler room and kitchen. The boiler 
room is equipped with a 5-horsepower boiler, circulating water pump, 

and air and feed pump. The tanks and cans used in transporting fish 

are carried in two compartments running along the sides of the car 

between the office and boiler room. They are 30 feet long, 3 feet wide, 
and 25 inches deep. Under the car, between the trucks, is a reservoir 

tank holding 600 gallons of water, and from which water is pumped into 

the pressure tank near the office; it then passes from this tank to the 

fish cans and tanks, and then back to the reservoir. In the middle of 

the car, over the compartments referred to, are four berths and several 

lockers for the use of the crew. The office also contains two berths, a 
writing desk, and a typewriter. These cars are fully equipped with all 

modern improvements in the way of brakes, couplers, signal whistles, 

ete., and have Pullman trucks and 33-inch Allen paper wheels. With 

the large water capacity provided, they are capable of carrying much 

greater loads of fish than ever before. 

EXPOSITIONS. 

The Tennessee Centennial Exposition, in progress at Nashville at 

the close of the fiscal year, was terminated October 31, and all mate- 

rial except the aquaria was returned to Washington. During July and 

August much difficulty was experienced in keeping up the-display of 

fishes in the aquarium on account of the intense heat. During June 

the temperature of the salt water rose rapidly, and when it reached 

78° it became necessary to adopt artificial means to save the fish, 

notwithstanding the fact that the specimens exhibited were all collected 

in southern waters, at Morehead City, N.C., and Pensacola, Fla. This 
was accomplished by passing all the water used through 300 feet of 

pipe coil, packed in crushed ice and salt. This method proved very 

expensive, as it required over 14 tons of ice per day to reduce the 

temperature below the danger point, that is, 70°. 
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Notwithstanding the unfavorable conditions the aquaria were kept 

fully supplied with most of the commercial fishes of the Gulf and the 
South Atlantic Ocean, with many of the ornamental species and all 
of the fishes of the Mississippi Valley, and with a number of Salmonide 

propagated by the Commission, such as the brook trout, rainbow trout, 
steelhead, and quinnat salmon. In September fish-cultural work was 

taken up, and two consignments of 10,000 salmon eggs shipped from 

California were hatched. This feature of the exhibit was particularly 

interesting to the people of that section of the country, as it was the 

first time that the eggs of any of the Salmonide had been artificially 

hatched in Tennessee. This was only rendered possible by the sinking 

of a well near the Government building, which furnished a steady flow 

of excellent water at 59° throughout the summer. At the close of the 

exposition the fishes on hand were planted in suitable waters in the 

vicinity or transferred to some of the stations of the Commission. The 

aquaria material, including the machinery, was shipped to Omaha. 

During the absence of the representative from Nashville the exhibit was 

at different times under the direction of L. G. Harron, W. P. Sauerhoff, 

and R.J.Conway. Mr. Conway was in charge at the close of the expo- 

sition and attended to the packing and shipping of the exhibit. A 

report of the part taken by the U.S. Fish Commission in this exposition 

will be found on pages 329-339 of the appendices to this report. 

On July 27 the assistant in charge of the Division of Fish-culture was 

appointed representative of the United States Fish Commission on the 

government board of management for the Trans-Mississippi and Inter- 

national Exposition, to be held in the city of Omaha, Nebr., in accord- 
ance with act approved June 4, 1897. The board was not organized 

until September, when the allotment of funds and space was made, the 

Commission receiving $20,000 and 5,027 square feet of space in the north- 

west corner of the Government Building. Subsequently all allotments 

were changed, owing to the passage of a joint resolution by the House 

and Senate on December 18, the appropriation from the Government 

exhibit being reduced from $150,000 to $137,500, so that the amount 
available for the Fish Commission was $18,333. 

As the live-fish exhibit at previous expositions had proved the most 

attractive feature, it was decided to devote $10,000 and 4,000 feet of 

space to the erection of a suitable aquarium. The plans and specifica- 

tions for this were prepared by Mr. George A. Schneider, who also 

superintended its construction. 

The aquarium is a grotto-like structure, 140 feet long by 26 feet 

wide, arranged in the shape of a | | with arched entrances at the 

short arms and a rotunda at the turning points. The entrances are 

semi-circular archways supported on colonnades, embellished with 

ornamental work, soffit and face, and flanked on each side by wings 
in a rich pilaster treatment of the renaissance style. An ornamental, 

semi-circular grille, with the seals of the United States and the State 

of Nebraska, is inserted in the arch, the top of which terminates in 
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imitation shellwork, with a youthful Poseidon taming an aquatic mon- 
ster, over the keystone. 

Surmounting the entablature of the wings are two allegorical figures 

representing fisher-maids catching and planting fish in the waters of 

the country. The exterior portions of the entrances are finished in 

imitation ivory and gold. The interior of the grotto is treated in 

imitation of a roughly blasted rock tunnel, and depending from its 

roof are numerous stalactites of a pale-greenish hue. The aquaria, of 

which there are 25, are each 7 feet long, 3 feet high, and 5 feet wide at 

the top; they extend along the sides of the interior of the grotto, and 

are decorated inside with rock and aquatic plants, and arranged so that 

all light entering the grotto first passes through them. Eight of them 

are used for showing such salt-water fishes as can be obtained off the 

New England coast near Woods Hole, Mass., and the balance are filled 
with species indigenous to the Mississippi River and the various fishes 

propagated by the Commission. -In each of the rotundas are large, oval 

pools so arranged as to be illuminated from below with electric lights. 

In the rectangular space formed by the two short arms of the grotto 

are exhibits of the different phases of the work of the Commission. 

The methods employed by the Commission in fish-cultural work are 

practically demonstrated by hatching, in a regulation trough, rainbow 

and black-spotted trout eggs, shipped by.express from Colorado during 

the month of June. As itis impracticable to secure semi-buoyant eggs, 

such as shad, whitefish, and pike perch, and floating eggs like the cod, 

pollock, and flatfish, the methods are illustrated with artificial eggs 
made of rosin. In addition to practical illustrations, models of the 

various forms of apparatus used are exhibited, including a model of the 

trout station at Leadville, Colo. The process of egg-taking is shown 

by a lay figure of a spawn-taker with a quinnat salmon in his hands in 

the act of stripping the eggs. The work of distribution is illustrated 

by photographs, drawings, and a working model of car No. 3, recently 

reconstructed by Harlan & Hollingsworth. The results of fish-culture 

and the scope of the work accomplished by the Commission during the 

fiscal year 1896-97 are shown by large charts and numbers of photo- 
graphs and drawings. 

The scientific functions and work of the Commission are set forth by 
models and photographs of the exploring vessels Albatross and Fish 
Hawk, by an assortment of seines, dredges, nets, and by the deep- 

sea sounding apparatus used in making collections in fresh and salt 
water. in this section there is also a full collection of oyster shells, 
illustrating their sizes at different ages, peculiarities common to vari- 
ous regions, materials used for the attachment of spat, various objects _ 

to which young oysters adhere, influence of the bottom on the oyster’s 

growth, and enemies and injuries caused by each. Among the objects 

of the American fisheries exhibited are the following: Mounted groups 
of northern fur-seals, Steller’s sea lions, casts of cetaceans, 150 casts of 
food-fishes colored from living or fresh specimens, and painted casts 
of edible frogs. 
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Through the courtesy of Messrs. Tiffany & Company, of New York, a 

collection of pearls and pearl-bearing mollusks is shown, consisting 

of specimens of white, pink, brown, copper-colored and fancy-colored 

pearls, a set of pearl-bearing shells, instruments for opening them, also 

a water-telescope for finding the mollusks, and illustrations of pearls. 

In the fisheries section the various forms of nets, traps, weirs, pound 
nets, seines, pots, dredges, tongs, etc., used in the capture of fresh- 

water products are fully shown, also characteristic types of fishing craft 

employed in the American fisheries, among them the swift New England 

schooner, the Florida smacker, the Chesapeake Bay oyster pungy, the 

shad boat of the North Carolina sounds, and the San Francisco market 

steamer. In addition to these ‘are numerous large photographs, por- 

traying the methods adopted in the important commercial fisheries of 

the Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts and the Great Lakes, and a series 
of crayon pictures illustrating the Alaskan fur-seal fishery. The fish- 

eries of the United States are presented by States on a large chart. 

_ At the opening of the exposition the aquarium contained a large 

variety of fresh-water and salt-water fishes, together with a number of 

aquatic invertebrates. The fresh-water fishes comprise brook trout, 
rainbow trout, black-spotted trout, yellow-fin trout, lake trout, steel- 

head trout, large-mouth and small-mouth black bass, crappie, strawberry 

bass, sunfishes, and the characteristic native fishes of the Mississippi 

Valley, including the largest obtainable specimens of sturgeon, catfish, 

and paddlefish, several of the catfish weighing 40 pounds and over. 

Aquatic reptiles are represented by living specimens of mud puppies, 

terrapin, edible frogs, etc. These large specimens, with a number of 

ornamental species like goldfish, tench, and golden ide, are displayed 

in oval pools under the rotundas and prove a most attractive feature. 

In the salt-water tanks about 50 varieties of food, game, and bait fishes 

of the Atlantic coast are represented by specimens of various ages, 

including dogfish, skates, sea bass, kingfish, tautog, chogset, sculpin, 

scup, toadfish, sea robin, pollock, cod, hake, and flounders. Lobsters, 

crayfish, crabs, and various kinds of mollusks are also exhibited. 

As it was impracticable for the representative to remain in Omaha 

after the opening of the exposition, the Commission is represented by 

Mr. R. J. Conway, who has charge of the aquarium, and by Mr. W. P. 

Sauerhoff. Mr. L. G. Harron was detailed from Washington to assist 

in the installation of the aquarium, and rendered effective service during 

the opening days of the exposition. 

The Commission is much indebted to the Union Tank Line Company, 

of New York, for the loan of two tank cars for transporting salt water 

from Woods Hole, Mass., to Omaha; also to the Michigan Central and 

the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad companies for free trans- 

portation, and to the Michigan Central Railroad for the transportation 

of car No. 4 with salt-water fishes over its line, and to the Missouri 
Pacific for transporting all the cars of the Commission into the exposi- 

tion grounds. 
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STATION OPERATIONS. 

The fish-cultural work of the several stations is given in detail in 

the abstracts from the reports of the superintendents, and embraces 

the propagation of 26 species of fish and 1 crustacean. The following 

stations and auxiliary stations were operated during the year: 

Green Lake, Maine. 
Craig Brook, Maine. 
Grand Lake Stream, Maine. 
St. Johnsbury, Vermont. 
Cape Vincent, New York. 
Gloucester, Massachusetts. 
Woods Hole, Massachusetts. 
Steamer Fish Hawk (Albemarle Sound, 

Edisto River, Delaware River). 
Bristol, Pennsylvania. 
Battery Station, Maryland. 
Bryan Point, Maryland. 
Central Station, Washington, D. C. 
Fish Ponds, Washington, D. C. 

Alpena, Michigan. 
Duluth, Minnesota. 
Manchester, Iowa. 
Quincy, Illinois. 
Neosho, Missouri. 
San Marcos, Texas. 
Leadville, Colorado. 
Bozeman, Montana. 
Baird, California. 
Battle Creek, California. 
Fort Gaston, California. 
Clackamas, Oregon. - 
Upper Clackamas, Oregon. 
Salmon River, Oregon. 

Wytheville, Virginia. 
Erwin, Tennessee. 
Put-in Bay, Ohio. 
Northville, Michigan. 

Rogue River, Oregon. 
Siuslaw River, Oregon. : 
Little White Salmon River, Washington. 

GREEN LAKE STATION, MAINE (E. E. RacE, SUPERINTENDENT). 

During the summer, various minor improvements and repairs to 

buildings and ponds were made by the station force, including the 

painting of the hatching and collecting apparatus; a nursery containing 

40 troughs was built in the rear of the hatchery, arranged so that the 
surplus water can be utilized for the rearing-ponds. An orchard was 

set out between the superintendent’s cottage and the hatchery. At 

the beginning of the fiscal year the stock on hand was as follows: 

Calendar year in which fish 
were hatched. 

Species. ee 

1897. 1896. 1891. 

lsndlocked salmOn oa:c.%-j0,-pis-e cee sale cece ee acaeen eee See ane e eee 131, 141 434 471 
IBTOOK AMO: 2 amen Seen se tetas cles Aas gee atsdnck hee es pens Ee Reet oe eee VIG 22 Nees cael eee ee 
Golden trout 52; 225 5sce sac = Senowe Sooo eet eee ee ene aoe eee TSG |..< cece dos| seco. 
Steelhead twontss 2... ooo. Sh ds. Siok eae coos et ee ie tered ae eee DEBE Raa eee es oe 
FACHIAM GIG RA UMOMWN Hin c pc sicic,s:ons nw 'sare's oda canmeae co ueenne see mumeeesecacaeeae 163220 |escc cet ccc loncasoasns 

Owing to an unprecedented rise in temperature early in July, it 

became necessary to dispose of the brook and golden trout, and they 

, were planted in the tributaries of Green Lake. The balance of the fish 

were retained until early fall and distributed as usual to applicants in 

the New England States. No mortality from disease occurred during 

the season, but from July 7 to 15 the losses from heat were quite heavy, 

the temperature during that period reaching 81° in the troughs and 83° 

in the ponds. 

In August arrangements were made for collecting eggs of the land- 

locked salmon, brook trout, and golden trout at Winkempaugh Brook 

(Branch Pond), Patton Pond, Flood Pond, Green Lake, and its tribu- 

taries. Steps were also taken to collect eggs of.the lake trout (togue) 

and landlocked salmon in Cold Stream Pond, near Enfield. The traps 

OO 

ete 
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and pens were putin place during August and September, and the first 

trout were captured in the latter month. At Cold Stream Pond the 

lake trout made their appearance on the spawning-grounds October 8, 

and the run continued until the 19th. 

The following table shows the number of fish captured at the various 

field stations and eggs secured: 

Point of collection. Species. Fish. | Eggs. 

Winkempaugh Brook. -....---. TES THEN Se RNS YA Mai slater ae as iene a alaiala'e ain mips olala'a's amma 206 207, 000 
gndinokend salmon eect asks ssa enuresis cadace 59 182, 000 

Patton: PonGdlson <2 mane aneistes BOOM INOUD -joscoslescamwaccacsalecsscsecsccenecoessass 70 105, 000 
Wan digeked SRIMONs.atst ess. oe 2a seas celeb see toee « 3 3, 500 

Url 12h oni A-eoaca gee sosrie SES ORE OU renee Sala oia em ae tes pernianos elena ania 59 28, 000 
HannlockOm SAMMONS. nosis aca cereesecerccheneeer nate Oil seceee wae 
GOMDeRtrOUh anascn esses eee ctcceracs cneeeca eee setae. 146 83, 500 

CO yisycre te 6:1) <2 Se er Brook aro cose Jose cece ton eab ce dcestousecuccusces 21 18, 200 
Landlocked salmon. 225-5. ns--.csc5sacc-s-sscursccoes 127 273, 000 

Cold Stream Pond ........... LAE trot (TDEME)! csdacecc acectedanscwcemsisicers aecinae 75 150, 000 
ANd lOOKeG*BAlNON - s.8a vcs os eb ecsscerecscosseceass 44 100, 000 

The number of eggs secured exceeded the collections of past seasons, 

558,500 landlocked salmon eggs being obtained from 235 adults, an 

average of over 2,000 per fish. At the close of the spawning season 

the fish were all liberated, without loss, in the waters from which they 
were taken. The results attained at Enfield were particularly grati- 

fying, considering that operations were undertaken at that point late 

in the season. It is expected that over 1,000,000 togue eggs will be 

collected there another season, as the fish are abundant and easily 

captured. Of the 150,000 eggs secured, 75,000 were left at Enfield in 

charge of Mr. E. J. Darling, superintendent of the State hatchery, to 

be hatched and liberated in the waters from which they were derived. 

The brook-trout and landlocked-salmon eggs collected at Flood Pond, 

Winkempaugh Brook, and Patton Pond were hauled to the station by 

wagon over rough country roads immediately after fertilization and 

suffered a loss during incubation of from 8 to 14 per cent, whereas the 
loss on the eggs collected from fish captured in Green Laké and penned 

at Great Brook (about 4 mile from the hatchery) was only 34 per cent. 

During the late fall and early winter 126,243 landlocked-salmon eggs, 

25,000 brook-trout eggs, and 10,000 golden-trout eggs were shipped to 

various State fish commissions, private applicants, and other stations of 

the Commission. The balance of the eggs were held at the station to 

be hatched and liberated as fry and yearlings. The fry commenced 

hatching on January 4 and by April 30 were all out. In view of the 

heavy mortality experienced during the previous July it was decided 

to abandon all efforts to carry the brook and golden trout during the 

summer; 225,000 of the former and 59,144 of the latter were distributed 
during May and June. 

On December 24 a consignment of 1,000,000 salmon eggs was received 

from Battle Creek, Cal., in excellent condition, only 7,270 having died 

en route; 50,000 of these were turned over to the State of Maine and 

the balance were distributed, immediately after the absorption of the 

sac, in Union River and its tributaries during the month of May. 
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Of the 50,000 steelhead-trout eggs received from Fort Gaston, Cal., 
in March, 22,966 fry were planted in Green Lake and other waters in 

the vicinity during the spring. 

All the Atlantic salmon on hand at the beginning of the year were 
held until March 30, when they were liberated in Green Lake, with a 

loss of only 12. With the exception of 50 specimens, all of the domes- 
ticated salmon hatched in 1891 were planted in Green Lake during the 

fall, as the ponds occupied by them were needed for other fishes. A 

few thousand eggs were collected from the 50 referred to, but they died 

in less than forty-eight hours after being placed in the troughs. At 

the close of the year there remained on hand the following: 

Calendar year in 
which hatched. 

Species. 

1897. 1896. 

Landlocked ‘salmon..22.202s006< secccmcece cee acccecdeescceses ace eeweescesccecibecss 336, 936 279 
Brook trowt:)s <6 ds 20506 snconncciecnns cise ncdecee secean cscusmaedasmnwesseeesee teen ce 13,83] |p Seee sree 
PLECINCAG tTLOUL sc .cccuccussesencowerewetieoectacesme mela cince stirs ceemsiee seer sets cee 8, 830 3, 370 

CrAIG BROOK STATION, MAINE (CHARLES G. ATKINS, SUPERINTENDENT). 

The stock on hand July 1, 1897, consisted of 471,294 fish hatched the 
previous winter, chiefly Atlantic and quinnat salmon, a few landlocked 

salmon, steelhead, and Scotch sea trout; also 2,464 adults, varying in 
age from 2 to 6 years. All of the fry hatched the previous spring were 

held during the sac and early feeding stages in the standard troughs 

used at the station. They were supplied with water obtained from 

Craig Brook, its temperature during June ranging from 50° to 67°. 

Press of other work delayed the transfer of these fish to the ponds 

until after the middle of July, and the last of them were not removed 
until a month later. It was feared that this delay acted unfavorably 

on their growth, as the troughs were somewhat crowded. There were 

no serious losses from disease, however, as none of the epidemics 
occurring in past years made their appearance. The mortality in July 

amounted to 14,000, in August less than 5,000, and in September 2,300. 
To reduce the stock, 100,143 of the quinnat salmon were liberated early 
in September, and in October and November they were all disposed of 

except 5,883, which were retained throughout the winter. 

The growth of the fish during the summer, though satisfactory, was 

not equal to that attained in former years, when maggots formed an 

important part of the food supply. These were not available this year, 

as the building erected for their production had to be transformed into 

a hatchery to meet the unusual demands made upon the station by the 
hatching of quinnat salmon the previous winter. The food material 

was therefore limited to the carcasses of horses and other condemned 

animals, beef liver, and butchers’ offal. 

The distribution of the fish was made by teams to local waters and 
by messengers to points at a distance from the station. As soon as it 

was completed the hatchery was filled with eggs collected from the 

Atlantic salmon confined in Dead. Brook. The 350 female fish produced 
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3,506,642 eggs, which were much larger than those of the previous year, 
and apparently of fine quality. Notwithstanding their good condition, 

the actual losses from lack of impregnation and other causes, up to the 

time when the division was made with the State of Maine, amounted to 
304,642. The United States received 2,630,214 as its share, 500,000 of 

which were assigned to State fish commissions and private applicants, 

and 2,126,975 fry, or 99.86 per cent of those divided, were hatched in 

March and April. Besides these, the State of Maine turned back to 

the Commission 540,199 fry. 
Plants aggregating 1,975,000 were made in May, as follows: 

Locality. Number. 

NiOLOE LV OLA LEV ANCONOLO ss cecme cscs saan ancericasten- ame Iisa oa achiseciecs cabo sce wonesc cs 137, 500 
Penobscot River and tributaries above Oldtown..............---.------------------------- 1, 482, 500 
Penobscot tributaries near Craig Brook... ... 2.2000 ccccecccccceencoccwnevescceccesessceccs= 355, 070 

The balance of the stock was retained for rearing, and at the end of 

June numbered 636,817. 

In May, 1898, the usual arrangements were made for collecting and 

impounding adult salmon for the next year’s brood stock; 472 fish were 

obtained and impounded at Dead Brook, 400 of which belonged to the 

United States Fish Commission. 

The domesticated Atlantic salmon on hand at the beginning of the 

year consisted of three lots, the first of which were hatched in 1892, 
the second in 1893, and the third in 1897. Of the third brood 1,029 

were liberated in November, 1897, reducing that lot to 454. In Novem- 
ber 25,287 eggs were secured from the first two lots, but they were 

defective in quality and none of them survived to the hatching period. 

As arrangements had been made to carry on landlocked-salmon work 

at Grand Lake Stream, no efforts were made to collect at Toddy Pond, 

as heretofore. In March the surplus eggs from Grand Lake Stream, 

amounting to 62,462, were transferred to Craig Brook, and of the fry 
- hatched from them 54,476 remain on hand at the close of the year. 

All of the rainbow trout at the station were liberated in Alamoosook 

Lake in August, 1897, and nothing was seen of them till the following 

March, when several were observed spawning in Craig Brook just below 

the hatchery. Measures were taken to secure eggs, and by the end of 

April 54,408 had been collected from 199 adult trout. The fish were 

undoubtedly a part of those liberated in August, and were apparently 

in excellent condition. The eggs were not first-class in quality, how- 

ever, and only 35,000 fry were hatched. At the close of the year 28,351 

remain, which appear to be doing well. 

In order to test the practicability of domesticating the steelhead 

trout, the 191 specimens on hand from the hatch of 1896 were placed 

in one of the large deep ponds recently constructed and held for future 

Service as breeders. The fish on hand from the hatching of 1897 were 
liberated during the fall, except 1,400, which were retained in a small 

pond until March, when it was found that only 180 of them remained. 
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This loss was first attributed to mink, but it appeared later that they ~ 

were destroyed by eels. In April a consignment of 100,000 eggs was 

received from Fort Gaston, Cal., arriving in excellent condition. They 
yielded 95,904 fry, 35,941 of which were released in local waters in 

June. The remainder were held for rearing. 

Of the Scotch sea trout resulting from eggs presented to the Com- 

mission by the journal Shooting and Fishing in 1891, there remains 

on hand a lot of 10; also two lots derived from eggs produced by these 

fish. All of the third lot were distributed during the year, and a crop 

of eggs is expected this fall from the second lot (hatched in 1895), In 
November, 1897, the 10 referred to above yielded 10,034 eggs, from 

which 2,970 young were hatched. The majority of the eggs proved 

defective and the fish hatched have continued to die, so that at the 
close of the year only 1,198 remain. 

The stock on hand at the station on June 30, 1898, is as follows: 

Fish hatched in calendar year— 

Kind. 
1894 or} Adult 

1898. 1897. 1896. 1895. eanlion Se aldcnnods 

Adlantid salmon ta0%. 34 cs hcaciswaeccsmaemnase= G36, 26432 ea c leat rae saparerate 233 400 
Atlantic salmon, domesticated ...........-..-.|.-------<- yy OES ee BAe 3D) lc enaneeeer 
ihandlocked salmon! << <5 <-c2 2 <a emesis 5a ATG gece nee| cemiien bal seete stm Ulin beeeesa 
(Qe ARE UT NS SSE sae Sei A Seeees encod soeseed cc Pehl eeabeor becasone Sanriciseo|sccccnsGace 
(BLOOM UOUb se csas saws soos seieeae acide de cemeee BD GGG: a eae eeiel|t mio ofeiso be [esi aeto tel oot neha a] abedere atte reter 
RAN DOW ALOU < = —0 02 6 oe 0 <n sees eg eas eetieeeees DSB || Sateen |e ee ame cles eae cel Sie ease ate eens ars sete 
Steelheadtnoult: GO. sascclicc Jons.c oe adaceenae te 3) eb kee ae nee ASB kek SS See ee ee ere 
MCOUCNIROAROUD. coacie ces ome aaememaerese cers NOR S eee ars ateterareratars 508 TO} eee mectecrs 

Motalicccusccta stuns wee mes cees crs hacene 761, 700 482 | 188 508 279 400 

GRAND LAKE STREAM. 

Work was resumed at Grand Lake Stream in the fall of 1897, after a 
lapse of five years, arrangements having been made with the Interna- 

tional Leather Company, of Boston, who controlled the tannery prop- 

erty, for the necessary land and water rights and the occupancy of 

the buildings. The work was directed by Mr. W. O. Buck, one of the 

employees of Craig Brook Station, under the supervision of the super- 

intendent. A few needed repairs were made to the buildings in Sep- 

tember and October, and the water supply to the hatchery was increased 

by the renewal of the aqueduct. Barrier nets, to prevent the salmon 

running downstream, were put in place about the middle of September, 

and pounds for their capture were set as heretofore. The fishing had 

been excellent the two preceding springs, and as it was now time that 

these waters should show the good effects of the last two years’ work 

of the Commission (1892 and 1893), when several hundred thousand 

yearlings were liberated, a good season’s work was expected. The 

catch proved small, however, the total being only 337, of which 129 

-were males. The longest fish captured measured 24 inches and the 

heaviest weighed 5 pounds. The average length and weight were 20.2 

inches and 3.21 pounds for the males, and 19.7 inches and 3.36 pounds 

for the females. The total number of eggs taken was estimated at 
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313,800, but after the unfertilized ones had been picked off there 
remained only 245,150. Of these, 60,000 were shipped as follows: 

Consignment. Number. | Consignment. Number. 

| f 
Connecticut fish Commission ........-- 10,000 || D. Vinciguerra, Rome, Italy.....-....-. 5, 000 
Michigan Fish Commission ....-....--- 10,000 | Wisconsin Fish Commission.-.......-.. 10, 000 
New Hampshire Fish Commission....-- 10, 000 || H. W. Poor, Wilson Mills, Me.......... 15, 000 

Nearly half of the remainder were transferred to Craig Brook, and 

the balance were held at the station to be reared and liberated in Grand 

Lake Stream the coming fall. At the close of the year the fish seemed 

to bein excellent condition. Their food consisted of beef livers, obtained 
once or twice a week from Calais. 

St. JOHNSBURY STATION, VERMONT (J. W. TITCOMB, SUPERINTENDENT). 

On July 1 the stock of fish on hand was as follows: 

Calendar year in which 
‘ hatched. 

Species. Ss 

1897. 1896. 1895. 

Mand Lockecdusalmonee ce Gaeseenecs voeee ee crise ccc cecbespoesanecacemee AS57190 | cts cranes suelo cleaners 
Oe asa MOM come a eee ser ae a aia were ea = sine einicitins secon sates 81944 | ost ksccee|bs-sscscae 
SHADE NEEL Tinh Cee Geran Sc Be ae Sora oc CONOR OEE EE Ee BOO rE te. EoAee eres 1G; 379) eke. os ae 36 
PRAINIDOW: BEOUDs cn cecc cocl= scons secs cates cic ale ciate ce caucwee cee cte each lec |casmes ewes 7 jl eee 

All of the Pacific salmon which had been held in the nursery ponds 

supplied by water from Sleeper River, except 1,000 retained for experi- 

mental purposes, were distributed early in July on account of the 

sudden rise in the temperature, which reached 82° on July 5 at 6.30 

p- m., causing the loss of 14,500 of the fry. Of the fish retained, 776 
were alive at the close of the fiscal year. The landlocked salmon fry 

were held until the end of July, when they were planted in Lakes 

Morey and Caspian, and the steelhead trout were planted about the 
same time in Lakes Morey, Willoughby, and Champlain. 

During the summer preparations were made for securing a supply of 

brook-trout eggs from wild trout by the establishment of auxiliary field 

stations. The stations operated the previous year at Darling Pond, 

Groton, and at Caspian Lake, Greensboro, were put in order, and the 
superintendent visited Willoughby Lake at Westmore, Ewel’s Pond at 

Peacham, Garfield Pond at Danby, Silsby’s Pond at Newbury, and a 

number of others, with a view to operating experimental stations at 

those points. As a result of his investigations, operations were under- 

taken at Lakes Willoughby and Ansil, and at the ponds of the Wells 
River Fish and Game Club. The only results secured from these were 

14,525 lake-trout eggs at Willoughby Lake; and as the expense involved 

in the collection of these was great, the work was abandoned. 

Work at Caspian Lake was begun on October 11, and continued until 

the 27th, when operations were discontinued, as only 66,022 brook and 

lake trout eggs had been secured. The failure at this point was appar- 
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ently either because the fish did not ascend to the usual spawning- 

grounds, or spawned in the deeper water under the ice. It is believed 
that a large number of lake-trout eggs may be collected at this point 

in the future by the use of fyke nets. This station is well equipped for 

eyeing 800,000 trout eggs, and is regarded as one of the best fields in 

the State for collecting brook and lake-trout eggs. 

At Darling Pond, Groton, the trap was put in on July 20, and kept 

in place until November 6. The temporary hatchery was opened on — 

September 1 and closed on December 31, during which time 682,248 

trout eggs were collected, 83 per cent of which were transferred to St. 

Johnsbury when they had reached the eyed stage. The results at this 

station were very satisfactory, for although in the previous season 

961,318 eggs were collected, only 23 per cent were saved—the loss 

being apparently due to the improper handling of the eggs. During 

the season, 5,000 trout were handled; of these, 1,734 were ripe females. 
The temporary hatchery is an abandoned farmhouse, supplied with 

about 45 gallons of spring water per minute, and can be operated eco- 

nomically. The experience at Darling Pond would indicate that the 

eggs taken from fresh-run fish are much stronger and yield a better 

percentage of fry than those taken from fish that have been confined 

for several weeks before they are ripe, as is necessary here. 

At Fairbanks Pond 78,547 eggs were collected by the employees of 

the station, of which 70 per cent were hatched. Of the total number 

collected 120,300 were shipped to applicants in Hastern States and in 

Europe. The balance and an additional 200,000 purchased were held 

at the station to be hatched and distributed during the spring. 

The brook-trout eggs hatched during February and March, with com- 

paratively small loss, over 716,000 fry being produced; 561,000 of these 

were planted in April, May, and June. The lake-trout eggs produced 

14,000 fry, which in the spring were planted in Lake Dunmore and in 

ponds at Derby. 
At the request of H. F. Hurlbut, of East Freetown, Mass., and of 

Charles A. Hoxsie, of Carolina, R. I., 70,000 eggs collected from wild 

trout were exchanged for the same number produced at their hatcheries. 

On February 23, 10,000 landlocked-salmon eggs were received from 

Green Lake Station, only 50 dead ones being picked out on their arrival. 
Of this shipment 9,900 hatched, and at the close of the year 9,138 fry 
were on hand, which are held for distribution in Vermont waters. Of 
100,000 steelhead-trout eggs received from Fort Gaston on March 23, 

91,000 fry were planted during May and June. 

At the close of the year the stock on hand was as follows: 

Calendar year in which hatched. 

Species. 
1898. | 1897. | 1896. | 1895. 

Steeles duira hic cree eee a ecto mies cele eo a eee ele eae an rt 3, 963 oe ee 35 
Rainbowtlouts cs ltsc 2264 00G. Sack ceae Lee ree aera ee ce = bons cens oe eee We sace a. 410! /fce eee 
Pacific HalMON s-o352-scesc -2o asc hae ee ee ee eee ee = = ms ola cine ee Coy SB asee - s 2c 
rok tobe sls. foc 1 Jk) kL otk oe actos oe 5aee [Je a) 3 2a SS 
Bandlocked salmon <2... = occ mame ee eee ee ene en 9, 138 | Pete eem =| -ae'sea |e 
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TWO VIEWS OF TRAP AT GROTON, VERMONT, 1897. 
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The Pacific salmon fry placed in the ponds for experimental purposes 

weighed 1 pound 10 ounces to the thousand on July 1. These were 
confined in a pond about 8,000 square feet in area. In January, 1898, 

they weighed 41 to the pound, and in June the average weight had 

increased to 12 to the pound. Great dissimilarity was noticed in the 

color and shape of,lake-trout eggs taken from different waters. For 

example, the eggs of the lake trout taken at Willoughby Lake closely 

resemble those of the landlocked salmon, and aie much larger than 
those from Caspian Lake, 600 of the Willoughby Lake eggs equaling 4 

fluid ounces, while it required 800 from Cspian Lake to fill the same 
measure. It was also noticed that the fry hatched from the Caspian 

Lake eggs were much smaller and more active. 

During April, as the troughs in the hatchery were much crowded, 

some of the fry were transferred from them to the nursery ponds, 10,000 

toeach pond. These ponds had not been used for six months, and were 
supplied with water from Sleeper River. The fry in the ponds had the 

same care as in the hatchery, except that it was impossible to clean 

them as thoroughly. No unusual mortality was observed, and at a 

careful examination of the outlets, to see if the fry were escaping, every- 

thing appeared to be perfectly tight; but on June 6, when these fish 

were taken from the ponds for shipment, only 25 per cent of the number 

originally placed there were found. It is difficult to account for the 
disappearance of the balance, though it was possibly due to cannibalism, 

as the fish taken from the ponds were at least three times as large as 

those of the same age taken from the troughs. This larger growth may 

to some extent be due, however, to higher temperature of the water, and 
to the presence of some natural food. It was observed that under the 

same conditions—i. e., with the same number of brook trout, steelhead 
trout, and landlocked salmon, in ponds of equal size—the landlocked 

salmon stand a much higher temperature than any of the others. 

The food used at the station has consisted principally of livers, with 

the addition of insect larve obtained from the refuse of livers, crows, 

woodchucks, etc. One woodchuck produced 1 quart of maggots. 
Enemies of the fish have been the source of but little trouble during 

the past year, except in the case of the kingfisher, many of which have 

been killed. In October a colony of muskrats made their headquarters 
in one of the ponds, and before they had been discovered had made 12 

holes in the banks, one of which caused a leak. These animals were 

shot and trapped. AlIl were males, indicating that the males precede 

the females in the preparation of the winter homes. Mink were seen 

occasionally along the river, but no trouble was experienced from them. 

Several landlocked salmon from the plants made by the Commission 

were caught with hook and line at Lake Morey, Fairlee, Vt., in May, 
1897, and it is expected that in a few years this lake will afford a valu- 

able field for the collection of this species. In May, 1898, a landlocked 
salmon weighing 43 pounds was taken at Caspian Lake. In Sleeper 

River, which is the source of the water supply for the St. Johnsbury 

Station, rainbow and brook trout, quinnat salmon, Atlantic salmon, 
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and steelhead trout have been taken during the year. The plants were 

made in the headwaters of the river, but the fish worked down to the 
lower and deeper pools. The steelheads and Pacific salmon captured 

in Sleeper River averaged about 6 inches in length, while the rainbow 

trout ran from 6 to 12 inches; Atlantic salmon ranged from 5 to 7 inches. 

All of these fish were taken with angleworms, though the Pacific salmon 
will rise quite readily to the fly. The capture of steelhead trout and 

landlocked salmon is also reported from tributaries of Lake Champlain, 

but in some instances the varieties have not been thoroughly identified. 

During the year the north embankment of the reservoir was rebuilt, 
and a tiled drain (144 feet in length) was laid below its base. The 
reservoir roof was covered with a preparation of tar and gravel, and 

the filter in the reservoir was renewed. The interior of the reservoir, 

containing about a foot of mud, was cleaned out, the sides washed down, 
and the entire interior given a whitewash coat of cement. A pipe was 

connected with the supply standpipe in the reservoir filter, and run 

through the filter crib into the reservoir, giving the latter a direct 

supply of water from the river in case of emergency. A ventilator was 

placed in the reservoir roof to ventilate the reservoir and prevent heat- 

ing under the roof, and the consequent decay of timbers. Seven new 

ponds were constructed—Pond H and six small rearing-ponds. The 

spring-water supply to the hatchery was connected directly with the 

distributing crib, for use in the ponds when the hatching-troughs were 

notin use. The arrangement of the hatching and picking troughs was 

changed so as to place the latter under the windows on the east side of 

the hatchery, and supply all the troughs with the water from the west 

side, instead of from both sides, as formerly. This change gives more 

floor space, connects all troughs with the spring-water supply, and 

reduces the amount of water required in the hatchery. Its successful 

operation during the season indicates a great improvement. 

On September 27 ground was broken for the construction of a resi- 

dence for the superintendent. The work was continued throughout 

the winter and the house completed on June 30, except the interior 

finishing. The residence consists of ten rooms and is a two-story frame 

house, with stone and brick foundation, heated by furnace and sup- 

plied with modern plumbing. 

Under authority of act of Congress, authorizing an expenditure of 

$3,000 for an increased supply of water at the station, a contract was 

entered into with Carpenter & Williams on April 20, 1897, for an 
artesian well. Work was commenced on April 21, and at the close of 

the fiscal year a well 200 feet deep had been sunk. 

Capr VINCENT StaTION, NEW YorRK (LIVINGSTON STONE, SUPERINTENDENT). 

The hatching apparatus was thoroughly overhauled during the 

summer and the first floor of the hatchery fitted up with Williamson 

troughs, preparatory to hatching quinnat-salmon eggs, which were to 

be transferred from the Pacific coast. The old method of securing 

water by means of pumps was abandoned this year and arrangements 
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were made for obtaining the amount needed from the city waterworks 

company; this change has not only reduced expenses, but the quality 

of the water is better and the supply more reliable. 

During October 133,140 lake-trout eggs were purchased from the 

fishermen operating on Charity Shoals at a rate of 15 cents per 1,000, 

and the 114,481 fry resulting from them were planted in Watson Bay. 
An assignment of 1,000,000 eggs of this species was also received from 

’ Northville, and the fry hatched, amounting to 967,850, were deposited 

in Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence River. 

In December 5,000,000 eggs of the quinnat salmon were received from 

Battle Creek, Cal. The fry hatched were carried through the winter 
without material loss, and with the exception of one plant of 328,000 

in the Salmon River, they were all distributed in Lake Ontario and the 

St. Lawrence River within a radius of 25 miles from the station. 

Consignments of 100,000 each of brook trout, steelhead trout, and 

Atlantic salmon eggs were received during the year from other stations, 

and were hatched and distributed as usual; 10,000 steelhead eggs 

were repacked and shipped to Osnabruck, Germany, where they arrived 

with the loss of only 420, after a journey of nearly 8,000 miles. 

Early in the spring the superintendent made an investigation of 

various fishing-grounds on Lake Ontario to arrange for the collection of 

pike-perch eggs, as there was a general desire on the part of the fisher- 

men on the lake that the propagation of this species be undertaken. 

The investigation showed that there are no localities in the vicinity 

where eggs can be obtained in large quantities, though the spawning 

fish formerly occurred in great abundance throughout this region. The 

fishermen stated that where tons of fish had been captured two years 

ago, there was now practically no fishing. The disappearance of fish 

from their usual spawning-grounds was attributed by some persons to 

the discharge of refuse from mills and factories into the tributaries of 

Lake Ontario. In April 30,000,000 eggs of the pike perch were trans- 

ferred from Put-in Bay, and the majority of the fry resulting from them 

were planted without loss in the St. Lawrence River; one plant of 800,000 

being made in the Oswegatchee River. It is reported that pike perch 

are abundant in some of the inland lakes of the State, and a collecting 
station, similar to the one operated by the New York Fish Commission 

on Lake Oneida at Constantia, may be established in the future. 

The following shows the number of eggs handled and fry hatched at 

the station during the fiscal year: 

‘ j No. of eggs Fry 
Species. received. hatched. 

NeRCG UCU Mb ees ane aa aie alae Re Meee eee pete a eles nice cence nee at aeons 1, 133, 140 982, 331 
Dn uAI An SALMON tote ae ats ais ae ee See aeicisn eeccmmeca winc cosceactkhcnes nse 5, 000, 000 4, 690, 801 
SOO etihOU ase ae ace ite ens cce cane sen e wcemnicclwecaetacccce nsec cteuuncecaas 100, 000 56, 000 
avibiniie ceili, «fsa ste A oe) cae bea Oe ee ee ae 100, 000 97, 071 
Steelhead PUA tered setae eats ot aan caine o ce toe cieloaitaianinicc sais esncteeeweeeans. 100, 000 90, 060 
ARCOM ERE ee oy eer ee alt sae anes Sake bocce eee eben ace aackioasmockenewactee | 30, 000, 000 10, 043, 750 

SIGINT oe sy scroll oo RCA SO BIT TNE acu gs 36, 432,140 | 15, 960, 013 
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An investigation was made by the superintendent with the view to 

undertaking the propagation of sturgeon, but no point could be found 

at which a sufficiently large number of spawning sturgeon are caught 

to warrant the establishment of a field station, although sturgeon nets 

are fished all the way from Ogdensburg to the eastern end of Lake 

Ontario. 

GLOUCESTER STATION, MASSACHUSETTS (C. G. CORLISS, SUPERINTENDENT). 

As soon as practicable after the 1st of July preparations were made 

for increasing the size of the hatchery and of the pumping plant. A 

one-story addition, 18 by 32 feet, was built on the northwest side of 

the hatchery and equipped with 6 new tables, containing 72 hatching- 

boxes, thereby doubling the capacity of the hatchery for cod work. A 

40-horsepower boiler was installed in place of the small one which had 

been used for a number of years. 

Immediately upon the completion of this work a force of spawn-takers 

was employed, and efforts were made to collect pollock eggs from the 
fisherman at Gloucester. As a result 7,791,000 eggs were collected 

during November and December, which produced 4,455,000 fry. The 

failure to secure the much larger results, which had been anticipated, 

was due to the method of fishing, all of the pollock being captured with 

hand lines instead of with gill nets, which had been formerly used. It 

is claimed that ripe spawning fish seldom take the hook. 

On November 15 the crew of the Grampus, under the direction of 

Capt. E. EK. Hahn, was stationed at Kittery Point for the purpose of 

collecting cod eggs. The methods pursued were practically the same 

as in past years. The eggs were collected by spawn-takers from fish 

captured by vessels having headquarters near Kittery. Arrangements 

were also made for purchasing eggs at $5 per 1,000,000 from fishermen 

not accompanied by spawn-takers. On the first of March collections 

were discontinued at Kittery, as the Grampus force was needed for the 

work on the vessel, and the last of the fry were hatched on March 26. 

A few eggs were purchased after that date. The total collection of the 

season amounted to 160,711,000, the first being secured on November 17. 

The 96,707,000 fry produced were distributed along the Massachusetts 

coast from Ipswich Bay to Massachusetts Bay, off Baker Island, from 

1 to 10 miles from the shore, on the natural spawning-grounds. 

Record of cod-hatching at Gloucester Station, season of 1897-98. 

Loss dur- Date of 
Wken x 5 Eggs Peart Fry Date of 

received. Souree of supply. beer ee hatched. | hatching. plant- ion. ing. 

1897. 1897. 1897. 
Nov. its Kattery Point... 26s eee-s= eee eae 2, 480, 000 761,000 | 1,719,000 | Nov. 29 | Nov. 30 

1a eee se CE Ss 30 See Ree meen am Sa cmc 1, 272, 000 516, 000 756, 000 30 30 
On eee Giese 2 eile Bean tae ea 2, 238, 000 478, 000 | 1,760,000 | Dec. 1] Dec. 1 
DU eceNse: G0) 2o.iss. <2 tascnecseseeeaate=s 515, 000 176, 000 339, 000 3 
r-rel eos MO Wstis. cos tesmassceaeseanaeee 2, 921, 000 599,000 | 2,322, 000 5 5 
Pel eae Comite. | JHE eee 2, 785, 000 692, 000 | 2, 093, 000 6 7 
CAN eo ee (et na Seer ae 2 1, 470, 000 416,000 | 1,054, 000 ff 7 
Py ee ify cee ana Heh oie 9 Bees os 482, 000 71, 000 411, 000 9 9 
PAN ease TOS 8 528 2c tis eae e eee ees 1, 416, 000 525, 000 891, 000 13 13 
re ey DOr sesamin na wc as nesses 3, 440, 000 671, 000 2, 769, 000 13 13 

Mec, gh eeea. GO ecset ee. ss sace oor 3,950,000 | 1,084,000 | 2, 866, 000 15 15 
PA eho CNRS ae ae oe eee aes eee 166, 000 18, 000 148, 000 16 16 
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Record of cod-hatching at Gloucester Station, season of 1897-9S—Continued. 

| Loss dur- Date of When : Eggs a Fry Date of 
received. Source of supply. seuaee Bie aonb Hatehed. hatching, | Plant ion. ing. 

1897. 1897. 1897. 
Dec. 3 | Kittery Point........ccsncesee--- 2, 896, 000 958, 000 1, 938,000 | Dec. 17 | Dee. 1s 

meetetets AGRA sstess cececos adee cies coms 1, 021, 000 473, 000 548, 000 17 17 
bY ese OGfecse swerescassosnensusacse 1, 398, 000 562, 000 836, 000 17 17 
Geena. HOP cease cn cae eatametereaks 2, 751, 000 681, 000 2, 070, 000 20 20) 

10 | Kittery Point and Gloucester. -... 2, 264, 000 775,000 | 1,489, 000 26 26 
Tt iS eee GOpe ras eee saeae te ee nee 2, 460, 000 1, 285, 000 1, 175, 000 26 26 
PA See AO Pecatsacouawasccuaseesee se 1, 924, 000 610, 000 1. 314, 000 27 27 
neces Oba ae see cetera aa eee es 6, 074, 000 2, 871, 000 3, 203, 000 28 28 

1898 1898 
TA Foe OO steers cess Stlocee eee eeeeae 2, 114, 000 1, 527, 000 3, 152,000 | Jan. 2} Jan. 2 
1 il ee GOs snenos seeceece sete st cas: 11, 894, 000 | 7,594, 000 4, 275, 000 4 4 
Tle Ag Eee Oise. otis chess acsteccsecces. 7, 896, 000 3, 667, 000 4,302, 000 "G a 
SS Ve cree Oise sae cee secee ccs macare oss 1, 205, 000 697, 000 508, 000 4 4 
PUPA craters (0) Sas nC bASnb Ae eaee ore apapers 7, 484, 000 4, 137, 000 134, 000 10 10 
OTF G10.25 Se COMO See eee et eee 1, 069, 000 781, 000 288, 000 10 10 
22 | Gloucester and Plymouth...-..-. 2,817,000 | 1,951, 000 866, 000 10 10 
Don GulOnGRStOn c= check cedacecocos> 164, 000 82, 000 132, 000 10 10 
QB) lesion OO Gee eae ete teaacta sees aeons 677, 000 118, 000 559, 000 10 10 
AT | elbiery Point: sc cjsc 262-50 asec 3, 176, 000 925,000 | 2, 251, 000 12 ls 
28) |eseete = GON se aten scott ee eeceeeres ca 1, 306, 000 316, 000 990, 000 12 12 
PA ee (1h ee SS Rs Se er ean as en aes 1, 503, 000 623, 000 880, 000 14 14 
1 eee eet GO eee eben 5 ction asc wee ans 316, 000 86, 000 230, 000 14 14 
ay ass oe Os SSAA SRB aOR rb boeICoAmSaeesee 2, 601, 000 1, 093, 000 1, 508, 000 17 17 

1898. 
ans oh lee ce AOS rewe ae tana ne Cectecaees Se 4, 239, 000 1, 909, 000 2, 330, 000 19 19 

4 | Kittery Point and Plymouth.... 5,124,000 | 2,156,000 | 2, 968, 000 19 19 
5) | eatbery Poms 22 25 ccc ece see 1, 372, 000 694, G00 678, 000 21 21 
Ghjeeea- DOF eet eeeeac tes ecearetannces 768, 000 257, 000 511, 000 21 21 
Bh asec AO Resse e roe sc aees cee aces 1, 492, 000 820, 000 672, 000 25 25 
Oy | Rare GOW oe eee ee cae ons 871, 000 363, 000 508, 000 25 25 

10 | Kittery Point and Rockport..--. 1, 883, 000 899, 000 984, 000 25 25 
1G RCL ODOR VEE ON teen =s eae <2 ace ars 571, 000 217, 000 354, 000 25 25 
TPA lh svoy ed Ee) 0 ees een ee eae sale 1, 717, 000 1, 064, 000 653, 000 27 27 
13 Racknort and Kittery Point -..-. 2, 370, 000 504, 000 | 1, 866, 000 27 27 
May SILLY, Me Ont) sae erin. fences ob 864, 000 283, 000 581, 000 29 29 
15 | Rockport and Kittery Point..--. 5,317,000 | 1,883,000 | 3,434, 000 29 29 
Ga levatster OOlsfeen scree ste sivacaencete 3, 881, 000 1, 367, 000 2,514,000 | Feb. 3] Feb. 3 
UMS see Gir ees ey Ge rioe OSC Re eee 2, 168, 000 1, 535, 000 633, 000 3 3 
1S) |e Momeert Ste SORES foot eas 7,474,000 | 2,182,000} 5, 292, 000 4 4 
Telee oe dome ee Foot ees 4,235,000 | 2,344,000 | 1,891, 000 3 3 
20) pRuttery, Pointe sseceaececehesecs 74, 000 31, 000 43, 000 7 7 
21 | Rockport and Kittery Point-.... 1, 468, 000 652, 000 816, 000 it 7 
Do alntteryeboint eee estes anes oe 1, 934, 000 987, 000 947, 000 7 7 
oi |oae.e GV OA Ae ae ee eo ee ee 1, 489, 000 402, 000 1, 087, 000 11 11 
27 | Rockport and Kittery pointes. 3, 868, 000 986,000 | 2,882, 000 13 14 
7 eee GOs eee eee me woe ate ces 1, 504, 000 347, 000 1, 157, 000 14 14 
30 | Kittery Point.--.. 1, 920, 000 1, 062, 000 858, 000 18 18 

TM  Bileaees fi Una Gay em erg gl Ripe a ae 166, 000 74, 000 92, 000 20 23 
Bal aeaee Ove eet a ene aceccmeastoodtee 308, 000 42, 000 266, 000 21 20 
Gaipmockpontie- este ssee ek sector cee 400, 000 86, 000 314, 000 22 23 
fag \PESCRG LOT y ee GING aacerisceeacteferais cies 1, 085, 000 209, 000 876, 000 23 23 
8 | Kittery Point and Plymouth .... 2, 030, 000 472,000 | 1,558, 000 23 23 
9 Kittery ROMs. sascascenceeee es ‘, 895, 000 299, 000 596, 000 26 26 

10 Rockport Sete ncntcee rains aye ones 1, 862, 000 589, 000 1, 273, 000 26 26 
ia attery, Pomtess fon. .cceceancc ue = 616, 000 170, 000 446, 000 26 26 
13 | Kittery Point and Gloucester. --. 1, 472, 000 253,000 | 1, 219, 000 28 28 
4s Battery Pomt. .ocecccccecc -ascnsc 1, 128, 000 132, 000 996, 000 28 28 
TO eae CO iets eae eee eer ee ae 532, 000 91, 000 441,000 | Mar. 7; Mar. 7 
AGH lcone) GOve See eee meee seems ahie ue seins 327, 000 63, 000 264, 000 16 17 
28) |PGIOUCESUBT 2s sce/ensie esc tecad= sce 1, 364, 000 190, 000 1, 174, 000 17 17 

Migr Os OROGKPOLb -s<=2nce eco ossaca sso 760, 000 116, 000 644, 000 21 21 
LOL Sees: Oks paca cce es once cose aasishe 1, 600, 000 221, 000 1, 379, 000 24 24 
1 ae GO) Ses tme e sae eee eeeenminascce's 1, 418, 000 284, 000 1, 134, 000 26 26 

Motal cna cessegswrencen acess 160, 711, 000 | 64, 004,000 | 96, 707, 000 

The eggs transferred from Kittery to Gloucester were packed in 

tightly sealed jars and surrounded with crushed ice or snow, in charge of 

amessenger. Asarule they were of excellent quality,and were hatched 

as heretofore in the McDonald cod-box. As the water temperature fell 

it became necessary to use steam to maintain a temperature of between 

38° and 40°, which has been found by experiment to be about the same 

as the temperature of the water on the natural spawning-grounds. 
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At the close of the cod season arrangements were made with the 

fishermen and dealers to save egg-lobsters at various points along the 

Massachusetts coast, and temporary collectors were employed and 

stationed at Boston and Kittery Point to look after the interests of the 

Commission in this work. The schooner Grampus was detailed to 

make collections along the Maine coast from Kittery to Rockland, and 

on account of the large extent of territory to be covered an additional 

steam smack was chartered to work in connection with the Grampus. 

As a result of operations on the coast of Maine, 22,023,000 lobster eggs 

were collected and delivered at the station. The tirst eggs were taken 

by the Grampus on April 11, and the collections were continued daily 
from that time until July15. The lobsters purchased in Gloucester and 

vicinity, Kittery Point, Marblehead, and Boston were transferred to the 

station by means of a steam launch. This launch was also utilized in 

making the plants. 

The collections made at the various points aggregated 6,445 lobsters, 

which yielded 72,101,000 eggs. The eggs were all hatched at Gloucester, 

and produced 65,097,000 fry, which were distributed along the New 

England coast from Rockland to Boston. Several of the shipments were 

taken to Maine waters by the Grampus, and a number of shipments 
were sent by rail in care of messengers to Portland, Maine, from which 
point they were distributed by the schooner. Heretofore considerable 

difficulty had been experienced in shipping lobster fry during warm 

weather on account of losses occasioned by sudden rises in temperature, 

as ice could not be used in the transportation cans, because it would 

reduce the density of the water. This year, by a simple device, the 

difficulty was overcome. A tin cylinder, attached to the cover of the 

regular transportation can and extending to within 6 inches of the 

bottom of the can, was kept constantly filled with crushed ice, and in 

this way the proper temperature of the water was maintained. 

The following table shows the number of eggs collected from the 

various fields: 

: Eggs 
Locality. collected. 

Gloucesteriand ‘Vieinity,:.<.<. «= -.ssesmacesn st enesce ce s+ acees ota cee emetebecemenemacsecscoese 6, 479, 000 
Marblehead! 22-6215 seetatws actos cetecassstecesecen osccsee ce absence en seeeaee nen soe. 435, 000 
Kittery Point and'vieinitiy \.....--422c0t0ceenenceescee een does see teees ame eene seats eee te 6, 368, 000 
Maine coast, schooner Grampus «25.2 scs ce ce cocecees nea scees ses coEeee ance Ree eee eee e ee | 22, 023, 000 
Boston and. vicinity)! <-0 o-oo. sce des eee. ee sree eee ee sen obs 5 aetna ae ences | 36,796, 000 

Dota ec can cbe net em te ase soe caa rae snae Semmes pemeee PEER Since a ciae sae om eee esters ee are 72, 101, 000 

Woops Hoe Station, Massacuusetts (E. F. Locke, SUPERINTENDENT). 

During July and August various repairs were made to the residence 

and other buildings, including a new fioor for the lower hall of the 
laboratory and repairs to the pool. The machine shop was removed 

from the loft over the fire-room to the lower floor of the carpenter shop. 

The station force collected in July for shipment to the Pacific coast 

a carload of 2,017 small and 12 adult tautog, with 119 blue crabs. 
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The bulk of these being lost en route, a second collection was made in 

November for shipment to the same point, which comprised 1,138 tautog 

and 150 lobsters. The force was also utilized during the spring in col- 

lecting a carload of live fishes, including forty-five species, for the 

Omaha Exposition, and two carloads of salt water were filtered and 

shipped to Omaha on May 1. 
Arrangements were made for gathering information in regard to 

the movements, growth, spawning habits, etc., of the cod by attaching 

small tags to brood -fish liberated at the close of the season. 

The collection of brood codfish was made as usual by the schooner 

Grampus and by purchase from fishing-smacks. The first fish were 

received on October 8 and the last on November 9; in all 3,507 were 
secured. The minimum weight of the fish accepted was 6 pounds; 

1,920 of them were caught by the Grampus and the remainder obtained 

from the fishermen. They were carefully transferred from the vessel 

to live-cars moored in the pool. The loss during October was normal, 
but about the middle of November the mortality became very heavy, 

and specimens of the dead fish were sent to Washington for examina- 

tion. It was found that in a majority of cases the primary cause of 

death could be traced to hook wounds or other injuries received at the 

time of capture. 

From the penned brood-fish 57,054,000 eggs were secured. 

Arrangements were made for collecting cod eggs at Plymouth, Mass., 

by Capt. E. E. Hahn. A force of spawn-takers was stationed there 

in November under direction of F. 8. Conley, the first officer of the 

Grampus, and the launch Cygnet, with a crew, was assigned for use in 

transferring the spawn-takers from the shore to the fishing vessels. 

About December 1 the force was increased to seven spawn-takers, the 

collection of eggs was commenced, and although the work was fre- 

quently interrupted by storms during winter, the season as a whole 

was favorable, resulting in the collection of 90,760,000 eggs. 

The method of handling and packing eggs did not differ from that 

followed at Kittery. The eggs were usually sent by express, though 
in the case of large collections a messenger was sent with them to 

guard against accident. The majority of the eggs arrived at the sta- 

tion in excellent condition. The work was continued until February 

26, at which time, as a result of the collections made at this point and 
from the fish penned at the station, 147,794,000 eggs had been collected. 
Several shipments were also received from Kittery Point, amounting 

in all to 5,642,000. These were sent by messenger as far as Boston, and 

then shipped in care of the baggage-master to Woods Hole. The total 

number of eggs handled at the station amounted to 153,436,000. 

The eggs were hatched, as usual, in the McDonald cod box, steam 

being utilized to maintain an equable temperature of water when that 
in the hatchery fell below 40°. The fry were planted on the spawning- 

grounds off Gayhead, with the exception of 6,340,000, which were 

deposited near Provincetown, Mass. 
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Record of cod-hatching at Woods Hole Station, 1897-98. 

Loss durin Date of | Date of Date Source of supply. Eggs taken. | 5) oubati oe Fry hatched. |) o¢chin g.\planting. 

INGV. o15 | dbive-Gargsiee osenseestas oc ~=ses 474, 000 147, 000 269,000 ; Nov. 27 | Nov. 30 
1 te Wh) oes cig ne cocappeneeoone 805, 000 108, 000 550, 000 28 30 
7a heene NO eee eereeer cae sm eisse sa 237, 000 26, 000 148, 000 28 30 
20T ches C0) Ba eae Ona Gane OO Ciooo Ie 947, 000 131, 000 679,000 | Dec. 1) Dec. 3 
DoyWecaes Ghee sebaer coeeesroccos 380, 000 42, 000 275, 000 2 3 
DOuee ee. 0 creer erase en aeeets 2, 227, 000 442, 000 1, 280, 000 8 9 
BO! Pca ft) ee sc oScenesonoosS 3, 649, 000 693, 000 2, 218, 000 13 14 

Dec. 1 | Plymouth 948, 000 185, 000 626, 000 14 15 
2 | Live-cars 3, 222, 000 506, 000 2, 305, 000 14 15 
2 | Plymouth 853, 000 79, 000 737, 000 14 15 
4 | Live-cars 3, 511, 000 599, 000 2, 462, 000 16 17 
4 | Plymouth 853, 000 100, 000 653, 000 16 17 
(ty ae USS a Ae arooASao: te 587, 000 215, 000 335, 000 19 20 
6 | Live-cars 2, 075, 000 548, 000 1, 290, 000 19 20 
7 | Plymouth 474, 000 121, 000 332, 000 19 20 
7 | Live-cars -- 758, 000 189, 000 485, 000 19 20 
Sieaeee Othe game rneeecrapoanc suDc= 3, 221, 000 900, 000 2. 084, 000 20 21 
8 | Plymouth 806, 000 400, 000 322, 000 20 21 

iL ee CCE SSeeae moe ceteiedorae c 1, 232, 000 329, 000 876. 000 23 27 
| VG: CAS yates ee oe elie =o = = 4, 122, 000 1, 003, 000 2, 690, 000 23 27 
13h Seer Gb) Bosecos ene acecds se sco se 5, 331, 000 933, 000 3, 866, 000 27 29 
iy | hat Mss 86r Sooo seserene 2, 535, 000 633, 000 1, 555, 000 ali 29 
Lat Vie- CATA cee ates ae eee ia 3, 815, 000 853, 000 2, 445, 000 31 | Jan. 3 
15) abating eas eo scosaessecc 568, 000 100, 000 394, 000 31 3 
16s) WoIVS-CAPS esas con. <2 neem 1, 422, 000 404, 000 724,000 | Jan. 3 6 
Gh MediyinO Dbl sesame 853, 000 111, 000 605, 000 3 6 
Read ovs cere mands 22 Sa Sap dets 1, 611, 000 429, 000 1, 045, 000 5 6 
Su GhVC-CALS s2- eewcte ae aem enn 4, 667, 000 1, 004, 000 3, 079, 000 df 8 
20) ||) Plymouthos--sss22-2=---e~ = 2, 180, 000 437, 000 1, 396, 000 9 10 
2a elalwe-Cars ees aces== enone 2, 417, 000 594, 000 1, 564, 000 9 10 
20: | Plymouth..-.-..-.-..-------- 568, 000 152, 000 374, 000 9 10 
ls'| Sosa WO Boe sa ApaasSaeasenaSs 3, 008, 000 157, 000 2, 674, 000 9 10 
22 | Kittery Point.......--.....--. 1, 611, 000 515, 000 969, 000 12 15 
BPs || TAk ary eecisoceor sock ao 1, 256, 000 21€, 000 915, 000 12 15 
DAN MulVO-OALS cis steos oe Same - ee ae 2,123, 000 447, 000 1, 497, 000 13 15 
23 | Plymouth. .....-.--2-.------. 1, 090, 000 79, 000 970, 000 13 15 
23 | Kittery Point 1, 422, 000 232, 000 1, 048, 000 13 15 
POW secre OO ee a -seeinee 2, 559, 000 798, 000 1, 623, 000 16 18 
Ast |) US EECE A SeGomeooroSp oreo sone 2, 440, 000 702, 000 1, 537, 000 18 22 
BO) | abi searos esocosoeocos 2, 985, 000 519, 000 2, 249, 000 18 22 
BOUL VG=-CALS 2c ent caectanemise cece 1, 374, 000 374, 000 773, 000 22 25 
Ug eediyaile Ubhieee eens am anette 1, 231, 000 126, 000 989, 000 22 25 
A ha eae pcc CN ey eeu ARS READ A SOOSOSE 616, 000 252, 000 322, 000 22 25 

dine, Te eee. Op ee ae eo Sees 4, 264, 000 1, 037, 000 3, 055, 000 22 25 
3) EGS Voc -SSSeere pee onsesce 616, 000 155, 000 398, 000 24 25 
Bale eM One ete heen eee See 663, 000 136, 000 485, 000 27 31 
a Eel On Ge ater arate are 1, 137, 000 236, 000 816, 000 27 31 
WAV G-CRES cerleeoadees ose ne eee 996, 000 242, 000 658, 000 27 31 
eek yO ota eee 711, 000 90, 000 593, 000 27 31 
9 peece Go, s28 See. eee eee 2, 130, 000 253, 000 i, 767, 000 31 | Feb. 3 

TO) Ler ee d:| BAB eee cepa ase cagoee 1, 137, 000 242, 000 784, 000 31 3 
ON) SEL yan OME se ae = ate om ole = 995, 000 41, 000 886, 000 31 3 
1 eS ihe seeckdems se ooseseceae 2, 464, 000 1, 048, 000 1,3M,000 | Feb. 4 7 
PAS el ra vectch rds oS Sen ees 900, 000 253, 000 573, 000 4 7 
TRY | | Lente See coensasc comer 592, 000 105, 000 419, 000 4 7 
NAD AUT O- CALS ho Sain oem ee afore apts 663, 000 169, 000 447, 000 ti 8 
1G) || Telnet es ose des oacince eee 2, 037, 000 221, 000 1, 722, 000 7 8 
OW ae 0 2s etbaaee ss ae ee cer omate 1, 943. 000 189, 000 1, 613, 000 i 8 
17 | Live-cars 758, 000 205, 000 511, 000 12 14 
18 | Plymouth 2,178, 000 632, 000 1, 314, 000 12 14 
ui Vel eee GOy-eaeseon 7, 250, 000 1, 893, 000 4, 989, 000 12 14 
VE). bribe kde) seer eee Sasnoaaboes 711, 000 200, 000 511, 000 12 14 
PANS) deaWeienbi se \sepeeeae Josocec 1, 659, 000 99, 000 1, 519, 000 - 15 18 
OP Wive-Carsossceseccssoceee ener 332, 000 42, 000 280, 000 15 18 
PAW 2 bani tl Nae eore ese nce ae soo 1, 659, 000 105, 000 1, 492, 000 15 18 
Dai \onsee GOV ia: cote em eeeiacare ee 758, 000 42, 000 701, 000 15 | 18 
24 | Live-cars 711, 000 237, 000 442, 000 19 22 
25 | Plymouth 5, 543, 000 1, 032, 000 4, 087, 000 19 22 
27 | Live-cars 190, 000 105, 000 69, 000 19 | 22 

Hebe (Alene. a GO Vb ore aces nce 190, 000 147, 000 33, 000 25 25 
6 | Plymouth... 4, 265, 000 1, 424, 000 2, 558, 000 28 | Mar. 2 
i eee do 1, 564, 000 197, 000 1, 332,000 | Mar. 2) 4 
Baise se GO 22-252 52 Sesteect sees 616, 000 97, 000 435, 000 2 4 
OM 2ese 2 GO Se2sesesene ee eee eee: 1, 943, 000 432, 000 1, 470, 000 2 4 

DS eee Chet ee ee ee ae 1, 516, 000 547, 000 929, 000 6 | 8 
7h aseee i RIE eye cs 758, 000 131, 000 585, 000 6 8 
As Sees GO, ack See eee 1, 611, 000 195, 000 1, 320, 000 6 8 
Ya eer OG iesees - see eee 2, 284, 000 538, 000 1, 674, 000 9 11 
ia Go's eee 2, 559, 000 934, 000 1, 471, 000 9 11 
1 al eee GO ck oth Shs Se eeedoniece 6, 304, 000 1, 073, 000 4, 793, 000 14 15 
a ere GO Geeectl. co Se tence eee 5, 634, 000 2,171, 000 3, 099, 000 16 ae Uf 
7 eee GO ol Pate ese ee eee 426, 000 16, 000 389, 000 18 19 
DBI leew 'cisre CON = Soe es chee een eens 1, 706, 000 570, 000 1, 074, 000 18 21 

IDE oosconrsgesnecccesc 153, 436,000 | 34, 305,000 ; 105, 863, 000 
——— 
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The results secured with cod this year were far better than heretofore, 

and it is believed the work can be still further extended and increased 

by enlarging the force at Plymouth and using a larger steamer for 

transferring the spawn-takers to and from the fishing vessels. 

Early in February steps were taken to collect the winter flounder or 

flatfish. For this purpose several fyke nets were set in Woods Hole 

harbor and Waquoit Bay, and the brood-fish taken were held at the 

station until ripe, when they were stripped and liberated. The first 

ripe fish were taken on February 11 in Woods Hole harbor, but owing 

to the presence of ice in Waquoit Bay the nets could not be set there 

until the 18th. The appearance of spent fish in the nets immediately 

after they had been set at the latter point indicated that the fish had 

commenced spawning much earlier, and that in order to do good work 

there it will be necessary to commence operations in January, weather 

permitting. Most of the fish taken were quite small, and the yield per 

fish was lighter than in past years. In 1897, 205 females produced 

84,591,000 eggs, while this year 249 females yielded only 52,799,000, 

the average yield in 1897 being 456,000 per fish, and this year only 

226,000. During the latter part of March efforts were made to secure 

eggs at East Greenwich, R. I. While only 4,804,000 were obtained 

here, it is thought that large numbers can be taken another season by 

stationing a man there to collect and forward the eggs early in Febru- 

ary. Work closed on April 8, with a total take of 57,603,000, which 
produced 39,337,000 fry. 

Following the custom of previous years, arrangements were made 

with local fishermen to take care of all egg-lobsters collected during the 

fall and winter, and between December,7 and January 19 about 500,000 

eggs were secured. These were placed in jars, and developed fairly 

well until April 1. After that time the loss became very heavy and 

only about one-third of them hatched. Active operations commenced 

about April 1 and continued until June 30. The territory covered 

embraced all points fished within a radius of 15 miles from the station, 

and a schooner was employed to collect egg-lobsters at New London, 

Noank, and Stonington, Conn., and Block Island, R. I., while an agent 
was stationed at Plymouth, Mass., to collect from the fishermen located 

between Green River and Ship Pond, a distance of about 20 miles. 

Later in the season arrangements were made to collect eggs at Scituate, 
Mass., but only a few were received from that point. It is believed, 

however, that this section will yield a much larger number next year. 

Although the work was pushed energetically throughout the season, 

none of the territory covered yielded as many eggs as heretofore. 

The following table shows the number received from the different 

localities in 1897 and 1898: 

Localities. 1897. 1898. 

Noank, Steningtonyand Block Islands. 22> .2-beessiwsssessbeatee cseeeeeese se 33, 804,000 | 19, 343, 000 
Woods Hole and vicinity, including Vineyard Sound and Buzzards Bay...-. 35, 013,000 | 11, 620, 000 
elvan ontheesememae tase ae ee SoU BEES cde seb ALIASES 22. Skewes 5, 335, 000 4, 428, 000 
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The greatest difference will be noted as occurring in the vicinity of 

the station. This is attributed, first, to the well-known fact that the 
lobster fishery is steadily declining in this section; hence, the number 

of men engaged in the work becomes fewer each year, as the income 

derived from it is too small to support them. Another important fac- 

tor is the legislation recently enacted prohibiting the fishing of pound 

nets in Buzzards Bay, which furnished the greater part of the bait used 

by the lobster fishermen operating in this territory. This caused a 

number of men to abandon the business. The same general decline 

has been felt in the waters south and west. It is reported that only 

about half the number of pots were set in the vicinity of Marblehead, 
Stonington, and Block Island, as compared with the previous year. The 

only direction in which operations could be extended would be on the 

north side of Cape Cod; but an additional steam launch would be 

necessary, Which would materially increase the expense of the work. 

The following table shows the species handled at the station during 

the fiscal year, eggs collected, and fry produced. 

Species. No. of eggs. | No. of fry. 

15 ER ee SRR Pe OM Salt eae Ree OL sy) Earn en a ee 153, 436,000 | 105, 863, 000 
CAEL BAL Aaa ci, Sens ALL. ye ee mI TEE Se 57, 603,000 | 39,337, 000 
SES Ne aE RANE cena DN RRS OEE SAF ROA RLS 4 5 A Seared 35,391,000 | 30,980, 000 

ge (pte Nara ap en te PN Aa a SP ad ppl ane oa gal! “246, 430,000 | 176, 180, 000 

Episto River, STEAMER Fist Hawk (LIEUT. FRANKLIN SWIFT COMMANDING). 

As a result of investigations made by the assistant in charge during 

December, the Fish Hawk was detailed to visit the Edisto River in 

March for the purpose of determining whether the fisheries are of such 

character and extent as to permit of fish-cultural work on a large scale. 

The vessel arrived at the mouth of the river on March 12 and pro- 

ceeded upstream to a point a mile above the mouth of the Dawho, 
where good anchorage was obtained. That night 8 spawn-takers were 

sent out to examine the shad captured by the fishermen, and as a result 

77,000 eggs were collected. These were placed in the jars and seemed 

to be in good condition until the 17th, when they commenced dying 

rapidly. As the temperature was favorable, averaging 66°, and the 

embryo was well formed, it was thought that the water was at fault, and 

it was tested for acids, but none were found. It is barely possible that 

the loss was due to the use of salt water in the pipes and machinery 

at Tampa; but this is not probable, as the pipes had been thoroughly 

rinsed with fresh water before the eggs were placed in the jars, and 

only a very slight trace of salt could be found when chemicals were 

used to test the water. The spawn-takers continued attending the nets, 

but no more eggs were obtained, though the fishermen reported that 

ripe fish had been caught for a week or ten days prior to the arrival of 

the vessel. The majority of those caught were hard and would have 

required at least a week to ripen, and, as the services of the vessel were 

needed on the Albemarle, work was discontinued on the 18th. 
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The present method of fishing on this river is such that fish-cultural 

work on a large scale is not practicable. Only one small seine is used; 

the balance of the fishermen use set gill nets, which are put out at low 

water and not overhauled till high-water slack. They remain in water 

until morning, when they are taken up and the fish removed, hence 

the only opportunity for spawn-takers to obtain the fish alive would be 

when they are first overhauled. The haul seine referred to is worked 

by 5 men and is fished only at low water during the day. Drift nets 

can not be used in this river on account of snags, shoals, and other 

natural obstacles. Gill-net fishing extends from a mile above the 

Savannah and Charleston Railroad crossing at Jacksonboro down to 

the Dawho River. This part of the river is known locally as the Pon 

Pon. There are 37-crews of 2 men each fishing in this region, each crew 
using twonets. They obtain an average of 1,000 fish per crew, though 

in the vicinity of the Oakhurst plantation, where the old State fish- 

hatchery is located, the catch is much larger, some crews taking from 

1,800 to 3,000 per season. The State operated the hatchery referred to 

from 1880 to 1584, inclusive, and collected annually from 3,000,000 to 
5,000,000 eggs. This hatchery is about centrally located as regards 

the fishing area, the contour of the river in that vicinity showing it to be 

especially adapted for spawning-grounds. If drift nets and haul seines 

were used, there would be little difficulty in collecting from 15,000,000 

to 20,000,000 eggs each season. 
During the stay of the vessel on the river the officers in command 

were indebted to 8. Fitzsimons, Morton Simons, and T. D. Ravenel for 

assistance and courtesies extended. 

ALBEMARLE SOUND, STEAMER FISH Hawk. 

Owing to a delay of some days at Ocracoke Inlet on account of the 

extremely low tide, the vessel did not reach Avoca until March 28. 

Anchorage was made at the entrance to Salmon Creek on account of 

its proximity to the fishing-grounds and because of the partial shelter 

which it affords to the ship’s boats. Spawn-takers were immedi- 

ately sent to the fishing-grounds controlled by Dr. W. Rh. Capehart and 

Mr. T. D. Holly, and 147,000 eggs were secured from these sources on 

the first day. It was also intended to collect from the seines on the 

Roanoke and from those controlled by the Wood Brothers across the 

bay, but as very few fish were being taken at these points the attempt 

was abandoned. Eggs continued to come in daily from the arrival 

of the vessel until April 25, the total take aggregating 12,334,000. Of 

these, 10,242,000 were secured from Dr. Capehart’s seines. 
The results attained in this region would undoubtedly have been much 

better had the weather conditions been more favorable. It was exceed- 

ingly warm during March, and consequently the number of fish cap- 

tured then was unusually large, the take at one fishery being four times 

as great as that of the preceding year for the same period. About the 
time the vessel arrived it became much cooler, and the mean tempera- 

ture from March 30 to April 19 was under 60°, This tended not only to 
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keep the spawning fish out in deep water, but it greatly retarded the 

hatching of the eggs and caused the death of large numbers of fry. 

As an experiment, artificial heat was applied to the water in the supply 

tank with the view to maintaining an even temperature of 68° in the 

jars; but this plan was soon abandoned, as it would have been imprac- 
ticable to hold the fry in artificially heated water until that in the 

sound reached the same temperature. 

The distribution of the fry commenced on April 21, and at the close 

of operations 5,647,000 had been planted, also 1,811,000 eggs. The 
remaining 2,194,000 eggs were transferred to Central Station. 

Shad-hatching operations on steamer Fish Hawk in Albemarle Sound in 1897-98. 

Mean 
tempera-| Date of | Number 

SEUSS Shad. | Eggs taken. ture of |hatching.| hatched. 
water. 

Mar, 28. <onccpan cna nessneenncscnecenseanssenaue 6 147, 000 G20 erates metal (alee easel 
PA SSC SrIC DS JADU ESI CS RUD IEC CSS SEBS D SE SqS Sos 28 462, 000 PA epaaeods benccSccsee- 
sas sss gape DES OH AOCOS SS saC One Dana cmos 22 557, 000  Bascmeaneolqsecaaposc 
Classe ecdeCSSerssecreia Sapess sesecoocessos6 14 339, 000 Di \lSeacascses| | sdossscoss 

Aipre Wecek foc ccawic aes meen ee mem amelie mvnine 8 182, 000 61) Seo peerbee|Sosoo sabi. 
De ae ee een miea aa siae etaie sla aioe ete tee epee 28 569, 000 Wh Sepeseese ocmeccsosas 
H BOSCO DEES =GHECS SOS HS EERO TD IO SI IMOn Coops + 77, 000 4. ac emiose| ees eet 
eS A ce SESE OnA nor OSHOC aCe asc Osorio! 6 129, 000 Eh Eppa cosoes |eaccmnes tas 
Wiss Bot sose tees seb oce asc bee ems caeteoeees 8 123, 000 54 | Apr. 8 1, 126, 000 
Le me grossas sees semosapeuetiocroacddadaae 4 131, 000 UD BSSpesechs boceedons-.cm 
OD elaiarsns te eh clo ieie ital oe cmaateia catale oinielciele ste 46 719, 000 5D Sacman samc |e soe emcee 

Ti sae eiies IRR Regaine eRe 35 liee ae cg ars 6 122, 000 56 | Apr. 11 382, 000 
(748 5 5 8 a es pe EOS S OEE Oa aBOnOGac 20 398, 000 Dil een a eerem = ee eee 
WS Ber ae ooeese sta casoae sa cteiewc see sence 36 772, 000 59 | Apr. 13 71, 000 
WB iss ceisieSaceicenenas- Sac ceeesauesLeeres 30 713, 000 BO |Sewctcciecalineeamncceeee 
Wea once omece on ececcescee ee cers shieee cece 34 633, 000 68 cae = csicne|lenae siesta 
NGreee aces eb aeeacc ee ce acs sece ee cco sce ewe 44 695, 000 DG ie cel oe ee el seer eee 
West aachce cue ceecne sence ashe aeetee ssa 58 991, 000 59 | Apr. 18 115, 000 
NO Scie ecsccdoccccscaccewesn = descccotceecce 30 644, 000 58 | Apr. 19 600, 000 
DER oceania ion caknam cera teremeccceaee 20 415, 000 i) Il ese ees rice 
Deere nats calttaiee va sce eiee te um ceases 50 995, 000 62 | Apr. 21 150, 000 
OE a Sea ce aan ote aes cee ae ots iat 12 546, 000 61 | Apr. 22 561, 000 
Diecioeicine civics oainlnieieiele winteinie siointe sien cies etter 40 932, 000 62 | Apr. 23 189, 000 

Apr. 24 713, 000 
Oi SRS Ec RIG E RO DEAE ae Gee Sma eaL Eunos 44 1, 048, 000 65 | Apr. 25 1, 027, 000 

Apr. 26 713, 000 

Motalijecosc= cee sce acs eaee eee asc 398 MPS SUNN oe eaSoedlocncradiac 5, 647, 000 

On April 26, after the plants had all been made, the vessel proceeded 

through the Chesapeake and Albemarle Canal to Norfolk, en route for 

Delaware Bay, to resume the hatching of shad at that point. 

DELAWARE RIVER, STEAMER FISH Hawk. 

The vessel arrived at Gloucester, N. J., on May 3, and at once com- 

menced the collection of eggs from the seines fished in Howell Cove, 

Riverton, and other points between Gloucester and Philadelphia, over 

2,000,000 being secured the first night. Work continued uninterrupt- 
edly until May 11, when operations were cut short, as the Navy Depart- 

ment called for the services of the vessel in connection with the Cuban 

blockade. During this short period over 12,433,000 eggs were secured, 
but, owing to the unusually cold weather prevailing and the consequent 

low temperature of the water, many of them died in the jars. The 

5,342,000 remaining when work was discontinued on the 11th were 
transferred to the Pennsylvania State hatchery at Bristol, Pa., together 

with the hatching apparatus and such boats and launches belonging 
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to the vessel as were needed for conducting operations at that point. 

The vessel was then taken to the League Island navy-yard, Philadelphia, 

and turned over to the Navy Department. 

BrRIsTOL STATION, PENNSYLVANIA (G. H. TOLBERT IN CHARGE). 

Anticipating the probable detail of the Fish Hawk to duty under the 

Navy Department, tentative arrangements had been made early in the 

spring with the State Fish Commission for the use of their hatchery on 

the Delaware River, and as soon as it was learned definitely that the 

vessel was to leave the service of the Commission, Mr. G. H. Tolbert, 
fish-culturist at large, was instructed to proceed to Bristol and prepare 

the hatchery for the reception of eggs. The hatchery is a two-story 

frame building, and is equipped with 120 McDonald jars and a good 

steam plant. Immediately upon the arrival of Mr. Tolbert the nec- 

essary employees were taken on and, with the assistanee of the crew of 

the Fish Hawk, everything was in readiness for the commencement of 
work by May 13. A small force of spawn-takers was employed to 

attend the seines between Bristol and Riverton, and work proceeded 
uninterruptedly till the end of the month, 10,848,000 eggs being secured 

from the seines at Riverton, 1,841,000 from North Cramer Hill, and 

220,000 from Dutch Neck and Badger Island. In addition to the 

5,342,000 eggs turned over by the Fish Hawk, 3,095,000 were transferred 

from Battery Station, making a total of 21,546,000 handled at this point 

during the spring. These yielded 15,460,000 fry, which were liberated 

during May and June in the Delaware River and its tributaries. At 

the close of operations on June 10 the temporary employees were dis- 

charged, and the hatchery turned back to the State Fish Commission. 

The results would indicate that under more favorable conditions and by 

the employment of a larger force, from 30,000,000 to 40,000,000 eggs 

might be collected here during the spring. 

BATTERY STATION, MARYLAND (ALEXANDER JONES IN CHARGE). 

Anticipating an early run of shad on account of the mild weather in 

March, preparatory work commenced sooner than usual, and by April 

10 the station was in readiness for active fish-cultural operations. The 

temporary force of 36 employees was taken on between that period and 

the middle of the month. To encourage the collection of eggs by the 

fishermen, two spawn-takers were stationed at Havre de Grace to 

receive and care for all taken in that vicinity, and four men were 
detailed on a schooner in Northeast River to obtain all that were avail- 

able at that point. Spawn-takers were also stationed as usual at the 

seines fished at Carpenter Point and on Osmond’s float below Havre de 

Grace. The remaindei of the force worked the boats from the station 

and accompanied the launches on the nightly trips to the various fields. 

Eggs commenced coming in on the 13th of April, and by the end of 

that month 105,364,000 had been secured; the collections during one 
night amounted to 22,539,000. The largest number of shad eggs ever 

collected in the Commission heretofore within twenty-four hours was a 

little over 8,000,000, in the spring of 1888, at this station. The take 
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in April exceeded the total number ever secured at any of the shad 

stations of the Commission in a single season, the largest heretofore 
recorded being 105,125,000 at Battery during the year referred to above. 

Work continued uninterruptedly until June 9, the collections in May 

aggregating 95,510,000 and in June 9,118,000, making a total of 
209,992,000 for the season. Of these, 140,337,000 were purchased from 

fishermen at $20 per 1,000,000; the balance was taken by the regular 
spawn-takers. The capacity of the hatchery was severely taxed from 

the beginning of the season on account of large collections during 

the first ten days, but the pressure was partly relieved by transferring 

eggs to Central Station, Washington. Car No. 3 was equipped as a 
hatchery and stationed at Perryville. The low temperature prevailing 

at this time, however, retarded development to such an extent that 

the hatchery was soon filled to overflowing, and it became necessary 

to plant large numbers of eggs on the spawning-grounds. 

Table of shad-hatching operations at Battery Station. 

: Tempera-| Tempera- 
Eggs Eggs \Eggs shipped Date of 

Date. rhe Fry planted. : ture of | ture of 
received. hatched. and planted. hatching. ai wither 

(o) °o 

7Gi 6 eS PAUB CTU) | he Berio SCS ce ain ar ame ele, Aipre: 23" |e -seccous 53.5 
iv Wines GTE\000; ce Se sscestccs ciece wee eRe cee ae eater le Meee oe | 
rid Lanes AES (Td Mea Wn 8 et ele LE BE eA 2 RATA eS 
16. -2 ROGHO00) |. Stee cee cee 1939) OOD Ms oes sea oe oben re oor nee es Sates 2 eee 
ieee e 5, 909, 000 655, 000 2, 541, 000 655, 000 30 56.5 54.5 
USER ns sa 15, 230, 000 6, 244, 000 7, 233, 000 6, 244,000 | May 1 52.5 51 
Oe ieasare 10, 916, 000 2,152, 000 8, 118, 000 2, 152, 000 52.5 51 
ARR erase AD2SO00 Wei -be assess aseeee eee eee eee Seale Saisie |teeeneee eleeuscee cen) eae 
i ee = 8, 285, 000 70, 000 5, 891, 000 70, 000 3 52. 5 51 
Dolce oes 2; 00%, 000) |ss-sacceneen-- 2 ATO; O00) (Sscetin Fosse ooss eases oe oe eee 
2 ea 11, 631, 600 4, 227, 000 3, 219, 000 4, 227, 000 5 54.5 53 
Pe aa 13, 747, 000 4, 212, 000 9, 395, 000 4, 212, 000 7 54.5 53 
Poiana 22, 539, 000 4, 155, 000 13, 552, 000 4, 155, 000 9 54.5 53 
oe saaes 8, 432, 000 880, 000 3, 947, 000 880, 000 9 53.5 3 
Oy ee ee BOONOODu cee a 300 000! | ssa ce ene [ee cee ae ee 
Desa actors SLO OODE)  cewee caches lite cemie eae Ieee an aaa ee oe aie! ole el= taa( on ae eee See eee eee 
een MT DA Ul a ee ee oe RR ocean. 58 Sescinr So ceSees Dodd IdoGer ssseectesenitA cate. 

Way Uses ae 956, 000 £345,000) \toss5.ttaaenioe 434, 000 10 55.5 53.5 
Bins S54 1, 407, 000 S502 000) | Ree eeceeeiec es 850, 000 10 55.5 53.5 
Daca 13, 674, 000 85554000) |S ooas5-- oe 8, 555, 000 10 55 53.0 
jh sase 15, 588, 000 2, 605, 000 12, 093, 000 2, 605, 000 11 55 53.5 
Dee ee 18, 230, 000 1, 315. 000 16, 045, 000 1, 315, 000 12 56 56 
eee 3, 685, 000 1, 360, 000 1, 103, 000 1, 360, 000 13 56.5 57 
Mist 2m 1, 056, 000 800; 000i Wsarmas saae ese 360, 000 14 58 58 
Oe: ae: 401, 000 7 aA (Nt) a eaten es Pol 25,000} May 15| 59.5 58 
i eeecete 2, 066, 000 15515;\000) | 2-22 2c). S022 52 1, 515, 000 15 64.5 54.5 
ie aSes 1, 892, 000 LSTOO00 eects eee 1,570, 000 16| 64.5 61.5 
| ER See 1, 665, 000 Ci S35,(000! eso cice 22 32 ee 1, 335, 000 16 64.5 62.5 
seamen 2, 374, 000 LS, WOO | eeeeasee eae 1, 377, 000 i, 65.5 63.5 
ip R Se 1, 402, 000 596, (000): erce teres 596, 000 18 64.5 63.5 
1s eect 2, 066, 000 LO SUSS O00] Peemeern= eet 1, 318, 000 20 69.5 65.5 
RGccesc= 2, 204, 000 ESD GS) WOOR saciantcs = sent 1, 563, 000 21 70 72 
ry Lae 3, 451, 000 OD ASpHOOON Essen seo eee 2, 185, 000 220 70 66 
VER Ree 5, 337, 000 Bf GLb OOO! cc sata ees 3, 625, 000 23 70 62 
ee oes 1, 974, 000 1,090,000). = -2- 5-2 ee 1, 090, 000 24 70 62 
pfime uae 4,950, 000 A695 10004| sos ee snes 4, 625, 000 Qo. V1 67.5 
Que Sees 1, 489, 000 1, 395, 000 1, 395, 000 26 66 67.5 
PP Ree se 4, 214, 000 3, 691, 000 3, 691, 000 27 66 64 
Se 2, 061, 000 1, 628, 000 1, 628, 000 28 67 68 
eee 1, 124, 000 927, 000 927, 000 29 66.5 66 
DAE AES 517, 000 179, 000 179, 000 31 67 68 
26. cose 90, 000 80, 000 80, 000 31 67 68 
80 oss 1, 687,,000)|So52-25 25-264) | el ybSd) 000). ee eacce er June 1 67.5 71 

NO ees ae 1, 196, 000 1, 078, 000 1, 078, 000 5 70.5 70 
eneeierd 2, 380, 000 2, 150, 000 2, 150, 000 7 71 72.5 
ASS ARS 1, 508, 000 400, 000 400, 000 8 72 722) 
Pee 1, 147, 000 100, 000 972, 000 100, 000 9 77 74 
GARE 999, 000 900/000) eae eees aa 900, 000 10 cit 74 
G2fease 968, 000 895, O0CH Es SSSSER 2s -6 895, 000 11 77 73.5 
igse er 920, 000 900;:000)| cacetsee om coma 900, 000 11 77.5 76 

Total 209, 992, 000 73, 221, 000 91, 444, 000 73, 221, 000 
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The weather was very cold during the early part of the season, the 

temperature from April 13 to 30 varying from 48° to 538°. About the 

middle of May it rose above 60° for the first time since collections 

commenced. These conditions, though not unfavorable to the collection 

of eggs, were unfavorable to their development. Many lots were held 

from 12 to 16 days before hatching, and the fry resulting from them 

were not only weak, but the percentage hatched was very small. 

Particular attention was paid during the season to the spawning 

habits of the shad, with the view to ascertaining the character of 

river bottom most frequently resorted to in depositing their eggs. The 

investigations seemed to show that at the head of the Chesapeake 

Bay they prefer flats covered by débris, such as sticks and trees, and 

this theory accounts to some extent for the frequent changes of the 

spawning-grounds. The most successful fishermen select such places 

when in search of ripe fish, the collection of eggs forming an important 

part of their income late in the season, when fish sell for very little. 
Attention is again called to the fact that large numbers of eggs of 

excellent quality were taken in the day—that is, from 4 a. m. to 4 p. m. 

In addition to the eggs hatched at Perryville on car No. 3 and those 

transferred to Central Station, several shipments were made to Bristol, 
Pa., and, though sent in June, when the weather was quite warm, they 

hatched without material loss. Heavy losses were reported, however, 
on the shipments transferred to Central Station early in the season. 

Striped bass were quite abundant during the spring, and some ripe 

ones were found. Two small lots of eggs were brought to the station, 

but they proved defective. A number of measurements were made of 

them, and in every instance they were found to be 0.125 inch in diameter. 
In addition to the fish-cultural work, various repairs were made to 

the buildings, boats, and dock; 45 cases of herring roe were canned as 

fish food to be used at Wytheville and Craig Brook, and 3 half-barrels 

were salted for the same purpose. } 
The mean temperatures for the months of April, May, and June were: 

April, air 52°, water 50.5°; May, air 63°, water 62°; June, air 72°, 

water 72.8°. 

BRYAN POINT STATION, MARYLAND (L. G. HARRON IN CHARGE). 

During the summer and fall a hatchery with a capacity for 40,000,000 

shad eggs was erected, under the direction of Mr. G. A. Schneider, at 

an expense of $1,000. The building is a one-story frame structure, 61 

feet by 31 feet, and is equipped with six hatching-tables 16 feet long 

by 3 feet wide, and two tables 14 feet long by 3 feet wide, the larger 

tables carrying 32 jars each and the smaller ones 24. 

Arranged around the sides of the building are rows of shelves for 

carrying eggs in open jars during the early stages of development, and 

fry tanks for holding the fry until they are ready for shipment. A com- 

modious office and storeroom have been fitted up at the east end. The 

erection of this hatchery necessitating an increase in the pumping 

plant, a Worthington pump, of a capacity of 620 gallons per minute, 
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was transferred from Cape Vincent, N. Y., and the necessary water and 

steam connections were made during the winter by the engineer in 

charge. In addition to these improvements, a sea wall 140 feet long 

was built along the north side of the hatchery to protect it against the 

encroachments of the river. 

In March preparations were commenced, under the direction of Mr. 

L. G. Harron, for fish-cultural work. A part of the force was taken on, 

and the steam launch Blue Wing, which had been rebuilt during the 

year, was placed in commission and transferred to the station. Tents 

were erected as usual for the accommodation of the crew, and by April 

15 the station was ready for the reception of eggs. A few eggs came 

in on the 15th, 16th, and 17th, but the full force was not taken on until 

the 18th. The personnel, including the crew of the steam launch Petrel, 

which was also utilized for this work, consisted of 20 spawn-takers, 6 

assistants in hatchery, 1 clerk, 8 men for the launches, 2 firemen, and 

2 cooks. Operations were much interfered with throughout the season 

by severe storms and unseasonable weather. Heavy northeast gales 

occurred on April 20 and 27, accompanied by snow and rain, which 

stopped all work for several days. The laying of submarine mines on 

some of the best spawning-grounds in the vicinity of Forts Washing- 

ton and Sheridan also curtailed collections considerably, and the estab- 

lishment of the blockade at Fort Washington made it impossible to 

secure any eggs between there and Alexandria, as the launch was 

unable to go up and down the river at the proper times. The catch of 

fish was small, but the work was pushed so vigorously that by May 26 

the total collections amounted to 68,724,000, nearly as many as were 

ever taken on the river. Of these, 4,448,000 were sent to Central Sta- 

tion; from the balance 47,366,000 fry were hatched and planted in the 

Potomac River between Broad Run and Occoquan Creek. 

At the close of the season the temporary force was discharged, the 

station dismantled, and the launches transferred to other points. 

With the experience gained this year it is believed that the collec- 

tions at this station can be very materially increased and the work can _ 

be much more economically conducted with the new hatchery. 

The following table shows the maximum, minimum, and mean tem- 

peratures of air and water from April 15 to May 25, inclusive: 

| | 

April 15 to 30. Air. | Water. | May 1 to 25. | Air. Water 
| 

Mi peim O32 ao oe eee eee ema 83 | 59e|| Maximum...-.-.-.-------------- 88 73 

INEIRIINU ose ea ce a ee eee eo 34 51 ||| Manamunmy 22 -5------------------- 52 55 

Bene ie tae eae See eel Garin = Se 59 55}, Mean 222.0 cctenw eee sma ~o = == | 69 63 

CENTRAL STATION, WASHINGTON, D. C. (J. E. BROWN IN CHARGE). 

As usual, all of the product of the Fish Commission ponds was dis- 

tributed through this station, and consignments of lake trout, brook 

trout, Loch Leven trout, rainbow trout, and landlocked salmon eggs 

were transferred from other stations and hatched here, to illustrate 

the fish-cultural methods employed by the Commission. 
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The following table shows the number of eggs received and of fry 

hatched and distributed: 

Number, Lostin | Number 
Species. shipped. | transit. | hatched. 

| 

bay IOS GRUINETNT « aA doe GSR 00S C8 DES SHOEOOE Bes oe BOdOnOGNSSce ssob4 9, 950 98 7, 282 
ILDIRG UO Tihs 34s h0c GCOS eb ceena Boop DIES O ORES aCO nec appoc ep erccnoas 25, 000 239 22,140 
les k ti OT) aoe Aenean sae Sean eC OCS OSD Ron SSee ono be sno Sa canapooe can 10, 000 72 8, 556 
SET ERP ML ureter en este octets saint cctna alain alee atin ateiata onic stealer 10, 000 38 7, 948 
MANE OG KEM SALMON) axe wicinisn/sin = cisln Sis seine eee s wiss.noicisscs ae casio cepeigecacs 5, 000 1 4,996 

A larger amount of freight was handled during the year than usual, 

owing to the preparation of exhibits for expositions at Omaha, Nebr., 

and Bergen, Norway, 312 packages being received and 264 shipped out 
in addition to the regular freight and exclusive of the equipment belong- 

ing to the car and messenger service, which is stored here. 

It having been determined to discontinue the hatching of shad eggs 

at this station on account of the construction of a hatchery at Bryan 

Point, the apparatus was dismantled and a portion of it transferred 

to Bryan Point, but the large collections necessitated the utilization of 

the station to a certain extent for this work. In April 1,525,000 eggs 

were received from the Fish Hawk at Avoca, N. C.; over 15,000,000 came 

in from Battery Station between April 20 and May 1, and 4,014,000 were 

sent up from Bryan Point. Owing to lack of facilities it became neces- 

sary to deposit 5,179,000 of the eggsin the Potomac River. The balance 
were hatched and the fry were planted in the Potomac except 3,537,000 

which were transferred to the Fish Commission ponds. 

AQUARIUM, CENTRAL STATION, WASHINGTON, D. C. (L. G. HARRON IN CHARGE). 

The superintendent of the aquarium was detailed for duty at the 

Nashville Exposition from July 1 to September 14, and in March was 

placed in charge of the shad operations at Bryan Point, Md., where he 

remained until the end of May. He was again detached from duty in 

June and ordered to Omaha, where he remained until the close of the 
fiscal year. 

As there was considerable difficulty in keeping the marine fish in 

healthy condition the salt water, which had been in use for several 

years, and which had received additions of artificial salt water from time 
to time, was discarded during the summer. The tanks were thoroughly 

cleansed and 6,000 gallons of salt water were brought from the Chesa- 

peake Bay, in the vicinity of Old Point, Va. The usual collections of 

salt-water fishes were made in October at Old Point, 571 specimens, 

representing 33 species, being successfully transferred to the aquarium. 

The collection was further increased by consignments of sea-anemone 

and lobsters from Gloucester, Mass. All of these specimens, except a 

few which were bruised in transit, remained in the tanks to the close of 
the fiscal year. The only salt-water fishes that spawned during the 

year were two flounders, but the eggs did not hatch. 

No difficulty was experienced in holding bass, goldfish, golden ide, 

and other fishes common to the Potomac River during the summer, and 
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in November consignments of brook trout, Scotch sea trout, steelhead 

trout, rainbow trout, quinnat salmon, Atlantic salmon, Atlantic salmon 

domesticated, and landlocked salmon were received from Craig Brook 

and Wytheville stations. These were carried until April 30 without 

material loss, when a heavy mortality ensued through the use of an 

excessive amount of alum in filtering the water. A few hundred of the 

rainbow, steelhead, and brook trout were saved, but they succumbed 

in June, when the water temperature reached 81°. 

The large-mouthed black bass on hand at the close of the fiscal year 

have been in the aquarium for two years. When transferred from the 

Fish Commission ponds in June, 1896, they were between 2 and 3 inches 

long. They now measure from 9 to 12 inches. 

The exhibit this year has been much more satisfactory than for sev- 

eral years previous, owing to the renewal of the salt-water supply and 

the installation of a large filter, which affords an abundance of clear 
water for the fresh-water specimens. The Salmonidea, tle basses, and 

most of the salt-water species are fed principally on round beefsteak, 

but their diet is varied from time to time by the use of live minnows. 

The following is a list of the marine and fresh-water fishes and crus- 

taceans exhibited during the year: 

Marine species. Marine species. Fresh-water species. Fresh-water species. 

Croaker. Pinfish. Large-mouth black Goldfish. 
Sea bass. Black drum. ass. Yellow perch. 
Swellfish. Dog shark. Small-mouth black Sunfish. 
Spadefish. Red drum. bass. English tench. 
Tautog. Spotted sea-trout. Rock bass. White sucker. 
Toadfish. Pigtish. Brook trout. Chub sucker. 
Sea-robins Pompano. Scotch sea trout. Channel catfish. 
Hog-choker. White perch. Steelhead trout. Yellow catfish. 
Bluefish. Burtish. Rainbow trout. Leather carp. 
Kingtish. Star-gazer. Quinnat salmon. Scale carp. 
Blenny. Scup. Atlantic salmon. Common eel. 
Lizard-fish. Lobster. Atlantic salmon, de- Paradise fish. 
Spot or goody. Blue crab. mesticated. Mill roach. 
Jumping mullet. Spider crab. Landlocked salmon. Tadpole. 
Yellow-tail. Hermit crab. Crappie. Terrapin. 
Moontfish. Shrimp. Golden ide. Snapping turtle. 
Flounder. Diamond-back terrapin. || Golden tench. 
Striped bass. Sea-anemone. 

Fish COMMISSION PONDS (DR. R. HESSEL, SUPERINTENDENT). 

As large numbers of young bass were destroyed by the Notonecta and 

the Ditiscus during the spring and summer of 1896, the crop available 

for distribution in the fall was smaller than that of the previous year, 
though operations had been conducted on a larger scale. During Sep- 

tember and October 14,222 large-mouthed bass, 1,837 small-mouthed 

bass, and 779 crappie were shipped. 
Early in April the breeding bass were transferred from the retaining- 

ponds to the spawning-beds in the north and south ponds and Nos. 6 

and 7, the south pond being devoted exclusively to the small-mouthed 

variety. Artificial nests were placed in convenient places, and also 
piles of gravel for making natural nests. The first nests with eggs 

were discovered in the south pond on April 26, and on the following 

day a number of nests containing eggs were noted in the north pond. 
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Fry were observed within three or four days, and by the end of the 

month the fish had nearly finished spawning. The temperature during 

this period varied greatly, but the results were not injurious, appar- 
ently, as only four nests appeared to be affected with fungus. 

The following shows the temperature of water on the spawning-beds 

from April 20 to 30, inclusive, taken at 7 a. m. and 4 p. m: 

North pond. South pond. North pond. South Pond. 
Date. = Date. ——SS = 

T7a.m.| 4p.m.|/ 7a.m. | 4p.m. 7a.m.| 4p.m.| 7a.m.| 4p.m. 

° ° ie) ° ° ie) ° fe) 

Aprs20h teases 58 64 58 58 Apri 2G seeceesas 59 58 59 59 
sooceeoce 54 61 54 60 AiSeeooontic 55 54 54 56 

Danae nine 54 60 50 60 Zope ees 47 48 48 49 
2 Biosoddacbs 58 66 58 66 a eels 48 49 52 53 
Pe Snecmme 64 67 62 68 HW Eoaoacear 50 51 50 52 
AD easoocnoe 63 65 62 55 

As soon as the schools of young bass dispersed they were allowed to 

pass from the spawning: beds to the main ponds, and the adults were 
again transferred to the stock ponds. The young fish were fed, as 

usual, on carp and tench reared for the purpose, from 400,000 to 500,000 

carp a few days old and a large number of tench being placed in the 

north and south ponds during the season. At the close of the fiscal 

year the indications were that the crop of bass would be large, but it 

was impossible to form any definite idea of the number in the ponds on 
account of the dense growth of alge. 

In October the shad placed in the west pond during the previous 

spring were liberated in the Potomac River as usual.. The number 

released was estimated at about 3,000,000. In May, 1898, another con- 

signment of 3,537,000 were put in the same pond to be reared. 
Some attention was paid this season to the propagation of frogs. A 

number of adults were placed in Pond 19 during the spring, and at the 

close of the year there were 4,000 young ones. Their hind legs had 

developed, but the fore legs were not yet visible. They were taking 

food freely. The old frogs live on bumble-bees, dragon-flies, ordinary 

flies, beetles, and moths that come within their reach over the grass 
borders. A number of the tadpoles were transferred to the aquarium 

in Central Station, and it was found that they would take cornmeal 

readily. It is intended to continue these experiments in the future in 

the hope that some useful information may be gained with reference to 

the culture of frogs in ponds. 

The pond which had been stocked with fresh-water shrimps from 

North Carolina was examined during the fall of 1897 and 5,400 were 

found. Twenty-five of them were removed to a tank in the greenhouse 

and were carried through the winter in excellent condition. No trace 

of the others could be found in the spring, and it is thought that they 
were killed by the severe frosts. 

Notwithstanding the efforts during the past two years to eradicate 

injurious plants and insects from the ponds by drawing off the water 

F. R. 98——_V 
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and exposing the bottoms to frost, the condition of the north and south 
ponds was worse this year than ever before. The muddy sediment on 

the bottom was removed during the fall to a depth of 5 inches, and 

though a careful examination of the soil in March seemed to indicate 

that every trace of the injurious material had been removed it appeared 

in larger quantities than heretofore. 

WYTHEVILLI STATION, VIRGINIA (GEORGE A. SEAGLE, SUPERINTENDENT). 

Operations at this station were confined chiefly to the propagation 

and distribution of rainbow trout. In September the superintendent 
was detailed to make an investigation in Georgia for the selection of a 

suitable site for a fish-cultural station. This work, with reports, etc., 

occupied his entire time for that month. At the beginning of the fiscal 

year the stock of brood-fish on hand was as follows: 

Calendar year in which fish were hatched. 

Species. 
1893 or 

1897. 1896. 1895. 1894. atone: 

TRATION AIA DLELT poem Sond oommACcaoOoe CD amaoanoseoseaeogas 181,000 | 2,000 870 515 2, 300 
(Vie OREN Ob ease Bap eaccgae oe CORED ON On a] DOO an Se OEE 45 :200))|| So -.eseasee asia s-|taceeecs | seeeeeee 
Black bass Small nonin s.ce cose see ene anes tele seine a seriall stab neice sical | oemiaetaas| Secreta Ae ees es 
Black: bass laree moun ese el-seise (cm oo cae weirs soe emer sees ae eee ine 34 26 eesezcee 
AGEL SGig-sn Brisa ses dcp an Senne aga cesonc Sean ausssSceRasoca:||aasaccsece | Geeéaacu beceedasl esac Shc 145 
(ONES NG iS boar neeb tec ce nooce Gabcdd Aaa besccaaacraoce sacl tecotecand secant pd secnncac 13a. Sees 45 

Of the rainbow trout, 61,000 fry were distributed during July and 

August, and the balance, 110,000, in November and December. These 

fish were carried during the summer in the rearing troughs and ponds, 

and fed on a mixture of beef liver and mush. About 12 pounds of this 

food were fed daily to 1,000 adult fish, and about ? pound to the same 
number less than a year old. The adults were fed twice a day, half of 

the above-stated amount being given at each feed. The small fry were 

fed four times a day on liver and mush, canned herring roe, and salted 

cod roe alternately. They were first trained to take the canned herring 

roe, and their diet was then varied by salted cod roe and liver. If the 
fry are first given the liver, it is afterwards difficult to induce them to 

take the roe. 

In July, 1897, small samples of a prepared food, believed to be dried 

shrimp ground up, was sent to the station on trial by Mr. A. Voight, 

of Brooklyn, N. Y. The material in one parcel was finely ground, that 

in the other was coarser. Both samples were fed to the fingerlings, as 

there were none smaller at that time. The fish took no notice of the 

finely ground food, but of the coarser probably half was consumed. It 

is believed that small trout could be trained to take this food, and that 
it would be wholesome for them, though, perhaps, too expensive for use. 

Of the total stock of adult fish, only 503 females produced eggs dur- 

ing the year. The spawning season commenced earlier than usual—on 
November 8—and continued until February 10. The total number of 

the eggs collected was 410,000, an average of 815 per spawner; for the 

fertilization of these, 320 males were used. The loss of eggs, owing to 
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imperfect fertilization and to other causes, was 23 per cent of the total 
number taken. Of the eyed eggs, 190,000 were shipped to foreign 
applicants and transferred to other stations; the remaining 124,000 
were hatched at the station. 

In April and May all of the fry on hand were transferred to Erwin 
Station, Tennessee, in order that the work of remodeling the ponds and 
making additions to the hatchery might be commenced. 

In the spring the adult black bass and rock bass were placed in the 
Spawning-ponds, but, owing to their poor condition, it is doubtful 
whether any results will be secured. 

At the close of the season the stock of fish on hand was as follows: 

Calendar year in which fish were hatched. 

Species. : 1894 or 1898. 1897. 1896. 1895, etorel 

SREMUPL PO WV UE OU they uinieicinia’a ein]wmalninlea/aesieiciein/jam apie dicisca/alsina atc cieic 6,446 | 3,450 844 700 1, 500 
EIAORHU ABS AMINA MOULIN sae cheats sere cece coe eee ee ce biel eel faese al eel eee Ca ER Seed 3 tl 
lL aGkaNSESgtALP OL MOM seca ease ans geen Sense anc cnion ass a [sone cons AB ee awe 34 20 
Quilhat SUNOM mene jaas sneer tere veceaaeme esa tese ste tae oe ZOOS | amet ~iayas lawn nce aac eri ss|saoae ae 
COTA DIG eee cemigs etiam oman wm nae wanna apm m ecto om =cnfes sccm. |eenace oelnccanes = HY cee erc cc 
MLOGHAD ASB matin cote s ee omen anne nam ratte ane ee be cate mene Se asl Sock alaecaee 55) Sce4-5 se loseroc eis 85 
GRITS soamoSOStne Sos temmsOee Soo SUC EC OC aCe COSCO Be IIA BC EEEO SES MEneoe S| Soncenoe leteeses pase n le 20 

In the fall the volume of water flowing from the spring decreased to 

such an extent that a loss of 800 two-year-old rainbow trout was sus- 

tained. As it was believed that the water escaped through subterra- 
nean passages, an effort was made to stop this waste by making a cut 
in front of the spring and filling it with stone and cement. At some 

points it was necessary to dig down 15 feet. The holes and sides were 

then tightly packed with clay, and the ditch filled with stone laid in 

cement. The wall thus formed was 4 feet thick at the bottom, 2 feet at 

the top, and capped with a cut stone 6 inches. As a result an increase 
of 100 gallons of water per minute was obtained. 

The title to the station property having been satisfactorily adjusted 

during the winter by the legislature of Virginia, the appropriation of 

$10,000, made by Congress in 1896, became available in March. The 

work of repairing and remodeling the ponds was at once commenced, 

and by the end of June nineteen ponds had been constructed and the 
old residence removed. 

ERWIN STATION, TENNESSEE (S. G. WorTH, SUPERINTENDENT). 

On August 4 Mr. S. G. Worth, who had been appointed superintend- 

ent of the station, took charge, relieving Mr. W. F. Hill, who had been 
in charge of the construction. Work on the hatchery, dwelling, and 

ponds was pushed vigorously during the summer, and on October 20 

the hatchery building was turned over to the Commission by the 

contractors. During the fall the troughs were constructed and placed 

in position, and in December the water supply was turned on in the 

hatchery. The large ponds at the station having been completed in 

November, arrangements were immediately made for collecting wild 
brook trout from streams in the vicinity for brood stock. 
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During November and December 2,989 fish, ranging from two to four 
years old and from 5 to 13 inches in length, were obtained and deliv- 

ered at the station without loss at an expense of $367.80. No difficulty 

was experienced in making this collection, as numbers of streams 

within 40 or 50 miles of the station are well stocked with trout. As 
an illustration, in Higgins Creek, about 12 miles southwest of Erwin, 

600 were taken in a stretch of less than 2 miles. The fish collected 

were hauled across the mountains to the station in wagons, and though 
many of them were en route two days but one fish was lost. They were 

placed in the large ponds, and though examined frequently no eggs 

were secured. It is presumed that the ripe fish spawned on the gravel 

bottom around the springs boiling up in the bottom of the pond. 

The exact number on hand at the close of the year is not known, but 

many were lost. It is believed that the mortality was largely due to 

the depredations of cats, to which the brook trout, lying during the 

night in shallow water near the shore, fell an easy prey. The wounds 

were usually found on the back of the neck near the gill-covers and on 

the sides as far back as the first dorsal fin. The cats, when discovered 
to be enemies of the fish, were killed. 

In February 100,000 brook-trout eggs were received from East Free- 

town, Mass., and although the loss during incubation and the early fry 

stages was apparently small, when the fish were transferred to the 

ponds on June 9 there remained only 11,562 by actual count. 

During December 1,826 yearling rainbow trout were received from 
Wytheville and placed in one of the ponds. These fish have not done 

well, quite a number having died during the season; a large propor- 

tion have become very dark in color, and many of them are blind. The 

eyes protrude gradually, and are sometimes seen outside of the socket. 

The fish are apparently in good condition otherwise, fat, and without 

external wounds. No explanation of this condition can be furnished, 

but there is an impression among the people in the vicinity that rain- 

bow trout have a tendency to become blind when introduced into the 

large springs of this section. 

Two well-authenticated cases have been reported: General Wilder 

placed 14 adult rainbow trout obtained from Wytheville in a large 

spring near Elizabethtown, Tenn., and in a short time every one was 

blind. Another lot, placed in a large spring near Erwin, suffered the 

same fate. The blindness among the station fish occurred in ponds 

which had springs at the bottoms. The brook trout were not affected 

in this way except in a few instances where they worked their way into 

the reservoir; all fish entering the reservoir showed these symptoms, 
and died. The presence of minerals in the water may cause this diffi- 

culty, but it more probably results from the settling of air bubbles or 

grit on the mucous coating of the eyeballs. The water contains an 

immense amount of air, bubbling from the springs and buoying up 

the fine gravel and sediment unnaturally in the water. The reservoir 

water always contains sediment in suspension. 
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During the winter 50,000 rainbow-trout eggs were received from 
Wytheville. These were hatched, and on April 23 there were on hand 

21,200 fry. In addition to these, 81,300 rainbow-trout fry were trans- 

ferred from Wytheville during the month of April and held in troughs 

until June 7, when they were transferred to ponds, and were found by 

actual count to have been reduced to 51,899. There remained on hand 

at that time, from all sources, 73,099. At the close of the year all of 

the fish were doing well, though those transferred from Wytheville 

were much smaller than the station fish. It is believed that a consid- 

erable number of the fry were destroyed by snakes. As soon as their 

presence was suspected a temporary fence was placed around the ponds; 

in a week 5 water-snakes had been killed, and over 100 were killed 
during the year. 

Much difficulty was experienced during the winter in procuring a 

sufficient amount of suitable food. All of the beef liver available in 

Erwin and Johnson City was purchased at prices varying from 5 to 8 

cents per pound, but the supply was uncertain, and in April arrange- 

ments were made for securing regular supplies from Armour & Co. in 

‘Norfolk, Va. Whenever the shipments failed a mush, consisting of flour, 

eggs, sorghum, water, and salt, was used. 

In the coldest weather, with snow and ice on the ground, the air 

was swarming with mosquito-like insects. There are also myriads of 

aquatic worms on all objects in the water here, and several varieties 
of Gammarus Were seen in the supply ditch when the loose mud was 

being thrown out, though none have been noted in the ponds. Snails 

are exceedingly abundant, and the trout seem to feed on them; as they 

reproduce at an enormously rapid rate, there will probably always be 

plenty of food of this character. 

The principal aquatic plant known in this region is the so-called branch 

lettuce, which spreads its roots under the shallow water or in wet mud. 
This remains green throughout the winter. During the cold season 

its leaves lie flat on the water, like lily pads, but in summer the seed 

stalks rise to the height of 2 feet. The submerged leaves and branches 

serve as nurseries for periwinkle and other lesser forms of animal life. 

Quantities of wood or leaf mold were used for the purpose of disinfect- 

ing the ponds and establishing natural conditions. In order to pro. 

cure natural food for the larger fish a lantern with metal wings, to lure 

beetles and moths, was placed in the pond; striking the metal walls, 

the insects fall upon the water and become an easy prey for the trout. 

While the supply of food thus derived has not been great, better results 

are looked for during the summer and fall, when such insects will be 

very plentiful. When the water was turned on in the temporary pond 

built in the bed of the branch, which had been lined with mud, myriads 
of jointed red worms, about half an inch in length, were seen at the 

bottom, massed together here and there. 

The temperature of the water in the spring is 55° throughout the 

year. In the ponds there is a variation of from 55° at the bottom to 
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71° at the surface. During the winter, though the temperature of the 

air reached zero, no ice was formed in the reservoir, ponds, or ditch. 

During the spring the station grounds were overrun with stray dogs 

and cats, and with a view to checking this influx all of the discarded 

food was buried: This measure apparently had no effect, and it 

became necessary to destroy all intruders of this character found on 

the grounds. Frogs of all kinds were also abundant, and it became 
necessary to destroy many of them. The food frogs were removed from 

the station grounds and placed in a stream below the railroad. In 

May and June tree frogs were spawning in large numbers in the ponds. 

Kingfishers were often observed, although few were killed. Snapping 

turtles were noticed occasionally while the ponds were being excavated, 

but not in great numbers. The miller’s thumb is abundant. 

While engaged in the construction of the station the superintendent 

was the recipient of valuable assistance from residents in the vicinity, 
officials of the Ohio River and Charleston Railroad, Mr. Dana Harmon, 

attorney-general of the first Tennessee district, and Mr. P. L. Haun, 
sheriff of Unicoi County, through whose cooperation the collection of 

wild trout from the streams of eastern Tennessee was made possible, as 
the laws of the State forbid the capture of trout during the fall months. 

Put-In Bay STATION, OnI0 (J. J. STRANAHAN, SUPERINTENDENT). 

With the view to increasing the collection of whitefish eggs on Lake 
Erie, for restocking the waters of this lake and supplying the hatch- 

eries on Lakes Ontario, Huron, and Superior, it was determined, in 

addition to collecting eggs, as heretofore, from the nets fished in the © 

western end of the lake, to pen large numbers of male and female fish 

and hold them until ripe, as it was believed that, if this method proved 

feasible, the collections of eggs would be limited only by the num- 

ber of fish caught. Under the old system severe gales during the 

height of the spawning season reduced the collections from 30 to 50 

per cent, notwithstanding the fact that nearly as many fish were caught 

over the same area as usual, and though nearly the same amount of 

money was expended in the work. Arrangements were made with a 

number of fishermen in the vicinity of Put-in Bay and Bass Islands 

to obtain the fishes desired, holding them in crates until the close of 
the season, when they were to be returned to the fishermen. 

During October, when we had anticipated securing many fish, the 

weather was so unfavorable that they did not arrive on the spawning- 

grounds for at least two weeks later than usual, and none were secured 

until November 8, and these were taken under adverse circumstances. 
Collections continued until November 27, when all of the nets were 

removed. The total number secured was 1,247, and 1,119 of these 
were transferred to live-boxes or crates. Of the 334 females, 260 were 

available as spawners and produced 10,269,000 eggs, an average of 
39,496 to the fish. The balance of the females were “plugged” or died 

from injuries. The disproportion of sexes was due to the fact that 

farge numbers of males were penned early in the season on the suppo- 
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sition that the later run would contain more females than males. The 

eggs secured from the penned fish were of fair quality, though not as 

good as those collected during a favorable spawning season. With the 

experience gained there is little doubt that in the future much larger 

and better results will be secured. The eggs collected from the penned 

fish cost $1.20 per quart, or 34 cents per 1,000; those taken directly 

from the fish captured in the usual manner cost less than 2 cents per 

1,000. This is exclusive of the cost of the live-boxes, pens, nets, etc., 
which are on hand and available for work in the future. It is easily 

understood that ten times as many eggs could have been collected at 

the same expense as the number referred to, in which event the cost 

would have been less than 1 cent per 1,000. 

The following is a brief description of the methods employed in col- 

lecting and penning the fish and of the apparatus used: Stationary 

live-boxes, supported by piling, have often been used, but as the water 

at Put-in Bay becomes too warm for this, the boxes were made so that 
they could be towed, like a raft, into open waters where the current is 

more vigorous and the temperature more.uniform; another advantage 

gained by this method is that an equal depth of water is maintained in 

the live-boxes, the rise and fall in this section varying from 4 to 5 feet 

in a Single day, according to the direction and velocity of the wind and 

the atmospheric pressure. The boxes are 16 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 

8 feet deep, divided into two equal compartments 8 feet square, pro- 

vided with false bottoms controlled by standards running in guides at 

the ends. The standards are pierced by inch holes at intervals of 6 

inches, so that the false bottoms may be held at any desired place. 

The lumber used was 6-inch pine boards planed on the inside and nailed 

to scantling 14 inches apart, so fastened together as to make every side 

interchangeable. The six boxes, divided into twelve compartments 

with a capacity for 4,500 fish, were fastened at the ends to boom logs 

65 feet long, with plank walks on both logs, thus permitting free access 

to all parts of them. 
Owing to the difficulty experienced in transferring the fish from the 

pound nets to the boxes, on account of rough weather, supplemental 

nets 7 feet long and 3 and 4 feet in diameter were placed at each pound 

net where fish were expected; these were held open at top and bottom 

by iron rings, and the bottoms were provided with puckering-strings 

for closing them. By fastening one side of these nets to the down-haul 

stake and the opposite one to the rim of the pot of the pound, the 

upper ring is held 3 feet above the surface of the water and the lower 

one 4 feet below, serving as a weight to keep the net down and also to 

keep it open, so that the fish will have plenty of room and not be scaled 

by chafing against the net. Thus located, the supplemental net is in 

convenient position for receiving the fish when the pound is lifted. By 

the use of these nets it became possible to secure many more fish than 
otherwise. During the past season fish were collected from six sets of 

nets with an equal number of boats, aggregating 55 pound nets. An 

employee of the Commission was placed in each boat, to dip out the fish 
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and put them in the supplemental nets, and also to collect the eggs 
from ripe females. The dip nets used for taking the fish from the pounds 

have long handles and hoops of spring steel, and are covered with 

heavy open cloth such as is used in the cider press, as the knots and 

twines of the ordinary net would injure the scales of the fish. 

The steamer visited the supplemental nets daily when the weather 

permitted, and removed the fish to spacious tanks on board, then 

transferring them to the station, where they were counted and assorted. 

It is necessary to exercise much care in this work, as success is entirely 

dependent upon the fish reaching the live-boxes uninjured. Before 

placing them in the boxes they are assorted into three classes—soft, 
medium, and hard. The soft ones (those nearly ripe) are examined 

each day; the medium every third or fourth day, and the hard ones 

at the end of each week. In this way much unnecessary handling is 

avoided and the fish are kept in good condition. At the close of the 

season all were returned to the fishermen in excellent condition. 

Spawn-taking is conducted under a temporary shelter erected on a 

raft, and does not differ materially from the mode generally pursued. 

The last fish were removed from the live-boxes on December 13, 

when six of them were placed in one of the fry-tanks at the station for 

future experiment. One of these was what is known as a “plugged” 

female; that is, her abdomen remained hard and showed a congested 

condition. This specimen was killed and opened. The ovaries were 

found to be congested and the eggs, when examined under the micro- 

scope, all showed ruptured yolks. Two of the other fish were appar- 

ently healthy females containing spawn, and two were healthy males. 

These were held in the fry tanks until December 21, when the females 
were found to be ripe. In fact, one of them had cast most of her eggs 

in the tank. From the other nearly a quart of spawn was taken. 

The eggs were fertilized with milt from one of the males and presented 

avery good appearance, though it was noticed that they were a little 

undersized, running 10 to the linear inch instead of 8. The tempera- 

ture of the water at the time being 32.5°, the eggs did not show dis- 

tinct segmentation at the end of the first 24 hours, and they were not 

therefore critically examined until they were 48 hours old, when it was 

discovered that 90 per cent of them were impregnated, but over half of 

them seemed abnormal, the discs being spread out more than usual and 

many being segmented in patches or clusters. They were again exam- 

ined on the 24th, and it was found that 10 per cent of them plainly 

showed well-defined twin dises, and three triplicate discs were discoy- 

ered out of some 500 eggs examined. They were kept under observa- 

tion from day to day, and micrographs taken. It was also observed 

that there were many eggs in this lot containing insufiicient yolk-saes. 

This led to an examination of several other lots of eggs taken late, 

which in turn revealed the fact that the late eggs contained a much 

larger percentage of insuflicient yolks than those taken earlier in the 

season. It has been noticed each season since this station was estab- 

lished that the late eggs did not turn out as well as those taken at the 
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1. Unfertilized whitefish egg 24 hours old. 2. Fertilized whitefish egz 6 hours old, geminal discs form- 
ing, no segmentation having taken place. 

ee 

3. Whitefish, 12 hours, showing first cleavage. Water 38°. 4. Whitefish eggs, 18th hour. Water 38°, showing second 
segmentation, four cells formed 

5 Whitefish ege 24 hours. Water 38°. 6. Whitefish ege 48 hours. Water 38° 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHITEFISH EMBRYO 
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7 Fertilized whitefish egg 72 hours old, snowing segmentation 8. Whitefish egg, seventh day, embryo beginning to show. 
well advanced. 

5 % wes a 

11. Whitefish egg, yolk-sac ruptured by rough handling, 24 12, Whitefish egg 
hours old. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHITEFISH EMBRYO. 

with triple discs 
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13. Whitefish egg, showing twin discs, 3 days old 14. Whitefish egg, showing twin discs, 6 days old. 
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16. Whitefish eggs, showing twin discs, 8 days old. 

—— 

17. Whitefish egg, showing twin discs, 13 days old. 18. Whitefish egg, showing twin discs, 15 days old. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHITEFISH EMBRYO. 
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21. Curved spine, a common deformity of whitefish fry. 22. Whitefish fry just hatched, three-eyed, curved spine 

23. A common deformity of whitefish fry. 24. Four-eyed whitefish fry. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WHITEFISH EMBRYO. 
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height of the season. It may be stated that no twin discs were found 

among the other lots examined, although after the above experience it 

had been confidently expected to find them. Never before, however, 

has a twin dise been observed in a whitefish egg, and only three were 

found this season outside of the lot under consideration; neither have 

twins or double-headed monstrosities been found common among the 
whitefish fry, though they are common among the lake trout. 

The development of this lot of eggs was watched with much interest, 

but on January 10, when the embryos began to form, not a single twin 

or double-headed one could be found. It was observed, however, that 
20 per cent of the eggs were far behind the rest in point of develop- 

ment and, though apparently alive and healthy, there was no sign of 

embryotic formation. This went on until January 26, when two well- 

defined double-headed embryos were discovered. From this on they 

were found in numbers, though very few of them had two perfect heads, 

and there were no well-marked twins—that is bodies entirely separated 

except by their attachment to the yolk-sac, as is so common with trout. 

Most of the monstrosities had one normal and one abnormal head. It 
is worthy of note that the perfect head was, without a single exception, 

on the left side, and where both were abnormal! the left one was the 

better of the two, as will be noted in the accompanying micrographs. 
Since writing the above Superintendent Stranahan has learned, by 

consultation with Prof. Jacob Reighard, of the University of Michigan, 

that in his opinion the large number of abnormalities found among 

these eggs was caused by their being held long past the normal time of 

deposit. His experience showed that this is likely to be the case with 

amphibians held in confinement. This may furnish the reason why late 

eggs show more monstrosities than those taken early in the season. 

The penning of whitefish near the station this season has afforded 

exceptional opportunities for experiment with the fertilization and 

development of the ova, and considerable attention has been paid to 
the determination of how long milt will retain its vitality after being 

mixed with water. On December 4 a quantity of spawn, just as it was 

taken from the fish, was brought to the station, and a small quantity 
placed in each of 16 perfectly dry, clean pans, which were set in run- 

ning water at a temperature of 36°. The milt of three males brought 

alive to the station ina tub of water was taken in a dry pan, care 

being exercised that no water dripped from the fishes into the pan. 
Water was then added, and a portion poured into one of the pans 

containing eggs, numbered 0. In a quarter of a minute another 

portion was poured into the pan numbered 1, and so on to the finish. 
After each lot had stood one minute the eggs were washed and placed 
in kegs in running water, with numbers to designate each lot. On 
December 5, the eggs, being well segmented, were carefully examined 

under the microscope, to determine the percentage of impregnation. 

In each case those with ruptured sacs, or those destitute of germinal 

disks were not taken into account, the object being to determine the 

percentage of impregnation at the different periods. 
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The following table shows the percentage of impregnation in each lot: 

: Per r Per mm; Per : Per 
Time. cant. Time. Dank! Time. dent Time. cont. 

OMINUIO-waresance 99 || 1 minute ........ 93 || 2 minutes ....... 14 || 3 minutes ....... 7 
A MINUC: so wn ve aes 98 || 14 minutes ...... 77 || 24 minutes ...... 18 || 33 minutes ...... 3 
4 minute.......... 99 || 14 minutes ..-... 47 || 24 minutes ...... 8 | 84 minutes ......| 2 
DMINGOss scene yh 96 | 1} minutes .....- 19 || 23 minutes ...... 6 || 3} minutes ...... 2 

On December 8 the experiment was repeated with, if possible, more 

care than on the previous occasion. It was carried further, to deter- 
mine the point at which absolute loss of vitality would take place. 

The following table shows the result, the temperature of the water 
being 35.5°: 

ant Per : Per ny Per 1 Per Time. ant Time cent. Time, Sant. Time. cent. 

0 minute.......... 98 || 14 minutes ......| 49 || 24 minutes ...... 14 || 33 minutes .....- 1 
4 minute.......... 97 || 1) minutes ...... 2 || 2 minutes ...... 15 || 4 minutes ....... 0 
4minute.......... 83 || 1} minutes ...... 42 || 3 minutes ....... 1 || 5 minutes ....... 0 
PIMINUL. ces. e< a. 82 || 2 minutes ....... 11 || 34 minutes ...... 0 || 6 minutes ....... 0 
DMMUEG s ciee'ces ca 83 || 24 minutes ...... 14 || 34 minutes ...... Le} Ti moines ses wate 0 

| 

It will be seen that the ones fertilized 14 minutes after water was added to the milt showed but 2 
per cent alive, while those affected by the next period, a quarter of a minute later, showed 42 per cent. 
Although great care was taken to avoid mistakes, it is evident that there was one in this case, or that 
something in the pan caused the death of a great number of these eggs. 

It frequently oceurs that large numbers of eggs are lost during the 

latter part of the season, owing to the scarcity or entire absence of 
males when large numbers of ripe females are taken. ‘To overcome this 

difficulty, experiments were conducted to determine how long milt and 
eggs could be carried alive separately and then fertilized. The milt of 

5 males was taken in a vial which had been rendered chemically clean 

and dry. Great care was exercised in taking the milt, and to avoid 
the mixture of water, excrement, or other foreign substances, the 

mouth of the vial being held up close to the vent of the fish, and only 

such portion taken as came in a stream. The vial was then tightly 

corked and placed in running water in a pan, so as to secure a tempera- 

ture as nearly that of the fish as possible. This milt was taken at 
10.45 a.m. on December 4. On the following day, at the same hour, a 

small amount of eggs was fertilized with this milt. An examination 

showed that the percentage of impregnation was as complete as would 

naturally be the case with fresh-taken milt. A series of experiments 
of the same character was continued for several days, the eggs being 

kept in clean pans in running water, light being excluded. All the 

milt was treated as the first lot, precautions being taken not to let 

water enter the vials when the corks were removed. 
The following table is self-explanatory. In making the counts, all 

eggs with ruptured yolk-sacs or those destitute of germinal dises were 

disregarded, the object being to determine the percentage of impreg- 

nation. The examinations were as carefully made as practicable, 100 

eggs impregnated and unimpregnated being counted for each lot below 

referred to. 
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On December 8 six lots were examined, as follows: 

f ’ ° 

Date of Lot a aig eng pont af bgking. ‘ | Date and hour of | Per 

Sethon! f Spawn. Milt. impregnation. | cent. 

Dee. 8 | First... ccccncssescvccene Dec. 7, 9.20 a.m ...| Dec. 4, 10.45 a.m ..| Dec. 7, 9.25 a.m ... 95 
Second  o))ed. 6. Lam vce. Dec. 6, 11.25 a.m ..| Dec.7,9 a.m ...... 97 
Third a W6C.6; li aoe nn. Dec. 4, 10.45 a.m ..-| Dec.7,9a.m...... 98 
Fourth -| Dec. 7, 8.45 a.m ...| Dec. 7, 8.45 a.m ...| Dec. 7,9.10 a.m ... 98 
Fifth Dec. 6,11 a.m..... Dec. 7, 8.45 a.m ...| Dec.7,9.10 a.m ... 93 
Sixth Dec. 7, 8.45 a.m Dec. 6, 11.25 a.m ..| Dec. 7, 9.25 a.m ... 85 

CRE RTA Gt ein wm cemn ceamar cme Dec. 6,11 a.m..... Dec. 4, 10.45 a.m ..| Dec. 8,1.15 p.m... 3 
Second i2.2c-ea ee eco aente Dec. 6,11 a.m..... Dec .6All'a. nr 2. Dec. 8,1.15 p.m... 91 
1H Ca Sy eee eee Dec. 8, 1.20 p.m Dec. 4, 10.45 a.m ..| Dec. 8, 1.25 p.m... 6 

Mees eL2r | Harstines-uiciele o =n ceiestas Dec. 11,2 p.m..... Dec. 6, 11.25 a.m ..| Deo. 11, 2.10 p.m.. 8 
SOCOUM sane pseanec> aes Dec. 6, 11 a.m ..... Dec, 11;,2\p,m-.... Dee. 11, 2.20 p.m.. 0 
AN Gilt Bebe eonec aa Meo, Ls 2 poms... Dec: 9\9'aim’..:=.. Dee. 11, 2.05 p.m.. 0 
Monit beaer etic manics ie meres Dec. 11,2 p.m....- Dec. 4, 10.45 a.m ..| Dec. 11, 2.15 p.m.. 0 
new aee meter cena eles Dec. 11,2 p.m..... Dec. 7, 8.45 a.m....| Dec, 11, 2.10 p.m.. 0 

From these experiments it would seem that neither spawn nor milt 

retain their fertility after the third day; but this is not necessarily the 

case, as the milt used in all of these long-time experiments, with one 

exception, was from the lot of December 4, which had been repeatedly 

uncorked and possibly injured by the admixture of a small amount 

of water, while the spawn was held in small lots of a half pint or less, 

which were more liable to dry out than a large mass. All of the eggs 

used in this experiment, except one lot, were placed in a jar marked 

“miscellaneous,” and examined from time to time, showing a good per- 

centage of impregnation. Before being placed in the jars they were 

held separately in kegs for two or three days with running water and 

reexamined to observe if the development seemed natural, and no dif- 
ference could be seen between these and eggs of the same age taken 

at the same time in the usual manner. It is a matter of regret that 

there were not enough taken at one time to fill a jar, so that they could 

have been carried separately up to the hatching period. 

An experiment was also tried with a view to hatching whitefish eggs 

with closed circulation—that is, using the water over and over. The 

water was pumped into a 12-gallon keg, whence it descended by gravity 

to the jar, thence to a large tin vessel, which was partially submerged 

in running water in order to maintain a low temperature. [From this 

it was again pumped back to the keg. This experiment was continued 

for 13 days without damage to the eggs, although, owing to the fact 

that the temperature of the water was 7° warmer than that taken from 

overboard, the development was much more rapid. It may also be 

stated that so much oil was carried over from the pump that it formed 

a considerable coating on the surface of the water in the receiving 

vessel, also on the inside of the jar. Theeggs, however, were apparently 

not injuriously affected by this circumstance. These eggs hatched 

before any others in the house, and the fry were apparently as healthy. 

Collections of eggs were made, as heretofore, from the commercial 
fishermen, but owing to the unfavorable conditions prevailing during 

November, the total collections amounted to only 112,842,000 whitefish 
and 27,786,000 cisco or lake herring. From the nets fished in the 
vicinity of Port Clinton, 40,653,000 whitefish eggs were obtained; from 
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those in the vicinity of Toledo, 21,348,000; North Bass Island, 21,762,000; 
Middle Bass field, 2,331,000; Kelly Island, 7,866,000; Catawba Island, 
720,000; from Put-in Bay, 18,000,000 whitefish eggs and 27,786,000 of 

the eggs of the cisco; from other points, 162,000 whitefish eggs. Of 

these eggs, 10,000,000 were transferred to Alpena Station; the balance 
were hatched and distributed during March and April on the spawning- 

grounds from which the eggs were collected, the cisco fry being planted 

in the vicinity of Put-in Bay. 

During the winter 1,000,000 lake-trout eggs were received from North- 

ville, which were hatched and planted in the vicinity of the station. 

It having been determined to resume the propagation of pike perch, 

steps were taken to secure a force of spawn-takers and arrangements 

made with the fishermen for attending the pound nets in the vicinity 

of Put-in Bay, Toledo, and Port Clinton. The warm weather in March 

raised the temperature of the water to 42.5°, which advanced the spawn- 
ing season a week. The first eggs were taken on March 31, earlier than 

ever before in the history of the station. A small lot was brought in 

by the fishermen in this neighborhood. The regular spawn-takers were 

not put on until April 4. On April 5 a severe northeast gale set in, 

accompanied by snow, the temperature falling from 42.5° to 38°. This 

not only interfered materially with the work, but the eggs taken were 

poor. The weather continued unfavorable throughout the spawning 

season, gale following gale in rapid succession, which not only seriously 

reduced the collections, but affected unfavorably the work in the hatch- 

ery. The water pumped at the station was loaded with dirt, causing 

much extra labor and continual handling of the eggs. Dead eggs, 

which ordinarily fungus in a few days and are drawn off, were coated 

with dirt so that they were of the same weight with the others, and 

failed to rise to the top, necessitating not'only constant handling, but 

the passing of the eggs through fine screens, in order to remove those 

which were fungussed. 

As a result of the season’s work, 221,062,500 eggs of poor quality 

were collected; 87,112,000 from the Toledo field, 111,900,000 from the 

Port Clinton field, and 22,050,000 from the vicinity of Put-in Bay. 
In the beginning of the season starch was used to prevent adhesion of 

the eggs; but complaints were received from every section that: this 

material was not satisfactory, as was proved by the fact that all of the 

eggs came to the station more or less adherent. Swamp muck, which 

had been used with success three years before, was substituted and 

sent out at once but, owing to delays en route the season was nearly 

over at Toledo before it could be used. Not more than 2 tablespoon- 

fuls of the muck solution to 5 gallons of water was needed to prevent 

adhesion. Experience has also shown that it is advisable to put 

the muck in the water in the keg in which the eggs are poured after 

impregnation, rather than to mix it with the eggs in the pan prior to 

fertilization. If a small amount of water is added to the eggs imme- 
diately after fertilization and the milt washed out quickly, adhesion 

does not take place for a minute or two. 
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On April 16, near the close of the season, one of the spawn-takers, 

Mr. Carl Rotert, was directed to remilt the eggs taken on that date; 

that is, to add fresh milt one minute after first applying it to the eggs, 

and to add a third lot a minute later. In all, 450,000 eggs were treated 

in this way, and after careful examination under the microscope, at the 

expiration of twenty-four hours, out of the three lots of 150,000 each not 
an unimpregnated egg could be discovered. They were then put ina 

jar and kept thus to the close of the season. After the ruptured eggs 
had worked off (ruptured eggs fungus and separate from the good ones 

much sooner than the unimpregnated ones) the jar stood in striking 

contrast to the balance of the eggs in the house, a solid mass of living 

eggs. For some unaccountable reason they hatched before any of the 
others, though taken last. Instead of requiring several days to hatch, 

they all came out together, and the fry were apparently healthy, as seen 

under the microscope or with the naked eye. It is a matter of regret 

that this experiment was not tried earlier in the season, as it appeared 

from the results attained in this instance that previous heavy losses on 

pike-perch eggs may have been largely due to imperfect fertilization. 

This matter will receive attention next season, and experiments will be 
tried in remilting whitefish eggs also. 

The eggs collected at Toledo were shipped on trays by the steamers 

running from Cleveland to Toledo three times a week, and although the 

eggs were held at least two days on the trays, they were apparently not 

injured by the shipment; 30,000,000 of the pike-perch eggs were trans- 

ferred to Cape Vincent hatchery, and in order to decide as to the best 

method for long-distance shipments, a part of them were transferred on 

trays, and the balance in the ordinary transportation cans filled with 

water. Of those transferred on trays, only 30 per cent hatched, while 

of those shipped in water 75 per cent hatched. As eggs were success- 

fully shipped on trays from Toledo to Sandusky, it appears that the 

loss must have been due to concussion, caused by the jolting of the cars, 

the eggs on trays being much more subject to this than those in water. 

On May 2 it was observed that the eggs seemed unusually buoyant, 

and that they rose higher in the jars than usual with the same amount 

of water. Examination under the microscope revealed the existence 

of numerous colonies of infusoria, nearly every egg having one or more 

colonies. They were in the main a species of Carchesium, with a few 

Vorticella, These being lighter than the water, and offering consider- 

able resistance to the current, floated the eggs. On the 3d they had 

increased to such an extent that it was necessary to put the eggs into 

tubs and thoroughly wash them. This process broke the slender 

threads which connect the individual infusoria to their main stem on 

the egg, and remedied the evil. Later it was found that by thoroughly 

feathering the eggs in the jar the same results could be secured. These 
animals were found in all the jars, there being no difference whether 

muck or starch had been used. Thorough investigation did not show 

that the eggs were damaged, directly or indirectly, by these infusoria. 
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Owing totheunfavorable conditions above enumerated, only 71,110,000 

fry were hatched. These were planted in the waters of Lake Erie at 

the following points: 

Point of deposit. Number. Point of deposit. Number, 

Reach deland Teoh... .<eccem <5 =< 55aia~' 13, 500, 000) ||) Niagara reel... fee. <ntcemiems = aic/s0<2 10, 320, 000 
North Bass Island reef .-..-...-..-.- 7, 320, 000 || West Sister Island reef............. 10, 320, 000 
Rallassé tsland Gel... 5.2 osc=5-e— See 6, 000, 000 || Rattlesnake Island reef..........--- 12, 900, 000 
Middle Bass Island reef .........---- 10, 750, 000 | 

| 

It is believed that the daily examination of eggs under the micro- 

scope will prove to be an important factor in the future operations of 

the station, as it is thus possible to keep track of the work of individual 

spawn-takers, poor results being very frequently due to carelessness 

in handling the eggs. The superintendent made photomicrographs of 

the normal impregnated egg showing segmentation, of the unimpreg- 

nated egg showing the germinal discs with no nodules of segmentation, 

and of an egg with ruptured yolk-sac, destroyed by rough handling. 

These were sent to the spawn-takers, so that they could understand 

how easily the three classes of eggs are distinguished one from the other 

under the microscope. 

During the year a number of improvements were made to the grounds 

and in the adjacent harbor. A sea wall, 115 feet long and from 4 to6 

feet high, was constructed on the south side of the hatchery parallel 
with the shore line, and the space back of it filled in with dredgings 

from the lake bottom in front. The ground was graded and seeded 

and beds of plants set out, improving greatly the appearance of the 

station. The space adjacent to the docks was also dredged out, so that 

the steamer could come in and out at low water, and also to provide 

sufficient space for wintering the vessel. 

The following table gives the maximum, minimum, and mean tem- 

peratures of air and water in the hatchery during the year: 

Air. Water. Air. Water. 
Month. Month. 

Max. | Min. | Mean. | Max.| Min. | Mean. Max. | Min. |Mean. |Max. | Min. |Mean. 

1897. 1898. ; 
July ==... 98 65 | 78.44 | 82 71 76.90 || January-| 55 11 | 30.87 | 33.25) 32.5 | 32.58 
August ..| 82 62 | 70.2 | 81 68 72.8 February| 58 | — 4 | 28.45 | 32.5 | 32.5] 32.5 
September| 84 51 | 62.6 | 73.5 | 62 68.2 March...| ,64 20 | 40.30 | 42.5 | 32.5 | 35.57 
October -. 76 44 | 56.93 | 65 54 65.7 ABE xe 63 23 | 45.53 | 49 38 43.95 
November 55 22 | 37.71 | 54 36 41.5 May...-.- 75 44 | 60.74 | 66 48.5 56. 90 
December 54 11 | 29.82 | 37.5 | 32.5 | 33.57 || dune..-- 89 60 | 72.15.) 75 64 70. 23 

NORTHVILLE STATION, MICHIGAN (F. N. CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT). 

During the summer the station employees were occupied in improving 

the grounds, painting and repairing the fish-cultural apparatus, and 

caring for the fish on hand. Early in September the lake trout carried 

through the summer were distributed in Lakes Huron, Michigan, 

Superior, and interior lakes. As the cars of the Commission were occu- 

pied at other points at this time, the distribution was made by means 

of a baggage car, obtained through the courtesy of the officials of the 
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Flint and Pere Marquette Railroad. Although the fish were planted 

without loss, the use of baggage cars for this purpose under ordinary 

circumstances is not deemed advisable, as they are not equipped for 

transportation on fast trains. 

Early in August the superintendent visited the important fishing 

centers on Lakes Superior, Huron, and Michigan to make arrange- 

ments for the fall work. As a law had‘ recently been passed by the 
State legislature prohibiting all fishing for lake trout and whitefish 

between November 1 and December 15, no efforts were made to secure 

eggs of the latter species. Messrs. H. H. Marks and George Platts were 

put in charge of the field operations, as the regular foreman, Mr. 8. W. 

Downing, had been detailed to assist in the salmon work on the Pacific 
coast. 

The first lake-trout eggs collected were received at Northville on Sep- 

tember 16, but as the temperature was unusually high at the time of 

shipment they proved a total loss. Eggs continued to arrive all 

through October and until November 8, most of them being in excellent 

condition. The shipments aggregated 12,014,000, over 5,000,000 of 

which were taken in the Georgian Bay. Of the balance, 4,938,000 were 
obtained from the fisheries on the north shore of Lake Michigan near 

Manistique, within a period of ten days, 500,000 from the southern and 

992,000 from the northern shore of Lake Superior. 

The results from Lake Superior were disappointing, as large collec- 

tions had been expected from that section. No efforts were made to 

attend the fisheries at Beaver Island, one of the most productive sec- 
tions in past years, as the trout in that vicinity do not spawn usually 

before November 1. Letters received from fishermen during the latter 

part of October, however, indicated that large numbers of spawning 

fish had made their appearance, and it is possible that many eggs can 

be secured there in the future during the closing days of that month. 

The eggs were packed in cases and forwarded from the field stations 

direct to Northville by freight, as usual, one of the employees meeting 

the boat on its arrival at Detroit. Shipments of eyed eggs, aggregating 

4,535,000, were made between October 9 and December 28 to other sta- 
tions of the Commission, State fish commissions, and foreign applicants, 

1,500,000 of this number being sent to the Alpena hatchery. The eggs 
commenced hatching early in December, and on January 1 a carload 

of fry was deposited in the Straits of Mackinac. No other shipments 

were made until February, when 3,492,000 were disposed of. A few of 

these were given to private applicants and the remainder deposited at 

various points in the Great Lakes, on the natural spawning-grounds. 

It was intended to carry the balance of the fry (250,000) until fall, 
but the tanks became so overcrowded in May that it became necessary 
to distribute 50,000 of them. These had made a remarkable growth 

during the three months they were retained in the troughs, and when 

planted they were 3 inches in length. At the close of the year there 

remained on hand 160,244 fingerlings, the average weight of which was 

4% pounds per 1,000. 
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As the stock of brood-fish of the brook trout at the station was very 
small, arrangements were made with the Michigan Fish Commission to 

make collections on the Au Sable River. A field station was opened on 

that stream late in September, and under the direction of Mr. A. T. 

Stewart 10,000 fish were captured, chiefly by means of seines, hook and 
line being used only where they were scattered. They were confined in 

two ponds, and during the fall 516,400 eggs were obtained from them 

and transferred to Northville, the shipments being so arranged as not 

to hold the eggs longer than the eighth day, as experiments in 1895 

demonstrated that they could be moved with safety up to that time. 

The eggs collected at this point were not so good as those taken from 

the brood-fish at Northville, and cost about $1 per 1,000 delivered at 
the station. 
From the two-year-old brood-fish 128,350 eggs were obtained, 304 

females yielding an average of 422 each. The fry commenced hatching 

early in December, and on February 3 a shipment of 100,000 was sent 

tothe Au Sable. Various other plants were made from time to time 

until March 23, the total distribution aggregating 228,000. At the 

close of the year there remained on hand 15,000 fingerlings, their aver- 

age weight being 61 pounds per 1,000. 

The Loch Leven trout commenced spawning October 15, and from 

that time until the 27th of November 74,525 eggs were collected from 

75 females. The eggs were of poor quality, due, it is thought, to the 

advanced age of the fish. Shipments aggregating 25,000 were made 

to private applicants; the balance were hatched, and at the close of 

the year there were 4,715, of an average weight of 253; pounds per 

1,000. There are also 2,969 two-year-old fish in stock, which will spawn 

during the coming season. 

The steelhead fingerlings on hand at the commencement of the year 

were retained at the station until March, 1898, when 3,500 were planted 

in the Pere Marquette River and Cold Creek, and 200 of them were 

transferred to the Omaha Exposition. It is intended to rear the bal- 

ance for breeders, as an experiment. These fish did not attain as 
great a growth as the rainbow, Loch Leven, or brook trout raised under 

the same conditions, but reports from various sections in which plants 

have been made indicate the capture of quite a number of specimens 

measuring from 10 to 12 inches, especially in the Pere Marquette River. 

None of these specimens have so far been identified, however. On 

April 19 a shipment of 95,880 eggs was received from Fort Gaston, 

Cal. These were hatched, and the 75,000 fry resulting from them were 

planted during the month of May in Little Manistee River, Manistee 

County, near Grand Rapids, Mich., and various streams tributary to 

Lakes Huron and Michigan. 
A few breeding black bass transferred to this station two years ago 

are still in stock. They spawned early in June, but as there were no 

suitable ponds for the reception of the fry, no efforts were made to 

rear them. : 
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The following table shows the number of fish on hand at the close of 

the year: 

Calendar year in which fish were hatched. 

Species. 
1898. | 1997. | 1896. | 1895, | 189¢ or 

ES ROORRUED leiden at cleldlaistn ae lcle enue warm a niulsiojaia'els ainictnia sine vieieraie GOO ee Mg Abe aed DOO sare ce ace | cine setae 
Pace u ern MOlbescosncccece el saccmedotawc capa seccmeetetes Alay 2s GOgs |aades bce 293 16 
LSID PDO, one AAO ASS EGOS COSR EE EC OB OCCU EE BESS Heme Dapopecoc Lee Ee ee ee aeecoood be oouE ne 
iMG iCdt OU Us ts ccs ase ceccc ae oe osaer me taeee ness ceases 7, 000 EC] tes gel Eee ese Pe ieee 
RAIN DO WanlOU tl cnn aa ae caticisc eouvesee acc cececnisccnseeamsceea|ccemanie se S00 NC scesaceinc osescs|stossece 
PAU KAREN eee omen tase eine sca ceaetes eeu iiss secu mes p oticids te ello oeieteialsie 124 | ee Ceres CEaeeeee 

Mote saaeecestiee caer ea cme maces omaadsnies scm ec cece 187, 559 6, 213 1, 280 293 16 

ALPENA STATION, MICHIGAN (FRANK N. CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT). 

In addition to a number of minor repairs made during the summer, 

a new floor was laid in the hatchery, the batteries were rebuilt, and 

new tanks were purchased and installed. This work was directed by 

Mr. W. W. Thayer, in the absence of Mr. S. W. Downing, the foreman. 

No special efforts were made to collect whitefish eggs, owing to the 

passage of a law prohibiting fishing from November 1 to December 15, 

but 480,000 were obtained from fishermen in the vicinity; 10,000,000 

were also transferred from Put-in Bay during the month of December. 

The fry commenced hatching on April 7 and finished April 16. The 

entire lot was planted in Lake Huron with the exception of 500,000 
deposited in Clear Lake. 

Attention is called to the following instance, as indicating to what 

extent whitefish eggs may increase in bulk after having been placed in 

the hatching-jars. On November 15 a spawn-taker secured 56 ounces 

of eggs from one whitefish, as measured 10 hours afterward. They 

were placed in a jar by themselves and left undisturbed until March 7 

except to clean off the dead ones, when they were again measured and 
found to contain 64 ounces. 

In addition to the whitefish hatched at the station 1,500,000 lake- 

trout eggs were transferred from Northville. These were hatched in 

February and the fry resulting from them were planted in March at 

various points on Lakes Huron and Michigan. 
Mr. Downing returned to the station on October 26 and remained in 

charge until the close of the year, when the hatchery was dismantled 

and the hatching apparatus cleaned, painted, and put away for the 

season. 

DULUTH STATION, MINNESOTA (S. P. WIRES, SUPERINTENDENT). 

During the summer 240 fry troughs, 7 feet 5 inches long, 11 inches 
wide, by 7? inches deep, were constructed for the lake-trout work; the 
grounds in front of the hatchery were plowed, partially graded, and 

the old carp ponds filled in; repairs were made to the supply tank and 

hatching-room, and the flume leading from Leslie River, which had been 

damaged by freshet during the past summer, was rebuilt. 

F. R. 98——YVI 
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The lake-trout season opened the middle of September and closed 

the 9th of November, 7,007,000 eggs of excellent quality being secured 
from the following points: 

Locality. Number. Locality. Number. 

Port Caldwell, Ontario. ..............-. 800, 000 || Long Point, Isle Royale, Mich........ 740, 000 
POLAR CH IY, Ontario... seces= seen 2, 346, 000 || Grand Portage, Minn ................. 260, 000 
Little Todds Harbor, Isle Royale, Mich.| 460, 000 || Washington Harbor, Isle Royale, Mich. 200, 000 
Fishermen's Home, Isle Royale, Mich-. 475, 000 || Ontonagon, Mich .........-csecccececss 1, 000, 000 
Siscowet Bay, Isle Royale, Mich ....... 126, 000 

A shipment of 480,000 eyed eggs was transferred to the Manchester 

Station; the balance were hatched and deposited on the spawning- 

grounds where the fish were captured, the distribution extending from 

early in April to June 22.° The output amounted to 5,143,000 and the 

total loss of eggs and fry to 1,384,000. 

An effort was made to collect whitefish eggs in the neighborhood 

of Port Arthur, but only 200,000 could be secured prior to the close 
of the fishing season on November 1. Spawn-takers were also sent to 

Basswood and Crooked lakes, Minnesota, but no eggs were obtained. 

Many fish were captured at these points, but no ripe ones were found, 

which indicated that the fishing in the vicinity is not on the spawning- 

grounds. The eggs obtained at Port Arthur were of poor quality and 

yielded only 98,000 fry; these were planted near Isle Royale. 

During January 100,000 brook-trout eggs were received from Lead- 
ville, from which 92,550 fry were hatched and planted in the waters 

of Minnesota and South Dakota. Consignments of steelhead eggs, 

amounting to 150,000, arrived from Fort Gaston in April. They were of 
good quality and produced 130,000 fry, which were liberated in suitable 
streams emptying into Lake Superior. 

MANCHESTER STATION, Iowa (R. S. JOHNSON, SUPERINTENDENT). 

As soon as the appropriation of $4,216 became available, work on 

the buildings and grounds was resumed, under the direction of the 

superintendent. During the summer and fall of 1897 and the spring 

of 1898 three large stock-ponds were excavated and graded, the ponds 
being connected with wooden flumes to get a circulation of water from 

one to the other. Owing to the large amount of sand in the soil, it was 

afterwards found necessary to line the bottom of one of the ponds 

with clay; but the results were not satisfactory. Seven large rearing- 

ponds, 80 by 20 feet, were graded and the sides lined with 2-inch 

hemlock plank. The bottoms were covered with clay, and on this was 

spread 4 inches of muck. They were arranged in tiers, so that the 

water could pass from the upper ones into the lower. Twenty-four 

small rearing-ponds,7 by 22 feet, were constructed in a similar manner, 
and twelve existing ponds of the same kind, previously lined with 

stone, were remodeled and wood lining substituted. Connections were 
also made from the lower reservoir for supplying the large and small 

rearing-ponds. In order to avoid a recurrence of damage fromefreshets, 
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the wagon-bridge was raised 135 feet and extended 20 feet, a new stone 
abutment being built on the west side of the branch; the roadway was 
raised to the same height and a dry stone wall built along the road to 

prevent washouts. 

For the protection of the 14-inch water-supply pipe and ponds a dry 

stone wall was also built along the spring branch. All of the grounds 

around the buildings and ponds were graded and terraced, and road- 

ways were built from the main entrance to all the buildings and ponds. 

These roadways were graded and bedded with gravel, and surface 

gutters of stone were provided. Thenecessary fences were also erected 

alongside the country road from the Fish Commission reservation to 

the main highway, and all of the lands were sown with blue grass and 
white clover. Anhydraulic ram, for forcing water to the dwelling, mess- 

house, and barn, was placed in the hatchery. All of the dead timber 

on the reservation was cleared up and converted into stove wood. An 

orchard, consisting of assorted apple, cherry, plum, and pear trees, 

blackberry, raspberry, currant, and gooseberry bushes, strawberry 
plants, and grapevines, was set out south of the dwelling-house. 

As soon as the ponds had been completed, in the latter part of 

October, arrangements were made to collect brood-fish from open waters 

in the State. Supplies of large-mouth and small-mouth black bass, rock 

bass, crappie, and rainbow trout were obtained from the rivers in the 

eastern part of Iowa. All of the breeding-ponds were planted with 

Ceratophyllum, Hlodea, Ranunculus, water lily, and other aquatic plants, 

and artificial nests and piles of gravel were located at suitable points 

in the three large stock ponds and in the 80-foot rearing-ponds. The 

spawning: beds were partitioned off with inch-mesh wire netting, so that 
the young fish, by passing out into the main ponds, might escape the 

depredations of the adults. 

The small-mouth bass placed in Pond Z began nesting on the gravel 

beds on May 2, and a number of nests were observed between that 

time and Junel. The first fry appeared on May 24, and though quite 

a large number of nests were seen the indications are that the crop 
will be small, owing to the difficulty of keeping the ponds full of water 

and to the absence of the natural food necessary for very young fry. 

The large-mouth black bass collected from the Maquoketa River and 

in the vicinity of Quincy, IIl., suffered severe losses during the winter, 

owing to injuries received in transportation. In the spring 180 remained 

on hand, which were placed in Ponds X and Y. The majority of these 

fish spawned on mud bottoms, only a few of them using the gravel, and 

in no instance were the artificial nests occupied. The first eggs were 

noted on May 11, but no fry were observed until June 1. At the close 

of the spawning season the adult fish were removed from the breeding- 

ponds, so as to give full range to the fry. No effort was made to deter- 

mine the exact number on hand at the close of the year, but it is believed 
that the results will be good, notwithstanding the fact that owing to 

the very scanty growth of aquatic vegetation natural food is not as 
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abundant as it should be. The maximum temperature of the water in 

these ponds between April 1 and June 1 was 78°; minimum, 48°. 
In the spring the 180 adult crappie remaining were placed in three 

of the 80-foot ponds. They were observed nesting on May 11, and 

though a number of nests were noticed between that time and June 4 
no young fish were discovered. 

A supply of rock bass was also placed in one of the 80-foot ponds. 
They commenced to spawn about the middle of May, and at the close of 

the year several schools of young fish were seen in this pond. 
In addition to the rainbow trout on hand at the beginning of the 

year, 1,000 yearlings were received from Neosho in November. These 
arrived in excellent condition and were placed in the ponds with the 

others to be reared. In January and February two consignments of 

eggs, amounting to 44,720, were received from Neosho, which produced 

30,364 fry. Of these, 4,000 were distributed to applicants in Iowa and 

26,363 remained on hand at the close of the year. During the fall 85 

2-year-olds and 74 yearling rainbow trout were collected from one of 

the streams in the vicinity of the station and added to the brood stock. 

All of the brook-trout streams in the eastern and northern parts of 

the State were examined during the summer, with a view to making col- 
lections of eggs and brood-fish, but at. no point could sufficient numbers 

be found to justify the expense of establishing a field station for the 
collection of eggs. 513 adult trout were secured, which yielded 38,592 

eggs during October. In addition to these, 100,000 brook-trout eggs 
were purchased in Massachusetts, which arrived in excellent condition 

in January and produced 83,700 fry. During the spring 19,000 brook- 

trout fry were distributed, and at the close of the year there remained 
at the station 79,595 fry. Consignments of 480,000 lake-trout eggs 
from Duluth and 50,000 grayling from Bozeman were transferred to 

this station. The lake trout arrived with a loss of only 723; subsequent 
losses, amounting to 42,600, occurred, however, during incubation. 

The fry which resulted from these eggs, amounting to 437,000, were 

planted in public waters during the spring, with the exception of 400 

which were held for experimental purposes. The grayling eggs, which 

arrived in fair condition, hatched in June with a loss of 8,710. They 

appeared to be strong and healthy. though it is difficult to induce them 

to take artificial food. 
The stock on hand at the close of the year was as follows: 

Calendar year in which hatched. 

Species. 
1898, 1897. 1895. 1894, 
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It is believed that large numbers of young black bass and crappie 

could be collected from the overflowed lands along the Mississippi 

River in the vicinity of Bellevue, Iowa, and it is recommended that 

investigations be made with the view to establishing a collecting sta- 

tion at that point. 

QuINCY STaTrIon, ILLINOIS (S. P. BARTLETT, SUPERINTENDENT). 

The spring of 1897 opened with cold rains, which continued at fre- 

quent intervals until July, and apparently affected the spawning of 

black bass in the vicinity of Meredosia, as very few fry were observed. 

Great difficulty was consequently experienced in making the usual col- 

_ lections; even at the commencement of operations the fish captured 

from the overflowed ponds and lakes measured from 5 to 7 inches in 

length, showing they had hatched the previous year. As the season 

advanced the weather became extremely hot and dry, and continued so 

until late in October, making it difficult to transfer fish from the ponds 

to the station. 

As a result of the operations for the season 25,139 black bass and 

3,468 crappie were delivered to the cars for distribution. 
The weather conditions during the spring of 1898 were much more 

favorable, the rivers being high early in the spring and remaining in 

that condition long enough for the bass and other fish to deposit their 

eggs in the interior lakes and sloughs. While engaged in collecting 

two carloads of fishes in Meredosia Bay in May and June for the Omaha 

exposition, large numbers of young bass were observed, and 5,000 were 

easily caught and transferred to the ponds at the station. 

The property at Meredosia is in good condition. The buildings were 

painted during the year, the grounds seeded, and other steps taken to 

improve the appearance of the station. 

Nrosno SratTion, Missourr (H. D. DEAN, SUPERINTENDENT), 

At the beginning of the year 90,725 rainbow-trout fry were on hand, 

but losses occurred during the summer and fall, which reduced the 
number for distribution in October to 75,850. Of these, 72,850 were 

deposited in public and private waters, 2,000 were retained for brood 

stock, and 1,000 were transferred to Manchester Station. The brood 
stock on hand consisted of 1,580 three-year-olds, 311 four-year-olds, and 

209 from five to ten years old. From 321 ripe temales three years of age 

a total of 188,320 eggs was secured, an average of 586 each; 154 of the 

old fish produced a total of 216,815, an average of 1,400 per fish. Of 

the former, only 43 per cent were good; of the latter 58 per cent. 

The first eggs were secured in December, and collections continued 

from that time until March 1, the total take amounting to 405,435. Of 

these, 207,814, or 51 per cent, were eyed. At the close of the year there 
remained on hand 92,200 fry, 14,000 having been distributed in April 
and May. 

The poor quality of the eggs may be attributed to some extent to the 
fact that the fish were kept during the spawning season in ponds with- 
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out raceways; consequently it was necessary to handle them daily in 

order to select the ripe ones. 

Of the 11,326 black bass on hand in July, 10,151 were distributed 
during the fall. The distribution was very successfully accomplished, 

the loss amounting to almost nothing. During the summer it was 

noticed that one trough of fish in the hatchery were not doing well. 

They were transferred to another trough in the spring branch which 

was supplied with warm water, and in a few days they were thriving. 

In October 100 of the adult bass collected from Meredosia Bay were 

transferred to the station. They were placed in the ponds, and were 

taught in a few days to take artificial food: At first lish cut in large 

pieces was fed to them along with minnows; after a short time the 

minnows were omitted, liver being mixed with the cut fish, and a few 
days later they were taking liver and beef without trouble. When 

the pond was drawn in March, 98 of this lot remained. 

Owing to the roily condition of the water during the spring, spawn- 

ing was observed in only one instance. Large numbers of fry were seen 

in the ponds later, but-no attempt was made to transfer them, as the 

water contained an abundance of natural food. Contrary to the usual 

practice, the ponds were kept full of water during the winter, and at 

the spawning time they were abundantly supplied with vegetation and 

insect life. A few young fish were transferred to the hatchery for 

experimental feeding, and no difficulty was experienced in teaching 

those over half an inch in length to take food. 

When the distribution of rock bass was made in the fall, 13,618 fish 
remained of the 14,850 on hand in July. In the spring, when the pond 

was drawn to prepare it for the breeders, 1,950 young bass were taken 

out which must have hatched there late in the fall. Spawning occurred 

at the usual time and numbers of young fry appeared later. 

The results of last season’s work with strawberry bass and crappie, 

though not so large as had been hoped for, were the most successful 

so far attained at the station. Of the 10,630 fry on hand from the 

hatch of the previous spring, 56 per cent, or 5,962, were distributed in 

the fall. It is very difficult to handle these fish in warm weather, and 
it is also hard to teach them to take food. In the spring 62 strawberry 

bass were placed in pond 14 and 11 crappie in another pond. 

The following table shows the number of fish on hand at the close of 

the year, and the maximum, minimum, and mean temperatures to which 
the various species were subjected: 

Calendar year in which| Temperature to which 
7 subjected. 

Species. 

1898. 1897. 1895. | Max. | Min. | Mean. 

oF, oR. one 
TRAIN DOW, «lo ates ab aldinlala jaiala bin alums alsin e)s alain cm minim o alininisla i=’ 92, 200 1,974 | 1,200 75 46 58. 34 
1 DYE a Ee See Rees ASE Seb SOOGED SacetCeemaonommsce Boots ies 95 198 91 32 60. 79 
TEN R TTR pat ae a ae Sem ry Oe Ae ea eraltoonasec 1, 950 92 89 36 58. 25 
Orappiezee occas sosn soca tiesto ee ce hor nets oe poeeee | neeeee aa loeeeete 11 87 32 59. 10 
BULA WMVOEMYDASB aac ecelces cle cists cietatehetelo fetta stuleleie totais |opetaee eer 71 60 90 33 58, 22 
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The following table shows the air and water temperatures and the 
amounts of rain and snow as recorded by months: 

Month. Max.) Min.|} Mean. Beetlh Snow. Month. Max.) Min.| Mean. preay Snow. 

1897. 1898, 
Inches.| Inches. Inches. | Inches. 

Ait \Wyice aeBee 95 49 77.75 LCS | Saeeaoc January .--.| 70 14 39. 47 3445 Beene 
August...-.. 96.5 | 49 74, 28 Sih \asesees February ---| 68 6 41, 23 +47 31 
September ...| 96.5 34 Me LO a) cptetete=| Bieter = March 32==< 76 16 47. 90 7.46 1 
October...... 91 28 63. 71 ADUIESS Sr ASP UU cee ee 84 23 54. 60 PA i Res 
November....| 75 14 48. 55 ETS: |lcccsetes May ao2 =). 88 38 67.10 LON 431 eee eese 
December. ...| 70 12 34, 66 2.71 3 AistieGaaagess 91 59 75. 70 AT at ereitersiats 

During the summer many needed repairs and improvements were 

made in the hatchery and annex, including the construction of lockers 

in the carpenter shop for the storage of tools and as receptacles for 

fish food. It was found necessary to reline many of the ponds, nothing 

having been done to them since they were constructed in 1889. The 

material used was 14-inch matched pine dipped in boiling tar. New 

standpipes of the same material were constructed where needed, an 
additional 6-inch supply pipe was laid from the spring to the hatchery, 

and a pool 5 feet by 40 feet was built at the head of pond 5. Two new 

plank pools were also built—one at the head of No. 5 for storage and 

the other between Nos. 15 and 16—and a small egg-shaped pond was 

constructed.at the head of No. 16. 

San Marcos Station, Texas (J. L. LEARY, SUPERINTENDENT). 

In July the employees of the station resumed the distribution of fish 

to applicants in the State, and disposed of 14,500 black bass and 3,700 
rock bass. The distribution was again taken up April 25, 1898, and 

continued until June 3, during which period 17,100 black bass were 
handled, making a total distribution during the year of 31,600 black 

bass, 3,700 rock bass, and 50 crappie. 
In making these plants the employees traveled 15,549 miles, 11,549 of 

which were free. The distribution was very successfully accomplished, 

but few fish being lost. 

During the winter collections were made from the San Marcos and 

Blanco rivers to increase the stock of brood-fish. The bass com- 
menced nesting on February 10 and were still spawning at the close of 

the fiscal year. Most of the eggs were deposited on clay bottom, 

though a few of the fish used the piles of gravel which had been placed 
in the pond. The fry commenced to hatch in February, and by April 

many were 24 inches long. Their food was similar to that used during 

the past year, consisting largely of young mud shad, minnows, salted 

fish roe, and such natural food as the ponds contained. 
The crappie and rock bass commenced nesting during the latter part 

of March and many of them had not finished spawning at the close of 

the year. Young rock bass about an inch in length appeared in large 

numbers in the ponds, but no crappie have been seen. Once or twice 
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during the season the crappie seemed to suffer from an affection of the 

eyes. This was attributed to the clear, shallow water, and was partly 

overcome by partitioning off a part of the pond and placing in this space 

a lot of carp, which stirred up the mud and kept the water cloudy. 

In order to increase the food supply at the station a pond, 14 acres in 

area, was constructed during the summer, so arranged as to have a 

very large area of shallow water; it was nearly oval in shape, and varied 

in depth from nothing to 9 feet at the stand-pipe. It was supplied with 

water by means of a hydraulic ram placed at the lower end of the grounds 

near the river and operated by the overflow of the upper ponds, the fall 

being 33 feet. By this means an average of 50,000 gallons of water per 
day enters the pend, and so far it has been kept full constantly, though 

the weather was very dry for six months of the time and the evapora- 

tion and absorption great. The ram has been running steadily since 

October 7, and has required very little attention except to keep the 

screen clean. This pond has proved a great success, both for the pro- 

duction of food and for rearing bass. The large area of shallow water 

provides a great quantity of insect life and a safe retreat for young 

‘fish. When sudden changes of temperature occur, the fish seek the 
deep water. 

The construction of four additional ponds was commenced during 

the spring near the southwest end of the grounds; each of them will be 

4 acre in area and similar in character to the one built during the pre- 

vious summer. A water-wheel was also built on the river to supply 

water to this new system. The water will be pumped into a distributing 

reservoir and conducted from there to the ponds by gravity. The 

grounds have been improved by planting Bermuda grass and shade 

trees, and a small orchard of pear, apple, plum, and other fruit trees 

was set out in the fall. These are doing well, only four having died 

during the year. 
At the close of the year the stock on hand was as follows: 

Calendar year in which hatched. 
Species. 

1897. | 1896. | 1894. | 1893. 

IB YTS PESO ce adot BC aS OUSe Bnr IDS ODOCROE Se IEC OC Oc CROCE CC DOH SICSaEaa- 9, 000 50 67 99 
1G) PERG) GAS aE Gare Be SSR ee RSC SMA C OOOO SORE bE AGB eco Stee doriden 256) mobocaca Sacossee 200 ie cocoa 
COTTE Se pA Sone COS nrIRE Orne BS QRe EDDIE Jan nan Soonce ds cacic Sancbacnangac TPA Bae o6e 100 100 
INEDUNSHAU seem esen ce sabemcenecuesecctcectes Caren eceece cr arees ede mcr|=-acemal amt stals 200" cmemeee 

LEADVILLE STATION, COLORADO (E. A. TULIAN, SUPERINTENDENT). 

The usual arrangements were made with the owners of Wellington, 
Decker, Oneva, and Musgrove lakes, and Gale, Smith, and Ridgway 

ponds for collecting brook-trout eggs, the owners to receive half of 

those obtained. Early in October the first eggs were secured from the 

stock-fish at the station, and from that time to the close of the season, 
or until work was stopped by ice, operations were actively pushed at 

all the points mentioned. 
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The results are shown in the following table: 

Eggs Brook-trout 
Source: collected. | E&8s lost. fry hatched. 

Station brood-fish-.... isi ean coc oat a aa ok ees wane ceeceseeee 428, 000 108, 920 22, 080 
Wm eva We Ge eee esses aaa eee ee a cin(ntm er eretniniaiee ie cimtaiwialeieis mcm 256, 780 8, 830 247, 950 
Gale sitishies c-seee es eee cee tot ce sence ats camecoesaee aw pena 109, 600 7, 660 109, 940 
RIL HERTS ee eres ee eine era mate ane Celaisic el aale Sielaiainelaicietmietsiatsianis mate's 262, 900 10, 650 252, 250 
LE iy Ey So ae pe ag nee ceen Saas CBE SOU DSce oR Mar opeeee acca. 202, 400 82, 400 120, 000 
RVGMInO TONE A KG re oaae sen sae so aicemnisatsentear woes to viemiaisle === 854, 100 137, 130 716, 970 
BYU OURS Let A sect ee sees Ss ORs etna r aie terns nee cisteeaee 88, 100 34, 520 53, 580 
Me Cwerisitis hie sce ce: cists eee clea eee ana eect dacienc aes Seebes 96, 900 53, 140 43, 760 
MMS STON G SHS see ceo comme chee a eee. nett sa ct tee ceacin arama 801, 520 349, 870 451, 650 

Ui Pa et oe ee Ces wh ee Ree) Ae |S 1a S 3, 100, 300 793, 120 2, 010, 180 

*297,000 eggs of this lot shipped from station. 

The total collection exceeded that of the previous year by nearly — 

1,000,000. The superintendent and foremen performed all the work of 

taking and fertilizing the eggs, and, except those from Musgrove and 

Decker lakes, they were of excellent quality, considering the conditions 

under which they were taken. The large loss on those from Musgrove 

Lake was undoubtedly due to the necessity of crowding the fish into a 

very small pond and holding them there for several weeks to ripen. 

The poorest eggs were obtained from fish that had been held a consid- 

erable time before spawning. All of the eggs were transferred to the 

Leadville Station to be hatched, and during the spring 581,000 of the 

fry were distributed in public waters and supplied to applicants in 

Colorado and Utah; 930,900 were turned over to the owners of the 
various lakes from which collections were made, and 340,000 were held 
for distribution in the fall. Shipments of the eyed eggs, aggregating 

172,000, were made in January and February to private hatcheries in 

Utah, Montana, Washington, and California, and 150,000 were trans- 
ferred to other stations of the Commission. The capacity of the hatch- 

ery was severely tested by the large collections, and in April it was 

found necessary to erect a number of temporary troughs. The finger- 

lings on hand at the beginning of the year (241,465) were carried in 
troughs and ponds until September, with a loss of 69,365, when they 

were distributed in public waters in the Northwestern States. 

Of the Loch Leven trout fry on hand in July, 8,000 were distributed 
in October, leaving 2,000 on hand January 1; these will be held for 
brood stock. There were also 4,170 two-year olds on hand in July, but 

severe losses during the summer reduced the number to 1,870 at the 

close of the year. The brood-fish commenced spawning October 14, 

and during the fall produced 53,100 eggs, which hatched with a loss of 

9,720, or about 18 per cent. When the eye-spots developed 15,000 of 

the eggs were shipped, and at the close of the year there were 25,100 fry. 

On September 1 the 21,695 fry remaining from rainbow-trout eggs 

hatched during the summer were distributed with little loss. In April 

26,800 eggs were collected from Loveland Lake, but the majority of 

them were lost in incubation. This was undoubtedly because the 

fish were held in a small crate for some time before they were ready to 
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spawn; they weighed from 5 to 8 pounds, and many of them became badly 

bruised. Arrangements have been made to construct a large pond for | 

this purpose in future. There are a large number of fish in the lake, 

and as they are apparently in good condition, there is no doubt that 

it will prove a good field for collecting eggs of this speeies. 

The brood-fish at the station yielded 15,300 eggs in May, 9,000 of 

which were shipped in June. 

No effort was made to collect eggs at Uneva, as ice remained on the 

lake much later than usual, and when it finally disappeared it was found 

that the majority of the fish had spawned. 

No collections of yellow-fin trout eggs were made this season, and all 

of the fry on hand at the beginning of the year were planted during 

the fall. There were also at the station 289,600 black-spotted trout 

eggs and 164,680 fry. Of these, 124,900 fry and 29,500 eggs were the 
result of collections made at Freeman Lake. In the fall 270,000 of 

the 273,000 fingerlings available for distribution were planted in the 

waters of Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Washington, South Dakota, and 
Nebraska. The remainder were placed in one of the small ponds at 

the station, but all except 400 escaped into Rock Creek. 

On account of the uncertain results attending the work at Twin 

Lakes during the past five or six years, and the expense connected 

therewith, it has been determined to discontinue operations at that 

point. The usual collections were made at Freeman Lake in June, 

158,800 eggs being obtained. These were transferred with little loss to 

the Leadville Station and were in the troughs on June 30. 
The steck of fish and eggs on hand at the close of the year is shown 

by the following table: 

Calendar year in which fish were hatched. 

Species. 1898. 
1897. 1896. 1894. 

Eggs. Fry. 

PERTAIN I ths SOG CR SAE OO ACID SORRC COGS GD ACO DOOD OONOG ASEdocsaqt Be ROU essgasqno) lscincccacoas 195 
TGGHMMO VOM THOU seo sc coonwiakica wa caniedtocemeecuctanlsememocaes 25, 100 1, 700 2,300 40 
Black=spouled tous - pos <~ see ae meee cee e cee eas 153, 600 |....-...-- BT) Beeeeonoed hoosccds 
RaINbDOW: GLOUb os coas co. cnoa won ent anne ceneccecesess 4, 900 SACU Ee ake se ebvewe sed sameemes 
(CRO ONS tod cnn Sab R eon EEO IC COs Dec nOSnceerosecsaael -Sscr sacs 41500 easecee acl Secesenane tam tasers 

During the summer many repairs and improvements were made: 

The superintendent’s cottage was painted and the 2-story frame-house 

occupied by the station employees was painted, shingled, and weather- 

boarded. The kitchen and mess-house were repainted and repapered 

and new floors laid; material was gotten out for the building of a log 

stable near the mess-house, and posts were set preparatory to fencing 

in a piece of land for pasture. A 6-inch galvanized-iron pipe, 140 feet 

long, for drawing water from the upper Evergreen Lake, was placed in 

position in August, and the stumps and rubbish on the seining-grounds 

were removed. All of the adult trout were removed from the middle 

lake, which was set aside as a nursery for yearling brook and rainbow 

trout. 
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BozEMAN Station, MontTana (JAMES A. HENSHALL, SUPERINTENDENT). 

For the purpose of increasing the water supply during the summer, 

a ditch 1,500 feet long, with the necessary head-gates, etc., was con- 

structed from a point in Bridger Creek, in the canyon, to a large supply 

and settling pond located southwest of the hatchery at the head of 

the large rearing-ponds, in order that the water might be used during 

the summer and fall. This pond will also be supplied with water from 

warm springs on the opposite side of the creek, which has a regular 

temperature of 77° throughout the year. 

The brook-trout and steelhead fry on hand at the beginning of the 

year were distributed in August in suitable streams and lakes through- 

out the State, except 3,000 brook and 10,000 steelheads reserved for 

brood stock. 
It having been decided not to attempt the collection of eggs at Soda 

Butte Lake, Yellowstone Park, and Mystic Lake, which had been exam- 

ined during the previous spring, arrangements were made to establish 

auxiliary stations for the collection of black-spotted trout and grayling 

eggs in the Upper Madison River, Montana, and at Henry Lake, across 

the Continental Divide, in Idaho. An investigation of the streams in 

the vicinity of Deer Lodge, in the Big Blackfoot Valley, was also made, 

and an abundance of trout was found. 
Early in March the equipment for the auxiliary stations, consisting 

of 14 hatching-troughs, 600 trays, 300 screens, and 24 egg-cases, which 

had been constructed by the employees of the station, was sent to 

Monida by rail, thence by sleighs and dog-sleds to the points selected. 

Operations were commenced at Henry Lake under the direction of 

Fish-culturist Jarvis. A temporary hatchery was established in a log 

cabin 15 by 15 feet, equipped with 6 hatching-troughs 8 feet long, the 

water supply being taken from a spring pond in the vicinity with a 

temperature of from 42° to 50°. About 6,000 trout were collected and 

placed in the ponds during the early spring, but only 186,000 eggs were 

obtained. Of these, 11,000 were lost in incubation, 20,000 were hatched 

and planted in a tributary of the lake, and the balance (155,000) were 
transferred to Bozeman. 

The spawning season opened on April 6 and continued until May 30, 

though the greater part of the eggs were taken between April 15 and 

May 15. 
Operations at Horse-thief Springs were undertaken at the same time 

under direction of Mr. A. J. Sprague, but early in April this site was 

abandoned and the equipment transferred to Red Rock, Mont., 40 miles 

nearer Monida and 20 miles west of Henry Lake. These stations are 

on opposite sides of the Continental Divide, Henry Lake being on the 

headwaters of the Snake River and Red Rock at the head of the Jef- 

ferson River. The equipment here consisted of 6 hatching-troughs 8 

feet long, with the ordinary trays of woven wire, mesh } inch by + inch. 

The water supply was from a spring about 75 yards distant, of a tem- 

perature varying from 46° to 55°, As there was no building in the 
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vicinity that could be used, an awning of canvas was erected over the 
troughs. 

The work was successful, over 3,000,000 grayling eggs being collected 

between May 7 and June 20. Of these, 1,500,000 were hatched at the 
substation and deposited in Elk Creek, an inlet of Red Rock Lake. Of 

the balance, 1,000,000 were transferred to Bozeman and 110,000 were 
shipped to other stations. 

The eggs of the grayling are much smaller than those of the trout 

and measure one-seventh of an inch in diameter after fertilization. 
They are very light-colored, almost crystal-clear, and are slightly adhe- 

Sive after fertilization, forming bunches and quickly developing fungus. 

Their specific gravity was found to be less than that of trout eggs, and 

from the experience gained it appears that they might be hatched or at 

least eyed under pressure of water, by methods similar to those employed 

in hatching eggs of the shad and whitefish, rather than on trays. The 

embryo began to show life and movement before the appearance of the 

eye-spot, which occurs in from 3 to 5 days. They hatch in from 10 to 

12 days at a temperature of 50°. The try are quite small, about half 

an inch long, and after the absorption of the yolk-sac, which requires 

about a week, they rise to the surface and swim freely. Considerable 

difficulty was experienced in providing acceptable food for them, and 

the loss before they commenced feeding was estimated at 50 per cent. 

Those hatched at the substation and planted in the creek from which 

the eggs were taken seemed to grow much faster than those in the 

hatchery. 

Notwithstanding the short period of incubation, little difficulty was 

experienced in the transportation of eyed eggs. The consignments sent 

to Manchester, Leadville, and Omaha arrived in good condition. They 

were packed in the manner usual with trout eggs, except that no moss 

was placed between the trays, as the least pressure on the eggs kills 

the embryo. Most of the loss in shipments to Bozeman was caused by 

the scarcity of ice at the auxiliary station. One shipment of green eggs 

was made, but all of them died eventually, though they were apparently 

in good condition on arrival. 

During the spring 100,000 brook-trout eggs and 50,000 steelhead eggs 

were received from the Leadville and Fort Gaston stations, and from a 
private hatchery at Hudson, Wis. These were hatched as usual and 

held at the station until the close of the year, when there remained on 
hand the following stock of fish: 

Calendar year in 
which fish 

Species. were hatched. 

1898. | 1897. 

Grayling S22 oF aos Sorc ae en's da cee a ROR ee ee ook wele can en sega s ne eee eeeeeeete 500; 000 ||. 2. osasen 
‘Black-spotted trout... 20-6 << <.ccn~ nee Senses aman -oessscns sccusieeme eee EE eae 150, 000 250 
BrOOK GPO bE. 2-522 ces sueccece ccc = cee che ce neMes ce ae asco a sete oanht Le Re eee ess 55, 000 2, 800 
Steslhead sess acces aicaecs cae acumen ee carrot un ekaadamue scene swaeaneeeee eee 32, 000 9, 700 
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BAIRD STATION, CALIFORNIA (G. H. LAMBSON, SUPERINTENDENT). 

On July 10 Mr. Livingston Stone, who had been in charge of Baird 
Station almost continually since its establishment, was transferred to 
Cape Vincent, N. Y., and Mr. G. H. Lambson was appointed superin- 
tendent. In addition to his duties at Baird the superintendent was 
detailed to assist Mr. J. P. Babcock, of the California Fish Commission, 
in the management of the Battle Creek Station, having charge of all 
the accounts of the latter station. 

In order that the station might bein readiness for eggs from the first 
run of salmon, the fishing apparatus was overhauled and repaired in 

July, the filtering-tanks, corrals, seining-reel, and whim rebuilt, and 
log-cabins erected for the use of the seining crew. When fishing com- 
menced, on August 14, a great many salmon were noticed below the 
rack which had been placed across the McCloud River at the beginning 
of the year. At the first haul 15 ripe females were captured. Fishing 
continued without interruption until September 20, when the first run 

was over. During this period 6,327 females were handled, of which 

1,555 were ripe, yielding 7,000,000 eggs, an average of 4,501 per fish. 

The second run commenced in October (the first haul of the seine 
being made on the 7th) and continued at intervals until December 8, 
2,065 females being captured, of which 506 were ripe. From this run 

2,194,000 eggs were collected, a total of 9,194,400 for the season. 
The following table shows the daily catch of fish, ripe females, and 

eggs collected, with mean temperatures of water on fishing-grounds: 

i cen. ish taken. 
tiem faker No. of | No.of oan # f No.of| No.of vent 

Date. females| eggs Soe Date. females} eggs tat 
Males. | Fem. |stripped) taken. Hecht Males.| Fem. |stripped) taken. ae * 

1897. ° 1897. ° 
Aug. 15 520 351 21 | 101,120 | 56.0 ||} Oct. 28 67 49 1 2,000 | 46.7 

17 532 311 20 97,600 | 56.0 29 59 60 3 14,000 | 45.7 
20 425 342 28 | 132, 800 | 56.0 30 53 32 1 3,000 | 45.7 
22 518 480 59 | 265,600 | 57.0 31 71 43 4 15,600 | 46.3 
23 329 216 24 | 107,200 | 56.5 || Nov. 2 63 25 2 6,400 | 46.0 
24 543 462 50 | 221,680 | 56.0 3 80 67 16 65,600 | 45.0 
25 410 240 36 | 169,600 | 55.4 4 51 39 4 17,000 | 45.0 
26 390 216 30 142,000 | 55.0 5 19 22 4 15,000 | 45.0 
27 651 402 61 268, 400 | 55.0 6 40 28 4 16,000 | 43.7 
28 663 405 62 | 273,000 | 54.3 vi 76 41 3 14,400 | 43.3 
29 306 288 35 | 163,000 | 53.6 8 21 15 2 7,500 | 42.7 
30 337 357 62 | 278,000 | 52.7 9 29 18 2 9,000 | 42.7 
31 369 374 76 | 350,000 | 52.7 10 22 27 3 14,000 | 44,7 

Sept. 1 209 261 91 413, 000 | 52.8 11 64 41 6 27,600 | 46.3 
216 197 83 | 369, 000 | 54.0 12 153 89 36 155,600 | 45.7 

3 204 201 96 | 426,000 | 53.7 13 59 48 10 45,000 | 45.0 
4 197 204 114 | 504,000 | 54.0 14 25 16 2 8, 000 Oo 7 
5 119 161 91 | 411,000 } 53.0 15 27 19 3 11,200 | 41.3 
6 194 203 119 | 529,000 | 54.0 17 43 27 5 19,600 | 42.0 
uf 126 128 73 | 329,000 | 53.6 18 28 33 6 25,000 | 43.3 
8 99 | 112 66 | 291,000 | 52.6 19 80 116 80 | 359,000 | 43.2 
9 68 47 28 126, 000 | 51.6 20 131 120 39 | 177,800; 43.5 

10 73 62 38 | 168,000 | 51.3 21 195 | * 217 51 | 222,000 | 45.5 
11 57 66 40 | 184,000 | 51.0 22 41 27 16 70,400 | 44.7 
12 40 44 26 | 120,000 | 51.6 23 36 30 12 54,400 | 43.3 
13 38 57 34 | 152,000 | 51.6 24 54 67 22 96,800 | 44.3 
14 33 52 31 | 135,000 | 52.0 25 14 8 5 24,500 | 43.7 
15 17 39 27} 124,000 | 52.2 29 32 22 6 25,000 | 43.0 
16 12 27 19 84,000 | 52.3 30 41 39 8 34,000 | 44.7 
18 7 16 12 53, 000 | 53.2 || Dec. 1 93 91 37 | 160,000 | 44.7 
20 4 6 3 12, 000 | 52.6 2 38 33 6 24,000 | 41.7 

Oct. 8 62 40 1 3,000 | 51.7 3 11 8 2 6,000 | 40.7 
15 83 48 1 2,000 | 47.7 4 24 15 3 10,400 | 40.7 
20 67 45 1 5,000 | 47.3 6 21 16 8 33,000 | 43.0 
21 54 67 2 5, 000 | 47.3 uf 99 95 76 | 325,000 | 44.0 
22 70 44 tH 4,000 | 46.3 8 15 12 5 23,000 | 43.7 
23 142 78 4 18,000 | 46.7 — —_——_— 
24 “itt 46 2 7,600 | 45.7 Total.| 10,315 | 8,392 | 2,061 |9, 194, 400 
26 79 42 1 3,000 | 46.0 . 
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Of the eggs collected at Baird, 6,255,000 were transferred to the Cali- 

fornia State Fish Commission hatchery at Sisson, Cal., 250,000 were 
shipped to France, Germany, Italy, and Japan, and 20,000 were sent to 

the Tennessee Centennial Exposition at Nashville, Tenn. The remain- 

ing eggs, together with 4,247,000 transferred from Battle Creek, were 

hatched and planted in McCloud River with a loss of 354,600 during 
incubation. 

The eggs and milt were taken simultaneously in a dry pan and at once 

stirred with a feather until the milt was completely mixed with the eggs, 

when a small quantity of water was added and the eggs again stirred, 

after which the pan was filled with water and allowed to stand until 

the eggs separated. As soon as they were washed they were carried 

to the hatchery and placed in baskets, 30,000 to the basket. The dead 

ones were kept picked off until the critical stage arrived—that is, the 

time of the formation of the spinal column, which requires from 4 to 8 

days, according to the temperature of the water. During this period 

the covers were kept on the troughs, and the eggs were not touched 

until the young fish could be plainly seen, after which the picking was 

continued until they were either shipped or hatched. When the covers 

are first removed from the troughs the eggs are very dirty, being cov- 

ered 4 inch deep with sediment and some little fungus. The loss is 

small, however, as the under part of the egg, kept clean by the action 

of the water, is plentifully supplied with air. Some fungus appears in 

ali baskets at this station, though the losses from this source are never 
large. The picking of the eggs is done by Indian women, some of whom 

become very expert. In packing eggs for local and foreign shipments 

the same method was followed as heretofore. ; 

In December a heavy rain set in, which lasted several days, and the 

river became so high that the racks and wheels had to be removed, 
which left the station dependent for its supply of water upon the ditch 

conveying water from Wiley Creek. At the end of two weeks this 

supply failed and it became necessary to resort to the steam pump for 

water for the hatchery. 

As the number of fish hatched at this station was larger than ever 

before, it became necessary, owing to lack of trough-room, to plant a 

majority of the fry before the sac was sufficiently absorbed to permit 

of their swimming freely in the water. Those planted immediately 

after hatching collected in large banks or schools in the shallow water 

away from the swift currents, making no effort to hide or burrow under 
the stones, and were observed always heading upstream. It is feared 

that large numbers of them were destroyed by fish; one trout captured 

at the time was found to have 43 young salmon in its stomach. Those 

liberated with the sac nearly absorbed disappeared at once under the 

gravel and stones and remained there until the sac was completely 

absorbed, when they were observed to go out in search of food in small 
schools. They then gradually worked their way out into deeper and 

swifter water until they disappeared. Half a million were held in the 
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troughs until they were ready to take food, when they were liberated 

and immediately sought deep and swift water. Six months later num- 

bers were caught with the fly, like trout. In June, 1898, young salmon 

of two sizes appeared in the river in large numbers, one about 14 

inches long and the other from 3 to 4 inches. The first were supposed 

to be the result of the last plants and the larger ones of the plant of 

1896, though this is only surmise. . 

In hauling the seine for salmon many large rainbow trout were taken, 

one weighing 10 pounds and a number from 5 to 7 pounds. These 

were all returned to the water. Several Dolly Varden trout were also 

captured. A number of Von Behr trout, the result of a plant of 1,500 

of this species in the Upper McCloud River from the Sisson hatchery, 

were caught with a fly and returned to the water. 

During the spring an orchard, covering about 24 acres, and consist- 

ing of apples, pears, peaches, etc., was set out and repairs made to the 

foreman’s cottage and the building occupied as post-office. 

The following table gives the maximum, minimum, and mean tem- 

peratures of air and water at the station for the fiscal year: 

Maximum.} Minimum. Mean. Maximum. | Minimum. Mean. 

Month. Month. 
Air. |Water.| Air. |Water.|Air.| Water. Air.|Water.|Air.|Water.| Air. |Water. 

1897. 1898. 
July) seaqco 97 59 | 73 56 | 85 57.5 || January ..| 56 43 | 35 38 | 45.5 40.5 
August .-..| 100 58 | 72 54 | 86 56 February -| 60 53 | 39 40 | 49.5 46.5 
September .| 97 56 | 59 50 | 78 53 March ....| 69 59 | 43 45 | 56 52 
October ....| 84 53 | 46 46 | 65 49.5 || April ..-.- 86 56 | 49 48 | 67.5 52 
November..| 70 47 42 41 | 56 44 Mia ye j2se.-te 90 56 | 52 48 | 71 52 
December..| 65 45 41 39 | 53 42 Ott i gecooe 92 61 | 60 50 | 76 55.5 

BATTLE CREEK STATION, CALIFORNIA (J. P. BABCOCK IN CHARGE). 

During the summer the ditch used for conducting water from Battle 

Creek to the hatchery was repaired, the buildings put in order, and a 

contract made for the erection of a substantial retaining-rack in Battle 

Creek on the site of the old temporary one operated in the past. This 

work was much delayed, and, fearing that the first run of fish would 

pass up the creek before the rack could be completed, a small weir was 

placed at a riffle half a mile below, the material of the old 1896 rack 

being used in its construction. This weir proved of great value and 

remained in place throughout the season, as there were no heavy rains 

to raise the creek. ‘Trap weirs were also placed at the mouth of Battle 

Creek to prevent salmon which entered it from returning to the Sacra- 

mento River. The failure to provide for this in past years tended to 

reduce the catch of fish very materially.. The seining-grounds below 

the riffle rack were cleared of snags and brush and the live-boxes placed 
in the deep water below the weir. 

The force engaged was about the same as that employed the year 

before, consisting principally of residents in the vicinity. Mr. W. H, 
Shebley had charge of the spawning and seining crews and Mr. E. W. 

Hunt directed the work in the hatchery. 

Seining commenced October 20 and two crews were kept busy night 
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and day from November 7 until the middle of December, at which time 

there were still a few fish left in the creek. Only the ripe females and 

such males as were necessary to accomplish fertilization were transferred 

from the seines to the crates, the green fish being returned to the creek. 

No record was kept of the ripe males used, as they were always in 

excess of the demand. The females were thrown on the banks to die 

after the eggs had been expressed from them, but the males -were 
returned to the live-boxes and manipulated each day until exhausted. 

Such of the dead fish as were fit for food were given to those applying 
for them, and over 600 wagons received fish during the season, some 
of them coming from points 100 miles away. 

The first eggs were secured October 22, the collections to the close 
of the season being 48,527,500. The smallest take in one day was 
85,000, the largest 2,220,000; the average was 1,250,000 per day. The 
total number of fish spawned was 8,764. The total loss of eggs in the 
hatchery was 3,395,000. The salmon handled weighed from 23 to 40 
pounds, but the average weight was about 22 pounds. 

The following table shows the daily catch of ripe females, eggs col- 
lected, daily loss in the hatchery, and temperature of water: 
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As soon as the eggs had been fertilized they were hauled in wagons 
from the fishing-grounds to the hatchery (about two-thirds of a mile), 

where they were placed in baskets until eyed and ready for shipment. 

The first consignment was forwarded to Sisson on November 16, and 

shipments continued from that time until January. Of the total num- 
ber collected 24,000,000 were turned over to the California Commission, 

to be hatched on the Sacramento and Eel rivers; 4,000,000 were sent to 

Baird; 6,000,000 were sent east on car No. 3; 2,000,000 were transferred 
to Bear Valley Station and 3,000,000 to Clackamas, Oreg. 

The remaining 6,000,000 yielded 5,885,500 fry, which were liberated 

in Battle Creek between December 16 and February 28, on which date 

the station was closed and placed in charge of a watchman. The total 

loss of eggs during incubation was 3,395,000. 

In December Mr. Cloudsley Rutter was detached from Battle Creek 

and ordered to Olema, Bear Valley, Cal., to hatch and liberate the 

2,000,000 eggs transferred to that point. The loss during incubation 

was small, 1,970,000 fry being hatched, but owing to limited facilities 

for holding them in the hatchery it was found necessary to liberate them 

a few days after the bursting of the shell, in Olema Creek, Papermill 

Creek, Hatchery Pond, Hatchery Creek, and a brook near Inverness. 

In depositing the fry, shoals or riffles were selected as the most suit- 

able places. When the fry were first planted the creeks were very low, 

which enabled Mr. Rutter and his assistant to observe their movements 

closely. During the first nine days they moved neither up nor down 

stream, but collected in groups in shallow places. At one spot from 

4,000 to 5,000 were found in an eddy behind a rock. After the heavy 

rain of February 1, however, no further traces of them could be seen. 

On February 26 the station was closed and observations were discon- 

tinued, owing to lack of funds. The grounds upon which the plants 

had been made were examined again on April 10 and very few fry were 

found in the creek, though enough had been planted to give 2 to every 

square foot of surface from the mouth to the highest point at which 

deposits were made. 

Fort GASTON STATION, CALIFORNIA (W. E. DOUGHERTY IN CHARGE). 

Owing to lack of rains during the summer and fall, very few salmon 

and no steelheads reached the traps in the spring; consequently no 

work was done at Fort Gaston. At Redwood large numbers of salinon 

were taken below the rack, but owing to lack of facilities only about half 

of them were used. During the year 1,410,000 steelhead eggs, 1,283,450 

eggs of the chinook and nerka salmon, and 41,000 rainbow-trout eggs 

were collected; 710,000 steelhead eggs were shipped to eastern stations; 

the balance were hatched, and the fry resulting from the steelheads and 
the salmon were liberated in Redwood Creek. The rainbow-trout fry 

(35,950) were deposited in Mill, Pine, and Fish Tangatang creeks. 

As these stations are practically inaccessible, it being necessary to 

pack on mules all material carried in and out, and as better results can 

F. R, 98——YVII 
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be secured more economically at other points, they were abandoned at 

the close of the year. 

CLACKAMAS STATION, OREGON (W. F. HUBBARD, SUPERINTENDENT). 

Arrangements were made to operate (in connection with Clackamas 

Station) substations on the Salmon and Little White Salmon rivers; 
also a hatchery belonging to the Columbia River Packers’ Propagating 
Company on the headwaters of Clackamas River; and with Mr. R. D. 

Hume on Rogue River. 

The rack across the Clackamas was finished early in July. Hereto- 

fore it had been constructed on a shallow riffle a short distance above 

the station, but this season the property-owners controlling the shores 

objected, and it became necessary to locate it directly opposite the 

station in much deeper water. During the summer the hatchery was 

overhauled and placed in thorough repair, new foundations, sills, and 

flooring being laid; many old troughs, which had been used since the 

establishment of the station, were replaced by new ones. The hatchery 

was further improved by putting in new skylights. The water supply, 

which had been very unsatisfactory in the past, was increased. 

Early in September, all repairs and preparatory work having been 

completed, operations were commenced, but no ripe fish were taken until 

September 15. The fishing below the rack was continued every night, 

but very few fish were taken and only 386,650 eggs were collected in 

September. As the prospects for large collections in the vicinity of the 

station were poor, arrangements were made early in October, with Mr. 

G. H. Oldenburg, for collecting eggs at a point about 4 miles below the 

station, at the rate of 40 cents per 1,000,eyed; aud 824,800 were secured 

from this source between October 20 and December 3, the eggs being 

delivered in good condition. 

Fishing operations continued until October 24, when the water in the 

river rose so high that the men were compelled to stop work. They 

resumed on November 7, but by this time all the salmon in the vicinity 

of the rack had spawned. Asa result of the season’s work, 1,672,275 

eggs were taken from the Clackamas River. 

During September 1,066,600 eggs were received from Salmon River, 

and commenced hatching on the 16th. The fry from the first lot were 

not as strong as usual, which was attributed to the fact that the water 

at Clackamas Station, taken from Clear Creek, is between 10° and 15° 
varmer than that of Salmon River. As soon as the temperature fell 

there was no difference between the fry hatched from eggs collected on 

the Salmon and those on the Clackamas. Between October 19th and 
November 16th, 4,000,000 eggs were transferred from the Little White 

Salmon in four shipments, and on January 18 another consignment of 

3,000,000 arrived from Battle Creek. These were in excellent condition, 

only 2,200 being lost in transit. Plants of fry were made from time to 

time, commencing October 7, in Clackamas River and Clear Creek, the 

last plant being made on April 28. As a result of the eggs collected at 

= 
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the various substations and transferred to Clackamas, 10,029,796 fry 

and fingerling fish were liberated in tributaries of Clackamas River. 
A noteworthy experiment was tried during the season with one basket 

of eggs. A lot of 20,009, collected October 30, were placed in a basket, 
and on the following day 208 dead ones were taken off. The basket 

was then covered so as to exclude light, and left undisturbed until the 

twenty-first day, when the eggs were picked over again and 365 dead 

ones removed. During the undisturbed period the top layer became 

covered with sediment so thick that the eggs were not visible beneath, 

but the lower side, owing to the current of water through the basket, 

was perfectly clean. A larger percentage than usual of these eggs 

hatched, and the fry were apparently good. This method, if it proves 

practicable on a large scale, will effect not only an economy of time and 

labor, but probably the saving of many eggs, as these are often killed 

by picking over during the critical stage, between the ages of 9 and 

15 days. In November, owing to the overcrowded condition of the 

hatchery, it became necessary to provide additional room for the fry, 

which were hatching rapidly. Fifty new troughs, 24 feet long, were 

constructed and placed out of doors near the flume leading from the 

spring. This afforded ample room for holding the fry until they had 

arrived at the proper stage for planting. Two hundred thousand fry were 

held until April, and when liberated in Clear Creek they were between 
2 and 3 inches in length. 

In December 10,000 Loch Leven trout eggs were received from North- 

ville, Mich., for the Oregon Fish Commission. These were hatched and 
planted at the request of Hon. H. D. MeGuire during the months of 

March and April in Sucker Lake, Crystal Lake, and Clackamas River. 

UPPER CLACKAMAS. 

This hatchery was built in the spring of 1895 by the Columbia River 

Packers’ Propagating Company of Oregon, at the headwaters of the 

Clackamas River, in the Cascade Mountains, about 50 miles from 
Clackamas, and operated by them for two years. At the suggestion 

of Hon. H. D. McGuire, fish commissioner of the State, it was turned 
over to the United States Fish Commission with the understanding 

that it would be operated to its full capacity during the fall. The 

hatchery is very inaccessible, and all supplies needed for the work 

have to be carried in on the backs of mules or men, as wagons can be 

used only over the first 20 miles, the last 39 being only a rough moun- 

tain trail. A trip to the station is difficult, requiring from two to 

three days, and as the country is entirely uninhabited it is necessary 

to camp en route. But the site is especially valuable from the fact 

that it is the spawning-ground of the earliest run of chinook salmon in 

the Clackamas River, and, except Salmon River, is the only place in 

the Columbia River Basin where eggs from this run can be secured as 

early as July. The station was first visited by the superintendent on 

June 16, and arrangements made to commence work under direction 
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of Mr. King Spurgeon. The property at the station consists of two 

sheds, 20 by 80 feet, which are used as hatcheries. These are cheap 

structures set upon posts, without sides or floors. There is also a log 

cabin 15 by 16 feet and a shanty 16 by 24 feet, made of cedar bark, 

for the accommodation of the men and storage of the necessary equip- 

ment for operating the station. The water supply is taken by gravity 

from a small spring brook. 

In order to stop the ascent of the salmon, a contract was made at 

once to build a rack across the river. This was finished late in 

June, and another rack was constructed over Oak Grove Creek, a large 
tributary flowing into the Clackamas River below the station, where 

many salmon ascend to spawn. The fish commenced collecting below 

the racks before their completion, indicating that some had already 

passed up. On July 1 a crew of men was employed, the station was 

put in order, the troughs and baskets repaired and asphalted, the 

seining-grounds cleared, and a bridge built over Oak Grove Creek. 

The first collections were made on July 17, and operations continued 

daily from that time to the end of the season, the fish being caught 

with a seine hauled just below the rack. It was found necessary to 

build a second rack a short distance below the first, to prevent the fish 

from going down the river while fishing operations were in progress. 

This lower rack was constructed with a trap in the center, so that the 

fish might pass up, but could not return. 

As the season advanced and the egg collections increased it became 

apparent that the water supply from the small brook would not be 

sufficient, and, as there was no way of increasing it, troughs were placed 

on a gravel bar near a riffle in the river, where there was fall enough 

to supply them with water from the river above; 12 hatching-troughs, 

16 feet long, were placed on this riffle, and a rough shed was con- 

structed over them. These troughs gave very good results, though 

they were in danger of being carried away by a sudden rise in the 

river; but this, fortunately, did not occur until the eggs had been 

removed. It also became necessary to rearrange the troughs in the 

sheds so that the water could be used over and over again, care being 

taken to aerate it as thoroughly as possible, and although the results 

were satisfactory, it is strongly urged that a better supply be secured 

for the next season. Between July 17 and August 26, there were taken 

and placed in the hatching-troughs 5,045,000 eggs. Those collected in 

July commenced hatching about the middle of August, and owing to 

the crowded condition of the troughs it became necessary to plant 

many of them a few days after hatching. The last fry hatched on 

October 15, the average period of incubation being from 34 to 35 days 

for the earlier lots and 50 days for the last. As soon as trough room 

permitted, the fry were held until the yolk-sac was nearly absorbed, 

when they were deposited on the spawning-grounds in Clackamas River. 

The station was closed when the last plant of fry was made on Decem- 

ber 14, the property stored, and buildings left in charge of a watchman, 
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SALMON RIVER. 

Early in the spring of 1897 arrangements were made with Mr. Thomas 

Brown for collecting quinnat-salmon eggs on the Salmon River on the 

same terms as heretofore, viz: 40 cents per 1,000 for eyed eggs, the con- 

struction of the rack, capture of the fish and care of the eggs until they 

reached that stage to be undertaken by him, and the Commission to 
furnish the necessary troughs and other hatching apparatus. The rack 

was placed across the Salmon River in May, at the same point where 

operations had been conducted the previous season, and another rack 

was built across the Sandy River later in the season for the purpose of 

turning the salmon from that stream into the Salmon River. At the 

beginning of the year, when the racks were completed, numbers of 
fish appeared below them, and indications pointed to a large collection 

of eggs; but many fish were captured before the spawning season by 

fishermen and others living in the vicinity, which materially reduced 

the available supply. 

The first eggs were taken on July 22 and the last during the latter 

part of August. During this period 1,216,600 eggs were secured from 

the 389 females; of these, 1,066,600 were shipped to Clackamas in four 
consignments during September, and the balance were hatched and 

liberated in the river near the rack. 

ROGUE RIVER. 

During the early spring an investigation of various sites on the 

Rogue River was made by the superintendent, with a view to establish- 

ing an auxiliary station for collecting quinnat-salmon eggs. A number 

of sites were examined in the vicinity of Gold Hill, and a point was 

selected about 12 miles above that place, the water to be secured from 

an irrigation ditch connected with Rogue River; but before the arrange- 
ments could be completed with the parties owning the land, who lived 

at Jacksonville, Oreg., Mr. R. D. Hume, of Wedderburn, Oreg., agreed 

to erect a hatchery on Rogue River and equip it, provided the United 

States Fish Commission would operateit. This offer was accepted and 

the site near Gold Hill abandoned. The point selected by Mr. Hume is 

at the mouth of Elk Creek, about 26 miles from Central Point. Arrange- 
ments were made with J.J. Pankey to build a rack across the river, 

capture the fish, and furnish eyed eggs to the Commission at the rate of 

40 cents per 1,000. In August a hatching-house, 24 by 50 feet, was built 

on the banks of the river,above, equipped with 8 hatching-troughs, 35 
feet long, 12 inches wide, and 10 inches deep, and with a filtering-tank 12 

feet long, 4 feet wide, and 3 feet deep in oneend. The water supply was 

taken from Elk Creek, its temperature being from 12° to 14° warmer 

than that of Rogue River. In order to raise the water in the creek to 

a sufficient height, a dam 10 feet high and 100 feet long was built about 

1,800 feet from the hatchery, the water being conveyed in a 2-foot flume. 

In September Mr. G. H. Tolbert, fish-culturist, was detached from 

Fort Gaston Station and placed in charge of the work. The building 
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was completed shortly afterwards, and the presence of many salmon 

below the rack atforded a fair prospect for good collections. A few 

eggs were taken in September, but the bulk was collected in October. 

During October and November 2,027,000 eyed eggs were delivered by 
Mr. Pankey. The resuits were not satisfactory, as it is believed that 

there was a sufficient number of salmon in the river to have yielded 

at least 5,000,000 moreif the fishing had been properly managed. One 

of the principal objections to this site is that there is no deep water 

below the rack in which fish can collect, and as soon as they become 

frightened by the seining operations they descend the river for several 

miles. The hatchery was not large enough to accommodate the num- 

ber of eggs taken, and it became necessary to provide additional troughs 

outside the building. Quite a heavy loss occurred during incubation; 

the shells of the eggs appeared to be so tough that the fry could not 

burst through. It was noticed that those obtained from the Rogue 

River salmon were much larger than those collected on the tributaries 

of the Clackamas, three of them laid side by side measuring 1} inches. 

A great deal of rain fell during November, raising the water in Elk 

Creek and carrying away about 30 feet of the top of the dam; fortu- 

nately no damage resulted. On December 8 Mr. Tolbert was relieved 

and Mr. J. W. Berrian put in charge. As the weather became colder, ice 
and slush formed in the flume to such an extent that it was decided to 

liberate all of the fry and not run the risk of losing them in the troughs. 

The last plant was made on February 10, when the station was closed 

and left in charge of a watchman. The total number liberated was 

1,910,045; they were deposited on the spawning-grounds in Rogue River, 

near Trail, Oregon. i 
LITTLE WHITE SALMON. 

As the results secured the previous year indicated that large numbers 

of eggs could be obtained on the Little White Salmon River, arrange- 

ments were made to operate at that point on an extended scale. Mr. 

S. W. Downing, foreman of Alpena Station, was detailed to assist the 

superintendent, and reported for duty on July 20. The old hatchery, 

which had been floated from its foundations the previous winter by the 

rising of the Columbia River, was repaired and the hatching-troughs 

made ready for the reception of eggs. The mess-house was rebuilt and 

enlarged, and a rack was placed across the river. A new hatchery was 

also commenced and completed during the month of August. This 

building is a substantial structure of wood}42 feet by 80 feet, and is 

so arranged that the roof is supported by the sides of the building, 

thereby leaving the entire floor space free of posts and giving more 

room for hatching operations. The floor is terraced uniformly from one 

end of the building in four sections, with a difference of 8 inches in 
elevation from one section to the next. On each of these a row of 
troughs runs lengthwise of the building, the troughs in each maintain- 

ing an elevation of 8 inches above those in the next, in conformity with 

the plan of the floor. They are fed with water conducted by a flume to 
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a supply-trough placed against the end wall. By this arrangement all 

of the troughs are at a uniform height from the floor, and the manipu- 

lation of eggs is much easier than where troughs of different heights 

are set upon a level. The building is lighted by skylights in the roof 

and by windows in the sides and ends. 

Very few fish were seen during August, but in September they began 

to make their way up the river in considerable numbers. The first 

spawning salmon were noticed on September 12, when fishing was reg- 

ularly undertaken. Within three days afterwards over 1,000,000 eggs 

had been collected. Various methods were employed in catching the 

fish, some being taken with traps and others with seines. One trap 

was built in the upper side of the rack, but very few fish were captured 

in it. The seining was done in a pool below the rack and at various 

points along the lagoon. The greater number of fish, however, were 

caught in traps built on the riffles some distance below the rack, into 
which the fish were driven by hauling a seine downstream and forcing 

them into the trap. As soon as the spawning season commenced a 

large force was employed and work continued night and day. By Sep- 

tember 28 all of the hatching-baskets at the station were filled with 

eggs, 11,286,000 having been collected; and as there were many spawn- 

ing salmon still in the river, it became necessary to provide additional 

apparatus. Hatching-baskets were transferred from Clackamas Station, 

and work was resumed on October 2; by the 6th these baskets had also 
been filled, bringing the collections up to 12,649,000. The actual num- 

ber of days on which eggs were taken was 22, making the daily average 

575,000. The greatest number taken on one day was on September 22, 

when 1,155,000 were collected. 
In order to simplify the handling of large females, they were knocked 

on the head with a club before any effort was made to strip them. This 

blow stunned the fish, and it was possible to express the eggs without 

any struggling or muscular contractions on the part of the fish, thereby 

saving much time and labor. The eggs were fertilized in the usual way, 

four men being detailed to take the fish from the corrals, strip them, 

impregnate, wash, and transfer the eggs to the hatchery. Asarule, the 

eges were allowed to remain in the pan about an hour before being 

washed, but with the last million obtained this period was reduced to 
afew minutes. These eggs were transferred to the hatchery, and proved 

to be better than any of the earlier collections. 

The spawning season here lasts only a month, but during that period 

the river is alive with fish, and it is believed that former collections 

could be largely exceeded, as at no time was it necessary for the men 

to fish more than a few hours a day. Fortunately the weather during 

the hatching season was pleasant; otherwise the fish in the troughs on 

the outside would have undoubtedly been killed by ice. Several severe 

snowstorms occurred, but no damage was done. 

On October 18 Mr. Downing was detached from the station, and Mr. 

J. A. Tolbert was placed in charge as foreman. As soon as the spawn- 
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ing season was completed additional troughs were constructed and 

placed out of doors for the accommodation of the fry. The eggs com- 

menced hatching in November, and the first plant of fry was made on 

December 18. Plants continued from this time until January 29, when 

the last were liberated in Little White Salmon River, which is one of 
the best natural spawning-grounds of the quinnat salmon. The total 

number of fry planted was 7,391,000. After all had been disposed of 

the station was closed, and the watchman was employed for the balance 

of the year in constructing a road from the station to the county road. 

SIuSLAW RIVER STATION, OREGON (L. E. BEAN IN CHARGER). 

At the urgent request of the Representatives of the State of Oregon, 

and with the understanding that the canners and fishermen on Siuslaw 

River would cooperate with the U.S. Fish Commission, arrangements 

were again made to open the hatchery near Mapleton, Oreg., the owner 

having tendered its use free of cost. 
In August Mr. L. E. Bean was placed in charge, and arrangements 

were made for collecting salmon down the river and transferring them 

in live-boxes to the hatchery, to be held until ready to spawn. A rack 

was placed across the north fork and another on the main river, 13 
miles above the station, at the head of tide water. Crates were also 

constructed for transferring the fish; they were 18 feet long, 9 feet wide, 

and 6 feet deep, and so made as to exclude light, sufficient space being 

left between the planks below the surface of the water to admit of the 

free circulation of water. 
A collection of 100 salmon obtained from the seine of Capt. William 

Kyle were transferred to the boxes, but half of them were lost imme- 

diately after being placed in the live-boxes, and the balance died in 

transit, though the utmost care was exercised in handling them. This 

method was then abandoned and collections were made by means of 

gill nets and a trap fished below the rack, the trap being made of two 

old seines. -.A few fish were caught in this way while the water was 

muddy, but as soon as it became clear they avoided the traps. The 

majority were taken in gill nets set in the evening and fished from time 

to time during the night in the deep holes below the rack. Two nets 

were used, one of which was 30 fathoms long, 7-inch mesh, and the 

other 20 fathoms long, 9-inch mesh. On the night of October 21, 63 
chinooks were taken in the two nets. The majority of those taken in 

the 9-inch mesh were injured and died in a short time; the others were 

held until the close of the season with comparatively small loss. 

At the close of operations there were 117 ripe females and 97 males 

in the live-boxes. These yielded 544,275 eggs, of which 104,000 died 

in incubation. They were placed in the hatchery as soon as fertilized, 

and hatched during the month of January. The 440,275 fry resulting 

from them were liberated at. suitable points in Spring Creek and the 

Siuslaw River during the latter part of February and the first of 

March. 
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DISTRIBUTION TABLES. 

The following tables show the distribution of fishes by States and 
Territories, and the distribution in detail by species: 

CV 

Résumé, by States and Territories, of the distribution and assignment of jish and eggs. 

State or Territory. Species. 

Alabama 
Arizona 

PRM ATINAS so a aaicars seta: «(ane On 

California 

@olorados-6 == 3224-2 =- 252% 

Connecticut 

Delaware 

District of Columbia 

\ COTE Ie IS Be GOS eS are 
clfhied S =e uSeeebearseppondseaas 

Tlinois 

JOT EC 6 ee a ee 

LISS) 6) ee SBS EL Dae ee eeoe 

Kentucky 

Wiarvilamde oes ccssc,.-0-4524 

Massachusetts.-....-.-...--.. 

Rambow trombeccccerctere neo ere 
Rainbow trout-oc-2.:.5.0 050s 
Black bass, large-mouth..-...... 
Rock bass 
Strawberry bass.....----------- 
Rainbow trouts--5- <7 ---=-<- =e 
Black bass, large-mouth. --...-. 
Rock bass 
Strawberry bass..-..--.--------- 
Quinnat salmon 
Steelhead trout..........--...-. 
Loeh*Leven trout=.....2<.-2->-- 
Rainbow? trout wecscrcmienn-- see 
IBTOOKtTOUt..-hi=> ccletwoe as ee ~~ 
Loch Leven trout 
Rainbow trout: 22s.ees 222 5s25e" 
Black-spotted trout........----- 
Brogtrouh--oe- peek eee aeons 
Yellow-fin trout 
Black Dassicccime=sosesaeese ne coe 
Shad 
Atlantic salmon 
Landlocked salmon..----..----.- 
Rainbow trout 
Brookitroites ccc eetaca~ eases 
aK eiteOtteeet pee eee oe oe 
Black bass, large-mouth..-....-. 
SHAG seeh ooo. Gkebeeanbceee st 
Rainbow trout... feeccceces- 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Crappiescen --ictees act sie=tt ee =e 

Black-spotted trout 
Bropk-trout-.1-sse~cceo+ ss-2 
Wake trOwWtcemeae ese soe Ane see e 
Black bass, large-mouth--.-..--. 
Crappie. --0.-e-cbeseeens leans 
ochiwLeyen trout: .~.-----2---- 
BVOC UROUibe--etelet me eleiiseeie se 
Lake trout..-.. itawchetiacioaante 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Crap plesssc% wiacasoec cease eee 
Rainbow troubs).' 00:2 42h 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Rock bass 
Strawberry bass =f 
Rainbow trout......------------ 
Brook trout 
aketmout-ec-as-siesc=onaences 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Crappien.cte-peset = 2 os se ebe wes 
Strawberry bass 
Rainbow/strowb::=-2--5..02-s2e<e 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Crappie: tcea-ca-ceeceessssosseee 
ROCK DSSS pcasceeseweeee sae ees : 
Rainbow trout..2.:-.25.2--02220 : 
Black bass, large-mouth.--...... 
Crappier-cet eee ene=ce sees 
Rock bass 
Strawberry bass 
Quinnat salmen 
Atlantic salmon 

Eggs. 

100, 000 
10, 000 
25, 000 
10, 000 

300, 000 

RAMMED OWS LROUbe. = 922% 226). 6 atk ve|b eos e Mac cees 
Brooks trout. sans ses. sees ee eee 
Laketrout.-ss-<c2....sse0 ce aS 

Binal bass, large-mouth 
Black bass, small-mouth 
Rock bass 
Shad ett tt wwe ewe we ewww were nein tenon 

68, 881, 000 
25, 000 

Fry and fin- 
gerlings. 

15, 643, 300 
650, 000 

1, 975, 068 

eth 356, 721, 
55, 998 

ng 144 
21, 500, 000 
65, 867, 000 

Adults and 
yearlings. 

1, 000 
2, 00 

650 
400 
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Résumé of the distribution and assignment of fish and eggs—Continued. 

~ ‘ i * | ¥ . State or Territory. * | Species. Eggs. pb bei Saute 

Massachusetts........--.---- Quinnat salmon o.2.- e--— aas=a 200 
Atlantic salmon .-..--..-- 100 
Landlocked salmon 5, 548 
Steelhead trout......-=-.....-.- 200 
MUNDO W hLOUbsn meee cesar eeee ee 2, 680 
Brookstrouts wcydsscaecsecewese emeemetorce hie ) 50) 000) beaeeere tenes 
Lake troutucs ccc cc onsen cosas = 3) 0; OOO Ne eee a meres elo eee 
Scotch sea trout -........--.-=-- 100 
Black bass, large-mouth 640 
Black bass, small-mouth 30 
Codfish® so ccssicee coe eae ede pede eee seca. se 202,570; 000) | 2-52 =a iatae 
Pollock: canes scsece ceased cosets) aceie se seis 4, 455; 000%) See execs 
Lathe oes ono aie terete ance SSE tsa cette es ae 39, 337,(000:)|===2- see eee 
WGOUSLOT. + se aso ne cae os Sereno cea oe seme dee 71,'304,000).|2-e42seneee 

Mac hips ecsijeecaneenesoss Landlocked salmon. ...--..----- 10; 000'| 22s o See ec 5| eee 
Steelhead trout =. 52-62... 4e5— 2). one ee ss 91, 000 3, 500 
Mochiueven troute-co ese eeee lee as Sete ee 3: 000! |p see 
Rainbowitroubes2 to- eater 5 4_e eel eepeaee teen sce socsSeseeed 8,000 
Brook troubees sos sot eo cee See See ees on ae 170, 000 24 
Hakevtroubs co: ss ccase case pete s kemeeebs as ae 6, 268, 400 
Whitefishss.2s. secs oe saan epee een oaes 8, 198, 000 
Black bass. large-mouth) cesses |poeepeeei es len seem ees ee 

Minnesota. 22s. ines os <5 = Steelhead trout). 32.225 4-4e me eee Seeaee ee 115, 000 
Brook troubes--2.0.-.sek esse oe leanee Meenas 66, 550 
TAK Ce CLOWGS 25.52 .5-m sae dace a2 lemeeaeee eee 1, 713, 000 
Black bass, large-mouth --.-..--- |e soe ees Fe ee atoeciaates 
Grappieh sos men ses sete se cetes eel caeteeaeeeise once nmaeaee 

IMG SSOUTIS oc lasanis eels seen ne Oe Rain DOW LROUts sees p=. eee leet eeoneee 14, 000 
Black bass, laroe-mo Uti seer ese ee ae sentra pe 
CrappiGss-cees ceesns c/a eee 
IROCK D98S:c2-s2-e50cone-5-s2ee5 
Strawberry bass 

Monfanaies-65.2- soca seaqscic Steelhead trout -......-. 
Rain POW GOW. : sc o5 = 25s = 6 
Black-spotted trout 
Brook trots: sneccmaneeeeaeeeecl) wate tO00l aac. nacerercee 
Graylin Perec eestor 1, 500, 000 

INGOTASKS «sees sect ene sss Rainpowstroulbsaseeseesesss eee ee 4, 000 
Brook trout. J. -.c2esese teen eal en eee yee toa eee emia 5, 000 
Blick bass, larpe-mouth) 22... el enon eae =| eee meter 130 
ROCK BASS - cance eats 2 A ee | eee We cial Snare een 200 
Strawberry Dass. 2 5sad-eeesec|esteeseccass|eeescercemer =e 70 

New Hampshire ........----- Atlantionsalmonmye:- 22525. 2--sc—5 LOO! O00 S| aces eee: jae eee ees 
Landlocked salmon .........---. TOSGO0S| Eee eee 10, 000 
Steelheadstronh Seances cse-e aoee SONOU0 Nome aceemratate 
Rainbow, trotters. eso - See = PGT |e Saeceinnson 
BOOK tlOWba 2. sas wec eee as eat 54 7502s ee veaeeee 
Wihitetish 452.0 lse2one. ce cee el) W200) 000: [css cocceaeeelaceaconeeeee 
ODsteni ass: scenes sca pasces asses iL, 2005000 Meee. see 

ING Wid PESO cess =s sem esas =a hades ssscse/ seen eemaseenes sap es 1A: 1.105000) | 522 cee 
Landloeked salmon 2.2-2..--622 an 9 105000 [io5- Stee eeeele eee eee 
Steelhead trout.....2....---ses.2 == 12,800 \is205 2a 
Rainbow: trout. .ae eu saeseece sans onscreen ae jac see meee seers 2, 000 
Brooke tlOwbs oes ce ceer cece scare Gec0P 00 \emcncnaseee es | cae eee 
Black bass jlarve-mouih eee Sense ae | sean eee 2, 350 

ING MGXiCO bee. se ae cana cse me Rainbow: trout. =. -2s2--22- seiecs) aeecineids a= celle anecie sien ame 2, 100 
Black bass laree- month] -eeeee eee ease eel Re eee 500 
Rack bass = aac ons mcieslnena. ance helper rae sewellacentansene see 200 
Straw wbenly: PASseen eee e ees pee eel lemiaiato elem 800 

INS WEMOUIG Ce pews sece'ens cates Slade sete eceeecscvcceens eee ae 5-800" 00082 seems eae 
Quinnatisalmon -....-.....-..- 4, 691, 800 260 
Atlante salmon... .-2c-se0-2 5 97, 071 200 
Landlocked salmon.......-.---- Pb O00! | pees aneer ce 16, 000 
Steelheadiinoute-22 eon e ee ees e eee 90, 060 200 
Loch Leven trout 6,283 ee ree eee 
Rainbow trout 19, 012 500 

ps Brook trout (fp Eee meecsocae 
Gaketroub-- 2. cess0secseaams cee TET DU Ue eemicmicocce 
Pike perch. 7.225.226 e 520oe ee TUDO Bey HUN emeesciseecos 
Black (Pass, larce-mO UG hie eee eee sete la eae nine a 800 

North Carolina ........---.-- Shad ase scees oc5-02 serene eres 1, 811, 000 6,932; 000°). - =< s=eeee 
Rainbow. trout... cess sec eee ele ee eee see eee sem nce ceis 11, 500 
Black bass lange-mouthy =e 2 essen eese eal ae an mn 600 
Crappies sano an see sate eee eeeeeres (ser einai eee 100 
RDC NASB ee ono soc ao ae sea rite ell eee lnmate wwe cin cinco 1,715 

North: Dakota,:.<<2-s--sss<05 Black: bass, larpe-mouth:.2-2-c)se|>seeseee aes === ==--5 «ce 3,010 
Crappie... tee = ot Sec] MARC 160 

OM Gere en acnisanceacms ccaces Loch Leven trout....--......... GAOU0! |p o2s-cacc-2oncle >see 
Rainbow hloWbacso.<c<qe cot eos Seen eons clncecanes 300 
Brook trout..... Bee ccs eee 2, 000 29000) eee e mer 
ake troutscessces ss 6c occ eceee seer eee ee 908, 800 | 2 22ae<i-m=mas 
Wihitefish?:25,.-c cs tos=-eoeeee eee een 80,290; 000!) 22=see ese 
Pike perch .2.2.<en.26---sae-nenleanaseee oes 71,.110),000) |s2eee eee oes 
Lake herring |: 622 72 fase scaneamasieee se. 18970; 000 |See-eeeoeae 
Black bass, iepeannane eR ees IE eS 2 ae rs ee 2, 236 
| Black bass; small-mouth 2. 2-->-|-cssneer ses) ne == aa er 20 
Sunfis 69 



State or 'Lerritory. 

Oregon 

Pennsylvania 

Rhode Island 

South Carolina 

Black bass, large-mouth 
Black bass, small-mouth 
Lobster 
Shad 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Crappie 

South Dakota 

Tennessee 

Rock bass 
Black-spotted trout.--.......... 
Brook trou t 

1, 200, 000 
2, 000, 000 

Virginia 

Washington 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Black-spotted trout 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Black bass, small-mouth......-. 
Crappie erciems--e ene eeeneeesee 
IROCKSIDRSS Sectsanmas acceso oe) 
Rainbow: trout=: 22-2 -c secs cee ee 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Crappie 
Rock bass 

Walkeitroutie- semen cepa sc senseece 
Black bass, large-mouth 
Shad 

Black bass, large-mouth 
Black bass, small-mouth -......_- 
Crappiorctere se o- eee om ere tee 
Rock bass........ Ria siatefsianioeeeicte 
Quinnat salmon................. 
Black-spotted trout 
IBYOOK tlOWteico8s 500. sce access 

Black bass, large-mouth 
Rock bass 

Brook trout 

Wyoming 

Foreign countries: 
Italy 

Lake tront 
Black bass, 
Black-spotted trout 
Brook trout 

Quinnat salmon 

large-mouth .....-.. 

20, 000 
300, 000 18, 800 

5, 000 

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. CVII 

Résumé of the distribution and assignment of fish and eggs—Continued. 

= ec | Fry and fin- | Adults and 
Species. Eggs. gerlings. yearlings. 

Rock bassieccceesec ace cent sane eoeeeceies s/o sesctncaneaeen 9140 
Sine Ned fede 1 CRU ee ore ecscn eos sropsar roca Poericeias m4 100 
MainNbO wabLroiltis- sens ao. == - = acne aneiees eabiee|saemwacem canoer 4,100 
Blagks pass aree-month= + - 22 5|-22na- Hanes sc clemialae emai 2, 500 
Rock bass met seesencceteesesoces|-so ese ceruacisen eaten nese 4, 800 
Sindy LER sess ete coe cccsse pease ssabed Sncogsdoccoans 400 
Q@uinnatisalmon. 3-2-2 4eec ee 16 91G"50G Retention =e 
Loch Leven’ trout... .<.-.2..2=<. TE leeks siepsenete 
Brook tromlioe mac se aecocweeicrearees 
Shag yas tsesccicm cms ctemiaciae beeen 
Attlanhie salmon <sancoseeneee oes 
Landlocked salmon............- 
Rainbowstromt.aes.cc-s2c emesis 2 
IBroakstromtsess- seats eroere oe ae 
IROCK*D ASS yes e aac calsintaine eet 
Landlocked salmon............. 
IBTOO KahrOrtsro-siceet anette 
Waketroubepemeaceeaeeeece ence 

Japan 

Belgium 

Portugal 
England 

Canada 

Landlocked salmon 

Quinnat sa 
Quinnat sa. 

Brook trou 
Brook trou 
Lake trout 
Lake trout 

Rainbow trout 
Quinnat salmon 
Steelhead trout 

Rainbow trout 

Imon.... 
lmon 

t 
t 

4, 192, 657 
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Details of distribution. 

: cine an Adult 
Species and disposition. Eggs. fined A 

Shad: 
Connecticut State Fish Commission, Lime, Conn.......-........|....-.------ 977o; O00 Nese ceeeeeeae 
Brandywine River, Wilmington, Del_.-—.-- = 3-22 -..-.caseceeeee sere = cones 95479; 00!) <daenteem er 
Sit haulers (Prarie (ONE aie) 1h) 12) Bmore eas ece SObcSacoaecis-.cpoc5 fonds ja nSqseasS 780000)! 2a eee eee 
heipsie Creek,(Chesawold, Del. . 2222 5.0.2 on eeeen ctmeecas oe eee eee bne pean ZOO O0O0i lnc oee seeeeee 
SinsolmOreek, WOVer, DOL. .253. 252 cee see ese Pena ee eto ee eee Tee eee eee S40 7000) see eeeeee 
Murderkall (Creek, elton, Delis 2226.2 sescecciaes bobs eee eee eee eon eee es 9603:000')|-2 2. eeeeaee 
Wospillion Creek, Milford, Delin-eserccce---eneaama sehen ee ene oeeiae seeeee MOUs O00) fe eeteyecte aoe 
Blackbird Creek, Middletown, Del. .-2- oo. seen ee eden ee ae oleae eee esenee 420000} Ssecec nese ee 
iniduan saver Malls hore; Delscade sens seecee sane eee secbeee onl seer ne Pees 13/440) 0008)-eessseteele 
Potomac River, near Aqueduct Bridge, D.C.-...-...-.--..----- 59179; 000" ||. <> eea-eeleaeceneseees 
Potomac River, near Bathing Beach, D.C ----.-- oe esa se eb ease esse ee SOVO0NU ae eee 
Patomac River, off. Fish Makes-DiG ite o. 2 se ce ee eee see oe abenns cece celbeeeeeeeoeee 3, 036, 000 
Anacostia River, near Twining City, D..C...-..2.....--.25-2020-|e020c0ceeee= TISOO00 Hom catibee peters 
AMAcosbia River, near Benning WD) So seee ca. - =: coe eee e Sees Seatac eee 894 000i cre oe eer 
Chesapeake Bay, Battery Haul, IMGERe aeset ess Local oho ee aeee $2'343"000)| 19,829: 000:|2022. eases 
Chesapeake Bay, off Battery Station, Md 13*552, (000: | 4,489, 000°) a. cesceeeene 
Chesapeake Bay, Havre de Grace, Md..........---.- BAGLL O00 oocm nice te 
Chesapeake Bay, Back Channel, Md... 00-2 et lec c cee ceue BSS O00 ess voce eeee 
Chesapeake Bay, Western Shoals, Md........--..-.--.-------.. GEREN Oil eee neeseesc= 
Chesapeake Bay, Oakington Channel, Md..-....-.-.............- 300,000 | 1,419, 000 
Chesapeake Bay, Eastern Channel, Md.....................---- GROG <O00N Cscce eases 
Chesapeake Bay, Wild Duck, Md... 2-2... ieee ets onto. OOO 000K Paesscn anes 
@hesapeake Bay, Perry wille, Md. 3-32. 22+ enensecsncaes emer esaelieee eee secces 210, 000 
Chesapeake Bay, Spesutia Narrows, Md.............-..--.-----|---+-cecee0- 824, 000 
Northeast hiveruked Bank, Mae cccessessecc ces obeee neater oe 2 DlG OO0R paronceeeoos 
BTA Rivera us Iver Stabon WG. cooc- osc ce ceee eae nena lose eeescoee. 2, 500, 000 
Gunpowder River, Gunpowder Station, Md................-....|------.-.--- 3, 075, 000 
INeruheash vel, WNOTEHOASh, Maas secersns Sacer e ose e cure a. eee deere one oe 1, 200, 000 
NWACOmMICO River, SalispULy,) MO connec. oo tne caaeeeeeees res eeaae | boenee nace ae 625, 000 
Chester River, Chestertown, Midis 25 - -ss-0>, eeaclcmoe ns ce seeme laser eeens ce 625, 000 
TnckahooiCresk, Queen, Anne, Mads. 2...- 00. sske aces acaes camer. pene oo caecee 625, 000 
Bywan Creek uSian reek <Mads- noe lacse = spon ene cecaeeeee s cereelaeeeenscosue 450, 000 
Susquehanna River, off Watson Island, Md..................--.|.-----..---- 1, 000, 000 
Susquehanna ihiver, Port Deposit, Md s-. 2. .c2-scsneeeee seoemeleetee calcee 800, 000 
mlk@resls likcton, Mia: 228 scncee encase > cae ae Selaee oe Sara 800, 000 
Wali reek Mil (Creek Md jccccsacescvancsson senccenessoncoelee 1, 000, 000 
RolomacuniVveroryan Eoin, Md 2 eane ccaeeescneeeeee ce eeee ee 11, 781, 000 
Potomac River, off Chapman Bar, Md 4, 001, 000 
Potomac cniveriom swan Creek Md. 2025-8. (6. se ee 1, 717, 000 
Potomac River, off Bar Landing, Ma 1, 796, 000 
Potomac River, off Moxley Point, Md 3, 287, 000 
Ponmac niver Olobroad Creek, Mai. scscse. co maceee cet eeon ene 2, 102, 000 
Potomac River, off Piscataway Creek, Md... -..-.---.....s020s.|eecese o25ee 1, 712, 000 
Parker NeNIeeOnUs; WW ALGNAMMNLASBwe oceccce. 2 cook cece et eee 270, 000 
Suipaimitzeond) Middleboro, Mass: 5....s-csesessecul nese ceceee 270, 000 
HaleOMOrpek AlN. OL ss ccpepemsctesoer secs soceue enc as ooeees 600, 000 
Manasquan River, Farmingdale, N. J 800, 000 
Metedeconk River, Lakewood, N. J .......-----..--.--+- 800, 000 
sOMSARIVEr WIRILOA WIN: Sis secs eee sac on eec ce seebeaee 800, 000 
MeliwarewRiver Milford, (Nil ss-ce acs sncsucaceseens sae cater coe 3, 150, 000 
Delaware River, Lambertville, N..J.....-.-..2-.00c8--c0cccecnce 4, 500, 000 
Delaware River) buLlineton; Nis c-ccs- cas: s.00n eee eaeeeaeene 460, 000 
Delaware: RivercP ort JOLVIsuN, Wencsecancciene nose DoeeR come eee 300, 000 
Hardson Riven New DEER, Water co aenc sacs cine snene cece eneee 2, 500, 000 
Hudson River, New York State Fish Commission, N. Y.....-..|.-----:----- 3, 000, 000 
Adbemarle sound, Haenton, No C.ccece ce tose cate oe ee eee eee 111,000 | 3,319, 000 
Adbemarie sound, Mackey Merry, N.C 2-202 2c.sces-c-0- >see 1, 700, 000 713, 000 
Perquimans River, eertiord; NiC os 2b. 1250 see Neen sae oe eee esanes 900, 000 
NErsa gion Ur Old SDOLOEN.Gsanane aks bcc iacccne cnn omen Teen Seem cee cee 666, 000 
Parivar ban murg. No Ou scaca sabes oe coe cee cats cce cece or oe ee ee mee encnee 400, 000 
Sixth st Leoke PROG, Ne Cisse owe sein yon ee ciae ee heen Reo ae ee al ee Be cee eae 534, 000 
Northeast Branch of Cape Fear River, Wallace, N.C. ........-.|.----------- 400, 000 
Susquehannaimiver, Peach Botton, Pa: o.oo. ~scseasees Sesoeece tose et ec case 900, 000 
Susquehanna River, Mites Mddy, Pa. onc. 5-anieceetnnncaciedseec|=eeene ses cc. 450, 000 
Welawareilver Driplol weary os eesenee coos rene nee oars conceals oeerweoees 6, 000, 000 
Helaware River, Delaware Ww ater Gap) Pa .2-=--.--s2asencereces|ncotess sce ac 900, 000 
Pep Deo River see be; S8O2 sence e sec eie ae obise aoe ee eee toe oe 375, 000 
Santee River, crossing Atlantic Coast Line R.R.,S.C ......-..|------------ 388, 000 
Santee Canal, crossing Atlantic Coast Line R.R.,S.C ..........|------------ 387, 000 
Hdisto River, Colleton County; S.C-o-2.2-a5. eae aaeeneemeeeeleeee es nscaae 309, 000 
A‘shepoo: River, Colleton iCounty,S:'\Cs2------4-- ese. eh eee ee Peres = eae 271, 000 
Combahes River; ColletoniCounty, SC_-.--<--2-.-4-aeneseeeeee|peee a= =e 270, 000 
King Capsico River, Mount Holly; Viaiecc oc. cssc-ce-5 econ eee see eer cies a 300, 000 
Wansemond River, SaftolkeiViaiise.< = ceases cs oe nse ae ee ee ei ee oe 715, 000 
Potomac shiver, Of WW hitevHiouse, Vials. cescce seencc= cet ome laeemeeeeecae 781, 000 
Potomac River, off Mount) Vernon, Viaieases-2ccca-o~ suse see noma meetin ees cee 3, 168, 000 
Mowmac River, Occogtan (Bay Viai.sco. acess esa eee Cee | eee ee 8, 552, 000 
Potomac River, of, Craneyisland, Var ..ssesces----4 os 20-0 eee eee eee eer 3, 243, 000 
Potomac River, off mouth of Pohick Creek, Va---.--..-----.-----|.--«=------- 2, 546, 000 
Potomac River, of Huntine:Creek: Vass acs 0-22 cane scm- tbe ee peeeeeeeeee 1, 011, 000 
Potomac iver, off Colinwood Via .bssnc sess ocean nonsense eeene| See eee eee 918, 000 
Potomac River, off Ferry Landing, Va.........----- a acia sede ee eee eee eres 451, 000 

ol B71) ape en Aer on OE i ESE B eA Diet xe ears ame! cagh oe 75, 871, 000 | 149,155,000 3, 036, 000 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

CIX 

Species and disposition. Eggs. Fry and 
fingerlings. 

Adults and 
yearlings. 

Quinnat salmon: 
California Fish Commission, Sisson hatchery, 
California Fish Commission, Eel River Katee 
Olema Creek, Olema, Cal 
Papermill Creek, Olema, Cal 
Papermill Creek, Tocaloma, Cal 
Bear Valley Creek, Olema, Cal 
Sinoll Creek, Inverness, Cal 
Redwood Creek, Redwood Station, Cal. ...........2..-...------- 
Ulinor Creek, near Redwood Station, Cal 
Supply Creek, near Fort Gaston, Cal 
McCloud River, Baird, Cal 
Battle Creek, Battle Creek Station, Cal 
Long Pond, Bucksport, Me 
Penobscot River, Orrington, Me 
Penobscot River tributary, Prospect, Me 
Brewer Pond, Bucksport, Me 
Penobscot River, Millford, Me 
Penobscot River, Bradley, Me 
Sweet Pond, Orrington, Me 

* Penobscot River, Eddington, Me 
Penobscot River, Brewer, Me 
Penobscot River, North Milford, Me 
Alamoosook Lake, Orland, Me 
Toddy Pond, Surry, Me 
Hancock Pond, Bucksport, Me 
Heart Pond, Orland, Me 
Toddy Pond, Orland, Me 
Craig Pond, Orland, Me 
Maine Fish Commission, Monmouth, Me 
Charles E. Oak, Caribou, Me 
Union River, Ellsworth, Me 
New England Sportsmen’s Association, Boston, Mass 
Lake Ontario, Tippet Point, N. Y 
St. Lawrence River, Cape Vincent, N. Y 
Salmon River, Pulaski, N. Y 
Lake Ontario, off Grenadier Island, N. Y 
Battery Park Aquarium, New York City, N. Y 
Clackamas River and Clear Creek, Stone, Oreg.-............---- 
Clackamas River, Stone, Oreg 
Clackamas River, Garfield, Oreg 
Salmon River, Salmon, Oreg 
Rogue River, Trail, Oreg 
Swing Creek, Mapleton, Oreg 
Siuslaw River, Mapleton, Oreg 
Sweet Creek, Mapleton, Oreg 
Wilson River, Wilson, Oreg 
Little White Salmon River, Chenowith, Wash 
Prof. D. Vinciguerra, Rome, Italy 
8. Jaffe, Sandfort, Germany 
M. Funohoshi, Niigatakeu, Japan 
Director Zoologique d’ Acclimatation, Paris, France 

Cal 
ry, Cal 

Atlantic salmon: 
Connecficut Fish Commission, Windsor Locks, Conn 
Alamoosook Lake, Orland, Me 
Toddy Pond, Orland, Me 
Toddy Pond, Surry, Me 
Craig Pond, Orland, Me 
Penobscot River, Bangor, Me 
Penobscot River, North Milford, Me 
Penobscot River, Passadumkeag, Me 
Heart Pond, Orland, Me 
Green Lake, Otis, Me 
Penobscot River, Milford, Me 
Penobscot River, Costigan, Me 
Penobscot River, Lincoln Center, Me 
Penobscot River, Mattawamkeag, Me 
Penobscot River, Winn, Me 
Long Pond, Bucksport, Me 
St. Croix River, Vanceboro, Me 
Williams Pond, Bucksport, Me 
Pleasant River, Brownville, Me 
New England Sportsmen’s Association, Boston, Mass 
State Fish Commission, Laconia, N. H 
Heinven Davidson, Old Horge, Ne Vescssneneass cece secs cee 
Battery Park Aquarium, New York City, N. Y 
St. Lawrence River, Cape Vincent, N. Y 
State Fish Commission, Allentown, Pa 

22, 255, 000 
8, 000, 000 

15, 000 

850, 000 
250, 000 
570, 000 
250, 000 
50, 000 

1, 060, 000 

7, 933, 770 
2, 076, 026 
4, 390, 000 

145, 396 
1, 910, 045 

85, 000 
280, 000 
75, 275 
19, 994 

Pie Dhiea 7, 391, 886 
56; COUR seri ek Me 
BO; OU! | smeelaed ot 

TOON DOU hee 
100, 000: [fas oe 

30, 605, 000 | 45, 543, 558 

OOS GOU:s |e cetene soe eee 
CUS ee APE my fog Ei 46, 023 
Relient Pky eens ee 78, 844 
ape eRe 196, 736 42, 462 
Peo aed Ws bate A guaee 11, 640 
a LR RRL SEED ae 2, 495 
5 coon ale aa 2, 495 
er meet: 220, 000 14, 918 
bd Souler ann aaah Sand 5, 250 
Ree Nee ye aes otis 7 16, 208 
Seeley ae ate LOOK O00! Hee seers = 
ere Wala otalolondicre LGO2 0000 Res Reese 

Tee aes 220, 000 | sciscscsacke 
Re gibs Bae 999) BOG ce ssterees Soe 

170:000:\s*skeeieees 
40 0BIUeL o eens. 
1872500 |. sca vu 
Suda Neste seals 

540; 000s eta zone: 
Cae, spec ames BTEC RS, a ay 100 

LOOFEUG: oath sad eas edo 
HOONOGOY S504 Delta ecaee os 

WATE wa Sori BVI ies Aik 200 
Dita Py alt yii ky Me ete ie 

100, COON EUR ee eh oes Bl 

400,000 | 2, 072, 139 220, 635 
Lee 



Cx 

Details of distribution—Coutinued. 

Species and disposition. Eggs. |," ty and 

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Adults and 
| fingerlings.| yearlings. 

Landlocked salmon: 
Connecticut Fish Commission, Windsor Locks, Conn 
Duck Lake, Winn, Me 
Sebec Lake, Dover, Me 
Pearl Mill Stream, Brewer Junction, Me 
Greoniliake pO edinam, We) See eee te seeets a ale eee sel oles eee 
Donnell Pond, Franklin Road, Me 
Field Pond, Brewer Junction, Me 
King and Bartlett lakes, Farmington, Me 
Lake George, Skowhegan, Me 
Lake George, Thorndike, Me 
Bemis Creek, Bemis, Me 
Alligator Lake, Great Pond, Me 
Tunk Pond, Franklin Road, Me 
Embden Lake, Oakland, Me 
Brewer Pond, Brewer Junction, Me -- 
Green Lake, Otis, Me 
Toddy Pond, Orland, Me 
Varnum Pond, Farmington, Me 
Alford Lake, Rockland, Me 
Half-mile Pond, Great Pond, Me 
Lead Mountain Pond, Ellsworth Falls, Me 
Hayden Lake, Skowhegan, Me 
Moose Pond,Hartland, Me 
Old Meadow Stream, Franklin Road, Me 
Swan Lake, Belfast, Me 
Richardson Lake, Rumford Falls, Me.....------------------- ye 
Commodore Club, Hartland, Me 
Wild Goose Club, Wilson’s Mills, Me 
Maine Fish Commission, Enfield, Me 
Podunk Pond, Brookfield, Mass 
Pratt Pond, Upton, Mass 
State Fish Commission, Winchester, Mass 
State Fish Commission, Detroit, Mich 
State Fish Commission, Laconia, N. H 
East Lake, Wakefield, N. H 
Renacnc klia ken oncord.| Nw Hue sas eee reer aee renee = =a eee 
A. M. Bigelow, Branchville, N. J 
J. D. Moreley, Lake Pleasant, N. Y 
Tuxedo Club, Tuxedo Park, N. Y 
Catskill Creek, Catskill, N. Y 
Lake George, Caldwell, N. Y 
Lake Champlain, Port Henry, N. Y 
Battery Park Aquarium, New York City, N. Y 
Eaglemere Lake, Eaglemere, Pa 
State Fish Commission, Westerly, R. I 
Easton Pond, Newport, R. 1 
State Fish Commission, Roxbury, Vt. - 
Caspian Lake, Greensboro, Vt 
Lake Morey, Fairlee, Vt 
Lake Willoughby, West Burke, Vt 
Derby Pond, Newport, Vt 
Salem Pond, Newport, Vt 
State Fish Commission, Bayfield, Wis 
Prof. D. Vinciguerra, Rome, Italy 
Dr. R. Vandenhenden, Belgium 

Steelhead trout: 
Redwood Creek, Bair’s Ranch, Cal 
Commodore Club, Hartland, Me 
Alamoosook Lake, Orland, Me 
Tributaries of Great Brook, Otis, Me 
Abraham and Molasses ponds, Lastbrook, Me 
Toddy Pond, Surry, Me 
Craig Pond, Orland, Me 
Heart Pond, Orland, Me 
New England Sportsmen’s Association, Boston, Mass 
Boardman River, ‘Uraverse City, Mich 
Hale Creek, Rose City, Mich 
Silver Creek, East Tawas, Mich 
Baldwin Creek, Baldwin, Mich 
Pere Marquette River, Baldwin, Mich 
Bear Creek, Thompsonville, Mich 
Cannon Creek, Williamsburg, Mich 
Little Manistee River, Manistee Crossing, Mich 
Washington River, Isle Royale, Mich 
South Fork of Pere Marquette River, Baldwin, Mich 
Middle Fork of Pere Marquette River, Wingleston, Mich-....-. 
Cold Creek, East Tawas, Mich 
Pickwick Spring Lake, Lamoille, Minn 
Rolling Stone Creek, Winona, Minn 
Big and Little Trout brooks, Lamoille, Minn 

10, 000 

10, 000 
10, 000 |. 

Weeceececeten 
10, 000 

10, 000 

171, 243 7, 005 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

FISHERIES. CXI 

Species and disposition. Eggs. Fry and 
fingerlings. 

Adults and 
yearlings. 

Steelhead trout—Continued. 
Evans Lake, Duluth, Minn.... 
Lax Lake, Beaver Bay, Minn 
Temperance River, Temperance River, Minn..........--....--. 
Devil’s Track River,'Cook County, Minn 
Stewart River, Lake County, Minn..-..............-...--...-.-- 
en CHER hy.ens MLN, WONT mise reste nae sm me store aicie wafers = eielela see 
PUCKEL Pe MVel yD Whibhs WENN ns ncceiemsecuescocse-csscesseees se 
REN torelLyer, Onl ubh, AMUN eoctsaclecincscicinseeaciseeiey ascinietne cee 
State Fish Commission, St. Paul, Minn................--...-.- 
Mysticulake: MysticuLake, Monte... 2-2 2eseesencern-see~ ns 
WallowiCreekitakembony. Monte 7m. cc. seiceecemee a anaes seeece 
PAP PlUCanGs an MONbAN Messe ses eemaccicicnas ew sama\ine se sccce ese 
WochkevovRiven wD overt Ne eae ial ae ster seiina see see aes sis 
Christine makes Starke Hisss cssccccces ce cincs ce os anceoeeeela er 
Pleasant bond weWtanchesteriaNin Ee sess sc,. cscs tec cncens cance ss 
Big and Little Flat brooks, Branchville, N.J......-.....------ 
St, Lawrence River, Cape Vincent, N. Y 
Battery Park Aquarium, New York City, N. Y......-....-----: 
Wallonshiny dake WWiesimorey Vibsecms.= 2 se clcmcscies soe ee eee 
MAK SU NLOTE YH aILICO IV Usescs's secs cosas cwcinacce secre cscerstinet 
INDE RG NaH, Ra iyy Siphon, Withee Sonboe Gece eSn seb ones neneoanbiae 
Lake Ghaneplain, Islewbar Motte; IN. Wiles cote sasmicccincen seekers 
Crystal Lake, Barton, Vt-.-.....---- 
Lake Champlain, Burlington, Vt 
Sleeper River, St. Johnsbury, Vt 
IBLWOPRIVeEr eS TUlemWUS mse ce were scisnsecicice.iciicoscceicoee seeee cine | 
waite OSNADLNC Ky GELM ANY ce semicsleciriseseeelsaeseise taeaeneeece 

Total 
Loch Leven trout: 
Capt As WOLECrS  SISKON, Cale. . csccsic soicitccicm = sae cesercseeen sss 
Upper Twin Lakes, Lake County, Colo..........--.-- Becees cee 
Spring Pond, Lanier Heights, D. C 
St. Mary Lake, South Bend, Ind................. 
Cleveland Creek, Muskegon, Mich 
Applicants in New York 
Stranahan Bros., Hiram Station, Ohio........-----...-....-...- 
SACkeriaaAkew OSWELOn OTOL amc o cise eciciees cis ce oem eens ee 
Clackamasriiver, Stone, Oleg oi. siqjcacias coe ode encueaatece cee 
MaddseOnd ss bortland OLOpy cancels -2 nee soae. necece ee eeee oe 

Rainbow trout: 
Lookout Lake, Gadsden, Ala 
Spring Lake, Springville, Ala 
Applicants in Alabama 
Silver Creek, Holbrook, Ariz 
Live Oak Creek, Flagstatf, Ariz 
North Fork of White River, West Fork, Ark 
North Fork of White River, Lilley, Ark 
WTOP Day OU. UOT GAL DUE PAW Kees oe soe carne cainmecico= aeae ene 
Saline River Benton. Atk .<cn.scss-csceses rBaE een eee eit 
PATH Di Ca Ti bonne Asn ANAS ee ee senate asic sess tas cerita eee = 
Supply Creek, Hoopa Valley, Cal 
MnlliCreekwHoopai Vialloy,(Cali soo: esecc- seu ccesceoceecinc soso. 
Pine Creek, Weitchpee, Cal 
Fish Tangatang Creek, Trinity Summit, Cal 
Hennessey Creek, Burnt Ranch, Cal.........-.....-.-----.--.-. 
Middle Evergreen Lake, near Leadville, Colo...-..-.......--.-. 
Applicants in Colorado 
State Fish Commission, for streams in State of Connecticut... 
State Fish Commission, Windsor Locks, Conn......-...-..--.-- 
Tributaries of Delaware River, Wilmington, Del..-....-....... 
Hermitage Heights Pond, Atlanta, Ga.......-..-.--..---.--..-- 
Und enwoonelond wAtlambtanGibeccr soeee acceler cacnceseacccaccn 
Tallulah River, Blalock, Ga 
‘Houches: Pond homes Ga. - 222-5 <ci< ene] 
Hiawassee River, Hiawassee, Ga.......-...----------eeeeeeeee 
Head of Nottely River, Union County, Ga.. ....-.....--..--..- 
a ponoeits UM GQOU SIDE a8 Nena monics nein ss slo ow seis aac eens dceececs 
Ballard Creek, Ballard Station; Ind. T......2..2..-2+-.--.-+0-- 
Barren Fork Creek, Barren Fork Station, Ind. T 
Sallisaw River, Sallisaw, Ind. T 
Applicants in lowa 
Mulberry Creek, Dodre @ity; Kans. . 5.2. ccecesnce- cee cence cess 
Mill Pond in Buckner Creek, Jetmore, Kans 

5, 000 

9, 000 
10, 000 

LON OOOi tere eee | eee een 

60,000 | 1,113,354 53, 572 

15, 000 

IGp Teel TESS Oty) DIG Ee oe ere ee mes Para eteee aieP 
BAKES PONG Shine wKeymeene seieeee desc cisone 
Alamoosook Lake, Orland, Me 
PSU TUDO ET SC LeLIT ME ere see emeeicle ae croncu ds ceaeacinanecede se colecstoeceecus 
GUN pOWEeo River. KIO; Mote wcusisciscac veces ccesce cactus Rte 



CXII 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Species and disposition. Eggs. 
Fry and 

fingerlings. 

Rainbow trout—Continued. 
Spring Brooks, northwestern Maryland 
Witt Giese, Cumberland, Md 
Spring brook, Finksburg, Md 
Mountain Brook, Hagerstown, Md 
Grave Run, Beckleysville, Md 
Cherry Creek, in Garrett County, Md 
Stony Run, Port Deposit, Md 
Cabin Branch, Morgan, Md 
Monocacy River, Dickerson, Md 
Cabin Grant Creek, Florence, Md 
Patuxent River, in Carrolland Montgomery counties, Md 
Applicants in Maryland 
State Fish Commission, Baltimore, Md 
Hamlin Pond, West Barnstable, Mass 
Hadway ond, ly annis; Wass. see ae sem ea a= ore eee ae 
Hinckley Pond, West Barnstable, Mass 
New England Sportsmen's Association, Boston, Mass 
S. R. Bennett, New Bedford, Mass 
Bear Creek and Miller Creek, Allegan, Mich 
Sturgeon River, Rondo, Mich 
Pere Marquette River, Baldwin, Mich 
Pere Marquette River, Wingleton, Mich 
Pere Marquette River, Stearns, Mich 
Elm Springs, Fanning, Mo 

See eo ee eo ee 

Montgomery Lake, Osceola, Mo 
ARH CAVe Nake MOUKOn mW Oreos cease acne seca ese oe eee ete 
Five-mile Creek, Joplin, Mo 
Shoal Creek, Neosho, Mo 
Beaver Creek, Arlington, Mo 
Spring Creek, Arlington, Mo 
Hazleton Creek, Arlington, Mo 
Indian Creek, Lanigan, Mo 
Cowsiain Greek (NOel mor. ccecces cos eeeaee ee ee eee cee eens 
Miiniseyclake sors yuh Woessner. eae ase aman anemone 
MAMEA REVOLUTE On. senso nae Settee ene sae sale mae | 
Riney Oreck, Capool Mo pers: sake en tae oes eee eels See aa 
Potter Creek, Cabool, Mo 
Jack Fork of Current River, Mountain View, Mo..----..-.----- 
Bryan Fork of White River, Mansfield, Mo 
Applicants in Missouri 
Sac River and James River, Springfield, Mo 
Warm Spring Lake, Dillon, Mont 
Applicants in Montana 
Spring Brook and Lakes, Omaha, Nebr 
State Fish Commission, South Bend, Nebr- -. - 
Isinglass River, Dover, N. H 
Pequest River, Belvidere, N. J 
Pequest River, Tranquillity, N. J 
Frisa Pond, Williamstown, N. J 
Applicants in New Jerse 
Pecos River, Glorieta, N. Mex..----- CLE CAR ATOR? Pid seopee the 
hamarkiverchams. Nc wlemccelck ess cee cece cee tue ccc ares 
Lake Avalon, Eddy, N. Mex 
RORCL VOI Rabon Nex pebcer sas boone cress cece semen ee 
Peekskill Hollow Creek, Peekskill, N. Y 
Applicants in New York 
Olympia Brook, Hunter, N. Y 
Mountain Stream, Peekskill, N. Y 
Brundage Creek, Johnsonville, N. Y 
Toe River, Cranberry, N.C 
ManreliCreck Asheville: N.C. is -ticeete- cee eee ant eases ee 

Briery Fork Creek, Calhoun, N.C 
Shoal Creek, Calhoun, N.C 
Allison Creek, Calhoun, N.C 
Savannah Creek, Dillsboro, N.C 
Dick Creek, Dillsboro. N. C 
Catawba Creek, Marion, N. C 
Armstrong Creek, Marion, N.C 
Little Buck Creek, Marion, N. C 
Watauga River, Lenoir, N.C 
Valley River, Murphy, N.C 
Plum Tree Creek, Cranberry, N.C 
Caney Fork Creek, Sylva, N.C 
Junaluska Creek, Andrews, N.C 
ROCKY ERIVer liberhyaNe Geos eceseeeeec eee ae a~ ~ a's sa eee 
Rocky Creek, Wilkesboro, N. C 
iikeRaver hike Park iNn@ 55255 see eemeee ean ce et 2 Daas 
Applicants in North Carolina 
Nee eHIe TL Ol6dO HO) WIG = "2955 5522400 8 ee ene hss eae 
Spring Bark Creek, North Enid, Okla 

ria 25, 000 

Adults and 
yearlings. 

1, 000 
750 
500 
500 
500 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. CXIII 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

: é ae = Fry and | Adults and Species and disposition. Eggs fingerlings.| yearlings. 

Rainbow trout—Continued. | 
Applicants) in! Ol HOM 2) aiseiae «12m 2 nan sie e10)ajnio mnimiiel=jei=)sie nine NEBEORS oreioon) SOSC oe saCend| 3, 100 
AMT NOLOUCOK OLLI GON bn ss c5cicieizinan nine one mee eae See Sale Be ececeh caso tone Bae 500 
se UGB WS OGPOLG hb Stem eine sic oschc.c ss <en/snte mene ue on eee ee ac \EdiseiS sade =||-oo esboedae) 301) 
GlomericCreck- Henrietta, ih Biecesc ase sce ees<\aeneeesieee eae ee bey Soe Seyret SrA hy avert ce 8 760 
Mountain Creeks Ine grove armace, Pa. <<<2 2-256 aeeisjem scence ee bameacaleeies eames 1, 000 
Nwcnieiide Creck -AIMersOny basen oS )sacc cis atienicmm ej oeaceeee lecemage Sem ioe eet Mere =< 500 
Wire ygO REO kw WOL Wis aioe a) ree ae lo tise eee meee a) eiepiaan\ ee lisse come oseice Reraene moebr 300 
West Branch of Shickshinny Creek, Shickshinny, Pa.-.-....--. ne scome see peace Sete | 500 
PAE PRU LT PAL COONS, Hana Saran sicizies seiors aise ieidcianieyiewiecin ate ee (sok Sarre teen beeterertas eee 300 
Neshameny Creek: -beniliyn Pai 2222 sqeicecmincemace manne acsaseos| sensei. cele lh ose on onets 300 
MESCOnEC Cree laqusppereuehl Oh sears acetals ata ae ene ecco ser ae | Sane eee 500 
Micinanlcme shiv er thOMe we deers. sujecce mies asececacaec alee sacsesee Ul Ushemeencaee 400 
MON Ve HOLKROTO Rcd OTOSSOR bias ae seman nein (ceenicn ise isin) = ocigenne Portes see be es cclaee er aee eon 300 
DRI TEROM Sia Hlh dt y fe aeseace oc ooae Dee eos eeteeb oe feceser Hema cneead Coste enenes 250 
Rover Creek, Smethport, Pal. cn cases n as esemanaecceseacniee lapehgts sa dan|(k Sach see 250 
Colo Grov Grprooks Smeun port: jl a ee oa a sere eaieie ie sicse.wiae,.c. ok as as Macmtd eae ee | seman ee eeee 250 
lndnariasioabne: Gh ii) Gi eh. Se Ae ome koode Sk oeecu nee COS Ce Re eee SbOee EPaEeae seen |jSae ses smos 200 
Isitinnere lair. OMEN Stn Oa) ahs Seog Aas anes uoecc oo see Here ae: See Eaaacr Uese sal aeeainn Sob ee 500 
EO CsEls, SEG Ot, IEE Gs Speer se sce Ieee p Sole S COS a ear etal Sanaa eee eel ae ase mee 250 
Ling Irerry Dire) C6 10) TT a ind Sf Emerg eeeee Onc SOC eR SEeE ES oOE Seer a Seer eae terse pena med sine 250 
Pie canii ny Erook  SMetnpPOlts basse sasctsccns—6os sence -olSeascese- seal eas see aek ee 250 
opps Brook, SMeth pork (Paes. some ncn cn seen ccs ose oon cease [eee eal 5 Ase ie Boros See 250 
Branch of Gunpowder Falls, New Freedom, Pa...-..---.--..--. eaeaeep saree] aa emceeeocae 300 
niverogks Creek Hamiuro acces ntecessaees-atneeanetaosase acs ee Ee See) See See Nee 600 
Raniesnalke Oreok ei Gts tls ea. 2 (ns <cose cs cca nase ame mene Paeeaacrioeedlssascesseae= 400 
North Fork of Solomon Run, Johnstown, Pa -.........-.......-. Hepa Se a ae cll eee eee 300 
Sour Horkor Solomon Run; Johnstown; Baia.s- <n 2- 2 oss rd ste|eenceemesn (See nenedesee 300 
EO DstonPSranehs En pies PA. acieme antq cise ene ae nessa beceosace Fenlbo2 teeta 300 
Cobey Swamp Creek, Moosic, Pa. .-...--..----.---.---.:--.---: Bebe sepa eer Gosnere seer 400 
Nie DStorsbunln VUEr Cons Dun One: apse amano te = Sie sia soe a eiee a, o,\nicle ine aia 1c’ wim cigae = a/3 Pe mac eee 300 
SPUN Sy PLOO Ks INCOM WAUVOLSLG Ys E:Micme lmerinnine sas imma innio<cis [si c= seca menl be nee ceeaee 600 
Mickinp andy WOstiCreeks sVen IM OWN, Pare <2 o-.0 5 = =.= ces sae ni|s ease ope ormelboaeeee ene 300 
Mea ELOOK OLS VIG, Je aebe scars < csc cein scenic netic ne cinncanaedentas eh ecwion aoe | nai h mameeee 300 
Coudersport Reservoir, Coudersport, Pa...........-...--------- een ae meme he seein 800 
GAVEL WVVCSLOVOL Wet s <o'2 imino sit wicissise ase sine. ceise toscana me horror pee 300 
Minti ONVeTee ke Ee hESLOM PEAS ste wee oon w= wee con Ssemcinss cons cn emal wecevee gece 600 
HISnIN OH OTeek OCI HaVON Ac cccemescsscincceceacccmescceccme 2, 500 
RVR LOOK PEs UND OL Oy E Binien sins ow cin nie cies aeieeisicee anys cme see | 300 
Bale ye reeks Mans Holds Paes cn ia acecasoseeeeceesaascceessecccs 300 
itiacaphiverpeuansheldsb ase <2. sao + seciscscciciessccs sess enee ose 200 
muone Creek, Hantin odon we ae so. <1.6 ejaaciaig, = a eeisinie ic aeeicee nce 300 
Gloven@ reek vAltGOn a Pate. aiciossre sense eect eduee caramaicieose ce 300 
Mahantong Creek, Shamokin, Pa 500 
HRN OOHRS LOW NYE dance sas siesta ae men een ce ncescecacne| 350 
Ora manos UPns TANS OTITh WOOO. lmao s ates eee c ae ane wal eared tama ce lice ce ne cercaee 500 
nvarAyalleyCreek, Cham persvure, Dae oa <jon-t ere nae n aeons |setens~ anon alweeseeeee cde 300 
Halling Sprains Greek) Ohambersbure. (ai so... cS- cess oe emacs |cos cone bolneuotoneMece 400 
Brpzdinerdi Oreck. | CreseG te doce oc cise cece cecieeoeemecieces enlsuoe 5 
PSNMHNeO LEG ks PEOUNIING we aeasaces scarce. sce aaice ences ceen 
Conestoga Creek Reading, (Pa) -- sec. - - ceernetoeemeeceee sees 
AmplicantsinePennsyhvania. sano—s—-in ceases oem eme ciate eae 
Tiger Creek, Morgan Springs, Tenn 
Stone River,.Murfreesboro, ‘Lenn ..-..-.-.=---+----secee0s 
Caleisilerihiver,spalta, LOumn = / 222. o.<s-cece=nsacecccnnn © 
Hiintsviver, Hayettev ile, Lenn. -- 2. 6-6-4 nines we wmnc cece ccc. 
CARLY. GE ew NOTMANG Ys CONM se o.Sajoc cision & aciacinicejeee esemesces 
PT eriwer KNOxVvilles Mennce co occnbcc.ccec. oceans sce ecemes 
aiimeVMeneNOMMe; -MONM aaa es aos coc meso eesen-seeccus ves < 
Caney Hork River, Walling; Penn... 2... - -22-<-cc0c02- eee oe 22 
WicomOrock yilampton, ON = constcccedsaccosescstcecesces oss 
Crem srienwake, LeObanon, COMM << 12.02 cccnciese ce sevoce henna 
Dry Mork Creek Greenville; VON - oa. e0s.c00- 22 snceees ccccees 
Roam@reaks Mountain City, Tenn). -22-0.0.-s0ceeecenssscecee 
MHClOreck wmlizapeEhbon Venn. -o.2- ssecc sca cocececcemencec ne 
Laurel Fork Creek, Hampton, Tenn 
PMP BUGANIUS MN LORNOSNO Olas. sso.c Seo cccccnecencs esha ene caceie ss 
Prairie Creek, Hutchins, Tex 
welevnibavis (GMGYES, LOPSIVENSIAM NGS <a Sees ee a 
PAN GaTil spay Oma seo tat Ue sere cic on cease secs ace oxen ce 
iver talemuake, barks City, Utah. .-2:-<-<---c-ccececs-ss0-s- 
MMorceyhonde Montpelier) Vbocc2. = secs ccsccnc canes csp an ccncene 
IBeaversGondsmenrOocLuormVibs2ss. 2s occ ee ewe cnc sec ecuececccecues 
Chydorkivermlenb yale secede asect Coe cee jo ccceccinwodad dea s 
DanbiCrepkenWrinGhester, Wears 2 ose ye tece se cacenscccssccc+s--- 
Buffalo Lake Run, Winchester, Va..........-.-.-.------------- 
Pohick) Greeks SidGburn Va. oa<.s- sce cb cee ceaccc= 
Thompson Mill Run, Millboro, Va.-...........-..-- 
North River, Harrisonburg, Va 
Mill Creek, Chilhowie, Va 
EDO en aeLTean USA LOU R om cen coca see canigue cobble Mans euccalicsesecwsileclewscceccusis's 

He Re 9o-— Vill 



CXIV REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES, 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

Species and distribution. Eggs. Aneecustes! eaten 

Rainbow trout—Continued. 
Reed Creek, Rural Retreat, Va. ssscescccncnncnnnsccccnscnccnans|sscncncecnar|seneccncann= 1, 000 
South Fork of Holstein River, Marion, Va..------ 02-02 0-escwns|ecnnnecnnnce|scesn-cosees 5, 000 
MAT Pond Gate Clty, Vas scswcrcnscs hanieeesbhe th boumphietinnt a oh| toad dlteaecals peeee boone 4, 980 
Cascade and Dums Creek, Hot Springs, Va.......----------.001{oecend sone we lene ween scene 6, 800 
Coldspring Branch, Glasgow, Va....--.---+---se0---0---2----5- 4, 980 
Brush Oreek, Christiansburg, Vai. sock. penn ceseentenbeecsecwvinn 5, 000 
RBA Greeks W VihOville; Via s csedvin cence xeewhh ces ennnba te nion ou 10, 000 
Cove Creek, Wytheville, Va occ nsscccennenencccncmccannesnnicns 6, 969 
Cripple Creek, Beverly Furnace, Va...........--0.cceeeeencnees 5, 000 

Back Creek, New: River, Vai... - 002 S.ciecnacncevees 500 
IBHOK Orbe ky OUD, Wikies sesssccns 5 cish'n a plnnnh nies 500 
Walker's Little Creek, Pulaski City, Va 500 
Big Moccasin Creek, Gate City, Va ..---..--.---nececeeneenennes 500 
Perrow Mill Pond, Lynchburg, Va... ..cc..csccosnanwunveeaseus 200 
Indian Camp Creek, Coleman Falls, Va......--.--..0-----.-.--- 500 
Branch of North Anna River, Hewlett; V discantiseann cece caves|jemene cen lence amen 500 
VV LOT CONOR HIN OW MRA VON | V Bicwin'sine cubs alnineManioninm in mine minnie init sea sielaa tastes laistatta es eele anne 500 
GM stOge Creek ee Malan) Viaisswaintecnnita snes eben bemae cat alsliamesaateeaiien incr seats 500 
SIAC ECOG AULOLO VB ca lss winie o.cuisis bien = mp ves binh nine imine min abein'e| (Som amo wn wen sl antenian Malaiere 2, 500 
SHA POME UN VY UROCILLO, ViBisi tee sia ccd clewwaeinlecmtescmbeuste wou ame ss] acamtcwinuu mal aacm calemeteses 2,200 
pout Pork ior Reed Creek, Crocketts, Vio. ce2.tcccncnvecnment ss|sacbev wonees Wwiwweat oes 2,500 
Bouth Fork of Reed Creek, Wytheville, View. cvescecwscceucmh|ccmcwacerate Pee See eeee 2, 000 
Mionwy Pork. ol eed Creek; WiYtHOVille, V dtc. cutunes sacewelne ce m||acsccteeaenalpuonacdtemate 1, 800 
Bonuth Pork of Reed Creek; Browning's: Dam, Viaisssna seescaces| scocdonu cael oe ceese eens 350 
Applicants in: Virginia oa sidseces se -nmecienhe emcee enh tank nee ses|ienninaem = bn|quuuch nena 17, 025 
NeHOOW BYaUOb  CONOL RUn., WerV @aceacnuaubomsiwnemseeeaes = a|'cemeuue sume feecee alee aie 500 
PLTOUP ANG MeRdOW> UNS, ROMNEY, WV Gicinuessecasuncensanncs|roawennenceat-tetaceewene 500 
MGAUVOL VON ORIG WELW VG wicemion clk alt es a nieinw booed binelaak ba Wleles|ssiee et toe ew ol bebe aeons 500 
Willow Grove Lake, Shenandoah Junction, W. Vav...... 222.002. | ence en enn nne| seccnccccncs 200 
Elk Creek, Clarksburg, Wier Villsxitaiaw scien mn bhseabaen ek psleeieb.s sme meimaticteames | eae oii ne 1, 000 
PATO DICATIOR LU NVOAD AV INR UNIG sonics anh he ne /amm mclelnminfelnn =e mas eel enero atau [a Jee aeee we 700 
Augusto Nobre, Villa Daconde, Portugal......... LO; OOO ase averse tons eee tate Otero 
William Burgess & Co., Malvern Wells, England 2D) 000i SES eee iae |. see eeeeeee 
rota) VIOOlRUGIVA, OMG Lal indvons san meee abies nubosne ce cess 20;'000:| Sessa Seta a ereael atate 
ike VaAncenven den OClOlUM) tue em: ww ose ene os Gn Whee awsome amiss 10, 000)|\o22s0oe.5 2 ieee eeenees 
M. Raveret-Wattel, Fecamp, France ...........cecccennscncee eee 10;(000 || 29 Eo oa eee eae 

| 

Motalich Sete wen stele cep dada been seed ea ewe RRREAReR Ee 130, 000 96, 022 249, 582 

Black-spotted trout: 
‘omichi Creek, Parlin, Colo ws... sscnnsceuse Eseeeheatanh vr SEEteladracew ee eae 10°.000: Eustace comes 
Dimer UBKO LdsNG SPLID PN, COlOjscnseecheiwcuesis cs tech tse hee) stciomauntaes 81000"|tosaueecees 
Fall River, Idaho Springs, Colo......-- 5 000!| Soeiea secon. 
Naylor Lake, Georgetown, Colo LOKO00 8 aecee ents 
Fryingpan Creek, on line of Colorado Midland Railway, Colo..|.---.....--- 20,(0007| sates 
Pilver ake wWDillonsColoscae.envis can ese sbbbeass ss becetacetpcenlcueeseeeweee 5 O00N tase sn centers 
PHOUSOG Laake; LORI VEU, WOlO’ Woo ace hon ce ekabesen ven awk wel saec|marsene ese By O00 "| sete selena 
Mammoth Lake and Creek and Middle and South Boulder 

orebks, Contral City, Colo .6.-. 0c cceeec ccna nccnenessacrssenne 20, 000 |..---..----. 
IPIRULS LV ENGLAND, COlOcme weiner cele av tee ensccnccacwesehatbees 4.00002 ee ineeee 
IH OLE TALVOD, LARD COLO esc nawnune nb shew ied vemekener beatae 4 10008||Jepacierteete am 
Plattemiver; DALEY; COL) .nacninctnveescccssusacesuswsecureseus 2,000 |S rki-.s ceeeacte 
PAULO Ver). ONnOSSONyWOLOs<icmbenecltoda scneshchseasadsanstaosee 4000: |tPae.e eee 
Plate River; eine Grove, CoOlOw dec. .beisetccasohanscudtevec tee 4 O00 tattoo cere 
PILI RLV OD, AOUTAIO, COLO suis vincent naebonknenebbaweesaun una emer AS000) | sacone 
Platte River, Dome Rock, Colo........ meh RA Reale Re ciecnieth skeen GOO! seen eee ee 
Rio Grande River, Wagonwheel Gap, Colo .--........-------.-- A000} feeseweeeene 
Ware River, erry Station, Colo cin. sec cce seesaw sew awiedusse 20/000) |e senses 
Tomichi Creek, Elko, KOO 0 icintarnteatane ON Re RSet sine aerate 80005 cone 2 eee 
‘win luakesin Gale County, Colo... cc. cceceasenesswssaeesceeis 80;.000)) oct. aceaeers 
Headwaters of Eagle River, McAllister Switch, Colo......-.... F000: |Vent Sceieeeees 
AW PLICAM TA 1 QOLOLREO) smn ue ncinnen'ssemvaaswecrmnssaccannadeaat 6;,000"||.2 seas eae 
Spirit Lake, Rathdrum, [dabo on. nedeccsncnsessnascncsscnct A‘ 0001) ioe beeen 
Applicants In Ldaho on a. ae niin woe wn vw edine ese sse ce senscasasancs 4000)'| Fete eee 
AOUOS dude; MLO WA LMLOM Uieleelen fe ures wicaisnw wie sine eA menl ein oeatasn WOO! Sttsersoe ese 
MIddlei Greek OZOMAN MONS cent pata aac e chem aren cc emcee cies 80004 | eer tees 
Bridger Creek; BoOzenian, WlONU en eee nacec ase nienccenenicccccases T OOOH Ca homectenaee 
Rocky Canyon Creek, Bozeman, Mont............-----.....-.-- SiGo0ar es. ese 
Bitter Root River, Missoula, Mont... icc. ace n ee ccc c ae ceeesee 4/0003) 4-0 Sot emen 
Applicants in WlOnvan ale.) sen-m eae wees cs teens cubecntocmes SH000\i) oud meeere 
Polo Creek, Deadwood) §: Dbivasescaaa na cecn vec cctsctsesaccce 82000 nea. Stee oe 
Wastle! Creek Holl City, Si Daiteeewateane mecca sds socccccccecdens BF COD tek oeee cies 
Harney Peak Fish Lakes, Hill City, 5, Dak...........-........ 2/000) |--cie. aimee 
Woods Lake, Rapid’ City, S. Dakncus cei nad ceccceenkatcacen cute 3000 | coe uk eee 
Collins Springs, Dell Rapids, S. Dak.........5........2....c00: 25200 | eee ete 
PPLIGAN TS I2) SOU WAKO thc .cwen vieeme stamina s.cSoc<ccsscc5 cp bee 1,000) |ceesieweeeeee 
AMPIOCARUSIAD INBSOVILLG, CONN. .w-oseemegmencenee: <cnneacnaacenln 8000." | Serene 
Spokane River, Spokane, Wash.... 0. cccescssscesccesscsccceens Dy000 . | erectee ee 
Heart Dake; Sheridan, Wy0.cce~tcdaneasneemeea nec ow one comame 5,000 |). Geert saners 

0) 1) eT ere eer in Se) ee eS rbot 58400 jlwvoeseccaeate 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND 

Details of distribution—Continued., 

FISHERIES. CXV 

Species and disposition. Eggs. | 

Brook trout: 
LDV DILbION SISHON, OAl crates essacisecesadsoussatetesqosae 
E. C. Tallant, Sisson, Cal 
Capt. A. Rogers, Sisson, Cal 
Clohesey Lake, Granite, Colo 
feo Creek, Pitkin, Colo 

ittle Ohio Creek, Ohio City, Colo 
North Fork of Cache Lapoudre Creek, Tie Siding, Colo 
South Boulder and Mammoth ereeks, Central City, Colo 
Rio Grande River, Wagonwheel Gap, Colo 
Tomichi Creek, Buxton, Colo 
East River, Crested Butte, Colo 
Mill Creek Lakes, Wolcott, Colo 
Eagle River, Red Cliff, Colo 
Middle Evergreen Lake, near Leadville, Colo 
Applicants in Colorado 
Lake San Cristoval, Lake City, Colo 
Crystal, River, Carbondale, Colo 
Anderson Lake, Monte Vista, Colo 
Snake River, Dillon, Colo 
Molas Lake, Silverton, Colo 
Horn and Mera creeks, Cotopaxi, Colo 
Cache Lapoudre Creek, Fort Collins, Colo.......-...----.....-. 
WAI DOL OLN ON OlLOs cee ct Saneccwelcmacmcceeniccceseseccetne 
Sarles Lake, Rockwood, Colo 
Park Lake, Monte Vista, Colo 
Eagle River, Barry Station, Colo 
Dallas River and Cow Creek, Ridgway, Colo 
Spring Creek, Montrose, Colo 
South Arkansas River, Salida, Colo 
Fryingpan River, Norric, Colo 
North Fork of Platte River, Estebrook, Colo 
Platte River, Estebrook, Colo 
PPITUUGRRLVCT HO CATIS DULY COLO io ois vinlnidie telele's daice=lwite weeewiiea casi 
Platte River, Bailey, Colo 
Platte River, Cassell, Colo 
South Platte River, Ferndale, Colo 
UML LOG NEO IMIS TLALOy WOLOL. nsisce ce etcie(cis era cticielot wees elsln!sie = 
Rainbow Lake and Starbend Creek, Gunnison, Colo 
Ue ROC MaPEATI OM OVEs COlOs es o's 2 feiic clcicte ne cle cinle' dielwele viowie tas 
imenevE OnCOKy CASSOLID COLO: 2 aan wetstew vic'cte'eidisyc's'se'e wteie'e'siv'e ae o's 
Bloods Mien IbreckenTid 6, OOO: a2: face .sce-ce cca ccoee sc cscs sce 
North ork of South Platte River, Slaghts, Colo........---..--- 
North ork of South Platte River, Estebrook, Colo 
North Fork of South Platte River, Webster, Colo.......--..--- 
North Fork of South Platte River, Chaseville, Colo 
North Fork of South Platte River, Meadows, Colo 
North Fork of South Platte River, Brookside, Colo 
North Fork of South Platte River, Crosson, Colo 
North Fork of South Platte River, Cliff, Colo.......--..--..---- 
North Fork of South Platte River, Dawson, Colo 
Monntain' stream at Bailey, Colo... 0-2-2 ec. cess eee ees en nee 
North Fork of Geneva Creek, Cassell, Colo 
Craig Creek, Estebrook, Colo 
Lake and stream at Monument, Colo 
RESERV Ol alia OMOLAON) COLO ssae ou hace ec eit toes eee tees wie 
Beaver Creek, Aberdeen Junction, Colo 
Clear Creek, Silver Plume, Colo 
Halt-mooniuake; Leadville, Colo =. ..<.-i2--. 2-22 sess c deslelee 
EOIMC LOG POALION: OOl0sacs va socucss cc aeueguceecctalslecce clo ss 
HAS HIEV Or GmMNNISON, COLO. issocscces voces lciocsoescacSeuesens 
West Marshail Creek, Gunnison, Colo 
Silver Creek, Salida, Colo 
Jey (CRCT A O20 TER O10) Po ae aaa ee ee ee ee 
Kerby Creek, Villa Grove, Colo 
MmonrOneelavraltay ©olossc2ssststeicccsesevleweesss's's so. tees 
North Clear Creek, Central City, Colo .........-.-.--------..--- 
South Boulder Creek, Central City, Colo......------.----------- 
Middle Boulder Creek, Central City, Colo 
Jenny Lind Creek, Central City, Colo 
Mammoth Creek, Central City, Colo....-.....-..---.----------- 
Mammoth Lakes, Central City, Colo.............--------------- 
Tennesseo Fork Creek, Leadville, Colo ..............----------- 
West Aspetuck River, New Milford, Conn 
Five Mile River, South Norwalk, Conn..........-...----------- 
State Fish Commission, Windsor Locks, Conn 
BING AKGseSNOSNONG) LOANOs 2 2.cccc cu stescsehe cele ese see eee 
Hawkes Creek, Westville, Ind 
pebuahel Vis viVelny INT hapy atch 0 fs eee Se 
Spring Branch, South Bend, Ind 
SPUN Creo ONVOHard LOWAl: cess. +225 cc's cche-dBeclee ese anes 
SilvenLake Noung Vernon) Lows ...-2sc--c2-s-s-cbeeccsocecees 
Baker, Baldwin, and Bigall brooks, Cresco, lowa 

50, 000 | 
10, 000 
25, 000 | 

Fry and 
fingerlings. 

Adults and 
yearlings. 

41, 000 
20, 000 
10, 000 
10, 000 
10 000 
10, 000 
40, 000 
40, 000 
10, 000 
5, 000 

10, 000 
25, 000 
10, 000 
10, 000 
10, 000 
40, 000 | 
10, 000 
5, 000 

10, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 | 

10, 000 
10, 000 
10, 900 
10, 000 
5, 000 

10, 000 
10, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 

10, 000 
10, 000 
5, 000 
2, 590 
2, 500 

10, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 

10, 000 
5, 000 

10, 000 
10, 000 
10, 000 
10, 000 
10, 0C0 
5, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 

10, 000 
8, 335 
3, 335 
3, 333 
3, 333 
3, 332 
3, 332 

10, 000 
15, 000 
5, 000 

5, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 
5, 000 
2, 000 

10, 000 

10, 000 
5, 000 

Se 



CXVI 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

Species and disposition. 

Brook trout—Continued. 
Applicants in Iowa 
Lake Anasagunticook, Canton, Me 
Varnum and Clearwater ponds, Farmington, Me 
Water Company Reservoir, Belfast, 1 SB Seen aortas Sedondooeoe 
Old Meadow Brook, Franklin Road, Me 
Sandy and Half-moon brooks, Thorndike, Me 
Brewer Pond, Brewer Junction, Me 
Tributaries of Great Brook, Otis, Me 
Green Lake, Green Lake, Me 
Oxford Lake, Rockland, Me 
Field Pond, Brewer Junction, Me 
Lake George, Skowhegan, Me 
Narragaugus Pond, Franklin Road, Me 
Thompson Pond, Oxford, Mo 
Tunk Lake, Franklin Road, Me.-.-. 
Surry Pond, Ellsworth, Me 
Branch Pond, Dedham, Me 
Flood Pond, Otis, Me 
Patten Pond, Ellsworth, Me 
Bangor and Aroostook R. R. Pond, Shirley, Me 
Parmacheenee Club, Camp Caribou, Me 
Punchbowl] Pond, Falmouth, Mass.......-..---.---.------------ 
Hicks and Purgatory ponds, Millbury, Mass 
Mountain Rock Brook, Lowell, Mass 
Dunklin Hole, Dedham, Mass 
Wilson Creek, Dedham, Mass. ....------------ 
Pawessett Pond, Dedham, Mass 
Trule Brook, Lowell, Mass 
Applicants in Massachusetts 
(Allon (Greek, Bronson, MACH ee scnn< mace sers one neem mesa eel= 
Paint Creek, Ypsilanti, Mich ......--.-.-.---------------------- 
Spring Brook, Chesaving, Mich 
Sturgeon River, Gaylord, Mich 
Au Sable River, Grayling, Mich 
McMaster Creek, Onaway, Mich 
Hays Creek, Grass Lake, Mich .........---------------++---225- 
Brule River, Iron County, Mich... .....-.--------0-----c--s0-- 
Tron and Brule rivers, Iron County, Mich 
Washington River, Isle Royale, Mich 
Applicants in Michigan...........------------+---++-0+-----0-- 
North Branch of Sunrise River, North Branch, Minn 
Poplar River, Lutsen, Minn ........-.-.-----------+------+----- 
Money Creek, Lamoille, Minn ........-.---------------.--+----- 
Pleasant Valley Creek, Lamoille, Minn 
Ish UR cer) WallOna, MANN 2 )cnise nc bead mee cin ate siccinraielatetainters 
Spring Brook, Northtield, Minn 
Colquet River, Duluth, Minn 
Five Springs, Lamoille, Minn ......--..-.-.-------++----++----- 
Little Knife River and Silver Creek, Two Harbors, Minn 
Knife River, in St. Louis County, Minn 
Warm Bear Lake, Red Bluff, Mont 
Gienle reek. Hed sbluit Wouter... acces emer erewetwesre at eeel 
Cottonwood Creek, Bozeman, Mont 
Trail Creek, Bozeman, Mont 
Applicants in Montana ...... 2.2... 2 ---.0 0-2 eno = eee n enna ns 
EME OMOE NLISKOULA WLOR Ue sc. oielcmicc 6 v.cn cles = dnieeisininicinin(wicie aininle 
Spring Brook and Lakes, Omaha, Nebr 
Spring Brook, East Grafton, N. H 
G@hrrsiitie Wualce wsteiicn NEN ic amos ee anie Cole eieidiemic olsiealau incisions 
Merrimac County Fish and Game League, Concord, N. H 
State Fish Commission, Ashland, N. H 
A.M. Bigelow, Branchville, N. J 
Win Libbey. Prmnoeton; N, J .--2..-.0.sotecess--ceeee-sccnst ene 
Charlotte Creek, Oneonta, N. Y 
Otego Creek, Oneonta, N. Y.....-..---0------------- 220222 -eee- 
GrandsllWBrook. Greene tN elon ecssses ee mcaciesnitececeee eestor 
Tioughnioga River, De Ruyter, N. Y 
Big Brook, Adams Center, N. Y ...---.---------2seeeeeeeeeeees 
Montfreddy Brook, Syracuse, N. Y 
Shinglekill Creek, Cairo, N. Y....-...----------- 
Springbrook, Heartsdale, N. ¥ 
Cooper Brook, Peekskill, N. Y 
Moyer Creek, Frankfort, N. Y 
EANOMb BLOOK DOXCOI WNieu Nie steticeie ae Seteimetate tare '0/a cia ciainiolar eterna 
Horseshoe Pond, Horseshoe Pond, N. Y 
Little Moose River, Malone, N. Y 
TAR WHOAMES INUN@W MOIR som. cecc eam eeaeeicicninis sn'cinc viclaisicinicte sis 
Brushy Fork of Licking River, Newark, Ohio 
Maderanron. Vy Cat Lubeniy,) ORO 2a. ete cele aon oats icanmicleeicinietns 

~sseee TU UP UUUEETET UCU e eee ee 

Eggs. 

Mac-a-chee Run, West Liberty, Ohio..............-..--..-----. 
North Branch of Owl Creek, Fredericktown, Ohio 

Fry and 
fingerlings. 

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Adults and 
yearlings. 

see c eee cee 

10, 000 
6,550 

10, 000 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

CXVII 

3 ; he Fry and | Adults and 
Species and disposition. Eggs. fingerlings.. yearlings. 

Brook trout—Continued. 
Applicants in Ohio........ aiavatclaiata aisidjateta'd/a(a\a(e’e/a/s/a(minis/aia ainiaidia(nia’ats|o sleielatc’s’erarat=i> a VAT OM Ses oo 
Stranahan Brothers, Hiram Station, Ohio.........-..........-- DNOOOM Ss ao a ciaa starts} Sek Oe Bema 
RemOres Ke VLGdtOrdn OLep lass sener selec sanemcisie sce eteionece2 ac |eamcinmeacee cll same ree eecacl 2, 300 
jethere: (Oise Geiays| Un huehs (Oley) Bee deamon ieee ceca emanee ac Boca Spon SCosoSe| basso colcser 2, 000 
TFmviingir Orgea ie. (Opie birt (OTS ee onsen nomnise soo So aBOAc rosa /SCOlSeOsercs Ancram anoesc 2, 000 
JN pa bearing) a Jee aI ebns 585 Sebo s = so sab Ra ideppe door scesoro||ecoorosooncs|locnorasscaas 1, 000 
Pine, Spruce, and Laker runs, near Snowshoe, Pa .......-..--.|.----------- ByOO0N | Eat Areaae se 
Cockampany Brook, Wood River Junction, R. I...............|------.----- TOS 000M pee eweenesoe 
Nioods Wake Rapid i City, S: Dake ceases sac as c.cime cme seems eleteeates este siiemretala shnyeiat= 3, 000 
AMpLCaAntsl SOUND akKOtae eis <icania sealers caraicisseas.camai-tael sala sine earn 21, 000 3, 500 
PanlevaCanyvon Salina ke Clty, tA ac mam beste om chine cit ae Saale ae mitaelst| samisieecta see 5, 0U0 
Silver Islet Lakes, Park City, Utah...............--....-. Sol |acenionaboned| snp aescotcc 5, 000 
EXTENSOR. UH onan am anGOne SER eARdOCOC CR BE CBOOOEAOESE eben sesoopaccce. 5, 000 2, 000 
State Fish Commission, Salt Lake City, Utah...............-.|--..-------- T5000 | Seca eeeeee 
Grant; Hampton; Salt Lake City, Utah: ....25-2 20s. secsse~ss-s TONOO0|| S2h22 cate. eames 
Joseph H. Tuck, Salt Lake City, Utah..........-..--.--.--2- 5, 000) Seccceenees laoetshicoeee es 
aCe Millers salt uake City, Witalcc2.s.oc.-s2enenaccacsscssae BN O00! eae se emcee ecrpasnosee 
Edward MeGurrin, Salt Lake City, Utah...................--- 6 O00! | soeeeenese ee asseererorcl 
ATA CodbersaltsuakerCityaiUibahiass sees. snsacseenaeseeneee 5; O00 ass eee Se eee 
iW. a. Miller; Salt Gake City, Utah....-5.5-:.s0.ssscsencens 5,000) || eee eect sal seats eee 
Dee hunay palit ake Citys. U tals. s.sscncescesmesescess sec 10000: |B in cou. ce pee eee 
George Manning, Salt Lake City, Utah...............-...... 10} 000) 233252 22055 eee eeeas sie 
Cadwelaundwsncar Woal, Witahics. 2). 22tcce.-cccesaseseeaeee by COOK | Pears. cece s|han meee a 
Caledonia, Club Pond, St; Johnsbury, Vito--o2-- see ec ccecss cease cecsns 25000) Leeman seen 
DniGker “Brooks W OOGSLOCK,» Vitisw ics psccies cess cackoesscaceases| bee tce cctee 1105000) | See ee 
BICGve Onde SNOEDOING)) Vibe —merwwesechacc scacacdinmeasateaeesses| smeecseneae. ASW SOU! | taeemeenee a= 
Hoallandeeond hash Hollands Vits==:-2a>nsscse% ste sesaccen eset lame seitseme 1050003322 a jcceees 
Guigheeonds Dany.) Vileanta cules ss ser sseumereescasenssscnssceltvauamasces 9: O70" te cece se 
Painpankselonds St cOONSDUTY:) Vibiacesssas-ctccase = cece eee ne<|sccee comcciee 10: 0009 |22o se eeee 
Caspian lakemGreensporol Vitec csiecn=Sclcecceca nace ceeeecs <|eenidanceae A9. 910) toSt ceea eee 
Ioana Ch ema Mirae Sao nneenpocde dacsaose eee SSE O ASS n| ISSAC a Scneic LOONC0O} os sees 
SpriassBroo ke Mormisvillen Vit-cssssceeeesaceesseeateeceess sass cellenceaweceens | 10: COON Se eee 
WAKGyMpenelLasharons Vitec ce voce has ucceenecsse Shoe sas ee en cuillecceseence as OFOTON|_E =e sece eee 
Sleoper hiverjet: JOnnsbury, Vtacess2sce~cccs—25cemescecsssen0|-o--s0een==' 86; 000) 22 s2cee. >< 
ANDICAntsIN VErMONGreedss onde sansa nseeeescceasacctecwabecal cowsice emcee TSRCO0s | Pees eee 
Hons aN Vial Lyndonville, Ws. -2--0fecenaac o0sccc snes 10, 000 
State Fish Commission, Colebrook, N. H...............-----.--- 10, 000 
Caldwell and Little Spokane creeks, Spokane, Wash .-....-..-.|------------ 
ao ON Gwar aLCOM mV AS sss oes sce hse ctsecacacece mene cs |osatecccecse 
A DUCAN Lah OMA WWaStlsetenccmae testes sees ces sce aene Sane sella sania 
Hane Nok spokane: Wash cesta set sscetn ease ececscsers ecscenee 25, 000 
North Branch of Oconto River, Lakewood, Wis..-....----------|------------ 
Diack Oak wake state Winey WiSecsasesesteicrictecsccncccos secewsleances sen -me 
IGVELULIVer WVOsHUG Wilsseseccs coe ee as eee san eee bek aches abaclloeenscece se 
A PPUCAUCSANE WASCONSIN Seance aa cseke cece neon cook cern aceewns|seaneer eeees 
Hontosbakew sheridan VOss-. wht onlssheeeatopbeetasesesaces tecceneee ses 
HAs CONOUCr SLLOSIA A UAtRIA scenes caemae sees s cseek es noneeeee 10, 000 
Wm. Burgess & Co., Malvern Wells, England 10, 000 |. 
Swiss Goverment, Switzerland 5..-<..-s-c-sccswescesncescccece 25, 000 

Ro taliess cess sence ae sean sce seo bare se ha sasbbons saezaanGee” 319, 300 1, 863, 798 161, 391 
Lake trout: = — —-|- 

State Fish Commission, Windsor Locks, Conn..........--.---- S00; 0000 tecnica <ctenc saosin 
Spring Pond) banter Heithts: Ds Ccsesss senses ascccsee keene poeel eteees seoees (U0 lpeteesscece 
GronWrekoa rAwanpee, LdBHO cer acssocscs cncaeoancncenecqcecorse 102000) ote saeeeeoes| se sosee ee se 
EMU OM Lake: SOULA BONG MNCs 355--6.c6eonseeenes cabeeeccceasolsee nee BOROUOD [ean eeteereee 
lear Wake: Clear Wakeslowaiss2-2cctaso25eceeescce dees cee eenlSaseows seeks ‘TOONOUO) RE eee 
MOM AKT SCOMM MaKe wLOWR Asa sectacns nie phic seen ameaeetaceee |e eancensane LOOHO000) Ses aes aeeeet 
Spiniibake: SpiritWake: LOWascseccteatccurs ostncences sesceneculicadeotccats Q65652) |S ees 
TEM OLOMO I Spirib laAkG LOW esl csccacsccsuancteeccceenscencd|scescoeecnse O°}(652) | xea eee 
PLU Ce MAS Oe ania O Wikre oo tee en ee ee | ee ee 28 AY" G96) |poseceoeeeere 
PETG ICC ANUS MANO Wiha a miaeea sive nn cnt eee ena eecs seen eset ae eee eas LO; 0008 |\.e cee eee one 
State ish Commission, Enfield, Me ..........-----..-------.--- Ths 000) sreccmetecee emer eee 
iste oy Lei OIG) WG nec Seog ang gOUC ODDO RSIS ODE OBRE- See HO RRAAAA BSNORS BAe MGSO) ececocsce 
MLA DCN AM VN Gece alesse cence sce cat hees cnecces slecdetaeeenes 30.000) |e seeeensee 
PMP PUC AUC AMM NEAINO oe aces aes Mesa so Rca asct Se bae sete enescs cellsecue eee OS 000s | Siete seca 
MBE ae a OmO LS WOU Lana = aw eC cies Goss bare e a sb icsss sobs smesel cacoew eases O98: ae Caer 2 
State Fish Commission, Winchester, Mass.....-..--.----------. TOOVOHO Pec oes 3 er See 
Rnenoueme kevtanoversMichss25+. cs ascules clostane tte loncacez el cecuecceace NOVO00) Pane eee 
Pak p ERR cE eA DOL Ae Miche: posses ase e ees 8 cc too u ae sees el eeeet sacnea 99" 8000 ase 
Lake Huron, off Thunder Bay Island, Mich........-....---.---|----+------- 740 O00) eee eee 
eke uroneon. sara tsland, MICH (=-.s.ccscncaecccesccsecess|senee-osc-5- 350; 000S oso. -ecence 
HalkewWachipan- Charlevoix) Mich -.sicc.cscnccccccs cots lezscccacleence-ceccee FB84875 1 |Paeeee aes 
Lake pt ay LIEOTUTTST ETC ft igs G COLT eae ap cl a = aaa A eee AOD. 0000| ane aaee nes 
ince OMeOVOlmuMuCh eens ett ate se oce 2. Gebel LS el ee ee AGB S75: bes. eee 
Twin Lakes, West Harrisonville, Mich........-...--.----------|s---eeeeeee- EE Tn RG te pater Sek 
Hopuviaaombtale ako MiChses fess se ccescacncctwcceccuncssstalucceeuesscos CRCTH Nd ates Sssne 
Crooked hake ake Georee; Mich. 22225225.2---02--0200sccess-|eccaccecnaes TOSOO0) Oey eee ae 
ities ear orbald wins Mich Mt osss2-2- 25-505 sckecasessccs|ssec-ncoeees OFT O04 sees 
Putnam Lake, Baldwin, Mich 75100) |p oases 
Bray ake; Baldwin, Mich-.......-.-.---2..--- D*BO0 | Pesomneeee ees 
Straits of Mackinac, Mackinaw City, Mich...............08- Se eee ante aes 600, 000 '...... erence 



CXVIII REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

Fry and Adults and 

Yellow-jin trout : 
Lower Twin Lakes, in Lake County, Colo ..........--..--...-. 

Golden trout: 
Tributaries of Great Brook, Otis, Me...... mistatetatnistal aia myatetotaisisielstets 
Alligator Lake, Ellsworth Falls, Me 
Holbrook Pond, Holden, Me 

Flood Pond, Otis, Me 
State Fish Commission, Monmouth, Me ......-....--..---..---.- 
State Fish Commission, Auburn, Me .....................---<-- 

Total 
Grayling: 
Elk Creek, near Red Rock Lake, Mont 

Whitejish : 
ake Huren, near Can Buoy, Mich cise ennen-= =< sce eee wna 
Clear Lake, Valentine, Mich 
Lake Huron, near Thunder Bay Island, Mich 
Lake Huron, near Scarecrow Island, Mich 
Lake Huron, near Sugar Island, Mich 

Species and disposition. Eggs. fingerlings.| yearlings. 

= -_ — | 
| 

Lake trout—Continued. 
Straits of Mackinac, Cheboygan, Mich. scares. csceeeescnncsnasnolannsen-s---- 400,000 |............ 
i Grernyei Geil ee ep re AU fever b INO ee See oppose. sesso ober Sree sos Sosa 5000) |. clavcinats strats 
lake superior Grand Marais, Mich). - 5.262. sss--se0 vaonansaens|peee se eReeee A0Q0O00)||eeas cee 
Lake Superior, Long Point, Mich..-....--.-.-----------------<|--=22-5---=-- 120/000) ee seer 
ake Superior, Washington Harbor, Mich..-......-..-..--..-<-|-<.-c0s->--> 120° 000M sees sseMecue 
Lake Superior, Fisherman’s Home, Mich........---...-.-------|-----+------ 120:000's); ote eer 
Lake Superior, off Wright Island, Mich......-...-...--.------|---.-------- 20000 cc. eee eee 
SUE EES ops POET Chg NO I REM eT EQN MN Me a ee lal eel USS eee ea se 
ake Superior, Chippewa Harbor, Mich ..:-....-...--..........-|---.-------- P20RQ00 Me see eee 
fake Superioron bish Tsiend, Mich = 2-2-2. - seems pee ep ae | oe eee 120, 000s 2a-t2 ata 
Hake SU peLlor, ObIn Harbor Mie hse. abe = sano ain eee ee Be ween 120; ODD) |Site abe 
Haake SU perier, LOdas Lar QOPeVLIGD xaos eae ae eine ae ee lee ee 24.0;.000! ise aanteeee = 
ake Superior Onoda On Wie Nee = aceasta ee eee ee ea eee mee BOO NO00H oe steeeee 
Crooked ake wake Stanion Mic hese 22- sera aio aes Hee sean ol ee eee ee 2a O00 cee eermeeee 
Hamline bake: BaldiwineMach <=. sat.cscee 5s shes ac ecicm ote eee ence a ates 5 O00 fa amore 
Rowmnsend ake. sal dwg Meh scenes eet ea erase retake eee tns mien eee 3, 000° |ete ats years 
Niencheliaice isa Cswiin-@Mronins sna acces cence aetna sees te 6-500 ase feet 
Cashren Lake, Baldwin, Mich RIO UO Beene Sei 
Sin dita belie y Shamil prey duleheneh i Gh tee seme ean Sees aAemo pps.) lS Sedona er 4000000522. ce5 eee 
Black Bear lake Carlton Nunn 2. oso Ge soe cace Sac bceeaenelecceemceee cre 25, O00 UE ashi oeewe 
ace SE POROr Chica Ce ONbay MNUUN. <p cen ee ons acne nnn alse eine ea oeeeee =e DEO NOU0K eee eee 
Wiace SipeLior. Grande eoOrtacen Nine. eras =m oan ee eea a Ree ee eee 240) 0000) ~ can aepteee 
Hake superior, Grand Miarats, Mami = oq )naciso~ mem san oneal ee ea 240, 000 shee 
Take PUpemor, Opal RwVel VL a. sete onc == cee ie epee | plays etn eta wetaiar= 240° 000 oer tet e 
HEAKO SUPOLIOT PSCAV GL Lays OMI ae race nar ae a ain an ollie =) = See ele mate tere ZA0 O00 NE 2c soos 
ake: SUpPerien ww O sels C DOTS WV OURNIh eee mae wlan sie lasata lain elaine 240° 000s 2-0 eee 
aie So peRlor pa TOUCH Fob Ol WM UNI s eee cep cine s cee ae aes inet ene eee PAQ (O00. Seeeaseeee 
JUPI SMS YEG a Cre ID Nk hal st de li ee Soteete eA Gk OA Se WSe SPE Seco anaora Sacer 8; OOOM|E acess 
Wilson Bay-imear Cape Vincent, Naor sessceese nas seas eee ate cemoeneceie 114) 481 sees eos 
Wake OntarsOnOue Gs VaxiGOU ti, Ni Nima ie lalate om in einai oll cote ais aloe ee 62 100 cise eee 
Take Ontario: of Grenadier island. (Ni We. sose ssesess ee se so--elpcee eee ske 805: 450uE samc sseere 
Tei OnieTa ey Shy hye she iy iS AE Gan opener spose oce esse reaaeso|ssessssceaae 18) 640; |2e coco 
eke UDP pate lst Oil 1 Waiey INN RSS Seco Soca sees yaeeeesc: 200; O00) craven eee tere ala eta eee 
alkene wie bi Day OMIO sas kere eee a mie aa mie mle melee ail alate clei are 908; S00"|2 oo aeee meee 
(ARSE) Lei Ery GT aarti iad We See Soeseseae aaac an oe see orec Eee |srasoseesc c 8, 000s). 2-80 s nse ome 
Metke Hendrick NVnitesmr alk cetercees eee eee ace onmece aca culemn ceases DOLO00! 2 sneer 
JN ieee ed Ghana OE eee caer Beseepe ess eeesecsee sored |saceears aes 8000 {20s e2eceeee 
ETO Ver ORO PU Onb ys Wibeee serie see ent e ee et net areata ae ie re eres 4) 8002 1h2 cee eee 
IBalyy IMAGE NERA a a Mites see Bet Be ao radaccercsbEssomdasesssoon pascces s8ecc DF OOD Gases eeeuemeee 
Stilemuletna b IDE rdiim Wie tscossseacoseesosemccocacscandacoseconc|tooesecerce. 5 OGOW i+. oi serceree eee 
IDA Re Synergy Seite] OM Atos se ceee nase son ne di ogeesesodosoos6|>abessa-s ase A. 0002 oct cee 
State Fish Commission, Roxbury, Vt--------.----------------- POO MOQQN Siacs:eraetars «neler stetteyaten recs 
State Fish Commission, Colebrook, N. H 100: 000M ees acehesee ee ee ee 
Lake Michigan, Sheboygan, Wis -..----------------------------|--+++++---+--- 350, 000 |..-.--...--. 
ake superior Bark PO, Was somes. =s seen aalem ne cle fee eee ee eer 240, 000 
ake Superior, Sanduislandy WaSiasse = 2-5 ane cose ne cami yale emanate 240, 000 
ake Superior, Raspberryiveay, WiS- 2.25.59 =---sssse<n- see ee|—) eee 240, 000 
ake SUPErIGly OlK ERLANG gIWY 1G =e ciee coerce eo meee ee oedema ail lanier 240, 000 
ake Superior, Marcdelena Island, Wis ...---------.<----.<-500|--90+------~ 480, 000 
Lake Superior, near Lizard Island, Canada ........--.-.--..--.|------------ 17, 250 
Widice Superior we OL G AUTEN OANA S ek ome) ae eimai = aieian ec lemme mars 240, 000 
Swiss Government, Switzerland..........0---«-0------sscceee-- 100, 000 [vee eeeee eee 

NO PALL Sasee aati sie tee cents snes seaeaeasemine cca se amae 17085;(0009(- 12,5215 219 i tel eee eee 
Scotch sea trout: SSS 

Aa moosogkeloaice sOnland. Mie ceteccme ee ens eel cree ee aaa oe mere panes ee PEs oes A 1, 489 
New England Sportmen’s Association, Boston, Mass .-......--.|.-----------|------------ 100 

PEN ied Scretala ve arciasieicicim «wala Con eae wa Gan ale tases oaeese 2 pate sid oa oa Eee eae aE eee eae 1, 589 

1, 500, 000 

2, 000, 000 
500, 000 

1, 600, 000 
2, 000, 000 
2, 000, 000 seccee 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Details of distribution—Continued. 

CXIX 

Species and disposition. Eggs. | subeaniee! Epona 

Whitejish—Continued. 
Imalkeisupenor Gracoudaroor: MUCH) «cjc.c/sacereir teciewiesmsenectein'sl|steeee scams Q8hQ00s|eese- sees « 
State: fish'Commission, Ashland,.N. Hi 5. 2.....-..c22s<0 2 carer ZOO; O00) Mss Se SEES ees eee SS 
Lake Erie, near Put-in Bay, Ohio.............--. Cease wane |euieeeae ee 56990) 000MM S ce eee an = 
Raker nne ror Gunton, ONIO 2: oo.) les cc sumed ea sactbes cece ee sa Samementee ab LTT SONOOOH Sees ence 
Paice wMries Otbaya Clby, OHIO ssc. veces cas ctint conchae see came tt lecantaceusies HV SSOh OO UM bee samen ae 

PRG ee Ene ae eases Mee tee ae RU ee Joes eee sarin 200, 000 | 88, 488, 000 |...... etc c 
Pike perch: ee 

St. Lawrence River, near Cape Vincent, N. Y Gap 4AS THON Moet ecte wae 
Raquette River, Potsdam, N. Y SOOKOO0M eee = 
Lake Erie, Put-in Bay, Ohio. -.-.... BO 79D 000s semesters ee 
Lake Erie, Port Clinton, Obio KO, 320,000) |E4se sees. 

otal oe oe ee Ger HR a aol ssc cessaswcedherelicadackes als SESS A750 ae ee oer 
Lake herring: = 
Makerbnieseniqinu bay, OHIO.) «64-7. aoeocsiee aces se aelslsecisaielas|es@mesteceee T5OSOY OOD! [aces soe eee 
maker briow ror Cunton 1 ObIO\: sre schesds eee eae fon soe code sensi Shecemasnees By O20KO00F Stance saenec 

Pabail cae ape ne ees aeice sacica's wc ccm atise Gesis(s nciaie = bie Gais tare betetee|s odes Meee en ESOT 0000" ee ree. 

| Adults | Adults 
Species and disposition. and Species and disposition. | and 

yearlings. \yearlings. 

Black bass, large-mouth : | Black bass, large-mouth—Continued. 
Clear Creek, Winslow, Ariz......---. 200 || Applicants at Vinton, Iowa...--..--.. 100 
Reservoir, Tucson, Ariz..-.-.. PP Ce 100 Arkansas River, Great Bend, Kans-. - 100 
Woodrutf Fish Lake, Holbrook, Ariz. 100 Eureka Lake, Manhattan, Kans..---- 82 
Applicants in Arizona ......-.......- 250 Carmichal Lake, Dodge City, Kans.. - 100 
Ouachita River, Lawrence, Ark...... 200 Crystal Lake, Leavenworth, Kans..-- 50 
Ouachita River, Arkadelphia, Ark- -.| * 200 Forest Park Lake, Atchison, Kans... 60 
Clear Lake, Mayflower, Ark...-...-. | 200 Valley View Lake, Lawrence, Kans.. 49 
Silver Springs Mill Pond, Rogers, Ark } 200 McDowell Creek, Manhattan, Kans... 70 
Potash Sulphur Springs, Lawrence, Forest Lake, Bonner Springs, Kans. - 35 

PANT Ma enim pints sine steele ww sais oaewecirsta 3 100 Elmwood Lake, Konner Springs, Kans 35 
Saline River, Benton, Ark.........--. 200 Buckner Creek, Jetmore. Kans..----. 700 
Applicants in Arkansas......-..-..--. 1, 150 Pawnee Creek, Burdett, Kans .....--- 150 
Lake Maria, Cuchara Junction, Colo. 300 Lake Chanute, Olathe, Kans..-.-.----- 25 
Applicants in Las Animas, Colo. ..-..! 100 || Deer Creek, Atchison, Kans..-.....--.- 30 
Little River, Seymour, Conn..-...... | 200 || Applicants in Kansas.....-...-...---. 5555 
Brandywine Lake, Wilmington, Del.) 400 || Lake Gabriel, Holt, Ky..-..-..-...--. 50 
Fish Club Lake, Carlyle, Ill...-....-. 100 Little River, Hopkinsville, Ky .-.-.---- 300 
Lake Zurich, Barrington, Ill..--...--. 259 Dick River, Danville, Ky-.....--.----. 50 
Mill Pond, Charleston, Ill!2..-: =.=. ¢ 100 Natural Bridge Lake, Natural Bridge, 
Vermilion River, Danville, Tll......-.. 450 |) ye Snax cine amie ec cein a aeteeeee la = oP stale 80 
Crystal Springs Lake, Jacksonville, | Nolin Creek, Hodgensville, Ky...---- 50 

Deena ee Se eeise et eh voces 100 || Lake Ellerslie, Lexington, Ky.-..-.-..- 100 
Tllinois Central R. R. Co.’s Pond, | Lover’s Lake, Hardenburg, Ky..--.-- 50 
Monee ntl. pean Sst cigesacce Jseeee 150 Waterworks Reservoir, Junction 

Le Claire Lake, Edwardsville, Il .... 100 Gityi Bey Le <a easisee es sae ee 50 
Channel Lake, Antioch, Ill........-.. 50 Stony Creek, Paris, Ky.-..-...-:..---- 50 
Kishwaukee River, Belvedere, Ill. --... | 100 Rockbridge Lake, Lawrenceburg, Ky - 50 
Des Plaines River, Des Plaines, Ill... 100 Crystal Lake, Ryland Station, Ky.-.-. 50 
Woodley Lake, Woodbury, Iil......- 50 Illinois Lake, Paducah, Ky..-.-..-.-.---- 100 
Applicants in Dlinois ......-.--.-.--- 475 Fennessy Lake, Culvertson Station, 
Eagle Lake, Warsaw, Ind .........--- 50 KC pah co wins Sek eee ae ee emetuae settee are 75 
Kent Pond, Kentland, Ind....-.......- 250 Applicants in Kentucky .-..-.--.----- 480 
Mill Pond, Kingsbury, Ind ..-.......- 300 Duck Pond, Crownsville, Md.-..-...--. 100 
Indian Creek, Bossert, Ind........-.. 25 Gunpowder River, Parkton, Md..-.-.- 200 
Mill Pend, Kingsland, Ind.-.......... 195 Gunpowder River, Alesia, Md...-..-- 200 
Salt Creek, Bedford, Ind.............. 75 Patuxent River, Laurel, Md......--.. 200 
White River, Tunnelton, Ind.......-. 25 George Run, Parkton, Md ...-...-.--.- 200 
White River, Bedford, Ind.........-. 25 Keeney’s Mill Pond, Freeland, Md --. 200 
Guthrie Creek. Bedford, Ind.....--... 25 Little and Big Youghiogheny River, 
Leatherwood Creek, Bedford, Ind..... 50 Oakland: Malate sep sen ees st wce 500 
Back Creek, Forv Ritner, Ind..-....-... 25 Potomac River, Woodmont, Md ....-- 1, 200 
Waterworks Lake, Booneville, Ind ... 25 Rock Creek, Kensington, Md...--.---- 670 
Pine Creek, Walkerton, Ind --.....-.. 300 State Fish Commission, Baltimore, 
Pretty Lake. Plymouth, Ind.......-.. 300 WMGEE osc pee eee eee te eee 6 
Kies Lake, Eagle Lake, Ind ......... 295 Applicants in Maryland ..-....-.-...-- 250 
Cedar Lake, Cedar Lake, Ind... 300 Scargo Lake, Yarmouth, Mass..-...--. 200 
Lake James, Angola, Ind.......-. = 480 Elbow Pond, Buzzards Bay, Mass.... 430 
Upper Salt Creek, Bedford, Ind...... 25 New England Sportsmen’s Associa- 
Falling Run Creek, New Albany, Ind. 50 = tion, Boston. Mags - scenes ne oacee 10 
Furgason Lake, Knightstown, Ind... 200 Black River, Cheboygan, Mich ..----- 100 
Sackritter, Kendallville, Ind.......--. 300 Big Lake, Evart, Mich .....--..-.---- 100 
Applicants in Indiana .-........-.-.. 1, 095 Pine Lake, Detroit, Mich....-..------ 160 
Applicants in Indian Territory ...... 400 Hamlin Lake, Luddington, Mich ..--. 50 
Iowa River, lowa City, Iowa.-.:-....-. 100 Pleasant Lake, Leslie, Mich ........-- 400 
Aipplicantsiin Towa esicecccs.>-scieo.: 100 Round Lake, Hanover, Mich ........- 400 



CXX REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Details of distribution— Continued. 

| 

Adults Adults 
Species and disposition. and Species and disposition. and 

yearlings.| yearlings. 

Black bass, large-mouth—Continued. Black bass, large-mouth—Continued. 
Cass River, Marlette, Mich..-.-..-.--. 100 Yellow Creek, Cave Mills, Tenn.-..-- 100 
Base Lake, Dexter, Mich .-.-.-...----.-. 150 Big Pigeon River, Newport, Tenn. -.. 100 
Applicants at Ypsilanti, Mich .-.--.- 150 Hill's EES McMinnville, Tenn -.--. 100 
Clear Lake, Waseca, Minn .......--.- 300 Elk River, Fayetteville, Tenn.--..--. 100 
Silver Lake, Battle Lake, Minn .-.-.. 100 Little Pigeon River, Knoxville, Tenn. 200 
Lake Tetonka, Waterville, Minn ---.-. 300 Cane Creek, Fayetteville, Tenn ------ 100 
Caribou Lake, Duluth, Minn.....-.-- 50 Corley Creek, Mae, Tenn..-.----.----- 100 
Twin Lakes, Kansas City, Mo ....-.--- 50 Mill -Pond,:Altna. Renna. s2.s2ss eee se 100 
Branch of Wilson Creek, Springfield, Spring Brook, Doyal, Tenn....---..-. 70 

Wee one ~SoeatadassosouSE Sano bed wate 800 Chickamauga Lake, Chattanooga, 
Sac and James rivers, Springfield, TONMN Jas cicamesebaewacse cree see eee ee 100 

IMO} i snidsieeaecee eee eee eiietsiaicare ele 300 Green Lake, Chattanooga, Tenn. .---- 100 
Silver Lake, Cedar Gap, Mo .....-..-.. 100 Short Creek and Pigeon Roost Creek, 
Reservoir, Moberly, Mo...-....-.....- 200 Cookeville; Ment eres saan nani 200 
Five Mile Creek, Joplin, Mo, .--.-.--. 100 Clear Fork River, Rugby Road, 
Valle Lake, Ste. Genevieve, Mo......- 500 Denim so 422 sce eee ee ears 100 
Dry Fork Creek, Carthage, Mo...--.- 200- Big Spring Creek, Church Grove, 
White River, Forsyth, Mo.........--- 185 Ment coasts sous pe mene et aaee een eens 100 
Applicants in Missouri.........-.---.. 700 Little Sequachee River, Sequachee, 
Applicants in Nebraska....-......--. 130 Penn 282. sess cence es caee senamee 100 
Lake Hepatcong, Mount Arlington, Applicants in Tennessee-......--.--- 396 

ING Deo 25e- Bet eet ees ats eoeta te tao 200 Sweetwater Creek, Miami, Tex...--.- 500 
C.A.Shriver, State fishcommissioner, Timber Lakes, Clarendon, Tex -.----- 100 

MELSEy Ciuy,pNei enema cepeasas= 2, 000 Paloduro Creek, Amarillo, Tex-...--- 200 
Applicants in New Jersey --.------.-. 150 Comal Springand River, Ne‘y Braun- 
Paloduro Canyon Creek, Salt Lake, Fels, "LEX aacecsausicaccawmeeeore bones 450 

IN, AUG oooh oe oS bore seosseeelseSsr 200 Groesbeck Creek, Quannah, Tex ---.- 50 
Applicants in New Mexico..........- 300 ee: Creek, Miami, Lex sooo. cee~cecce 300 
Greenwood Lake, Orange Co., N.Y..- 809 Ranner Springs, Buftalo, Tex.....-.-.- 100 
Summit Ave.Lake, Greensboro, N.C.. 150 Lampasas River, Lampasas, Tex. ---- 400 
Chockoyotte Creek, Weldon, N.C...-. 100 Catfish Lake, Tyler, ‘Tex .-....-..-..-. 200 
Poplar Lake, Reidsville, N.C ....---.- 150 Chapman Lake, Fort Worth, Tex ---- 150 
Rocky Creek, Statesville, N.C.--...-. 100 || Oakland Lake, Denton, Tex.-.-.------ 200 
Applicants at Asheville, N.C .--...-. 100) \)| “WuckerWake; Myler, Mex ss-c--ese=--— 200 
Square Butte Creek, Mandan, N. Dak. 250 Lake Park Lake, Tyler, Tex ---...---.- 200 
Devil Lake, Devil Lake, N. Dak -.....- 260 Sulphur Branch, Rockland, Tex..---- 400 
Spirit Wood Lake,Jamestown, N. Dak 800 Reservoir, Liora, Vex [22s .2s-c--- sane 150 
Park Lake. Mayville, N. Dak.......... 100 Houston and Texas Central R. R. 
Lake Metigoshe, Bottineau, N. Dak.... 180 Pond, Bremond, Lex. sass se. - eee 367 
Willow Lake, Rolla, N. Dak.-..-.----- 75 Walton Lake, Granger, Tex..-..------ 75 
Lake Irvine, Church Ferry, N. Dak... 185 Concho River, San Angelo, Tex .----- 250 
Rise Lake, Minot, N. Dak.....--.----- 100 Santa Clare Creek, Marion, Tex ..-... 200 
Minnehaha Lake, Rolla, N. Dak ..-.- 100 Menger Creek, Boerne, Tex .-.------- 100 
Mineral Springs, Rolla, N. Dak.-.------ 50 Fossil Creek, Fort Worth, Tex...---- 150 
Sheyenne River, Valley City, N. Dak.. 300 Hurst Lake, Fort Worth, Tex..-.------ 250 
Long Lake, Bismarck, N. Dak .......- 100 Russell Creek, Miami, Tex..-..------ 200 
Church Spring, Inkster, N. Dak... -..- 50 Spring Creek, San Angelo, Tex..----.- 200 
Stump Lake, Lakota, INDakiae=cses25 260 Lake Como, Fort Worth, Tex-.---.--- 300 
Applicants at Davenport. N. Dak... .-. 200 Trinity River, Fort Wortb, Tex....-.- 550 
Clitf Lake, Springfield, Ohio......--.-. 100 Clear Creek, Fort Worth, Tex...-..--- 100 
Lake Idlewild, Kenton, Ohio ......-.. 100 Turkey Creek, Cline, Tex..-.-...---.-- 100 
Tuscarawas River, Zoar, Ohio ..-..--. 150 Sabinal River, Sabinal, Tex...---...-- 200 
Rosemoor Lake, Oxford, Ohio ..--.... 50 Chaptico Lake, Marshall, Tex.-.-..-.-- 150 
Stillwater Creek, Troy, Ohio.......-... 100 Sue Belle Lake, Marshall, Tex....-.- 150 
Crystal Lake, Ravenna, )hio ........ 100 Elmendorf Lake, San Antonio, Tex. - 150 
Olantangy River, Mt. Gilead, )hio-.-.. 150 Spivey Lake, Kerens, Tex.....-.....- 200 
Lake Epworth, Bethesda, Ohio ...-..- 50 Fin and Feather Club’s Lake, Dallas, 
Hocking River, Athens, Ohio........- 100 IR OKs ao se ocala ae ennai eete aa tee 150 
Clear Fork Creek, Bellville, Ohio. .... 100 || San Felipe Creek, Del Rio, Tex....-..- 100 
Congress Lake, Congress Lake, Ohio. - 150 || San Antonio River, Floresville, Tex-. 300 
Wyoga Lake, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.. 100 || Lake Louise, Brenham, Tex..---...-. 100 
FAN plCANtS IDiONIOo ses ictee anes ase 986 Leona and Nueces rivers, Uvalde, 
Spring Branch, North Enid, Okla. -..- 100 Tex 8 oc. cebok = dso aoe cee 200 
Cheadle Creek, Guthrie, Okla........- i00 Bow Spring Lake, West, Tex.-..-..--- 175 
Mosquito Creek, Higgins, Okla...-..- 100 Lake McDonald, Austin, Tex ......-- 600 
Canadian River, Shawnee, Okla ..---- 100 Richland Creek, Brownwood, Tex. --. 200 
Spring Lake, Woodward, Okla ..-.-.- 100 Tidoroni Creek, Alice, Tex..-....---- 150 
Applicants in Oklahoma..-..--..-..- 2, 000 Mall Pond Dallas; exes. ease see aa 100 
Mork Pond) Kingston; Role. ---- = -\- 500 San Antonio River, San Antonio, Tex- 225 
Charles W. Willard, State fish com- Houston and Texas Central R. R. Co. 

missioner, Westerly, R.I..-...--..-- 500 Pond) Allen, Tex3-Ssssncos Sse ess 166 
Maschang Pond, Westerly, R.I..-..-- 300 Houston and Texas Centrai R. R. Co. 
Sheldon Reserve Pond, Sheldon, S. C.. 100 Pond, Richland. Pexes-eene5-25222 167 
Castle Hill Reserve Pond, Yemassee, San Miguel Creek, Pearsall, Tex..----- 75 
SiO nes cc unc wax ceca eeemeae aeenee 100 Reservoir, Banquette, Tex.--.--....-. 150 

Applicants in South Carolina-.---.--- 300 Guadaloupe River, Kerrville, Tex -.-.. 150 
W autauga River, Johnson City, Tenn 100 Hines Springs, Butfalo, Tex -....---.-.- 100 
French Broad River, Del Rio, Tenn. . 100 Liano River; Liano, Tex/2--------*-2- 150 
Spring Lake, Templeton, Tenn ...--. 50 Cleveland Lake, Sugarland, Tex.-.---- 75 
Sulphur Fork Creek, Cedar Hill, Comanche Creek, Marathon, Tex .--.- 100 
AVE So Seo sncmoco ch esouuoMocosood Sc6 450 Barton Creek, Clarendon, Tex .....--- 350 
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Details of distribution—Continued. 

| Adults || | Adults 
Species and disposition. | and Species and disposition. | and 

‘yearlings. yearlings. 

Black bass, large-mouth—Continued. | Crappie—Continued. 
Medina River, Medina, Tex. ---.-.-..- | 150 Lake Chanute, Olathe, Kans.........- 25 
YVerra Blanco Creek, Amarillo, Tex ...) 100 Applicants in Kansas .-.......--.---- 70 
Amarillo Creek, Amarillo, Tex ......- 150 Fennessey Lake, Culvertson Station, 
Spring Creek, Amarillo, Tex......-.-. 100 Rey sates sacle he waste ots eae ce cee 100 
Alamositas Creek, Channing, Tex. 150 Applicants in Kentucky ...--.------. 450 
Trinity River Lakes, Palestine, Tex. . 300 Amity Lake, Duluth, Minn ........-- 300 
Cheyenne Creek, Channing, Tex ..-.-.. 100 Applicant at Kansas’ City, Mo eencae 25 
Rita Blanco Creek, Channing, Tex. --. 150 Poplar Lake, Reidsville, NAC MEa oe 100 
Clear Creek, Hempstead, TOX cela ses 150 Square Butte Creek, Mand: in, N. Dak 45 
Cedar Lake, Palestine, Tex ........--. 150 Willow Lake, Rolla, N. Dak .--..---- 25 
Butfalo Springs Creek, Texline, Tex .. 150 Lake Irvine, ‘Church F erry, N. Dak.. 40 
Dripping Springs Creek, Channing, || Applicant at Day enport, N. Dak ..... 50 
Ox .< ees chee oeictee ee lse aie eee 150 | Sheldon Reserve Pond, Sheldon, S$. C-! 100 

Guadaloupe River, Comfort, Tex ....- 300 Applicant at Bennettsville, 8. C--.--- 150 
Majores Creek, Channing, Wes: cts 8 Ue 150 | Dutch River, Columbus, Tenn -..-.-- - 100 
Truxillo Creek, Channing, Tex....-... 150 || Applicants in Tennessee....--..----- 72 
Mill Pond, blano exit stc.22s- -<s-- 150 | San Marcos River, San Marcos, Tex - 50 
Turkey Creek, Taylor, Tex..-.-.....---. 300 Meadowbrook Creek, Charlottesville, 
Groesbeck Creek, Quannah, Tex ...-.. 100 Wi siccatesine ds cmatceaeesieeee seri | 72 
Old River Lake, Chapel Hill, Tex ---. 200 —— 
Pridham Lake, Cuero, Tex ..-...-.-.. 100 Total cecasssacnctecasceseereecsee 3, 369 
Little Rove Creek, Higgins, Tex..... 150 ———— 
Ocean Lake, Wills Point, Tex ....---- 100 Sunjish: 
Goose Lake, Wills Point, Tex ........ 100 Shaker Lake, Cleveland, Ohio........ 69 
Kelley Creek, Yoakum, Tex ...---.-.-. 200 ———— 
Palestine Club’s Lake, Palestine, Tex. 100 Rock bass: 
Fort Worth and Denver City R. R. Clear Creek, Winslow, Ariz......--- 200 
‘CosPond Bellevue; Lex 2-22-02: -5-- 200 Reservoir, Tucson, Ariz .-..----.---.| 200 

Fort Worth and Denver City R. R. Applicants in Arkansas .-..-.....-.- 1, 600 
Co. Pond, Quannah, Tex ........-..- 200 Vanno Lake, Wagoner, Ind. T ...... 200 

Fort Worth and Denver City R. R. Applicants in Indian Terr LtOny: foeeee 480 
Co. Pond, Wichita Falls, 'Tex-.....-- 200 Pawnee River, Larned, Kans-......... 159 

Elm Creek, Gainesville, Tex.-.-........ 160 Applicantsin Kansas see 1 Naor 1, 841 
‘Applicants in Vexas..-....--2-2--.--- 14, 730 Lake Ellerslie, Lexington, Ky....--. 221 
Sabin Lake, East Calais, Vt .-.....---. 450 Applicant in Maryland Sooo JconasASe 200 
Rappahannock River, Fredericks- White River, Forsythe, Mo.......... 500 

ISTE, WEE Speen pee DeootEe Seppcree 300 Applicants in Missouricce =: sconeenee 300 
Linnwood Lake, Pulaski City, Va..-. 100 Reservoir, Hisie) Nebr. os... .c- cece os 200 
Applicants in Virginia... 222.2. s-s05- 800 Lake Avalon, Eddy, N.Mex......... 200 
West Fork of Monongahela River, Chockoyotte Creek, Weldon, N. C..- 115 
Clarksburg; W.Va < 2222-522 25056556 200 Cross Creek, Fayette ville, Nees 100 

Severus Lake, Minong, Wis.--.--.--. 250 Beaver Creek, Fayettev ille, NEC 100 
Pewaukee Lake, Waukesha, Wis..--. 300 Applicants in North Car olinatets2 1, 400 
Elbow Lake, Amberg, Wis ..........- 250 Chippewa Lake, Chippewa Lake, Ohio. 300 
Wisconsin Central R. R. Co. Pond, Olantangy River, Mount Gilead, Ohio. 125 
Wis PACA WAS) -coscc encase ecas 5 1, 000 Shaker Lake, Cleveland, Ohio...---. 208 

C. Grilsenbeck, Monterey, Mexico.... 300 Waterworks Reserv'r, Norw alk, Ohio. 57 
—. APPLICANTS) In) OHIO) sees cece ose ele 250 

Motdlesssecuccateaseeseo seen ee. 76, 064 Spring Branch, North Enid, Okla .... 200 
——————— Divers Lake, North Enid, Okla. ...--- 200 

Black bass, small-mouth: Ivanhoe Lake, Shattuck, Okla......-. 200 
Potomac River, Woodmont, Md ....-- 309 Spring Creek, Sand Creek, Okla ....-- 200 
Elbow Lake, Buzzard Bay, Mass ._..- 30 Meers Creek, ‘Mangum, Okla 2-2-2 225- 200 
Waterworks Reserv oir, Norwalk, Applicants inOklahoma..-.-..-.......- ; 3,800 
WO Seen en onic e seine eee eee 20 Conestoga Creek, Reading, Pa......-. 100 

C. W. Willard, State fish commis- Lake Popononing, Bethlehem, Pa....- 100 
sioner. Westerly, Ras waseae 460 Jacobs Creek, Connellsville, Pa ...--.. 100 

Applicants in Tennessee -.--.--.-.--- 65 Conococheague Creek, Mercersburg 
Shenandoah River, Overall, Va.....-- 1, 000 Eich Sa say te seed Mad a nid a 100 

—————— Middle Creek, Selinsgrove, Pa-.--..--- 100 
BOUM ee mee aeebee coc eaise speek pence 1, 884 Middle Creek, Middleburg, Pascoe: 100 

F ——__-_—_| Meri loy. Creel Nudie yb den eee ee eee 100 
Crappie: Conococheague Creek, Chambersburg, 
Applicant at Wilmington, Del......- MOORS (aniebanosket 2 a. ates Eee Ra See 400 
Applicants in Illinois..........-----. 375 Schuylkill River, Norristown, Pa--.-. 200 
Lake Marie, Antioch, Ill ............. 100 Perkiomen Creek, Norristown, Sree 100 
Indian Creek, Bossert, Ind......---.-. 50 Lake Rowena, Cresson, Pa ..........- 100 
Salt Creek, Bedford, Ind............-. 100 Witmer Run, Berwindale, Pa....----- 100 
White River, Tunnelton, Ind......... 50 Clover Creek, Johnstown, Pa ......-- 60 
Guthrie Creek, Bedford, Ind .......-. 50 Penn Line Creek, Penn Line, Pa ..... 100 
Leatherwood Creek, Bedford, Ind.... 125 Applicants in Pennsylvania .......-.. 550 
Back Creek, Fort Ritner, DG its Ane 50 Brook Pond, Rockhbillss:(C)..c..-ssen. 100 
Waterworks Lake, Booneville, Ind.. 50 Applicants in South Carolina ....--.. 400 
White River, Bedford, Indeecece see ee 50 Shell Creek, Elizabethton, Tenn..... 100 
Upper Salt Creek, Bedford, Ind ....-. 50 Yellow Creek, Cave Mills, Tenn..... 100 
Applicants in Maidipniee Ge sc-ac. cos. 125 || Little River, Knoxville, Tenn--.-..... 150 
Iowa River, Iowa City, Iowa......... 100 | Crooked Creek, Notime, Tenn....--- 200 
Applicant at Vinton, Iowa........--- 100 || Applicants in Tennessee.-.-.--..-.--- 886 
Crystal Lake, Leavenworth, Kans.... 25 Guadaloupe River, New Braunfels, 
Eureka Lake, Manhattan, Kans...... 30 || Foxe 5s Gee a tenn 1S * eae OPEL Ee 200 
Alfalfa Lake, Wichita, (een 65 | ilmendort Lake, San Antonio, Tex. 350 
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Details of distribution—Continued. 
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| Adults 

Pacitic Ocean, near Farallone Islands, in the State of California. 

Adults 
Species and disposition. and Species and disposition. and 

yearlings. yearlings. 

Rock bass—Continued. Strawberry bass—Conutinued. 
‘Baleomes Creek, San Antonio, Tex . 200 Saline River, Benton, Ark..........-- 400 
iilano Raver, lulano, Vex... 2 -cce =. 200 Applicant at Ozark, Ark .-.......-.. 200 
Guadalupe River, Ganahl, ‘Nex 200 Buckhorn Lake, Wynnewood, Ind. T. 500 
Lake Julia, Houston, ‘lex........-.. 200 Applicant at Ardmore, Ind. T...-...- 200 
Applicants. nN tG pS Woks oases seein - 2, 350 Applicantsat Sewell, lowa.-.....----- 100 
Butfalo Lick Run, Winchester, Va.. 100 Applicant at Upton, Ky..-..-......-- 242 
Carter Run, Warrenton, Vial skies cre <tete 100 Sac and James rivers, Springitield, Mo. 300 
Applicants ‘in WAM PITA see one mee ia 1, 150 Five-mile Creek, Joplin, Mo Vasidiatetonate 100 
Applicants in West Virginia......-. 300 Valle Lake, Ste. Genevieve, Molasene 400 

—- White River, Forsythe, Mo......-..... 500 
Movaleste seas eee Saws n cele ters 43, 352 Applicants in Nebraska..--.----.----- 70 

—_ Lake Avalon, Eddy, N. Mex.......--. 500 
Strawberry bass : Paloduro Canyon Creek, Salt Lake, 
Clear Creek, Winslow, Ariz .......--. 100 IN Mex sas ea a. seh cee Jee eens 300 
Woodruff Fish Lake, Holbrook, Ariz. 200 Cliff Lake, Springfield, Ohio.-.-..-... 25 
Applicantat Wilcox, Ariz........---- 100 Crystal Lake, Ravenna, Ohio ....--.-- 50 
Ouachita River, Lawrence, Ark ..--.- 200 Applicant at Cincinnati, Ohio ...----: 25 
Ouachita River, Arkadelphia, Ark.... 500 Canadian River, Shawnee, Okjax es. 200 
Clear Lake, Mayflower, Ark........-- 300 Applicant at Woodward, Okla......-- 200 
Potash Sulphur Springs, Lawrence, | — 
Gi esas eaiaseduerinnaeas th edossics 200 Wotal oan <8ice atrctte eo 5, 912 

—————— ; = = ——_— 

Species and disposition. Fry Species and disposition. Fry. 

Codjish: Lobster—Continued. 
Massachusetts Bay, Gloucester . - - ./59, 278, 000 Gulf of Maine near— 
Vineyard Sound, near Robinson Southeast shore, Andrews Is- 
Moles Masa sss s26t. oo secaacacercec 2, 607, 000 land: Medes Ssccc cote ease ee 1, 000, 000 

Vineyard Sound off-— Greens Landing, Me.........-.- 1, 000, 000 
Cuttyhunk Island, Mass ..-..-- 8, 961, 000 Gulf of Maine off— 
Quicks Hole, Mass.-....-...--- 13, 760, 000 Swan lsland, Me-. o.os-nms ances 200, 600 
Gay Head, Mass ........-...--. 32, 575, 000 Cranberry Island, Me ..-.....--. 200, 000 
Tarpaulin Cove, Mass.......--. 8, 376, 000 Gulf of Maine, north point of Mati- 

Atlantic coast waters— mid sland MOs2. = saccaciemn eee 1, 000, 000 
Gloucester, Mass..........-.... 15, 245, 000 Kittery Harbor, Kittery Point, Me -| 3, 000, 000 
IRGCE POLE WLARS se = ce > oe icin een tale 17, 035, 000 Casco Bay, between Hopeand Crotch 

Atlantic Ocean off— Talands Mest. oe ssceec ast eee 1, 200, 000 
Vineyard light-ship, Mass.....- 3, 654, 000 Johns Bay, near Johns Island, Me --| 1,500, 000 
Gay Head, inane ase we. 20, 360, 060 Rockland Bay, near Seal Ledge, Me.} 500, 000 

Vineyard Sound, off Cuttyhunk Maine coast waters, York Beach --.| 1, 200, 000 
Lit G MASS seers oa ceed sca. 3, 566, 000 Casco Bay, off Bailey Island, Me....| 1,200, 000 

Buzzards Bay, near Robinson Hole, Prospect Harbor, Me: - 23-22 seine ae- 200, 000 
WEY): lees 4 oS pecmer aes er cee 5, 631, 000 Jonesport Harbor, Jonesport,Me-..| 200, 000 

Cape Cod Bay, off Race Point Cutler Harbor, Cutler, Me.......-.-. 200, 000 
Lite ya ET eee oer sore| | 8, 782, 000 Casco Bay, Small Point Harbor, Me-| 3, 000, 000 

Ipswich Bay, Rockport, Mass ....-- | 5, 149, 000 Massachusetts Bay— 
Vineyard Sound, mouth of Woods Gloucester, Mass....--...----.. 12, 356, 000 

Hole Harbor, Mass ft eschietes recuse 33,000 | Marblehead, Mass ..----....... 950, 000 
Cape Cod Bay, ‘Provincetown, Mass | 2,558,000 || Beverly; Miass2- a cce<cesmereee 595, 000 

—— Macnolia; Mass o2s-pesse~ ces aie 4, 125, 000 
IE Oa hanes. cataaes a ae ore 202,570,000 Manchester, Mass......-.......| 6, 515, 000 

Pollock: : Massachusetts coast waters— 
Atlantic coast waters, Gloucester, | Rockport, Mass\).52..--isces-mcem) : 7, 800, 000 

IMBRar es sccmessamee sre eee occ 978,000 || Gloucester, Mass...........---- 3, 325, 000 
Massachusetts Bay, Gloucester, || Woods Hole Harbor, Mass .......-- 2) 095, 000 

WMAGKE Cs ce leew cccrestecatseas tens 3, 477, 000 Vineyard Sound, Gosnold, Mass... 8, 627,000 
Vineyard Sound, Woods Hole, Mass. 8, 459, 000 

MIG OA anism oe wre sists pls Sinie min wieaioce 4, 455, 000 Vineyard Sound, Gay Head, Mass.. 415, 000 
Flatfish: = got TUNG de cae =F ae He 

\| oucester Harbor, Gloucester, } ass. 4, , 000 
Meena Bey Wenot. Mase SR ean We ae 3 | Buzzards Bay, Gosnold, Mass ........ 5, 072, 000 

4 JACI EAE RSE pt i} eee Bay, nods ae Mas ae ae ote 000 
™ || Buzzards Bay, New Bedford ass... 12, 000 
Bee ee eeepc ane at popes eadee || Buzzards Bae, Quissett, Mass........ | 1, 672, 000 

Lobster : ———|| Ipswich Bay, Lanesville, Mass ....... / 1,080, 000 
Gulf of Maine near— || Boston Harbor, Boston, Mass....-.--- | 900, 000 

Damascove Island, Me ......---| 500,000 || Atlantic Ocean, off Vineyard Sound 
George Island, Me..........--. 500,000 || _light-ship, Mass.-.................. 1, 265, 000 
Wheeler Bay, SUES areas 500,000 || Portsmouth Harbor, New Castle, N. H); 1, 200, 000 
Western Point, Richmond Is- Block Island Sound, near Block Is- 

Jand. Monte cee 26 eee 600, 000 land Reb sae cece neti: leks saaveenee | 1, 200, 000 
Cape Elizabeth, M6: cers Shabere 4, 000, 000 —_— 
Northwestshore of Wood Island 600, 000 Totals cescesc cece dee tieear 95,234,000 

eras Snape the fiscal year 1898, 5 566 tautog, 271 lobster. and 162 blue crab were planted in the 



REPORT ON THE INQUIRY RESPECTING FOOD-FISHES AND 

THE FISHING-GROUNDS. 

By Hucu M. Smiru, Assistant in Charge. 

OYSTER INVESTIGATIONS. 

LOUISIANA. 

In May, 1897, a communication was received from Hon. Adolph 

Meyer, member of Congress from Louisiana, transmitting a resolution 

of the general assembly of that State requesting the Commission to 

make an investigation of the oyster-grounds of Louisiana. The special 

object of the desired investigation was to obtain information on which 

to base a revision of the oyster laws, with a view to place the oyster 

industry on a more substantial basis. The legislature was informed 

that the Commission would undertake the investigation at the earliest 

practicable date. 

In August, 1897, Dr. H. I’. Moore went to Louisiana to make some 
preliminary inquiries that could not be satisfactorily undertaken at 

any other season. It had been determined to detail the steamer Fish 

Hawk (Lieut. Franklin Swift, U.S. N., commanding) early in the winter 
for the proposed investigation, but the vessel could not reach the field 

of operations before February 2, 1898, and the time available for this 

work was curtailed by the exigencies of the annual shad-hatching 

operations of the Fish Hawk on the Atlantic coast, so that only 21 days 

could be devoted to the examination of the oyster-grounds, which time 

was somewhat further reduced by stormy weather. 

It being apparent that only a limited area could be surveyed in the 

time available, the oyster-beds of St. Bernard Parish were selected as 

presenting the most satisfactory features for examination. This parish 

comprises the extreme eastern part of Louisiana and contains some of 

the most important oyster-beds of the State. Owing to the shallowness 

of the water over the greater part of the region it was impossible to 

make use of the steamer for the active work of the survey, and this 

duty was therefore performed entirely by the two launches, the ship 

being used asa base. The limited time at the disposal of the party 

made it impossible to erect signals and make a regular survey, such as 

was originally contemplated, but by engaging pilots and running lines 

of soundings from point to point it was possible to make a reconnais- 

- Sance showing the main hydrographic features and the general location 

and extent of the oyster-beds. The work was carried on over an area 

of about 200 square miles, and as it was sometimes necessary to run 
CXXIII 
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long distances from the ship much time was lost. Should the work be 

again taken up, with a view to making afinished survey, it would be 

desirable to obtain one or two light-draft sailing vessels, which could 

be taken into the interior waters to serve as bases of operation and 

living quarters for the field parties using the launches. 

The survey was under the direction of Lieutenant Swift, who was 

assisted by Dr. Moore as zoologist. After the Fish Hawk left Louisiana 

waters, on February 26, Dr. Moore remained and made a rapid exam- 

ination of the remaining oyster-grounds of the State. 

The oyster-beds of Louisiana lie principally between Mississippi 

Sound and the mouth of the Atchafalaya, the only beds to the west- 

ward of the latter place being comparatively unimportant ones in the 

vicinity of-Vermilion Bay and Calcasieu River. The most productive 

natural beds at present are in St. Bernard and Terrebonne parishes, 

the latter being the most important oyster region in the State. 

There is ample evidence that some of the practices now and formerly 

in vogue are detrimental to the best interests of the State and have 

resulted in the practical extermination of the oyster in certain regions 

in which it was formerly abundant. Dr. Moore’s report upon this inves- 

tigation, which will be transmitted to the Louisiana authorities, contains 

suggestions concerning the laws and methods necessary to secure the 

growth and welfare of the industry, and also deals with the history, 

condition, and prospects of the oyster-grounds. It will be found in the 

appendix to this volume (pp. 45-100), accompanied by a chart showing 

the location of the oyster-beds of St. Bernard Parish. 

The oyster-planting industry is capable of great expansion within 

the limits of Louisiana. At present planting is practically confined to 

Plaquemines Parish, where a rather crude method of oyster-culture has 

been found to yield satisfactory profits and is now engaged in by a con- 

siderable number of persons. Practically all of the oysters sold from 

this parish, most of which are put on the market as ‘ Bayou Cooks,” 

are planted—generally as seed obtained from the natural beds, but 

sometimes as spat caught on artificially distributed shells. 

The rather limited biological investigation of the Louisiana oyster 

which it has been possible to make indicates that it spawns during 

nearly all the year, but most of the spawn is undoubtedly expelled 

between April 1 and September 15. The rate of growth is rapid and 

there are doubtless few places in the State in which oysters will not reach 

a good marketable size within three years from the time of spawning. 

The principal enemies of the oyster in Louisiana are the drumfish 
(Pogonias cromis) and a snail (Melongena?). Other foes do a limited 

amount of damage, but the starfish and drill ( Urosalpinx), which create 

such havoe on the beds of the North, are here practically unknown 
as destructive agents. Storms and crevasses occasionally prove very 

injurious to the oyster-beds of the State, but crevasses are often fol- 

lowed by a peculiar process of regeneration (not satisfactorily explained) 

which soon renders the beds more productive than before. This phe- 
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nomenon, concerning which there can be no doubt, seems to occur with 

sufficient frequency to convince the oystermen that a crevasse is a 

desirable thing in the case of semidepleted beds. 

The density of the water on the coast of Louisiana undergoes great 

fluctuation, being largely conditioned by the direction of the prevailing 

wind and the amount of precipitation. In general it is lower in winter 

than in summer. In the bays, bayous, and lagoons it is increased by 

southerly or (east of the Mississippi) easterly winds, and lowered by 

northerly winds and rains. 

LYNNHAVEN BAY, VIRGINIA. 

The experiments, in charge of Dr. H. F. Moore, begun during the 

last fiscal year at Lynnhaven, Va., looking toward a practical solution 

of the difficulties encountered in fattening oysters for market, have 

been continued without as yet having reached definite results. The 

claire established there has now been in operation about a year, during 

which time it has been cut off from accessions of sea water excepting 

during high tide, such as occurs several times during each month. On 

twe occasions the claire has been flooded to a depth of several feet 

above the dam crest by extraordinary storm tides. Oysters have been 

kept in the claire during the entire period of the experiment, and from 

time to time others have been placed in several parts of the pond, but 

none of them has developed a condition superior to those in the open 

_waters of Lynnhaven Bay, and most of them are decidedly inferior. 

It appears that in this particular case there is no advantage to be 

gained by simply inclosing a cove or pond after the method which has 

been attended with marked success in Europe. The conditions in this 

pond, therefore, can not be held to favor the experiment, and if it 

can be demonstrated that the food-producing powers of this claire can 

be materially increased by artificial means an important advance in 

oyster-culture will have been made. 

Laboratory experiments appear to indicate that artificial conditions 

can be established which will tend to increase the rapidity of multipli- 

cation of the diatoms upon which the oyster mainly subsists, and it 

now remains to adapt the same experiments to the larger body of water 

contained in the claire. That this can be done is by no means clear, as 
certain intermediate attempts during the past year have yielded con- 

tradictory and unsatisfactory results, and it may take a long time to 

perfect the proper methods. Itis proposed to continue the experiments 

during the coming year. 

PACIFIC COAST. 

The acclimatization of the eastern oyster (Ostrea virginica) on the 
Pacific coast and its subsequent increase by natural propagation would 

prove a great boon to an extensive section; and the Commission has 
made a number of experiments to test the adaptability of the shores of 

the Pacific States to the growth of this mollusk. 
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As is well known, transplanted eastern oysters have been successfully 

grown in San Francisco Bay for many years.* In October, 1894, 80 

barrels of oysters, from New York, New Jersey, and Chesapeake Bay, 

were planted by the Commission in Willapa Bay, Washington;7 and in 

November, 1896, 25 barrels of 3-year-old and 4-year-old oysters from 

Princess Bay and East River, New York, were deposited in Humboldt 

Bay, California, and an equal quantity in Yaquina Bay, Oregon. 

In Yaquina Bay the oysters were deposited on Oysterville Flat, 2 

miles above Yaquina City and about 7 miles from the ocean, and were 

spread over anarea of about half an acre, the bottom consisting of mud 

and shells. The flat isa natural bed of the native oyster ( Ostrea lurida) 

but has been so closely worked that oystering is no longer profitable; 

at low tide it is covered with 10 feet of water and at high tide with 18 

to 20 feet. During the spring and summer of 1897 Prof. F. L. Wash- 

burn of the State University at Eugene, Oreg., was engaged by the 

Commission to examine the beds of eastern oysters that had been 

planted in Yaquina Bay in the previous year, and also to study the 

physical conditions of other bodies of water on the Oregon coast with 

reference to the introduction of the Atlantic oyster. His observations 

showed that the transplanted oysters exhibited considerable growth, 

and were in a spawning state. Many million eggs were artificially fer- 

tilized and the embryos released in the waters of the bay. 

No spat of the eastern oyster was discovered up to the close of the 

season’s inquiries on September 12, but an abundant ‘“‘set” of the native _ 

oyster was observed on the shells of the introduced species. Sufficient 

time has not yet elapsed to demonstrate whether the waters are adapted 

to the multiplication of the Atlantic oyster, and three or four years 

might be required in order to definitely settle the matter. The most 

serious condition to which the spat would be subjected seems to be the 

sudden and marked variation in the salinity of the water, owing to 

changes in the tide, strong winds from the ocean, and heavy rainfall. 

Examinations of some other bays on the Oregon coast with reference 

to their suitability for eastern oysters showed that Coos Bay was tvo 

salty for successful growth except near Marshfield, where the oysters 

might suffer from freshets and sewage; that Tillamook Bay was very 

salt and cold except at its extreme head, where mud and fresh water 

would kill the oysters during winter; and that the water of Netarts 

Bay was too dense. 
Anexamination of the waters at Gearhart Park, on the ocean adjacent 

to Astoria, at the request of Mr. M. J. Kinney, the well-known salmon- 

canner, disclosed no localities in which oyster-culture is feasible. 

It is proposed to have Professor Washburn continue his observations 

on the planted oysters in Yaquina Bay during the fiscal year 1895-99. 

* See “Report of observations respecting the oyster resources and oyster fishery 
of the Pacific coast of the United States.” By C. H. Townsend. Report U. 8. Fish 
Commission, 1889-91. 

+ ‘The transplanting of Eastern oysters to Willapa Bay, with notes on the native 
oyster industry.” By C.H.Townsend. Report U.S. Fish Commission, 1895. 
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The physical features of Humboldt Bay, California, seem unfavorable 

for oysters, the salinity of the water being almost as great as in the 

ocean, and the summer temperature being too low to warrant the free 

development of eggs. Furthermore, starfish and stingrays are reported 

as destructive, and Professor Washburn found one starfish with an 

eastern oyster in its grasp. The plants were in only fair condition in 

August, and but few showed spawn, thus contrasting strongly with 

the Yaquina Bay oysters. 

GREEN OYSTERS. 

During the season of 1897-98, the oysters in the lower Chesapeake 

basin, notably at Lynnhaven Bay, Va., were affected with green gills, 
which condition, by rendering the crop unmarketable for the time 

being, was financially very serious to the oystermen. At Lynnhaven 

the first indications of this affection were noticed in June, 1897. The 

color at that time was quite faint, and had completely escaped the 

notice of the oystermen, but it gradually grew in intensity, until by 

the first of September it had become extremely pronounced. At the 

opening of the season (in September) a few oysters were shipped, but 

the greenness proved so repugnant to the consumers that the demand 

soon entirely ceased, and practically no oysters were shipped from 

Lynnhaven during the remainder of the season. 
The Commission received a large number of inquiries from boards of 

health, boards of trade, oyster-dealers, and oyster-fishermen regarding 

the wholesomeness of green oysters. It is the popular opinion that 

green-gilled oysters owe their viridity to the presence of copper, and are 

therefore unwholesome; and this view has been recently strengthened by 

newspaper references to a paper by two eminent English investigators, 

Prof. Rupert Boyce and Dr. W. A. Herdman, in which they record the 

discovery of copper in unusual quantities in certain green American 

oysters in England. Stimulated by this discovery, a reexamination of 

the question was begun by Dr. H. F. Moore, but has not yet been com- 

pleted, owing to the intervention of other duties. HEnough has been 

accomplished, however, to show conclusively that the green color of 

the oysters at Lynnhaven was not produced by copper. All of the 

customary tests were applied without securing a copper reaction, and 

specimens of the green oysters were submitted for quantitative tests to 

Prof. J. D. Hird, of the Medical Department of Georgetown Univer- 

sity, who found mere traces of copper, and reported that “the green 

color was due to a hydrated ferrous compound.” The exact source of 

the green color has not been satisfactorily determined, but in no case 

is it injurious. ; 
All attempts to obtain the pigment in solution have failed, and, like 

““marennin,” aS Lankester has named the substance which produces 

the characteristic green color of the oysters of Marennes, it is insoluble 

in alcohol, ether, benzole, benzine, glycerin, water, dilute alkalies, and 
dilute acids. 
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The diatom Navicula ostrearia, which produces the green pigment 

investigated by Lankester and others, was not found in the Lynnhaven 

oysters, and the stomach contents presented the same golden-brown 

coloration commonly found in normal oysters. It is evident that this 

greenness is quite different from that investigated by Boyce and Herd- 

man,* and before them by Ryder. The green color was confined to the 

gills and palps, and no pigment whatever was found in the heart, peri- 

eardium, or blood cells. Practical tests have shown that these oysters 

may be safely eaten in large quantities. 

RED OR “BLOODY” OYSTERS. 

During the oyster season of 1896-97, the oysters on certain parts of 

the Virginia coast were affected with a peculiar condition which has 

heretofore been very rarely observed in this section. In making a 

canvass of the oyster industry of the State in the spring of 1898, Mr. 

W. A. Wilcox, agent of the Fish Commission, secured the following 

information regarding the extent and appearance of the affection: It 

seems to have been first noticed in the season of 1895-96, when a few 

oysters from the upper oyster-grounds in the Rappahannock River were 

found to have a reddish color, and received the local name of ‘“ bloody 

oysters.” At the outset the grounds involved were not extensive, but 

by the next season most of the beds down the river were affected, as 

well as numerous adjacent smaller-water courses in Lancaster and Mid- 

dlesex counties and a limited area in Chesapeake Bay off the mouth of 

the river. 

It is reported that there were “bloody” oysters also on the shores 

of Chesapeake Bay north of the mouth of the Potomac. Information 

has been received indicating the occurrence of a similar condition in 

parts of Chesapeake Bay about ten years ago. 

When these oysters were examined in October, 1896, the red discol- 

oration involved only the region of the gills, but a little later it extended 

throughout the oyster and its liquor. During the early spring of 1897 

the color gradually disappeared; by the close of the season few, if any, 

red oysters were to be found, and none has since been reported. 

The existence of red oysters in the Rappahannock region resulted in 

a serious disturbance of the oyster fishery and trade. The greatest 

pecuniary loss was due to the prejudice which arose against the oysters 

from the affected districts, the fear being generally entertained that 

those which seemed normal when first gathered might develop the red 

color before reaching the consumer. In some instances cargoes of 

oysters that on close inspection were entirely normal would, on arriving 

at Norfolk or other markets, show the reddish color, which gradually 

involved the entire cargo, necessitating the return and replanting or 

the throwing away of the oysters. 
In conversation with Norfolk oyster- de the writer was informed 

*On a green leucocytosis in oysters, encima oa the presence of copper in the 
leucocytes. —Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. 62. 
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that about 50,000 bushels of such oysters were brought to that city 

during the season of 1896-97. 

The red oysters seemed to be fat and well flavored, the few persons 

who ventured to eat them reporting no ill effects. 

The nature of this affection could not be determined, as no oppor- 

tunity to examine the oysters was afforded the Commission, nor does 

the condition seem to have been previously described. Possibly the 

infusorian Peridinium, which gives a reddish color to sea water and is 

occasionally reported on the Atlantic coast, may be the cause. 

SPONGE FISHERY OF FLORIDA. 

In January, 1898, the writer visited Key West, Florida, in order to 

obtain information concerning the present condition and recent changes 

in the Florida sponge fishery and trade which center at this place. 

Data were furnished by the purchasing firms showing the quantities of 

sponges landed by the fishing vessels in the years 1896 and 1897. By 

correspondence and other means, similar figures were secured from 

dealers at the other sponge centers of the State. The Commission 

having in 1896 canvassed the sponge industry for the preceding year, 

a@ continuous record was thus acquired giving the sponge catch for 

the three years ending 1897, during which some marked changes ia 

production were manifested. The results of the inquiries were incor- 

porated in a report* by the writer presented at the National Fishery 

Congress, held at Tampa, Fla., in January, 1898. 

The investigation shows that in 1897 the Florida sponge fishery 

yielded 331,546 pounds of sponges, having a first value of $284,640; in 

the previous year 254,111 pounds, worth $273,012, and in 1895 306,120 

pounds, valued at $386,871. The condition of the fishery can not be 

accurately gauged from *he foregoing bare figures, which show a larger 

yield in 1897 than in 1895 or 1896, although it is known that the industry, 

as a whole, was in a declining state. The explanation is that the catch 

in 1897 consisted of a much larger percentage of the lower grades of 

sponges. Thus, the output of the comparatively cheap grass sponges 

(having an average value of only 23 cents a pound) increased from 7 

per cent of the aggregate catch in 1895 to 19 per cent in 1896 and 39 per 

cent in 1897; while the yield of the most valuable sponge, the sheeps- 
wool (average value $1.53 per pound), declined from 76 per cent in 1895 

to 64 per cent in 1896 and 47 per cent in 1897. 

It is the almost unanimous opinion of those who have given the 

matter careful attention that the sponge-grounds of Florida, while still 

very productive, are being seriously depleted; and the fact is generally 

recognized that a continuance of the present conditions wili in a short 

time result in great loss to those having capital invested in vessels, 
equipment, and warehouses. 

“The Florida Commercial Sponges. By Hugh M. Smith. Bull. U. S. Fish Com- 
mission 1897, pp. 225-240, 20 plates. 

F. BR. 98 EXE 
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The following facts may be cited in evidence of a decline in the 

abundance of sponges: Grounds along the Florida coast that were 

formerly very productive (and in fact yielded most of the supply) have 

been completely abandoned, although the industry is not 50 years old. 

The spongers have had to resort to deeper and deeper waters, as the 
shoaler grounds have become depleted, until it is impracticable, with 

the present methods, to extend their operations further. 

The average catch per vessel and per man is now much less than 

formerly; and what in the past was considered an average yield for a 

vessel is now an exceptionally good catch. The history of the sponge 

fishery during the past few years records an extraordinary number of 

trips that resulted in loss to the owners or equippers of sponge vessels. 
Furthermore, the catch now consists of a large proportion of small 

sponges, many being under the size sanctioned by law. 

The reson for the decline of the fishery is not obscure and may be 
comprehended under a single head—indiscriminate fishing. Chief 

among the causes contributing to a decrease is the gathering of small 

sponges. While an excellent State law of fifteen years’ standing pro- 

hibits the taking of sponges less than 4 inches in diameter across the 

top, the law has always been practically a dead letter. Excessive 

fishing has given the grounds no opportunity to recuperate from one 

season to another, and has made the collection of undersized sponges a 

necessity in order to fill out the cargoes. Almost from the beginning 

of the fishery there has been a total disregard for the preservation of 

the supply, and the present unsatisfactory conditions are the natural 

consequence. 
_ Under proper restrictions there seems no reason to doubt that the 

Florida sponge-grounds are capable of regularly yielding a large annual 

catch without any danger of jeopardizing the supply. The area of the 

grounds is so large (estimated at over 3,000 miles) and the growth of 

sponges thereon is so rapid that the most ordinary precautions would 

probably insure a permanent crop. The remedial measures suggested 

for existing conditions are (1) the strict enforcement of the law as to 
taking small sponges, and (2) the suspension of sponging on given 

grounds during every second or third season. A careful survey of the 

productive and depleted grounds is a great desideratum, and the Com- 

mission has engaged to make such a survey as soon as practicable, 

employing the steamer Fish Hawk for the purpose. 

MACKEREL INVESTIGATIONS. 

Among the appendices to the present report of the Commissioner is 

a paper by Dr. J. Perey Moore upon the results of the investigations 

and experiments conducted by him for this division in the summer of 

1897 relative to the embryology, natural spawning, and artificial propa- 

gation of the mackerel (Scomber scombrus). The investigations, which 
were begun in June of the last fiscal year, were conducted at Woods 
Hole, Massachusetts, and on board the Fish Hawk in Casco Bay, Maine, 

and were completed in the latter part of August. 
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These inquiries were prompted by the great scarcity of mackerel, 
which has now extended over a longer period than ever before in the 
history of the fishery, and by the large mortality among the artificially- 

hatched mackerel fry, to which reference has been made in earlier 

reports of the Commission. The supply of mackerel, as gauged by the 
catch, decreased markedly after 1885, and for the succeeding 13 years 

remained at a very low ebb, the average annual output being probably 

only one-seventh that of the 10 preceding years. After referring to the 

fact that short periods of scarcity have in the past been followed by 

seasons of abundance, Dr. Moore states in his report: 

Why the mackerel supply is thus subject to periodical wax and wane is unknown. 

There are no certain data upon which to venture a solution of the problem. Are 

their numbers depleted by disease? There is no evidence that the mackerel is 

subject to any serious infectious disease. Is the decrease due to a period of lowered 

fertility, of less or greater duration? Here again we lack facts. We know but 

little to what extent the biological and physical conditions of the sea have varied, 

nor yet how variations in these factors affect the vitality and habits of the mackerel. 

There may have been no actual diminution in the propagating capacity of the fish, 

_but some condition peculiarly detrimental to the development of the eggs and 

embryos may have existed, causing their consequent destruction on a large scale. 

Has there been a real or only an apparent decrease due to migrations of the fish 

from our waters to other parts of the ocean? This view, most frequently accepted 

as explaining the fact, has little to support it, and is a mere guess founded on the 

known wandering habits of the mackerel. 

The report cited first gives the results of studies relating to the 

spawning time of the mackerel, the development of eggs in the ovary, 

the characters of the ova, the process of fertilization, the vitality of the 

milt, the changes in the egg after fertilization, and the hatching and 

growth of the fry. The results of.surface towings and the outcome 

of hatching experiments are then given, followed by a summary of 

conclusions and recommendations. 
A point of practical importance in the artificial hatching of the fish 

is that during development the specific gravity of the egg gradually 

increases, so that, while the egg floats at the surface of the inshore 

waters during the early stages, it sinks to a considerable depth before 

hatching ensues. This fact was emphasized by the failure to obtain in 

surface towings any eggs in the more advanced stages of development; 

very few mackerel, however, were spawning in Casco Bay during the 

progress of the work, although the region is ordinarily one of the best 

spawning-grounds on our coast. 

As bearing on the relatively poor results attending the artificial 

hatching of mackerel eggs, Dr. Moore conducted a number of experi- 

ments with different hatching methods and apparatus. These indicated 

that for the first two days of development no apparatus is superior to 

the ordinary tidal boxes, provided their sides are smooth and the 

screens are kept clean. Subsequently the requirements are pure water 

of higher density, and a hatching vessel that affords better circulation 

and keeps the eggs in suspension instead of permitting them to settle 

on the bottom among decaying organic matter, 
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Under the most favorable conditions it seems that the number of 

eggs obtainable under present methods is so insignificant, when com- 

pared with those which must be naturally hatched, that no effect on 
the mackerel supply is to be expected. The necessity for extensive 

operations suggests the possibility of securing the cooperation of the 

mackerel purse-seine fishermen in utilizing the eggs of the ripe fish 

caught by them. As is well known, the mackerel vessels frequently 
meet with schools of spawning fish, all of whose eggs are lost. As the 

artificial fertilization of mackerel eggs is very easily and quickly accom- 

plished, and as the stripping of the fish might be carried on without 
interfering with the vessel’s fishing operations, it is thought that the 

cooperation of the mackerel fishermen may be readily secured by provid- 

ing each vessel with instructions as to processes, together with proper 

pans for mixing the spawn and milt, the eggs after fertilization being 

poured overboard. In this way many more eggs might be obtained 

from a single school of fish than would be possible in years of ordinary 

collecting operations. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF WESTERN LAKES AND STREAMS. 

WALLOWA LAKE, OREGON. 

The importance of Wallowa Lake and vicinity as spawning-grounds 

of several species of Salmonida, and the great decrease in numbers of 
these fish in late years, especially of redfish, made an investigation of 

these waters desirable. The lake is in the extreme northwest corner 

of the State, at the head of Wallowa River, one of the tributaries of 

Snake River, the principal branch of the Columbia. Reference to a 

preliminary examination of this region was made in the last report of 

the division. In the present year the lake was visited and an extensive 

investigation was carried on. A party from the Commission, consisting 

of Dr. W. C. Kendall, in charge; Mr. Barton A. Bean, Mr. Hoffman Philip, 
and Mr. C. M. Rowe, reached the lake on July 13, and remained until 
November 14, two or three persons always being on the ground. 

As was ascertained to be the case in the Idaho lakes, two forms of 

the redfish (Oncorhynchus nerka) inhabit Wallowa Lake and breed in 

the inlets; but the Oregon fish differ in size and other respects from the 

Idaho fish. The smaller fish, having a maximum length of 93 inches, 

were abundant, and valuable observations on their habits were made. 

No important observations on the large redfish were possible, as they 
were almost entirely absent from these waters, only four being seen. 

While the question of the migrations of the small redfish was not 

absolutely settled, the evidence obtained is almost conclusive that these 
fish have their permanent residence in the lake. 

In former years a seine was operated at the head of Wallowa Lake 

for trout and the large redfish, considerable quantities being taken 

and salted annually. This fishery had to be abandoned, owing to the 

scarcity of fish and the enactment of a law prohibiting seining. The 

great diminution in the abundance of large redfish and other migratory 
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salmon was doubtless due to excessive fishing and the destruction 

of young salmon by irrigating ditches. 

Other salmonoids found in these waters permanently or periodically 

are the chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha), which appears 

during the summer and early fall; the silver salmon (0. kisutch), known 

here as dog salmon, which comes in October and November; the steel- 
head trout (Salmo gairdnert), locally known as salmon trout and not 

always distinguished from the black-spotted trout, which appears in 

March and April, and is caught in the lake by trolling and gigging; 

the black-spotted trout (Salmo clarkit) and the bull trout (Salvelinus 

malma), which are permanent residents of the region; and the whitefish 

(Coregonus williamsont), which is not uncommon, but not much fished 

for. Other fishes inhabiting the lake and its tributaries are lampreys, 
small dace, several suckers, and two or three blobs. 

The most feasible method of replenishing these waters seems to be the 

enactment of suitable protective laws and their impartial enforcement. 

The remoteness of the lake from the railroad makes the introduction of 
fish very difficult. 

BAKER LAKE, WASHINGTON. 

The establishment of a hatchery for the blueback salmon or sockeye 

(Oncorhynchus nerka) at some point on the northwest coast has been 
under consideration by the Commission for several years. This is by 

far the most important species of salmon inhabiting the Puget Sound 

region, and the call for its artificial propagation has come chiefly from 

people of that section, although in the Columbia River it is taken in 

large quantities, ranking next to the chinook in importance. 

Information having been received showing the existence of extensive 

spawning-grounds in Baker Lake and its tributaries, in Washington, 

Prof. B. W. Evermann, in August, 1898, made an examination of it - 

with reference to its adaptability for a hatchery site. 

This body of water is located in Whatcom County, in the north- 

western corner of the State, near the international boundary. The 

nearest railroad station is Hamilton, a village on the Skagit River, 36 

miles distant, whence the lake is reached by wagon road and trail, more 

than half the distance being a trail crossing several creeks which are 

at times difficult of passage; one of them, Boulder Creek, is fed by melt- 

ing glaciers on Mount Baker, and for a few weeks each summer is a 

raging torrent in the afternoon and early evening, fording being very 

dangerous. The lake is about 1 mile wide and 14 miles long, and is 
little more than an expansion of Baker River, the principal northern 

tributary of the Skagit. It is well surrounded by high mountains, 

among them Mounts Baker, Shuksan, and Cleveland, on whose slopes 

are glaciers and large snow fields which feed the headwaters of the 

Skagit basin. Dense forests of cedar, spruce, hemlock, and other trees 

exist on all sides. Two streams, Noisy Creek and Sutter River, flow 
into the head of this lake, in addition to several smaller streams carry- 
ing sufticient water for hatching purposes, 
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In 1896 the State of Washington established a hatchery on the lake 
and took 6,500,000 eggs of the sockeye salmon. It is reported that 

many more eggs could have been secured if the facilities for handling 

them had warranted it. In 1897, the capacity of the hatchery having 

been increased to 14,000,000, the indications were that there would be 

no difficulty in obtaining the full quota. It seems certain that the most 

extensive spawning-beds of the sockeye to be found in the United 

States are here, and this fact, together with the excellent water-supply 

to be obtained by gravity, makes the lake the best-known hatchery-site 

for this species of salmon. 

YOUNG SALMON IN THE SACRAMENTO BASIN. 

The systematic studies of the movements, habits, growth, food, and 

enemies of young chinook salmon in the Sacramento River, referred to 

in the last report, were continued during this year under the charge of 

Mr. Cloudsley Rutter, in association with Mr. F. M. Chamberlain, who 
was detailed from the Albatross, and Mr. N. B. Scofield, who was 

engaged in making inquiries for the California Fish Commission. 

As a preliminary measure, in order to make a general survey of the 

river, Mr. Rutter, in April, 1898, went by steamer from San Francisco 
to Redbluff, situated about 300 miles above the mouth of the Sacra- 

mentd, and then extended his reconnaissance to Redding, 40 miles 

beyond. The river for the whole distance has a strong current and is 

very crooked; the lower half is comparatively narrow and deep, while 

the upper part is wider, with many shoals, sand-bars, and gravel-banks. 

Brief trials for young salmon were made near Sacramento and Redbluff; 

at Tehama, a few miles above Redbluff; at Battle Creek, 20 miles above, 

and at Redding—at each of which places, except Sacramento, salmon 

were abundant. On returning to the mouth of the river, salmon were 
found in only limited numbers, suggesting that the main body of young 

fish was still in the upper river. 

Mr. Chamberlain was then detailed to pursue his inquiries in the 

lower part of the river and in the bays at its mouth, while Mr. Rutter 

went to the headwaters near Sisson and, in conjunction with Mr. Sco- 

field, began a careful examination of the entire stream above Sacra- 
mento. On reaching Redbluff, May 20, on the downward trip, the 

further study of the river was made by means of a skiff, in which, during 

the following 10 days, the party rowed from Redbluff to Sacramento, 

a distance of 250 miles, numerous observation stations being made at 
suitable points. 

The remainder of the fiscal year was occupied in studies adjacent 

to the mouth of the river. The California Fish Commission tendered 

the use of its steam launch, which permitted the examination of parts 

of San Pablo Bay that could not otherwise have been visited. 

The results of the work, so far as it has been carried, are quite satis- 
factory and interesting. It seems that by May a large majority of the 

young salmon had left the smaller streams where they were hatched 

and had become scattered throughout the upper part of the river as far 
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down as Chico, about 225 miles from its mouth. Below Chico they 
became fewer and fewer toward Princeton, about 50 miles farther 

downstream, below which place they were scarce. In the latter part 

of May, 12 were taken in brackish water about the mouth of the river, 
and two weeks’ work in June in the lower river and bays yielded only 5, 

while in the upper river from 20 to 70 were taken at each haul of a short 

collecting seine. 

After reaching the main river the young salmon prefer to keep in the 

current, never being found in shallow, quiet water. A large series of 
specimens has been kept to show the rate of growth and the food, which 

will be noted in the final report. Young of the year, varying in length 

from 1.4 inches to 3.9 inches, have been found. The smallest—those less 

than 2 inches long—have been observed only in the upper river and 

small streams, practically none below Tehama. Those above 2 inches 
were about evenly distributed throughout the river. 

It is thought that by the continuation of these studies for a short time 

sufficient information may be obtained on which to base a report giving 

the complete history of the quinnat salmon from the time of hatching 

until it runs to sea. 

SOUTHERN OREGON LAKES. 

Along the southern border of Oregon is a series of large isolated 

lakes about whose fauna nothing was known until July and August, 

1897, when an examination of some of them was made by a party from 

the Commission, consisting of Prof. B. W. Evermann in charge, Mr. 
W. P. Hay, and Mr. Charles M. Rowe. The party outfitted at Ashland, 

Oreg., and traveled by wagon more than 600 miles. The object was to 

ascertain the physical and biological features of the lakes, and to make 

collections of the fishes and other animals found therein. 

The waters examined were Goose Lake and New Pine Creek, near 
Lakeview; the Warner Lakes, near Plush; Abert Lake and Chewan- 

can River, near Paisley; Summer Lake and Summer Lake River; Silver 
Lake and Silver Lake Creek. These lakes are unconnected with each 

other, have no outlets, are quite shallow, and are more or less alkaline. 
Goose Lake, the Warner Lakes, and Silver Lake are very slightly 

brackish and contain fish, while Abert and Summer lakes are strongly 
alkaline and entirely destitute of fish, although containing several 

kinds of small crustaceans. In Goose and Warner lakes black-speckled 

trout of very large size and excellent food qualities were abundant. 

A study of the collections made in this region will throw much light 

on the characteristics of isolated fish faunas and on the origin of the 

faunas of these and other similar lakes in Oregon, California, and 

Nevada. Before a full understanding of all the questions presented is 

possible, it will be necessary to extend the investigations to lakes 

Harney and Malheur, located farther to the eastward in Oregon, and 

also to explore the isolated lakes in the northern part of the adjoining 

State of Nevada. 
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The Klamath Lakes, on the Oregon-California border, have already 

been examined by the Commission.* The relations of the faunas of 

these lakes to each other and to those of the Snake River Basin and 

the Great Salt Lake Basin present a very interesting problem in geo- 

graphical distribution; and it is the purpose of the Commission to con- 

tinue these investigations until a full knowledge of the fish life of these 

waters is obtained. 

COASTAL STREAMS OF WASHINGTON, OREGON, AND CALIFORNIA. 

In the summer and fall of 1898 a systematic examination of the salmon 

streams of the coast of Washington was taken up. Mr. Cloudsley 

Rutter was in charge of the investigations, and was assisted at times 

by Mr. C. F. Foote and Mr. E.R. Brady. The inquiry was begun about 

July 25, immediately north of the Columbia River, and was concluded 

on October 1, by which time the streams on the south side of the Strait 

of Fuca were reached. 

The investigations had for their object the determination of the 

physical character of the principal streams, the nature of the general 

fish fauna, and the distribution, abundance, habits, spawning, etc., of 

the different species of salmon. 

Among the numerous waters visited were the following: Nasel, Wil- 

lapa, and North rivers, tributary to Willapa Bay; Chehalis River, 

which empties into Grays Harbor, with its more important branches, 

including Black River and Black Lake, Satsop River, Wynooche River, 

the east and west forks of Wishkab River, and a number of smaller 

streams; east and west forks of Humptulips River, which enters Grays 

Harbor; Lake Quinault and its tributaries; Elk Creek, a branch of 
Quinault River; Raft River; Queets River with its tributaries, Salmon 

River, Tacoma Creek, Mud Creek, Clearwater River, and Hurst Creek; 
Hoh or Ohalot: River; Bogachiel River, tributary of the Quillayute 

River; Ozette Lake and tributaries; Pleasant Lake, Beaver Lake, 

Beaver Creek, and Soledue River, in the Quillayute Basin; Crescent 
Lake and Sutherland Lake, with their feeders and outlets. 

Many of the foregoing waters are very remote from regular lines of 

communication and had never before been examined with reference to 

their fish life. Large collections of the fishes and other water animals 

were made for future study. 

The investigation showed that both the quinnat salmon and the 

silver salmon are found in all the principal streams, and that the dog 

salmon is distributed throughout the region and ascends even the 

smallest streams. The blueback salmon, or redfish, enters the Quinault 

River and Lake, and also Ozette Lake. The dwarfed redfish exists in 

Ozette Lake, and probably in Quinault Lake. Ozette Lake affords good 

facilities for a conclusive study of the question as to whether the small 

redfish are migratory or permanent residents of lakes. 

*The Fishes of the Klamath Basin, By Charles H. Gilbert. Bull. U. 8. Fish 
Commission, 1897, 
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The examination of the coast streams of California begun in May, 

1897, and referred to in the last annual report, was continued until 

August 15, 1897, by which time all the rivers of California north of San 
Francisco and some of those of southern Oregon had been visited. 

The inquiries were in charge of Dr. C. H. Gilbert, of Leland Stanford 

Junior University, assisted by four students of that institution. The 

streams were very thoroughly examined with reference to their fish life, 

large collections of fish, crustaceans, mollusks, etc., being made. 

OTHER INVESTIGATIONS. 

SHAD OF THE OHIO RIVER BASIN. 

From time to time the capture of shad in the Ohio and Mississippi 

rivers and their tributaries has been reported. The fish have locally 

heen regarded as identical with the shad of the Atlantic coast (Alosa 

sapidissima), and have been called ‘ Potomac shad,” “‘ white shad,” ete. 

In view of the large numbers of shad fry planted in the Mississippi 

Valley, it has been thought that their attempted acclimatization may 

have proved successful. Ichthyologists have had little opportunity to 

examine these shad from the Ohio basin, but the Commission has 

recently been able to make some interesting observations thereon. In 

the spring of 1896 it was reported from Montgomery, W. Va., that shad 

were being taken in some numbers in the Kanawha River at that place. 

In May, 1897, a fish-dealer in Louisville, Ky., stated that considerable 

quantities of shad were being caught at the Falls of the Ohio, and four 

fresh specimens were sent for identification. The same dealer, in May, 

1898, wrote that the shad had again appeared, and forwarded six 

specimens. An examination showed that these represented a species 

of true shad (Alosa), and not a hickory shad or skipjack (Pomolobus), 

gizzard shad (Dorosoma), or mooneye (Hiodon), which are popularly 

known as shad in various parts of the interior. It was also seen that 

they were closely related to the shad of the rivers of the Atlantic slope, 
but had certain characters which were apparently sufficiently marked 

to render the fish specifically distinct from the common shad, and also 
from the shad (Alosa alabame) recently described from the Black 

Warrior River, Alabama. 

In order to secure more definite information regarding the nature, 

movements, and abundance of this fish, Prof. B. W. Evermann, in May, 

1898, was instructed to proceed to suitable points on the Ohio River 

and tributaries. 
Montgomery, W. Va., was first visited. No shad had yet arrived, but 

additional information concerning the runs in 1896 and 1897 was 

obtained. In 1896 the fish appeared during the third week in May, 

the largest number being caught on May 20. Several hundreds were 

taken for home use by the people of the town, and the run was reported 

to consist of thousands of fish. In the following year the shad came 

about the same time and were reported to be quite as numerous, 
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When Louisville was visited, May 16-19, the shad were running and 

good opportunities were afforded for studying them. They were being 

caught in seines at the Falls of the Ohio, chiefly on the Indiana side, 
together with spoonbill catfish, shovel-nose sturgeon, and drum. It is 

said that the shad from the Ohio first came under the observation of 

the Louisville dealers in about 1876; the fish were at once identified 

as ‘Potomac shad” by those dealers familiar with the shad of the 

Atlantic coast. A good many were caught at the Falls of the Ohio 

that year and met with a ready sale. A few were taken in some of the 

succeeding years, but no large catch occurred until 1897, when a change 

in the method of rigging the seines may have had some effect on the 

number taken. In 1897 the run was large, and several thousand were 

secured, the daily catch during the first three weeks in May being from 

about 125 to 740. In 1898 the first shad was caught April 28; from that 

time the number increased until about May 17, when the run began to 

decline. ‘he total yield in 1898 was about the same as in 1897. 

This species of shad has not, so far as known, been taken in large 

numbers, except at Louisville, but it has been reported from various 
places on the Mississippi, and at a number of places below Louisville 

on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. In March, 1898, a Louisville fish- 

dealer saw 25 or 30 captured at Cahoma, Miss., where the fishermen 

stated that a good many were taken, and thought they were a species 

of skipjack. The same dealer has seen the shad in the Ohio River 

at Concordia, Ky., 90 miles below Louisville, and at Brandenberg, Ky., 
40 miles below Louisville. About fifteen years ago they were reported 

at Vicksburg, Miss., in 1884 at Hickman, Ky., and in 1886 and since 

at Aurora, Ind. A fish-dealer at Evansville, Ind., reports that some 

years ago he caught shad in the Wabash River near its mouth, and 

that about twenty years ago, and also in 1897, he saw a few that had 

been taken in the Ohio River. 

None of the dealers at Vincennes has ever seen any shad from the 

Ohio or the Wabash, but one states that in the spring of 1898 he 

received a few from St. Louis. None of the dealers and fishermen inter- 
viewed at ‘verre Haute had ever seen shad from the Wabash River. 
That shad have not been taken in this stream may be due to the legal 

restrictions on all methods of fishing which would be likely to result in 
the capture of such a fish. 

STUDIES OF YOUNG SHAD IN POTOMAC RIVER. 

The studies of young shad in the Potomac River, referred to in the 

previous report, were continued throughout the fiscal year 1897-98, | 

The inquiries, which were in charge of Mr. M. C. Marsh, related mainly 

to the movements, food, and rate of growth. While much has been . 

definitely established, further inquiries will be necessary before the 

full history of the young shad is known. 

The observations have shown that shad hatched in the spring of one 

year are abundant during the ensuing summer months throughout the 

fresh portion of the river below Little Falls. They feed in the shore 
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waters all summer, with practically no downward migration. At this 

season, also, near the surface in the open water of the river, they seem 

to be present in moderate numbers and are perhaps abundant, but the 

means available for collecting in the offshore waters have not been 

satisfactory. With the approach of cold weather the young shad do 

not descend the river along the shores in order to reach warmer water, 

but withdraw tothe river channel. When the temperature of the water 

falls to a point between 46° and 56°, which happens in November, 

they leave the places they have frequented during the summer. This 

movement is perfectly well marked throughout the section above brack- 

ish water. Observations in winter and spring indicate that there is 

some downward movement after the fish leave the shores, and this 

must necessarily take place in the deeper water. Seining in the Lower 

Potomac and along the western shore of Chesapeake Bay in the latter 

half of February showed that no young shad were there, but about the 

end of March numbers were noticed in the pound nets set along the 

shores of the Lower Chesapeake near Old Point Comfort and the Vir- 

ginia capes. These were the previous spring’s hatch, and such fish 

have also been noted in the Lower Potomac. Shad of apparently two 

years’ growth have been taken in both the bay and lower river, but 

the young do not reappear on the shores in spring in the fresh water 

of the river. 

it seems probable that at least some of the young shad of a particu- 

lar season’s spawning do not reach the ocean during the ensuing year, 

and it is possible that some reach maturity (in three or four years) 

without visiting the ocean. Deep-water collecting in Chesapeake Bay 

in midwinter will do much to fill the present hiatus in our knowledge 

of the shad during that season. 

Insects and entomostracans are the most important food of the young 

shad in fresh water. Of entomostracans, the genera Daphnia, Cyclops, 

Cypris, and Bosmina are largely represented in the stomach contents. 
Rhizopods, nematodes, amphipods, and gastropods are eaten; vege- 

table food is rarely taken. In a few cases small fish had been ingested 

and shad fry have been found in the stomach, but this is unusual. 

When 2 months old, shad are about 2 inches long; having attained 

this size, they add about an inch to their length in from 24 to 34 months, 

so that when they leave the fresh water in the fall they are from 34 to 

4 inches long. They grow slower in the river than in ponds (such as 

the Government fish-ponds at Washington). Fish from the upper part 

of the river are distinctly smaller than those from the lower, having 

been hatched later. 

FISHES AND FISHING-GROUNDS OFF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. 

In March and April, 1898, Messrs. C. Rutter and F. M. Chamberlain 
were assigned to an examination of the fishery resources and fishing- 

grounds of the southern California coast. The steamer Albatross, which 

was then lying off San Diego, was made the headquarters of these 

assistants while working in the vicinity. It was the intention to have 
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shore inquiries conducted in conjunction with the dredging, collecting, 

and hydrographic work on the vessel, but the Albatross was transferred 

to the Navy Department shortly after the investigations were begun, 

and the only studies made were those relating to the fish, fishing, and 

fishing-grounds of San Diego County. Therecent marked development 

of the fishing industry of the southern counties of California makes it 

very desirable that a thorough examination of the outlying fishing- 

grounds should be carried on with reference to the habits, migrations, 
abundance, food, spawning, etc., of the fishes found thereon. This 

work should be taken up by the Albatross as soon as practicable. 

The barracuda (Sphyrena argentea) is by far the most important food- 

fish taken in this section. It makes its appearance in February or 

March and remains until November, rarely until December, being most 

abundant from April to August. It is found off the shores of Lower 

California in January, which leads the fishermen to believe that it 

travels northward along the coast; but the fact that in one season 

recently the barracuda was caught at San Pedro, Los Angeles County, 

a few weeks earlier than at San Diego, would indicate that its move- 

ments toward the coast are chiefly from deep water offshore. 

Other important fishes of the San Diego region are bonito (Sarda 

chilensis), yellow-tail (Seriola dorsalis), several species of bass (Parala- 

brax), flounder (Paralichthys californicus), and rockfishes (Sebastodes) of 

many species. 
EXPERIMENTS WITH SALMON OVA. 

In October and November, 1897, during the prosecution of salmon- 

hatching work at Battle Creek Station, Cal., Mr. Cloudsley Rutter, 

scientific assistant, conducted some experiments having a_ practical 

bearing on fish-cultural work, and chiefly directed to questions relating 

to the fertilization and development of the eggs of the quinnat salmon 

(Oncorhynchus tschawytscha). Among the subjects specially considered 

were the influence on fertilization of the exposure of the eggs to water, 

the vitality of the milt, the fertilizing of eggs from dead fish, the fertil- 

ization of bloody, slimy, and foamy eggs, the effects of handling eggs at 

supposed critical periods, and the percentage of eggs fertilized under 

natural and artificial conditions. The studies were not completed and 

they will probably be resumed next season. An outline of the general 

results is here given. 

Numerous experiments were tried to determine how long salmon 

eggs might remain in water and still be capable of fertilization. This 
subject has a very important bearing on fish-cultural operations as well 

as on natural reproduction. No eggs were fertilizable after they had 

been in water more than 5 minutes, and only 2 per cent on 5 minutes’ 

immersion. After being in water 24 minutes, 16 per cent were fer- 

tilized. After rapidly washing the blood from eggs taken from fish 

already stripped, only 11 per cent were fertilized. 

Spermatozoa were found to live for more than 10 minutes after the 

milt was mixed with water, but their fertilizing powers rapidly dete- 
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riorate. Thus, the experiments showed that after milt had been in 
water 1 minute it fertilized 19 per cent of the eggs treated; after a 

lapse of 34 minutes, only 9 per cent were fertilized; after 6 minutes, 8 

percent; after 84 minutes, 2 per cent; and after 11 minutes, 2 per cent, 

no fertilization occurring after a longer interval. 

It occasionally happens that a fish is injured before spawning, and 

when the eggs are pressed out they are mixed with more or less 

blood. Eggs from three such fishes were selected, in order to ascer- 

tain the percentage of fertilization. About 8 per cent of them died 

within 5 days, and of the remainder, 2 per cent were unfertilized. 

This is not very different from the average results under normal con- 

ditions. Of several lots of bloody eggs taken from stripped fish, 89 per 

cent were fertilized. In the passage of eggs through the oviduct the 

natural liquids of the part often become foamy. It was not known 

whether such eggs were fertilizable, but tests showed that this con- 

dition did not impair the susceptibility of the egg to the action of the 

milt. The slime from fishes is thought by some fish-culturists to be 

fatal to spermatozoa; some eggs were thoroughly mixed with slime 

and then treated with milt in the usual way; less than 2 per cent 
were unfertilized. 

The question of killing the female salmon before attempting to take 

the eggs received some consideration. Stripping the female is very 

hard work, requiring the services of three men, one to hold the head 

and one the tail, while the third expresses the eggs. Even when the fish 

is ripe, a man’s entire strength is often required to force the eggs 

through the oviduct. Many good eggs are necessarily left in the fish 

and thus lost. In 21 stripped salmon examined with this point in view, 

there were found on an average 700 ripe eggs, or about 14 per cent of 

the total average production per fish. It had been claimed by some fish- 

culturists that eggs from fish killed before spawning would produce 

deformed fry, but this was shown by experiments to be erroneous. In 

view of the foregoing experiments and the additional fact that these 

fish die after spawning, there would seem to be good reasons for killing 

or stunning them by a blow on the head and for removing the eggs 

through an artificial opening in the abdominal wall. 

It is well known that at certain ages eggs are much more delicate 

than at other times. These critical periods are when the eye-spots first 

appear (ninth to fifteenth day) and just before hatching. When first 

taken, eggs may be handled comparatively roughly with impunity. The 

spawning-place at Battle Creek is 14 miles from the hatchery, the eggs 

being hauled that distance in wagons over a rather uneven road without 

any injury. Nearly 700,000 eggs 43 days old were sent from Battle 

Creek to Olema; they were first taken 10 miles in a heavy wagon, and 

were then carried on a railroad train 15 hours, being out of the water 

48 hours; the loss in transit was only 300 eggs. At other times such 

treatment would kill almost every egg, the simple turning of. the eggs 

with a feather often causing a large loss. In one experiment 120,000 
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eggs, in four equal lots, were employed to demonstrate the critical 

periods; two lots were picked daily to remove dead eggs; the other two 

lots were picked only on the first, third, twenty-second, twenty-fourth, 

and forty-first days, so as to avoid the critical times. The percentages 

of loss in the first two lots were 56 and 32, respectively, and in the 

second two 11 and 9, respectively. 

A number of tests indicated that even after a fish has been dead in 

the water for a comparatively long time the contained eggs remain in 

good condition. On November 25 a female salmon that had died below 
the spawning rack was selected for experimentation. Eggs were taken 

and fertilized at periods of 2. 4, 6, 8, and 24 hours after its death. In 

the case of the first four lots the percentages fertilized were 99, 98, 92, 

and 92, respectively, and at the end of 26 days the eggs were healthy. 

The eggs taken after a lapse of 24 hours were not sound, and although 

most of them were fertilized, the entire lot died within 2 weeks. On 

the 13th of November eggs were obtained from 2 fish that had died in 

the water, one having been dead 2 hours and the other over 6 hours; 

of the former, 97 per cent and of the latter 85 per cent hatched and 
produced healthy fry. 

LAKE SUPERIOR. 

The investigations of Mr. A. J. Woolman in Lake Superior begun in 

April, 1897, and referred to in the last report, were continued until the 

latter part of August, 1897. They had for their object the determina- 

tion of the food-supply of the fishes of the lake and its relation to the 

abundance and movements of the commercial fishes. Large collections 

of the minute animal life, which directly or indirectly constitutes the 

principal food of the fishes, were made with fine-meshed nets used at 

the surface, bottom, and intermediate depths on the fishing-grounds 

along the south shore. The study of the collections has not yet been 

completed. 

Different regions were found to differ very materially in the variety 

of small aquatic animal forms inhabiting them and in the abundance of 

those forms. Some extensive areas were shown to be abundantly sup- 

plied with minute animals in great variety, which in other areas were | 

almost completely absent. If further observations show that the dis- 

tribution of the minute animals is in any way constant in given areas, 
information of value in the planting of fish fry will have been obtained. 

One noteworthy feature of the inquiries was the discovery of small 

crustaceans (Diaptomus) in large numbers in certain very deep waters 

where there has recently been a remarkable increase in the abundance 

of the bluefin whitefish (Argyrosomus nigripinnis).* These crustaceans 

occur in large quantities only in deep water (100 to 130 fathoms), where 

they are the predominating animals of this class. Another observation 

was that apparently well-defined areas are occupied by cladocera, as 

*See Report U. 8. Fish Commission for 1897, pp. CXXI, CXXII, 
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distinct from regions occupied by certain copepoda and the still more 

localized areas inhabited by ostracoda. 

FISH PATHOLOGY. 

Assistants of the division have made a number of examinations of 
fishes that have died at various stations of the Commission, but usually 

the results of the studies have been unsatisfactory. Lesions have 
sometimes been found which would result in death, but the causes of 
the morbid processes or conditions have not been apparent. In other 

cases no clew to the disease has been detected. 

One of the most important subjects now connected with fish-culture 

is fish pathology. With the exception of the effects produced by a few 

animal and vegetable parasites, practically nothing is known of the 

diseases of fishes. This is a very inviting field for study from the scien- 

tific standpoint and from the practical standpoint of fish-culture. A 

very large mortality not infrequently prevails among young and mature 

fish at hatching stations, in stocked waters, and among wild fish, for 

which there is no known cause or remedy. The annual unavoidable 

losses in the Commission, while not excessive, are yet sufficiently serious 

to demonstrate the necessity, which has long been appreciated, for an 
assistant who could devote his whole time to the consideration of fish 

diseases, and who is fitted by previous training in human pathology to 

fully comprehend the nature, cause, and possible remedies for the now 

obscure affections prevailing among the food and game fishes. It is 

strongly urged that the Commission be provided with a permanent 

expert in fish pathology. 

WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS. 

WORK IN THE LABORATORY. 

During the summer of 1897 the Woods Hole laboratory was occupied 

by a small number of investigators, the Commission having restricted 

the attendance to representatives of those institutions which had fur- 

nished financial aid in the construction and equipment of the laboratory. 

Among those at the station were Dr. John Y. Graham, of the University 

of Alabama, and formerly of Princeton University; Mr. F. N. Balch, of 

Harvard University; Mr. Charles W. Greene, of Johns Hopkins Univer- 

sity; Dr. J. Percy Moore, of the University of Pennsylvania, who was 

engaged in studies on the embryology of the mackerel in the interest of 

the Commission. At the request of the Smithsonian Institution, Prof. 

C. C. Nutting, of the University of Iowa, was granted laboratory priv- 

ileges to enable him to complete his work on American hydroids for 

the institution. 

In the spring of 1898 it was determined to take steps to increase the 

opportunities for scientific study at Woods Hole, by providing for the 

prosecution of inquiries throughout the year instead of only during 

the summer months, as heretofore. It was also decided to place the 

laboratory in the charge of some competent biologist, who would be in 
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attendance during most of the year and give personal direction to 

the investigations. The laboratory was opened on March 14, and Dr. 

H. C. Bumpus, professor of comparative anatomy in Brown University, 

was appointed director. Correspondence was entered into with the 

principal universities and colleges, notifying them of the opening of 

the laboratory and stating that nominations of a limited number of 

persons to represent them would be received. During April fourteen 

investigators availed themselves of the privileges of the laboratory, 

and by the Ist of June accommodations for the ensuing summer had 

been assigned to the full capacity of the station. 

During a period of six weeks in May and June the work of the labo- 

ratory was facilitated by the courteous action of the trustees of the 

Marine Biological Laboratory in placing their steam launch at the dis- 

posal of the Commission. 
Reports on the aquatic life present in the vicinity of the station 

during March, April, and May were published in the current issues of 

“Science,” by Dr. Bumpus and Dr. A. D. Mead, for the guidance of 

those who may desire to pursue studies at the laboratory in the spring 

months. In an article on “The breeding of animals at Woods Hole 

during the month of March, 1898,” Dr. Bumpus stated: 

The water has swarmed with animal life, and many forms rarely or never cap- 

tured during the warmer months have been found in abundance. Breeding animals 

have yielded rare embryological material, and all forms of life have had great vitality, 

due probably to the low temperature of the water (38° to 43° F.). 

MORTALITY AMONG BROOD COD AT WOODS HOLE. 

During the cod-hatching season of 1897-98 at Woods Hole there 

was a very large death rate among the adult cod retained in live-cars. 

In previous seasons numbers of the brood cod had died, but the mor- 

tality during the present year was greater than heretofore. These fish 

were caught with hand-lines on Nantucket Shoals and brought to the 

station in welled-smacks. Between October and February 3,507 were 
received, of which 2,696 died, or more than 76 per cent; 1,977 dying in 

November, 315 in December, 205 in October, 143 in February; and 
58 in January. 

In November 14 cod, each weighing 5 or 6 pounds, that had died 
in the live-cars, were sent to Washington in ice and there carefully 

examined. In 11 cases there was no doubt of the cause of death, in 2 

the cause was not positively made out, and in 1 it could not be deter- 
mined. Cerebral meningitis, due to hook wounds, was responsible for 

the death of 5 fish; the same condition, resulting from injuries to the eye, 

led to the death of 2 others; cerebro-spinal meningitis, induced by a 

blow on the side, caused the death of 1 fish; marked degeneration of the 
heart muscle was found in two cases, and inflammation of the heart or 

pericardium existed in 2 fish, being complicated with meningitis, due 

to hook wound in one of them. In one of the doubtful cases there was 
slight meningitis traceable to a hook wound, and in the other there 
seemed to be a rupture of the abdominal aorta. 
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The inflammation resulting from the hook wounds could easily be 

traced to the membranes of the brain, which were in most instances 

highly congested and surrounded by considerable bloody serum. 

While such injuries are often unavoidable, it is probable that some 

might have been less severe had more care been exercised in extracting 

the hooks. In the cases of meningitis due to injuries to the eyes, there 

is ground for suspicion of rough handling. Fishermen have a practice 

of thrusting the forefinger and thumb into the eyes of cod and other 

fish in order to secure a firm hold in removing the hook, and in this 

way displacement of the lens, rupture of the eyeball, and other injuries 

may result. The cases of degeneration and inflammation of the cardiac 

-muscle and of rupture of the aorta might be occasioned by heavy 

pressure on the ventral region between the gills. Fishermen, while 

removing the hook, often grasp fish in the place stated, squeezing the 
heart and related structures with sufficient force to produce serious 

lesions. The fish whose death depended on cerebro-spinal meningitis 

was clearly the victim of rough handling; the wound in the side was 

such as might be produced by a swinging blow on the thwarts or gun- 

wale of a boat. , 

Subsequent examinations of many cod at the station showed con- 

ditions similar to those mentioned. There seems no reason to believe 

that the fish received rougher treatment this season than formerly. The 

high mortality may have depended on special physical surroundings, 

such as high-water temperature, which promoted inflammation, perhaps 

septic, that under other conditions would not have ensued. The expe- 

rience, however, demonstrates the necessity for great care in handling 

cod that are to be kept in confinement for several months. 

TAGGING COD AT WOODS HOLE. 

During December, January and February 560 cod, weighing from 3 

to 17 pounds, were tagged at Woods Hole and released in adjacent 

waters. These fish had been caught with hand-lines on the southern 

Massachusetts coast and retained at Woods Hole for brood purposes. 

After their use in the fish-cultural work, they were liberated with a 

small tin or copper tag attached to one fin by silver or copper wire. 

Complete data were kept for each fish tagged, including its weight, 

length, sex, and when and where released. A printed circular calling 

attention to the experiment and soliciting certain information regard- 

ing the fish was extensively circulated in the coast towns of Massa- 

chusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut, and also in New York and 

New Jersey. Within a few weeks after the fish were released tagged 

fish began to be caught, and by the close of the fiscal year about 25 

tags had been received, while the taking of other fish was reported; 

these were mostly from southern Massachusetts, but some came from 

Rhode Island, Connecticut, and New York, and one from a point on the 

middle New Jersey coast. It is expected that the experiment may 

throw some light on the rate of growth of the cod, the frequency of its 

spawning, the extent to which individual fish migrate, ete. 

F. R. 98 x 
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COLLECTIONS AND REPORTS. 

A small collection of fishes obtained by the Albatross on the coast 

of southern California in April, 1897, was transferred to Dr. Charles 

H. Gilbert, of Stanford University, for examination and report. The 

collecting was done in the neighborhood of Santa Catalina Island and 

Monterey Bay, with dredge, gill net, trawl line, hand line, and shore 

seine. The greatest depth at which trials for fish were made was 581 

fathoms off Monterey Bay with gill net and beam-trawl; another trial 

with these appliances in the same region was in 278 fathoms; all the 

other collecting was in water less than 100 fathoms deep. Dr. Gilbert’s 

report, which appears in the appendix to this report (pp. 23-29), shows . 

that 62 species of fish were secured, one-third of which are rockfishes 

(Scorpenide), while most of the others are the common shore species. 

Off Santa Catalina Island, at depths of 47 fathoms and 80 fathoms, 
respectively, two undescribed species were obtained, one an agonoid 
(Averruncus sterletus), the other a cottoid (Radulinus boleoides). 

The interest of late manifested in the fish and fisheries of Florida 

has suggested the need of a comprehensive report on the fish fauna of 

that State. The preparation of such a report has been begun by Drs. 

Evermann and Kendall, based on extensive collections made by the 
Commission, and on previously published lists of Florida fishes. About 

600 species are now known from Florida waters, and the fish fauna is 

consequently more varied than that of any other State. Some addi- 

tional field investigations in certain sections are desirable; these will 

doubtiess considerably augment the list. 

In conformity with the established custom, natural-history objects 

obtained by the field parties and vessels of the Comfhission have been 
transferred to the United States National Museum. The large collec- 

tions of aquatic animals sent to the Museum during the year included 

reptiles, batrachians, mollusks, crustaceans, and other invertebrates, 

besides rare fishes and types. ‘These collections are studied and 

reported on by specialists connected with the National Museum and 
Smithsonian Institution. 

Arrangements have been made to supply to the leading educational 

institutions of the country sets of named marine and fresh-water fishes 

in alcohol. After collections have been reported on, and complete 

series of specimens have been reserved for the Government, the best 

use to which they can be put is to donate them to universities, colleges, 

and schools having biological courses, and to State museums. 
The various papers pertaining to the functions of this division which 

have appeared during the year have been mentioned in the foregoing 

report of the Commissioner. 



REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF STATISTICS AND METHODS 

OF THE FISHERIES. 

By C. H. TOWNSEND, Assistant in Charge. 

The work of this division for the year ending June 30, 1897, was 

reported upon by Dr. Hugh M. Smith, whom the writer succeeded as 

assistant in charge on April 7, 1897, having been detached as naturalist 

of the steamer Albatross. By direction of the Commissioner a canvass 

of the principal fisheries of certain New England and Middle Atlantic 

States and the Great Lakes for the fiscal year 1897 was commenced on 

August 1. The statistical field agents of the division were detailed as 

follows: To Maine and New Hampshire, Mr. Ansley Hall; to Massa- 

chusetts, Mr. W. A. Wilcox; to New York, New Jersey, and Delaware, 

Mr. C. H. Stevenson; to Lake Superior, Mr. T. M. Cogswell; to Lakes 
Michigan, Huron, St. Clair, and Erie, Mr. H. O. Weaver; to Lake 

Ontario, Mr. John N. Cobb. The fisheries of Lake Ontario were can- 
vassed in full, the data collected relating to the calendar year 1897. 

With a view to securing information for the use of the National 

Fishery Congress at Tampa, in January, 1898, Mr. Cobb was sent to 

Florida in September and October to canvass the fisheries. The results 

of the fieldwork conducted in the above-mentioned regions were at once 
made public in a series of single sheet bulletins, each of which was dis- 
tributed throughout the region to which it referred. The bulletins 

were sent to post-offices, custom-houses, commercial organizations, fishing 

firms, fishermen, and representative newspapers. Tbe conditions of the 

fishery industries were thus presented in condensed form in advance of 

the regular report of the Commissioner. It is proposed to continue, 
from time to time, the issuing of such bulletins respecting the commercial 

fisheries whenever the information obtained proves of special interest. 

The titles of bulletins which have already appeared are as follows: 

' Sponge Fisheries of Florida. Y 

Statistics of Certain Fisheries of Lake Superior. 

Statistics of Certain Fisheries of Florida. 

Statistics of Certain Fisheries of New York, New Jersey, and Delaware. 

Statistics of Certain Fisheries of Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. 

Statistics of Certain Fisheries of The Great Lakes. 

The information collected regularly by local agents of the division, 

respecting the important fisheries of Boston and Gloucester, has, since 
August, 1897, been presented monthly in the form of single sheet 

bulletins and distributed to persons directly engaged in those fisheries. 

These bulletins are also posted in public buildings, while several trade 

journals give them further circulation in their columns. 
CXLVIL 
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Mr. W. A. Roberts, field agent, was employed at Nashville during 

the Tennessee Centennial Exposition, in connection with the Fish Com- 

mission exhibit. In November the writer was detailed there by the 

Commissioner for a short time to take charge of the exhibit, and in 

January was detailed as a delegate to the Tampa Fishery Congress. 

During the spring of 1898 a canvass was made of all the fisheries of* 

the South Atlantic and Gulf States, Messrs. Stevenson, Wilcox, Hall, 

Cobb, and Cogswell engaging in the field inquiries. Upon the com- 

pletion of this work the canvass was extended into the Middle Atlantic 

States, and continued during the summer, with the assistancé of Messrs. 

W. A. Roberts and E. S. King. 

During the year an office was established at San Francisco as head- 

quarters for the Commission on the Pacific coast and especially to make 

available for general shore work the civilian force connected with the 
steamer Albatross. It has proved very useful during the recent trans- 

fer of the vessel to the Navy Department, Mr. A. B. Alexander, F. M. 

Chamberlain, and C. Rutter having been ordered there to conduct 
inquiries respecting the important fisheries of that locality. As the 

vessel is periodically laid up for repairs or during seasons unfavorable 

for sea work, the local office at once becomes a point from which men 
may be distributed for statistical, fish-cultural, or scientific work. 

The statistical work at San Francisco will, when finished, show the 

condition of the commercial fisheries from month to month during the 

year, both as to the quantity and value of the different food species on 

which the market depends. The seasonal supply of shad and striped 

bass, which have been introduced on the Pacific coast by the Fish 

Commission and are now abundant, is especially interesting in this 

connection. 

FISHERIES OF GLOUCESTER AND BOSTON. 

The reports of the agents of the Commission, located at Gloucester 

and Boston, Mass., show that there has been a slight decrease in the 
fisheries of those places since 1896. The fish landed by American ves- 

- sels amounted to 126,865,598 pounds, having a first value of $2,878,635. 
The total number of fares was 6,476. Compared with 1896 the figures 

for 1897 show a decrease of 3,808,168 pounds, and a decrease in value 

of $408,263. The fish landed at Gloucester amounted to 63,962,040 

pounds, of which 32,960,261 pounds were fresh, and 31,001,779 pounds 
were salted. The total value was $1,648,591. The increase in the fresh 

tish landed at Gloucester since 1896 amounted to 11,035,560 pounds. A 

decrease is shown in the total catch for Gloucester of 3,635,374 pounds. 
There were 2,391 fares landed at Gloucester, of which 1,688 were from 
grounds off the New England coast, and 703 from the eastern banks 

and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. There is an increase in the number of 

fares since 1896 of 171. 
In December, 1897, the facilities for handling and shipping fresh fish 

at Gloucester were largely increased, with the result that many vessels 

now land their entire catch of fresh fish at that port. This result was 
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brought about by a desire on the part of the owners of Gloucester 
vessels to keep them more directly under their own supervision, to 

make Gloucester more important as a shipping point for fresh fish, and 

to increase the general volume of trade at that point. This arrange- 

ment, diverting a portion of the catch of fresh fish from Boston, where 

it had previously been landed, has created a spirit of rivalry between 

the fishery interests of the two places. 

The following tables show the receipts from each ground: 

Summary by fishing-grounds of certain fishery produets landed at Gloucester, Mass., in 
1897 by American fishing vessels. 

Cod. Cusk. 

No. 
Fishing-grounds. of Fresh. Salted. Fresh. Salted. 

ee 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. |Value. 

East of 66° W. lon- 
gitude: : 

La Have Bank ...| 193 |1,979, 040 $36, 046 1, 480, 463 | $42,929 | 814,500 | $9, 656 4, 000 $100 
Western Bank ... 38 693,520 | 10,879 420, 478 13, 291 32, 000 393 3, 600 81 
Quereau Bank....| 96 18, 000 260 169, 500 
Green Bank..-..-- EA | eerste crcata |peatstetcctar 18, 000 
Grand Bank...--.- ACU) Wiseemeeesad Ecopecce 11, 946, 154 
Canso Bank .-..-..- 6 418, 435 
SiaPetersybankcce|)) Ole cnismeiiana le sieiee eae ler = seins qe <a|se c= 5]- 
Burgeo Bank..... 10, 000 
IRaealours tiles. |e 84) | Sea canes alesse lian [ence sinan ei al| aa isleraraaere 
Off Newfoundland ONCE esol BSE Cee te eae Somer CRORE ere 
Cape Shore. ..---- 52 50, 000 750 5, 000 
Gulf of St. Law- 

MONCGs< aniace vas DT eres een note rs a ais llaaaaaiee sae oll Sets a. ale | eatin s & clays) e eaeiare iets || steers otetatel| erermetctate 
ES a a He ee Sa Nl 

otal. sass 703 |2, 740,560 | 47,935 | 14, 468, 030 | 325, 919 846, 500 | 10,049 12, 600 294 

West of 66° W. lon- 
gitude: 

Browns Bank .-...| 47 | 397,159} 4,843 382,696 | 10,382 | 132,000} 1,400] 17,000 380 
Georges Bank....| 641 (1, 386, 695 | 17, 863 9, 345, 260 | 262, 420 54, 140 734 | 109, 350 2, 372 
Cashes Bank ..... 109 364, 880 5, 028 10, 000 325 614, 970 VAP Rl peeecomcal reece e 
Jeffreys Ledge..-| 40} 131,200 | 2,970 |..-.-..-....|......... 74, 120 SBDG | ase atetetatel|Sorsaea 
Ipswich Bay ...-. 2 1, 500 if pceocoenscodlssronnecebonecocacs|sonszasolbosssoses|éeeeeme 
South Channel --. 56 324, 400 GAG i eS ae ae gs! eee 65, 800 F20\\|-.ascmseasloesace 
Nantucket Shoals} 20 |..--....-.|----.--- HSIODS |) 12 888: |. S220 oss leone nul oame meee ane ee 
Shore, general....| 773 | 662,332 | 13,839 |......------|.-------- 62, 600 761 5, 000 113 

Motali2oo.34=< 1, 688 3, 268, 166 | 51,108 | 10, 289,009 | 285, 515 |1, 003, 68u | 11,103 | 131, 350 2, 865 

Grand total -.|2,391 |6, 008,726 | 99,043 | 24,757,039 | 611,434 1,850,130 | 21,152 | 143,950 | 3,159 

Haddock. Hake. | Pollock. 

Fishing-grounds. Fresh. Fresh. Salted. Fresh. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
ai Have Bank. -2..-.. <=: 742, 000 |$12, 052 |4, 217, 300 /$33, 588 |...... HEAD HB NOODA BhScpCORoe. lbsseccon 
Western Bank... 222.52. 5700s) t. O26." WS20000) |) W439) sen 52 sei -|aa-= nee |aaeseceees teesecee 
Quereau Bank ........... 50, 000 PANT ese ticinctga epee nn Perens 5A ee eee ree ee oe 
Game SHOLG)-. e405 cee50.|-c 2 .ecee bcegaads eceeaceama seen ncsa|ceerore ced Seeracas 30, 000 $280 

Wotalee sacs. 5 ces 2c S494 O00) hts.278; |4,:399, 00) | oO. O27) |sscee~ on oe Peianen 30, 000 280 

West of 66° W. longitude: ae ii Were 
Browns Bank............ 147, 000 635 | 141,000 979 8, 000 $57 800 4 
Georges Bank .........-- 1,705,500 | 9,453 31, 000 1) eee eee ie 5 em eeericricl| sccn cos 
Cashes Bank --........--. 59, 000 Ti USE REV Oa ab ee eg ee oaceon |acerceeeool Goaccone 
Jetireys Ledge .......... 136, 550 3,115 | 161, 700 1 spor sor shes sdoellsebeesckoob]eeces see 
South Channel........... 325, 600 | 7,152 167, 100 a VAR eee Sem lab eSeise Ais eae Geto laeeieic SiC 
Shore, general .........-. 140, 223 3, 004 }1, 216, 300 | 10, 254 10, 000 125 | 918,155 5, 673 

Tose. 2, 513, 873 | 24,130 |3, 689, 500 | 28,243 | 18,000}  182| 918,955 | 5,677 

Grand total.......-.. 3, 362, 873 | 37, 408 |8, 088, 800 | 63,270 | 18,000|  182| 948,955 | 5,957 
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Summary by fishing-grounds of certain fishery products landed at Gloucester, Mass., in 
1897 by American vessels—Continued. 

Halibut. - Mackerel. 

Fishing-grounds. Fresh. Salted. Fresh. Salted. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

East of 66° W. lon- 
gitude: 

La Have Bank... C4 ABBOT OOO ce seed Some | Re emer ee ee cree a ete ere ie See eee 
Western Bank... 217, 835 | 15, 750 2, 000 $90. (8 Ss ose cee ahs. SSE ee eee eee 
Ouercaup banker | mils 220M DOs Oa | ice a nro etal elie meee re oe mie ee) er ater te 
Green Bank..--.- 300; 24a OT 585 cc ween ae ae ke dl vee op eee ano Sec ame e seaee em em 
Grand Bank..... 955, 188 | 65, 392 7, 440 BAON | oooh etse te ces ae Soe oe eee 
Canso Bank...... 7, 000 STON | Siices So See |e See oes. ee aehre sc ce see mee See oes aeme 
St. Peters Bank... 55 SD78 Wet, GOON anes ee cce |secue eel enees oon tel nies eee ol emeereyee ere 
Burgeo Bank.... 347,577 | 28,944 8, 000 ADD ics scones cake seeaceel nee eeceectes 
Bacalieu Bank. . 2)'598: 169 1136; 669))|) 15449) 000)) bG%849 9) 22 2. | eee ele ee eee ee 
Otf Newfoundland ASTAGH Yeas O84 leousten seers aieieecee a] hee aa aaa m el see ee ae eens 
Cape Shore ....-.- 8, 128 AG Ne penne realists ere 500 $45 420, 800 
Gulf of St. Law- ‘ 

TENSE saan te eellae ees =.e een | Go asses |ses cen Bae eee s wale leee maeeeectcelei sane oe 332, 400 

otal Joc sts. 6, 440, 881 |487, 952 1. 466, 440 | 57, 679 500 45 753, 200 

Westof 66° W. lon- ; 
gitude: 

Browns Bank...-. B9s2380) £22900 52. Stee eR. cere or OR: oes ee. eee oe ee 
GeorgesBank....| 802,253 | 61, 758 |---.-...----)-------. 124,240 | 7,773 456,600 | 34, 935 
Cashes Bank..-.-.. 1,715 DUG Sass soe cotclers taace|ssoekecourec (se seeeen 7, 000 385 
Ipswich Bay: ---.|---s--<-----| see << = wn |e nomen meee 22 = ae 2, 500 AW eis ccotaecizeaon ssc 
South Channel... 800 ) 30, 780 1,710 58, 000 3,190 
Nantucket Shoals fl; A003)" yetOi 2 scstcgeecesta-steeee| saccee cree eel eeae oes len see eee eee eens 
Shere, ceneralie esse eeee rene een eeeee |= ee 99,634 | 7,216 434, 300 | 33,036 

Motalyos2s.)=.. 845, 407 257,154 | 16, 899 955, 900 71, 546 

Grand total..| 7, 286,288 |503,064 | 1, 466,440 | 57, 679 257, 654 | 16,944 | 1,709,100 | 129, 346 

Other fish. Total. 

Fishing-grounds. Fresh. Salted. Fresh. Salted. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. Pounds. | Value. 

East of 66° W. lon- 
gitude: 

UUM pl eh eh 4 pes gam eetsad| pclae. san robdoacrosed| |e oaseciec 7, 837, 328 |$98, 593 1, 484, 463 | $43, 029 
SWieStOnimvie titkaee tae se eee eer ||= sya alee conc aemnsal| Cle etter 1, 182, 355 | 29, 487 426, 078 13, 462 
Gncrcan Pane s:.\-2--0 atl ke ate ee ee 0 eE eeee 1, 790, 209 |150, 492 169,500 | 5, 825 
(Gast Ile. soSellqanocescgccalpracsondjocsasescescs|Eesesses 300, 244 | 21, 535 18, 000 560 
Grand Banks: Si 222 Sosseca| saaecaes| cece ne see set |e oceaee. 955, 188 | 65,392 | 11,953,594 | 253, 431 
Wanso Banke cee science wae «elas sini re oom ate man eel metals 7, 000 370 418, 435 9, 890 
Slip de eles IETF loop a coSasqda) he pcos 5 enoccscaSsod|lascssons 155,578: |" 7; 600'|-c2 2 tee Sa ee 
TSOYA BENS e ool BASaae cae nnel pee Bonr Se socascsese| sscanae: 347, 577 | 28, 944 18, 000 608 
JETER DEIR 3+ hi eta PGS e ate (Si iaisec SBME easel lasemenrae 2,598, 169 |136,669 | 1,449,000 | 56,849 
OffNewfoundland $35,100 | 5,186,265 | 61,774 | 2,526,250 | 35,100 
(CHPOS TONG a8 sa) Rb thse sone heemeded psuasnteenca|laadessor 88, 628 1, 500 430, 800 21, 420 
Gulf of St. Law- 
iene ASAE a) ee Sees (See eee| loca a0 as50c a eoeaes nos SseeSeees |[Neimerae 332,400 | 36,618 

Totel ...:.<-" 5, 141,800 | 57,790 | 2,526,250 | 35, 100 | 20, 448, 541 |602, 356 | 19, 226,520 | 476, 792 

West of 66° W. lon- ie j 
gitude: 

IS ae) pin e4 586 (saosee cet ee|Seeaered|eseeecossese bocce: 857, 198 | 10, 853 407,696 | 10,819 
(Citivas opine = -\|ss559aseeess|sseecreo posero seo -sloserses4 4,103, 828 | 97,779 | 9,911,210 | 299, 727 
@ashoatases s25| eee less] cece sc: a ARs Pe 2B 3, 012, 965 | 26, 827 17, 000 710 
WetweystWed ese] /sas-2 jeeeee| ses. sce |---=s22-e-ce|-eeee eee 508,570) 485231)! 25.2 scent acerenee 
pS With baye sass |p emer ase eee tmon - [ifs foe oat sos oe eee 4, 000 7 ie ee eee 5)(53 555 
South Ghannelsss|seesee ore peee soca | feb jsccc eee ee: See 914, 480 | 17, 548 58,000} 3,190 
DNC K6b5 DO MIA cemmrents seta ete eetetpaatal nein ine sia iat [= eee 1, 400 70 551,053 | 12,388 
Shore, gereral ... 15, 085 808 381, 000 6, 255 3, 114, 279 | 41,555 830, 300 39, 529 

Totaliccer css 15, 035 808 | 381, 000 6,'255 | 12,511, 720 |203, 080 | 11, 775, 259 | 366, 363 

Grand total ..| 5, 156,835 | 58,598 | 2,907, 250 | 41,355 | 32, 960, 261 |805, 436 | 31, 001,779 | 843, 155 
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The fishery products landed at Boston by American vessels in 1897 

amounted to 62,903,558 pounds, valued at $1,230,044. There has been 
a decrease since 1896 of 172,794 pounds, worth $54,950. 4,085 fares in 

all were landed, or 102 less than in the previous year; 3,874 fares were 
from grounds off the New England coast. 

e 

Summary by fishing-grounds of certain fishery products landed at Boston, Mass., in 1897 
by American fishing vessels. 

Cod. Cusk. , Haddock. 

Fishing-grounds. ae Fresh. Fresh. Fresh. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
La Have Bank ...--- saetaeret = 102 923, 000 |$21, 969 172, 000 | $1, 924 1, 152, 300 | $20, 064 
Wiestenn Banks. ss. .ccsclse aa 43 401,500 | 7,588 139,500 | 1,352 122, 200 1, 906 
Grand Banks=-ses~-/2-2css ss ee EE pee See co Ee ceodeed Bao cetes-cee Shoseaoe t sakadaccerciooscace 
Off Newfoundland .......---- NG Bee ood) SAE eaere eee ncn: mee bese ecie ab sacle rele 
Cape Shore:=<22-23222+e2---2-2 45 493,500 | 12, 643 50, 000 557 601,700 | 10,688 

SR pees ROSAS! foal 4 211 | 1,818,000 | 42,200| 361,500 | 3,833 | 1,876,200 | 32, 658 

West of 66° W. longitude: eit 
ISCO WAS alles oo Se s.cs access ss 27 229,000 | 3,075 69, 300 931 323, 000 3, 248 
Georges Bank.......--- 466 | 4,162,200 | 69,314 308, 500 3, 778 9, 790, 000 | 120, 661 
Washes Banko. hi scsnces 2s 38 223, 000 4, 700 127, 000 1, 388 212, 000 3, 907 
Clara Banke. ccs nesece een 4 46, 000 6280 aes s ese see slse sec ns 55, 000 858 
Fippenies Bank .......--..--- 6 17, 000 270 4, 000 60 19, 000 280 
EDUIGs ANI cocscseceu es s> -2 6 10, 500 315 600 6 21, 500 645 
Mindicwbank=2o.ccsscca-ceene 213 380, 600 9, 381 11, 100 129 914, 000 21, 592 
Jenreys Ledge). -<< = =..--<521 224 440, 700 | 11, 296 33, 800 391 | 1,069,700 | 26, 812 
Ipswich Bay) as<. sce .c5 1-2 <== 2 7, 100 PANG) |S ee mene ene lot vogeee 1,000 30 
South Channel <2... +----- 405 2, 678, 600 | 63, 868 120, 300 1, 327 5, 624, 600 | 119, 139 
Nantucket Shoals .........--- 310 5,114, 600 | 64, 486 2, 500 21 | 200, 000 7, 768 
Off Highland Light ........-. 135 398, 200 9, 550 7, 200 32 772,500 | 16, 062 
heChathanmiece sas) << caceeese 120 531, 200 | 10, 517 11, 000 129 1,122,100 | 23, 220 
PHOre: Soneral thee sees ssss 2: 1, 918 5, 173, 000 |106, 684 142, 400 1, 620 5,514, 150 | 110, 149 

Motalen% = unt these o<ee ee 3, 874 | 19,411, 700 |354, 297 837, 700 9, 812 | 25, 738, 550 | 454, 371 

Grand total .....~2.<22.2. 4,085 | 21,229,700 |396,497 | 1,199, 200 | 13, 645 | 27, 614, 750 | 487, 029 

Hake Pollock. Halibut. 

Fishing-grounds. Fresh. Fresh. Fresh. Salted. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.} Pounds. | Value. 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
La Have Bank..-..--.-.-- 385, 500 | $3, 999 37, 200 $415. 2185 900) | S227467 bens cence sees 
Western Bank......-.-- 198,000} 1,471 5, 000 661/338 300) 2874860 [see e eons eee eeees 
Gio G Uo a eh a Se rae ena eee obel MeRee eal 62 eee epee aN ene cae 106,000 | $3,710 
Cape Shore .-..-......- 132,500 | 1,372 13, 000 139 PASAT Ul hie? Ge ee one eellaeecre as 

NGS FL ae eee gets 716,000 | 6,842 55, 200 620 578, 450 | 53, 411 106, 000 3, 710 

West of 66° W. longitude: os i : 
Browns Bank. .-......- 35, 500 393 12, 000 100 635900) |) (Oy 187 Seaaseceasleaeereee 
Georges Bank -....-..... 589,500 | 6, 081 55, 700 642 282) 950" "2670385" |Ss-52—06 =c|eeceeee 
Cashes Bank........-.--. 258, 200 2, 602 11, 500 122 5, 800 1O9), eoamten aoee| cece 
(GLOW JED 5 anny ee ms | te | es 7, 500 TO) |--2-52. se eleeeeeeee 
Fippenies Bank......-. 29, 000 450 1, 000 9 500 50! |bseek sec elee enemas 
eillies bamice 2.22. a5! 11, 500 115 3, 000 BB Less sseactlaacecacs| fe aetan cele eee 
Middle 13th ee aa 242,600 | 2,683 33, 100 331 1, 800 Ee eee bse comet 
J effreys Ledge....--... 508, 900 5, 420 126,100 | 1,170 650 BT [opie ccdoee|sceecacis 
Ipswich Bay........... 1, 000 10 8, 000 50 Neer eel em es me Re Se 
South Channel.........| 2, 341,000 | 24,191 79, 800 743 96,120) |" 6; 11G)|/52- 22% s2)ee eee 
Nantu cketShoals 23, 400 191 109, 600 1, 244 3, 300 SOU), || cctos sere ees Serer 
Off Highland Light. -.. 298, 600 3, 287 22, 600 213 1, 100 a Yell BSE tame concer 
Ont Ghiatham. ses. ce.. 260, 600 2,597 36, 200 308 7, 000 Gl Gh Seo ea ee 
Shore general.......... 1, 274, 700 | 13,230} 388,350] 3,019 So 2OUR|) Se oeeuleo ase sete see eee 

Topat e 4 5, 874, 500 | 61,250 | 886,950 | 7,999 | 463,870 | 44, 201 |.......... (aEA 
Grand total.......- 6, 590, 500 | 68,092 | 942,150] 8, 619 |1, 042, 320 | 97, 612 106, 000 3,710 
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Summary by jishing-grounds of certain fishery products landed at Boston, Mass., in 1897, 
by American fishing vessels—Continued. 

Mackerel. Other fish. 

Fishing-grounds. Fresh. Salted. Fresh. Salted. 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value.} Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Tle le aa eho eel Sacgo jos ood gagaccey Hoadsso54) shan ssos 800 $96 |=. 2c ce|aeesneee 
Western bani. se cscee cone cee era ene ae beee ce eer ements an letee = meee set mete mmee 18, 000 $255 
Grand (Bank chose Cee oeee anaes ence ccleeserters| Cesare paenee eee | Seeme ree 1, 000 30 
OfiNew found land =.205\|seee see oer epee [ois scare ceeeet es 1; 897, 600 | 16,3445)... eee eee 
Cape Shore ........---- AS O00 2-100 She ee es cece cleeae ce ee seal ee aeeee ee Oe eee eel ae eee 

Motaliscete se o- be 18,0003) 2) 400) eee ee sas leomec ian 1, 898, 400 | 16, 440. 19, 000 285 

West of 66° W. longitude: j ea cas tah 
Georges Bank..-..----- 410, 835 | 31,268 | 23,400 | $1, 690 264, 600 | (24.694) |\s st soSclee eee 
Middle Bank......----- 1A25 118 Howe desk fs Stee Se 4, 200 ARG, |e es Seales yao 
Jeffreys Ledge ....2..-|----- 2-0-2 --|- 2-2-0] --- 2 ene =|------ 26 6, 600 BOP eerie oe] 5 5532.01 
South Channel....----- PAG ST 50’ || 194840 |e aaemon|se erences 7, 800 702 oc ciowe Seal eee 
NantucketShoals..---- AA G45 4) ol B00 oe ct ecee|eeeeeces 31,'600))|) °2. 844). eeeese laa ceaee 
Shore general.....----- 196, 483 | 13, 482 51, 200 8, 700 984" 350)"| Bos0F) ne ceeeee eeenaeee 

otal = fc. 2een5 869, 788 | 66, 003 74, 600 5, 390 1,299) 150" | (646229522 eee |e aeoeeee 

Grand total........ 887, 788 | 68,103 | 74,600 | 5,390| 3,197,550 | 81,062 | 19, 000 285 

SUMMARY. 

Fresh. Salted. 

Fishing-grounds. a SS 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
alae ppenkeee ces oop bek wees vbeeee- eee cree = 2, 889, 700 $70, 033.) co 2 cape eee ee ete 
Western Bank....-- : 1, 204, 500 40, 869 | 18, 000 $255 
(Bir G ESE Sees pele tog Sabet Sec SE ee aameadisd Sredonne ear sobeccocencs 107, 000 3, 740 
Off Newfoundland : 1, 897, 600 16,344 cde seceeleck ee meeneee 
CiRNS) SIND) Goad ees sodsecscsee ssseesseesscc 1, 329, 950 295957 2222 cece cote eee 

Total sarees sees cher cee ecies asa ~ ae moines 7, 321, 750 158, 104 125, 000 3, 995 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Browns Bank-ce sce s-sceaaececs war eceenteee 732, 700 1B Abs? |) Rapes eens oe 
Georcesthalikoee: ner esr e-em eae eee 5, 864, 285 282, 473 23, 400 1, 690 
Cashes Bankt~o.2 on bsaceneeecice scenes ee a aam 837, 500 1S 488 Ween och ket eae eee 
Olarkabamkest seer cen. eons cee eae Bee neaiae 108, 500 2, 256 wae scans sete lassen eee 
Fippenies Bank-..--..-----. Spee eapeaeaconeys 70, 500 1s Tht eee sre |soecobioo.cc. 
PRiMigaHaAtk ple eeeee son cee eres e soci sae 47,100 @. 1191 | ooo oo eshenc|Seees sneer 
Min dloP banka ces eneeemeee cane pote cea nesems 1, 588, 525 S4 O14) (S250 os oo eee tees eee eeee 
PMOHReVANGR PO. een acer ae see eine Nee rar 2, 186, 450 45,968 |b odie cas|o capes coments 
Up sina ten) 3) ise S255 oge oo soo cee sae saasee a 17, 100 BLS ae sa ene eae ee eet 
Soutli@bannele- <2. — 3. enee ae oes ee me eee 11, 154, 970 230, 926 feet occ serene eee 
NantneketisnOais.------s-5 --2-s-cee=se semen 5, 599, 645 09; 204 loo Soo sataee dlteoes aooeeme 
Off Highland Light...---- £25 Ses 1, 500, 200 9 OTD | oe ae Se ee eee 
OfiGhatham. 2) sel ccc ees wo eeemeneneeeeeese 1, 968, 100 ST, AAT S| See cece ee eee pone eee 
Shore|ponerals ccc med. acne Aen ee eee oa 18, 706, 633 286, 522 51, 200 . 3,700 

IR DGAl oa. bcce ee pace ose = a cee ee eee eee aac 55, 382,208 | 1, 062, 555 | 74, 600 5, 390 

Grand total. 2:00 e Jolin ac se eee ae eee 62,703, 958 | 1, 220, 659 199, 600 9, 385 

FISHERIES OF LAKE ONTARIO. 

The fisheries of this lake have been declining for many years. The 

yield in 1897 was 920,996 pounds of fish, valued at $34,295. These 

figures, when compared with those for 1895, show that there has been a 

decrease of 7,019 pounds in products and an increase in value of $2,785. 
An increase of 136,588 pounds is shown in the catch of whitefish during 

the same period, the total catch of whitefish for 1897 amounting to 

181,968 pounds, valued at $8,936. In 1890, 598,978 pounds of herring 

were taken, and in 1893 164,998 pounds, whereas the catch for 1897 
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amounts to only 25,074 pounds. The catch of sturgeon is 101,635 

pounds, a decrease of 23,658 pounds since 1893. The total number of 

persons employed was 248, the capital invested being $35,998. The 

number of persons engaged has remained nearly stationary, there being 

a decrease of only 7 since 1893, while the decrease in capital invested 

amounts to $20,133. 

In Lake Ontario no netting is allowed within 1 mile of the shore, 

except in the waters of Jefferson County and in Mexico Bay, Oswego 

County. Asa result of this law the fishing is practically restricted to 

gill nets outside of the counties mentioned. 

Table showing by counties the number of persons employed in the fisheries of Lake Ontario 

in 1897. 

* In vessel} In shore 
Counties. fisheries. | fisheries. Total. 

PGMOLSOU Samos ninsoeacinc eens ce censs esas acme dcies acscls aiscccnean onaedacesecee| scaaee cess 103 103 
(ETI « cgi oo ose car cocemcocncos scenence sade see eso fcccaeemes se dtae 5 31 36 
RYT Deets aie eis aloo a sie atnaticisus Ausaddce ania oe seminecbelgiaaccweces wales seas ulomecee aaas 9 9 
Vichy Ore ase ea cine camielses pane de tes ccm a daccecdleces teas wmsawaacieesmaie 5 25 30 
IVE Ss eNO Operas es alot eee oe wie I Sam ore a ee enema sc sata ais Denes sees we see |lpaneeactamrn 6 6 
Oriean siios-jsane on ana Ss Seo Riss oe aiacienoacse nae sesh osecemade ea beas secacianaaas 13 13 
INT AOS r es sce c es cee w ee occca teams nase lonelda cascaat ens o see cemancecmeracalmesnacese 51 51 

Oba ME = ssten tenes cineca nana te Clsaae tance cacse wecectesweeaaecisincesas se 10 238 248 

Comparative table showing in pounds the yield of the fisheries of Lake Ontario in 1880, 
1885, 1890, 1898, and 1897. 

Species. 1880. 1885. 1890. 1893. 1897. 

Herring (including longjaws) acjasiceiesie sie 611, 219 403, 585 598, 978 164, 998 46, 222 
SUIDITaa 0 Nye See oP ae ety ee 545, 283 386, 974 541, 752 56, 863 101, 635 
PUTO bent cone acceacs = sacs ceba acesasitenaies » 569, 700 20, 510 41,010 6, 204 2, 349 
Wabitelishies 36. fo. oo ewe Sel 1, 064, 000 90, 711 148, 771 45, 380 181, 968 
Onipritist=-s2 25020502 soscesaaceacaeeccss 849,800 1,496,686 | 2,115, 937 586, 140 586, 722 

otal ects. tee ke eee os Lees 3,640,000 | 2,398,466 | 3, 446, 448 859, 585 920, 896 

ROGAN Valea ee ees estas eee erp on 200) $95, 869 $124, 786 $29, 260 $34, 295 

Table showing by counties and species the yield of the fisheries of Lake Ontario in 1897. 

Jefferson, Oswego. Cayuga. Wayne. 

Species. aa 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.| Pounds.| Value. |} Pounds. | Value. 

ES Eee eee pee os = 

IBIGOREDSSS he cacaiciacaecesiess Pope AVY ats ke ES) al | eee eel | ee ey 2, 600 $260 5, 000 $350 
IBITerpIKGse = -ccsssoses2 =< 13, 675 620 125 Ce ee eel omnticoe 6, 946 278 
Bloater or longjaw .--.---- 1, 048 33 12, 000 420 1, 300 104 4, 050 210 
IBMUneas tees see cc 103, 654 2, 307 16, 000 400 1, 600 80 1, 840 74 
Gaitishtesaecosss tess. lécce 1, 750 Bat | Pete se oils ss Rees 22 2s 8 ses eee a ee ae eee 
RGIS aectacisctee ns cagecas ste 65,419 } 1,677 500 YL) eee eene Peano bed Foscaosece be Acdece 
Herring: fresh) -255....85-0. 10, 324 369 2, 500 HOM esas secseeleaecaeas 5, 990 240 
Herring, salted -..-.-....--. 2, 860 7) ll Besa cel cee Cee Se POPPE MR cee eae es bet ny Ee 
iE hem eee aoe 7, 947 81 5, 405 TOS ketch |e ae SING ei Sica ean 
PGrOHoeeereen tae ee oon ae 82, 812 GAG) maetae seer eee ores 10, 150 507 35, 845 1, 434 
BICKENelerer esas en cele ose BO SG4 tL 1e S49) |e sees acces sees cctee 5, 990 299 17, 144 686 
WNOCKIDAGS ss sss25e25552522 6, 376 Gp | SSeS sae e ss See $l eee 50 Perey eee ee el |e Ae 
SUuGLpeGiies se seaseeaes ese 42,593 | 2,165 14, 706 88d |ssoedssoulecaccees 10, 653 799 
DMCKENA oases ena eat swe. 26, 558 269 10, 500 Pe A ee ee bel ocoomeicc 520 5 
Suniishy ee. ase holes oes 17, 723 WS) aut and ee doa oss 20\ tag atone selsas Sees ae oce eel mentees 
(tee eede oscecec coer sectoee 2, 475 (0 SRS es Coen errr reer preset ps4 pee a tamer he ia es 
(Wihitefin lisse see ese 2 10, 617 471 3, 500 BAO! sssaess eel aeeeea se 5,477 449 
Wall-eyed pike ............ 4, 594 OT Le) eae el | emenees l (ee ee cae Pael | S eS 22 1 

Motwhasseasess s 222... 462, 493 | 12,390 | 75,236] 2,655] 21,640] 1,250] 93, 487 | 4, 526 
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Table showing the yield of the fisheries of Lake Ontario in 1897—Continued. 

Monroe. Orleans. Niagara. Total. 

Species. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

I byels Oa ate EEO OPE ar Seaart occa Foe ccHes = Se odee se oc Sherer tou ascopae pencioset 29,704 | $1, 801 
BNO IK eee cer eS cas aa ole ecisesace 7 $1, 031 48, 994 1, 978 ~ 
Bloater or longjaw--------- ‘ 21, 348 882 
Bullheads 123, 194 2, 865 
Cattish ..... F 1, 750 53 
MBS ee ie cc eh acs scechinee dl seem scbece 65, 919 1, 697 
Herring freshi:.2.J2--csce5 ae 2 22, 214 830 
Hering salted. o-oo: eee lasce ee eee (eee spelen ae aeecee le seeetan| acon ce | some er 2, 860 261 
WANG sate ce Seach ee see alse aeecte 46 1, 892 46 
2TH ee aaa ae ieee baa eese se Samara esaerig ese ese ae asaaooid asa eosd ass 18, 352 189 
Werceliee casas potest emcee cee 8, 000 1,484 | 169, 254 4,777 
PICKGRO pees eos cece ee eeee 1, 160 ;atlbizsdaielcoe le teehee ee | Oameceee 64, 258 2,381 
FROCKVASBIe. 5. Oe oon ee Tose Sees Som tole Passes lose mncleas| em catsec| ot Beaecer olieeecm ee 6, 376 65 
WAUOSPIKA: eno oes See perc els atce eee teaeeses 12 233 12 
SGureponloce so ec ase se l= = 38, 700 1,517 | 101, 635 6, 382 
SUCKGISGett eso ceercan cece. 1, 040 51 40, 118 539 
SUT] ets. GS Sch Ree asaeeos Seedaeio sad Sacaansa bsenSoaeso Kosueara bsacmesecs) bnoascac 17, 723 178 
Prout coos eee weer ese cses |scecee cee s|nasceese 29 2, 849 130 
IMDILE DASE eee oe ss cosets lecensccises|oeseccee 38 739 38 
IWahtiteGalite ssessne cease eos 2, 000 6,610 | 181, 968 8, 936 
Wrall-eyed pike. 5.22. 5--222|Scceces ses) enmecicse|-oateeices|=seusew.|teeseacoes|aeecnses 4,616 255 

MOtAl Nee ance aeoee} 21,850 | 1,036 24,813 | 1,603 | 221,477 | 10,835 | 920,996 | 34, 295 

Table showing by counties the vessels, boats, apparatus, and shore property employed in the 
jisheries of Lake Ontario in 1897. 

Jefferson. Oswego. Cayuga. Wayne. 
Designation. | 

No. Value. | No. Value. | No. Value. | No. Value. 

WESSELS) TISTNITIG® Sp reoosag|soncos sd acsosagece bonoocte /sosnscstad| pachade|beseesocce 1 $3, 750 
WMT = soossagtcned |sSescnad bospeonssa bsoses sdibcesgenoes|ss5esoeqiesesossece BORNE rene eyoc 
(ONT Tt ae SataceS co TeRbeH] BAnCsend ASCSSOS060e A Senased Rass: Seed boorcood Sseacooecd| hasScahe 70 

Wessels transporting. ----.-|-.--01<<|-s---=5- = 1 $2,000) |i woes celsanccscces|eeccewen |baeeceeeee 
PONNAEO sre conse sceecc|enacoest| cere ee cuss UBAGE) | coed scoSe Seas Jar] Gecccepcss| Soorsas|lseccissocas 
Qi Sees orem aS aGsocod BapGesae Hacc aOneRA a asababe 7 See peed losoGasAad eecochat|kerascond= 

WostSe een ce sss senccscaases 77 $4, 551 13 655 9 $560 22 650 
Apparatus of capture: 

Gillinéets—e-s-sse- feet..| 66,104 1, 932 | 38, 877 908 30 2 | 53, 640 1, 165 
rap Mts ssc ss= na s= esi 111 Sy B SAB SEH SS oneb eed basacc64 Reeoreee ce a sacacy lscommnscc == 
Hyke mets )..-co-c-s2- 20 115 1g be Sco cea beoccdeaese eocsosaa |sssseeeoss 14 70 
Nemes eee tees ces eee 8 205 5 GPA O Retpasesa beceeeeced| Sse 2 54 lspecrecosc 
Handilinestevcsscesses< 40 WO cpp co acc esos ase 33 30 20 8 
Setilines’s 2.2. ..-feebs:|2s05-2-2|-2--2-0 =. 90, 400 ee ee eas eee eec 39, 600 105 
SPEALS ccs ccc oeccene 4 - 

SHOLE PLOPELLy, co. ccsssase|s2--555- 

Notable ccesecsssscees|-cncenes 

Monroe. Orleans. Niagara. Total. 
Designation. ; 

No. Value. No. Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

BESSelS MISHIN GE o-oo. eS a ce certain | seein minis ote are ae state os letmeim rat ya eet estat = |siciatc eso 1} $3,750 
PUONH AMO nere co bout evs secelaoasscs socleeeat soe ce eemen see eeows a2 elaeemece aes |oac ees aa 42.41 |.......- 
OUD bee concen! cle cn'sca Hine oe se eee see cier onl peceeee aes EEaeeae liners Salant coms <| seme eter 70 

WESKO IS )brane porn y. 2 | co) os on|nosee ona pee eee leewecace eee eee ee ckaces 1 2, 000 
TIO G)- SS apads eos sO senol posoedonon| psodsese aces sacoac4| ose.cdecc|8s-'s scone Peeneeee IGA OE eae s— 

OntHbeee teas cocienesem sakes sascceeesscece sacl poste coe aelee scoeee Geeemoeene (seen ae [ae meee 240 
IBOAUS So ose cwencrenccn sec cee 4 $300 7 $380 30 | $1, 475 162 8, 571 
Apparatus of capture: 

Gill nets)- 225-6223. feet..| 31, 432 670 15, 055 597 84,282} 2,080] 289, 420 7, 354 
PERAD) NGUS# Ss reese oe seals see ties ee|zascn cis elecs ae sles | aime een fem meee eee eee cas ae 111 3, 850 
Wyke nets: obo ncestecee 15 (iG) Pepboeeees Sscccc<<l\a-S4ccus4 seeaeeee 144 1, 295 
MOINGSi- 5-5 soc cmac sae vee cleereee Sect tees © sorlicte scmise ake ae cee Senet een ee case 13 1, 485 
Hand Vines =a. 222 oa Ss ee eee oe. on een eee epee 93 98 
Set lines -.-.......- feet... 10, 560 20 238, 760 70 33, 000 67 | 197,320 706 

SORTS )oosce nae ee aes a. sees leeee eee poe eeenee| pose ec See ee ee eee alin. Soe 2 4 4 
Shore property....... eases emaaee see BOOW esr. == tee 1025) | ou ogee Ch al eee 6, 575 
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Table showing by counties, apparatus, an 

CLV 

d species the yield of the fisheries of Lake Ontario 
in 1897. 

Jefferson. Oswego. Cayuga. Wayne. 

Apparatus and species. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.} Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

Gill nets: 
BITS) PURO ease ease oe 10, 085 $481 75 Lal Beeesbened epeenacs 6, 946 $278 
Bullhesdse.-2.0 soe- s-5 1,910 LUN he Bone OOOO SEL GE 1, 600 $80 1, 840 74 
Bloater or longjaw-.--.-- 1, 048 33 12, 000 420 1, 300 104 4, 050 210 
ermine treshse s-- 2-426 9, 324 339 2, 500 Boal even ce are ol coke ae 5, 990 240 
Herring, salted .......-.. 2, 860 PAH igh Vee a | a a i I fg a Le i ni em 
Muu e ise cec-mae access 558 Gf Nekeesoseselloeseecte ooscca-Sallescqscnd oconcheccd bodasose 
Wereheeae- fos seen anne 12, 858 US) Wietesseee ea) boecoces 2, 200 110 29, 845 1, 194 
Bickercliee ss oes. sae 8, 009 BOS eee UE OUEn LARD Da RE AAS OLAD 2 AIA RC 10, 604 424 
hock pasar. .-2------- <= <0 val UO NWSeee8an Sel lbeeke spel lseeeeope ar seteeoeel Geceascoudloscdesess 
Sturgeon -....-....--.--. 32, 906 1, 767 6, 906 (NRW ee asone a l\Sosocsse 7, 853 589 
Suckerelsos-os cee scseas= 4, 883 49 600 GP ome cn ioe te |Serote aa os eeaeeeers |eeeeerees 
PRTOW Gsecies nso ait 2,475 8 al Skene leer cea boner One ens peperens OooorS sane lor ndngac 
iWahitbetight ssc se- jets ar 4, 992 221 7, 500 BOOK ees ace cee ercts 5, 477 449 
Wall-eyed pike .....----- 356 IF || edemssteo|ocoodend Sosacencec|pnananne 22 1 

AGEN, ioe ectesoeEaed 92,935 | 3,719 29, 581 1, 218 5, 100 294 72, 627 3, 459 

Trap nets: 
TEX [sir Gon dpecencsces 6, 890 
Blue pike. = ..-5---2----—- 3, 590 
ipnlheads)2--~ <= -<==-5 = 41, 894 
(OB Tid 0) oo cesnccepseeeeods 1, 150 
1021) nomcedee on bhbemopbece 47, 204 
Learn) 66 eee ee rere os 1, 000 
Wr leteere ssa aascaads0/ 5, 924 
IP GLGheees semacasas ces see 46, 311 
IPIGKOCLE es ccnsosessss—55 15, 722 
TVS ERS) Soeepecesenboss 5, 025 
Sturgeon .....-..-------- 9, 487 
WUOKOES fem anescanas assice 12, 820 
SPOS Saas aereeEee eee 12, 499 
NWInKLGHA Te =n eac onsen salt 5, 625 
Wall-eyed pike ---.-..--- 3, 758 

aigtalees-es0cees asm ALB SOO 4,952 eons wc a etmta|s slecmm ars] = eects wtelelel erelac's a= clinic scams [ia eremararae 
==) SSS Ss | ee Se | See ———— 

Fyke nets: 
lagkspaSSemase asm ace 15 1, 000 BO sc cia amie steve biaeactmarc|assceleemaels cals se at2|acememeee aseeeete 
iBmliheadsees-sosee= 5-2 a8 50, 700 998i) Seokesue| Se oteees ecereec eG saesacec 19, 400 679 
MGIB pee ae cms o~nteinece eis 15, 215 SH Aa eS Se ee oe ee eearel Seren ac Pssereene aamoaaae 
Mimi Ghia. sae cee -scacicess ae 625 Gil eee soc ct ae mma stela all orcs poste reats | ere teres] here taeretnicr | orem 
EGO Se 3265 SOCeBEoeonoose 13, 100 TE eee cod Boececcn Sesconpaon teearescl oapraoand posocoes 
IPsekerel sceasse- =e. == 6, 260 Pg eee ee] Seer bate CESeecs a4 meet iaers 2,540 102 
Pe GKH AC: Gos Gar Rae moeeTeenoe 3, 665 AYE Sc Geee HRa| HRCGo Sel BAeSeee er Bees 520 5 
SHiniieit JAS ee eee ee 1, 924 Uhl ents oe Se Re ee eR ERR SN 5, 800 116 
Wall-eyed pike ......-..- 250 Bs PRE eas ceaoeses| pes siacciner mest ona s| aeons ales aeraasemta 

Moualnoe sans sso a as ar 92, 739 WF SOD 0 seertecta sarc | Saeco ea] Sein, aroferersicl etme meee 28, 260 902 

Seines: 
IBIACK: PASS. o5< <= -asc-= =. 75 / Ue Bete We md 
Tolan G) Tle SOP a bpereece ope Baenpassecleseosese 50 
1 NGG ee noon a oese, 9, 150 224 16, 000 
(ODN GU hese ppenaceeeeccg 600 US ieee eee 
LGR coeodooeseesece SOnneo 2, 350 69 500 
Iii Git Sconoasearaasoseae 840 8 5, 405 
IP One herent toot rice a= 3 8, 425 We le ereietaree afm 
Pickerel 9, 878 27 lbesoct sess 
Rock bass .- - 680 10) Sees ee 
Sturgeon 200 A eee sos eae 
WHCKOES Greene at icema oe 5, 190 52 9, 900 
UHHA Neer etieet ae siomace 3, 300 BSi lesamiste cis 
Wie He esas ets 2 5 Jocce ewes «|e ocieise oa 6, 000 
Wall-eyed pike ........-- 230 1s lease oaose 

Mo bel ata wees natavnin = 40,918 | 1,022 37, 855 

Hand lines: 
IBIBOKs DARA Sseee ce so scare c's 14, 139 (OL ee ronecas 
Or Chee sea seee seas Secs a a 2, 118 Pl eeecooeboe 
Pickerelis. sasn eae asee es 95 hl emocers se 

ROU en saeee some Mee 16, 352 (a9| PSS eee Eas 

Set lines: 
SUNS case sane Ody REScesoSse pa aaeeee 7, 800 

Spears: | 
Wels sscssqeess ashes ene. 650 17 

Grand total.-......- .| 462, 493 | 12,390 75,236 | 2,655 | 21,640| 1,250| 118,687. | 5,32 
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Table showing by counties, apparatus, and species the yield of the fisheries of Lake Ontario 
in 1897—Continued. 

Monroe. Orleans. Niagara. Total. 
Apparatus and species. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds.) Value.} Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

Gill nets: 
HSEIO PKs his sin a's seein wen | =e stem ees | eee 880 $44 27, 368 | $1,031 45,354 | $1, 837 
eerilieGnyi eee Maen Beene 6 SAlibe sas aaisen aorisolysesois 100 4 5, 450 200 
Bloater or longjaw...----. 2 GOOa eealOd Wossere seecloe oem ae 350 11 21, 348 882 
Herring, fresh..-....-.-. 3, 350 A eg ba cs Sy ae oe 50 2 21, 214 800 
Ibieyawin (eh SEU le 5 3545 5h hoose ss 3e| Saoccs aq) nsssshod So |seasS sa) csodoe sod estas: 2, 860 261 
Ibis aS Seas s5 sees Ulisse se oon Seeesise 1, 892 46 1, 892 46 
Mm et sce iwc cm cecee sens hailecsece serie awerticesle meanest eeCltescee esses cesses ee meee 558 th 
Teter) Pie aoe ae ee eee 8, 000 293 2, 255 113 30,192 | 1,484 85, 350 3, 351 
IRICKBLOl. ceee sot ceaanies ee 50 Bist see ce ee ee cee sees cee Ee Scene e 18, 663 666 
FLOORS PANS cesses here see es eer ee ete leae webs neat asap sees rel en eeu re | pean eee 671 7 
Sand pike 233 12 
PUURPeON weseeeceorceee ee 65, 086 4, 084 
DUCKIES cccccecgencececm 8, 023 116 
RROUGSoctrcevcuow eae centhe 2,849 130 
White bass 739 38 
Whitefish 170, 343 8, 446 
Wall-eyed pike 378 16 

RGU Hema e ae cee eos 451,011 | 20,899 

Trap nets: || 

Binck DASG lee eacssceleecclvcureeccccleoceeeeclospercnaellscescueleecems se celcereen cs 6, 890 346 
JETS) TOC eng 5 socks Sen fps saso sci Ss 9a5 | sar 58.55 oSAcse es loos as esas (Ssongass 3, 590 139 
BaNheads sssots8 os cc occdl- cep osoe cule sere al bees seee oe mo cma seleececce sea seeeee ee 41, 894 1, 043 
(Wathishicacesn cas en mwneuees|sotcr crm es|teeceane| worse cwe|seme soe tleece sence celasemeas 1, 150 35 
WIOIS Ph ok=stecshetcece sects lwssse bees ees coclsteseee op elbesecastiecesees a Pesae 47, 204 1, 201 
Lien? Gece oes 4500 scala 0 aca fsaaede se [Sons a2 Se]lbodacnelaseacao sen Srseccec 1, 000 30 
IMMNIGS. ces setecs Reins Meese cae e|beCosmesleece beroalee O52 sce ace saclemeecese 5, 924 60 
Wench ee ccacacceccret os el ee ces eeeeclcne seals aleeseres Ctblee needs cleuceesemenl acces 46, 311 468 
IPICKOLG) Ae ee cee neeerc. aloes cee cleceacss s lassen s aoe albecsca eee cctete eel seeeaer 15, 722 475 
Rock Passicticre. -ceaececleeseencees (eitcecccloseseaccee|bemcccee| see sects s|tareemer 5, 025 51 
SUID EIT soap ase ss 955 8h loess 5409 4/o 72 Sastre soysa565||Sscancds loososeesad|iacscosc: 9, 487 384 
BHOkersesee oe tee peesce. Ceo emi coleercies Hon teen en ta ns Abe ce cae es olen 12, 820 131 
RHA eee Se eee oe ce cei ae Ok licce ote call Saese eee ectee kp ecen eee ecliseaenee 12, 499 125 
UME Mes ns ba pee Pe teem oe ees en ee = eel | Aree no Bd ee Se me See el | eee 5, 625 250 
Wall-eyed pike -...----- ral Weechsee srlenbene as She acl Ee tee cece a|oosresce 3, 758 214 

Tie phate ce, Eee peed Re Petete ames otal eeegumine SAPS (h29 y PE eect tieeos Al) DISsRd0 a meAnOone 
Fyke nets: ee he eo a 3 eal PaPpawee taalikiacoees mat 

elaACKPASsece res eros see e ele eee Selena ee sateen eas | LR cee me Sel ee eee | Soe eS 1, 000 50 
Leer ttt Ee ee EAS 
Hel Stee eses clei to cueeee 
1 fr TG) ape AER ME a 
IParehrentesc esse sees 
Pickerel 
Suckers. - 
Sunfish 
Wall-eyed pike 

Total 

Seines: 
LETS) 94 DE): ee Sere pice aes | aceeete eae Meek | eesre ane ae, | ae ce Oe ee eee sere eee 75 4 
Blue pike 
Bullheads 
Catfish. -- 
Eels .... 
Mrnlispesse atc tit scot epee ce eee 
LENE) 8 So Sead See eee 
PIGKOIDN ppc s ssccs ce bc clcleace see | poet 
Rock bass 
ISIS S005 955 see S eso aeo Geceeeeeea peeaco oe 
DHCK ELAS eer te stan Scsacalsevsss. peelieiont ee! 
PMNS eee Gets cctest a aalewaecsvcLelece seca 
Whitefish 
Wall-eyed pike 

Total 

Hand lines: ia 
IBIACK PARR. cca cenit eae A eee Coe mG ee etree heb aS Skt ool Sc eee area AE 0S <3 21, 739 1, 401 
LECT) een ae oe ns ge a ee ee ee oo ee 16, 068 658 
PACKELE] cco os hese once nk eae eter oee nc |sscesceece aoe eee ate este 10, 085 462 

LT) HS eager Mr ee a a Be ed eS | 4 ee ee 47, 892 2,521 

1, 603 

26, 862 

650 17 

221,477 | 10,835 | 954,876 | 35, 359 
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FISHERIES OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES IN 1897. 

Investigations of the fisheries of these States were carried on during 

March, April, and May, 1898, Mr. Wilcox canvassing Georgia and South 

Carolina, and Messrs. Cogswell and Cobb North Carolina. The east 

coast of Florida was covered by Mr. Cobb during the preceding autumn, 

and data collected for the fiscal year 1897. The general results of the 

work, as set forth in the following tables, show an increase in the fish- 

eries since the last canvass, which was made in 1890. 

The number of persons engaged was 17,185, of whom 14,449 were 

fishermen and 2,736 shoresmen. 

The capital invested ($1,828,832) is apportioned as follows: Vessels 

and their outfits, $200,280; boats, $276,866; apparatus of capture, 

$492,597; shore property and cash capital, $859,090. 

The products of the fisheries amounted to 80,390,465 pounds, with a 

first value of $1,833,155. There has been an increase in the number of 

persons employed of 1,184; in capital invested of $140,546; in products 

of 13,205,847 pounds; and in value of products of $259,451. The shad 

and oyster fisheries lead in the list of products, the former being valued 

at $478,784 and the latter at $384,934. The fisheries of North and South 
Carolina and Georgia have increased to some extent, while those of the 

east coast of Florida have decreased. The decrease in Florida has 

been chiefly in the shad fishery, which has less than half the impor- 

tance in yield and value which it had in 1890, This is said to be due 

to the great spread of the water hyacinth in the St. Johns River, which 

prevents the use of seines. There has been an important increase in 

the yield and value of shad and oysters in North Carolina and Georgia, 
and of oysters in South Carolina. 

Number of persons employed in the fisheries of the South Atlantic States in 1897. 

States. Fishermen. |Shoresmen.| Total. 

INGE NEO MEAUN Aone ase se sates seas aaa nn aie teens sclemeeraasene 10, 120 1, 925 11, 045 
Samba Carohinens. < soc. ~ acca sacs as aa ace Seis ited esate sees enc aeececs 1, 934 205 2,139 
GctGH GAD -ncoqeceemmogapeer sonsonesseccode sac beenoedb stbeSsHeUErienase 1, 404 465 1, 869 
TELTIGID coc done good cooetr BeCcSStUSEEDET EEOLE De EOD RS an SqUnEuEEs e SpEGRe 991 141 1,132 

OTN sa i eres Arata Crepe as Sst Sn ats oS ee wine doiae ee ale aeeale else! Sta, < 14, 449 2, 736 17,185 

Table showing the number and value of vessels, boats, apparatus, and shore property 
employed in,the fisheries of the South Atlantic States in 1897. 

North Carolina. ee Georgia. Florida. Total. arolina. = 
Items. 

No. Value. | No..| Value.} No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value. 

Wesselsisacpamrosccee = 174) $122, 625 16) $12, 000 51} $21, 425 2) $2, 400 243) $158, 450 
Tonnage--.-..---: PSU O ZO) ss oo =o a 202. 93|---..--. IG40. 80). 2-555. TY heccemne 2k GUsGapcccen es 
OUUHG ae se eee esl eee, NaS 3 28, 750)...... By MERI steae =) pA S| crests 1930|Feeee es 41, 830 

Gir eeepeen ce saccess 4,428) 202,709; 1,056; 34,080) 680) 20,277; 527) 19,800) 6,691) 276,866 
Apparatus of cap- 
GG eee erate 410, 811).....- 30; 677|--.... att 3! Beco Bet Pa nea acs 492, 597 

Shore and accessory 
DLOPSliyaa ane aee eee 315, 164|...... 45, 055|.....- 106, 356|...... Gao TLD | canas ae 531, 290 

Cash ‘capitals. .2 22 s}e22552-2- 138, 400)...... 48, 800).....- 111, 500) cece 20; LOO) eee alae 327, 800 

Rotaliss- eames en sec. I, 218, 459]...... 174, 354)...... 284, 864|.....- 151, 155).......- 1, 828, 832 
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Table showing the quantity and value of products taken in the fisheries of the South Atlantic 
States in 1897. 

North Carolina. South Carolina. Georgia. Florida. 

Species. 
Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

Alewives, fresh ..-.------ 5, 694, 201 $48, 756 2, 000 $40 25, 000 $500 33, 913 $404 
Alewives, salted ..--..--. 10, 096, 236 18; 209| occwon cee leone = wae epee wines ol em see 5, 000 125 
BIRCH DASH! oe ci dames ose 535, 342 23, 611 1, 000 30 4, 600 322 52,516) 2,184 
BITES, tVOS Ne ease oe 1, 482, 375) 41, 608 AG O00). O00 tree a sec aaleertrne re 46,421} 1,121 
Bluefish, salted ........-. 218, 800 Daa) pce. cele icc. -lbedke cetille ee aee clece a. Rene See 
BONITO on2 Seems sees sets oe 2, 350 3} PaECeR eas Meee, dS Soe eeeecolmmncasolsese= = -coen|iSscase.-- 
Bream and sunfish......- 38, 210 LHOOO|Peee- eee alse ee eee 3, 900 195} 248,989) 6, 827 
IBTGPONHSD fase nese oes 94, 750 1 (3): See MeSaeeae SOoeeSsee [sso seas CS ooes Sa acltectss on 
Cattishtacees ox cceiens cic 192, 211 4, 646 28, 500 535 157, 600 2,734 124,000, 3,720 
Channel bass or redfish, 

freshsss. csi. ndeceea cake 64, 550 830} 110,000) 2,500 23,800) 1,190) 235,782) 3,542 
Channel bass or redfish, 

Balbenes cece wee eee 40, 200 808) Sans cclewe| sions nc bk lieenineeeime |e = amok ee ass aa ote eee 
DON ose ae wisio woman e's 51, 400 1,073) 215, 000 1, 875 14, 300 592 17, 000 175 
MOGI Sistem dencec tat acc 96, 700 A ODL ELS Ste semtteamsis ae 5, 000 LOO) ste) ee eee 
ah tris (ed: Wesson oS See eee 178, 975 Bye G eee ecieee Ie cece , 500 2905-2 cere lee Oe a eeiete 
(EV ROPE HS Hee dae kocbeare|lsacscoobad|sdoausesee Boy OOO eT TO eiire min eles | am mnie intels | aera tare eee 
ickory.sbad .----.25---. 230, 975 7, 583 36,800) 1,516 7, 775 262) .26 cnnee seo emeee 
Kanghsh: eeeeen 2 sea aes 358, 070 Te Goes te ee EE] PEALE Ms Sak al eeetoce olka Sy 
IMennat@en -caecnem =ceem ee 11, 310, 000 Ut AU ese ode medgee 4 Sone cana doe ote eae shee So\lsesc--, 
Millet, fresh... aces... = 797, 425 16, 797 46, 000 885 56,000) 1,310) 2,341,957; 21, 156 
Mullet, salted...---.....- 2, 612, 160 73, 541 10, 000 FS ASSIS Sees eISo os oe 71,400; 1,576 
IPGrCDstecroncececsea sees 806, 379 24, 044 2, 000 40 3, 600 140 |e. cae ceae| peeee ee 
IPIGUS peor seers eeenee 412, 807 fC) EP eompese EAecee na Seaerseseec Aenesnian BecSscasolss=ecccs 
WG rer ces ccrercca tease acr 100, 420 PG 31 eee cenc| Seater Keememresa Pct BermeriSe) b Seicac: sine 
IPAMHA HY ae Peps eee eeaacs 61, 600 PER ee a ea Se Secreta aca sics saeacene salen aeons 
ROMANO een ana a een 53, 175 1, 728 5, 000 BUD | re mtes centers | estar eres 196, 344) 13,093 
(POUR Ye mens sere 39, 910 OP Renee pobdslscaos. ad soopHadsad eacoeecalacat Sneed |gosccccs 
Sailors choice---.--.-.--. 39, 000 975 8, 800 440 600 BQ|, cee eeee 4 eee 
Scad or round robin..---- 8, 100 AG) oo pe seiee lease em see oats = da alomers ete Baas Mecerarie 
NOAEDAAE aoe acne cse sass 189, 225 5, 564 632,400) 26,356 ........ sleceeecee 5, 570 210 
Wass eb lcci sauces 3 8,963,488} 362,811) 506,125) 27,696 787,550) 46,705) 1,011,180, 41,572 

WHATKe Se een tras ee mescee |oriass sonia lene mercies 30, 000 BGs ciscn eae Sas.5.5:6 00 oe cee ees eee 
Sheepshead ......-..--..- 271, 206 9, 243 36, 200 1, 460 25,000) 1,250) 390, 164 5, 908 
SUAPDELSiccenssecusess cts 34, 400 860 DANOOOIT 1 GG0\ os tdc nrcrltiels vie Sel laree tere ete ae nee 
Spanish mackerel.....--.. 330, 840 18, 017 10, 000 1, 000, 18, 100 655 3, 450 160 
Spots and croakers, fresh.} 1, 963, 756 28, 384 49, 000 (210) pees |orieiaes eae 23, 133 "72° 
Spotsand croakers,salted | 165, 246 ANTAG! foe ea) tcloeis =: [see Ee Oo 3 Sar res eae Be eee 
Squeteague, fresh ...-..-- 3, 006, 758 92, 993 80,000} 2,030 54,650) 2,512) 516,370) 12,817 
Squeteague, salted ...--.- 83, 496 2) DOB ocemici-b Ol sem aisclealese eters con aanceoe lod waanac Seth Saree 
Strawberry bass ........- 21, 725 E(t Bee oeaser| scooneed| Sasser dss aegosed Gao Srcncies conc 
Striped bass .....---..--- 845, 123 58, 035 10, 100 556 9, 000 BOO) sere eetree aa eee eee 
SULT EET NS Sage oonessosaec 371, 625 13,525) 411,100) 7,325 1475700) 4,060)- Se ccenes| Ueeeeree 
SUCKErStes a2. cea c oes 135, 230 BOB T | xnia'm wraic a2.cll 3)m.5.0'0/s atoll '= ie mainte eevee] '<.01012,5)e;acel ee ale eerie ell noe roe 
JUS icry besos tseqsacbacas 14, 125 25] Seeger) SSOSusan peoocorb as ceccs Sea ests schonrlanbeccoc 
‘Warmouth bass. --....---- 6, 950 B48) cc asseic clears seae|seccecesine woceewica| tepaeemes eae 
SW WARN eee a ne nee eoiee i 45, 200 1,133) 638,500) 28, 405 45,700} 2,100 8, 000 365 
OPHER HS hietacee cc cee cee al ee iocit ore eal assy tmterere epera)| loys eve eels etme eloieia |e min inten micwicisisters 103,340) 3,356 
rsJike tit) pease Sania eoce ee 146, 496 5,885) 374,500) 18, 395 67,600) 2,535 38,625) 1,497 
Grabs sottiecses scene 986, 720 95.902 adhe censet aacejou: non ewm cece Saeacece| Coan | See 
Ordos: Nard (452: /s2.552 = 40, 000 1,000} 110,000) 2,240 74, 660} 1, 864 3, 700 175 
Owmarytishis sc isee scecicices toa se ces s2cs| tam epneeet|ssanaesaaalepmlec enema meal eer eae 4, 000 80 

SACOrraplns.sstecccms = scien 17,179 2, 815 40,916) 9, 635 34,785) 11, 254 10,350} 1,425 
PRATHeStoscavcteccccseccce 24, 000 TOU eRe cerisced Fasone => 1, 000 20 23,856, 1, 751 
TIED Pi See eet annie sini seins 1, 800 EA eeseocmed|sescucse|focodesscalle noose lpsonsansagdiocacoss- 
COM AUGUS scien dence esc ccse. S 6,011,726) 241,099) 1,504,300) 45, 360) 3,406,440; 86,709} 362,802) 11,766 
(CPG) See Senecio 937, 808 53, 703 185,400) 8, 652 2, 640 165 4, 800 300 
ini psmen eee acon 118, 323 AGE] pee eee Be anol! 5. SS ames AS Seco ee ee 
Cgwiateeascessccnsscsa5. 32, 500 11, 162 69, 805] 17,525 9,'600||  °2)'58)|5-.2 222528) 2a eee 
Mrout Sounds -..-----..-- 691 1 BESS e ences PeRcGene pecasacecal bacabose sects Send laeiaiiccc- 
ROL SB see etnies viciectee ma: 3, 862, 200 ASSIS): Blase ls cae Anae ee ce |heee cee 622. Sag. aoe eee 

DOTHAN se nese ateee meine 64, 234, 257) 1, 316, 017| 5, 280, 446) 210, 456) 4, 993, 100} 170, 605) 5, 882, 662) 136, 077 

arts shactyene 
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Table showing the quantity and value of products taken in the fisheries of the South Atlantic 
States in 1897—Continued. 

Total. Total. 

Species. Species. 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

Alewives, fresh ...-...--. 5, 759, 114 SEOMOON lt SHADES tala eae eaters asa afes 30, 000 $300 
Alewives, salted ......... lu, 101, 236 78, 424 || Sheepshead ......-....--. 722, 570 17, 861 
Pat C Ke DASE eco <aenisie cole = 593, 458 261477 SNAPPCLsi eae nie seen wale 88, 400 2,520 
Bluefish, fresh ........... 1, 568, 796 44, 329 || Spanish mackerel .....--. 362, 390 19, 832 
Bluefish, salted ....-.---- 213, 800 5, 144 || Spots and croakers, fresh| 2, 035, 889 29, 886 
isfovibli0) Sedese Sepee Se eeeeoe 2, 350 35 || Spots and croakers, 
Bream and suntish -.....-. 291, 099 8, 022 Nalt6deiscce sscccne nae 165, 246 4,749 
Butter-fish .......-....:-- 94, 750 1,758 || Squeteague, fresh. 3, 657, 778 110, 352 
@athishecessssi<- 5-55-2552 502, 311 11, 635 || Squeteague, salted 83, 496 2, 226 
Channel bass or redfish, Strawberry bass 21, 725 866 
PCOS Me ee acetates aera eels 434, 182 8, 062 |) Striped bass...--- 864, 223 59, 121 

Channel bass or redfish, Sturgeon .. 930, 425 24, 910 
SAlteD seGaecceeceeeene es 40, 200 804 |; Suckers --- 135, 230 3, 0387 

iD Taitin S eee ones oon DC 297, 700 3,715 (| Lautog----- 14, 125 283 
Mela meres ce -cuacest ssc cc% 101, 700 4,151 || Warmouth ba 6, 950 348 
OUNGCYS =e) a== os oe 180, 475 3,489 || Whiting ---.. 737, 500 32, 003 
Groupersvess---cscss000 = 33, 000 1,170 || Other fish ... 103, 340 3, 356 
Hickory shad ..-....-.-.. 275, 550 9,361 | Shrimp. --.. 627, 221 28, 312 
PRG OTIS Wie aeons os asaniari= 358, 070 7,628 || Crabs, soft .. 986, 720 3, 992 
Menhaden <c.ssces-c0ecces 11, 310, 000 19, 700 || Crabs, hard -.- 228, 360 5, 279 
Min et treshss -----2<25-5 3, 241, 382 40, 148 || Crawfish ..-..- 4,000 80 
Mullet, salted .......--.-- 2, 693, 560 75, 317 || Terrapins ..--....- soos 108, 230 25, 129 
LEG elt) Caan ennereoonossne 811, 979 BA 2240 PMT OLGS) 2 ose enn ceaas 48, 856 3, 691 
RoI Ost erste atelete eteielele ean 412, 807 ORZRD) | HWOSS seme ceatae eimieieieieietaate 1, 800 450 
PikiGese = cesar dam csiseoesiate 100, 420 HOOD! | OV SDOLS| crate ae eels wlewisierarele T1, 285, 268 384, 934 
IPAS inte te.eseecis Seccen 5 61, 600 1S (ee BT) Chile oe oe genecae souIeor i, 150, 648 62, 820 
[OM panos. scr -ssesccsn = 254, 519 LOE SCALLOPS ema w.alc «inti ataiai- 118, 323 5, 653 
PROMO mterelc/ajminin’a/ais ela ora: ata 5 39, 910 CEPA Ge Ch Pe noe aeccdmoepboer 111, 905 31, 268 
Sailor’s choice........---- 48, 400 14455) rout SOUndSs-- sco ssee 691 104 
Sead or round robin ....-- 8, 100 ABI || PEVOUURG ates cesses sie selctetorrs 3, 862, 200 4, 828 
BOARS! ccc aaccswacmicaais 827, 195 32, 130 ——— __|—_ 
MUaAGimetereccetocess otee xs 11, 268, 343 478, 784 Total jase snscans aes 80, 390, 465 1, 888, 155 

FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES IN 1897. 

The canvass of the commercial fisheries of this region was conducted 

chiefly during March, April, and May, 1898, by Messrs. Stevenson and 

Hall, the former working in Louisiana and Texas and the latter in 

Mississippi and Alabama. 

The statistics of the west coast of Florida were collected in the 

autumn of 1897 by Mr Cobb, and refer to the preceding fiscal year. 

From the information collected it is shown that there were employed 

in fisheries of the Gulf States 13,967 persons, 11,180 of whom were 
fishermen and 2,787 shoresmen. The capital invested in the fisheries 

amounted to $2,584,061, of which $717,076 represented vessels and 

their outfits, $436,041 boats, $137,216 apparatus of capture, and 

$1,293,728 shore property and cash capital. 

The products of the fishéries amounted to 65,660,623 pounds, having | 

a first value of $2,271,726. The oyster fishery was valued at $748,760, 

or more than twice the value of any other single fishery. Next in 

importance is the sponge fishery, valued at $305,589. The catch of 

red snappers was valued at $200,412, and that of mullet at $213,988, 

all other fisheries being represented by smaller sums. 

A comparison of the results of the present canvass with those of the 

canvass in 1890 shows that 2,215 more persons were employed. There 
has been a slight decrease in other respects, as follows: $394,231 less 

capital invested, 3,714,911 less pounds of products, and a reduction in 

value of products of $166,949, 
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In the different States there are numerous changes to be noted in 

the yield of the various fisheries. The oyster fishery shows a great 

reduction in products and value in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, and 

Texas, and an important increase in Louisiana. The red-snapper 

fishery has greatly increased in Florida, Alabama, and Texas, while in 
Louisiana it has been abandoned or transferred elsewhere. The mullet 
fishery has increased in yield and value in Florida; in yield but not in 

value in Alabama, and has decreased in both respects in the other 

three States. A decrease is to be noticed in the sponge fishery of 

Florida. There has been an increase in the shrimp fishery in Ala- 

bama, Mississippi, and Texas, and a decrease in Louisiana. 
The important increase in the number of persons engaged in the 

fisheries warrants the assumption that an increase would have been 

found in the general yield and value of the fisheries of the Gulf region 

had they not been affected by outside agencies. There can be little 

doubt that the decrease is due largely to the restrictions placed on the 

various means of transportation during the yellow-fever outbreak of 

1897. i 

Table showing by States the number of persons engaged in the fisheries of the Gulf States 
in 1897. 

States. Fishermen.) Shoresmen.| Total. 

SI perce cielo acm nc aiaG ome ma nintan lewis tiesto eee mnialehe = ae mete aria 344 5, O11 
Alabama... 196 789 
Mississippi 1, 504 2, 565 
Louisiana . . 684 4, 403 
OxXASi cs. 5 59 1,199 

2,787 | 13,967 

Table showing by States the investment in the jisheries of the Gulf States in 1897. 

Florida. Alabama. Mississippi. 

Designation. = ———_— a aoa 
. No. | Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

res we ae 

PMIGSSOIS a pecamaracmccb ar cena cde coe caer 183 | $274,177 53 $40, 375 83 $81, 125 
RONMBOCReks acces cere eeeeet ences Beas OD Meets <> Se Type el ae ee 854(88))|) 1 ceeesen 
OMT Se scm sees. cenceccmens ss emeek eens] hemens cores UC EET el eae Vay (8 ee 25, 938 

IS ORNS) 5 = tee cn sais too acim oe oeeewesseneticee 1,621 | 130,548 254 12, 939 439 17, 039 
SPNArAus OLCAPuULG. ..<-.ccenaeeeeere| saeco rmss | 54,350 |.......... CRAB) ppeesaace 19, 255 
Biloropropertwiern-+.-0---- epee eee eee eee ely sete) ES 5 ea AQT S50 n | cseee eee 125, 644 
CES 7) LOW) ee ene e re co ceatoce (Si se eee jiides: LOD seen cencane ADENDO aces 3c tee 249, 300 

20 21 ee | aa RIS ET ee Hes Wu es, woe 518, 301 
: | 

Louisiana. Texas. Total. 

Designation. a 
No. Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

IMIBSSOIS' ss ccc aes acucnaneeeaetnecs ee cacok 61 $32, 101 45 | $36, 565 425 | $464, 343 
PONDS SOs cachet e cates eee eaak ee ere eee BOD BOK Ae soe ee DUBSOl tease tce ccs 5, O52:69")222.--eeee 
OntGect caskeokcs ccc eee eee eee eee e. See eee 9,'345 Jace de ame ADwd10. je eee 252, 733 

Boats ......- Sarena sesdb Sbaysoosos-de5e5- 3,025 | 197, 604 686 77, 911 6, 025 436, 041 
‘Apparatus OL Capbnre. + ...2- senna eens eee n ain en ms 31,660 leeeeeeenee Bo(46 oc oem 137, 216 
SORE LO PERU cen nse ry see eal ane eemee eeerereeee= 178, 903) |saeeee eee Bb, 1057 ee eee 579, 578 
CaRhiegmital.;?ssccetacsaaee sepa ee opera Reeeeer ss 69,000 ||.49: egoeeee 30,000 ipods Stee. 714, 150 

tal) $.4sc 62 ccs che: ee ee | 613; BIB eee 237,496 |...u-e2-2 2, 584, 061 

bins. 
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Table showing by States the products of the fisheries of the Gulf States in 1897. 

Florida. Alabama. Mississippi. 

Species. : — 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

PADIMOL-TSH 2s sehneseeeaeeaeme cet 18, 600 POLOU reac aswiatall cates cade |eetee eieteomnen lara ast tee 
ANTI GIGTS Neg eG pcos cemenriauneaacd 59, 186 1, 696 6, 000 SlISs|teveceveesee eee ase sees 
IpaniACUCS cones. ccantee eases saree, 31, 000 S240), | seas Soe Selle nis oes bias arcerenniccr Ie iS a 
ITO DANS a= 0a sclsavsise+ sees sstcae|dceaea-csctesl|eas sions sate 41, 000 2, 870 27, 000 $1, 350 
BING anys t neo tec cooes snaccs eee 264, 971 6, 057 204, 500 4, 094 33, 300 1, 105 
Bream and sunfish 7, 909 238 79, 509 2, 783 24, 800 508 
IDWS OAT ee aos GAR eos eRe Geer nme enesdecd| boceceeoed CocoSropeccolbonesenbcn 21, 500 215 
MORIN eee aac sta see ceceeer cee 5, 000 100 188, 000 2, 872 31, 200 720 
Channel bass or redfish........... 236, 368 3, 597 213, 000 7,425 199, 000 8, 303 
Orpvalleian ose access acoeeonwlweee 38, 140 494 12, 000 180) |. <tens SSS ss Aone eee 
nom. SAlt-water a... .cecrscece 37, 855 622 6, 000 91 5, 000 250 
inns Crsieeeceireenberder caacronaS 32, 561 549 47, 000 1, 602 28, 200 1, 002 
Groupers 781, 155 9, 349 69, 000 1 086+|(oct cee | eeeareeeeoe 
Grunts 671, 876 AGH BQ saeco sackets suet kets eeerte eee meee 
Hogfish 81, 600 B 
WUrel scm ec. 7, 500 
Kingfish.. . 440, 000 
Ladytish 128, 223 
Mullet, fresh 11, 711, 041 
Mullet, salted 2, 432, 277 
Mullet roe, salted 148, 999 
LRG) #55 es enmccboc aARNpEDOOOOODS OM aes oDooCcoonS 
PTIRO MN ON DL OKOLEM. os a.sanes oeia<inaia| sees icia= ani 
ORES Deere etnias See cmeieisis's eicteleiac.a|siinsiscleene oe 
Hompano, tresh-..------ ~~ .<=--- 359, 151 
Pompano, salted .............----- 23, 225 
OueiGstimiaseas-iaieeicicee ecica 98, 200 
IP OURO Dc cea. oc ciccc ow nciesieme cic 11, 962 
Sailors’ choice ...--.--.- 89, 381 
Jisishin Ose ke eoomeseenoce cane ssee 150, 000 | 
BHCOUSNGAUwacccsiccscine concn <i aac 663, 347 9, 793 86, 800 2, 949 110, 150 4,103 
SBnappers, LOCe. seis ssss--ncces ses 5,314,487 | 171, 234 335, 000 UST 25) |\swistece seimei=t= | ees ene 
HAP PELs, OUNCE 2 ccecc----s nwa 110, 631 BreeG hea sseetersa scence aeleoaccee tase a PeeReeemes 
Spanish mackerel, fresh...-...-.. 456, 322 21, 757 85, 500 8, 960 64, 760 5, 076 
Spanish mackerel, salted ..-....-. 23, 579 Wy OS eersiataca: sm (atals' oll =i eee Salada =|| o/s schatararsistateta\| ae meee 
Spots and croakers ........--..--- 26,113 495 504, 000 8, 099 51, 900 1, 914 
DSU C OM eters wclne |= vielmoisie rime avin == 9, 254 01) lt Be eS eee SSeS eeeeen serene Semen n sre 
Prot, ATOSM ay. = 306 ence ccscaccc ces 703, 830 15, 148 296, 100 9, 711 452, 800 15, 570 
Trout, salted -. 63, 105 PGP a aris OS 2085| Poaeso adn Gonocdeccmnt| loco fancacr 
Whiting....-... 9, 589 109 2, 000 MD} Socct-isde J a4| see orem 
VEG 7 eee see ope 73, 440 CE en ee eMC OG Eno ercecacrs pac mecicioeae (saaricensrice 
MDH OMUAIS Mtetsiactsn\cinleleiiesmeie Sele oe 537, 138 Danpliiy ate as seca be cee = = mal oe scream eae eee 
LEST LGS 23.5 ae eaa aan 332, 856 | 305,589 |..........-. ate amee cance see ele eee 
LNG EGIR Se ents ee ee cen 1,258,008 | 50,258] 1,785,438 | 60,267] 4,407,992 | 110,964 
(CHORE) (2 oo haga jegsonsdosssscuesee= 7, 084 TU | ove mie eres ae eteins = eae oy arly m ye cae ete sjetecmy| Sim ate rene 
PS LIINNL YN etetetenetomts a1 stale ints oral atis(eieinieiafal| om fas sieie'einte ial simnteie seine 40, 600 609 1, 903, 165 28, 804 
rahe aac cccctesenta acces acess 3 157, 500 SOD Ce ate e Sts ererecipee ene atenallpoe sere cee aa | Mee eee 
Grabs tliand= 5.5582 Seon ee eee: 6, 240 208 24, 400 | 505 131, 640 3, 494 
(CHMOE BOR: bose Sasecc0cocmeconsoaq Deas oSeeeree Soc sachosa)|Conaoesepa66 Saserebane 21, 200 1, 720 
BRIG LON oa cats earls oo nce isis eme oe 634, 616 BO TOG lacie ase mathe oe ose Satelite ee eee | Meee 
Terrapin 11, 400 1, 250 2, 934 320 6, 798 1, 275 
WinGhNe ss 65 wes ste = s-eoc aod pleas 500 BG Beaescpcerea ts oceadeced| |eeseeostetelloncacocninc 
PN rabor nines. -chutsesccunce=sulsoasas2oees. POPAHO NEA sen eee eee Cee: Sa ete || ae Pe 
QUIRSINS RANA . (ocecisia)s\osasielsias as nc.cn.<|ennene «cis-s Ty SN Poe sonal ose steoe lease a tociodl sod aabermric 

{URE ee ie omen eens ere 28, 255, 219 944, 793 4, 699, 381 134, 438 7, 829, 685 192, 298 

Louisiana. Texas. Total. 

Species. a 

Pounds. Value Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value 

PANO DSUS ID tem ris alate se tm eso ote eck ele auielal Gare ban a ode mmesa dreretarweininl lee aeuma.cmce 18, 600 $620 
eee: ei Dee ee ree ieee saci Sa oad (ainsi eames aaa eden ten tas osetac caal|« ceca acieee 65, 186 1, 811 
SHEN OT Geer a= eer eee ae ae iallee iad ai saaraliell ob aikicin aces lleiieerte fon od|Suoemme das: 31, 000 1, 240 
PRO PAB ae cn cabins occ sccwseacs 320 EP hl a ce pel cael fab es 68, 320 4, 246 
SLUBUS tee acne aa eos bdeeiee seas 3, 960 132 29, 540 $1, 281 536, 271 12, 669 
Bream and sunfish... ....-050.- 119, 780 SISO Meee eecL sss Uae eae ee 231, 998 7, 318 
Teh Gp ic ee ae ee eee ee 311, 093 4, 768 12, 200 470 344, 793 5, 453 
OS Mrs ae eee eathia ars.cio Swe ectac 2, 153, 134 51, 420 71, 230 3, 035 2, 448, 564 58, 147 
Channel bass or redfish. .-......-. 465, 200 20,529 | 1, 144, 376 51,922 | 2,257,944 91,776 
@recalloe see es as 18, 000 690 18, 000 743 86, 140 2,107 
Drum, fresh-water 7, 250 TA SSIS Re ae S22 sel aece 7, 250 74 
Drum, salt water 117, 825 3, 549 
Mlounders’..2-sscee eee kee ace 335, 411 13, 626 
Gyrouperss... swonwees estes csscs 853, 618 10, 468 
CEQUNES cca esmmsaitese aes ae ate. 671, 876 16, 833 
HO MIB Se cosse see eee eee acces ool: 97, 720 4, 269 
CEN t ocreoccock nob rce cons eeeeaE 33, 281 1, 083 

FB. vo Xt 
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Table showing by States the products of the fisheries of the Gulf States in 1897—Cont/d. 

Louisiana. Texas. Total. 

Species. SS 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

PUTO eo scisw abet ees sce jeca ns ato siee|smacaaicee omelsee ses de ee hackmeeeitecs (cao ee 7, 500 $75 
TRON ORS Sac co0 fe 5asecce ce ocec cent baka ns veceeelp dacs 4-Ee |p ope semaee wes ae comemece 440, 000 6, 600 
NGA V ABT. a) ein w'c'pie aie 22am on meine tance bape pinyas sell sais os eies ee] seme aaets a soe memes 123, 223 2, 633 
Wrallet, fresh o 2.20 =- See aes ae 165, 819 $5, 871 60, 350 $2,167 | 12,769, 110 145, 530 
Mallet; salted!= 2.2.2 p4225 <2) o-neleauee eos sale sne ee aeee 500 25 | 2,488, 777 55, 148 
ACallet Toe Aalted =. 4852.30 — cee set oc cae B alk Uoskcsmped hee wale ice melee amet 143, 999 13, 310 
ROVche ape oer hese een mena soe 11, 050 500 32, 150 1, 506 53, 200 2, 356 
PIS PICKOLEL joc same ewe m = noes lean wep eeeeeioe 22, 730 989 26, 730 1, 050 
Pins eters ees saree Seat ae ena | anes seen ane eenees |p cer eer ae oo aes 42, 880 1,375 
Pompano, fresh........----------- 17, 665 1, 891 17, 850 812 479, 766 26, 459 
POMPANG HAAG = = spigee ioe see eA ree ie Sere cited eet tee ot tate ate weit te eee stores 23, 225 1, 236 
PR OUDIBS oupt= 2s eae Sate oS aE eos soe ee Sek oma Eells ase cha ee ea |lateriaielsisioe 98, 200 2, 450 
POLES =. cont voce sete cod ccsceel oueee ote eeee tere coke lb cece bet secel aeweeesee 11, 962 1, 196 
PAILOTANCHOICO sae eatin nc ace lenses | ecu wacne tee, {Seo eee bl wae rina a mcd ome ssa 89, 381 3, 198 
SOSALGINGA aces cet Se cod Senco es oe [deka cues Sere ee ce Naat laeelsc see eae fo mmc ia are ere 150, 000 3, 090 
Pheepshead-esa-<se-- ccc eee 238, 010 12, 506 467, 504 21, 723 1, 565, 811 51, 074 
SECTS) TET 3) ee ey aes Se es ee 9, 600 | BIG osu cee seseetlecevoceoee 9, 600 346 
BilverMerolisccs ce s- 2-25 -rce nai 3, 615 POS Sera aae peeled = ates eae 3,015 128 
NNAPPOrs WOW spa 2. 6-2 hoc se 3m seal artes owe ck ls Seee pore 464, 791 17,453 | 6,114, 278 200, 412 
Hnappers; Other 225522 S22 ook 2 5. |oee eels sees |Poceee ace |eeciee-sse= <5 oeecieceaes 110, 631 3, 296 
Spanish mackerel, fresh .-----.--. 55, 805 5, 132 40, 710 1, 939 703, 097 37, 864 
Spanish mackerel, salted. 35.423). 225 .2bose| Ss see se eso naee see oalee eee se 23, 579 1, 193 
Spotsand croakers.-.-...-..---.-. 328, 775 16, 980 136, 700 6, 007 1, 047, 488 33, 495 
tri pedibaes sare soc sae acs be oes 22, 880 1, 449 8, 950 384 31, 830 1, 833 
SUNY POON i seins. woe ats ok Seat es wee ae eels ee 22, 400 984 21, 654 1, 315 
TONG AKORD eerie acne snc esnsese es 566, 648 26,500 | 1,011, 620 45,525 | 3,030, 998 112, 454 
TPOUT BAlGOO 2 o360 s2<\nc case ad sec |sace seca cael |-toans mumtelt comes acieiscce|nasiaasciees 63, 105 2, 524 
(Lert ni te See Se oe RAS eae oc Stsereme ne eneacore ones aaNep alse 11, 589 179 
NOOO W-T8Il coo escent occdes.ceeimnes|euceeneicis eel Goes oe cael tocee arene oe eeeace otane 73,440 6, 594 
Other fish-o.2e cen. -cecsccesescee ne 66, 550 3, 583 60, 500 2, 646 664, 188 30, 546 
SPONVCB eee iio as sinc See eos oo Sebel cee wows ok oes |casem ae seece escent 332, 856 305, 589 
Oi Nter bbe eres nos fae Be oe ae oe 6,714,330 | 432,668 | 2,491,370] 94,663 | 16,657,138 | 748, 760 
CLAMS. 2 55 282 ate wamioe coe cece esecae |e sbocowehaaallaenie ee sap aaceee cesawellsae bee cee 7, 084 171 
SHTIMP tessecce os oncseeesee cee eee 4, 486, 726 80, 576 360, 530 7, 464 6, 791, 021 117, 453 
(Cr 7 1) NES CES eee ee amen eee 84, 950 oe 0G erry (eae eee 242, 450 6, 263 
IOraDS HANS to: 23> o- eek e noe aK 1, 458, 833 12, 891 138, 120 3, 689 1, 759, 233 20, 787 
ROTSUSOL Dae cee Wee toa ete Seen ero saictee setae ae aote eotetet seas ce mena o [etme ae 21, 200 1, 720 
PUIG Se: Sarse JO. cy sac.- Shae wea aHe 22, 395 581 237, 385 6, 860 894, 396 30, 177 
AUGT EES 0 Fi ee eee ne eee 41, 680 4,149 8, 880 507 66, 692 7, 501 
IOORGNB he 5550s ease e noes Vee oe Nee allne wack otal pcuueboecseleemeeoeeine 500 30 
Al oator hides {225s-2256<\s denen leeceoesae aoe 22096 2 avtece-sctcculecensesiccal esse econ 34, 546 
Ottiersking=..- oo: dassesescine sense | oacas om cian Se ose metaadl cm dats ote pamel| Mece meter aeeeinemeeeree 14, 481 

Total® seen, ote bse - soe cas aes 17, 401, 788 713, 587 7,174, £50 286, 610 | 65, 660, 623 | 2, 271, 726 

FISHERIES OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 

Recently a market has been found in Kansas, Texas, Missouri, and 

other States west of the Mississippi for fresh fish and spiny lobsters 

from southern California. Important shipments have been made, 

chiefly from San Pedro and San Diego, the principal species shipped 

being barracuda, bonito, mackerel, sea bass, red rockfish and spiny 

lobsters. Good prices were received, and it is probable that a per- 

manent market for southern California fresh fish will be found. The 

spiny lobster proved especially desirable; it was shipped chiefly to 

Kansas City, where it is known as the Bermuda lobster. The scarcity 

of suitable fishing boats proved a considerable drawback in filling 

orders for fish from eastern points. In March and April, 1898, Mr. 
Cloudsley Rutter made inquiries respecting the fisheries of San Diego. 

Several dealers kept no records, and it is probable that the quantity of 

fish taken was greater than that accounted for in the following table. 

More than 800,000 pounds were handled, of which 283,658 pounds were 

shipped by rail to eastern points. 
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Statement of the pounds of fish and lobsters handled by San Diego dealers in 1897. 

Species. January.|February| March. April. May. June. July. 

Barracud G.\.i255464 hetececeiaee Soteeee ote 450 17, 675 34, 565 23, 345 28, 925 24, 590 
Bonito ‘‘mackerel”’.....-..--. 801 167 594 2, 943 945 594 927 
mellow -tail\.52- 25 s'c-cciemeae ee 960 1, 300 1, 260 2,770 4, 490 5, 060 4, 290 
PAD AGOLE!: ....5oc2 ease ees he 120 PANN AR ect eee ace Coe oe eee emar aes SPE Beas 
iBaliseye; mackerel, tas sei merle weiss wma me 27 115 160 15 15 
BSIHELt fe Sso2 Sau) ca otase ke 138 105 40 i Ce ees aan tap ne Tea (eetes selene 
ABS aoe sacen sesso cceesewceee ee 996 1, 479 1, 414 1, 242 745 2, 995 4,898 
GR ALS) eae eee 40 150 LGM rekicinctocta| eee eee DON eels sense ron 
Monterey halibut......-..-.-. 7, 503 7,187 8, 657 9, 954 1, 894 2, 353 3, 050 
LEGO) ASC eae ees See 2, 879 717 185) |S ec eee = 81 
Yellow-fin... : 7 13 | 30 Tat | ge bee ba 
PIPARDUONMGs Sonae aca acim Saco sate de anes eeae secs |e tea 380 495 me ioee aioe oe Saas eats 
SCAR LR Beet eee cee cena eee meee reales seeack caleses actos cawees assoc asmc~ aac 103 223 
Fat-head redfish CG ae SS Be nome Ao pec oesc bol ase se ce Ac 
WWwibitevish ys. -<..2-22eee see et O18 cee laser dl se Soleeieee ale na eck eee |lone enews 
ON MASD cece cscceciaeccsstess|aencersces! LPB. ans sec5s ESD ec Aaee omelets satanic eee 
LMT ede coe conseemececcd | Te OT GE Ree ee ee eres PE Seno sony pesca bes s-lsote re ctor 
Mbher Hshieesecsee socee case = 5, 616 38, 428 2, 517 672 | 2,909 

Motalifreshs..<-<2-i-</-- 17, 731 16, 793 39, 277 56, 417 34, 806 40, 844 40, 983 
Salted fish: 
Barracuda, bonito, yellow- 

tail, albacore, and rock- 
AIG ieee ea ote ire cacatrel l= lie mieieuian 25, 854 30, 782 9, 436 27, 716 29, 481 52, 53. 

Grand total of fish...-.- 17,731 42, 647 70, 059 65, 853 62, 522 70, 325 93, 518 

Spiny lobsters.......-...-.--- 116 25 158 1, 689 LOM has jocestess 3, 229 

Shipment of fresh fish and 
lobsters by rail..-...------- 16, 122 8, 381 19, 245 28, 230 25,675 | 26,414 29, 093 

5 J zi Pian p 
Species. August. open October. poxen Deten | meu Total. 

Barracuda saaccceeasaceehs.e. 32, 535 | 184, 620 
Bonito ‘‘mackerel”’ 1, 188 22,109 
MWeEUOW=tallm ass ecasecencesccae 4, 820 43, 350 
PAM COUO See ete eisiree aitarsta 2 c5)| serciviaiaatoyos 1, 340 
Bullseye mackerel ..--------- 43 384 
SOSH ee ee ener el Basco mee 1, 849 
LDS Shae Seeoeet cee SE eee D 4,474 35, 600 
UGH Reade See Beene eanaein (Sccopeeare 980 
Monterey halibut ----..-.-.-- 6, 042 75, 228 
PROD eH HOS oan cine eco teria aieta||s 2 etaeracele a : 58, 037 
SGI AE. GBR BESS anA ADS ES NA SoaeRESees | Seeaae ores 52 : 843 
Spa LO bees tae Sosa aias eeelc strat eae seis s cm | see sels ae 875 
SMO OES: COee aeseereseeedeos *4, 837 5, 760 
Fat-head redfish ...... ....-..].-.------- 4,569 
\WW ST eto Soe eae Sassen sos 5, 859 
WATE Joe e idea: bios oh Sdissesag| sao se dase forse Boers 1, 438 
RRS eee eae cots atone = sical Snes loistee <|oce nes aed 826 
PGT no -bre bebe setse noe ||Soene soosel peseseneo: 5, 327 
MGNGWHAM = Soe nco a) 2 oe .5a 1s ais 1, 267 936 280 1, 551 1,565 | +14, 000 35, 377 

Motaltresh . 522-2 5)-507 55, 206 47, 531 43, 331 39, 948 37, 504 14, 000 484, 371 
Salted fish: 
Barracuda, bonito, yellow- 

tail, albacore, and rock- 
fINNR scans S52 oc0—2 == 40, 160 50, 859 15, 776 48,199 | © 22,919 11, 000 364, 717 

Grand total of fish---.-. 95, 366 98, 390 59, 107 88, 147 60, 423 25, 000 849, 088 

Spiny lobsters .. ..........-. 8, 640 8, 596 7,412 | 10,955 PREY yy Mea Oe 47, 545 

Shipment of fresh fish and 
lobsters by rail-.-.---..-.-- 32, 758 30, 118 23, 645 21, 412 225 DOU. |= see erae 283, 658 

* Not sure that the figures were for this species. + Estimated. 

The following notes on the fishing apparatus employed at San Diego 

have been furnished by Mr. Rutter: 

Trolling is the method used in catching barracuda, bonito, yellow-tail, and 

albacore. A No.4 I. P. cod hook is used for barracuda, No. 3 for bonito, and No. 2 

for yellow-tail and albacore. But nearly all of these fishes are caught when trolling 

for barracuda, as there are usually not enough of the others to pay for special fish- 

ing. When the fish are abundant, and there is a man for each line, the barb is 
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usually filed off or bent down. This is to facilitate removing the fish from the hook. 

Six to 10 fathoms of No. 48 line is used. The gig is fastened to the line by a wire 

about 3 feet long. 

In fishing for halibut, bass, and other bottom fishes, the trawl is used almost 
exclusively. A trawl is made with No. 120 to 140 line, with 160 hooks hung 7 feet 
apart on ganging of No. 27 line 3 feet long. Any number of trawls may be fastened 

end to end. No. 7/0 Kirby hooks are generally used, but No. 8/0 are better for 

halibut, and No. 5/0 or 6/0 for bass, whitefish, or yellow-fin. The trawl is lifted 

about every half hour. : 

In fishing for rockfish, a No. 48 line is used, with about thirty or forty No. 7/0 

Kirby hooks fastened near one end. This is fished from the boat, never set like a 

trawl. Sometimes an ordinary traw] is used for rockfish, but the ground is usually 
rocky, and a part of the line is often lost. When the line is canght, it is often loos- 

ened by sliding a 20 to 25 pound iron ring down over it. The ring is about 7 inches 

inside diameter and is lowered by asmallrope. A trawl for rockfish is lifted within 

about five minutes after setting. For all kinds of bottom fishing the sardine is the 

principal bait used. Shallow baskets with cork rims are used for coiling the trawls, 

the hooks being stuck into the rim. 

Barracuda are sometimes caught in gill-nets. These are of 54-inch mesh, 16 to 20 

feet deep, and about 200 fathoms long, made of No. 9 thread. Silversides are caught 

in gill-nets of 2-inch mesh, 16 feet deep, length variable. Sardine gill-nets are of 

14-inch mesh and 12 feet deep. All gill-nets drift. They are used chiefly for silver- 

sides (smelt) and sardines, but not much for barracuda. 

Drag seines are used only in the bay. The common size is about 10 feet deep and 

200 fathoms long. The mesh at the ends is about 3} inches; about 30 fathoms from 

the end it is 2 inches; in the middle about linch. The bag is about 15 feet across 

and 10 feet long, the mesh about ? inch. 

Trammel nets are sometimes used for bottom fishes. The outer nets are of 16-inch 

mesh of about No. 15 twine, the inner net of 3} or 4 inch mesh of about No. 8 twine. 

The net is 6 to 9 feet deep; length variable. 

THE AMERICAN SEAL HERD AND PELAGIC SEALING. 

In compliance with an act of Congress, an investigation of the con- 

dition of the Pribilof fur-seal rookeries has been made by the Fish 

Commission each year since 1893. This work has usually been per- 

formed by the writer in connection with former duties on the steamer 

Albatross. In 1896-97 the existence of a special fur-seal investigation 

commission, with which the writer was connected, made it unnecessary 

for the Fish Commission to make separate reports on the subject. 

During the past season he resumed the fur-seal investigations in con- 

nection with the work of the division of fisheries, leaving Washington 

for the Pribilof Islands in June. This was authorized by the Commis- 

sioner upon the request of the Secretary of the Treasury, in accordance 

with the direction of the President, that a systematic study of the 

Pribilof seal herd be maintained from year to year. 

Pelagic sealing is no longer engaged in by citizens of the United 

States, Congress having passed a law in December, 1897, prohibiting 

the killing of fur-seals in the waters of the North Pacific Ocean, and 

the importation of skins so taken, whether raw or manufactured. 
The business, so far as the American seal herd is concerned, is now 

engaged in by Canadians only. The catch by the Canadian fleet off the 

northwest coast during the winter of 1897 amounted to 10,055 seals. 
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The pelagic sealing industry declines steadily from year to year, as 

well as the sealing industry conducted on the Pribilof Islands under 

the direction of the United States Government. The continuation of 
the former, with its indiscriminate methods of seal killing, is directly 

responsible for the reduced condition of the latter. Since 1896 the 

catch of superfluous male seals on the Pribilof Islands has been: 1896, 

_ 28,964; 1897, 20,890; 1898, 18,032.. From 1871 to 1889 the islands 

yielded an average of 100,000 surplus malesa year. The pelagic catch 

from the American herd has of late years decreased as follows: 1894, 

61,838 ; 1895, 56,291; 1896, 43,917; 1897, 24,322. 

Pelagic sealing off the Asiatic coast has been practically abandoned 

by the Canadian fleet, the Asiatic herd having become so reduced that 

good catches can no longer be made. 

SALMON FISHING IN THE YUKON RIVER. 

The fishery resources of the great Yukon River, hitherto never drawn 

upon except by native tribes, now give promise of some development. 

It has long been known that there was an important run of salmon in 

this river, but little information existed as to the range and abundance 

of the different species in the region of the boundary between Alaska 

and the Northwest Territory. The information at hand respecting 

the fishing operations now conducted by whites is fragmentary, but it 

appears that salmon are sufficiently abundant along the middle Yukon 

to be considered available as part of the food supply of the country. 

Late in July king or quinnat salmon are common in the upper river 

beyond the boundary, being found in the middle and lower waters a 

month earlier. During the past summer a number of fishermen 

employed gill nets at Dawson, Northwest Territory, readily taking king 

salmon of large size. Many fish were found weighing 40 pounds and 

over, while the prices received for them were so high as to make the 

business quite profitable. This point is 1,500 miles from the sea. A 

letter received from Mr. Bernhard Thiele, formerly a seaman on the 

Fish Commission steamer Albatross, and now engaged in salmon fish- 
ing on the American side of the boundary, gives the average weight and 

length of salmon taken by him as follows: Silver salmon, 8$ pounds, 2 

inches; dog salmon, 10 pounds, 29 inches. These species were taken in 

the vicinity of Fort Yukon in August and September. They were more 

abundant and remained longer than the king salmon. Red salmon and 

hampbacks are also found during July and August. 

Other food-fishes common in the Yukon are whitefish, pike, grayling, 

trout, suckers, and the ling or lake lawyer (Lota maculosa). The last- 

named reaches a length of 4 or 5 feet. Some of the whitefishes also 

grow very large, and with the ling are taken chiefly during the winter 

in traps set under the ice by the natives. 

The fish supply of the Yukon is destined to prove of great value to 

the large mining and trading population now in the middle and upper 

sections of the valley, especially as there is abundant means of trans- 

portation by steamboats during the summer months. 
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STATISTICS OF CERTAIN FISHERIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND 

AND MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES AND THE GREAT LAKES. 

The following tables show the yield and value of certain fisheries of 

Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Dela- 
ware, and the Great Lakes. 

The figures relate to the fiscal year 1897. 

In comparing these data with those of other years it should be borne 

in mind that they relate only to the fisheries specified. 

Yield by counties of certain fisheries of Maine during the year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 5,497; capital invested, $1,173,237.] 

Washington. Hancock. Waldo. Knox. 

Species. : 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

Alewives, fresh ...--- 130, 000 $588 24, 625 BIALASE ee Se SOE eee 218,600 | $2,679 
GodWtrestt.25--.- 55 o-5 83,700 | 1,236 G0" 960! | ca TOON Re cos axa |(eoeem te 650, 970 9. 664 
Godsaalted:..2:.\-..5-. 199,°132>) 13,718 | 2194663) "475398 | 2 ces ece cock 73, 000 2,149 
Cusk, fresh ......---- 4, 000 56 58, 615 Cy SRR Sarna tk aoornae 238, 700 2, 631 
Cusk, salted -.--..... 3, 912 58 21, 795 32, 500 590 
Haddock, fresh --.-.-- 445,900 | 3,615 327, 79! 548, 365 6, 212 
Haddock, salted....-.- 75,180 | 1,009 163, 54 34, 200 520 
Hake fresh io: .2.-i<< 82, 500 648 653, 120 1, 291, 148 10, 176 
Hake, salted .......-- 175, 135 2, 147 $19, 177 328, 000 3, 394 
Halibut, fresh -. 3 28,500 | 1,852 45, 718 27, 900 TAPES: 
Herring, fresh .....-- 25, 996, 740 | 43,526 | 10, 198, 220 3,342,000 | 15, 660 
I SEring Awlied (asset }snousncaseeblonae esse 70, 000 827, 400 9,499 
Mackerel fresh, <cocs|2ssac- senna sateen 14, 000 33, 000 2, 344 
IMaokerel salted \ 250: )scmek--sasccfoce neces 29, 000 300 18 
Pollock, fresb.-....--. 239,000 | 1,471 81,110 148, 400 882 
Pollock, salted....--- 128, 968 1, 608 360, 884 24, 100 377 
Shad, fresh .......-... 66,000"), 2.500 | cecct case ohccee oe lente anew cele cmos ca | ae wae seer ieee ee 
Shad, salted.......... 20, 000 900) [S2c 52 335. eS SE SE Ce ee Shee ieee Be eee 
WIGDStOLS =~ = -I5-'0= 22 1, 651, 900 |107, 198 2, 677, 217 |178, 377 28, 200 | $2,256 | 2, 286,750 | 162, 225 

Dotaliias.s<c<,3 29, 330, 567 |171, 130 | 18, 000, 440 /311, 119 28, 200 2, 256 | 10, 100, 333 | 230, 753 

Lincoln. Sagadahoc. Kennebec. 

Species. 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

Alewives, fresh. ............------ 544,140 | $5, 122 119,200 | $1, 086 3, 000 $30 
CodStresh ae tes nessa ce eee sense 541, 750 9, 630 94, 065 a Hg Be a ay Po i 
Cod ssalted 2252.22 ssa ceses secs 1, 180, 700 29 BOS i Lo nct J icc cma) cen eed senesced seein tee a eee 
Guskaireaheccoe sete sececisccee see 131, 900 §: 790) ee Sassaeeonle seston aes | schosctenuse|uotas eee 
Gask- salted) $0 2. 22 ect ee sews ce 17, 400 544 ie cn tect aula sh. ob ae ee eaoakeats alae eeemoe 
tladdock, fresh\-..<---2-----<--.= = 643, 550 10, 101 20, 000 200 |e ocescesuan|sseseseees 
Haddock; salted <2 253235 o.0-\J22 22, 000 ADL |e. Seb esteee lt Heat a Solo eek: eso eee 
PARE UPORR, oc nen wc cce commences sone 1, 186, 500 7, 883 168, 500 1,685 | oe <a ccencalee an eee 
13 NATE ra ee ee a ees Se a 155, 400 er 3 Ep ere er ea ae ee el ee ee ape Me ee SW 
RT TON one Cee oe acta 14, 463 Pe BLO cero cacucaclecewcccctelecseuetosece tee eee eae 
IPO TOS Bloat os naw nes ne ance 2, 924, 780 15, 269 44, 400 370 || 26.5 52-02 Set See ee 
BEVIN oO RALGOO  - 8 o-oo s <5 ie 70, 000 BOO lo cee Sok a gh bce eeee OR Ren aE eee ee 
Miekerel fresh: . 2-222 cc. edie 632, 100 22, 804 36, 250 9 899i) is. 22462 22 see ee 
Mackerel, salted). << <5. ..caccsenas 473, 950 OS 544 le ooo. ce camwalicmeecoGaellee ne ee Rees Gee eee 
Menhaden Nalted <2 6c-celch< thea c|vees cece cecsle secede ce 50, 000 BOO oc ee hee ee eee 
IPelleoks fresht=- poses. pe ce cee 102, 036 783 24, 300 WIS: hic sess ode le eames 
Pollock salted i-22 sae tee eco. ook 75, 500 1, 970: 5524-2 See aa A eee 
Shaditresh es... -ce-ee Seeks 52 = 329, 820 5, 284 1, 051, 160 16, 723 26, 400 660 
Striped Pass, Lesh sees eee eae ce cee n|ace encores 16, 350 £308.) 2a. eee fea eee 
NSHEPeOn EOS hc.) ose> Se ee ee peerieelenm ane | maa se 14, 000 700 300 24 
Swordtish: fresh <22--225-0---- 24, 000 1013) [Scosche cen ee eees eo |-2 (cases Eanes 
hohe ters: S225. .22e) pe 28 eee 1, 478, 250 98, 106 81, 069 B;\605 |). on ete ooe bee ere 

2 ee ee er 10, 548, 239 | 238,248 | 1,719, 294 32, 662 29, 700 714 
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Yield of certain fisheries of Maine during the year ending June 30, 1897—Continued. 

Cumberland. York. ‘Total. 
Species. —= 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. | Value. Pounds. Value. 

PANO WIVES, ALON; o x% aie mciocteiciotine coe 168, 000 $1, 120 41,520 $322 | 1,249, 085 $11, 088 
BLOONS: {rOShicncn woe cen ae es woes 600 24 240 11 840 35 
Coteirpsn(soso5-ee ose e ee eee secas 1, 728, 884 28, 043 725, 800 13, 731 4, 086, 129 67, 875 
(CGONABITOR  os52.cscese ccueeee eens 44,701 885 8, 200 418 | 3, 700, 396 84,161 
(CUSKINOSD) = pas snecccwc nde nndesce 459, 851 5, 868 97,500 1, 065 990, 566 12, 059 
ACSA SAITOU == ns cco5s.cwaoee ueeoee 13, 000 221 | swavewsetcal|eerecesses 88, 607 1, 698 
Haddock, fresh 2, 627, 846 41,177 879, 900 14,888 | 5,488, 351 80, 476 
Haddock, salted IOS ava seciee lieco oe ee eee 311, 926 4,271 
PLEO ni TOS Moe con ole seh oes Saeseee 11, 644 1, 199, 700 9, 401 6, 304, 908 45, 581 
TIRKOVARILEO seen aeince scene assane 140 2, 000 120 1, 492, 712 15, 414 
Halibut, fresh 9, 953 9, 049 663 272, 382 18, 200 
Herrinp, tres. ==. -24--22052sc05- 5 296, 880 2, 021 423, 000 3, 665 | 43, 226, 020 134, 675 
HGrvin ge SALON so 502 > oa acnacsc =o seen s-e<e-24|Saesscc a=: 659, 800 7,920 | 1,627, 200 18, 639 
Mackerel freslites: ==. sce ccecee 429, 616 18, 671 70, 475 5,051 | 1,215,441 52, 619 
Mackerel salted= >. 2 cscccceces ss 577, 405 Oe tl ae ee ed Pe as | 1, 080, 655 50, 024 
Menhaden) fresh .--scecssesselec5 3, 000 19 66, 000 490 69, 060 509 
Menhaden, salted..............-.- 30, 000 BOO RAS aaa ee ase cones 80, 000 800 
IPSllook treshis= = >52---s0n2c0s 40: 417, 350 2, 626 112, 900 1,038 1,126, 096 7, 459 
IROMOCK GAltGd 55250 cece dee cmes ome 12, 500 94 24, 100 177 626, 052 7, 409 
PHAGMNOSM wo: conic coes = ce.cs oe 2 Ss 39, 950 659 3, 550 68 | 1,516, 880 24, 894 
lita ANA OU tetra .ccce es eet cusses 300 00 Eee Beer ermse. 20, 300 914 
Mimic PARSON. ooecceecsccite ce |e se cess soca sienancna | veaew ak cee settee oss eee 16, 350 1, 308 
PIMC OOMM TEs e ces inek sence sue lesaneae ores | aaaeecticn 1, 400 20 15, 700 744 
SMOrOnshtresh ods. so. sciecae ss ac 806, 230 33, 000 154, 696 8, 371 984, 926 42, 384 
IDO SUOTS ve ceccscs cccaccticesecceccs 975, 370 65,025 | 1,122,124 64,290 | 10, 200, 880 683, 082 

| EN hee ee ee ee es Sa 

ALOT he an aan se peer Aare 10, 531, 675 247,177 5, 602, 954 132, 259 | 85, 891, 402 | 1, 366, 318 

Yield of certain fisheries of New Hampshire during the year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 111; capital invested, $25,600.] 

| 

Species. Pounds. Value. Species. Pounds. Value 

Alewives, fresh ............ 238, 900 $2,947 || Mackerel, salted........... 11, 700 $831 
(OG es Se) ee 487, 650 8,206 || Menhaden, fresh .......-.. 20, 000 150 
NCOMMRANLEMe occmcon,cs2e ems 2 1, 100 DoE OlockstTesht-s- sass cass 52 156, 500 971 
[IR AEDSH. Cao e cee = 5 ui% 63, 000 728°|) Pollock; salted ’...2=<:2:22<- 1, 000 30 
Haddock, fresh............. 302, 000 5,739) | Shia tees eee ssece: sees 4, 000 120 
IAG PORN s(o5-00 222.0550 22 314, 000 2} 250) Siriped basss2-eeaaclc-<ss = 1, 100 132 
Heakessalted => 260-220-225 1, 000 a0) iP Swordfish snc-ecssanes ase o2 6, 250 600 
Matibnt treslt:-52 2.2.2.2. 4,550 364) || LODSLtOES! << sccececcccss cee 90, 300 5, 493 
ermine, (res os <ini.55- 3 220, 000 2, 450 ———— — 
Mackerel, fresh .........-.. 75, 575 4, 509 Lotal>-.- 22255252284 1, 998, 625 35, 635 

Yield by counties of certain fisheries of Massachusetts during the year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 9,926; capital invested, $4,572,806. | 

Essex. Nantucket. Norfolk. 
Species. 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

PAO WAV OS LLCS. o- siciss nin ctamtessaieca 624, 400 $5, 886 12, 000 $2003) 5 asso oes eae eo ie 
LENGE) ee es eee 5, 100 160 392, 000 TF) SOO ate reps oe a fae eee eens 
(HOVTSS Ci NC AS As eens a a ee 23,132,496 | 391, 835 20, 000 HOO Ss once ccese clea eee eee 
Gods BAltGds seems scicsc- sn cee sence es! 32, 596, 965 721, 410 450, 000 pty Cts Je) eee eee ts (Sa AS 
(Cris hp hy) ee 2, 015, 870 23, 785 
COMSUA CT AGT ee ae eee ee ee 315, 250 6, 950 
Haddock: freah 2. .css0ss.s.5-600% 23, 362,611 | 352, 826 
piewires ht le cpr. 2 mela oe. 7, 306, 844 46, 076 
Hakkesalted (225 sic. an =2 dene cin nes 13, 000 121 
IDET TOS Die amasne sees - sss cine 8, 743, 226 | 566, 794 |.. 
Halibut; salted) -.--i<000ccccsso0. 1, 178, 795 46, 701 
(PMG fae ee eee as ate aciee wees as 108, 200 5, 510 
PELOMTINOHTEBS nino acess sais Sinaia wie. 5, 448, 260 33, 261 
Herning salted, 322= =<. -cccieeas cas 67, 000 929 
Miatgkerel fresh —. 0. a-2osch= se aciee 1, 677,794 | 110,108 
Mackerel salted «5.2% s-ccen ccc 6,511,300 | 337,135 
WMonhad ent Sens sicins suis 2 ase conn ac 139, 000 930 
Pollock, tresh 1, 962, 334 11, 409 
Pollock, salted 10, 200 201 

ent tiewan cee cinch nonce cees 700 47 
Swordfish 279, 000 9, 949 
OH SEBES Meee ko ecu ccc canals ee oe: 416, 986 38, 046 

100 to) Se eae 115, 915, 331 |2, 710, 069 1, 068, 800 31, 810 94, 060 7, 525 
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Yield of certain fisheries of Massachusetts during the year ending June'30, 1897—Cont’d. 

Barnstable. Bristol. Dukes. 

Species. aaa 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

AVBWAVES MING Mec avce seer <'sleteiac 828, 369 $9, 860 681, 500 $7, 549 579, 310 $5, 979 
Alewives, salted..........-...---- 918, 825 13, 697 394, 000 (ON Aa ERE acichialic se stn Sac 
PINGS Be cee nce tes fee cle <iae oe se 139, 987 6, 880 5, 600 256 20, 948 884 
GOAMTLeRH Ss scecc cece csccscseetes 6, 922, 212 87, 241 58, 400 1, 698 61, 925 1, 306 
Godrsa Led vacccs cass knees cece ssc 2,904, 116 50, 513 470, 110 11, 603 45, 000 1, 500 
WSK IVOSD coms nomenccn seme ei 345, 600 CATA SERS HEN eae, saad Ass Reese ecooaaicosocscce 
HMadaoek, fresh. c.dec.-5- 2-9-2 1, 376, 300 QSNS1D|Marets ofc sicl| sute o sistecte lca setae meneera | eter 
Haddock saltedtcreccs-raste esac 1,120 18 43, 000 430! | 220 Soe ac ecae teense 
Hiakev ares Was seeccenem ssites enone 1, 366, 200 Rc Ee eno Atanmmecinal | cosnuocausce lame séaccc 
TORO C0 ee eee se ne senee se qe DoCooponsrod poecrnoen.: 53, 000 EE) Ne PRE SEnee pee) Be eicisa6 ccc 
IS bab] Tehis tates Ses Somceescicoagoc 521, 150 AQUTOQU Saerc mare eineal| teeta ele ole | ace eine cota | enone 
Herring, fresh)... --0ce------4----- 4, 299, 417 23, 485 30, 000 Bi) Wecoccese ster emoccoses = 
Mackerel: frashiss .<2s <<<ce05 nese 1, 683, 066 64, 256 63, 200 3, 175 300, 250 15, 800 
Mackerel: salted: ..22--5----.2--+-s 837, 800 39, 235 125, 000 4, 355 2, 000 100 
Menhaden fa seasancescsswericesssas 2, 487 140, 000 700 144, 750 663 
PO OCK MNESD)-f anne aos seem meses Te Pe Ree se amee | Mcenoccccel pb eocOsEConoosoaasccs 
Pollock, salted... SOAS noseoeecosee ppareesaas | caacsaacocs|facccosiccm: 
Shadeesssceesetisseccsssceceeeon- = 507 13, 010 730 pas a) 182 
Spanish mackerel..........-....-,|------------|---------- 220 UR Beer so acl bocriacisiie. 
SQuUeteAL UCR ono an. n eee eco 58, 334 1, 343 392, 000 11, 760 647, 612 17, 607 
Simiitec Ea Seeebesercoectectnoocce . 4, 606 507 5, 100 562 2, 630 291 
DLULPCON sence se ead enleerclessi-m 12, 632 ADAG eeaiesteles ee tesa aictee eters 5, 100 280 
SWLOLUHSD cemeeicetesaccie aeons aac 17, 060 DSS! Se tock sw dlbc esc eee 8, 750 306 
MOUS LOLA te cee oe net cuiso= ccerieemecle 227, 450 15, 821 120, 364 9, 740 295, 179 16, 742 

68, 446 35, 000 PE Dalleeeeeeioctocd |cosenca5-- 
30,290 | 1,588, 890 95; 386) |222n.ncnces|—neeeer eee 

Leena ss 96, 083 AWARHE| 4522/50 Seema | Oe ater 
18 75 BOM Seki eee ees eee ee eee 

Cee ee 9, 800i |" --S45900i)|zesccccee eel oan eeeeeee 
marsala ae BOOM Paise on mere ols] rae eee 

517, 735 4, 324, 354 195, 429 2, 116, 029 61, 640 

Plymouth. Suffolk. Total. 

Species. == 2S SS SST = 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value Pounds. Value. 

PRAGA OS) ETOB Dec. a 'atslennin=iaaiemne 84, 800 SBOE ie sai ye paterson see tp atceree 2, 810, 379 $30, 338 
WMiewives: salted, ==. <seq0qqmene==|co~< cece c= iallnc teem sine weil «ahem eel === nlemneee 1, 312, 325 18, 622 
IS INO TS Waene oes Sapo nn OATES nn ba] Geena aoa el Hoe nee cc CBOE aemno ECRumEccnce 563, 635 20, 480 
God@freshic: sane nf > ceases ss eeseme 213, 600 4,236 | 3,772,051 | $69,429 | 34, 180, 684 556, 245 
God) salted cic. se6--<0- 550600522 -5 19, 200 700 146, 172 3,043 | 35,781, 563 800, 269 
(CTGIITOSD ano ajsiomas cele sec aco ocleece= ees rls > mama 200, 500 2,345 2, 561, 970 29, 921 
COM Gili U3 s8 ESS oebere ls) pasts coco psonmeancr 1, 000 13 316, 250 6, 963 
Maddock treshse a=.c-0-h canner nos 142, 800 2, 685 8, 061, 700 149, 842 | 33, 055, 911 531, 418 
Haddock, ealted)-<2<-. = <5.--.-- 6-5 |saecetncereael| onesie 6, 000 9 50, 120 538 
Make streshiessi.-cseaceck secee-s2 12, 400 7 2, 256, 900 15, 540 | 10, 942, 344 68, 996 
ake salteg ee eer mem oo aw oie in | aim =i ain state 9, 485 109 75, 485 760 
Pralibwttres hic <.s<cescc- sete e nee eaan seteresee= = als ean te 130, 824 13, 577 9, 395, 200 630, 073 
Halibut, salted 1, 178, 795 46, 701 
ENP ries i Pee eee ae eerie oa 108, 200 5, 510 
Jelena vos eR ES) oe ogesepoeaaeabe 44, 000 328 560, 000 3,900 | 10, 381, 677 61, 274 
Herring, salted ...........-------2|s-2------ 2 2c]- 9-222 nn| ence ween ee afa nnn nen n 67, 000 929 
Mackerel, fresh':2-222-s--s0 see. 6-- 19, 200 1, 180 47, 368 3,433 | 3, 802, 078 198, 724 
MWMiackerelesalted) cr icenien = as oe = al me we sete ee ole minim ese 368, 200 16, 345 7, 839, 300 397, 170 
IGT EU GTS = pone OpOP nn CRCOT BBE AC peono Ic er so became saad MoScneeesase taamEanbacc 1, 105, 710 4, 780 
IPGIGCKIFES Dainese cae cote acines 1, 000 5 158, 500 1, 135 7, 103, 834 29, 231 
Pollock, salted... 22-2... <<... 222.2) e202 5 ene nn |e oneness] eens Cae solprencnooan 113, 100 1, 279 
RS ERBACA eee eta oie bate taperais apacie rel l Siptete mieimpelata(aia leie mm oie falls let Petal alel enim (e(nist] minialel minim mnie 31, 819 1, 466 
Spanish mackerel.........-..----.|-------+----|------2---|----+-+------|---+------ 220 66 
Squeteague---.---.----.---------- 1, 097, 946 30, 710 
Striped bass 12, 336 1, 360 
SALON, Hogan oe oe omien acct JsQg5¢ 17, 732 701 
SOLUS Dll se mstee el eile = rere eis 134, 800 12, 804 43, 725 2, 086 489, 635 25, 935 
BIRR bonnes seers ones abe peoceocn 491, 188 35, 338 389, 475 30, 282 2, 089, 502 157, 330 
Oysters...-.-.-.--------- 22 eee een ]o eee earn ne fee eee ene |e eee eee eel e eee nee 338, 604 70, 946 
Sperm oil ...........---.----------|]------------|----eseee 552, 780 31, 352 2, 689, 058 156, 978 
AW PSIG) LES o aa oodereenetn doses bata Seeman Meeseobaec 13, 455 592 |, 109,538 5, 076 
184 EY ai hy] ee queer Sage kina Boe een RbCl ema sicigeclan||Sadern nace 465 48 
331002 (ROR Oe SOG SOR CIGSSE STE ORES Copa Suesecy Maseereta ac 600 1, 380 10, 400 35, 680 

Jin el Esaosmcqscgaecioes pee ooo sogscosnese|moachacec 123 2, 285 143 2, 685 

PP Galan Ghee cue es sae ieee 1, 162, 988 58, 216 | 16, 713, 6973; 346,778 |169, 582, 7793] 3, 929, 202 
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Yield of certain fisheries of New York during the year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 5,790; capital invested, $1,452,451.] 

Alewives. Bluefish. Cod. Haddock. 
Counties. SSS ESS 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. Pounds. | Value Pounds. | Value. 
4 =. 

PANDA Vic cnc oa ste c= 61, 600 PROD Vahatelntelavara alee |latatal etatayatayall chats lara steele eel ais iein ne ema lalanee miata | Seen See 
Columbia...) 0... SANGO LOG pel LOO laatsaaarare wits |oaaire asian |eema eee ee he orceere rate | eoerate oer ems |e es 
Dutchess:....-.-...- TOU CON LN OCU) neat tactoatstac tea: ome pon a eee been eee 

355, 190 9, 206 . $611 
Wipheriecee se toes. Pate PANN APU a eaeompse 90 SaaS CSsa eScemeSeone SEBeesed Moteun cere bn asnace 
Westchester... ..-. 2, 320 CODER e  taraer ate, «| aie er ete fal SNS a= ore ce ks ee 

Motali e242. 2. 904, 280 | 16, 865 |10, 380, 641 | 373, 739 1, 626, 510 | 48, 183 21, 050 611 

Hake. Mackerel. Menhaden. — | Shad. 
Counties. : = 

Pounds. | Value Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value 

JAD seccegenodaa lloee bondeood oocnesde Secaosc8eec+] ASabooey bdeepoc see oemesece 238 $13 
Colnmipiaiis=csaa0 5 | seece toe cme |. ecm aomces ewadinaloccepeimellacosmceesccelsemee ccs 43, 275 2, 007 
DD MEOHESS esas es eel cence te meen charisma) io aninic= elec wisiailp Gaeta calls oSe comeek ee cee 321,767 | 11,068 
GEREN Cte re tas See | Sacisariae ates | ree cnclecieos era scene | Sb oo ois Retain ceeec eel aan 45, 731 2: 201 
GIN ON RS ease 2 amlaia lea sie pate well eranecins|Seapememcea sl secs eee 15, 669, 600 |$39, 174 169, 919 6, 290 
OTe Ape aa a ee | onc eee enn [Peete om lee ree ciiaciaee| Seek SeelIees oe atic ae ees ae 76, 020 3, 043 
Pap AATI eeee ee eae es oe ee ero (eset wil Atsisicicte oie oel lewisate amid Geeeieepios set  stasarceme 14, 210 554 
Queens). << 25522222 $38 Fe ate eee 7, 126 742 
MONBRGINGK Ramen scene eee ee cal ease eecdle ace mmiccatcinsleee an amc|oo Heels sical Se Seeeee 168 10 
PRECIO TIO ese oe alli se ve rm alles ayaisiara | crsialelatereetpa sal nateia seca oeeisae sero blll.eledetcew 144, 480 5, 148 
Picea MULAN CHS oma etal od Sroerie we) erin acme cemic otiiea| state Se lala|easaoaee a yaeek ee 201, 583 10, 750 
Site Se een Sees 6, 350 | 55, 371, 990 |141, 318 15, 750 930 
UIST? nee SEe aoa Peete estes eS seme (s,s rs tee Stay ey Seapets eae 502, 992 16, 367 
Vi GEUGH CRG Cae 4 BSB Se AAG DARD GaSe hprnce porn Raa aneiees| (= cto semen (mua Sr 198, 907 9,918 

Motalee ct: 1, 120 22 145; 804 | 6, 388 | 71, 041, 590 |180, 492 1, 742, 166 69, 061 

Spanish mackerel. Squeteague. Striped bass. Sturgeon. 
Counties. 

Pounds. | Value.} Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

JY ise SCS SAS 8 | MRS 28535 -1 Beesoce ea See eer ee Sar eps 380 Goa oo. . de eee ae eee 
Pa RCHORRMeE ee seen esas eeteee ia. seeermee |= satmmacersn + |S aeancces ras aeeut esc |one cee ae 29, 767 | $1,710 
ES COGUGs sonoma seed e ae ceelse a aol ao 5. orien oatcine vice oc le coos earlewet ar cascneloe se cone 3, 320 223 
IRAN GG secs sxe n nes 4,000 $120 2, 000 $60 1, 600 144! | Sosoos ccecceltaeeeeee 
OEE) ioe aengadd boseae A scse5) poordbog Hpaacsise sarc Se Seeete Soneact see tice| fs eemernee 21, 050 1, 180 
IPR ee shal anne that aac erctall po Sects ane sll alee esactlunoeeh ace caleomcice ne 2,470 132 
Qneense ese co 6 4, 060 710 515, 580 | 14, 658 BO 090 |i ASTON So Se as Ree |e 
RETISNOLAON ee ae cece law ciciaas De:<|so seas el esene cee sien| scenes. 300 A | Soles Sete 
Brollies se 6, 905 1, 206 1, 931, 188 | 49, 817 57, 200 6, 869 315, 510 1 ss OF 
AR Sree ters tee ia rays ain feiaeee ot leacleraterl actin come ee Jnee cree e[ete---2-2---/----2--- 2, 870 154 
DVBATONESLOI Ee seer sce et call ecasceleoe an aes acnlsaee tees 5, 520 655 18, 150 910 

PR Obslie cceniate's 14, 965 2, 086 2, 448, 768 | 64,53 104, 797 | 12, 643 393, 137 19, 486 

Lobsters. Oysters. Total. 
Counties. : : ae ae 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value 

5 EEE ee Re] PERE me Ee eae ee 62, 218 | $920 
SIAR 54 Ne PE ROSRE ET Es SAVE sli) (Cee rived 6p 127, 915 3, 163 
Pec asdaocton bases once) GSES SeHsseco! Seeeetoaeeer 482, 860 14, 098 
BE EA COREE | Cade ch snd pias Reet Mg 281, 691 5, 4€3 

9,860 | $1,130 | 2,675,078 | $393,850 | 18,534, 057 440, 788 
102, 855 7, 973 428, 400 66, 150 8, 291, 742 340, 382 

FSGS SS BANOS onc Hee Sc HOES SSS Soa SESE re mearenees 110, 670 4, 359 
S550 76888) hcbetooeed|boemns seated Heese ames a 16, 680 686 

Meeanntoc.- see nner Hae one Sooo a leccs cel Shcoee sees 4,184, 047 580, 723 5, 735, 919 642, 298 
TRETASYE EI ET Se Sh pee Rs Se Ee Cees ee te a, eee Pan ee a 90, 068 1, 132 
LGTY Da Lae Se eh ee Pa ee bP poe ra 2, 706, 375 349, 655 2, 850, 855 354, 803 
Rockdand 2: j-ce ssa. -- SC 65H ASA Cot SRR Ss IE asa Seer sce eneeheeel Geter cae 201, 583 10, 750 
Suffolk 5, 217, 625 743, 940 66, 417, 631 1, 083, 574 
LOUIS Fete Se I oe Se oer ie ee Res ee ee Loe ee eg es 733, 062 18, 818 
Westchester 305, 585 33, 145 535, 597 45, 203 

“ie 7 Pe a a 130,610 | 10,913 | 15,517,110 | 2,167,463 | 104,472,548 | 2, 966, 437 



CLXX REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Yield by counties of certain fisheries of New Jersey during the year ending June 80, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 9,726; capital invested, $1,454,022.] 

Atlantic. Bergen. Burlington. Camden. 

Species. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

Alewives 30, 000 ABO onc ctecme| ee eee elne 348, 800 | $2,170 | 112,400 $544 
Bluefish . 17, 900 DT | s:cicmiwielara}a's| om,acia ints | Wie o's eim Siete cio teicls caine coe eee eee 
Shad 1, 085 64 | 454, 391 |$17, 103 |1, 095, 549 | 31, 555 |1, 393, 385 | 35, 760 
POUOLOATUS posse ctiace sae TOL IAS NOL LeO MW eosincmam as ewer nies 29, (S858)) 200) |b. 22s =| seme 
Ntripeanassiee a esaa-ee oe Pe TN Hier: 4 6 9 Peres 0 ese sees 48,400 | 6,433 2, 900 321 
Oysters, market..-...-..--- S82H 5201/14, 9274) eee. sclaeet ox se 233, 800 | 26,052 | 409,626 | 71,958 
Oysters, seed and shells....| 283,500 | 10,509 |..........|.-...... 44,800 | 1,920] 777,700 | 11,346 

2 UT) 17 Ae eG eR ae /2, 1385, 1380 |202,390 | 454,391 | 17,103 /1, 810, 684 “69, 330 |2, 696,011 | 119, 929 

Gaps May. Cumberland. Gloucester. Hudson. Hunterdon. 
Species. Tan a Ee ae 

Pouuds.|Value.| Pounds. |Value.| Pounds.|Value.|Pounds| Value.| Pounds) Value. 

Alewives 18, 500 
Bluefish 268, 650 
Codgte. sss 38, 000 
Mackerel . 200 
Menhaden -- 65, 000 
Shades = orate 1,127 
Spanish mackerel - 465 
Squeteague .....-.- 1, 025, 850 
Striped bass ...---- 46, 120 
Sturgeon .-....-.-- 94,495) 3, 629 888, 200, 
Oysters, market - 471, 842) 68, 330) 4, 084, 066,704, 361|........./--.---- 18; 480) 3;,025)-.-.22<0.||soaeeur 
Oysters, seed and 

Shells. betctesss = 285, 390} 6, 879} 9, 663, 080 155, 869/.........|------- 157.500!) 10650! bes ool eererreets 
TUG TG es 4 Sse eieelae seo eced Soaseeceoaecesaos |Sadseie boosses=s/ps-555: 8, 500 595|-a =. scene 

Motaliee- oper. 2, 315, 639 120, 086)15, 452, 260 920, 121}1, 327, 960) 32, 841 580, 949) 27, 655] 162,112) 8, 369 

Mercer. Middlesex. Monmouth. Ocean. Salem. 

Species = les Sen a wee eee 
Pounds| Value} Pounds. |Value.| Pounds. |Value.| Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

Alewives .-.--- 29, 600; $184 1, 800 $20 46,600} $705) 338,600) $2,990) 23,200) $124 
Blnetigh= cesses sece merece 1, 000 52} 5, 240, 955/117, 537 S10; 610) 327, 287 | eee ese eee 
(ORT eee SO See Sea eecrse al ec ier 1, 708, 055) 24, 534 84,450), (2c376)eoscee one laeeee 
LGR GOS See Selle seen sollbenooc|osocscaasellaccacoe 2, 600 30 1, 000 A eae Sec 
IYO SiR) hee eens) Warese Secresmmen| lqcsesec 13, 210} 1, 228 1, 000 116) so 5520 aon eeoee 
Menhaden acer alesecccas| caer 800, 000! 1,400} 15, 954, 600) 52, 484 33, 200 24 scr s252 | Se 
Shad aeceece 195, 440) 8, 906 22,510) 1,385) 215, 737) 11, 048 9, 030 403'4, 648, 056)132, 335 
Sy UDDTS IVI TET) Fel (es el ee ee ae ee ee 66, 660) 7,329 12,300)" 1, 452)22-252cts)eseeees 
Sqneteagsne|- 22 4|52------|s-—-- 2, 920 146} 13, 002, 425/179, 921) . 896,150} 23, 761|......--.|.....-- 
Striped bass .-. 2, 450 279 2, 980 406 33, 260} 3,776 58, 680 9, 656 4, 700 470 
SHE He Nee SRR S| Pees oc a4 Geemoe|ESasr<soee\iasaca= 37, 155) 1,377 4, 200 170} 732, 735) 25, 305 
Oysters, market]........|------ 412, 300, 61,780} 1, 084, 636/164, 493) 1, 141, 035} 131, 300).........].--..-- 
Oysters, seed 

and shellge.-al--se. a1. -| ces me 112,000; 5, 600 60, 200} 3,240 466°970)) 19; '796| a= cerca eee 
IMB DSLOLS Sec ccee se ae ee alts eee slammer enone |------- 65, 480) 5, 182 5, 250 Dt) eel (eae 

Total ....| 227,490} 9,369) 1, 355,540) 70, 789) 37, 531, 573/572, 884) 3, 862, 475} 219, 966/5, 408, 691/158, 234 

Sussex. Union. Warren. Total. 

Species. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.| Pounds.} Value.| Pounds. Value. 

JGR Ab WORE OCD SOnDORS DEDrOn DE CE He Deena ee eoobo sod BSaccoae ssctepencodlosccasso 1, 063, 700 $8, 063 
Tere Seen Serisa seta SOU OC SOdd cio gece eaomoooecS Sopascnal lsacosmcnallasancaco 6, 339, 115 154, 163 
CO een nice coe e ci omaateaeson laiaeetoten | Oaee tetera eae aetnets IS corer epee | tear 1, 830, 505 27, 741 
UST eat at pe See ee ee eee Rae ee ea B Ee Ie samac cisn as aoqd oc 3, 600 55 
WL EVO) Ci) SAE oe te earl (eg oe Rea De ee eal So Scio Mma ar isos 14, 410 1, 360 
WISTS 5 es eee! Me ssb na) Eeeaasomse pane sen [sscsdoncse loa5-oage 16, 852, 800 54, 458 
Shade tei eres G6 650 | Neg405 eee 43, 470 | $2, 222 | 10,653,405 | 320, 194 
SDE Aen) 20) Bs lees ods SSOdecisg ade 226 oop Pperriosad hssooporc |Sanosese 79, 425 8, 853 
Si aie EEE ee caanoncdd laposhbe ss Bacon se ||SSacctenecd|eer earl |ssnasccocdissoacseac 15, 762, 565 262, 402 
Srna (ey RRs aoe 4 seseceaced Ssnogee4 |ssececc oh Seereeo | |s=cisnecson ac ooese 246, 040 32, 986 
UTES Nese gees Sone ane g peeoocesHel Pease S4\SSseenoace) paen osha josoosemciee|eanoakae 1, 756, 785 63, 186 
Oysters, market........}--.-----..|-------» 9)500 | Uhh 280! fesse eee leeem ease 8, 847, 860 | 1,387, 506 
Oysters, seed and shell.|..........|.--.--.- 299600) |'23) Fi. | ee eeet one me cesar 12, 150, 740 249, 524 
Lobsters ..--... Wak hahesl|sxscealocs|ate vesen|liseommweces lanekesietl Usaeemepes emcees ae 79, 230 6, 197 

otal s-nes-cea- 6, 650 405 | 309,155 | 24,995 43,470 | 2,222 | 75, 680, 180 | 2, 576, 688 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. CLXXI 

Yield by counties of certain fisheries of Delaware during the year ending June 30, 1897, 

[Persons employed, 1,464; capital invested, $121,020.] 

Kent. Newcastle. Sussex. Total. 

Species. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. } Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

PATO WIV OSes acnanaide Ganicoe 14, 520 $174 235, 200 $973 494,540 | $4,177 744, 260 $5, 324 
hades eect en ceca ees 198,594 | 8,051 |1,162,707 | 38,002 | 111,689 | 5,702 |1,472,990 | 51,755 
SaUeteacne).5-(.--—-- ese SOD ;050) || W2ShO5 asker anes 45,400} 1,092 | 945,450 | 13, 687 
NERD EO UBASN i nae ee kanes 8,557 | 1,032 5, 340 650 16,205 | 2,576 30, 102 4, 258 
SITS ca ae ee ADS 8802284 | ASG 770!) 16; 787. | 2c2 555. |secescae 680,950 | 22,915 
Oysters, market.......-.--- Bid, wae | 2a j050 |\sssescecec| noe aas 70,840 | 4,227] 443,072 | 28, 862 
IDFStCPS,SOCU......c00c..ssce5- PACAP ADD SEY AUTE ES oF oe 5 lseee eer leet eapseas|pesososq 260, 400 4, 707 

otal ssa. aerioct cece 1, 948, 533 | 57,322 1, 890, 017 | 56,412 | 738,674 | 17,774 |4, 577, 224 | 131,508 

Yield of certain fisheries of Lake Superior during the year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 658; capital invested, $329,303. ] 

Herring. Pike. | Sturgeon. 
States and counties. - 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

Michigan: 
CURRENT ESS SOEs So ee eee <on55522 4,025 $166 6, 292 $252 
Hone NEON 2. taiss teste 63, 815 S957 || oan acess ce s|noncoan aan 1,500 45 
IKGWORIOW = conse scewsa tienes cae 54, 792 GIS Some cciecinewn lisse crimes Son oetecece sl eoeeeeeee 
MERON GLUG sae sere ae seca esse 44, 050 G1ONEse ss ce own aallooanceee bs | cecee etn eeae en eneeee 
OMG TIRES EG comdonnonciceno” Joc| Sasser == sq) |sosmecce aq |jOesoreceerac |ooSnogecar 250 9 

AT or ee ee aoe 162, 657 2,149 4, 025 166 8, 042 306 

Minnesota 
Opolkest 2 kM 82 Jk esac getnas 29, 420 DRO eat ccroraiaeta eral se Sacre eel Gaisietalaeine ee | Ge Eee 
iL et se ee ee ee 153, 111 DRG 2a See sc asin Sal sananateec|scosuseoo cee Seeee eee 
SE OUIS So 2520's cose hoes oicles 37, 687 DOONEY aoc saasceleaaseme cea loose seeeceee |poseeeeee 

MRO tal ese c casitc.c imate cieeas 220, 218 SNOODS| 3 Anca scais ie oe'l'ae sine ira in | leereeieh es rerare)| ict eee 

Wisconsin: ese. i whe iP OGM N | ede fos let 
iBayfeldess2 oes. 5: so5. oe As Sos ae 94, 160 565 260 ee eee occa enl Maceo discs 

Grand total ...........--.--- 477,035 | 5,723. 4, 285 179 8, 042 306 

Trout. Whitefish. Total 

States and counties. 
Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds Value. 

Michigan: 
PAN DOL eee Masievaciatcistssicicisw eect ales 48, 048 $1, 922 32, 925 $1, 315 80, 973 $3, 237 
Iara tiie. cones tai oe eee 67, 875 2, 715 46, 953 1, 878 114, 828 4,593 
Chippewa 592, 142 20, 329 482, 370 16, 874 1, 084, 829 37, 621 
Houghton 147, 100 5, 884 131, 000 5, 240 3438, 415 12, 126 
Keweenaw 697, 662 18, 974 124, 206 3, 946 876, 660 23, 433 
UC hl= 2 22! Seas ont tees sees esse 4, 746 185 12, 340 618 17, 086 803 
Marquette 426, 239. 16, 470 147,117 5, 894 617, 406 23, 043 
Ontonagon 157, 155 6, 287 267, 830 8, 413 425, 235 14, 709 

Citi eee a ae 2,140,967 | 72,766 | 1,244,741| 44,178 | 3,560,432 | 119,565 

Minnesota: , my 
(WoGkss soo. sheet eeeeebet 211, 715 5, 759 14, 323 446 255, 458 6, 487 
AKG reas esas ee see nies toeoae 160, 387 4, 883 8, 229 250 321, 727 7, 295 
SbMLOUIS-coscls 5 eee ats ood ESE 22, 134 719 8, 284 208 | 68, 105 1, 492 

aC) Ni Es oe as oe 394, 236 11, 361 30, 836 904 645, 290 | 15, 274 

Wisconsin: eG SA 5 i REA | aes 
Ashland so ccee sce cece alee elo <% 256, 466 9, 350 58, 908 2, 000 315, 374 11, 350 
Bayfield) gs. osccse senses aa roi 5238, 747 17, 270 102, 940 2.707 721, 107 20, 555 

Totallssosseo-ek esse sce ex's 780, 213 26, 620 161, 848 4,707 | 1,036, 481 31, 905 

Gramilttotal2s2 -c..s~2c:-. "8,315,416 | 110,747 | 1,437,425 | 49,789| 5,242,203 | 166, 744 



CLXXII REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Yield of certain fisheries of Lake Michigan during the year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 2,289; capital invested, $915,381. ] 

Pike and pike , Bass. Herring. Perch. perch. 
States and counties. : 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. |} Pounds. | Value. 

Michigan 
ANIL Soran a ee hake ce Seer 1, 000 S50 Gee eee create emeeeeee Ole G00!) $2156 to. ve el eee 
BELA eee aoa e cee era llom ale eee erate Sete 199; 6429) SSS 746) |<: Sencteesc\se Secelc spear ss nee | poe 
TOY Ere ame ea men I bees ol a OT 31, 747 379 | 20, 840 313 | 288,789 | $9, 297 
Mackinac.-2s.c-.. 26 1, 564 86 66, 247 881 3, 200 49 8, 460 285 
SROs Soe eee er ee ores o seaara el leveiavetelare = 6, 480 135) 3 SS. 525. |se S525 cleenceec eee eee 
Menominee ..---.-.--.---- 5, 000 300 | 4,714,390 | 27,767 | 120,000 | 1,800 60,000 | 1,500 
Muskegon .....-------- 290 23 87,180 | 1,453 272 2b) memes 4S s5.b 5p 
Oceana taco sete ecco es 150 10 24, 600 450 500 6 scacccemeee |e sae 
Otliawanseeccsanccco sce 868 34 | 1,109, 763 | 19,314 19, 076 627 244 12 

Potalise cae eee: 8, 872 503 | 6, 240,049 | 54,125 | 225,488 | 4, 964 357,493} 11, 094 

Indiana: 
OPT) a5 COE ees Se Seresee beeeaeee 155,650 | 2,065 6525000") 15'558:|--2..--s-2|2aeeneee 
HiapockOectne= oe aeee sac seas na sane namteaer 234,655 | 4,507 9, 300 PY Iw SSeS Measccric 

DWotaliescvste ac ccstee eases soe ae | Peete 390,305 | 6,572 625200: ||)" Ti eatiissoneak eae |Heeeaeee 

Illinois: 
Wola csecene neces occas Setoocwe et | besensios 15, 000 240) || 186550005) °26:'080)||222- o>. ee |= eee 
HAIG. Secrest ce ckeceleete c= fa aclleoure states 103, 266 1, 921 26, 470 529) | Cosmas seater ee 

PO tale see nn SE ee rns a re, LIS) 266 ||) 926i"! 89154700) 26; 609-1 2c nee elas eneee 

Wisconsin: 
IBTOWMiseer esse coeccas 25,564 | 1,278 892,373 | 4,895 |1, 422,136 | 19,099 | 300, 844 9, 339 
WD OObsscecr sess 2, 156 107 | 4,372,766 | 27,496 | 155,419 |) 1,942 21, 972 760 
Kenoshaee a2 3c Seco cus eal See ew eeas|ee eee 515,139 | 8,585 20, 247 608+) ssece ack Sones 3 
1 eos Ae cag ciacl Sasoecaaua\sonsceSs 102, 000 O90s| Soa pe eae alc cet reaclae ee = seme eee eee 
IMamitOW0C).<s<-=scecns|seceee ee ee|s secu cs 1, 392, 643 | 21, 703 2, 200 1G |sscebanas sees 
Marin 6tte 14 sectors || totes ss) vere farses 357,000 | 2,165 15, 500 310 16, 000 450 
Ma WATlIOO to citar oe o cloveietee ee a8 see tel ate 1803632) | 2210694) < sensed cee scees lone seee nee 
Oceonhor ao 2see'= Tose a asta tera | "Poe Aes 4,136, 600 | 25,181 | 241,000 | 38,082} 130,000 3, 885 
OVATIKEBE oc ecas scenes. |(Seaeteesas te tease 706, 381 | 9,702 4,300 WSS: | eee eee 
RACING 252 oes Sree atee | eas cee ie aclcas 21, 600 BOON sa cS seal Scene eel owas tae eee 
HHSDOV PAM te maeee see | esse eee Poems 1, 564, 338 | 25, 239 12, 900 G05) cone So eee 

Motaliees cece. = 27,720 | 1,385 | 15, 364,472 |148, 085 |1, 873, 702 | 25,657 | 468,816 | 14, 434 

Grand total........ 36, 592 1, 888 | 22,113, 092 |210, 943 |3, 052, 860 | 59, 067 826, 309 25, 528 

. ‘Whitefish, Whitefish, 
Sturgeon. Trout. oomionk biden 

States and counties. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. Value.} Pounds. | Value. 

Michigan 
AMG Gane eee s estas 5- 6, 250 $800) | eae eon | ee 3, 500 $210. | cane cecal seeeeeee 
SACI BRIM coe ae See eis & Sill aleme ee oars | eermens 21, 425 $600 44, 434 1 750) |e Senco e el eeee ee 
Benzioe eet LE a ANU RE, 225, 742 FAS 3A 14110011); A951 | eae een | ea 
IBOLVION {42 2-see=sc25 2. 753 37 311, 377 14, 718 8, 565 BOL | caccncee eel seen 
Wharleveixsecas2 5-55-22 - Soobedeeas Soe pose 1, 504, 630 38, 514 |1, 100, 237 | 39, 094 150,137 | $3, 229 
Delta ceases ee saon 20, 277 752 207, 011 6, 112 153, 721 AS old ee ei Hee ee ao 
MMM Gir ese cae tices aa secmenicic an) oe cte se. 401, 174 10, 871 153, 382 5, 535 680 14 
Granneiravensess sess se|-5 2 ase eee loeae cone 10, 750 265 Ba GO| AO OI |: 2m Sees eee eee 
Megane wirceecs -nce ssc aeoe sees enl|eaeeoe 378, 521 8,326 | 166,886 | 5,579 8, 412 129 
MAGKIMNAG 2222 2252-12-85 = 8, 230 264 261, 852 8, 219 AS10463) 4687) noe cee ese eee 
IMISRISTOO tec ease coe tel ces Se eel sees ee 152, 868 4 484) 32 Bee sag = cinco ois 80, 862 2, 092 
MME ROT oe ere mae eae seeaice mee eee ete 116, 946 4,391 4, 354 190 18, 986 316 
Menominee se s.cc ee se [eee nen at eecine ees 50, 000 1, 200 12, 000 400))|.ceesecass [eeeeacss 
Mnskegon) ss. 25-5 3.410 154 24, 731 719 3,570 T20 Nicecicad na snp neree 
Ocennas eres oes st 4, 200 221 17, 875 550 5, 350 230 haces ooace|scose eee 
Ottawa se ose eee ones 3, 464 160 186, 129 6, 350 900 BS |s220 cece ce eee 
Schoolcraft. s-ce=+ <5. =e 1, 200 45 | 479,101 LON OOM eS OOD MeO Tas lao oeen ects | ae eee 

Rota)? fee oocecee 47, 784 1,983 |4, 350, 132 126, 511 |2, 602,900 | 91, 880 259, 077 5, 780 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. CLXXIII 

Yield of certain fisheries of Lake Michigan during the year ending June 30, 1897—Cont’d. 

Whitefish, Whitefish, : Sturgeon. Trout. GTN iWin. 
States and counties. 

Pounds. | Value.| Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

Indiana 
WUaKkGter soos cose cee ooeee 14, 760 SGGGf one ce ciner leeocoecnee 3, 360 STO! | Sa ae were wal oacmacce 
Paportewa--secee secs 8, 288 560 20, 824 $916 25, 200 MOT Dt Leer as rareiaie bene eee 

itor eee Doe ee 23,048 | 1,226| 20, 824 SL pllbeee Sea ap tye se eee | 

Tilinois - 
WMaKGs nsoss ce ogee soso eee e ees Se eee sere ere 219, 266 9, 227 11, 200 S84) || coca cone seem te 

Wisconsin: me 
PSrowilesansiaa attain) ereiatote 26, 848 1, 075 87, 668 2, 467 12, 032 186 \|sssc asc esteseesees 
DOOR e Ree sone oS -raeeelae 19, 312 772 |1, 140, 045 32, 851 BOG. O85) S125280) |b ase ecennaleoemeeee 
IKONOSNS) te ecca woe coon laa oeere teeh la aaeeeee 235, 536 SiGED | Soe seen el aaah ere | otaneoee ae | eee 
IG WAUNEON canbe ssemealecseciccs callccaetse 382, 155 USHA es eee GPP oe eo ee aoe 
MaMITOWOCssaae=-s acecice le aetecs accor emiekie 778, 955 23, 709 4,475 181 228, 902 | $3, 582 
Marinette se: sa .s<ccm-~ 625 26 15, 000 7 te Ia See Stee Sete Poooacae saw aceccss 
Malwaulkee..- =<. <<.csc. Sapo a Saeco ee| 952, 672 BOHOL OH |e cisrcicfsc eral oars so | tee ceteris eee eee 
contest. sc2aseee ce cca 5, 250 210 5, 000 140 250 DON | Pees a ees 
OzsaukeOl acc scecusc eens 1, 406 90 303, 741 9, 232 4, 500 225 leo ane ac lmecmeene 
RAGING s-cceee sss dace cee Seeaccce ne eesemene 281, 250 EY 250%) <2 «cre saeinal|le seeeemra|serac terete Lee 
Sheboygan ...-......-- 4, 219 270 | 529, 206 20, 611 13, 500 660 | 157, 812 2, 625 

MOtaleatasiaeaec 57, 660 2,443 |4, 711, 228 160, 464 886, 358 | 18, 404, 386, 714 6, 207 

Grand total ........ 128, 492 | 5,652 /9, 301, 450 | 297, 118 |3, 529, 018 |112, 413 | 645,791 | 11, 987 

SUMMARY. 

States and counties. Pounds. Value. States and counties. Pounds. Value. 

Michigan: Illinois 
PANG Dram bent y=) leone =i 72, 350 $2, 766 COOK. Jasaems see see ces 880, 000 $26, 320 
AMUPIM josce cess ccc cones 65, 859 2, 350 Take ee es sais seoke Sores 360, 202 12, 061 
Benn pe? as cccsae seeasen 339,842 | 12, 927 wees ee 
IBGLriGn aon i-cinisis tosis s<cisen 520, 337 18, 862 Potala see 1, 240, 202 38, 381 
Whar levies: cies asccosirac 2, 755, 004 80, 837 ————— —————— 
Deltas ac - os oweclees- 722, 385 22,771 || Wisconsin: 
JOT oo ee Oe ae 555,236 | 16,420 Brown ..... Br totcae 2, 767, 465 38, 339 
Grand Traverse ........-.- 44,510 1, 465 Woon ese accesses sisciee 6, 267, 755 76, 208 
Leelanaw 558, 819 14, 034 Kenosha Ss. -seeacescass 770, 922 17, 718 
Mackinac s 830, 599 24, 471 IO weatllnegy.cocsessascees 779, 671 18, 725 
IMANISTOG rs saces se ccsccan 233, 730 6, 576 Miamnitow0Cs.=--sisseeeee 2,407, 175 49, 251 
Mas Onna cd. cecs een. s cus ae 146, 766 5, 032 Marinetier 26. cnarsesieces 404, 125 3, 431 
Menominee. 2.222 ---.-=c% 4, 961, 390 32, 967 Milwaukee. Jon. ces. = 55 2, 256, 304 60, 095 
Muskepone. 3-292 -2.-220 119, 453 2, 480 Ocontoee see nee eee eee, 4, 518, 100 32, 508 
Oceana sa es ceee cc ae 52, 675 1, 469 OVANTT GS Se Ree Bee Hoenee 1, 020, 328 19, 384 
Ottawazsdes oss... 2.% 28 1, 320, 444 26, 535 Racineyc oe eave acca 302, 850 11, 610 
Schooloratt: 225 eee csse ey 797, 396 24, 878 Sheboygan ----.cs0-ccese 2, 281, 975 49, 810 

TO tAN cosas ctyncis ess 14, 091, 795 296, 840 Totals seccace Jes ceies 23, 776, 670 377, 079 

Indiana has bate ee ie Grearidatotal aise" 2 a4 "39, 633,604 | 724, 596 
WAKO ieee reets 2 ese oueeniee 226, 670 4, 459 
HaportOls-cs5-o2s-cencasse 298, 267 7, 837 

rir ee ees a 524,937 | 12,296 



CLXXIV REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Yield of certain fisheries of Lake St. Clair, St. Clair River, and Detroit River during the 
year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 218; capital invested, $4,546.] 

Herring. Sturgeon. ; Perch. 
State and counties. Apparatus: — | So | a 

Pounds. | Value.|} Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value. 

Michigan: 
\ WEEN SaGe ae Seeresemncisnc Pound nets ..--. 1, 773 $44 1, 440 SIG! |. opaeeocleseoaeee 
StACTaIT a=. dsssb uss teas ne SOMOS) Sates aoe esos ame ea las 5, 600 210 4, 200 $106 

SCTE 61 cm oe ea Tines: ..<s-.20s|sccsssaess|edesocell . sd) S80)| 0080) trod eines 
IWiGYNC seo e nae ene emia | == Ode veecoacesloveueneeas | cmmatine « 28;'0007 |" 25000" cia ete te emcees 

rte ee ee me PE Mee She eam FSA Te. Pe A 32,830 | 2,130| 1,000| 25 

Grand dotal® cet J leds UE AY lok 1, 773 “44| 39,870| 2,416| 5,200| 131 

Wall-eyed pike. Whitefish. | Total. 
State and counties. Apparatus. 

Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

Michigan: 
IVT AEG pica ice brian sce eine Pound nets ...-.. 6, 710 $335 527 $32 10, 450 $487 
SiG lain emacs cae ecises Seines .......... SS, C00 a O00 Wem asnmner| ao —nem ete 97, 800 3, 976 

a | nr rr | feos} Tae [a 

Sis OIE ee oareenodonaas LINGS saeco eee PAL ares Den Chae: M2): Sa aioe Bee aceee 223, 580 7, 649 
With oo epencsasece saec| lee OO Sah Sacer ce Penoane esd baodeeed|bSemasseed lkeccqec 28, 000 2, 000 

Po taleiscs ssee 2 olsen |saceas aece ereee CREME | OGLE Ws (hee ee et Desh ee: 251,580 | 9, 649 

paid ital oh Peleus). 2 ane AN 312, 460 | 11, 489. 527| 32| 359,830| 14,112 

Yield of certain fisheries of Lake Huron during the year ending Juue 30, 1897. 

[Persons employed, 908; capital invested, $238,038. ] 

Bass. Herring. Sturgeon. Perch. 

State and counties. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. 

Michigan: : 
Chippewa -=-:....--.-...- 721 $40 9, 450 $94 3, 655 $97 2, 692 $30 
WHET SEO. er Greaacone es 46) eebepet csc] |Soocssoc 4, 420 AG) | Peace mea ean eat 400 6 
Cheboygan and Presque 

Isl 1, 232 68 46, 487 703 7, 725 234 2, 738 41 
92, 056 681 1, 642 49 1,019 14 

: 23,800 | 1,400 3, 200 120 12, 000 120 
Arenac, Bay, and ‘Tuscola. 4, 940 99 |4,191, 089 | 24, 775 2, 785 104 | 920, 587 9, 206 
FE OM wiete as oe oc = ee laleniaiala| wcln mm men = =| wale we mie min \2, 377, 810 | 20,411 | 12, 069 464 | 280, 794 3, 500 
Sanilac --2..2..0-.- soosscdlenposec son sccuse 279,784 | 1,824 1, 810 88 2, 500 70 
SCO) be See sees sen lecteesaorind leis 157, 683 946 8, 478 261 764 14 

Motalieeesteteses= as-is 6, 893 207 |7, 182,529 | 50,880 | 41,364 | 1,417 |1, 223,494 | 13,001 

Wall-eyed pike. Trout. Whitefish. Total. 

State and counties. 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Value.| Pounds. | Val. 

Michigan: 
CDIpP PO wa ae wie os ewe cea 69, 031 | $2,161 | 185,757 | $3,700 | 273,438 |$8, 104 494, 744 |$14, 226 
WEE SE. acme nen oes peda) peene noone ocorcoe 39,608 | 1,574 37, 700 | 1,212 82,128 | 2,888 
Cheboygan and Presque 

Tes (es Sse eno aS 2 oSTisgs 9, 840 380 | 288,242 | 9,523 | 360, 240 /12, 232 716, 504 | 23,181 
Alpena 8, 736 349 | 632,527 | 20,156 | 316, 481 |10, 852 | 1,052,461 | 32,191 
TOSCO saciee ee eee eae ee 16, 000 640 66,250 | 2, 060 47, 830 | 1, 640 169,080 | 5,980 
Arenac, Bay, and Tuscola.| 760,706 | 26, 625 27, 137 934 | 198,261 | 7,210 | 6,105, 455 | 68, 953 
(Aron ess see ee ee 318, 250 | 11,832 | 106,979 | 3,649 | 125,341 | 5,298 | 3, 221, 243 | 45, 154 
Sanilac. os 2-..cen soe eeaee 5, 450 258 7, 822 235 29, 946 | 1,125 327,312 | 3,600 
UAC UAAN ere ceca cinererctetere 42, 864 | 1,310 3, 190 102 2, 330 100 215,309 | 2,733 

PU fies eee rear eres reel /1, 280, 877 | 43,555 |1, 307, 512 | 41,933 |1, 391, 567 47,773 |12, 384, 236 |198, 766 



REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. CLXXV 

Yield of certain fisheries of Lake Erie during the year ending June 30, 1897. 

[Number of persons employed, 1,458; investment in vessels and other property, $964,430. ] 

Bags. Herring. Perch. 

States and counties. = aceeiheeneina tin === = 
Pounds. | Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

New York 
TIS mame aainn cece ciate a ietseciaa'sis|| sistas’ atin gis ero ln uisinrcverejar 130, 000 $1, 525 55, 000 $625 
@hautaugie esse. sees aioae eel 8, 000 $180 768, 010 | 7, 585 40, 172 424 

PRE Saeerache aves ceeceseate 8, 000 180 898,010 | 9,060} 95,172 | _—«i1, 049 
Pennsylvania: risus i j o Sor oerar 

ieee tata dan suns ashuae ses 10, 052 201 | 6,940,932 | 63,547 | 407,278 | 4, 888 
Ohio: , 7 f [>| See 
PARHtADMLatLomanaceneh caeenneeeelaseatotssnss|eacnce sac 1,238,760 | 10,388 170, 600 1,716 
EG Wace teicte = orayare\srainiz pre leia wtelviwie ayera|| neroteysieyaravace (eisi|is watore’s:eistaie 500, 000 5, 000 87, 000 370 
(ChE Ch san conacncee cuncoeonaT 2, 189 58 | 5,001, 396 60, 643 MES Prirh 7, 600 
i ethhs ane eh] oostaeo OO SU a Doeoe 20, 406 507 579, 106 6, 508 178, 030 2, 020 
IO leeeeeisee cisineiem(= iclisinieinisimls eis 11, 548 570 3, 280, 269 38, 859 925, 331 11, 332 
Oita aie ctxcawiee a ccccineminnicmsicicrs <> 75, 020 4, 038 422, 981 5, 804 477, 908 4,779 
EWGMN oslo Soca wena dacialcainw'siaeic 1, 096 : 33 _ 698, 199 ‘ 6, 982 99, 531 995 

TNA Gsnpacwoanamacssoeeose 110, 259 5, 206 | 11,720,711 | 133,684 | 2, 603, 677 28, 812 
Michigan: Teli ae eaeunr sep 
IMONTOO m2 amie < semis esc cimcsiomcis 4, 772 141 78, 636 820 99, 265 992 

(Guangitotaleee ace. secereesae 188,083 | 5, 728 | 19, 638,289 | 207,111 | 3,205,392) 35, 741 

Wall-eyed pike. Blue pike. Saugers. Sturgeon. 

States and counties. Fas Dan eet ean EEE SEGA 
Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds. | Value. |} Pounds. | Value. 

-New York: ; 
TE a RIS Se ar eee 6, 600 $200 QoROOOT Bers 0 | atecisetenta| stereos 80,000 | $2,075 
Chautauqua seein- cece - 12,000 20) B01 O08) OSLO ree emcee eineinelntel- 52,644 | 1,721 

PL Ota as aemapiaarew ome 18, 600 rei 920 _ 396, 006 W000) | Saeaeecems -ec----| 132, 644 3, 796 

Pennsylvania: Wa re 
Brie tact senin- ee cick sees ees 27,032 | 1,417 |2, 668,778 | 56, 927 |..-..----.|.--.---- 35, 414 1, 075 

Ohio: aa | ee 
JAS OUI so popaonboodlesdeoobosd Gecnhood RO QUO eset O LN tomate eimtal| etm reteetate 30, 800 1, 078 
ace eee aeiecis ote mice cine |ieisclatnrs cate l elena simisia 246,000 | 4,870 |..... Aigistetell oe sees 8, 290 249 
(Chi 3) iyo SARE Sep ceesooce 30,821 | 1,433 | 857,660 | 16,635 | 237, 266 | $3, 335 5, 192 176 
AU OTOM MN ere slais sistas soca mmpeicn 22, 045 1, 073 323, 776 6, 444 244,888 | 4,747 19, 594 784 
AG leyuateciencicie wc © ino willed 271, 943 | 11, 356 82, 417 1, 653 |2, 365, 180 | 36, 882 11, 060 531 
EA aeeeiesiee cestecis cece 295, 472 ONL Tales coammie se eemure 1, 218, 417 | 15, 332 8, 540 42 
BIE Se eS ee css nciss ge 5 eee Ree 740,036 | 9, 186 210° 13 
A eR eCSeIoS 1, 065, 083 | 37, 944 |1, 786, 753 33, 963 4, 805, 787 | 69, 482 83, 686 2, 873 

Michigan: wi a v 
IMONVORiE = shee aenen ce ccc 364, 768 LGD lerreialeicieiminra|syeeutcerak, 122, 433 1, 582 7, 628 rs 469 

Grand total.......-.- 1, 475, 483 | 52, 444 |4, 851, 537 | 98, 550 |4, 928, 220 | 71,064 | 259,372| 8,213 

Trout. Whitefish. Total. 
States and counties. <== - 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

New York 
ML Oe eeitetete a aiels ae ar nie aiseiciceie sais ee cicic smeaece||Wentawieder 18, 000 $1, 000 384, 600 $7, 775 
Chantanqua.s<s.csccc. 2c ccecnse 36,482 | $1, 478 39, 825 2,390 | 1, 258, 139 19, 758 

Motaleeeoseetacesecaca docs. 36,482 | 1,478 57, 825 3,390 | 1,642,739 | 27, 533 

Pennsylvania: ‘ ; ay A eee Cee | 
DO yi eS ccr JON DOO S ECE TeEE ers 184 10 169, 124 9, 966 | 10, 258, 794 138 031 

Ohio: 1 ; 5, i fi 
JSONIE OUI Bas SoD CE TOOC COCO TCREE SEE poor teres COER eras 8, 300 498 1, 725, 360 18, 041 

61, 000 3, 350 852, 290 13, 839 
62, 320 8, 811 6, 942, 12) 94, 441 
51, 926 3,516 1, 439, 771 25, 598 

185, 035 10, 987 7, 132, 783 112, 170 
32, 020 2,017 2, 530, 858 40, 669 
8, 349 501 | 1,992,223 | 82, 685 

408,950 | 24, 679 | 22,614,906 | 337, 393 
Michigan: ale 
DPOB eam ee sie wo =| rs’ om mane Semana so 54,007 | 2,680 | 731,509 | 18, 847 

Granditotales.4e-5-- 20.010. 66, 666 2,238 | 689,906 | 40,715 | 35,247,948 | 521, 804 

This table includes 30,000 pounds of trout, worth $750, and 9,300 pounds of whitefish, worth #400, 
caught in Lake Huron by a vessel owned at Cleveland, Ohio. 
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REPORT ON MACKEREL INVESTIGATIONS IN 1897, 

By J. PERcy Moore. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The almost unparalleled scarcity of mackerel in our waters during 
the last decade, and the consequent loss to our fishermen, having given 
rise to the fear of a permanent decrease in numbers of this excellent 
fish, it has become incumbent upon the United States Fish Commission 
to determine the cause of the decrease and, if possible, to augment 
the supply. Similar periods of scarcity, but of shorter duration, are 
recorded from time to time in the history of the mackerel fishery, and 
have hitherto been followed by times of greater plenty. This well- 
known fact should lead us to hope that the present conditions are only 
temporary, but it is nove the less important to determine, and if pos- 
sible to overcome, the disturbing cause, to the end that a constant and 
certain supply of this capricious wanderer may be had. 
Why the mackerel supply is thus subject to periodical wax and wane 

is unknown. There are no certain data upon which to venture a solu- 
tion of the problem. Are their numbers depleted by disease? There 
is no evidence that the mackerel is Subject to any serious infectious 
disease. Is the decrease due to a period of lowered fertility, of less or 
greater duration? Here again we lack facts. We know but little to 
what extent the biological and physical conditions of the sea have 
varied, nor yet how variations in these factors affect the vitality and 
habits of the mackerel. There may have been no actual diminution in 
the propagating capacity of the fish, but some condition peculiarly 
detrimental to the development of the eggs and embryos may have 
existed, causing their consequent destruction on a large scale. Has 
there been a real or only an apparent decrease due to migrations of the 
fish from our waters to other parts of the ocean? This view, most fre- 
quently accepted as explaining the fact, has little to support it, and is a 
mere guess founded on the known wandering habits of the mackerel. 

For several years past the Fish Commission has attempted to over- 
come the deficiency by propagating the mackerel artificially. So far as 
any practical results are concerned, the attempt has been unsuccessful. 
Briefly stated, the difficulties have been two, namely, the number of 
eggs obtained has been entirely inadequate, and the proportion hatched 
in most cases has been low. 

The present report contains a statement of the results attained in the 
course of a brief study of this work of mackerel propagation during 
the season of 1897. The investigation was begun in early June at 

3 



4 REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Woods Hole, and was continued from June 25 to July 27 on board the 
steamer Fish Hawk, in Casco Bay, Maine. During August the mate- 

rial and data gathered were worked over at Woods Hole. At Woods 

Hole the local fisheries were watched closely in order to determine the 

advent of spawning schools, and numerous samples of male and female 

fish were examined in order to secure material for a study of the matur- 

ing ova and spermatozoa. Two small lots of eggs, aggregating 110,000, 

were brought to the station and kept under observation during them 

whole period of development. 

At Casco Bay the season proved peculiarly nitavonehte for the 

investigation, which could not be brought to completion with the lim- 

ited time and facilities at our disposal. Only a few over 1,000,000 eggs 

were taken, the first on June 25, the last on July 8. Although this 
number was sufficient to permit a study of the general history of devel- 

opment and the preservation of material for a more complete review of 

the embryology, it proved to be entirely inadequate for purposes of 

experimentation, which, in order to yield conclusive results and elimi- 

nate all doubtful factors, requires extensive checks. The impossibility 

of applying these, and the necessity of limiting the experiments to but 

one series of those proposed, render this part of the work less valuable 

than it otherwise might have proved. 

For a discussion of the sources of supply of eggs and the conditions 

under which they were taken, I refer to the reports of Mr. Locke for 

Woods Hole, and Lieutenant Swift for operations of the Fish Hawk. 

The results of the investigations may best be considered under 

the three heads or groups into which they were organized, namely, 

(1) embryology, (2) surface towings, and (3) experiments. 

1. RESULTS OF EMBRYOLOGICAL STUDIES. 

Under this head will be considered the morphology of the reproduc- 

tive organs, the general history of development, and observations on 

the conditions which affect it. In the present connection only a general 

account showing the similarity in development of the mackerel to other 

fishes producing similar pelagic eggs (the cod, Spanish mackerel, sea 
bass, ete.) need be given, prominencé being given to only those features 

which are of most interest to fish-culturists. 

A careful study of the rate of growth of the mackerel leads to the 

conclusion that maturity is reached at the age of three years, at which 

time the female is 12 to 14 inches long and the male somewhat smaller. 
In the region included between Cape Cod and Block Island the spawn- 

ing season extends from the middle of May to about the 1st of July; 

but few spawning fish are taken after June 15. At Casco Bay the 

season probably begins and ends, respectively, about two weeks later, 
the majority of the fish spawning before the 25th of June. From the 

time of our arrival a systematic record was kept of the condition of 
ovaries and testes of as many fish as could be obtained for examina- 
tion. Very nearly all were partly or entirely spent, and the proportion 

of fully spent fish increased toward the end of the season, though 
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occasionally a spawning or even immature ovary was met with. It is 
worthy of remark that, even in the same run, fish in very different con- 

ditions of maturity were found. Most of them were nearly or quite 

through spawning; a smaller number might be immature, and for some 

unknown reason would probably fail to ripen their eggs this season, 
while a still smaller number would be spawning fish. In nearly all 

eases the number of males was greater than the number of females. 

The fishermen were almost unanimous in stating that a run of spawn- 

ing fish much more productive than any which we encountered had 

passed into Casco Bay about two weeks previous to our arrival. 

If an ovary of a mackerel be examined just previous to the spawning 

season, it will be found to contain ova of three sizes or generations. 
Constituting the bulk of its lamelle are large, opaque ova measuring 

from 0.35 mm. to 0.55 mm. (say about 0.02 inch) in diameter. These 
have large, ill-defined nuclei, well-developed egg-membranes and egg- 

follicles, protoplasm filled with yolk-spherules and a number of minute 

oil-droplets, which latter are scattered in the smaller, but more or less 

closely aggregated in the larger of these ova. The opaque ova just 
described are destined to produce the mature eggs of the approaching 

spawning season. Packed between them are smaller ova of two sizes. 
The larger ones measure about 0.12 mm. in diameter, are about as 

numerous as the large, opaque ova, and are destined to produce a crop 

of eggs a year hence. The smallest measure about 0.04 mm. in diame- 

ter, are very numerous, aggregated in clusters, have large and distinct 

nuclei, no follicles, and retain the character of simple cells. From 
these future crops of ova will arise. 

As the spawning season approaches, part of the opaque ova increase 

rapidly in size. The yolk-corpuscles, to which the opacity was due, 

pass into solution, and as a consequence the yolk becomes more and 

more transparent and of a pale amber color. The oil-droplets coalesce 

into two or three larger drops and finally into a single sphere, which is 

free to move about in the now fluid yolk. The nucleus has, meantime, 
become invisible. Such ova are ready for extrusion and the final pro- 

cesses of maturation. Owing to these changes the ovary as a whole 

has increased greatly in bulk, and becomes spotted all over, both 

externally and on the internal laminz, with translucent spots, due to 

aggregations of the cleareggs. Unlike some fishes (those generally of 

sluggish habit or bottom-livers) the mackerel matures only a portion 
of the generation of eggs at one time. Thus is obviated any undue 

enlargement of the ovary, which would cause the body walls to pro- 

trude and doubtless obstruct the movements of the fish, a result which 

might be particularly serious to an active pelagic species like the mack- 

erel. The number of ova produced at one time is seldom more than 

50,000 and is frequently much less, but the aggregate number matured 

in one season by a female of average size is several hundred thousands. 
All of the evidence which could be gathered from examinations of 

the ovaries of numerous fishes captured at different hours of the day 

seems to indicate that the common mackerel, like the Spanish mackerel 
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and many other fishes, is a night spawner. Although development of 

the ova proceeds in all parts of the ovary at once, the process is at 

first more rapid in the posterior (external) end, which consequently 

becomes spent while the ova production is still active at the anterior 

(internal) end. The transparent eggs, or more correctly ‘egg mother- 

cells,” now rupture the follicular membranes which envelop them and 

are dehisced into the ovarian cavity, where they lie among the ova- 

bearing lamine bathed in a small quantity of serous fluid. They are 

Slightly smaller and more irregular in shape than the fertilized ova, 

owing to the somewhat flaccid, wrinkled state of the egg membrane 

and the mutual pressure to which they are subjected. When first 

dehisced into the ovarian cavity they are rather opaque, owing to the 

presence of numerous minute spherules in and beneath the proto- 

plasmic layer which envelops the fluid yolk. As these spherules are 

gradually absorbed, the egg mother-cells become more and more trans- 

parent; but the last granules do not finally disappear until the egg is 

extruded from the oviduct and feels the stimulus of contact with sea 

water. Under these circumstances the least opaque eggs immediately 

assume a crystalline transparency; the more opaque and less mature 

ones clear up more slowly, but usually as completely, and the process 

is probably facilitated in this, as in the case of the Spanish mackerel, 

by the presence of spermatozoa. Immediately upon contact with the 

sea water, whether or not spermatozoa be present, the egg mother-ceil 

absorbs water and assumes a perfectly spherical shape, the egg mem- 

brane becomes tense, while the processes attending maturation ensue. 

The egg now resembles the well-known pelagic ova of the Spanish 

mackerel, sea bass, and other fishes. It is at first perfectly spherical 

and varies considerably in size. The average diameter of a large 

number of eggs from all sources procurable is 1.25 mm., but even from 

the same female they have varied from 1.16 to 1.29 mm., and it was 

also found that all of the eggs produced by a particular female were 

sometimes larger, sometimes smaller, than the average. Thus, all the 

eggs of the two lots studied at Woods Hole which were measured 

averaged 1.15 mm., and the individual eggs varied but slightly from 

this average. On the other hand, all of the Casco Bay females pro- 

duced eggs of larger size, at the same time presenting a greater range 

of variation. The horny, transparent, vitelline membrane which sur- 

rounds the egg is of uniform thinness except at a small circular area 

which, perhaps owing to its greater weight, always gravitates to the 

lowermost pole of the floating egg. This is a micropylar thickening, 

a crater-like elevation projecting inward in contact with the vitellus. 

A funnel shaped depression exists in its outer surface and extends 

about half way through, from which point it is continued to the inner 

surface by an exceedingly narrow and perfectly straight canal, the 

micropyle, through which the spermatozoan finds its way to fertilize 

the ovum. Exceedingly delicate canals perforate the whole region of 

the micropylar thickening and doubtless afford a means of interchange 

of water bearing the respiratory gases. Similar but much smaller and 
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less numerous perforations exist in all parts of the vitelline membrane, 
but are difficult to demonstrate until during the later stages of devel- 

opment, when the membrane becomes more brittle and the perforations 

perhaps larger. 

The egg proper, or vitellus, consists of a vesicle-like skin of proto- 

plasm, faintly granular, of a pale brown color and of uniform thickness 

throughout, distended by a perfectly fluid transparent yolk, in which 

there are no structural elements observable, except occasionally a few 

aggregations of spherical bodies attached here and there to the inner 

surface of the protoplasmic pellicle. Floating freely about within the 

protoplasmic skin and, because of its lower specific gravity, always 

rising to the highest point in the egg, is a beautifully clear and per- 

fectly spherical oil-drop, by virtue of the presence of which the egg is 

buoyant. The oil-drop also is enveloped by a delicate protoplasmic 

sheath, which is at first of uniform thickness and always quite distinct 

from the protoplasm enveloping the yolk. The oil-drop is of unusually 

large size, but varies both absolutely and relatively to the size of the 

egg to a considerable degree. Its average size is 0.28 mm. Its color 

also varies. Sometimes it is perfectly colorless; sometimes, and more 

frequently, of a pale amber, or even of a pinkish tint. And this varia- 

tion may be observed in eggs taken from the same female. The reason 

for this is not apparent, but it was noticed that colorless oil-drops occur 

most frequently in eggs of the smaller sizes. Perhaps both may indi- 

cate a condition of impaired vitality, though this could not be proved 

by the results of the further course of development. 

Owing to the unfavorable circumstances under which the mackerel 

eggs were taken, I was unable to study the maturation processes in 

the living egg, but material was preserved for a future study of this 

phase of development. There is no reason to doubt, however, that the 

process is essentially similar in this and other pelagic eggs, and I refer 

to my report on the Spanish mackerel and to the papers of Agassiz 

and Whitman on the cunner, and of Ryder on the cod, for some obser- 
vations on these phenomena. The process consists essentially in the 

elimination from the egg mother-cell of a part of its nuclear substance, 

without which it seems incapable of fertilization. Accomplishing this 

by two successive nuclear divisions, the surplus material is cast out 

within two minute cells, the so-called polar bodies, which appear at the 

- micropylar pole of the egg within a few moments after it reaches the 

water, pass into the perivitelline space, and lose further significance in 

development. The maturation processes appear to be hastened by 

copulation (the contact of a spermatozoan, after entrance through the 

micropyle, with the vitellus), and indeed are largely coincident with 

this, but may take place quite independently of it, in which case the 

time required for the completion of the process is longer. Not until 

after the extrusion of the polar bodies is the egg mature and ready for 

the union of the egg, or female pronucleus, and the sperm, or male 

pronucleus, which constitutes the essential act of impregnation. When 

this union takes place there is constituted a cell fundamentally different 
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in its properties from the egg mother-cell which left the ovary, in that 

it is now a germ capable of further development into a complete organ- 

ism. This process also could not be studied in the living mackerel egg, 

but probably does not there differ from what has been observed in the 

Spanish mackerel egg. 
The spermatozoan of the mackerel consists of a pear-shaped head 

about 0.002 mm. in length, with a short rod-like middle piece attached 
like a stem to the narrow end of the pear, and bearing an exceedingly 

delicate flagellum or tail which is about 20 to 25 times the length of 

the head. When fully ripe, the sperm is quite fluid and mixes readily 

with sea water, through which the spermatozoa, by their very active 

lashing, quickly become disseminated. Under such circumstances, a 

very small quantity of sperm will serve to impregnate a great many 

eggs, and it is of practical importance to use as small a quantity as 

will effect the purpose, to the end that the eggs do not become clogged 
with great numbers of spermatozoa, which will adhere to their mem- 

branes and interfere with free respiration. With fresh and perfectly 

ripe sperm, the egg of the mackerel is very easily fertilized, even those 

eggs which exhibit a considerable degree of opacity, and are hence 

supposed to be less mature, responding at once to the presence of 

spermatozoa. In fact, even when considerable numbers of eggs, sev- 
eral hundreds of thousands, were handled, scarcely any would be 
found to be unfertilized, and in no case, except when the sperm or ova 
were obviously immature, did as many as 1 per cent fail of impregna- 

tion. This ease of fertilization and the almost perfectly uniform way 

in which the eggs would subsequently develop, all of them passing 

into the same stage at nearly the same moment, seem to me to indicate 

their healthful state and the necessity of seeking the cause of the 

failure of the hatching operations in some condition subsequent to this. 

It is, of course, impossible, from the study of a relatively small lot 

of material obtained under only one set of conditions, and with no 

means of checking results by making comparisons, to state positively 

that the eggs were in the best vital condition, but the uniformity and 

regularity of results and the comparative scarcity of abnormalities, 

except those mentioned later on, seem to lead to this conclusion. My 

experiments to test the length of time during which the spermatozoa 

retained their fertilizing powers failed, owing to the accidental impreg- 

nation of the entire lot of eggs reserved for this purpose, and sub-- 

sequently no opportunity for repeating the experiment was found. 

Direct observation, however, on sperm placed in pails or jars of water 
showed that the spermatozoa lost their activity completely in 45 to 60 

minutes, and this period must consequently be admitted to be the 

extreme limit of their vitality under the conditions of the experiment. 
I would here point out the futility of hoping for any better results 

through the substitution of the so-called dry method for the wet method 

of fertilization. The former was invented to meet certain peculiar 

conditions, and is indicated in cases where the contact of water with 

unfertilized eggs causes either the formation of a coat impervious to 
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the spermatozoa or the development around the vitellus of a water 

space which the spermatozoa can not traverse. Impregnation in the case 

of the mackerel is naturally and easily accomplished by the intimate 

mixture, in a small quantity of sea water, of the freshly stripped 

ova with a small amount of perfectly ripe sperm from a previously 

selected male. The objection to the adoption of the dry method lies in 

this: Owing to its greater weight the micropyle, which is the only 

point through which a spermatozoan can enter the egg, lies always at 

its lowermost pole. Now, when the eggs are only moist and the sperm 

is poured over them, a much greater quantity is needed, and more of it 

will adhere to the membranes than when the eggs are freely suspended 

and the micropyle exposed to the active swimming spermatozoa. The 

dry method may be just as effective as the wet, but it can not be more 

so, and has the slight disadvantage just mentioned. 

Simultaneously with the progress of the internal act of fusion of the 

male and female pronuclei, other and more obvious external changes in 

the egg are taking place. The protoplasmic pellicle, which at first 

forms a layer of uniform thickness, begins to accumulate with a peculiar 

wave-like streaming at the lower or micropylar pole of the egg. At 

first the thickening thus produced is in the form of a scarcely evident 

meniscus, which passes off on all sides into the thin pellicle. Gradually 

it increases in thickness until nearly all of the protoplasm has accu- 

mulated in a sharply defined disc, the blastodisc, which, when com- 

pleted, has a circular outline. Its outer surface is in contact with the 
egg-membrane and conforms very nearly to its curvature. The inner 

surface of the blastodisc has a strongly convex, almost conical, form 

and projects into the yolk. At its margins, which rise abruptly from 

the yolk, the blastodise passes into continuity on all sides with the 

protoplasmic pellicle, which has now become reduced to an excessively 

thin and delicate, but perfectly intact, layer. The completed blasto- 

disc becomes the seat of future developmental processes. The remain- 

der of the protoplasmic pellicle takes but little part in these processes, 

and is known as the periblast layer. Oriented with reference to the 

micropyle, the blastodise seems always to be a little eccentric, and the 

micropylar thickening is readily found just outside of its center. The 

perivitelline space, which is described above as an exceedingly shallow 

space between the egg-membrane and the mature vitellus, has now, 

owing to the change in form of the latter, altered its character. Owing 

to the contact of the greater part of the external surface of the yolk 

and of the blastodisc with the egg membrane, it is in these regions 
obliterated or so exceedingly shallow as to escape detection. But 

there is a deep ring-like space running all around the margin of the 

blastodise and corresponding with a circular groove which forms the 

boundary between the yolk and disc. 
The pellicle of protoplasm enveloping the oil-drop has, like that sur- 

rounding the yolk, collectetl in a bleb-like mass on the under surface of 
the oil. Its shape is similar to the blastodisc except that it is not con- 

strained within a limiting membrane and has conformed to the charac- 
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ter of the fluids between which it lies, like the drop of water which 

gravitates to the under side of a soap bubble. This smaller dise takes 

no important: part in development and undergoes no change until it 

becomes fused with the surrounding blastodise. It will not be further 

considered. 

Although just described as accompanying and succeeding fertiliza- 

tion, these processes must not be considered wholly as a consequence 

and therefore as a test of fertilization, for even in the absence of sper- 

matozoa, changes almost precisely similar and likewise resulting in the 

formation of a blastodise ensue, but are much later in reaching their 
fulfillment. In this case development never, so far as I have observed, 

proceeds any further, and in the course of a day or two the vitellus 
contracts, turns opaque, and rapidly disintegrates, the egg usually 
sinking to the bottom soon after the contraction becomes evident. 

The brief chronological index to the stages of embryological develop- 

ment which follows is founded upon the time record of a series of 

embryos which developed at a mean temperature of 12.99 C. After 

the blastodisc has attained its greatest thickness and internal convexity, 
which occurs 1 hour and 20 minutes after impregnation, the heaped-up 

protoplasm slowly subsides, flattens a little, becomes slightly elongated 

along one axis, and remains quiescent for a time in this condition. 
At 1 hour and 40 minutes after impregnation, the first segmentation 

furrow begins to appear as a narrow transverse depression across the 

middle of the outer surface of the disc, while on the inner surface 
appears a button-like elevation which is quickly subdivided by an 

internal depression placed exactly opposite to the external one. The 

halves of the button then subside and diverge, and, moving with a 

wave-like motion outward on each side of the internal furrow, causea 

pair of prominent elevations to appear on this surface of the blastodisc. 
The external furrow rapidly extends to the margins of the blastodise 

and cuts deeper into the protoplasm, which thus becomes almost sepa- 

rated into two equal halves or blastomeres, in each of which the proto- 
plasm becomes actively heaped up. At the same time each blastomere 

tends to become circular, so that the blastodise elongates in the axis 

at right angles to the first furrow. The segmentation furrow never 

cuts quite through the disc, but spares a thin layer of protoplasm on 

its deeper surface, so that the otherwise separate blastomeres remain 

connected by a protoplasmic web in contact with the yolk. The active 

process of division is completed very quickly. The heaped-up blasto- 

meres then subside and pass into a resting state, during which the 

segmentation furrow becomes much less conspicuous. This condition 

is of relatively long duration, and it is interesting to note here that 

the slower development of this species as compared with the Spanish 

mackerel is due almost entirely to the greater duration of the resting 

periods, the periods of activity in each being of almost equal duration. 
The second furrow, formed at right angles to the first, is completed 

in 2 hours and 35 minutes after the mixing of the ova and the sperm, 
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and the four blastomeres resulting will soon be found to have shifted 

around the polar axis of the egg from left to right, supposing one to be 

facing the external surface of the segmenting disk. Protoplasmic 

movements, followed by a long resting stage, characterize this as well 
as succeeding periods of development. 

The third and fourth furrows, parallel respectively to the first and 

second, and resulting in the formation of 8 and 16 blastomeres, are 
completed in 4 hours. Already, at this stage, irregularities in seg- 

mentation begin to appear, and their frequency makes the mackerel 

somewhat remarkable among fishes having similar eggs and modes of 
development. Even in the 8-cell stage one of the blastomeres may be 
much smaller than the others, or pushed from its place to a deeper 

plane than its fellows. In the formation of the fourth cleavage one or 

two of the cells may fail to divide with the others, producing a stage 

with 15 or 14 cells, or the division may be unequal, and in nearly all 

cases it is unsymmetrical. In most teleostomous fishes such irregulari- 

ties occur much less frequently and not so early in the developmental 

process. The Spanish mackerel, however, presents a similar case. 

Such irregularities may possibly indicate impaired vitality in the eggs 

studied, but, as they occur with such frequency in every lot of material 

examined, I am inclined to doubt this. In no case in which the future 
development of such eggs was followed did the normal growth of the 

blastodise or embryo appear to be modified. The typical 16-cell stage 

forms a nearly square figure consisting of 12 marginal and 4 central 

cells, which latter have shifted spirally around the polar axis of the 

egg as mentioned above. Up to this time the segmentation has been 

perfectly rhythmical, occurring in all of the blastomeres at the same 

time, but, from now on, the central and marginal cells have a different 
history, which, however, soon becomes confused. 

Following the 16-cell stage is one of 28 cells, resulting from the 

nearly simultaneous division of the 12 marginal cells; those at the 
angles of the square blastoderm dividing along planes approximately 

diagonal; those at the middle of the sides along planes parallel with 
the diameters. The central cells do not divide at this time, but soon 
follow with a horizontal division, thus making two layers of cells in the 

central part of the disk, while but one continues at its margin. Between 

5 and 6 hours after the beginning of development the marginal cells 

divide again, resulting in a disk containing about 56 cells. From this 

time on the divisions occur in a more irregular way, though their rhyth- 

mic character is still apparent. The marginal cells are for a time 

smaller than the central ones, and begin to give rise to buds, in which 
lie the outer ends of the division spindles, which give rise to the peri- 

blastic nuclei. Succeeding the next division the cells of the entire 
blastoderm become of very irregular shape, horizontal as well as verti- 

cal cleavages are formed in all parts of the disk, and the marginal cells 

have their longer axes placed in radial directions preparatory to the 

rapid formation of the periblast nuclei and the superficial spread of the 

blastoderm which now begins. 
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After 12 hours of development the are of the blastoderm occupies 

about one-fifth of the meridional circumference of the egg. Its inner 

surface is nearly flat, the outer slightly convex and the margins thin. 

In its central part the cells are 3 to 4 layers deep and, owing to the 

repeated horizontal divisions, now smaller than the marginal. The 
latter are surrounded by a wide periblastic wreath containing numerous 

nuclei. 
At16 hours the blastodermic rim is inflected and the embryonic 

thickening begins to appear. 
At 20 hours the blastoderm occupies about 35 per cent of the surface 

of the ovum, and the embryonic shield has extended to its vertex. 
At 30 hours the blastoderm has covered about 50 per cent of the 

surface of the ovum and the body of the embryo is distinctly outlined. 

At 40 hours the blastopore is still about 0.5 mm. in diameter, and the 
embryo extends around about 35 per cent of the egg circumference. 
The notochord is distinctly differentiated. The eyes are just becoming 

defined as out-pushings. The embryonic body is deep and compressed 

below, but no myotomes are visible. No pigment has yet developed. 

At 45 hours the blastopore has decreased in diameter to an average of 

0.4mm. Theembryo extends nearly halfway around theegg. The eyes 

stand out from the head quite prominently as rounded masses. The first 

myotome is formed. 
At 52 hours the embryo measures in total length 1.7 mm.; 5 myo- 

tomes, of which the first 2 are very distinct, may be counted in the 
middle region of the trunk. The head is clearly marked off. Pigment 

begins to appear and the chromatophores are arranged along the mar- 

gins of the trunk of the embryo for its entire length. The nervous 

axis is very conspicuous. 

At 60 hours the length of the embryo has increased to 1.9 mm. Pig- 

ment has become much more abundant and is aggregating on the 

head. There are 11 distinct myotomes. The crystalline lens is 

appearing as a thickened in-pushing of the epiblast. The blastopore 

is nearly closed. 
At 70 hours the length of the extended embryo is 2mm. The epi- 

blastic involutions for the crystalline lens and the ear-sac are distinctly 
marked. The nasal involution is beginning to appear. The fourth 

ventricle of the brain is differentiated and the cerebellum is folding off. 
The lateral-line sense organs are apparent as epiblastic thickenings. 

There are 19 myotomes. The pigment cells have become more con- 

spicuous and branching. No pigment is present anterior to the eyes. 
A small pointed caudal tubercle is forming as a preliminary to the 

outgrowth of the tail. 

At 78 hours the embryo measures 2.1 mm.; 20 or 21 myotomes are 

present. The ear-sacs are now closed vesicles, just anterior to which 

appear the beginnings of a large sense-organ. The lens has sunken 

deep into the optic cup, its inner wall is thickened, and its orifice is 

closing. The olfactory vesicles also have their orifices much constricted. 
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At 88 hours after the beginning of development the embryo measures 

2.3 mm. in length, and the tail has grown out free of the yolk toa 

length of 0.2mm. The head has become broad and conspicuous, and 

measures 0.4 mm. across the eyes. The ear-sacs are still thick-walled, 

simple vesicles, measuring 0.1 mm. in length. The branchial sense 
organs are conspicuous. The pigment is now arranged principally in 

two lines along the margins of the body, a very few scattered cells 

appearing on its dorsal surface. Yellow pigment makes its first appear- 

ance behind the forming eyes. 

At 102 hours the embryo measures 2.4 mm., the free tail0.3mm. The 
median fin ridge has begun to develop on the tail, which has now been 

deflected to the left side of the embryonic axis. The alimentary canal 

(mesenteron) is still an open groove for most, if not all, of its length. 

The mouth depression is appearing, with slightly marked maxillary 

and mandibular processes inclosing it. The branchial clefts appear as 

faintly defined furrows. The head is still very broad and flat. The 

heart pulsates actively, but somewhat spasmodically. The oil-sphere 

is closely applied against the base of the tail and is undergoing rapid 

absorption. Its protoplasmic sheath has fused with the blastoderm, and 

the pigment cells, which have now developed on its internal surface, 

have united by anastomosing processes to constitute a reticulum. 

At114 hours the embryo is 2.6 mm. in entire length; the free tail is 0.3 

mm. The caudal fin-foldis quite prominent. The tail has now turned 

with its flat side toward the yolk. There are about 73 myotomes. The 

head has not yet begun to rise freely from the yolk-sac. A thickening 

near the anterior end of the alimentary canal indicates the outgrowth 
of the liver. The alimentary groove seems to be entirely closed. 

Hatching usually takes place at 120 hours after impregnation. The 

newly hatched larva measures 3.3 mm. in length; ‘the yolk-sac 1.3 mm. 

in length and 0.8 mm. indepth. The oil-drop has become much reduced 

and its inner surface flattened. It measures 0.28 by 0.15 mm. The 

head projects slightly beyond the yolk-sac. The mouth and gill slits 

are not yet opened, but there is a peculiar cleft beneath the edge of 

the yolk-sac, just over the branchial region. The cephalic sinus is 

small. Pigment is just beginning to appear in the retina. ‘The yolk- 

Sac is ovoid, and deepest toward its posterior end. The oil-drop is 

embedded in the posterior ventral part of the yolk-sac, having been 

pushed forward a short distance from the base of the tail, and at the 
same time has rotated so that the flattened pigmented surface is now 

outermost. Considerable individual variation was observed in the 

exact position of the oil-drop. There is no black pigment on the sur- 

face of the yolk-sac, of the median fin-fold, or on the ventral surface of 

the embryo, except where a few chromatophores sometimes migrate 

downward over the base of the tail.’ On the head the black pigment 

has now formed a conspicuous reticulum extending to the extremity of 

the snout. On the body and tail the pigment is more scattered, but is 
chiefly confined to two series of chromatophores located along the base 

of the dorsal fin and the lateral aspects of the tail. The individual 
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pigment cells tend to arrange themselves along the lines of the inter- 

muscular septa, along which they are produced in slender, branching 

processes. Pale, greenish-yellow pigment appears in heavy masses, of 

which there is one on each side of the head behind the eye, another 
behind the oil-drop, and another on each side of the tail. This latter 
tends to be produced from the muscular trunk of the tail onto the 

dorsal and ventral fin-fo'ds. On the third day after hatching the 

fry measure 3.75 mm., the yolk-sac is almost entirely absorbed, the 
mouth and the opercular slits are open and functional, the eyes are 

fully pigmented, and the pectoral fins have assumed their vertical 

position and adult proportions. By the fifth day after hatching the 

yolk-sac is entirely gone, the mouth is large and conspicuous, and the 
skeletal cartilaginous arches of the head are fully formed. 

CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF VARIATIONS AND ALTERATIONS IN THE SPECIFIC 
GRAVITY OF THE EGGS. 

The eggs, when received at the ship, between 2 and 3 hours after 

mixing of the ova and sperm, were in the 2-cell to the 4-cell stage of 

development. At this time all of those which were mature and intact 

floated in a compact layer at the surface of water of a density which 

varied from 1.021 to 1.0226. One entire lot of 425,000, however, of 

what seemed to be particularly fine eggs of large size, and all fertilized, 
sunk at once in a density of 1.0216. When the density was raised to 
1.0225 they slowly rose and just floated at the surface. To determine 

the variations in this respect among individual eggs, 100 living eggs 

were taken, all in the same condition and stage of development, and 

placed successively in water of different densities, with the following 

result: 

Temper-| Density.| of eggs | sus. | Number 
sunken. | pended. 

19° C. 1.022 99 0 1 

19° C. 1. 024 66 10 24 

19° C. 1. 025 14 8 78 

19° C. 1. 0252 0 0 100 

A careful comparison of the lightest and the heaviest eggs in the 

foregoing experiment showed that, excluding from consideration those 

which were immature or otherwise imperfect, the sunken eggs were 

more variable in size than the floating. The smallest were, in all prob- 
ability, the not fully mature and more opaque eggs mentioned above. 

The larger sank because the oil-drop was relatively of a smaller size 

than in the eggs of intermediate size. 

For the first 48 hours, at a temperature of 12.9° C., at which most of 
our observations were made, the eggs undergo no marked change in 

specific gravity. Those which sink during this period, unless a marked 

fallin the density of the water occurs, are either structurally imperfect 

or have, for some reason, died during the course of development. A 
very serious mortality occurred in many of our lots of eggs at about 18 
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to 24 hours after impregnation, when embryological development had 

reached the late blastula and early gastrula stage. When, during the 
early part of the third day of development, the body of the embrye is 
well formed, with from 3 to 8 myotomes differentiated, thereis a marked 
increase in the specific gravity of the eggs. They then begin to sink 

slowly toward the bottom, most of them remaining for a long time in 

suspension, and a few (the number of which varies with the batch of 

eggs and the density of the water) retain their position at the surface. 

The cause of this increase in weight becomes more apparent as develop- 

ment proceeds. In the first place, it is to be noted that at about this 
time the oil-drop has been inclosed by the spreading blastoderm, and 

already on the third day shows signs of absorption in a flattening of the 

inner surface of the sphere and a diminution in size, shown by careful 

measurements. The oil-sphere, which at first measures about 0.29 mm. 

in diameter, has by the time of hatching decreased in one diameter to 
0.16 mni., the other remaining at aboutits original size. The absorption 

of the yolk and oil-drop and the building-up of the more compact 
body of the embryo has, in the meantime, resulted in a contraction 

of the vitellus and an increase in the size of the perivitelline water 

space. The egg-sphere, therefore, while undergoing no increase in 

size, has come to include relatively more solid matter, and is therefore 
heavier. 

I have gone somewhat fully into this matter, as I desire to show that 

the increase in specific gravity at this time and subsequently is a 

perfectly normal process. Probably any egg, the specific gravity of 

which is so nearly that of the density of the water in which it is 

developed—as was the case with these mackerel eggs—would undergo 

a similar submergence during the later phases of development. The 

eggs are not dead when they sink to the bottom (though of course 
those which have died will also sink), but lie among the mass of débris 
and sooner or later succumb to the influence of the decaying organic 

matter. This subject, with its probable significance and practical 

bearings, is considered in a later part of this report. 

2, RESULTS OF SURFACE TOWINGS. 

It was early in the course of the investigation considered that 

important aid might be rendered toward the practical ends of the work 

if the distribution of mackerel eggs deposited naturally in these waters 

could be determined, together with the environmental conditions under 
which they were obtained. To secure this information, surface towings 

were begun on June 26 and continued daily, except during the progress 

of two heavy storms, until July 27. After the arrival of Mr. Brett on 
July 1, the collection of this material and full physical and meteorological 

data bearing upon it were placed in his charge. Extensive and sys- 

tematic examinations were made of the waters, especially about the 

eastern entrance of the bay, and less fully elsewhere. The material 

was fully examined by me, with special regard to the number and 

condition of the mackerel eggs present. The results were in part 
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quite unexpected, and in part probably confirmatory of conclusions 

stated in a previous part of this report. 

The inshore waters of Casco Bay have been generally supposed to be 

one of the most important spawning-grounds of the mackerel on our 

coast. If this opinion be well grounded, one would expect to find large 

numbers of mackerel eggs on the surface, and I was consequently much 

surprised at the almost utter barrenness of the collections in this 

respect. Although other pelagic eggs of at least twelve species were 

found, some of them in very great abundance, most of the surface speci- 

mens yielded no mackerel eggs at all, or but two or three were detected 
among thousands of the eggs of other species. An unidentified species 

of egg, which in its early stages, could scarcely be distinguished from 

the mackerel, was found in some abundance, but, when developed, pro- 

duced a larva having very different characteristics. The only occasions 

on which any considerable number of mackerel eggs were obtained was 

during the prevalence of south and southeast winds, which blew within 

the scope of our observations the offshore surface waters, a fact indi- 

cated by an increased density. One is, therefore, probably justified in 

concluding that during the season of 1897 only a very few mackerel 

spawned inshore in the vicinity of Casco Bay, and that spawning for 

the most part was accomplished at a greater or less distance out at 

sea. This conclusion, of course, does not necessarily invalidate former 
conclusions that the waters of Casco Bay constitute an important 

breeding-ground for this species, but simply establishes the fact that 

certain conditions, not at present definitely known, sometimes cause 

most of the mackerel to spawn farther off shore. It may be added 

that the literature of the mackerel contains much evidence confirmatory 

of this opinion. 
Of the mackerel eggs obtained by surface towings, all were in early 

stages of development, the oldest containing embryos having 12 or 13 

myotomes and extending about halfway around the egg; that is, they 

were in stages that are reached under the artificial conditions of propa- 

gation during the third day of development. Now, of the eggs of 

various other species of fishes, as of the cunner, sea bass, and scup, 
which habitually spawn inshore, those obtained under similar condi- 

tions exhibited many examples in later stages of development, and 

one would expect, if the mackerel egg remained similarly afloat until 

hatched, that among the 200 or 300 eggs collected at the surface some 

of the later stages would be sure to occur. The absence of such stages 

seems to confirm the observation that in water of the comparatively 

low density obtained here the eggs of this species will not float during 

the later stages of development. It is possible that the eggs of the 

mackerel are usually deposited so far out at sea that the density of 

the water to which they are subjected is sufficient to float them during 

the entire period of development. It may also be suggested that large 

numbers of them may be carried by winds or currents to the open 

ocean, and there find the conditions best suited to their welfare. 
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But suppose they do normally sink in the 20 or 30 fathoms of water 

found where they were collected, or in the still deeper water whence 

most of them in all probability came, what conditions do they meet? 
First, a column of water many (several hundred) times as high as 

that in the boxes and jars in which artificial propagation has been 

attempted. For a body of but little lower specific gravity to pass 

through such a stratum of water would require, even were the water in 

a perfectly quiescent state, a very considerable length of time—per- 

haps quite sufficient to permit hatching before the bottom is reached. 

But the constant slight movement to which these waters are subject 

owing to their agitation by tide, winds, and constant currents would 
greatly prolong the time of descent. 

Secondly, the density undergoes a constant and in deep water a 

frequently considerable increase toward the bottom, so that the egg in > 

its progress downward would aiways pass through water of a density 

corresponding to its own increasing specific gravity, and would thus 

be constautly buoyed up by a nicely adjusted force, the result of which 

would be to further delay it. 

It is probably safe to conclude, then, that under natural conditions 

the egg of the mackerel is always suspended in water of a density 

very nearly equal to or greater than its own, and that it does not 

normally settle to the bottom and rest there in a mass of filth, and sub- 
jected to conditions of imperfect oxygenation, etc., which is the case 

in the forms of artificial hatching apparatus, namely, the Chester and 

McDonald systems of tidal boxes which have hitherto been chiefly 

employed. Another consideration to be noted is that the parallel 

increase in density of the water and the specific gravity of the egg will 

result in the maintenance of a nice balance of osmotic pressure which 

may possibly be a requisite to a healthful development. Three other 

conditions of change relate to light, oxygenation, and temperature, all 

of which decrease toward the bottom. 

3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS. 

When the results of biological investigations of the conditions of 

development were sufficiently advanced to have led to the conclusion 

just briefly outlined, several important lines of experimentation seemed 

to be indicated. Direct observation of the changes in the living egg 

and of the conditions affecting the distribution of the egg in nature 

having suggested the importance of an increasing water density, a 

series of experiments designed to test the influence of this condition 

was first planned. Indeed, owing to the paucity of material and the 

limited time in which to work, this series was the only one which was 

conducted in anything like a systematic manner, and even here the 

results of individual experiments, which could not be repeated and 

verified, are too meager to be conclusive. 

A description of one or two of these experiments, with their results, 

will suffice to indicate the general character and bearing of all. 

F, R. 98——2 
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Lot D consisted of 109,000 eggs, yielded by two females taken in the 

trap net of Mr. Sennett, June 26. Sperm and ova mixed at 5.15 p. m. 

All of the eggs were fertilized and in the 4-cell stage when examined 
on board the ship shortly after 7 p.m. All were placed in a McDonald 

cod-box, in which they floated buoyantly in water of a density of 
1.0221. The eggs were allowed to remain without change all through 

the next day and until the morning of June 28, when, at the age of 40 

hours, they were approaching the period of development when, accord- 

ing to previous observations, they might be expected to pass into sus- 

pension. Up to this time the mortality had been very small, and was 

chiefly the result of eggs having adhered to the somewhat rough 

wooden sides or the corners of the McDonald boxes, when they were 
left high and dry by the receding water and killed. 

At 11 a.m, on June 28, at which time the blastopore had just closed, 

three lots of eggs, estimated to contain 25,000 each, were removed from 

the McDonald box and subjected to the following conditions: One lot, 

designated as sublot DA, was placed in a second McDonald box under 

conditions precisely similar to the first, and was retained as a check on 
the other sublots. 

A second sublot, designated as DB, was placed in an apparatus 

designed to imitate the Chester tidal boxes and jar, arranged by cutting 

the bottom out of a 2-quart Mason butter jar, tying cheesecloth over both 

ends, and placing this upright in a pail provided with a siphon hose, 

The eggs were placed within the glass eylinder in water which had been 

gradually increased in density, and the apparatus then supplied with 

water, the density of which had been raised by adding a solution of 

rock salt to 1.0252, this having been previously determined to be the 

density in which the eggs would just float at this period of their devel- 

opment. About 500 gallons of this density of water, sufficient to fill 

one of the large deck boxes, was made up to supply the apparatus. 

After the height and rate of the tidal flow had been adjusted to that 

customarily adopted for the McDonald boxes, the apparatus was left 

to itself, except that it was necessary to replace the water in the supply 

tank and aerate it about every 12 hours. 

The third sublot, designated DC, was also passed gradually into the 

water of 1.0252 density, and then placed in a box provided with cheese- 

cloth bottom, which was floated in the supply box of high-density water 

on deck. 

The history of these three sublots briefly told is as follows: During 

the next 24 hours, those comprising DA had gradually settled, becom- 

ing distributed all through the water and on the bottom, although the 

density had increased to 1.0226. The eggs were alive and the oil- 

sphere had begun to be absorbed. In sublot DB the eggs all floated 

in a compact layer at the surface of the water. They were slightly 

more advanced in C velopment than DA and the oil-drop was smaller, 

Of sublot DO many of the eggs had been killed by rupture of the mem- 

brane or other injury caused by striking or sticking to the sides of the 

box while washing to and fro in the tank. 
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During the fourth and fifth days of development, most of the eggs of 

sublot DA lay on the cheesecloth at the bottom of the box and the 

embryos gradually grew weaker until they finally succumbed. <A very 

few, about several hundred, hatched, but all died within 24 hours. The 
eggs of DC were almost all destroyed by being injured or stranded on 

the side of the floating box. Those of DB continued to develop beau- 

tifully until the close of the fourth and beginning of the fifth day, up 

to which time they had continued to float with only a very small per- 

centage of loss. At this time they were nearly ready to hatch, having 

developed at a higher temperature and more rapidly than DA, but 

now they began to die rapidly and within a few hours the entire lot 

succumbed. <A heavy rain-storm occurred about this time, and the den- 

sity of the supply of salter water was found to have dropped to 1.024, 

But I do not attribute the mortality to this, because many of the 

embryos were observed to die while floating at the surface, to contract, 

turn opaque, and sink just as they do when affected by some deleteri- 

ous substance. 
Results practically similar to these were obtained in all experiments 

with higher densities, the encouraging feature being that, by this 

means, a much larger proportion usually remained alive until late 

stages of, development than when low-density waters were employed. 

In no case was a greater number hatched, and in no case did the fry 

thus reared appear to be more vigorous. 

Another rather interesting result was obtained by taking eggs which 

had sunken to the bottom of the usual apparatus and placing them in 

a circulating current in the McDonald shad jar, the outflow being pro- 

tected by cheesecloth cage. Under such circumstances the numbers 

hatched were always larger than in samples of the same eggs which 

were left undisturbed, and fry already hatched could be kept alive and 

vigorous for a much longer time. Some were thus kept for 5 days, 

when the yolk-sac was absorbed, and they were ready to begin feeding. 

Half of one lot (lot G@) of over 400,000 eggs, all of which sunk at once 

after fertilization, were thus treated. The remaining half being placed 
in a McDonald cod-box, every one of the eggs which had lain at the 

bottom of the box was dead before 36 hours had passed. The eggs 

placed in the closed current jar continued to develop up to the last day 

and some of them hatched. Probably the proportion hatched would 

have been much greater could the eggs have been prevented from 

piling up on the outlet screen and injuring one another by the pressure. 

Numerous other experiments were carried out, but none were more 

conclusive or satisfactory than those just indicated. It was found 

impossible, with the limited facilities, to be sure that only one condition 

had been varied, and that some other factor had not arisen to vitiate 
the results. In view of the fact that in no case was a greater per cent 

than 50 hatched, and that only once attained, it seems useless to 

describe the results with further detail. It seems proper to add that 

Mr. Corliss, superintendent of Gloucester station, advises me that he 
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has this year attained much more encouraging results, having hatched 

in some cases over 80 per cent of the eggs placed in the McDonald 

cod apparatus. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

Following is a brief summary of what seem to be the most important 

results of the summer’s work, but I wish particularly to point out that 

the statements contained in this report, based upon the limited data of 

but one season’s experience, have not the force of final conclusions, but 
are offered as suggestions only, which I hope may be useful to the next 

student who takes up the problem of mackerel propagation: 

During the season of 1897 the common mackerel spawned only very 

sparingly within the limits of Casco Bay, but in greater numbers at 

some unknown distance off the coast. Those fish which entered Casco 

Bay after July 1 were in mixed schools, but most of the females were 

already spent, or partly so. The best run of spawning fish oceurred in 

this region, according to the united testimony of the fishermen, during 

the first half of June. 

For each individual mackerel the season of productiveness extends 

over several weeks, the eggs being produced in several batches, which 

mature in succession. Night spawning is probably the rule with the 

mackerel, but the eggs probably continue to be dehisced into the ovarian 

cavity during most of the day. I have collected an abundance of 

evidence bearing on this point. 

There are indications that eggs produced by mackerel in different 

regions differ in size. This may result from the existence of quite dif- 
ferent schools or races. During the course of its development the egg 

increases in specific gravity, owing to absorption of the oil-drop, and 

sinks beneath the surface, where it encounters higher densities and 

other changed conditions. 

The morphology of development does not differ in essentials from 

that of the cod, Spanish mackerel, and sea bass, which has been well 

described in publications of the United States Fish Commission. Irreg- 

ularities of segmentation occur with unusual frequency and at unusu- 

ally early stages. 

The eggs collected from trap nets in the latter part of the afternoon, 

though sometimes presenting evidence of being not quite mature, were 

very easily fertilized and seemed to be healthy. 

Fertilization should be effected by the wet method and immediately, 
as the sperm retains its vitality for a short time only. 

The fertilized eggs are best transported in vessels of water; cheese- 

cloth and muslin trays have proved unsatisfactory. The eggs should 

be freed of surplus sperm and be prevented from overheating. 
The indications are that the poor results attained on the Fish Hawk 

are due not so much to the poor quality of the eggs as to some defect 

in the apparatus, possibly to some deleterious substance introduced 

somewhere in the hydraulic system. 
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The results of experiments indicate no form of apparatus better for 

the first two days of development than the usual tidal boxes, provided 

the sides are smooth, preferably of glass or enamel, and provided that 

the screens are kept free of any deleterious substances. For the later 

days of development and for the fry after hatching a higher density 

and greater purity of water and a form of apparatus that insures a 

better circulation and keeps the ovum in suspension without undue 

agitation is indicated. 
Being very delicate and sensitive to physical injury and the presence 

of deleterious substances, the eggs should be handled as little as possi- 

ble. A relatively small number should be placed in one receptacle, not 

more than would form a single layer on the surface (Mr. Corliss’s opinion 

on this point differs from mine, he claiming to have had equal success 

with large and small numbers), and especially the hatching apparatus 

should be kept as free as possible from decaying organic matter or 

other contaminating substances. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The experience of the past few years seems to render it sufficiently 

obvious that unless some very different conditions obtain in future there 

is little to be hoped for from the methods of propagating the mackerel 

now in vogue. The few millions of eggs annually secured are so insig- 

nificant in comparison with the vast numbers which must be produced 

naturally that even if all were hatched the fry resulting would be a 

mere drop in the ocean. 

It is well known that the purse-seine fishermen operating some miles 

offshore frequently secure whole schools of spawning mackerel, from 

which the eggs run so freely that decks of fishing vessels become 

literally covered with those which have accidentally escaped. This 

circumstance, coupled-with the before-mentioned fact of the readiness 

with which fertilization can be accomplished, leads to the following 

suggestion, which I recommend as a guide toward a tentative policy of 

the Fish Commission during the progress of further investigations: 

The captains of the fishing schooners should be asked to cooperate 

upon such terms as may be agreed upon, to the end that when such 

spawning schools of mackerel are met with the fish should be immedi- 

ately stripped, the ova and sperm mixed, and, after permitting a few 

minutes to insure fertilization, turned overboard to undergo their devel- 
opment amid the natural surroundings from which they weretaken. In 

this way, especially when such schools were taken in the late afternoon 

or at night, vast numbers of fertilized and healthy eggs could be liber- 

ated under conditions which have been previously indicated as those 
most favorable to their growth. 

The work of stripping and impregnation can be accomplished so 
simply and quickly that it would not materially interfere with the regular 

duties of fishing, and I have no doubt that the more intelligent fisher- 
men, particularly in view of some small consideration, could accomplish 
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it successfully. Each schooner could be provided with a circular of 

instructions and such vessels (large, shallow pans) as would be needed 

to insure the intimate contact of spawn and sperm when mixed. IJtmay 

even be deemed advisable, though this seems hardly necessary, to place 
experienced spawners on vessels which would make favorable terms, to 

conduct the operations. 

In presenting this suggestion one additional factor needs to be 

emphasized. While the exact spawning habits of the mackerel are 
unknown, the probability is that this function is accomplished while 

the males and females are actively swimming about together at a 

greater or less depth below the surface. The spermatozoa are probably 

more or less widely disseminated through the water. The ova are 

squirted out in a stream, and, being at this time highly buoyant, imme- 

diately begin to rise toward the surface, the micropyle, through which 

alone the spermatozoan may enter, being downward. Under such cir- 

cumstances many ova must escape fertilization. That such is the case 

is shown by the very considerable number of unfertilized eggs which 

were observed among those of the mackerel collected in the surface 

towings this summer, and still better by my observations on the eggs of 

the cunner, of which fully 30 per cent of those examined had failed of 
fertilization. This shows that one very considerable advantage of arti- 

ficial over natural propagation of pelagic fish ova is derived from an 

increased effectiveness of the means of bringing the sexual elements 

into contact. No doubt much may be gained by continuing the care of 

the developing ova to a later stage, when the means for so doing, as in 

the case of the shad, is effective: but when, as is at present the case 

with the mackerel, there are lacking facilities for prosecuting the work 

further under such circumstances as will insure a profitable scope of 

operations, it seems best to adopt the merchant’s dictum of “smail 
profits and large sales.” No doubt the time will come when the means 

will be provided for carrying the eggs collected in this way up to the 

time of hatching. 
It needs also to be pointed out that most of the eggs which would 

be produced by spawning schools thus captured are now entirely lost, 

and that this fact alone, in the case of the lobster, has been regarded 

as sufficient to commend the present mode of propagating that species; 

although here what was said above of the advantage to be gained by 

artificial fertilization is not applicable. 
The advantages of this plan are economy and the possibilities of 

extensive operations; the disadvantage is its probable uncertainty 

from year to year. 
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REPORT ON FISHES OBTAINED BY THE STEAMER ALBATROSS 
IN THE VICINITY OF SANTA CATALINA ISLAND AND MONTE- 
REY BAY. 

By CHARLES H. GILBERT, Pu. D., 

Professor of Zoology, Leland Stanford Junior University. 

The fishes here reported on were collected by the United States Fish 

Commission steamer Albatross in April, 1897, during the progress of 

investigations conducted in the vicinity of Santa Catalina Island and 

of Monterey Bay in southern California. They were obtained by the 

use of the seine and of the hand line, trawl line, gill net, and dredge, 

usually at inconsiderable depths, and are therefore for the most part 

the common shore and market fishes of this region. Two dredge hauls 

and two sets of the gill net were at greater depths than 200 fathoms. 

The discovery of an undescribed species of Averruncus and one of 

Radulinus emphasizes again the great development of Agonoid and 

Cottoid fishes in the North Pacific. 

LIST OF FISHES. 

Polistotrema stouti (Lockington). Santa Cruz; Station 3669. 

Raja inornata Jordan & Gilbert. Station 3665. 

Hydrolagus colliei (Lay & Bennett). Station 3666. 

Clupea pallasii Cuvier & Valenciennes. Santa Cruz. 

Clupanodon ceruleus (Girard). Santa Catalina Island. 

Engraulis mordax Girard. Santa Cruz; Santa Catalina Island. 

Mesopus pretiosus (Girard). Santa Cruz. 

Chauliodus macouni Bean. Station 3669. 

Gasterosteus cataphractus microcephalus Girard. Santa Cruz. 

Siphostoma griseolineatum (Girard). Santa Cruz. 

Atherinopsis californiensis Girard. Santa Cruz; Santa Catalina Island. 

Atherinops affinis (Ayres). Monterey; Santa Catalina Island. 

Roccus lineatus (Bloch). Monterey; Santa Cruz. Introduced species. 

Paralabrax clathratus (Girard). Santa Catalina Island. 

Umbrina roncador Jordan & Gilbert. Santa Catalina Island. 

Abeona minima (Gibbons). Santa Cruz. 

Amphistichus argenteus Agassiz. Santa Cruz. 

Pimelometopon pulcher (Ayres). Santa Catalina Island. 

Oxyjulis modestus (Girard). Santa Catalina Island. 

Sebastolobus alascanus Bean. Stations 3666, 3667, 3669, and on trawl line set in 

10 to 15 fathoms at entrance to Dakin Cove, Santa Catalina Island. 

This fine species of red rockfish occurs outside the zone of profitable fishing 
for the market, and is unknown to the fishermen. An individual occasionally 

strays into shallower water, as seen by the above record. More recently, a 

specimen was taken by fishermen in Monterey Bay, and found its way to the 

San Francisco market. 
25 
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Sebastolobus altivelis Gilbert. Station 3670. Ten specimens were preserved, 
of which 9 have 15 dorsal spines, while 1 has exceptionally 16 spines as in 
S. alascanus. 

Sebastodes goodei Eigenmann & Higenmann. Station 3671. Hand line near 

Monterey, 69 fathoms, 

Sebastodes paucispinis (Ayres). Santa Catalina Island; Monterey Bay. 

Sebastodes serranoides Higenmann & Higenmann. Santa Catalina Island. 
Sebastodes flavidus (Ayres). Monterey Bay. 

Sebastodes mystinus Jordan & Gilbert. Monterey Bay. 

Sebastodes pinniger (Gill). Monterey Bay. 

Sebastodes miniatus (Jordan & Gilbert). Monterey Bay; Santa Catalina Island. 

Sebastodes saxicola (Gilbert). Stations 3665, 3667, 3671. 

Sebastodes introniger Gilbert. One specimen 44 em. long; locality unknown. 

This species has been identified with S. melanostomus Eigenmann, by Cra- 

mer and by Jordan & Evermann. The types of the two have not been compared, 

and the description of S. melanostomus fails to agree in so many details with 
specimens of S. introniger that it seems best to keep the two apart. S. introni- 

ger has the head larger, 2} in total length. The interorbital space is narrower, 

5} in length of head. The scales are larger, 34 in the course of the lateral line. 

The accessory scales are very numerous. The gillrakers are much longer, the 

longest contained 24 to 24 times in the diameter of the orbit. The second and 
third anal spines are equal, or the second slightly the longer, contained 1} times 

in longest anal ray. In S. melanostomus the head is 3} in total length, there 

are 43 scales in the lateral line, and but few accessory scales. The gillrakers 

are contained 34 times in the diameter of orbit. The analspines are graduated, 

the second ‘‘not much more than half the length of the soft rays.” Two speci- 

mens of S. introniger, 30 cm. and 44 cm. long, entirely agree with each other in 

the respects above mentioned. The differences alleged to separate the two 
species can not, therefore, be due to age. 

Sebastodes ruberrimus Cramer. Monterey. 

Sebastodes constellatus (Jordan & Gilbert). Santa Catalina Island. 

Sebastodes chlorostictus (Jordan & Gilbert). Station 3666. 

Sebastodes elongatus (Ayres). Stations 3664, 3665, 3666, 3671, 3672. 

Sebastodes vexillaris (Jordan & Gilbert). Monterey; Santa Catalina Island. 

Sebastodes maliger (Jordan & Gilbert). Monterey. 

Sebastodes carnatus (Jordan & Gilbert). Monterey. 

Sebastodes serriceps (Jordan & Gilbert), Santa Catalina Island. 

Scorpena guttata Girard. Stations 3664, 3665; Santa Catalina Island. 

Ophiodon elongatus Girard. Santa Cruz. 

Zaniolepis latipinnis Girard. Stations 3662, 3665. 

Zaniolepis frenatus Kigenmann. Station 3663. 
Chitonotus pugetensis (Steindachner). Station 3663. 

Tarandichthys tenuis (Gilbert). Stations 3662, 5663, 3664. 

Icelinus quadriseriatus (Lockington). Station 3663. 

Radulinus boleoides, new species. Plate 1. Type, a young female specimen, 72 

mm. long, from Albatross Station 3664. Differing from 2. asprellus in the much 
smaller eye, the scaled interorbital space, the presence of supraocular and occip- 

ital filaments, the smaller size and weaker spines of plates of the dorsal series, 
and the different coloration. 

Head 4 in length; depth 9. Eye 33 in head (23 in R. asprellus of the same 

size); snout 3}; maxillary 23. Dorsal x1-22. Anal 23. Pectoral 18. Ventrals 

1,3. 42 plates in the dorsal series. 

Head and body very elongate, depressed anteriorly, the occiput wider and 

flatter than in Rf. asyrellus. Snout long, depressed, and tapering, much as in the 

darters. Interorbital space very narrow, about half diameter of pupil. Mouth 

horizontal at lower side of snout, the maxillary reaching a vertical which tray- 
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FISHES FROM COAST OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. ot 

erses eye midway between its front and front of pupil. Fine teeth in bands in 
jaws and on vomer; none on palatines. In R. asprellus, also, the vomerine teeth 

are in a band, not in a single series, as stated in the original description. 

Branchiostegal membranes broadly united, wholly free from the isthmus in the 

type. In R. asprellus the gill-membranes vary in this respect, being sometimes 
wholly free from the isthmus, sometimes attached for half or more than half 

their width. Preopercle with two short, simple spines, the upper slender and 

sharp, directed backward and slightly upward, the lower broader and shorter, 

directed backward and downward. Below and in front of these are two rounded 

prominences which bear no spines. Opercle ending in a triangular process, 

which is scarcely spine-like. Nasal spines rather small, a depression between 

and behind them. No spines on orbital rim, which is not at all raised. The 

narrow interorbital space is not grooved. Occiput broad and flat, without 

ridges or spines. <A slender filament on upper posterior border of orbit. A 

similar filament on each side of occiput on its posterior line. 

Body with a dorsal series of imbricated spinous plates, similar to those in 

R. asprellus. But the plates are smaller, with less evident keels and shorter 

spines. Along its anterior third the series is accompanied above by a narrow 

band of smaller plates, which are continued anteriorly on sides of occiput, and 

merge anteriorly into the patch behind and between the eyes. Posterior portion 

of snout, the opercles, and the posterior line of occiput with spinous scales; 

head otherwise naked. 
The vertical fins have long, slender rays as in R.asprellus. The dorsal fins 

are separate, but the interspace is less than the diameter of the pupil. The 

distance from front of anal to vent equals two-thirds diameter of orbit. Ven- 

trals short, reaching half way to front of anal. Pectorals reaching slightly 

beyond front of anal, seven-eighths length of head. 

Color light olive or grayish, the lower parts unmarked, the breast and belly 

silvery. Back crossed by four wide brownish-olive crossbars, the anterior of 

which, under spinous dorsal, becomes merged into the general brownish-olive 

coloration of upper portion of head and nape. The edges of the bands are 

sharply defined, and are marked with concave indentations where encroached 

upon by roundish light-colored areas. The spaces between the bands are 

slightly dusky and are marked with some irregular, small, dark blotches along 

middle of sides. Anteriorly on the back are pairs of round, light-colored spots 

with darker edges, some of them showing silvery pigment. A small silvery 

spot above the base of each pectoral fin. A narrow dark line across occiput 

behind the eyes. Dusky blotches on cheeks. A dark bar across the maxillary 

and lip; a pair on premaxillaries. Two faint dark bars on the caudal fin, the 

fins otherwise translucent or whitish, unmarked. 

Clinocottus analis (Girard). Santa Catalina Island. 

Averruncus sterletus, new species. Plate 2. Type, 103 mm. long, from Albatross 

Station 3662. 
Very closely related to A. emmelane, with which it agrees in coloration and 

general appearance, as well asin most details of structure. It differs in the follow- 

ing respects: The snout is shorter,the rostral spines scarcely protruding beyond 

the premaxillaries; no barbels on snout below rostral spines or on margin of 

preorbital, or at mandibular joint; region between rostral spine and front of 

premaxillaries wholly occupied by a triangular movable plate, with rough, 

granular surface; breast with three parallel series of sharply keeled plates; no 

spine at posterior end of premaxillary fossa; ventrals very long and slender, 

wholly white; spinous dorsal, anal and pectorals with fewer rays. 

Head 42 in length; width at base of pectorals, 7; depth 8}. Dorsal vi1-8. 

Anal9. Pectoral, 12 on each side. Thirty-nine plates in dorso-lateral series. 

Rostral projection shorter than in A. emmelane, with two short, forwardly 

directed spines, behind which is a pair more widely separated, directed upward 
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and backward. Supraocular ridge elevated, not sharp, finely granular, with 

preocular and postocular spines. Ridges and spines on head as in A. emmelane, 

but none of the former rough-serrate. Eye large, 3} in head, longer than snout 

and more than twice the interorbital width. Mouth little overpassed by the 
rostral spines, the maxillary reaching slightly behind front of orbit, 3} in 

head. Teeth present on jaws, vomer and palatine. Barbels fewer than in A. 
emmelane. Three are present on maxillary, two of which are at its posterior 

end, the upper much the longer. The third is inserted more anteriorly, behind 
the middle of the maxillary. Eight shorter barbels are present on each man- 

dibular ramus, the posterior only near the joint. Several short barbels on gular 

region, and across series on branchiostegal membranes, usually one barbel for 

each ray. Plates on the body as in A. emmelane, all with sharp spines, which 

are present, though small in the ventral series. Middle of breast with one 
median and two lateral series of plates, all of which bear distinct longitudinal 

keels. The two lateral ridges on breast are the anterior continuation of the 

ventral ridges of the trunk. 

The spinous dorsal begins at the seventh dorsal plate, the last dorsal spine 

articulating with the thirteenth plate. The first and last rays of the second 
dorsal articulate, respectively, with the eighteenth and twenty-fourth plates- 

The dorsal series unite at the thirtieth plates, the median series of nine plates 

thus formed bearing double or bifid spines throughout. The first and the last 

anal rays articulate, respectively, with the sixteenth and twenty-third plates 

of ventral series (excluding the anterior three on breast). The ventral series 

coalesce immediately opposite the union of dorsal series. The anus is opposite 

the interspace between the third and fourth plates. Ventral spines long and 

slender, equaling length of snout and eye. Pectorals equaling length of head in 

advance of opercular joint. Five lower pectoral rays with incised membranes, 

the tips projecting. 

Color similar to A. emmelane, the back and sides with 7 or 8 narrow black 

crossbars, the posterior of which extend faintly on the under surface. The inter- 

spaces on back are somewhat dusky, with lighter vermiculating lines and spots, 

a few of which extend on the bars. The dorsals have a speckled appearance, 

and are darker above the black dorsal bars. Head blackish above, the head and 

body light or slightly dusky below. Ventrals white. Anal white, with some 

black markings along the base of the rays. Pectorals with a wide black bar at 

base, succeeded by a wide white bar, followed by a narrower black bar and 

a narrow terminal white bar. Caudal with a narrow basal bar of black, then a 

narrow white bar followed by a broad black bar, and edged with white. 

Xenochirus latifrons Gilbert. Stations 3665, 3671, 3672. 

Xenochirus triacanthus Gilbert. Station 3664. 

Furcella diaptera (Gilbert). Station 3667. 

Macrourus acrolepis Bean. Station 3670. One taken in a gill net set in 581 
fathoms, vicinity of Monterey Bay. ) 

Lyopsetta exilis (Jordan & Gilbert). Stations 3664, 3665, 3666, 3667, 3671. 

Eopsetta jordani (Lockington). Monterey; Santa Catalina Island. 

Psettichthys melanostictus Girard. Santa Cruz; Monterey. 

Hippoglossina stomata Higenmann & Eigenmann. Stations 3662, 3663. 

Citharichthys sordidus (Girard), Stations 3662, 3663, 3664, 3665, 3668, 3671. 

Parophrys vetulus Girard. Monterey; Santa Catalina Island. 

Lepidopsetta bilineata (Ayres). Station 3664. 

Platichthys stellatus (Pallas). Santa Cruz. 

Embassichthys bathybius (Gilbert). Stations 3669, 3670. One specimen taken in 

a gill net in 278 fathoms, Monterey Bay. ; 

Microstomus pacificus (Lockington). Stations 3669, 3672. 

Glyptocephalus zachirus Lockington. Stations 3669, 3671, 3672, 
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LIST OF DREDGING STATIONS AND THE FISHES TAKEN AT EACH STATION. 

Station 3662, off Santa Catalina Island; 

47 fathoms. 

Zaniolepis latipinnis. 

Tarandichthys tenuis. 

Averruncus sterletus. 

Hippoglossina stomata. 

Citharichthys sordidus. 

Station 3663, off Santa Catalina Island; 

47 fathoms. 

Zaniolepis latipinnis. 

Zaniolepis frenatus. 

Chitonotus pugetensis. 
Tarandichthys tenuis. 

Icelinus quadriseriatus. 

Hippoglossina stomata. 

Citharichthys sordidus. 

Station 3664, off Santa Catalina Island; 

80 fathoms. 

Sebastodes elongatus. 

Scorpena guttata. 

Tarandichthys tenuis. 

Radulinus boleoides. 

Xenochirus triacanthus. 

Lyopsetta exilis. 

Lepidopsetta bilineata. 

Station 3665, off Santa Catalina Island; 

59 fathoms. 

Raja inornata. 

Sebastodes elongatus. 

Sebastodes saxicola. 

Scorpena guttata. 

Xenochirus latifrons. 

Lyopsetta exilis. 

Citharichthys sordidus. 

Station 3666, off Monterey Bay; 68 fath- 
oms. 

Hydrolagus colliei. 

Sebastolobus alascanus. 
Sebastodes elongatus. 

Station 3666, ete.—Continued. 

Sebastodes chlorostictus. 

Lyopsetta exilis. 

Station 3667, off Monterey Bay; 90 fath- 
oms. * 

Sebastolobus alascanus. 

Sebastodes saxicola. 

Furcella diaptera. 

Lyopsetta exilis. 

Station 3668, off Monterey Bay; 39 fath- 
oms. 

Citharichthys sordidus. 

Station 3669, off Monterey Bay; 278 fath- 

oms. 

Polistotrema stouti. 

Chauliodus macouni. 

Sebastolobus alascanus. 

Embassichthys bathybius. 

Microstomus pacificus. 

Glyptocephalus zachirus. 

Station 3670, off Monterey Bay; 581 fath- 
oms. 

Sebastolobus altivelis. 

Macrourus acrolepis. 

Embassichthys bathybius. 

Station 3671, off Monterey Bay; 56 fath- 
oms. 

Sebastodes goodei. 

Sebastodes elongatus. 
Sebastodes saxicola. 

Xenochirus latifrons. 

Lyopsetta exilis. 

Citharichthys sordidus. 
Glyptocephalus zachirus. 

Station 3672, off Monterey Bay; 68 fath- 

oms. 

Sebastodes elongatus. 
Xenochirus latifrons. 

Microstomus pacificus. 

Gly ptocephalus zachirus. 
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NOTES ON THE EXTENT AND CONDITION OF THE ALEWIFE 
FISHERIES OF THE UNITED STATES IN 1896, 

By HuGuH M. SMITH. 

THE ALEWIVES OR RIVER HERRINGS. 

Alewives are the most abundant food-fishes inhabiting the rivers 

of the eastern coast of the United States, and, next to the shad, are 
commercially the most valuable fishes of those waters. Although their 

range is similar to that of the shad—namely, from Maine to Florida— 

they are somewhat more generally distributed; they enter all the rivers 

frequented by shad and also annually visit in large numbers many 

other streams. 

The two species of alewives are very similar in appearance and 

habits, and may easily be mistaken for each other on casual observa- 

tion. ‘They are usually distinguished by fishermen and dealers and 

receive different names, but the identification of individual specimens 

by fishermen is often faulty, as they depend more on the time of the 

run and the denseness of the schools than upon any reliable structural 

or color characteristics. 
The branch herring (Pomolobus pseudoharengus) is found from North 

Carolina northward along the entire coast; if it exists at all in the rivers 
of South Carolina and Georgia it is very rare, and extensive collections 

of fishes in the St. Johns River, in Florida, have failed to disclose its 
presence. It is extremely abundant in Albemarle Sound, Chesapeake 

Bay, Delaware Bay, New York Bay, and their tributaries, and in the 

rivers, ponds, and bays of New England. It appears earlier than the 

other alewife, usually preceding the first run of shad, and ascends to 

the headwaters of streams to spawn. 

The glut herring (Pomolobus cstivalis) is common in the St. Johns 

River, Florida, and is found thence northward along the entire coast 
of the United States, being most abundant in Albemarle Sound and 

Chesapeake Bay. It usually appears, suddenly, about the middle of 

the shad season, coming in enormous schools. It does not, as a rule, 

ascend the streams far above tide water, and spawning takes place at 

a shorter distance from the sea than in the case of the branch herring. 

The branch herring may be readily distinguished from the glut herring 

by the pale lining (peritoneum) of the abdominal cavity, this structure 

being black in the glut herring. Other features by which the two fishes 

may be identified are the deeper body, more elevated fins, and larger eye 

of P. pseudoharengus. 

F. R. 98 3 33 
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The size of alewives taken for the market is quite uniform. The 

average weight is two-fifths or one-third of a pound, the two species 

being similar in this respect. Examples weighing as much as half a 

pound are rare. 

As food-fishes, the alewives are generally regarded as superior to the 

sea herring, being larger and of better flavor, but they are decidedly 

inferior to the shad in food value. There is very little difference in the 

edible qualities of the two species, although the branch herring has 
the reputation of being somewhat better. Many reach the market in 

a fresh condition, but perhaps the largest quantities are salted or 

smoked, smoking being a favorite method of preparation in New Eng- 

land. For use as bait in the line fisheries for cod, haddock, and other 

ground fish, alewives are considered highly satisfactory, and large 

numbers are thus utilized in Maine and Massachusetts. The abund- 

ance and cheapness of these fish make them of almost incalculable 

importance in the coast sections, and in 1896 nearly 150,000,000 were 

sold by fishermen of 14 States for food and bait, besides which large 

quantities were given away at the fishing shores. The average price 

received by the fishermen was one-third of a cent per fish. 

These fishes are known by a large number of names along different 

parts of the coast. In the New England States the name alewife is in 

general use, while in the Middle and South Atlantic States “ herring” 

is the name most frequently heard. The branch herring is known as 

spring herring, branch alewife, gaspereau, wall-eyed herring, hardhead, 

alewife, ellwife, and ellwhop. Among the names for the glut herring are 

blueback, May herring, school herring, summer herring, blackbelly, 

English herring, kyack, cat-thrasher, and sawbelly. 

THE* ALEWIFE FISHERIES CONSIDERED BY STATES. 

Alewives are caught in much larger numbers than any other fishes 

entering the fresh waters of the United States, and among all the fishes 

of American waters are surpassed in this respect only by two species, the 

sea herring (Clupea harengus) and the menhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus). 
They are taken for commercial purposes in every seaboard State from 

Maine to Florida, except Georgia, in which an alewife fishery was 

formerly carried on. Maryland, North Carolina, and Virginia are the 

leading alewife States, although important fisheries also exist in Maine, 
Rhode Island, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, and New Jersey. 

The fishing is prosecuted with pound nets, trap nets, weirs, seines, gill 

nets, fykes, and dip nets; the largest catch is with pound nets and seines. 

In most States special apparatus is employed, but far the larger part 

of the yield is obtained with apparatus set primarily for other fishes. 

In-1896, according to the investigations of the United States Fish 

Commission,* over 2,500 persons were engaged in the alewife fisheries, 

besides many thousand people who operated apparatus in which ale- 

wives constituted an important part of the catch. Over 800 people used 

*See Report U. S, Fish Commission 1897, pp. CXxXV—CXXX. 
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seines, 930 set gill nets, and nearly 500 fished weirs and pound nets. 

In the preparation of the catch by smoking and salting 154 persons 

wereengaged. In Maryland there were 616 alewife fishermen, and in 

Massachusetts 388, while in Maine, Delaware, New Jersey, and North 

Carolina there were more than 200. The following table exhibits in 

detail the distribution of the fishermen: 

Table showing by States the number of persons employed in the alewife fisheries of the 
United States in 1896. 

Fisheries in which engaged. 

Pound- 
a } Shores-|, States. net, < a : Total. 

trap- | Seine. Pe BY cg Dip: Total.*| ™en- etal net. | net. net. 

weir. 

CONN SCH CUE acs ec cease cesest wadiesaecse es lSeterereetetd | 110 By peoroce Seasaee JLB is cacts ses 113 
MBIA WAT 2 seme ln, = wicts mes eeinielaistsaie | 2 126 92 PE eace a PAR Soares 218 
IVAN Bitte s eee ance eeicited nn Ua sens akercters 143 LOW Meee ase 88 237 10 247 
IWRC eS SS ae ee Sees peeeoe oe 114 18 | 478 Gillen ose GIG nas scae5 616 
IMPRSACHUSEtLN Ss ertscs. «5 soe sees shies cr oe 5 223 | Di Ssseaae 121 342 46 388 
IY dele nial Nhs Sacer ea aoqee coe AoSoee 10 ® \oescoee||Sennscd/teoseck UO |lecssasec 10 
INOW SOrsey == 2-2 2.525 o22 Eek baaatmces|asoae see 193 BEG Se tetera meer 2268) ease ske 226 
ING WMO ie So Saag orc hens sess SEE 4 71 Pre cteoe | mcr rte 99) cee Gee 99 
INGrUENC ALONG sae neces ns es ese ones 145 10 LOMA Reo alee cas 165 60 225 
TRG Ghy han he RO Bape a IEE See o Gees ae ee iss| | ey tee 8 See eee A223. 3- 5834 12 
INGO RIE! Céssasssen cseaconsceosecor ee | 28 824 |loccneocinone ceo|leeescoc 60 18 78 
WINFREY cng soe sb pasee a eos 7 soodecouer aes 20 | 13 rae) | asesnal Someace FESS) So necc 288 

Mionbalie esas eeret-€ sas- ee te a See 47 ry 811 930 8 209 | 2, 386 134 | 2,520 

* Exclusive of duplication of those in more than one fishery. 

The boats, apparatus, and other property which may be credited to 

the alewife fishery had a value of $111,000 in 1896. This sum repre- 

sents 1,232 boats, 542 pound nets, trap nets, and weirs, 223 seines, 

1,469 gill nets, 70 fyke nets, and 215 dip nets, together with nearly 

$27,000 worth of shore and accessory property. As may be seen from 

the following table, the largest investment was in Maryland, where 
$26,000 were devoted to this fishery, and where more boats, traps, and 

gill nets were used than in any other State. Massachusetts, Maine, 

and North Carolina rank next to Maryland in the value of the property 

connected with the alewife fisheries. 

Table showing by States the boats, apparatus, and property employed in the alewife fisheries 
of the United States in 1896. 

{ 

‘Pound nets, tra : 
Boats. nets, and Soe | Seines. 

States. = i ees 

No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. Length.) Value. 
4 

Feet. 
SU ONNECHICMi ten antes ane acta cia taie amines el oisialae 31 SGGoN EEE Sere se eae sc 30 | 9,987 | $2,475 
LUGE ae SE eee Se a 101 | 3,290 Gy $150 34 | 7,933 1,314 
WIETHI. 6S ae SSR Sseee SE Eee a ae See eee 223 | 3,495 152 | 8, 240 5 1, 932 257 
skis ican heme es noe meet eae aia nin aioe 355 8, 683 172 | 10, 160 4| 1,920 256 
MiassachUsplthacnatce se sesetcososesc ssaacs 88 | 2,974 1 150 45 | 17,739 3, 075 
New Hampshire 12 155 12 480 2 360 50 
New Jersey 2 z TE Nase 3 etocioc 57 | 30, 642 3, 025 
TAS [ CEN BA od Cl pei le gb = 71 | 1,488 4 260 26 6, 630 1, 380 
Jeeps aT OC OP Wi 0) A TEs is eae eae a 84 | 2,025 130 | 6,505 2 2e775 410 
LG) OTANI CI EW RRB Seaa SSE Se BEOSOe Sp meme 6 | GG peers Poconccd se aesqar|eanspacdtacsscss 
HRHONEP RS aN ue Poon seman Ook hace ee nee 3 610 18 990 16 | 9,600 840 
BRON MR Seis = Sep ts cnn seas tomes keset eel ee 151 2,189 48 1, 435 2 2, 100 225 

PISS ase ee cee bee aeons 1, 232 | 28, 207 542 | 28, 370 223 | 91, 618 13, 307 
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Table showing by States the boats, apparatus, and property employed in the alewife fisheries 
of the United States in 1896—Continued., 

Gill nets. Fyke nets. | Dip nets. | Value of| Total 
Rietacs —« = E shore and} value of 

No. |Length.| Value. | No.| Value. | No.| Value. betty glia 

Feet. 
WONNECUIOUU aaamaa+awani>'a amen ass 3 125 S20 eines cl om epee eee eich ate $470 $3, 648 
BLO OETO acon sees caine teeta 141 | 41,055 | 1,346 | 60 SIS) || see See Ss 1, 795 8, 075 
IATA oe blab ia ene e kp ais cre's on ple eiain e |lacte ee i flato ere eels atte eee al net ee cee 94 $222 5, 369 17, 583 
PRB OU LANIOL iret sta actin iin sieloiane se 860 |141,482 | 5,561 | 10 be ee ee ee 1, 215 26, 000 
Massachusetts ............-..... 10} 2,250 AON | rctate | eerie ae 121 193 12, 958 19, 470 
INGE aN PSHING 2 a0. .her acon hae Uuceenlemece meal me cethe o| mailed ann ce'eine| cam a)|aeteeemms 355 1, 040 
INOW UeESOY = -caocere=-- 2-0 183 | 34, 470 Tame emacs wie lamas lea eaters 800 6, 773 
TNO Nd gas 8 AP eee Aa aneporc 20 | 12,780 660 |.- sate atelallloeeral ws wines 300 4, 088 
North Caroling...........2-.0-=. 70 | 2,100 (CES Recreate ire ase aacre 3, 350 12, 355 
PEDNSVIVANIA 22. ci ces ne wes wel 6 | 5,460 PC et Sees) Eee ea tan oer eee 1, 441 
Sy aete PT a A 8 Se al ae Saal baacin sos eid foe csacecl |< Sg] Isom so 1, 050 3, 490 
WANOINIAie cioensnenn ea tele e taeae 7691, 808-1) SpTBa ic scescc elu arm o| sue com a 300 7, 283 

(Motalovecs kGcueewacneveswe 1,469 |331, 525 | 12,680 | 70 305 /215 415 27, 962 111, 246 

The alewives taken and sold in 1896 numbered nearly 148,000,000, 

weighing 62,000,000 pounds and valued at $459,600. The catch in the 
foregoing apparatus set especially for these fish was much less than in 

the appliances operated primarily for shad. Thus the alewife fisheries 

proper yielded upward of 32,900,000 fish, while in the shad fisheries 

there were over 108,000,000 alewives taken and in other fisheries about 

6,490,000. The participation of the different States in the yield of these 

fish is shown in the table. 

Table showing by States the catch of alewives in 1896. 

In alewife fisheries. | In shad fisheries. 

States. - —— Soe i 

No. Pounds. Value No. Pounds. | Value. 

MONNSOWUOUE «cas cccccnsinc we wccande 2, 084, 406 742, 762 $9, 918 178, 392 69, 357 $580 
IDBIAWARC cuichankveesdunc. «anne eens 1, 484, 850 573, 940 5, 058 622, 540 249, 016 2, 698 
MILOTIOG carina ules coe cnaionisitos aia oc lwereakukoawellenemutet+ cules |moamoomerne 40, 000 16, 000 400 
IMaiin@ ee veshicane ements ac ee caren 4,871,958 | 2, 674, 505 20, 196 404, 781 227, 101 2, 439 
IN ESTATES 0 Me RSIS ROP reese 1, 740, 278 11, 381 | 39, 752,610 | 15, 901, 044 | 114, 489 
Massachusetts 3, 970, 274 85060)... 22)¢5./2c |e ee eee ae eee 
NOMEN DB UIEO. onan cmc n aaa 479, 500 269, 734 BTOD \ccb.aceic ca mais | Srecieciecs a eel Ooo 
INGWHIerHO Ys ssa scp ease ese ccsene= 3,410,640 | 1,915, 572 8,170 | 2,200, 350 943, 727 5, 987 
IB RMOL Kio. seid swonsie cee te Wook: 895, 070 358, 028 4,892 | 1,422, 000 568, 800 6, 333 
Worth Carolinas. 2. éccecccscedocccs 1, 098, 200 439, 280 3,062 | 34, 791,598 | 13,916,640 | 112, 883 
PENNS ULV ARI = @ <cclam uses ninw wissen 97, 000 48, 500 257 | 1,475, 000 590, 000 4,115 
ANON OURIE NU nen ck a= coucenaecceee. 3, 960,920 | 1, 584, 368 23, 641 | 403, 200 161, 280 692 
ROU CON Oetcercies chuiae ese aioe all were sede cere emer cine ain eteratieteen ater 30, 500 12, 200 463 
Wirginia ..css.0= ahd itachi ne 2,907,070 | 1,162, 828 7,189 | 27,178, 547 | 10,871,419 | 55, 264 

Gta Ss. .Sibiete cnak ee eee 32, 960, 999 | 15,480,069 | 131,609 108, 494,518 | 48,526,584 | 306, 343 

In other fisheries. Total. 

States. = + : _ 
No. Pounds. | Value. No. Pounds. | Value. 

Denneuonbesataecasss ioscan s-| 472, 625 189,069 | $1,538 | 2,730,423 | 1,001,188 | $12, 031 
PA ANVANE ie cae t ice koncimes seeas|\s aeicia'es'aiceca alee aaecunce lc meee eine 2, 057, 390 822, 956 7, 756 
SOTO a. encase sea ien e eee orale lee wi alias cinin= oajnnrci sac co bemoecuhe| sects eeeent 40, 000 16, 000 400 
INT HING Yate Sak ews coe lees eee eke eticrs < 961, 100 486, 720 2,701 | 6,237,839 | 3,388,326 | 25,336 
Mar vlan Gaiam gaun- Sci = vate pide ces. 64, 980 25, 993 180 | 44, 168, 286 | 17, 667,315 | 126, 050 
Masgsaohtsette 2.26. o..cscecccewas 2, 675, 237 1, 386, 215 10, 074 | 10,045,926 | 5,356,489 | 45,124 
New Hampshire: . 2-6. oan csens 47, 000 23, 937 250 526, 500 293, 671 3, 045 
INOW Jerseys cs Sdicnasecpsccce mee 733, 050 368, 775 1,408 | 6,344,040 | 3,228,074 | 15,565 
IND W: WOLKE See cost aah uc 211, 470 84, 588 1,378 | 2,528,540] 1,011,416 | 12,603 
INOXCER CSPOLINA Sag fae e terae See ate reiterate mien es cies sco ha Bo ere rete 35, 889, 798 | 14, 355, 920 | 115, 945 
MODNSVLVANIA == sees berth = ans scce =| Vane eee ogc cece | an eieeine 1, 572, 000 638, 500 4, 372 
PERO eG ESIAN Geese as - a ence se eee 828, 280 331, 312 8,551 | 5,192,400 | 2,076,960 | 27, 884 
Bouth Carolinas vecacscck cman cocncl uecoeeeeelleawste eek wanlaen oe ceehe 30, 500 12, 200 463 
Virginia...... Cea eres adens 408, 400 163, 360 571 | 30,494, 017 | 12,197,607 | 63, 024 

TDtal Savane oon aeee neces 6,402,142 | 3, 059, 969 21, 646 147, 857, 659 | 62, 066, 622 | 459, 598 
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In Massachusetts 7,370,000 were taken—more than in any other State; 

in the shad fishery of Maryland nearly 40,000,000 alewives were caught; 

in that of North Carolina nearly 35,000.000, and in that of Virginia 

about 27,000,000. 
The table which follows shows by States the number, pounds, and 

value of alewives caught with each kind of apparatus. Nearly half of 

the yield was taken in pound nets, traps, and weirs, and about two-fifths 

in seines. Only relatively small quantities are obtained with gill nets, 

fyke nets, dip nets, and other minor apparatus. The largest pound-net 

catch, amounting to 25,000,000 fish, was made in Virginia; the largest 

seine catch, aggregating 21,000,000 fish, was in Maryland. 

Table showing by States and apparatus of capture the quantity and value of alewives taken 
in the United States in 1896. 

Pound nets, trap nets, and weirs. Seines. 
States. ——— - - — 

No. Pounds. Value. No. Pounds. Value. 

GonnectlOut)-<:0--0.2-c+ccdsh ens 506, 580 202,651 | $1,635 | 2, 204, 998 790,999 | $10, 276 
WalawAlGsdevcecs ces scssaacetstec 71, 600 28, 640 373 | 1,732, 290 692, 916 6, 223 
TILTED, a5 SE ey eee Ee ES Ore SSE Pet CS Onol HOSE ER neon MAD Sects atc 40, 000 16, 000 400 
Maine ess ee ce tt 2,846,739 | 1,507,872 | 14, 980 433, 500 216, 750 1, 156 
Menem Geecincs)s ciison.- «sar se cin eis 21, 320, 744 8, 528, 298 45, 542 | 21,178,346 | 8, 471, 339 73, 185 
Massachusetts...<2..2...0.0--- 2, 564, 587 1, 331, 202 9, 842 4, 949, 106 2, 629, 525 23, 440 
New Hampshire..-.:........--. 481, 500 268, 359 2, 786 45, 000 25, 312 259 
ING Nie GLROVi« cneie cei clinic 4 «nea 149, 550 74, 775 505 | 6,066,540 |} 3,081,974} ° 14, 253 
NCUA Tilers ate etait a a ares) asiaia 6 sic 254, 990 101, 996 1,998 | 1,913, 550 765, 420 8, 925 
NOTED CATOMUNG.c.<.~ ons se mnenne 18, 080, 214 | 7, 232, 086 55, 542 | 16, 660, 384 | 6, 664, 154 54, 425 
OMNIS VIN GR Mitre e se nnteiaah as a e|saais a psisietann |ianammstslocisialdl|'so=inix memes 1, 475, 000 590, 000 4,115 
ISHOOOLA LANG cence vices weviewnmc’s 1, 823, 330 729, 332 8,771 3, 369, 070 1, 347, 628 19, 113 
PUNE RC TSN TNA setts eater cote ea Pins |lniate samialataiial| pl ulatmisls ajc/—ini|ioieimarmia siete 2, 800 1,120 34 
ALT AN Atte ters eines n ow cid SCiniein = pie 25, 159, 790 | 10, 063, 916 49, 724 3, 208, 357 1, 283, 343 8, 039 

Uy) ee = ae ee ee 73, 259, 624 | 30,069,127 | 191,048 | 63,278,941 | 26,576,480 | 228, 843 

[— —— —— —— — = = — = = 

Gill nets. Fyke nets. 

States. 
No. Pounds, Value. No. Pounds. Value. 

GOOMCOTOM ta rewalileacicwe cece mee. 18, 845 7, 538 S120. Sancadaame|cmeee eeee ees tacoma eee 
IGA WATO ete istnniers iat crests = mls cnnin = 247, 500 99, 000 1, 130 6, 000 2, 400 $30 
IMLS a) IAG ie Spee Heer eee 1, 254, 336 501, 734 
IMABSACHUBCUUGs sie sce ene een 18, 000 10, 125 
INOWILOLEOV: geecicsah cadeciescens 107, 200 60, 200 
BIN © ae Ms OU Rete ete aa am were enmieinia eam 360, 000 144, 000 
NOTH CRTONNG Sc ccc wossccascescic 8, 200 3, 280 
IP@NnSylVAaniay. 22... .cecesseees 97, 000 48, 500 
RrerrCEULC PUTTS LUNA Gite cctefita win cere “o:n/c'e mio-u)| atm 'arsi<ietecaiaieel| hnwimin' ania xncow all hare names 
Wily CO Tee Me oe Seema 2,119, 070 847, 628 

OCA heen cisfusion caicenanet er 4, 230, 151 1, 722, 005 14, 878 367, 110 149, 669 1, 978 

All other apparatus. Total. 

States. Se = = SS ee 
No. Pounds. Value. No. Pounds. Value. 

GEC EU OUTED erciets ec oa 6 ate nia wtih |e miesnig diaa mens |(taleree'a vimim etal Scicaintereiele 2, 730,423 | 1,001, 188 $12, 031 
MUS ONG eet oie tate ae a ata ata ou lle ble wiv icim cinial|Swinidcleia hems meskes omc 2, 057, 390 822, 956 7, 756 
Florida ..... Sea QO CISA TIAGO ACC Cee COO SerSer) CereErrnens 40, 000 16, 000 400 
WIRING ecienwacoes oo ev cacee penenic as 2, 967, 600 1, 663, 704 $9, 850 6, 237, 839 3, 388, 326 25, 336 
Miarglan dies. cM ctocecic vas 109, 000 43, 600 429 | 44, 168,286 | 17,667,315 | 126, 050 
Massachusetts.........---...-.- 2, 514, 233 1, 385, 637 11, 662 | 10, 045, 926 5, 356, 489. 45, 124 
New Hampshire 526, 500 293, 671 3, 045 
New Jersey .--- 6, 344,040 | 3, 228, 074 15, 565 
BRONANGOLIC detatorn dow ehacsep hears 2, 528, 540 1, 011, 416 12, 603 
North Caroling... ccc ccs sce ae 35, 889, 798 | 14, 355, 920 115, 945 
EDUDK VIVANT AE o.<<-s cao eee sn soe 1, 572, 000 638, 500 4,372 
Mhodelelant 22... .+.scsscssccce 5, 192, 400 | 2, 076, 960 27, 884 
MOU ONLOUMN A hal. eejmiaimaianic 30, 500 12, 200 463 
POAT ae Fa eta els Seren alae tertioe sie die |'s sion marca os oe 30, 494, 017 | 12, 197, 607 63, 024 

ME See htt lake 6, 721, 833 | 3,549,341 | 27, 851 (147, 857, 659 | 62,066,622 | 459, 598 
————————$—$—$—$—$—$—$——— 
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THE FISHERIES CONSIDERED BY WATERS. 

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

In the following series of four tables, the extent of the alewife fish- 

eries in 1896 is exhibited by waters; the first table shows persons 

employed, the second the boats, apparatus, etc., used, the third the 
aggregate catch in all kinds of appliances, and the fourth the cateh in 

the apparatus set especially for alewives. 

The alewife fisheries of the Chesapeake Basin are seen to have been 

engaged in by over 900 persons, or more than two-fifths the total num- 

ber of alewife fishermen, the Chester, Potomac, and York rivers being 

most prominent in this respect. 

Table showing by waters the number of persons engaged in the alewife fisheries. 

Fisheries in which engaged. 

un 8 | Pound- | Shaves: 
aters. States. net, : “i Total. 

trap- : Seine. Gir ae Die. otal.*| > 0: | 
net, an ; C 
weir. 

Dennys River.-.----..---- Wines seer fh [eoaose|procas| bosses 8 12 epee 12 
Maohinag WINer- oo. scessecc|e aes: doe eee OT eee eerste tele sete 34 39). 39 
IPENODSCOtMRLVED «=> S25 524/26. 4- AG Reeyetec ec 7310 asec Beecc eecece lest 1 (3 sera 73 
Medomak River-. 22-2 2---|2-2-- Ova aes |e ee aiseeeee seem cinco 4 4 | 2 6 
St. George Iain yl eer Beare Neer OOo secet es. LG Saescclessaes|eeass ii 23 | 3 26 
Bemaquid River =-25s25see\2o-5 Ch seytedg ee) Paco AIABRS ON Ise reed Hiner ce 3 3 | 2 5 
Damariscotta River -..--.---|..--- Gorse .-4--- = BA Bese ome eral earner 4 43 | 3 4§ 
iennohec RVers. -2>--6---|25-. 2 COME Sas ctee ae |B Re eee lg ee eee oleae 1 1 |e 1 
Casco Baye nemo 5-2as25-h<--]5 St GOR See anoes 2 MU | aceac||soseae||Soss5= 12); 2223 12 
Shores of Maine. ...-....--|--...- Ce omens Se gEeee Bec sa4 Seseee meceee 27 PA fe eee 27 
Newmarket River....-.--. New Hampshire 24 beioweioel pemacn|lbacsco laocece DQ \ekowawee 2 
ERO TEDEUIVOL se ceisjs nese ke | eee ae QO bee aes: 8 Ba ie sa cel| pecan tieeicto Sule tee eee 8 
Merrimac: River. .---~----- Massachusetts..|.--...-. AON Secem|lsmoe a=) ses Ai a eset 46 
EsnImtom DRIVEL soos cca. = -.|e = = 2 HOt ee coals cree BY | Pence allsascacloeeses 87 22 109 
Ponds, small rivers, and |..... OO ete eee: 5 87 | ilsectaee 121 206 pat | 230 

creeks. 
Ponds and small rivers.-.--| Rhode Island --. 28 S2 ease Se aceon |eeceae 60 18 | 78 
Connecticut River .....--- Connecticut .-...|.-..---- 110 Ba serwtatal oie eta LAB earesenoene 113 
Shores of Long Island ..- | New York...--- 4 BB) enn onl ccomenliooneme 36) |[Pergasen 36 
Hed SOLE REVAL 2 2.5 2m ashe =25 2 WO ees cee ee oe Sul) eOulscce asl sees ASSGE aeae 63 
Shores of New Jersey..--. New Jersey.-...|°-..---.| 193 GH Gide ed ae | ees 226) eres 226 
Delaware River.....---... ParandDeliee sacl eemesterr 8 BAG ane natee oe QOS ae 92 
Delaware Bay. .--..--------- IDSlaWanelaas sey see dp era ee Re ease 18% | Slee 18 
dsvdianyRiver--2.2-2--s25~4|case Ob scaces oc Pail e234, 7 2 |..---- L20r Se eseee 120 

Chesapeake Bay and tribu- 
taries: 

Bay(SHOLES oc cose — «>> =0m- Marylana....... PP eeeose Pl Neaaeelleccaar S090| eee 309 
Susquehanna River.....|....- GO eeactencleccodere 10 10" || Secsue looses DO sseeeser 20 
AG SRV OR sits nly eae ss = 55) =<e 213 dere eee Gdalsacee [ee sowalenseceleeeeee G35 (sees 63 
Chester Rivers----2=----|+-.-< (1 (i een Se tk mae 8 O09) ee att bosease LOT) | ese eee 107 
Choptank River..--.....|....- OOsscecest sen soc-c eel caeeee 1 Pl RSE Peer Le eee eae 12 
Nanticoke River ........|..-.- CO moe eo e beeree asl 25 AON cmetse 29) cre sae 29 
Wicomico River. ........|.---- GOR se ee eee cone oee loscce 22 sasedu|aesees 7 a) ee 22 
Pocomoke River .....-..|..--- (iG) Sees oss esetsea beac lessee bese Silat ces 8 
Patuxent River -...-----|:---- GU) eens jd eee 7 2 sees LIN eee S28 11 
Potomac River.-.---.--- Ma-tand Viaes--- 26 13 baie eres ear Oi ni| sesoeeee 91 
Rappahannock River--...| Virginia ........].--..-..|------ Al oe aN (Sac fal ae ete 7 
York River and tribu- |..-... Ci reise eseerse eaters 128 ese oeSloec2ss 128) 2 seeece 128 

taries. 
James River and tribu- |..... OOnees ascicc|scactanclsecce TOi| si oec ase ae NG) eooeeee 76 

taries. 
Sassafras River..--..... Maryland.....-.- 74 eeeeerd Roesos\-sss29)|- sascie PAS pence 21 4 [2 SE UE Seat | aes) 2 Senate 

Rotel Se. aces cece ca| made eee seen eee xs 134 31 736 Giieosoe. 904 (Sse eaeee 904 

Albemarle Sound and trib- | North Carolina. . 145 LOS Seeeee online. 155 | 60 215 
utaries. 

Neuse River and tribu- |..... GO sates etes|Beencs eel oeece Os Saeee| See ssc IS osese 10 
taries. 

Granditotals- = cceeeo-| Coe sea e nee eee 471 g1i 930 8 209 | 2, 386 134 2,520 

| 

*Exclusive of duplication of those engaged in two or more branches. 
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The alewife fisheries of the Chesapeake Basin represented an invest- 

ment of $33,283, of Albemarle Sound $12,270, of Taunton River $12,068, 
and of Penobscot River $9,888. The use of traps and weirs for alewives 
was most extensive in the Penobscot and Elk rivers, in each of which 
107 of such appliances were in operation. 

in the Taunton, Connecticut, and Indian rivers. 
Seines were most numerous 

Gill nets were used 

in largest numbers in the Delaware, Indian, Chester, York, and Neuse 
rivers. The employment of dip nets is restricted to the New England 

States. 

Table showing by waters the boats, apparatus, and other property employed in the alewife 
Jisheries. 

Pound 

Boats. rey rap Seines. Gill nets. 

Waters. States. weirs. 

No. | Value.| No. Value. No.| Value.| No. | Value 

| 
Dennys River-----.-...----.---- Maine se acceu=2= 7 b 12" Nike [ie 4450 nee ies el er lace sei 
Min GhinsRINOP secs seu ase as oe smins @oleeanee ce se 22 110} 7 0 en ASaScey Marre alesse, 
PENG DRC OLRIVeM a. =~ 0.4 -e/aine ocs| emacs te ase eee 2A 2NGLOULOM Ik Gso 200 lscele eee eee ee eee 
SbaGeorgerRIVere nama scess cn = =) en =n Ge seaasence 16 160 | 8 480) 5 -- 
Damariscotta River-........---.|---.- (ie Be canher 43 439 | 26 Gi be 
(ORNS Ye(thol SF hee ee ee ee Te €O aes toesnas 10 131} 2 1400) 5 
Shores Of Maine 2c. <-o.<5-se000==0|)-56 €Oy- 2.2228 o52 1 LO Seer | soaeeee 3 
Newmarket River...........---- New Hampshire 2 10} 3 150" eee. 
MU ROLO PUL OL cers cecictsa masismen sxe <| sac GO) se n8 2s =: 10 145} 9 330 | 2 
INEOETIMACHRIVGEs. o'4-2a105200ce% =e Massachusetts. - a Wee aa On| ere ree 6 
UU TOM LY Ol ete 2s one -eeeici= =| oesiere GOs e2eenese= eyes laa Bree eae eee os 13 
Ponds, small rivers, and creeks..|..-...do ------.--. 36 387 | 1 150 | 26 
Ponds and small rivers.....----- Rhode Island ... 33 610 | 18 990 | 16 
Connecticut River. -... E 31 Re Pes Gl eee ae 30 
Shores of Long Island. 20 520 | 4 260 | 20 
Hudson River...-...-.. 51 968) ||SoalSc ees 6 
Shores of New Jersey .- -| New Jersey-..-- MU NelG4. [Soi eee 57 
OIAWATOONIVCD «= .:o-)-5:0005-0e555= Pa. and Del...-. ke 7 lS ee 2 
Wala wane DAY se o<i(-\- a aemce snl Delaware ....-.- 11 TON | Srotere eee ote 2 
AT DIGTIEULV Olea =<: aicjc:sn1a Sas < o's ae clo aroioys GO yaeeee see 38 | 1,415 | 5 150 | 30 

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries: 
Bay Shores |-s-(. j2s 2 2062-6c0555 Maryland......-. VIL | 45.748) 28 2.280 <5 lseas ee 633 | 3,257 
Susquehanna River ........--.|----- Gh) GaSdeee ose 9 PAV se alicmasshe 2 180 27 675 
MWR WOnice met ecieceenie snes te os borers COvssseee2se 285) 1690/07 =} 5.830! |. 22 -leaeweeeseeeer | meena 
Chester River t23.ss-s-2cess--|sese< dO '3= 5552 522 70 B64) [Eee sleececes 2 76 81 712 
Choptanlc Riven. sce-s(-52= (Hose GO 2assceeesi 6 GU Eee See Sore mene eeocece 18 195 
iNanticokGlRiven’.-2.-s-s.ceseelecsns OOisceaescscs 16 BY 1) sell Peers ed bere Pane et 16 150 
DVACOMICOMRIVOR 22h cma Aa oo tae | See dO Ss scccbe 19 UE eid Seccaere nes peace ce 38 197 
(ROCOMOKOURLVER jsf <c5 cncocelee aoe GOtsne- 2 ee 7 yO bee ee Seed aise Se eee 13 40 
Patient) River =. 5.2 2. sas22s5<|s<524 Go wese! esidet 8 195 1G ae eee 30 175 
Potomac River..-2=.-sccs6s0s Md. and Va..... 45 | 1,385 | 53 | 1,660} 2 225 30 | 1,634 
Rappahannock River...--.---- Var iniats. 5.2.5 6 2 ees lpasabed toed loocasce 29 62 
York River and tributaries ...|..... GO so 55220" 69 GOGO ee |Pccee el oselQemane. 70 954 
James River and tributaries-.}..... dope as9-88 38 BOD paaee | os Lack tye Sale 51 694 
Sassailas RIVED +. ceseccccesass Maryland..-...-- 14 S40) sk tt 810 loos. |seonenc|ooseeel meee 

Motale semana ccesana a soaaa| ere se metastaceasse 506 |10, 822 }220 111,595 | 6 481 |1,036} 8,745 

Albemarle Sound andtributaries | North Carolina . 77 | 2,005 |130 | 6,505 | 2 CI eae ere eS 
Neuse River and tributaries ....|..-.- GOMes 225k. el WO) (SE eee See Saleen 70 65 

Grand totallesessese so aee =. || cn tseeae seaeese 1, 232 |28, 207 |542 |28, 370 |223 |13, 307 |1, 469 | 12, 680 
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Table showing by waters the boats, apparatus, and other property employed in the alewife 
Jisheries—Continued. 

Fyke nets. | Dip nets. | Valueof! Total 

Waters. States. ; ; shore and | value of 
z r accessory| invest- No. | Value. | No. Value. | property. ey 

* 

Dennys River......--.-..---------- MAING) snc aries mal) stale=a| ae letetaele 8 $20 $53 $373 
TAO DIAS RAVE? . 5 cane ame aieoe's wiels eel eine ClO eBor eee seca poe ase 34 85 365 735 
PEnODSCOb RLVON pics abiejoea aanJe sais (eRe Reena tases Ropes on| ber callemogesae | 953 9, 888 
WTI Laks) See eee erp oeeaae Ocal lee a= CT angie tod) pegeeial = erage 4 8 220 228 
St: George biver(ers--qi.-5-4- eae aan Ov nancies Baers Aboen nee | 7 14 1, 361 2, 015 
PPO AC TUG RLV OY se iain aloe ora tele niae =| == CO . concn nnne|-ons=|00-000- 3 6 250 256 
Damariscotta River.........--...-. \ erates (V0) Ba ececr- Feo ce ier 10 20 | 1, 980 3, 294 
KOTMEDEO RLV OKs. casls «aiceisisisiosis nieer| stern Owes senecn |nwwc-lonnnnnns 1 De etn auteer 2 
Gascony st:  san-sanenaceeeemins les ey (OEE Ree Boerdl ErintericelOaesnlinecse ac it 605 
Shoresiot Maine)... 52.000. <<sscne05 Benen) (Nin Sear see Seen ossciccs 27 67 110 187 
Newmarket River .-...--.....-.-.- New Hampshire|.....|.---.--.|-----j-------- 15 175 
TE RALOR RV ON 2 seine wc Naiaim csiata im nim aiolepe'n||iniasiate (CTA Sere se Seeded Remserar aac pecemcrse | 340 865 
MMGnTiIMAG DULVOl sane cep acm = see eee Massachusetts..!.....|........|--.-- [S655 oe 96 2, 366 
PanntononiVere acc a= conc te selene cnn lam ne Gt ee ees eer eedacsa Race osteo soe 9, 443 12, 068 
Ponds, small rivers, and creeks -.--.|..-.- iii) nap penne Hone poorer: 121 193 3, 419 5, 036 
Ponds and small rivers .......---.- IRWOdeWslands - -|-- .- laine cwies| = o=|~2 oem 1, 050 8, 490 
Connecticut River 2... --ces0-06---- Gonnectiout <=. -|\-se=slsem ccs sel sleae|lim meee. 470 3, 648 
Shores of Long Island ......--.---. ING Wy OTIC Ee ea terete mais cate | te wtetaetnetei =| eioten pene eee 1,770 
IAS GH RLV OL nce Se atce nd tales einen es] e meee Oo - Sawaal nwie = lame ale on serie simian 300 2, 318 
Shores of New Jersey.-.--..------- INOW JOrsOY, «=< <-| 00 -|oe wean sala -—-clo-se-sm- 800 6, 773 
DSA WAPS EVO ec oe 26 cam oe ciewinie iene Pa.and Del..... eon see el sine rs oper re aesese 4,171 
GLA AIG UDA Visaneiniatstaslen'-'= ans /<1= m\mcare Delaware ....... 6 Aesal Ras seeea Masa esa55aer bonboacas 275 
TOT EEC OR Sool ecs cre chcemeiscmeblate VB cree OO teaseacee 60 PAN Gl esse beecicsicn 1, 795 5, 070 

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries: 
(BAIR OLGS ese remorse eine eee eres 
Susquehanna River ..........-... 
IBSAMUVOR esse wi iacewcemepeecwics 
@hester Rivers. sso lcc ace mmcmrcleme 
@hoptankoRiver 45 -sc6s--<- oo -= 
Nanticoke River ......----.---. 
Wicomico Rivers ic c-- s=scuecos,-- 
PIO COMO KO RULV OL, arto acinasprminisia tes) = 
PBT ROD TL ILVOL G.<nimicivic sew o as mtaie's 
POTOMAC URIV OTe acim oma -- nos oes 
Rappahannock River ..-....-.-.- 
York River and tributaries ..-...- 
James River and tributaries -.... 
DBNNALEAS Ean VOL pose’ enic ee ciacivioe 

Jy Se de SEO SPE EOS BORSA RCO aS aaecr 10 LODE | cae |etee ees 1,515 33, 283 

Albemarle Sound and tributaries ..| North Carolina .|.....|....---.|.--.-|-------- 3, 350 12, 270 
Neuse River and tributaries .....-.|..--- G6 Ear saaaletoce see ee eee atecee ate kates |S nee ners 85 

Grand total ...... BS 8 Selim baoeorrene Gee 40 305 | 215 415 27, 962 111, 246 

Among the streams of New England in which alewives are taken 

Damariscotta River in Maine had the largest catch in 1896, followed 

by the Connecticut, Taunton, Merrimac, St. George, and Penobscot. In 

the middle Atlantic region the basin of Chesapeake Bay (in Maryland, 
Virginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and District of Columbia) yielded 

more than half of the entire catch of the United States. Upwards of 

one-third of the output in this area was taken in the Potomac, which is 
now the leading alewife stream of the country. Second in importance 

is the Susquehanna, after which come the Delaware, Rappahannock, 

Elk, Hudson, Choptank, and Nanticoke. Albemarle Sound with its 

tributaries ranks next to the Chesapeake in the production of alewives. 

More than one-fifth of the aggregate catch of the country is obtained 

in this section. The Chowan, the principal affluent of the sound, has a 

very large alewife fishery, ranking next to that of the Potomac in 

extent. 
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Table showing by waters the aggregate catch of alewives. 

Waters. State. 

PGLOUT RA VEL . c:aiciasoateraiacinelaelsiate ninaicicters ice MAINO. <.2<2)26 cc 
WEN AuRL VOI ss mame octet omc een cmos o cisiniae leer OOeaaste ces 
ICR OUTE AST CAC) aaa eee ee gees De er | aE GO cere ascice 
EMOUSCOUMSIVO!: . 21- acc andctembascesmcess ce sulecnes CGONssi ti. cas 
INIDU OTR MUU OD co 2 eects ance 2 bcs ce caebenn coalesce does. 
COREG MULVOle sc .cst ic wieiccc sige see crene eal eee dort sabes 
RABE NG Re OM ene 2 oss aiaina raw aiaiaisee= acisimenre alls eaiaie CD ecgaebeoss 
Damariscotta River 
Kennebee River 
WASCOMGE Vin na ceerie wien aces 
SINGLES OL MLA Oo civemccie ue winianleibetateclan acare 
IPARCATAC Ue RIVER! <- occ aie neem oe cece esa aes aie New Hampshire 
INEwimnarketRiven ocr cueec etree. ccideccmac|seere UO. gacasas 
HURGUOL AVIV Ole oasie cose ob ane meh ewoenade eecie callasiets » GO seanaasss 
IMGUMIMAG Ueto acct can Eee Coaseueleeciios Massachusetts. . 
Capei\CodiBanse: sce sacoesmentece sober alssacnelbeldes UO eens se 
PRAM COUR tenets «cree eee cee tic oee caicece ae | kates UO tener caee 
Ponds, small rivers, and creeks......-.-.--..|----- CO peace soa 
Shores of Massachusetts.........-...--.---+-|e-e- AO taxieutiotae2 
Winer eniveteer sc coos ct asce ncn ccecaes seas Rhode Island ... 
Bonasrang SMA TIVES o.oo 5 = sean 2 eco nccccmelecine GO™entks nn. 
MUOLOSOL NNOGe BANG... -.cscc ce sci cscs snelniestee MOL hessc.2 a: 
WONNCCHIOHE RLV ORs <odasc as scncscnoecameneves Connecticut ..-. 
ISKISIS IM) el Shs) Eee Se eR OneRIn Cee eer Weber ot Bomar CO seekevea 
PhoresioL, CONNeChICUt =. .h..2- 220s cece bes ee nee ne GOk Re asces 
Bhoresiononpsland soe e-wete eee eaieaeo te INGw Works 22.5. 
IT OSOUM VEN sce se cislnay ace ete ne cclonecoas N.Y.and N.J .. 
New York, Sandy Hook, and Raritan bays..|.--.- 0 teee rerenion 
PUOKesOL NOW ersey. ---).-.cce-t-cscuecence New Jersey....- 
OLA ELGL AV Ole o. vce sone veneer ciccesnkcases N. J., Pa., and 

Del. 
MV GLAWAT OWES) neice msde cieewiccc- et oeneese aes N.J.and Del.... 
MN RNECRV Geese ciicicianic <e camila ee caccaee gtime Delaware ....... 

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries: 
IBEVABOLGS oo Scniccaccee canat easels aata\a'af eayays)|( OVC NIG Wish ere 
DURA MOD AMM AMLVOL. cate cich anen debe cca sone Md. and Pa..... 
MOEbNedstIRIVOY 6 seca ncanoteee secctasse Maryland....... 
TOV TE oe pa ae ee MN, Ae ee RS ie ae a ROmeasesse: 
WHEBTOMPRIVON: sa .26 seat cecal temcicesine seeecalloaeee OGOrseqotececs 
Choptank River and tributaries ...........|.-..- 0 (ISRE ASG 
Nanticoke River Md. and Del .... 
Wicomico River Maryland 
HROCOMOKEURTVED oases fc cee wen edsasheke ule cace Ores eae 
UE OM Lp buy ekee cas sercteeeciaitcm isc neces maleee CO rieiee acess 
IBOLOMAGMUrOnio: = 26 oe cede stati cninn eeemee Md. and Va..... 
Rappahannock River .-..--.2..22.eccccs-s2 Virginian .::..-. 
York River and tributaries...............-|..... EGietsasscec. 
James River and tributaries...............|.---- QO pssess = seer 
Sassafras, ‘lransquaking, and Blackwater | Maryland....... 

rivers. 

ROU ees roc ce co aeseneds a ccceck cere es |adcemaddeddatecaca 

Albemarle Sound and tributaries: 
POMHOINHOLEN Cocsc econ Seeds acc ccuslatseaen North Carolina - 
EAA Ob Ky Eu OLoe nace coe ane che neisoeueullac ss GO cemdcccieier 
POLGMIMANSIRIVOr:- 5 .cetscc ade veccseesnuc|soess dOfessscetzee 
POH ONAN PUL V AL. Seats aja ac hanieiia mnie wialsiniele/aomrn |matorers G0is ees. 
GAN OKOMSLU Elias sactcoth cs dome ntccsete nes al Catone OO' ea anceua ae 

LODE Mee atta ore eo erase ura us miatevare wi cterereiniesala aiarete 

EMO AUATUSOUNG oe scien cic cc wie cae acis ainiate wins lctec’eiae 
PORNO KEI SOUNC veicaaciere ced lcceanscsceecues 
IP AMUICO MOU N Metra ce ck ns x obs cla werere sah aces ane 
Pamlico River and tributaries 
Neuse River and tributaries..........-....-- 
Pee Dee River and tributaries 
Blacks River tie daostast a gat chi aaewe ahtetniclfepe ac 
PHA LOMWLV Glial aerate sialcisiaie acrleeicicae so nce ca aellmearas 
Cooper River and Sampit Creek .............|..--- Ae aw secee 
Pi oeOMNIS RUNVON sac ete rele ames ciclo sis sciaiec wicee WIGMOG sc cccs. =. 

GANG Ota lentes caeises sicicseines ascents |Cnaweblaviese sass sce 

Al 

No. Pounds. Value. 

11, 100 6, 243 $93 
160, 500 90, 280 470 
91, 700 51, 581 570 

617, 60% 308, 844 3, 028 
73, 800 41,512 417 

686, 000 385, 804 38, 014 
206, 000 115, 875 1,100 

2, 472, 100 1, 390, 612 9, 811 
494, 781 277, 726 2, 739 

1, 391, 250 701, 287 3, 771 
33, 000 18, 562 323 
47, 000 23, 937 250 
46, 350 26, 088 270 

433, 150 243, 646 2, 525 
945, 000 472, 500 4, 200 

1, 732, 972 884, 255 5, 479 
1, 897, 478 1, 067, 324 9, 478 

4, 528, 211 2, 480, 450 21, 372 
942, 265 501, 960 4, 595 
403, 200 161, 280 692 

3, 960, 920 1, 584, 368 23, 641 

828, 280 331, 312 3,551 
2, 216, 243 795, 497 10, 850 

4, 200 1, 680 28 
509, 980 204, O11 1, 653 
336, 540 134, 616 2, 840 

2, 192, 000 876, 800 9,763 
930, 800 465, 400 1, 374 

3, 482, 140 1, 955, 234 8, 873 
4, 420, 700 1, 812, 980 11, 044 

221, 490 88, 596 1, 589 
550, 700 220, 280 3, 823 

24, 112, 084 9, 644, 835 61, 709 
10, 864, 000 4, 345, 600 48, 983 

587, 400 234, 960 929 
2, 327, 000 930, 800 3, 834 
1, 219, 160 487, 664 4, 625 
1, 993, 560 797, 424 5, 598 
1, 527, 000 610, 800 4, 339 

173, 300 69, 320 628 
32, 730 18, 092 223 

1, 474, 380 589, 732 4, 008 
24, 437, 885 9, 775, 154 39, 008 
2, 798, 826 1, 119, 530 6, 411 

632, 798 253, 119 3,111 
528, 230 211, 292 2, 539 

2, 321, 600 928, 640 4, 124 

75, 029, 903 30, 011, 962 190, 064 

11, 447, 204 4, 578, 882 34, 671 
829, 000 331, 600 4, 167 
662, 500 265, 000 2, 126 

13, 559, 600 5, 423, 840 36, 715 
4, 177, 000 1, 670, 800 19, 962 

30, 675, 304 | 12, 270, 122 97, 641 

1, 471, 500 588, 600 6, 565 
19, 400 7, 760 81 

1, 137, 334 454, 934 4,112 
501, 204 200, 482 2, 374 

2, 085, 056 834, 022 5,172 
10, 100 4, 040 167 
17, 600 7, 040 264 
1, 800 720 22 
1, 000 400 10 

40, 000 16, 000 400 

147, 857, 659 62, 066, 622 459, 598 
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The alewife catch in different waters with apparatus set especially 

for these fishes is shown in the next table. The Potomac River is seen 

to have the largest yield, closely followed by the Damariscotta, after 

which come the Connecticut, Taunton, Sassafras, Delaware, Merrimac, 
Elk, and Hudson. 

Table showing by waters the number, weight, and value of the alewives taken in the special 
alewife fisheries. 

Waters. State. No. Pounds. Value. 

TOG ST EIG Jose gonone don Sot oeseencosoces IEG noadadande 160, 500 90, 280 $470 
IW GIES) MiG Tee 62 Bopp sSriace Cha en SeOo Scr eOe eo a ORs ocdede 91, 700 51, 581 570 
IRONODRCOURUV GI ae ain cicls ce eeiten see ee sla tale |epieta Gt eagaodecns 606, 158 303, 079 2,971 
NMiedoMmak: River) sctisscai soceeecr ass seeeerers| scene fil aeAnocodse 73, 800 41, 512 417 
Sin George Rivers: 2. -.---6Se.tesea 522580 - <0) 2225" GD ebeosscban 686, 000 385, 804 3, 014 
LEC cee Qing LO PE Ae Se ee son cecr ee negucss sed eaao= GO) geabsososs 206, 000 115, 875 1, 100 
WAMATISCO i AVIV.ODs ss -shee as es aslo eeeasiselee ce doretectccacn 2, 472, 100 1, 390, 612 9, 811 
Krenneheo River!ste ss ac <-eeeaciek~ sacc cme ceelnock dOjsersasssce 90, 000 50, 625 300 
WESCOMB Rye oat ise isnt ccewesebeecscecmincccc|e sss 4 Glen aeaocser 452, 700 226, 575 1, 220 
SHOLGS OL Maine sy ava/nt-ee eketassoecccmes qleeeee Go eislsccese 33, 000 18, 562 323 
Newmarket River:...c.<-s<mcsecssees-s-=a--25 New Hampshire. 46, 350 26, 088 270 
HIXGTOr REVO toad cu cucidutees eeceteeneeensce|scers GO =). tosses 433, 150 243, 646 2,525 
Merrimac Riverseers--- s-eiesone sssccemne cee Massachusetts... 945, 000 472, 500 4, 200 
PRATTON IRL VOL sce ciarncaeliee Sele cule ee emnenlleoeee Gost cesses 1, 897, 478 1, 067, 324 9,478 
Ponds, small rivers, and creeks-.--.------=--|sc=-+ Greek antes 4, 528, 211 2, 430, 450 21, 372 
Ronde and smallirivers . 22202 eae - =~ denim Rhode Island ... 3, 960, 920 1, 584, 368 23, 641 
Connecticut Rivers os .<sese se scee see = see ssace Connecticut ..-. 2, 084, 406 742, 762 9, 918 
Shores of Long Island..-....-....--.----.----- New York .....- 125, 070 50, 028 1, 462 
PADS Orte eC cass ciscnseia sce secseneas scleeees Cie sacs 770, 000 308, 000 3, 430 
Sbhoresiol New Jicrsey: -.22:c2c-ccccse soos ese New Jersey...-. 3, 410, 640 1, 915, 572 8,170 
Delaware IRIVER Ges: a2 a2 24 sealeeksine ose secee Pa. and Del ...-- 972, 000 398, 500 1, 457 
DIE Wenge 8) fe oem ns on nebnsao ss bbeseecsSseeer Delaware ...-..- 9, 150 3, 660 35 
Madian River se cece aac cere ea sae se occiatac mals cc's s | Se atee Gh eeor cceoec 550, 700 220, 280 3, 823 

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries: 
He awaN HOLES eee seis se natees cecealaiam(sninistern/<7= 1, 387, 816 555, 126 4, 549 
Susquehanna River A d 125, 000 50, 000 430 
LIK RG ee oe onoseood 900, 000 360, 000 1, 413 
WHOESTEVIRIVERs 2- = oss sans oer ene oe Ad! 185, 460 74, 184 1, 239 
Choptank River ------)-ssccers <---> 1 ote : 18, 000 7, 200 134 
WanticokelRiver..2<...440ceen aseceseceens o- eran 112, 600 45, 040 474 
NVACOMIGOMRIVED occc cbse cee aces ei dasinn Lf 40, 140 16, 056 182 
POCOMOKCURLVOL-a-.525-see cet non ee sae aame 7, 180 2, 872 62 
LEON TD alta 2c hs) ae ee A aS Oe Sa 60, 500 24, 200 159 
IPOtOMAC RIVER sd.22 22 22 che Ua Sebo e eeeaese Ma. and Va...--. 2, 713, 000 1, 085, 200 4, 989 
Rappahannock River .............-.------- Virginia ......-- 33, 000 13, 200 143 
York River and tributaries...........----.-|--..- G0. 22 eeceas 236, 690 94, 676 1, 534 
James River and tributaries.........-..-.-.|.---- DOnwacecense 217, 380 86, 952 1, 036 
SHERRI) ISG oooccocoacdoossoeaces 9000s Maryland......-. 1, 221, 000 488, 400 2, 226 

Total Cees Bae pe ea gga er SL eG s hse aoe 7, 257, 766 2, 908, 106 18, 570 

Albemarle Sound and tributaries.......-.--- North Carolina. 1, 090, 000 436, 000 2,994 
Neuse River and tributaries.........-.------|----- Ow elaaenstoe 8, 200 3, 280 68 

GrandktotalesSss ssaeee seniees = eaidc Se ee clo emaeeae ese cen ee 32, 960, 999 15, 480, 069 131, 609 

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF THE CATCH. 

In the following table the quantity and value of the alewlfe catch are 

exhibited for three seasons separated by intervals of eight years. Some 

of the States show a larger yield in 1896 than in either 1888 or 1880, 

and the total output in 1896 is considerably in excess of that for the 

previous years. In the New England and Middle Atlantic States the 

inerease since 1880 was constant and marked, but in the South Atlantic 

region there was a smaller catch in 1896 than in the earlier years. 

Especially noteworthy changes were the increase in Maryland from 
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9,000,000 pounds in 1880 to over 17,600,000 pounds in 1896, and in Vir. 
ginia from 6,900,000 pounds in 1880 to 12,197,000 pounds in 1896, and 

the decrease in North Carolina from 15,500,000 pounds in 1880 and 
20,000,000 pounds in 1888 to 14,355,000 pounds in 1896. 

Notwithstanding a general increase in 1896 amounting to 16,382,000 

pounds over 1880 and 5,908,000 pounds over 1888, the value of catch 

was less than in either of the earlier years. The average price of ale- 

wives per pound in 1896 was 0.7 cent, while in 1888 it was nearly 0.9 
cent and in 1880 1.1 cents. 

Comparative statement of the catch of alewives in 1880, 1888, and 1896. 

1880. 1888. | 1896. 
States. = eae 

Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. Pounds. Value. 

New England: 
Minion te Some ies 1,804,202 | $35,823 | 3,079,994 | $30,103} 3,388,326 | 25,336 
Neweblampshire-.----2+-s----- 425, 000 8, 500 146, 750 3, 080 293, 671 3, 045 
Massachusetts .......-..------- 3, 751, 059 35, 802 | 6, 291, 937 83, 530 | 5,356, 489 45, 124 
Ode plslan dee seen ccc csi 2, 978, 000 14, 460 1, 739, 300 21, 165 2, 076, 960 27, 884 
Gonnceoticut ) 225-23: cascoc- ee === 770, 000 8, 700 125, 200 1,253 | 1,001,188 12, 031 

Mota liseace nace adem secieewesee 9, 728, 261 | 103,285 | 11,383,181 | 189,181 | 12, 116, 634 113, 420 

Middle Atlantic: 4 ea 
ING WM OL BS Meenas ce cefecise ed cain 250, 000 3, 750 223, 000 2,670 | 1,011, 416 12, 603 
INewzdlerseygnenece senso eeeeae 1, 200, 000 17,335 | 2,717,520 26,924 | 3,228, 074 15, 565 
JeGminsy AVA eee boonoeae on scoo|bpasa soSooo)ocsseseccs 811, 657 8, 365 638, 500 4,372 
WM Glawareces sic ccc Doauisenisie ne 2, 396, 700 30, 475 941, 986 10, 925 822, 956 7, 756 
WihiaybyeG lee oeeaosocamepsesnoce 9, 128, 959 139, 667 | 12, 835, 524 110, 291 | 17, 667, 315 126, 050 
WAR SINL Asse ce ecmacse ate wacen 6, 925, 413 76,300 | 6,757, 105 40, 369 | 12, 197, 607 63, 024 

TNA scons Se oe ey ee 19, 901,072 | 267,527 | 24,286,792 | 199, 544 | 35,565,868 | 229, 370 

South Atlantic: 
North Carolina.......... HORE 15, 520, 000 142, 784 | 20, 463, 340 161, 673 | 14, 355, 920 115, 945 
HoOduh Carolinaesc. sn <seostwaee se 409, 000 QNO0O Saataecaee case meciec.es 12, 200 463 
GeOrPlaie es} seccscccscceseacaes 125, 000 3, 750 24, 360 365i loose cenaeue | sine etersiomtats 
Mle wpe ooo Soak sa, pts vewews 10, 000 Cig Rae SiO i ee kane 16, 000 400 

PROtA ees seis oS eme.s csiceonee 16, 055, 000 155, 734 | 20, 487, 700 162, 038 “14, 384, 120 116, 808 

Grand! totalses:s 51sec <=: 45, 684, 333 | 526,546 | 56,157,673 | 500,713 | 62,066,622 | 459, 598 
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INTRODUCTION. 

WASHINGTON, D.C., June 29, 1898. 
On May 6, 1897, the United States Fish Commission received a com- 

munication from Hon. Adolph Meyer, M. C., inclosing the following 

concurrent resolution of the legislature of Louisiana: 

Be it resolved by the house of representatives of the State of Louisiana, and the senate 

concurring, That the United States Fish Commission be requested to investigate 

in the oyster-spawning season and report to this general assembly before its next 

session the exact season of the oyster spawning in this State and all other facts 
respecting the same, and whether or not the present existing laws are not injurious 

to the oyster industry of this State. 
S. P. HENRY, 

Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

R. H. SNYDER, 

Tieutenant-Governor and President of the Senate. 

Murpuy J. Foster, 
Governor of the State of Louisiana. 

JOHN T. MICHEL, 

Secretary of State. 

Pursuant to this request, and in view of the importance of the Louisi- 

ana oyster industry, it was decided to undertake an investigation of 

the subject, and Dr. H. F. Moore, of this Commission, was directed to 

visit Louisiana in August and September, 1897, for the purpose of 

making some preliminary inquiries, and the steamer Fish Hawk, Lieut. 

Franklin Swift, U.S. N., commanding, was dispatched to the State in 

February, 1898, to conduct a more extensive examination of certain 

oyster-grounds. The accompanying report, based on the investigations 

thus made, has been prepared by Dr. Moore, who accompanied the ves- 

sel and was charged with the consideration of the biological aspects of 

the work. It was the intention of Lieutenant Swift to write the report 
on the reconnaissance made by the Fish Hawk, but before he could do 

so he was detached from the Commission and assigned to naval duty. 

GEORGE M. BOWERS, 
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries. 
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REPORT ON THE OYSTER-BEDS OF LOUISIANA, 

By H. F. Moors, 

Assistant, United States Fish Commission. 

Within recent years several investigations of Gulf coast oyster- 

grounds have been made by the United States Fish Commission, but 
none of these related to the waters of Louisiana. Upon the receipt of 

the request from the general assembly for information concerning the 

oyster-beds of that State, the writer was ordered to Louisiana for the 

purpose of determining certain facts relating to the question of close 

seasons, and to make an examination preliminary to a more careful and 
extended investigation by the steamer Fish Hawk later in the season. 

A period of about fifteen days in August and September was spent in 

the oyster regions of St. Bernard, Plaquemines, and Terrebonne parishes, 

and as a result it was decided to confine the contemplated survey to 

the St. Bernard region as offering better facilities for the character of 

work which it was desired to undertake. The Fish Hawk was not avail- 

able until February 1, from which time until February 24, when she 
left in order to begin her regular work of shad-hatching, the field work 

was prosecuted vigorously aud continuously, except when interrupted 

by stormy weather. 

Owing to the shallowness of the water the Fish Hawk could not be 

used for active duty in the survey, and she was therefore anchored as 

close as possible to the oyster-beds and used as a base of operation 

for the launches, at first off the northern entrance to Grand Pass, and 

afterwards, during the greater part of the work, off the mouth of 

Three-mile Bayou. The work was often performed at a distance from 

the ship, and much time was unavoidably lost in running to and from 

the scene of the day’s operations. Should a complete oyster survey of 

the region be attempted in the future, it could be much facilitated by 

employing several light-draft vessels, which could be worked into the 

marshes and used as quarters for the field parties on the launches. 
It was originally intended to make a thorough and complete survey 

of the oyster-beds of St. Bernard Parish similar to that which was 

made by the Fish Hawk in Apalachicola Bay, but this plan was aban- 

doned when it was found that the time at the disposal of the party was 

to be solimited. Many of the stations established by the Coast Survey 

have been obliterated or washed away by the storms, and it would 
have required more time than was available for the entire work to 

erect and cut in the signals necessary to a proper survey. Contrary ta 

F. R. 98——4 49 
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expectations, it was found that the topography in general had not 

undergone many important changes since the survey upon which the 

Coast Survey charts were based, and the several points could be iden- 
tified and located with sufficient accuracy to suit the purposes of a 

reconnaissance. 
The plan finally adopted was to run lines of timed soundings from point 

to point, so as to cover the intervening waters by series of intersecting 

zigzags. As the lines were rarely over 2 miles in length, the position 

of any given sounding could be approximately determined by its time, 

the time of beginning and ending the line being noted, arfd the speed 
of the launch being nearly uniform on each series of soundings. Most 

of the important beds were also located by compass bearings from 

charted points. The charted areas of the beds, as well as their posi- 

tions, are but approximate; but it is believed that the aggregate is 

measurably near the truth, although individual beds might prove some- 
what greater or less in extent than appeared from the hurried exami- 

nation which it was possible to make. The soundings were made by 

means of the sounding pole devised and used by Lieutenant Swift in 

the survey of Apalachicola Bay, and described in his report upon the 

oyster-beds of that vicinity. Owing to lack of time no effort was 
made to determine with exactness the number of oysters to the square 

yard, as is done in a regular survey, and the terms “dense,” ‘‘scatter- 

ing,” and “very scattering” are relative in their application to this field 

only. Dense and scattering beds are such as can be worked with profit 

by means of tongs. ‘ Very scattering” beds are shown on the chart with 

some ambiguity—in a few places, especially in the lagoons, denoting 

a growth, which it hardly pays to work, sparsely distributed over the 

entire bottom; in other places, as in the northern part of West Karako 

Bay, representing small beds more or less dense, distributed at irregu- 

lar intervals, and in the text described as “scattered in patches,” or in 

somewhat similar terms. Such beds can be worked with profit. 

The investigation in St. Bernard Parish was under the direction of 

Lieut. Franklin Swift, U. S. N., commanding the Fish Hawk. The 

hydrographic field work and the location of the oyster-beds was carried 

on by Mate J. A. Smith, U.S. N., and by Mr. Eugene Veith, of the 

steamer Fish Hawk. 

After the Fish Hawk concluded the reconnaissance in St. Bernard 

Parish, the writer was instructed to make an examination of the oyster- 
grounds of Louisiana west of that region. In pursuance of the latter 
purpose, he left the ship at Bay St. Louis upon its departure for the 

north on February 25, and proceeded to several places in Plaquemines 

Parish, where boats were hired, and all the principal natural beds and 

planting-grounds were examined. At Grand Isle, on Barataria Bay, a. 

lugger was secured and an examination made of all the oyster-grounds 
in the vicinity, after which a cRuise was made to the westward, under 

the guidance of men familiar with the region, as far as Morgan City, all 

of the oyster regions, with the exception of the upper waters of Terre- 
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bonne Bay, bemg visited en route. No attempt was made to chart or 

locate even approximately the individual beds examined on this brief 

tour, but their general character, present condition, and future pros- 

pects are reported upon in the following pages. 

The writer acknowledges his indebtedness to Col. F. C. Zacharie, 

Hon. E. McCullom, Hon. Adolph Meyer, and Hon. 8S. P. Henry for 

valuable assistance and information, and to Mr. F. F. Hansell for the 

use of his yacht in visiting the St. Bernard beds in August, 1897, 

THE NATURAL OYSTER-BEDS OF ST. BERNARD PARISH. 

General description of the region.—The area embraced within the limits 

of the reconnaissance made by the Fish Hawk, and shown upon the chart 
accompanying this report, does not include all of the oyster-grounds 

within the parish of St. Bernard. Field work was pushed into the inte- 

rior waters lying southwest of Indian Mound Bay and Southwest Pass, 

and known to the oystermen as Treasure Bayou, Mussel Bayou, Flat 

Bay, etc., but the lack of a chart of this region approaching even 

approximate correctness has made it seem inadvisable to attempt to 

plot the oyster-beds found there, though they are described in general 

terms in the text. South of Drum Bay, in which lie the southernmost 
of the charted beds, are extensive areas of good oysters stretching 

to the parish line at Mozambique Point, but these were not examined, 

owing to lack of time. We were informed that notwithstanding their 

extent and the good quality of the oysters they were not extensively 

worked, on account of their inaccessibility as compared with other beds 

ot St. Bernard Parish, and for this reason it was considered that, for 

the purposes of the investigation, it was not advisable to devote to 

their examination time which could be more profitably spent in the 

study of those beds which were in active use and which therefore pre- 

sented problems of more immediate vnportance. In this connection 

incidental mention may be made of the gregariousness and the general 

lack of enterprise of the oystermen of this district, who, in the latter 

part of the season, often spend upward of two weeks in loading their 

boats in Three-mile Bay, rather than leave their fellows and familiar 

ground to sail 20 or 30 miles to the southward, where they claim they 

could secure their fares in three or four days. 

The district covered by the field work extends from Mississippi 

Sound on the north as far as Morgan Harbor on the south, and from 

Chandeleur Sound to the zone where the water becomes of such slight 

salinity as to be fatal to oyster life. Within the limits of the reconnais- 

sance this zone accords approximately with the meridian passing through 

Lake Borgne light-house, in Mississippi Sound the oysters extending a 

mile or two west of that limit, while in the marshes they are all east of 

the line. The area covered by the reconnaissance was about 200 square 

miles, comprising a large part of the ‘Louisiana Marsh.” The land 

is low, rarely rising more than 18 inches above the level of ordinary 

high water, but in a few cases shell-banks have been thrown up by 
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wave-action, thus producing the maximum land elevations, in no case, 

perhaps, more than 3 or 4 feet above tide. During storms the entire 

land area may be flooded, and in the disastrous hurricane of 1893 it 

was covered by from 8 to 12 feet of water. The soil is a stiff mud or 

blue clay, covered with a sparse growth of coarse grasses and scattered 

tufts of Salicornia. Along the bayous there are clumps of mangrove 

bushes, but with the exception of several crab trees on Mudgrass 

Island, there is probably not in the whole dreary expanse a plant 

reaching a height of 10 feet, nor is there a single human habitation. 

The land constitutes a low-lying archipelago of irregular islands 

separated from one another by shallow bays, muddy lagoons, and _tor- 

tuous bayous, the area of the water being somewhat greater than that 

of the land. The bayous are of two classes, rather broad, short, deep 

passes, like Nine-mile Bayou, Three-mile Bayou, and Deep Pass, which 

serve as the main avenues of tidal flow to and from the interior bays, 
and long, narrow water-courses which characteristically run lengthwise 

of the islands, as is seen in the cases of Door Point Bayou, Dead Man 
Bayou, etc. The bayous of the first class have generally a depth of 

from 18 to 42 feet, those of the second class from 5 to 12 feet, and all are 

more or less obstructed by bars across their mouths. The bottoms of 

the bayous are almost invariably composed of soft mud. 

The bays, with the exception of several of those opening into Chan- 

deleur Sound, communicate with the outer waters by narrow mouths. 

Their floors are comparatively level and, with one or two exceptions, 

are composed principally of soft mud, with scattered patches of hard 

mud and sand, usually so small in area as to be negligible in plotting 

the soundings. The depth of water is generally from 3 to 6 feet, 

although in some of the bays, particularly those to the eastward, there 

are channels through which a considerably greater depth can be carried. 

The lagoons are very shallow, small-mouthed, blind bays, like Blind 

Pass and Grecque Bayou, with soft bottoms largely exposed as mud 

flats at low water. 
Blind Pass, Nine-mile Bayou, and False-mouth Bay.—Blind Pass 

marks the western extension of the oyster in the marshes on the south 

side of Mississippi Sound. It is a shallow lagoon communicating on 

the north with Mississippi Sound, on the east, by a narrow but deep 

cut, with Nine-mile Bayou, while to the southward a tortuous bayou 

establishes communication with False-mouth Bay. It consists largely 

of a mud-flat, exposed at low water, with oysters of rather inferior 

quality sparingly scattered over the bottom. 

Nine-mile Bayou is about 24 miles long to its main entrance into 

False-mouth Bay and has a width of from 100 to 300 yards. At its 

mouth there is a depth of about 18 feet, which rapidly shoals outwardly 

to 63 or 7 feet. In the bayou the depth ranges from 17 to 39 feet, the 

average being about 24 feet. The bottom is soft, excepting that portion 

lying opposite the small island at the southern end, where hard mud 

was found. There are no oysters in this bayou. 
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False-mouth Bay covers about 11.5 square miles. It connects with 

Mississippi Sound by means of Nine-mile Bayou, and to the eastward 

opens by a wide mouth into the passage between Raccoon and Mud- 

grass islands. The bottom is composed of hard mud of a somewhat 

clayey character, resembling that on the surrounding islands. The 

depth is almost uniform, in the northeastern part being from 5 to 33 

feet and elsewhere from 4 to 5 feet. The density in the middle of Feb- 

ruary varied from 1.0048 to 1.0066 in the several parts of the bay, the 

temperature at the same time ranging between 16.5° C, (61.7° F.) and 

19° C, (66.29 F.). The water is less saline than elsewhere in the marsh, 

owing to its proximity to the main sources of fresh water, the Pearl 

River and the discharge from Lake Pontchartrain. 

There are very few oysters in False-mouth Bay, and those disecvered 

by the reconnaissance were found fringing the three islands shown on 

the chart, as a scattering growth of single oysters of fine shape, round, 

deep, and about 6 inches long. The amoynt of young growth was 

small, a few oysters about 2 to 24 inches long being found attached to 

the old ones, to clam shells, and lying singly on the mud. A very small 

amount of spat was attached to the clam shells which fringe the north- 

east shore of the southernmost island. All of these oysters, both large 

and small, were extremely fat, but their flavor was insipid owing to the 

low salinity of the water. The oystermen state that the oysters are 

always fatter here than on the beds to the eastward, and that they are 

kept ‘‘cleaned up” by the boats which aim to carry the best oysters to 

the New Orleans markets. It is the custom of the oystermen to paddle 

around the shores when the water is clear and smooth and pick up with 

nippers the oysters which can be clearly seen. In December, 1897, a 

small bed was found in the northern part of the bay, but a number of 

boats went to work upon it and within a few days it was reduced toa 

state of practical extinction and we were unable to find any remnant 

of it. 

An examination of the bottom by means of the dredge and tangles 

showed it to be remarkably clean and free from débris of all kinds. A 

few crabs of small size, several species of lamellibranchs, and numerous 

worms were the only living forms found on the hard bottom. HKnemies 

are probably extremely rare, although it is possible that the drumfish 

might cause damage upon beds of planted oysters. The conch was not 

found at all, although it is not uncommon in the neighboring waters 

of Three-mile and Nine-mile bays. The boring-clam (Martesia) is com- 

mon, but it is less abundant than in the more saline waters, and in any 

case it would not prove detrimental to the oyster. 

It seems probable that the scarcity of oysters in False mouth Bay is 

due in a large part to the lack of suitable places of attachment for the 

spat, and if this be so there is but little doubt that productive beds 

might be established by planting shells, together with a sufficient 

number of brood oysters to furnish fry. We found here the largest 

area of firm bottom discovered anywhere within the limits of the recon- 
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naissance. In most other parts of the district the hard bottom is dis- 

tributed in small patches, lying like islands in the midst of soft mud, 

but in False-mouth Bay the shells and seed could be deposited almost 

anywhere without danger of becoming engulfed. The amount of oyster 

food is larger than almost anywhere else in the district, the average 
number of diatoms in each liter of water 1 foot above the bottom being 

about 22,000, The extreme fatness of the oysters is also ample evidence 
of the abundance of food, although, of course, the amount available 

for each individual would become less if planting were extensively 

undertaken. The chief drawback to planting lies in the low salinity, 

which, as before stated, detracts from the flavor of the oyster, and if 

not corrected during the spawning season would also militate against 

the production of young. Without doubt, however, there is an increase 

in the density during the late spring and summer, when fry abound. 

Material to serve as cultch or collectors for the attachment of the young 

oysters might be obtained from the island in the extreme southern part 

of the bay, where the shore is covered by a mass of clam shells more 

or less finely broken up. The smaller particles of shells are too small 

for use, as the action of the storm waves in the shoal waters of the 

bay would tend to carry them away; but many of the shells are entire, 

and these, together with the larger fragments, should make excellent 

culteh. 

Nine-mile Bay.—This body of water lies east of Pirate Point and 

west and northwest of Raccoon Island. It is continuous with Three- 

mile Bay to the eastward, and in its northwest corner it communicates 

with Nine-mile Bayou by a channel in which the depth varies from 10 

to 21 feet. 
North of Nine-mile Bay and in communication with it lies South 

Bayou, a lagoon-like body of water, very shoal and with no oyster-beds. 
The depth of water in the bay is between 4 and 5 feet, and the bottom 

is composed principally of soft mud. The density on February 14 was 

about 1.0060, and the temperature at the same time was about 17° C, 

(62.6° F.). The oysters are obtained principally in the eastern part, 

between Raccoon Island and the opening to South Bayou, being gen- 

erally single, much scattered, and of rather good shapes. These beds, 
like those in Three-mile Bay, are much worked, and late in the season 

are composed principally of cullings. There is a small bed of scat- 

tered oysters just off the southeast point of Pirate Point, which appears 

to have been established, or at least largely sustained, by artificial 

means as a result of bedding oysters for “fattening” purposes, the 

culled young growth and shells being carefully returned to the water to 

serve as seed and cultch, the product of which becomes available for 

market in subsequent seasons. This place is claimed by oystermen to 

possess remarkable properties as a fattening- ground, but as the oysters 

are brought from the denser waters to the eastward and exhibit their 

improvement within 24 hours from the time of bedding it is probable 

that the process is one of bloating rather than of fattening. 
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small bed of oysters is found in the southeastern branch of Nine- 

mile Bayou, about the middle of the second reach from Nine-mile Bay, 

on the west side of the channel. It is from 30 to 50 yards long, and 

extends to about the middle of the bayou. It contains some single 

oysters of good shape and quality and many dead shells. 

Three-mile Bay.—Three-mile Bay is the most important oyster region 

in St. Bernard Parish, not because its beds are more extensive than 

those of other parts of the Louisiana Marsh, but because of its accessi- 

bility from New Orleans and the cities on Mississippi Sound. Nearly 

all of the boats enter the marsh at Three mile Bayou, whatever may 

be their ultimate destination, and it is to this place also that oyster- 

freighters resort to secure their fares from the luggers and other craft 

engaged in the active work of oystering. 

Three-mile Bay lies between Three-mile Bayou (by which it commu- 

nicates with Mississippi Sound) on the north and Raccoon Island on the 

south, its eastern and western limits being Nigger Point and Shell Point, 
respectively. It covers an area of about 7.3 square miles. In Three- 

mile Bayou the depth of water reaches a maximum of about 40 feet, 

the channel gradually shoaling as it enters the bay, over the greater 

part of which the depth ranges from 4 to 6 feet. In some places a 

depth of 3 feet or less is to be found, but in general such shoal spots 

are less common than in West Karako Bay. The average density of 

water during February was about 1.0065, and the temperature was about 

17° C. (62.69 F.). 

The bottom is composed of mud of varying degrees of softness. 

There are a few small areas of hard bottom, but these are principally 

upon old oyster-reefs, and are now used by the oystermen as beds on 

which to deposit their catch pending the completion of their cargoes. 

The softest bottom is found in the southern part of the bay near Rac- 

coon Island, where the mud is entirely too soft to utilize for planting, 

but places in the center of the bay might be used, although on account 
of the danger of suffocation in the mud the oysters could not be planted 

very thickly. The amount of oyster food contained in the water is 

large, and, especially in the northern part of the bay near the inlet, the 

currents are comparatively strong. Originally, we were informed, the 

natural oyster-beds in this bay were dense and extensive, but as a 

result of the persistent ‘‘ working” to which they have been subjected 

during the past few years the dense, well-defined reefs have entirely 

disappeared, and have been replaced by a scattering growth of more 
general distribution. The clusters are kept broken up by the process 

of culling, with the result that the separated oysters show considerable 

improvement in shape, condition, and flavor over their original state. 

They are usually either single or in clusters of from two to four; they 

are rather elongate, moderately fat, of fair flavor, and comparatively 

free from extraneous growths, such as mussels and alge. On the very 

soft mud near Raccoon Island, in the southern part of the bay, the 

oysters are extremely long and in clusters overgrown with mussels. 
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Early in the season and until about January or February there is a 

rather large proportion of marketable oysters, but later these become 

caught up, leaving practically nothing except dead shells, spat, and 

young growth. This was essentially the condition of the beds at the 

time of our examination, and after the middle of February it took about 
three times as long to catch a barrel of oysters as it did early in the 

season, and in the latter part of the month most of the fleet which had 

been oystering there were forced to move farther into the interior. By 

the time the next season opens many of the young oysters which have 

been culled off will have reached a suitable size for market, and the 
providence of one year thus insures the plenitude of the next. Were 

it not for the moderate care with which the oysters are culled and the 

young ones and the dead shells returned to the beds whence they were 

taken, it is impossible that these beds should have so long sustained 

the demands made upon them. Were it the custom here, as it is in 

certain other parts of the State, to carry off the young for seed, the 

phenomenon of the annual recuperation of beds previously exhausted 

of their marketable stock would not be witnessed. 

Not all of the boats cull their catch as carefully as they should. 

Those which carry their oysters to New Orleans and other markets for 

sale as “shell stock,” from motives of self-interest exercise due care, 

for imperfectly cleaned and separated oysters bring a lower price than 

those which are well culled and free from extraneous growths of bar- 

nacles, mussels, and young oysters. The chief difficulty is with those 

boats which catch oysters for the canneries, located principally without 

the State, where the presence of small oysters is not objectionable. 
It is reported that dredges have worked in Three-mile Bay, but the 

conditions are such that it is probable that this practice was never 

extensive. 

West Karako Bay.—West Karako Bay embraces about 9 square 

miles, included between Crooked Island and the land masses embracing 

Johnson Bay and its connections, and between the Raccoon Islands 
and Shell Island. Its greatest extent is east and west. The bottom 

resembles that of Three-mile Bay, being composed principally of soft 

mud with patches of hard mud at wide intervals. The depth over most 

of the bay ranges from 4 to 6 feet, but there is a maximum depth of 

84 feet in the channel running from Dead Man Island to the cut north 

of Shell Island, and there are also a number of shoal spots upon whieh 

the depth is less than 3 feet, these shoals usually being covered with 

oysters. The average density of the water is about 1.0065. 

The oyster-beds in this bay are more extensive than in Three-mile 

Bay, and there are also several well-defined reefs which can be charac- 

terized as dense. One of these lies south of Dead Man Island and two 

others lie west of Shell Island, about opposite its northern and south- 

ern points, respectively. The oysters on these reefs are of moderate 

size and in clusters of from 6 to 20. North, northeast, and east of Dead 
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Man Island, as far as the mouth of Picnic Bayon, are patches of scat- 

tered oysters in clusters. No attempt is made to indicate either 

their size or location on the chart, although they are shown in toto 

over the area mentioned. There are other beds of scattering growth, 

the limits of which are better defined, and these are plotted with some 

approximation to correctness. All of these oysters are of the same 

general character, being in clusters of from 6 to 20, rather thin-shelled 

and elongate, approaching in general the raccoon type, and in some 

parts of the bay they appear to be more or less imbedded in the mud. 

They are to some extent clothed with brown alga, especially in that 

part of the bay lying east of Dead Man Island, and many of the clus- 

ters bear a few mussels and barnacles. The amount of young growth 

is large. At the time of the examination most of these oysters were 

but moderately fat, and some of them were quite poor. They show 

many of the features exhibited by virgin beds, and their quality would 

doubtless be improved by more extensive working, provided that proper 

culling methods were practiced. West Karako Bay is resorted to by a 

number of boats, especially by those engaged in taking oysters for the 

canneries, and late in the season, after the beds of Three-mile Bay 

become depleted of their more desirable oysters, some of the oystermen 

engaged in the “shell trade” also work there. 

Johnson Bay and Johnson Bayou.u—Johnson Bayou is about 2 miles 

long, communicating at its southern end with an intricate series of 
bays and lagoons lying north of West Karako Bay. At the entrance 

from Mississippi Sound the Gepth of water is about 6 feet, but inside 

it deepens to 12 or 14 feet toward the west bank. The bottom is 

composed of very soft mud. It contains a very scattered. growth of 

oysters throughout its length. 

Johnson Bay is the easternmost and largest of the several bodies of 

water communicating with the bayou. It contains about 1.3 square 

miles. The bottom is principally soft mud, and the density was about 

1.0062 during the first week in February. 

There is a scattering growth of good oysters all around the shores, 

and a few also occur in the middle, where there is also an old, exhausted 

reef, the crest of which is dry at low water. It is about 150 yards long 

and 100 yards wide, and it constitutes the most extensive area of hard 

bottom in the bay. It could be utilized to advantage for planting. At 

the time when this bay was examined there were seven schooners 

oystering there, the captain of one of which stated that the oysters 

were much scarcer than formerly and that it took him from 10 to 17 days 

to get a load of 120 barrels. The oysters are gathered by small boats, 

of which each schooner has several, which go into the small bayous and 

alongshore, where they pick them up in the shoal water. 

In the southern part of the irregular bays west of Johnson Bay 

there is a bed of scattered oysters on the soft mud in a depth of from 
1 to 3 feet. They are generally in clusters of from 3 to 15, mostly of 

medium size, with a good growth of young oysters and some spat, 
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and more or less overgrown with mussels. It is stated that there is a 

seattering growth all over the irregular lagoons to the northward. 

The density on the bed examined was 1.0066. 

East Karako Bay, Northwest Jack Williams Bay, and Pienic Bay.— 

East Karako Bay lies between Shell Island and Deep Pass, the former 

separating it from West Karako Bay and the latter placing it in com- 

munication with the waters of Chandeleur Sound. It embraces about 

7.4 square miles, its greatest extent being in a north-and-south direc- 

tion. Inthe northern half of the bay the depth varies from 24 to 4 

feet, the bottom being composed principally of soft mud, often mixed with 

sand. Along the southern side of the island in the northern part, 
there is considerable hard mud and sand interspersed with soft mud, and 

also a few patches, more or less limited in extent, in other places. In 

the southern half of the bay the water averages somewhat greater in 

depth, being from 4 to 7 feet. A channel runs from the northern point 

of Shell Island toward the mouth of Deep Pass, the water reaching a 

maximum depth of 16 feet near the point projecting into the southern 

end of the bay, and there is also some deep water near the upper 

entrance to Deep Pass. In this part of the bay the bottom is composed 

of soft mud almost exclusively. The amount of oyster food is very 

great. 

In East Karako Bay there are about eight oyster reefs which are 

either awash or exposed on their crests at low water. On and near 

these crests the bottom is invariably hard, being composed of a mac- 

adam of sand and ground-up clam and oyster shells closely compacted, 

with entire shells lying upon the surface. As a rule these ridges are 

long and narrow in their exposed portions. 

Near the crests of the reefs there is usually a scattering growth of 

young oysters about 2 to 24 inches long, together with afew large ones, 

and considerable quantities of spat are attached to the dead shells, 

which, from the combined action of the sun and waves, are usually bright 

and clean and admirably suited to serve as cultch. The young-growth 

oysters are usually single or in small clusters, and are well-shaped and 

flinty-shelled. Away from the crests of the reefs the bottom becomes 

eradually softer, finally merging with the surrounding mud, and as the 

‘bottom changes there is also seen a modification in the characters of the 

oysters. They occur in larger clusters, usually containing from 6 to 

10 adult individuals; the shells lose their flintlike appearance and 

become dark brown and more or less overgrown by a dark-brown sea- 

weed, which appears to be especially abundant in the southern part of 

the bay. These oysters are invariably flat, thin-shelled, and the largest 
of them are usually not more than 5 inches long. Excepting a bed off 

the long point on the eastern side, all of the oysters in Kast Karako Bay 
are inferior in fatness and flavor and are rarely taken by the oyster- 

men. They mark the extreme condition toward which those in West 

Karako Bay indicate a tendency, and no doubt represent the primitive 

state of most of the oyster-beds of this region. If these beds were 
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worked, there would doubtless result an improvement in the quality of 

the oysters, due to the breaking up of the clusters and the thinning out 

and better distribution of the individuals. It would be distinctly 

advantageous if many of these oysters could be gathered as seed and 

planted elsewhere, under restrictions advocated in the recommenda. 
tions attached to this report, thus producing not only an improvement 

in the character of the plants, but also in ue environment of those left 

upon the natural beds. 

There are several places in the bay where the growth is quite dense, 

and over considerable areas there is an average of from 6 to 8 clusters 

of from 3 to 8 adult oysters each per square yard. Surrounding these, 

and more or less connecting one dense area with another, there are 

scattered clusters lying on the soft mud. The comparatively few oysters 

taken from the beds in this region are used exclusively for steaming, 

and the alga, which often grows in luxuriant tufts on the shells, detracts 

from the value of the oysters for this purpose, as it is extremely difficult 

to prevent its filaments from becoming mingled with the ‘“ meats.” 

Northwest Jack Williams Bay is a northern extension of Kast Karako 

Bay, and it bears the same general characteristics as are found in the 
northern part of the latter. Its density is about 1.0110, the depth of 

water is from 24 to 34 feet, and the bottom is largely composed of soft 

mud. Two beds of oysters were found—one in the center of the bay, 

where there are scattered clusters on the soft mud, and another around 

a Shell island in the eastern part, the latter resembling the exposed 

reefs described above. There is also a scattered growth along the 

southwest shore. 

Picnic Bay extends westward from the bay just described, and at the 

strait connecting the two is a small bed of oysters which extends for 

some distance into the southern part of Drum Bayou. There are also 

a few oysters scattered all over the bay, the mud there being very soft, 

with a number of dead shells imbedded beneath the surface. They are 

long, narrow, and sharp-edged, and grow in clusters, bearing mussels, 

barnacles, and tunicates. The shells frequently contain dark vesicles 

filled with black mud. The density in this bay was several degrees 

lower than in the neighboring water, being but 1.0070. The depth 

rarely exceeds 24 feet. 

Drum Bayou and Turkey Bayou.u—Drum Bayou is a long, narrow 

channel leading from Mississippi Sound southward to Pienie and North- 

west Jack Williams bays, and giving off a branch westward to Turkey 

Bay. The depth of water ranges from 5 to 10 feet, with about 3 feet 

on the bar across the mouth. The density is about 1.0105 and the bot- 

tom is mostly soft mud. There are some large single oysters in the 

channel, together with many dead shells and some young growth, and 

at low water occasional large clusters of raccoon oysters are exposed 

along the banks. The oysters in the channel are rather long and nar- 

row, but at the time of examination were in fair condition and of good 

flavor. The creek leading into Turkey Bayou possesses the same gen- 
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eral features as the main stream, but has a depth of from 1 to 3 feet. 

It contains oysters of fair quality, both single and in clusters of from 3 

to 10, some of them being very large. 

In Turkey Bay, the large lagoon discharging through Turkey Bayou, 

the depth of water varies from 2 to 6 feet, the bottom being generally 

soft and muddy and the density about 1.0076. There are three areas 

of scattered oysters, one lying in the channel between the eastern shore 

and a small island, another being about a quarter of a mile from the 

entrance to Turkey Bayou, and the third beginning opposite the chan- 

nel opening to the westward and extending southward for about three- 

eighths of a mile. The latter bed is the largest of the three, and near 

the mouth of the creek there are some oysters, of good size and quality. 

This creek also contains a scattered growth of oysters, which becomes 

dense in the branch running to the northward, where the oysters are 

large and fine. 

Grand Pass, Bayou Grecque, and Shrimp Bay.—Grand Pass (Oyster 

Bay) has an area of about 1.8 square miles. It opens on the north 

into Mississippi Sound and on the southeast toward Chandeleur Sound. 

The depth is generally between 25 and 5 feet, but deeper water occurs 

on the west side of the small island in the northern part of the bay, 
where soundings of from 12 to 16 feet were found. Excepting in the 

vicinity of the oyster-reefs and in places along the shore, the bottom is 

composed of deep soft mud. The density during the first week in 

February averaged about 1.0100 and the temperature was about 10.5° 

©. (50.9° F.). 
There are eight oyster-reefs in the eastern part of this bay, several of 

them being partially exposed at low water. <A scattering growth of 

marketable oysters also occurs in the shoal water along the eastern 

shore, and on the middle third of the western shore we found a corre- 

sponding development of young growth. In the latter locality every 

shell or other hard body in the water has young oysters attached to it 

in clusters, and there is no doubt but that by exposing suitable cultch 

around the edge of the marshes, as is done at Bayou Cook and Whale 

Bay, important and productive spatting-grounds could be established 

and a supply of seed thereby secured which would be independent of 

the natural beds. It is stated that considerable quantities. of oysters 
were to be found formerly in the center of the bay, but that they had 

been exterminated by the dredges which operated there. At present 

there are practically no oysters and very few shells to be found away 

from the shores and reefs, but there is, of course, no indication of the 

means by which they were caught up if they ever existed in other paris. 

Oystering here appears to be confined to the vicinity of the exposed 

reefs and the shoal water along the eastern shore. The oysters at the 

time of our examination were rather poor in shape, of moderate size, 

and inferior in flavor and fatness. They are usually found in small 

clusters. The conch is the most troublesome enemy with which the 

oysters have to contend in this vicinity. It is rather more common 
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and destructive here than in the waters farther removed from Missis- 
sippi and Chandeleur sounds. 

In the extreme southern part of the bay there is a very scattering 

growth and in the mouth of Jack Williams Bayou there occurs a bar of 

raccoon oysters, partially exposed at low water. Raccoon oysters also 

occur along the shores between tide marks throughout the length of 

the bayou and in the small, muddy ditches opening into it, and in the 

channel are scattered clusters of oysters which are fairly fat and 

superior in flavor to those which are found on the beds of Grand Pass. 

From the southwest part of Grand Pass a tortuous, narrow, and in 

some places deep, bayou leads south to a series of shoal lagoons, the 

entire chain constituting Grecque Bayou. The lagoons have an aver- 

age depth of about a foot, with a few holes 2 to 3 feet deep in places, 
and extensive mud-flats around the margins. The bottom is usually 

very soft. The density varies from 1.0107 in the ponds near the 

entrance to 1.0119 in those at the end of the chain, the flow of water 

through the long, narrow communication with Grand Pass being 

apparently insufficient to compensate for the increased evaporation on 

the shallow mud-flats. Over the greater part of these lagoons there 

isa very scattering growth of large and rather good oysters on the 

mud, and there is also a scattering fringe of raccoon oysters on the 

edge of the marsh. The oysters in Bayou Grecque are taken by small 

boats and carried to the schooners in Grand Pass. 

Shrimp Bay and Southeast Jack Williams Bay.—Shrimp Bay lies 

southeast of Grand Pass, with which it has direct communication by 

means of the upper part of Jack Williams Bayou. Its depth varies 

from 1 foot in the northern and eastern parts to about 4 feet at the 

southern end, where it opens into Southeast Jack Williams Bay, together 

with which it has an area of 1.7 square miles. Its density on February 

3 was 1.0096. This bay contains five oyster-reefs, exposed at low water, 

with a scattered growth of oysters surrounding each. Near the reefs 

the bottom is hard from the accumulation of ground-up shells and sand, 

but elsewhere it is soft, and in the northern half of the bay with a hard 

substratum of dead shells about a foot beneath the surface. This por- 

tion of the bay appears to have been at one time an extensive oyster- 

bed, which has been largely destroyed by an accumulation of mud 

thrown down, some of the oystermen claim, by the great storm of 1893, 

and the reets, which have been already mentioned, and several patches 

of oysters along the northeast shore, are now all that remain. There 

are also oysters in the bight on the eastern side of the bay, scattered 

more or less sparsely over the mud-flats and near the small islands 

forming an exposed bar. 

Upon the reefs the oysters are small and of the clustered raccoon 

type, but in the slightly deeper waters surrounding them there are 

some single oysters of good shape, but not very fat. In Southeast 

Jack Williams Bay, which consists of a larger western and a smaller 

eastern arm, there are very few oysters, although the presence of shells 
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beneath the surface of the mud indicates the submergence of beds 

formerly existing there. In the eastern branch there are a few shells 

lying on the surface of the mud, and in the lagoon at its southern end 

there are raccoon oysters along the banks and a few clusters in the 

channel in about 5 feet of water. 
In the bay the depth is from 2 to 3 feet, the bottom being composed 

of soft mud. The density in the eastern arm was 1.0107 and in the 

western 1.0094, 

Cranetown Bay.—This bay, which lies between West Karako Bay 

and Southwest Pass, has an area of 2.7 square miles and a depth of 

between 3 to 6 feet, except near the mouth of Elephant Pass, a 

broad bayou having a maximum depth of 30 feet, by which it com- 

municates with Chandeleur Sound. The bottom over most of the 

northern and eastern parts of the bay consists of soft mud, except upon 

and near the exposed crests of the reefs, but toward the middle of the 

west shore there is a considerable area of hard mud and sand. Being 

in such intimate connection with the outer waters via Deep Pass and 

Elephant Pass, it is not surprising to find that the water here is denser 

than on most of the other oyster-beds of St. Bernard Parish, ranging 

from 1.0139 to 1.0163. The amount of oyster food, as measured by the 
number of diatoms, is small. The currents are rather strong. 

In the northern part there are several dense beds of oysters, which 

have their crests bare or awash at low water. Surrounding these, as 

well as on the west side, there is a scattering growth of oysters in 

clusters. In general character these beds resemble those of East 

Karako Bay, the oysters being inferior both in shape and flavor. Near 

the crests of the reefs there is a considerable quantity of young oysters 

in small clusters attached to dead clam and oyster shells. 

On the northeast shore, in the small bay between Deep Pass and 

Elephant Pass, there is a bed of scattering oysters in small clusters. 

These are of fair size and fatness, and in general somewhat superior to 

the other oysters in the vicinity. A scattering growth of rather large 

oysters and many dead shells are found in the mouth of the bayou 

opening into the southwestern part of the bay. These are the fattest 

and best oysters in the vicinity. 

Kerchimbo Bay lies west of Cranetown Bay, with which it communi- 

eates by the bayou just mentioned. It opens southward into South- 

west Pass, westward by an artificial cut into Hast Karako Bay, and 

northward into the same bay by a bayou containing a few good-sized 

oysters and many dead shells. The depth of water is about 34 feet, 

excepting near its upper end, where there are barely 24 feet in the 

channel. It contains several old reefs composed of dead shells and a 

scattering growth of rather poor oysters of medium size. According 

to the testimony of the oystermen there are good oysters scattered all 

over Kerchimbo Bay, but the reconnaissance did not discover them. 

Southwest Pass.—This is a long, narrow body of water stretching 
from Cranetown and Kerchimbo bays on the northeast to the entrance 
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to Drum Bay on the southwest. It is about 9 miles long and its width 

varies from 4 to 14 miles, the average being about # mile. The area 
is about 7.9 square miles and the depth is generally between 3 and 4 

feet, although deeper water is found near the island in the center and 

some of the oyster-beds are in a depth of less than 23 feet. There is 

considerable hard bottom, and in the southern two-thirds hard mud 
is the predominating characteristic. The density is somewhat greater 

in the northern part of the bay, where it averages about 1.0120 as com- 

pared with an average of 1.0084 in the southern part, this difference 

appearing to be due to the closer communication with the exterior 

waters in the north and with the interior bays and bayous, by way of 

Catfish Pass, in the south. The water contains a fair amount of oyster 

food, more than Drum Bay but less than either Kast Karako or Indian 
Mound bays, which lie to the north and west, respectively. There are 

good marketable oysters distributed throughout practically the entire 

length of Southwest Pass. In most cases the growth is scattering, but 

north of the island, near the center of the bay, is a reef, on which there 

is a dense growth of small oysters in clusters, together with a few good 

ones of medium size and some dead shells. This appears to be an old 

reef, from which the marketable oysters have been nearly all removed, 

but its condition is such that it will again be productive within a year 

or two. There is a scattering growth of oysters, in clusters of from 3 

to 5, extending eastward from the denser portions of the bed. 

A scattering growth also occurs near the shores of the island, and 

just south of it there are small patches distributed over the bottom, 
none of them being extensive enough to be called a bed, but constitut- 

ing in the aggregate quite a large body of oysters. In the southern 

half of the pass there is a growth along shore on both sides of the 

channel, where the oysters are in clusters, much scattered, and all of 
fair quality. These beds appear to be rather extensively worked, and 

it is said that large quantities of oysters have been taken from there 

to the markets and that prior to the Nita crevasse in 1890 they had 

been almost exterminated by excessive tonging. 

Drum Bay.—Drum Bay lies southeast of Southwest Pass, with which 

it communicates by a broad pass at the western end. Including the 

waters as far east as Keelboat Pass, the bay embraces about 12 square 

miles. North cf Drum Bay, and separated from it by a long, irregular 

island, there are two shallow bays having together an areaof about 1.7 

square miles. The water in Drum Bay is from 34 to 6 feet deep, the 

general depth being greater to the eastward, where, between the two 

islands lying northwest of Keelboat Pass, there are 19 feet of water in 

one place. In the composition of the bottom hard mud predominates, 

but it is interspersed with areas of soft mud. The density varies from 

1.0101 near the western pass to about 1.0150 in the eastern part, near 

Keelboat Pass. The amount of oyster food, as determined by an 

examination of the water, appears to be small. 
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There are oysters scattered all over this bay as far as the entrance 

to Chimney Bay. There is one very dense bed about 4 mile long and 

4 mile wide lying near the center of the bay, and northwest of it lies a 

smaller reef, where the oysters are equally dense. Upon these beds 

the oysters are in clusters of from 3 to 10, of the raccoon type, poor in 

shape, condition, and flavor, These beds are not worked and there are 
about 18 inches of water on their crests at low tide. There is a scat- 

tering growth of oysters over a large part of the bay to the westward 

of the reefs just described, especially along the shores, and lying across 

the narrowest part is a bed of clustered oysters of fair quality. The 

best oysters, so far as flavor and condition are concerned, are found on 

a small bed northeast of the entrance to Chimney Bay, but the growth 

there is very scattered and the bed is apparently nearly exhausted. 

A dry shell-reef lying north of this bed is now extinct as an oyster- 

ground, being composed entirely of dead shells, and it is stated that a 

bed of excellent oysters formerly existed between the two islands to 

the eastward, but that it was exterminated a number of years ago by 

tonging. No indication of it now remains. 

In Julius Pass, in some parts of Scow Pass, and in Chimney Bay 

there are, according to the statements of the oystermen, a few scatter- 

ing oysters, but except the former these waters were not examined. 

There is a scattering growth in the two bays north of Drum Bay, where 

the water is very shoal and the bottom muddy. The amount of young 

growth in Drum Bay is fair. The clusters are overgrown to a slight 

extent with alge, barnacles, and mussels. 

California Bay.—In the head of California Bay the depth varies from 

3 to 5 feet and the bottom is composed almost entirely of hard mud. 

Excepting at the mouth of Dead Man Bayou, there are no oysters, but 

several beds of dead shells were found. At the mouth of the bayou 

there is a scattering growth of fine, large, single oysters of excellent 

flavor and fatness. Formerly such oysters were found throughout 

the bayou, and we were informed that in the winter of 1896-97 about 
2,000 barrels were carried away from this place, and our soundings and 

examination showed that practically none are left. 

Fox Bay contains a few scattering oysters near its eastern end, and 

there is a small bed in Redfish Bend near Elephant Pass. 

Indian Mound Bay.—This is the largest body of water in the Louisiana 
Marsh and it contains more good, marketable oysters than any other 

of the bays within the limits of this reconnaissance. It lies between 

Crooked Island and Catfish Pass and between Mudgrass Island and 

the long island forming the western side of Southwest Pass. Its area 

is about 21 square miles and its depth averages about 4 feet and ranges 

between 3 and 5 feet. Its density is least in the northwestern part 

and greatest in its southern part, as may be seen from an inspection of 

the chart; the average for the entire bay was about 1.0070, somewhat 

greater than in West Karako Bay and less than in either East Karako 

Bay or Southwest Pass, with all of which it is in communication. The 

amount of oyster food in the water is large. 
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Practically the entire shore of this bay is fringed with oyster-beds, 

and there is besides a scattering growth around the islands in the 

middle. In the northeastern part, between Crooked Island and Mud- 

grass Island, there is a dense bed about 2? mile long by 2 mile wide. 

The oysters on this bed are of good size, single and in clusters, and 

quite fat, although the flavor at the time of examination was poor, 

owing to the low salinity of the water. In the northeast corner of 

Indian Mound Bay, there is another bed of dense growth extending in 

a northeast and southwest direction for about 14 miles, with a maxi- 

mum width of about 3 mile, and running off westward into a scattered 
growth of considerable extent. This bed constitutes the largest single 

body of good oysters in the region covered by the reconnaissance. 
They grow principally on the mud bottom, in clusters of from 3 to 10, 

their upper valves being dark with broad coriaceous edges, which 

usually indicate rapid growth, the lower valves being flinty and sharp- 

edged. Notwithstanding the denseness of this bed, the oysters are 
generally fat and in good order, and the flavor is excellent. There is 

some growth of alga on the clusters here, but it is much less luxuri- 

ant than on the beds of Karako Bay. Taking into consideration the 

abundance and character of the oysters on this bed, it is but little 
frequented by the oystermen, not more than two or three vessels being 

seen upon it at any time during our visit. South of this bed is another 

dense body of oysters of somewhat similar character, but smaller in 

extent. On both beds there is an abundance of young growth and spat. 

Near the middle of the northern part of the bay lies another dense 

bed, fringing a long, narrow reef exposed at low water. The oysters 

here are mostly in clusters and covered with a considerable growth of 

alga, mussels, and barnacles. Most of the other oysters in this bay are 

more or less scattering, but in the extreme southern part, just north 

of Catfish Pass, there is a dense bed of good oysters surrounded by a 

considerable area of more scattered growth. Several vessels were 

oystering here, and a considerable quantity of oysters is caught late 

in the season, after the beds of Three-mile Bay and vicinity have 

become somewhat exhausted. 

North and west sides of Mudgrass Island.—These shores are largely 

composed of very soft, deep mud, a condition which has a very palpa- 

ble effect upon the character of many of the oysters, which assume an 
extremely narrow, elongated form, and grow in inverted pyramidal 

bunches, the lower members of which are immersed in the mud. On the 

north shore there are three areas of dense growth. Two of them are 

situated near the northwestern point of the island, on moderately hard 

mud, the oysters being large and single or in small clusters, with an 

abundance of spat attached. The third bed lies in a deep bay near the 

western end of the north shore, close to the point the oysters being of 

fair shape and quality, but on the soft bottom which constitutes by far 

the greater part of the bed they are long, narrow, and sharp-edged as 

described above. 
F. R. 98——5 
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Near the middle of the west side of the island, lying in a cove, is a 

dense bed of rather good, large oysters on hard bottom. There are few 

barnacles here, but mussels are abundant. The rest of the oysters on 
the west side of the island are of the kind described as characteristic 

of the soft bottom. 

Treasure Bay, Mussel Bayou, and vicinity.—The waters included under 
this heading, except a portion of Treasure Bay, are not shown upon the 

accompanying chart, inasmuch as a proper survey has never been made. 

They embrace an intricate system of shallow bays and bayous lying 

southwest of Indian Mound Bay. The bottom is almost everywhere 

composed of a very soft, deep mud, and the density of the water is low. 

The oysters are usually long, narrow, clustered, and rather poor in 

condition and flavor. The shells are covered with great clusters of 

large mussels and some barnacles, the growth of the former being 

more luxuriant than at any other place in the Parish of St. Bernard. 

Immediately south of Dutchman Pass there is a rather dense bed of 

oysters lying in a bight behind a small island. Upon the denser parts 

of this bed the oysters are rather small and are in clusters, but near 
the edges, in the deeper water, there is a scattering growth of single 

oysters of excellent shape and flavor and very fat. A limited amount 

of young growth is found upon these single oysters, but the denser 

growth near shore is well covered with spat. The bottom in the vicinity 

of this bed is composed of hard mud. 

Mississippi Sound.—There are probably beds of oysters scattered 

here and there on the shoals throughout such parts of Mississippi 

Sound as fall within the limits of St. Bernard Parish, but with the 

exception of those near the entrance to Lake Borgne and in the vicinity 

of Isle 4 Pitre they are rarely or never worked by the oystermen and 

were not investigated by the Fish Hawk. Scattered oysters cover the 

whole stretch between Lake Borgne Light and St. Joseph Island, but 

as they lie within the limits of the State of Mississippi they are not 

represented on the chart. In the deep waters lying between Lake 

Borgne Light and Half-moon Island many small beds of oysters are 

found in depths of from 7 to 25 feet, most of them being in less than 

15 feet. These beds, being small and numerous, could not be definitely 
located without the consumption of more time than was at our disposal, 
and they are therefore indicated only in the most general way on the 

accompanying chart. Upon most of these the growth was a scattering 

one, but there was one bed lying in 8 to 10 feet of water which was 
quite dense. There is another dense bed lying on the northeast side of 

Half-moon Island, close inshore and in a depth of from 3 to 7 feet, 

where all of the oysters were small, apparently the result of last year’s 

spatting, and in dense clusters. They will probably be tit for use in the 

canneries next season, but unless broken up and transplanted they will 

never be suitable for the ‘shell trade.” This is evidently an old bed 

recently rejuvenated. 
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About 2 miles east of Half-moon Island lies a bed known as Grand 

Bank. It is in from 9 to 13 feet of water and extends about north and 

south for about 14 miles, with an average width of about 3 mile. The 

oysters here are in bunches, rather scattering, and of small size. It is 

stated that this bed was formerly very productive, but that it has been 

ruined by steam-dred ges. 

On the south side of Half-moon Island there is a scattering growth 

beginning near shore and extending out for a distance of about a mile. 

The oysters here are not uniformly distributed, but occur in patches 

usually of small size, although there is one large bed, triangular in shape 

and measuring about 4 mile in base and altitude. 

South of Grassy Island is a circular patch of scattering growth about 

4 mile in diameter. About 3? mile southwest of the same island lies a 
smaller but somewhat denser bed. 
A dense bed, cireular in shape and about $ mile in diameter, occurs 

southwest of Round Island, in about 64 to 7 feet of water, and from the 

southwest side of the island a very scattering growth extends for about 

4 mile, where it merges with a well-defined bed. 
Off the north point of Le Petit Pass Island is a bed of scattering 

oysters, and on the east side there is another bed, a portion of which 

is covered by a dense growth. About midway between Le Petit Pass 

and Nine-mile Bayou there lies a crescentic bed, beginning ? mile from 

shore and stretching in a general northeast direction for about 14 miles. 

Upon all of these beds the oysters are poor in size, shape, and flavor, 

being in clusters of the raccoon type, and fit only for use in the can- 

neries. At the time that these beds were visited there were a number 

of vessels working upon them with tongs, and between Half-moon 

Island and Lake Borgne a steam-dredge was engaged in scraping the 

bottom. The oystermen claim that the dredges have caused much 

harm in this vicinity. The water here is always comparatively fresh, 

owing to the discharge from the Pearl River and Lake Pontchartrain, 

and apparently the oysters are sometimes killed by the low salinity, an 

explanation which would account for the existence of beds composed 

entirely of young growth on old, dead shells. In the latter part of 

February the average density of the water north of Half-moon Island 

was 1.0012, and south of the island it was 1.0028. This was without 

doubt lower than normal, as the readings were taken immediately after 
a period of heavy rainfall. It is doubtful if the oysters could with- 
stand such a low density for any considerable period, and they probably 

do so for a limited time only by tightly closing their shells against the 

admission of the objectionably fresh water. It was noticed that certain 

marine animals, notably species of worms, were either dead or dying 

on the beds north of Half-moon Island. 

There is a small bed of oysters just at the mouth of Turkey Bayou, 

and a considerably larger bed, now almost exhausted, lies about 4 mile 
offshore, midway between Drum Bayou and Grand Pass. 
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Lying south and southwest of South Shell Bank and stretching as 

far as the north of Grand Pass there is an extensive oyster-bed known 

as Cabbage Reef. It receives its name from the abundance of the 

seaweed ulva, known to fishermen as “sea cabbage.” The growth on 

this bed is very scattering and it appears to be rarely worked by the 

oystermen, although formerly it was an important oyster-ground. It 

is stated that the oysters here were nearly exterminated by the conchs, 

and that most of those not so destroyed were covered with mud and 

sand during the great storm of 1895. Practically continuous with this 

bed there is a moderately dense growth skirting the north shore of Isle 

a Pitre and extending more or less into the bayous, as far as the edge 
of the deep water lying to the westward of Deep-water Point. Most 

of these oysters, both along shore and on Cabbage Reef, are of mod- 

erate size and in clusters of from 5 to 15. There are but few mussels 

or barnacles, but there was in February a moderate growth of seaweed, 

which is said to become more extensive later in the season. Young 

growth and spat are abundant. East of Deep-water Point there are 

no oysters excepting a scattering growth in a salt pond, now closed 

but formerly an open lagoon. 

Chandeleur Sound.—There are now, according to the testimony of the 

fishermen, very few oysters to be found in Chandeleur Sound, although 

there were formerly beds of considerable extent in several localities. 

No detailed examination of this region was made, although the shores 

were explored in a few places. 

There appear to be very few, if any, oysters on the outer shore 

between Isle 4 Pitre and Door Point, but there were formerly some 

more or less extensive beds between Door Point and Pelican Point, as 
well as in the neighborhood of Brush Island and outside of Deep Pass. 

In Live Oak and California bays, around the shores of Martin, Sam 
Holmes, and Mitchell Islands, there are beds of old shells where there 

were formerly productive oyster-reefs frequented by oystermen. The 

general opinion of oystermen is that these beds have been exterminated 
by the conchs. 

THE NATURAL OYSTER-BEDS OF PLAQUEMINES PARISH. 

East of the Mississippi the oyster-beds of Plaquemines Parish stretch 

from Mozambique Point to Bird Island Sound. Formerly the oysters 

in this region, especially near Mozambique Point, were large and rather 

desirable in quality, but in 1897 most of them were killed by the Bohe- 

mia crevasse, and at the time that the beds were examined it was found 

that Quarantine and California bays contained practically no adult 

oysters, although there were a number of dense reefs of young growth, 

many of which had their crests exposed at low water. The fishermen 

state that the beds are now numerically far richer than before the 

crevasse—a statement which an examination shows to be extremely 
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probable. Nearly every old shell on these reefs bore young, and many 

of them were completely covered by oysters from 1 to 3 inches long. 

In their present crowded state it is not likely that these will develop 

into good oysters, either as regards shape or condition, for as they 

increase in size many of them will be killed by the growth and crowd- 

ing of their fellows, and the remainder will show in their poorness and 

irregularity the bad effects of their severe struggle for existence. 

It would be of great advantage to have some of the superfluous 

oysters remeved. If half of those now on the beds were taken up, the 

clusters broken, and the single oysters planted on suitable bottom, 

there would result not only an improvement in those planted, but also 

in those left upon the beds. This is one of the instances where it 

would be advisable to depart from a general policy of prohibition of 

the removal of small oysters from the natural reefs. Some of these 

oysters were taken to the planting-grounds west of the river while the 

canal was still open, subsequently to the crevasse; but that avenue is 

now cut off, and the voyage around the Delta is so long as to make it 

more advantageous for the planters to go to Timbalier for their seed. 

It is not at all unlikely, however, that planting could be carried on 

with some advantage on the east side of the river, where it is now 

extremely limited in extent. i 

South of Bird Island the heavy discharge of fresh water from Cubits 

Gap so reduces the normal salinity as to prevent the growth of oysters, 

and in Garden Island Bay, where natural reefs formerly existed, the 

oysters were exterminated by the Pass 4 Loutre crevasse. The only 

natural reefs now existing in the vicinity of the Delta are a small one 

in East Bay and another in West Bay, near Southwest Pass. 

West of the Mississippi River the natural reefs of Plaquemines Par- 

ish are limited in extent and of but little importance as compared with 

the planting interests. There are a few oysters of volunteer growth in 

August Bayou and in Cyprian Bay. In ChiCharas Bay there are said 

to be several reefs, which give employment for a term each season 

to from 30 to 40 boats. These beds are overfished, and are said to have 

decreased greatly during recent years, although it is probable that they 

were never very extensive. 

In Bayou Cook the natural beds were long ago exhausted, and in 

Bay Adam, where there were originally a number of reefs, practically 

no oysters are now taken from them, although occasionally some are 

caught, In Bastian Bay there are still some natural reefs from which 

oysters are taken each season, but these also are said to be much less 

productive than formerly, and doubtless will before long become 

extinct. 

In that part of Barataria Bay lying within the limits of Plaquemines 

Parish there are now no productive natural reefs, and even the rem- 

nants of those previously existing are fast disappearing through the 

destruction and dissolution of the dead shells. 
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THE NATURAL OYSTER-BEDS OF JEFFERSON PARISH. 

This parish includes within its limits the major part of Barataria 

Bay, formerly a productive oyster region, but now exhausted. Several 

days were spent in examining these waters, but with one exception not 
a reef was found which was not extinct from an economic point of view 

and fast approaching that condition biologically. The exception noted 

is in Rayou des Islettes, where there are a few fine large oysters in a 

hole 25 feet deep, where they can not be reached by the tongs of the 

oystermen. The reefs are all in the southern half of the bay, the 
northern half having never produced oysters within the recollection of 

the inhabitants, probably owing to its low normal salinity. <A large 

area of marsh and swamp land drains into this bay and as its mouth is 

almost closed by islands the influence of salt water from the Gulf of 

Mexico is not sufficient to counteract the influx of fresh water in the 

north. 

That this region was at one time an important one is evidenced by the 

number of extinct reefs which are to be found, as well as by the testi- 

mony of the inhabitants. None of these beds appear to have been very 

extensive, and in this feature they resemble, in general, those in other 

parts of the State, but their number makes the total area not incon- 
siderable. It is not necessary to indicate the location of these reefs 

other than to say that they are scattered through Caminada Bay, Bay 

Coquette, Tambour Bay, Bay Joyeuse, Bay des Islettes, Champagne 

Bay, along the shores and islands of Grand Lake, which is the main 

body of Barataria Bay, and in Cat Bay, or Bay Devise, as it is called 
locally. All of these reefs are of the same character. They are for 

the most part composed of dead oyster-shells, with occasionally a large 

single oyster of fine flavor and shape. There is practically no young 

growth, for which there appear two probable reasons—the dearth of 

adult individuals to furnish the spawn and the absence of suitable 

cultch for the attachment of the young. 

The dead shells are worm-eaten and corroded by the boring-sponge 

and the clam-like Martesias. They are fast disappearing and passing 

into solution, and with their disappearance there will pass practically 

all that distinguishes the reefs from the surrounding bottom, thus 
making more and more remote the possibility of the recuperation of 

Barataria Bay as a natural oyster-ground. It took nature many years 

to erect these reefs upon the soft and muddy bottoms of the bay, but 
a few years suffice for their destruction. Already, in Champagne Bay 

and elsewhere, the shells upon the surface of the mud have disappeared, 

and the location of the old reef is marked only by the shells which have 

sunk into the ooze or have been buried beneath the sediment deposited 

by the water. In the section of the report dealing with matters relat- 

ing to oyster-planting there is pointed out a method of utilizing these 

extinct reefs. 

The cause of the destruction of these reefs appears to have been 

overfishing in some form or other, more probably that species of improvi- 
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dence which results from lax enforcement of the culling laws. There 

is no reason for believing that the beds were exterminated by oyster 

enemies, although there is no doubt they did some harm, and no cre- 
vasse has occurred during a period which would allow it to be offered 

in explanation of the facts observed. Crevasses, and enemies, with 
few exceptions, leave the shells upon the beds to serve as cultch and 

assist nature in her efforts at recuperation; but the overzealous oyster- 
man, raking seed from the natural beds, sometimes leaves not even the 

shells. It is stated that for six or seven years oystering was here car- 

ried on in a destructive way by men engaged in planting on other parts 

of the coast. It is claimed that not only the small oysters but even 

the shells were carried off, and the present condition of the beds lends 
color to the belief that the statement is true, at least in part. 

What has already occurred here is now taking place elsewhere, and 

it behooves those interested in the oyster business of the State to cor- 

rect a condition which will before long result in irremediable damage. 

THE NATURAL OYSTER-BEDS OF LA FOURCHE PARISH. 

The oyster regions of La Fourche include portions of Caminada and 
Timbalier bays. ‘The few oyster-beds at one time existing in the former 

are now extinct and in the same condition as those in Jefferson Parish. 

The two bays are connected by a canal, which furnishes the main avenue 

of communication between Timbalier and the planting-grounds of 

Plaquemines and the markets of New Orleans. 

At its western end the canal opens into Little Lake, in which there 

is an extinct reef of small size, now utilized as a bedding-ground when 

the oysters in Timbalier Bay are too salt. It is not improbable that 
this reef was destroyed by the fresh water discharged into the lake by 

the canal leading from Bayou La Fourche, the density here being but 

1.0044, 

The most important oyster region in the parish is on the northeast 

side of Timbalier Bay, in the vicinity of Jacks Camp, Camp Malnommé, 

and Bayou Landry. At each of these places, but especially at the 

first, there are considerable villages composed of the rude camps of 

the oystermen built upon piles on the sea marsh. In the immediate 

neighborhood of the camps the oystermen have their bedding-grounds, 

upon which the oysters are stored until the cargo of the boat has been 

completed. 

There are reefs all over this part of the bay, the oysters being o 

moderate size and good flavor. The density is about 1.0160, Upon all 

of these reefs there is a good growtb of young oysters, from 1 to 3 inches 

long, about 50 per cent of the old oysters and dead shells having young 

growth attached. A hurried examination of these beds indicates that 

they are in a fairly satisfactory condition and not in danger of extermi- 

nation unless through neglect of proper culling. There appears to be 

no doubt that their productiveness has decreased during the past 

four or five years, and from the estimates of a number of the oystermen 
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it seems that the average daily catch per man has fallen off at least 60 

per cent, and probably more. One important factor in producing this 

diminution is that large numbers of young oysters are taken from the 

natural reefs and planted in other parts of the State. During certain 

months of the year this business is quite extensive, and the drain on 

the natural reefs is very considerable. 

It is immaterial for what purpose these young oysters are taken— 

whether for transplanting to distant beds or to be thrown upon the 

shell pile, the effect upon the reef is the same. In one case, of course, 

they are wasted, and in the other they serve a useful purpose, but in 

either case the natural beds are rendered less productive and placed 

one stage nearer extinction. It can be readily seen that if this removal 

of the young continues, whatever may be the reason or pretext, the 
time must soon arrive when there will be neither young nor old, neither 

marketable oysters nor seed, upon the natural reefs. It was in all 

probability some such cause as this which led to the extinction of the 

reefs in Barataria Bay. There are said to be 200 boats licensed to fish 

on the natural reefs of La Fourche Parish, but many of them have 
lately moved into Terrebonne Parish on account of the partial deple- 

tion of the beds near Jack’s Camp. There are no oysters excepting 

raccoons south of Grand Point, although there are some young oysters 

of good shape in Champagne Bay just eastward of the mouth of Bayou 

La Fourche. 

THE NATURAL OYSTER-BEDS OF TERREBONNE PARISH. 

Terrebonne Parish contains the most important oyster-grounds of 

the State, and there are 600 boats of all kinds licensed to fish within 

its borders. The oyster-producing waters extend from the eastern 

part of Timbalier Bay almost to Atchafalaya Bay, where the influx of 

fresh water places a limit upon the growth of the oyster-beds. 

In the northern part of Timbalier Bay there is a newly discovered 

oyster-bed lying in a small bay. These oysters are of rather inferior 

shape, being somewhat of the raccoon type, as is often seen on beds 

which have not been worked. There were 9 or 10 boats fishing here. 

In Pass Felicity there are a number of beds of oysters somewhat like 

those found in the vicinity of Jack’s Camp. In the southern part of 

Lake Felicity there are beds of long, thin-shelled oysters growing on 

the soft mud along the shores. The young growth here is but moder- 

ate in quantity. It is stated that the oyster-planters to the eastward 

carry away shells and oysters, large and small, from these waters. 

Along the northwest shore of Lake Felicity there is a reef, upon which 

the oysters are in small clusters, of good size and shape, and with an 

abundance of young growth. In this lake mussels are often quite 

troublesome, overgrowing and crowding the oysters, and making it 

difficult to cull them. The density is 1.0100. 

There are oysters on the northwest shore of Lake Barré, especially 

in the places known to the oystermen as Mud Bayou, Hatchet Bayou 
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(Bayou la Hache), and Muddy Bayou. There are a good many reefs, 

but very few oysters, in Bay Jocko, which lies between Timbalier Bay, 
Terrebonne Bay, and Lake Barré. No very definite information in 

regard to this region was obtained. The northern part of Terrebonne 

Bay was not visited, but the following general information concerning 

it was derived from reliable sources. Oyster-reefsS are scattered over 

the northern two-thirds of the bay, both along the shore and out in the 

middle, but there are not many as far south as Point-of-Marsh. The 

water varies from 2 feet to 22 feet in depth over the oyster-beds, but 

the latter depth is unusual. The water is said to be fresher than in 

Timbalier Bay, a statement which seems probable in view of the dis- 

charge of Bayou Terrebonne and Little Caillou Bayou into the bay, 

and which is confirmed by the readings taken in corresponding parts 

of the two bodies of water. In the western part of Timbalier Bay the 

density was 1.0179, while at Point-of-Marsh, the corresponding part of 

Terrebonne Bay, it was but 1.0128. 

It is stated that fifteen years ago there were no oysters above Bayou 

Lagraisse, nor in some of the small bayous of Lake Barré, and their 

presence there now is supposed to be owing to changes in the drainage 

due to the cutting of timber along the bayous and the washing of the 

islands. The topographical changes in the region between Timbalier 

and Terrebonne bays are quite extensive and rapid, and islands were 

observed there in all stages of destruction, some of them cut into 

pieces, others barely showing above the water, and still others whose 

former positions were marked merely by shoals or by dead brush project- 

ing above the surface. It appears probable that these changes might 

have produced considerable alteration in the hydrographic characters, 

and thus have changed the adaptability of the waters for oysters. - 

Some of the oysters from this bay were examined and found to be of 

- fair size and shape and good quality and condition. In general they 

somewhat resemble those from Jack’s Camp, in Timbalier Bay. 
The drumfish is the principal enemy of the oyster in Terrebonne Bay, 

the waters being too fresh to be very suitable for the snail (Purpura). 

Mussels are sometimes troublesome in the fresher waters. 

The testimony in regard to the relative abundance now and in the 

past is contradictory, but it seems probable that while there may have 

been an extension of the area over which the oyster is found, there 

has been at the same time a diminution in numbers upon the beds which 

have been worked. Young oysters for planting purposes are now taken 

extensively from Terrebonne Bay to Bayou Cook and vicinity, and the 

beds in Terrebonne Bay are being worked more extensively than for- 

merly, owing to the partial depletion of the beds in Timbalier. In the 

vicinity of Point-of-Marsh are some extinct oyster-reefs with a few dead 

shells, sponges, and other forms commonly abounding in such places, 

In Pelican Lake, lying immediately west of Terrebonne Bay, there 

are considerable quantities of raccoon oysters on the flats. These are 

not fit for the markets, but could be utilized with profit in planting. 
Some of the natural reefs here appear to be approaching exhaustion, 
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although there still remain on them some rather good oysters of elon- 

gated form. The old shells are much sponge-eaten, and badly suited 

to catch young spat. 

In Wilson Bay there were formerly several very good beds upon 

which the oysters fattened early in the season, but these have now 

been exhausted by overfishing. A few men fished here early during 

the past season, but they soon found the work unprofitable and aban- 

doned the grounds for more favorable fields. 

In Pass des Isles there are a few reefs of good oysters, and in the 
small bayous leading off from it raccoon oysters abound. The reefs in 

Lake Chien, which were productive eight or ten years ago, are now 

practically exhausted, and many of the men who fished there have gone 

to Sister Lake. Here also there is no doubt that the extinction of the 
beds was due to overfishing, coupled, perhaps, with laxness in culling, 

especially on the part of those engaged in planting. There are still 

many raccoon oysters in the bayous opening into the lake, and these 

are now used as seed by the planters. 

In Grand Bayou de Large there are about twenty camps between the. 

Gulf and Sister Lake (Lake Caillou, in part), and there are oysters all 

along this stretch, in water varying in depth from 8 to 22 feet. Several 

men are engaged in planting. This bayou appears to be the Bayou 

Grand Caillou of the published charts and maps, but, if so, it is very 

incorrectly laid down. It is difficult to identify many of the bodies'of 

water between Timbalier Bay and Oyster Bayou or Four League Bayon, 

as the mapping of this region was either extremely faulty in the:irst 

instance or else the topography has undergone most remarkable 

changes. On some maps lakes are shown where none exist; on all of 

them important bodies of water are not shown at all, and many of those — 

indicated are incorrect, both in position and topography. 

Lake Barré, which is about 8 miles long and 3 or 4 miles broad, is ° 

not shown at all on some of the maps published under both United 

States and State authority; there is no lake east of Lake Felicity; 

Lake Chien (southeast of Sister Lake) is not shown on any map which 

I have seen; Sister Lake (Lake Caillou) is entirely wrong in both out- 

line and position, and King Lake, which is practically a bay of Sister 

Lake, is, with its connections to the westward, not shown. at all. It 

will therefore be impossible to indicate very definitely the positions of 

the places mentioned, and they will be called by the names used by the 

oystermen rather than those used on the maps. 

In Sister Lake there are oyster-reefs at intervals along the shores, in 

addition to those in the center of the lake, the oysters being generally 

of good quality, the best coming from a reef near the discharge of the 

lake into Bayou de Large. When first discovered they were rather 

inferior in shape and condition, but, as is usually the case, the oysters 

have improved in both respects, owing to the breaking up of the 

clusters and the thinning out of the dense growth. It is stated that a 

man can take from 4 to 8 barrels of oysters per day in these waters, 
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and there appear to be no immediate grounds for apprehension of 

failure. Several of the oyster-reefs in Sister Lake are sometimes over- 

grown with mussels to an extent that renders tonging upon them 

unprofitable. The density is about 1.0120. 

Bay Voisin leads from the southeast corner of Sister Lake to King 

Lake, an L-shaped body of water, with one limb running east and west 

and the other approximately north and south. There is one bed of 

raccoon oysters in King Lake, and there are also some very fine oysters 

there and in Bay Voisin, but they are getting somewhat less abundant 

than they have been. Some of the oystermen predict mrapid depletion 

of the beds, owing to the attacks of snails, which are said to be becom- 

ing more common than formerly. 

In Lake Washa there are numerous reefs of rather inferior ‘‘coony” 

oysters, covered with barnacles and bearing evidence of having for- 

merly borne large numbers of mussels, of which only the byssi now 

remain. These reefs have not been extensively worked heretofore, but 

during the present spring (1898) a number of boats were fishing for 

Morgan City canneries, and several of the men engaged indicated their 

intention of getting seed from this lake for the purpose of planting in 

Jack Stout Bay and Bayou. If this be done and the young oysters be 

taken promiscuously in the usual manner, we may expect the usual 

results. The density here is about 1.0092. 

In Banana Bayou, which is that part of Bayou de Large of the maps 

lying between Sister Lake and Lake Washa, there are young oysters 

growing over practically the entire bottom, and they are frequently 

found attached to branches of trees and brush along the banks. This 
bayou is said to have derived its name from the fact that the oysters 

found here when the bed was first worked were elongate and in clusters 

‘like bananas. The lower end of Bayou de Large, together with the 

branch which discharges King Lake, is known to the oystermen as 

Taylor Bayou. It contains some oyster-beds, but none of importance. 

Big and Little Bays Genope (or Genoble?) lie immediately to the 

westward of Bayou Taylor and have an independent communication 

with the:'sea. They are both very shallow and have a narrow channel 

running through them. Here are found dense reefs of raccoon oysters, 

exposed at low water, when they are gathered into piles to be loaded 

on the boats when the tide rises. These raccoon oysters are used 

principally for planting in Bayou Jack Stout, Bayou Proveneal, and 

Indian Bay, all of which lie on the east side of Bayou Taylor. 

In Oyster Bayou there are a number of natural reefs of raccoon 

oysters, both along the banks and in the middle of the bayou. The 
number of good round oysters is small. 

There are afew beds of inferior oysters near the southern end of 

Four League Bay and near the mouth of Blue Hammock Bayou. Last 

year (1897) there was a set of spat in Blue Hammock and the young 

ones are now being secured for planting purposes. Oysters have 

existed here before, but were killed off by fresh water. 
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West of Atchafalaya Bay the oyster-beds are few and unimportant. 

The set of the currents of fresh water discharged from the Atchafalaya 
is westward and their volume is such that the water of Atchafalaya 

Bay, East Cote Blanche Bay, West Cote Blanche Bay, and some parts 

of Vermilion Bay is too fresh to support oyster life. In some parts of 

Vermilion Bay and Marsh Island there are a few inferior oysters and it 

is reported that there is a bed of considerable size in the open waters of 

the Gulf off Southwest Pass. There are said to be a few insignificant 

beds in Caleasieu Pass and perhaps some at other inlets west of Ver- 

milion Bay, but,in general the character of the coast line is not such as 

to favor the growth of oysters, as the sounds, bays, and bayous which 

are the favored home of the oysters are lacking. 

NATURAL OYSTER-BEDS—SUMMARY. 

There are no oyster-beds in Lake Borgne, owing to the low salinity 

of the water. Beginning at the islands at the western end of Missis- 

sippi Sound, there are scattered beds as far as Isle a Pitre. There are 

now few, if any, oysters in Chandeleur Sound, although they formerly 

existed there. The cause of their extermination was not fully deter- 

mined. In nearly all of the interior bays and bayous intimately con- 

nected with Mississippi and Chandeleur sounds there are more or 

less extensive beds, most of which have not yet been worked to their 

full capacity, and some of which contain virgin beds of great produc- 

tiveness, although the oysters are usually rather inferior in quality. 

In several places the productiveness of the beds has been considerably 

reduced and in others, e. g., Three-mile Bay, the present supply is 

entirely dependent upon the care with which the oysters are culled. 

There is no immediate prospect of the extermination of these beds, 

owing to their great extent, the chief danger being that the concentra- 

tion of effort upon a comparatively limited area and the taking away 

of large numbers of young oysters to the canneries may in time prove 

destructive. The safeguard is to enforce proper culling laws. 

In Plaquemines Parish, east of the Mississippi, there are extensive 
beds of young oysters, practically untouched by the hand of man, 

stretching from Mozambique Point to Bird Island Sound. From Bird 

Island Sound around the Delta to Barataria Bay there are no natural 

reefs of importance, those formerly existing there having become nearly 

or entirely extinct, some by reason of overfishing and breach of the 

culling law and others as the result of crevasses. 

In Barataria Bay aud its contiguous waters the reefs are commer- 

cially extinct and apparently beyond hope of redemption by natural 

means, principally, if not entirely, as a result of destructive methods of 

fishing. These reefs have probably no future value except for plant- 

ing, and unless soon utilized will eventually become of no greater value 

than the surrounding bottom. 

In Timbalier Bay and Lake Felicity the beds are still quite produc- 

tive, but are already showing signs of approaching depletion to an 
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extent that has induced some of the oystermen to resort to other 

waters. In Terrebonne Bay there is probably as yet no great decrease, 

but between Terrebonne Bay and Atchafalaya Bay many of the more 

limited beds have been exterminated or reduced to a condition where 

it is unprofitable to work them; other places are still productive, but 

not to the same extent as formerly. 

OYSTER-PLANTING IN ST. BERNARD PARISH. 

Notwithstanding the extent of the oyster business in the parish of 

St. Bernard, no oyster-planting is carried on there, nor, apparently, has 

any effort been made in that direction. The oystermen working on the 

natural reefs habitually set apart certain circumscribed areas of hard 

bottom upon which they bed their oysters until they have caught 

enough to make a cargo. Toward the end of the season, when many 

of the beds become more or less depleted by the drain which the steady 

prosecution of the industry entails, it frequently requires as long as 

fifteen days for the crew of a vessel to catch a full load. Under such 

circumstances oysters taken during the earlier part of the trip would 

spoil before the boat was ready to sail, and to avoid this itis customary 

to “bed” the culled oysters every few days in a place whence they can 

be conveniently removed when the cargo is completed. The oysters 

are bedded very thickly on these grounds—often, it is said, to a depth 

of a foot—so as to allow of their recovery with a minimum expenditure 

of labor when the load is completed, and were this done on soft bottom 

the oysters beneath would be driven into the mud and suffocated; and 
for this reason the beds are almost invariably placed upon the reefs, 

which often afford the only hard bottom to be had. The beds are 

smali—averaging, perhaps, about 50 feet square—and are usually 

marked and sometimes inclosed by stakes to keep off the drumfish, 

which often prove destructive. For the same purpose many of the 

beds are surrounded with old seines, which prove effectual barriers, or 
by lines with pieces of rag attached, which scare the fish away. 

A few of the oystermen fishing in the salter water at the eastern end 

of the parish sometimes set down their catch in the fresher water near 

Three-mile Bayou to “ fatten,” as they say, but in reality to undergo a 

process of bloating, due to the osmotic interchange of fluids within 

and without the tissues. The reverse process has been occasionally 
practiced at times when the discharge of fresh water through Lake 

Pontchartrain and the Pearl River has been of sufficient volume to 

reduce the salinity over the oyster-beds and render the oysters too 

insipid for market. By transplanting the oysters for a short period to 

the denser water of Chandeleur Sound it was found possible to improve 

the flavor to an extent which rendered the oysters salable. Certain 

of the oystermen residing on the shores of Mississippi Sound some- 

times find no immediate market for their catch, and by bedding the 

oysters temporarily near their.residences where they can not be stolen, 

are able to wait until the market improves and better prices prevail. 
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The nearest approach to planting as it is practiced elsewhere in the 

State—at Bayou Cook, for instance—is done by a man who has been 
bringing oysters from Grand Pass (Oyster Bay) and bedding them 

near Pirate Point for a few days. The culls and shells are thrown 

down on the bottom adjoining, and this has resulted in the formation 

of beds which he reserves for his private use. 

Such is the present extent of planting, if it may be so called, in the 

parish of St. Bernard. A very large part of the bottom in this region 

is probably unsuitable in its natural state for oyster-culture, but were 

the profits sufficient to warrant it there is no doubt that much of it 

could be improved in a manner to make it available, as will be pointed 

out hereafter. 
There is some bottom, not on the natural reefs, which is suitable in 

its natural or unimproved condition, but the patches of hard bottom 

are usually small and scattered, and, in the absence of anything more 

than a mere’ reconnaissance, such as the time at the disposal of the 

party made possible, the exact locations of these places can not be 

indicated. There are a number of such places in East Karako Bay, 

however, where both the bottom and density are favorable, and other 

localities are indicated in a general way on the chart. 

In False-mouth Bay the bottom consists of a firm clay mud similar 

to the soil of the surrounding marshes and apparently well adapted to 

oyster-culture. There are no natural-bed oysters in this region except- 

ing a few near Shell Signal and around some of the islands at the 

southern end of Nine-mile Bayou. 

It is stated by the oystermen that but few oysters have ever existed 

here, a condition brought about apparently by the absence of suitable 

places of attachment, as practically no shells or other hard bodies 
were found on the bottom. It seems probable that, by sowing shells 

with some brood oysters to furnish spat, successful culture might be 

here carried on, the only drawback being the low salinity of the water, 

which, at the time of our visit, February 12 and 14, 1898, ranged be- 

tween 1.00514 and 1.00664, and rendered the oysters insipid, notwith- 
standing their fatness. This density was probably nearly normal for 

the season, but, as elsewhere in the region, it is subject to great fluctu- 

ation according to the rainfall and the prevailing winds, and in summer, 
between April 1 and September 15, it is considerably higher than at 

the time our observations were made. 

OYSTER-PLANTING IN PLAQUEMINES PARISH. 

East side of river.—In that portion of the Parish.of Plaquemines 

east of the Mississippi River, oyster-culture is not extensively carried 

on, but in the vicinity of Quarantine Bay, in Bayou Tortillon, and in the 

northern part of Bird Island Sound near the Salt Works Canal, there 
are a few men engaged in the industry. Oysters are taken from the 

natural beds, separated from the clusters, and replanted on private 

beds. The principal advantage which this region possesses appears to 
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lie in the fact that the oysters here become fat earlier tnan those on the 

west side of the river, and they are, therefore, more in demand in the 

markets of New Orleans upon the opening of the season in September. 

In 1897 the oysters at Salt Works were found to be through spawning 

and quite fat during the last week of August, while many of those 

examined at Bayou Cook the day before were still spawning and inferior 

as to condition. 

The oysters now (March, 1898) on the private beds in Quarantine 

Bay were obtained from the vicinity of Mozambique Point and Riviere 

aux Chénes, and were planted during the.summer of 1897. During the 

spring of that year all of the private and natural beds in California 

Bay and Quarantine Bay were destroyed by the fresh water discharged 

from the Mississippi River by the crevasses occurring at Bohemia and 

at the several canals opening into the bays under discussion. 

The principal enemy with which the planters here have to contend is 

the drumfish, which has become so troublesome as to compel the erec- 

tion of close and rather expensive stockades for the protection of the 

bedding-grounds. Formerly these protections were built with rails 

about 6 inches apart, but they are now constructed of pickets close 

together, entering the mud at the bottom and nailed to stringpieces 

at the top. 

Whale Bay and Grand Pass.—Oyster-planting began here about 

1885, the pioneer and most successful operator being Louis Espongar, 

who in that year began to transplant oysters from the natural beds in 

Garden Island Bay, between South Pass and Southeast Pass. He 

appears to have been the first man to appreciate the importance of 

planting cultch to catch the spat, and carefully collected oyster shells 

and other suitable materials for that purpose, even, it is stated, stipu- 

lating the return of shells when he sold his oysters unopened to the 

residents of Port Eads. 

After some years others began to establish private beds in Whale 

Bay, until 1892 depending for their seed oysters upon the natural beds 

existing in Garden Island Bay. In 1892, however, the water from the 
Mississippi River broke into the head of Garden Island Bay at what 

is known as the Pass a Loutre crevasse, flooding the bay with fresh 

water and killing the oysters. This gap has until the present time 

resisted all attempts at its closure, and the oysters have never reestab- 

lished themselves. Deprived thus of the only extensive near-by source 

from which to obtain their seed oysters, the planters had to choose 

between establishing spatting-grounds and depending upon the young 

oysters attaching to the cultch, or making the long and sometimes 

stormy trip to Timbalier or the coast north of Bird Island Sound, the 

nearest places in which seed oysters could be obtained in sufficient 

quantities for their purpose. 

It was found that the destruction of the oysters in Garden Island 

Bay had left large quantities of shells available for use as cultch, and 

the experience of Mr. Espongar dictated the use of these as the easiest 
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and most economical way out of the difficulty, and large quantities 
were therefore carried to Whale Cove and laid down on the spatting- 

beds. In this way was established the methods of oyster-culture now 

in vogue. 

Since the preparation of the Coast Survey charts of this region the 

topography has greatly changed, the marshes formerly existing in the 

northern and western part of the bay being now cut up into numerous 

small islands and channels. The dam built across the head of Grand 
Bayou has resulted in the complete closure of the mouth of the bayou, 
which is now in its southern half, separated from Whale Bay merely by 

a chain of narrow islands with passes between. Itis upon these islands, 

both in the bay and along the shores of Grand Bayou, that most of the 

planting is done. 

The area of bottom naturally available for oyster-culture appears to 

be extremely limited, being confined to narrow strips along shore and 

varying in width in different localities, in Grand Bayou extending 

from shore to a distance of from 25 to 50 feet. Outside of this zone the 

bottom is generally soft—often extremely so—and it is never utilized 

for planting. Under the laws of the State each planter is entitled to 

hold 10 acres in his own right, but for the reasons stated it usually 

happens that a large proportion of his holding is useless for his pur- 

poses. There are about six men planting here, and their holdings 

probably amount to between 100 and 125 acres, some of them occupy- 

ing bottom in the names of friends or members of their families. Most 
of them appear to be anxious to increase their acreage, but they claim 

that the entire available area is now occupied. Notwithstanding this 

demand for extension, no effort has been made to improve the bottom 
in such a manner as to render it suitable for planting. It seems prob- 

able that this might be done by covering the mud with a thin layer of 

sand, such as can be readily obtained at the mouth of Grand Bayou 
and at other places in the vicinity. As is well known, this method has 
been employed with great success elsewhere, and a large amount of 

valuable oyster-land in Connecticut was useless until similar measures 

were adopted. The problem is an economic one and hinges upon the 
question whether or not the price obtained for oysters from this region 

is sufficient to warrant the expenditure. As the sand costs nothing, 

the only expense would be for labor and transportation, neither of 

which would be a large item under the conditions here prevailing. 

At the present time all shells and other available materials—tin cans, 

stones, bones, etc.—are strewn along the shores of the marsh below the 
level of high water and out from the shores to the depth of a foot or 
18 inches. Much of this material is thrown among the grasses and 

sedges, where it is never covered by more than a few inches of water, 

even at high tide. It is stated, and undoubtedly upon good grounds, 

that in this extremely shoal water the young oysters are less suscepti- 

ble to the attacks of enemies, and it is also claimed that they grow more 

rapidly than when they are in deeper water. 
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In shoal water, and especially when they are in clusters, the oysters 

grow in poor shapes; and for this reason the planter, as soon as the 

oysters are of sufficient size, usually at the end of the first year, breaks 

up the clusters into single oysters, which are then planted in the 

deeper water. They reach a marketable size—from 5 to 6 inches—in 

from 2 to 24 years from the time of planting the shells, and are very 

fat and of remarkably fine flavor. It is estimated that about 100 bank 

barrels, or 300 bushels, of oysters can be produced annually from each 

acre of bottom; that is to say, the usual crop is 300 barrels every three 

years. 

Cultch and seed oysters being greatly in demand, the culling is done 

with extreme care, all shells and young oysters being carefully saved 

and returned to the natural bed. 

It is rather surprising to find oysters of such fine quality in such 

close proximity to the mouth of the Mississippi River, where it might 

be supposed that the water would be entirely too fresh for their welfare. 

The density fluctuates with the direction of the winds, but is usually 

conditioned by the stage of water in the river, being lowest during the 

freshets of winter and spring and highest during the low water of the 

summer months. March 4, 1898, when the river was at a moderate level 
after a period of high water, the density on the oyster-beds was between 

1.0109 and 1.0116, corrected to a temperature of 15° C., or 60° F. The 
temperature was between 11.5° C, and 13° C., or 52.6° and 55.6° of the 
Fahrenheit scale, a temperature lower by several degrees than was 

found elsewhere upon the oyster-beds at that time, a condition probably 

due to the influence of the cold water from the Mississippi River. 

The principal enemies of the planted oyster in this vicinity are the 

conch (Purpura), the drumfish, and the stone-cracker, a species of ray. 

The conch is very troublesome at times and the drumfish causes damage 

during the summer months, but is much less destructive than at Bayou 

Cook. The stone-cracker appears here but occasionally, but its visits 

are very disastrous in proportion to its numbers. It seems to be 

unknown to the oystermen elsewhere. _ 

The oystermen at Balize have planted oysters in the small bay 

immediately west of the mouth of Southeast Pass. This place was 

not visited, but the conditions doubtless resemble those obtaining in 

Whale Bay. 

Bayou Cook and vicinity—The most extensive planting-grounds in 

Louisiana are the series of lakes, bays, and bayous lying between Bay 

Jaque and Bastian Bay, a large part of the best oysters found in the 

markets of New Orleans coming from this region. It is estimated that 

there are upward of 500 men engaged in the several branches of the 

business in this region. 

In Bay Pompadour, the farthest inland of the chain of lakes con- 

nected with Bay Jaque, there are neither planted oysters nor natural 

reefs, owing principally to the low salinity of the water. There are a 

few natural-bed oysters, but no planted ones in August Bayou, which 

F. R. 98——6 
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leads from Bay Pompadour to Cyprien Bay, but in Cyprien Bay itself, 

and in Schofield Bay and Skipjack Bay, which open into it from the 

south and southwest, there are a number of planted beds on which are 

raised oysters of excellent quality. There are apparently no planted 

beds in Chi Charas Bay, but in Bayou Coquette, Bay Coquette, and 
Bay Jaque the industry is of some importance, although of: but com- 

paratively recent growth. 

- Both young oysters and shells are planted, the former being at pres- 

ent the more important branch of the work. Most of the seed oysters 
now on the beds were obtained in the vicinity of Quarantine Bay 

during the period when the open canals after the crevasse of 1897 

permitted direct communication with the river. It is probable that 
hereafter the planters will use shells more extensively, rather than 

make the long journey to Timbalier or Terrebonne for seed, these being 

now the nearest natural beds having direct communication by water. 

It is estimated that about 300 bank barrels (900 bushels) of seed 

oysters are planted per acre of bottom, and under good conditions these 
are said to increase about 100 per cent in 14 to 2 years. I was informed 
that in one instance, where 475 barrels had been planted on a certain 

piece of bottom, 480 barrels were taken up in the following year, and it 
was estimated that an equal quantity still remained. 

The quantity of shells planted per acre could not be ascertained, 

owing to the practice of spreading them along the shores in the shoal 

water, as has been described in connection with the subject of planting 

at Port Eads. The bottom suitable for planting occurs in patches here 

and there, and there is apparently no large area of hard bottom not 

interspersed with soft mud. 

The principal enemy of the oyster here 1s the drumfish, and the 

bedding-grounds are inclosed by rude rail fences to prevent its inroads. 

In the markets of New Orleans the oysters from Bayou Cook have 

the best reputation of any grown in the State, and a large number of 

oysters grown elsewhere, many of them equal to the genuine, are put 

upon the markets and sold as Bayou Cooks. 

Bayou Cook itself connects Bay Adam with Bastian Bay, and is about 
3 miles long, broad at the two ends, but narrowing in the middle third 
of its length. The currents flowing through the bayou are moderately 

strong, it being the main channel for the ebb and flow of the tides 

affecting Bay Adam. It covers a bottom of considerable area, only a 
small portion of which is utilized in the methods of oyster-culture in 

vogue, although the oystermen state that all bottom naturally snited 

to the purpose is now in use. The bottom on the planting-grounds is 

usually, if not invariably, a hard mud, soft mud being avoided because 
the oysters sink in it and are lost, and the sand in the bayou being of 

a shifting character and liable to bury the beds during storms. 

It is stated that in 1893 many hundreds of barrels of oysters were 

destroyed in this way, some of the oystermen prior to that time not 

appreciating the unstable character of the bottom. The hard mud, as 
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a rule, occurs in patches near the shores, the channel generally having 
a soft bottom, and in places being too deep for the tongs used in catch- 

ing the oysters. 

Although it is claimed that all of the suitable bottom in the bayou 

has been taken up and is now in use for planting, no attempt has been 

made to improve the soft bottom by covering it with a stratum capable 

of furnishing a support for the oysters. A few shells are planted along 

the shores in the manner practiced at Port Eads, but seed oysters 

from the natural beds are much more extensively used. The seed is 

brought principally from Timbalier and Terrebonne bays, which entails 

a voyage of about 50 miles at least, the payment of tolls in the canal, 

and the payment of a license fee in the parish in which the oysters 

are taken from the reefs. During the autumn of 1897 much seed was 

brought from Quarantine Bay, but as soon as the breaks in the levee 

were closed this source of supply was cut off. The taking of seed 

oysters from the natural beds is a source of much complaint among the 

oystermen fishing for the markets, who claim that the boats engaged 

in the business pay but little attention to the requirements of the cull- 

ing law and that large and small oysters alike are removed from the 

beds. 7 

From 300 to 400 bank barrels (900 to 1,200 bushels) are planted on 

each acre of bottom, the oysters being spread as closely as possible 

without being in actual contact. They are planted in the usual man- 

ner, by being thrown broadcast from the boat with shovels or scoops. 

It is stated that oysters here reach a marketable size in about two years 

from the time at which they fix themselves to the shells, and that seed 
3 inches long is ready for the market in one year from the time of 

planting. 

The principal enemy of the oyster in Bayou Cook is the drumfish, 

which causes some damage during the summer, but is especially 

destructive during the months of September and October. Oysters 
which have been long bedded are not much damaged by the drumfish, 

but those which have been cleaned and laid down in preparation for 

market are especially liable to attack during the first few days. After 

that, probably either because they settle down slightly in the mud, or 

because they become coated with sediment and are therefore less con- 

spicuous, they are not much molested. The oystermen all erect barriers 

around the bedding-grounds where the cleaned oysters are deposited. 

The conch or snail is not very destructive in Bayou Cook, excepting 

near the entrance to Bastian Bay. Stone-crabs sometimes kill the 

oysters, especially those less than 3 inches long. 

In Bay Adam the conditions are practically as in Bayou Cook, except 

that there is less current flowing over the beds and they are more 

exposed to storms. The planting-grounds are around the shores of 

the lake, especially in its southern half, and, as nearly everywhere on 

the coast of Louisiana, the area of naturally suitable bottom is compar- 

atively small and much scattered. In Bayou Chute, which establishes 
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communication between Bastian Bay and the extreme southern part of 
Bay Adam, oyster-planting is also carried on to a considerable extent. 

In these places the drumfish is less troublesome than in Bayou Cook, 
but great damage is done to the beds by the conch or snail. 

It is estimated that about 500 men are employed in oystering in the 
Bayou Cook region, practically all of whom are engaged in operations 

pertaining to planting and the transportation of the planted oysters to 

market. Most of these are alien-born, being principally natives of the 

Slavonic provinces of Austria, but there are also some native-born 

planters, usually creoles. In Cyprian Bay, Bay Coquette, and vicinity, 

most of the planters are creoles or other natives. 

OYSTER-PLANTING IN JEFFERSON PARISH. 

In Barataria Bay the oyster industry amounts to practically nothing, 

owing to the extermination of the natural beds and the almost com- 

plete neglect of oyster-culture. A few oysters are planted for home 

consumption near Grand Isle, and one or two men at that place plant a 

few for the markets, but the entire production for all purposes is very 

small. A few oysters from Timbalier are planted on a small bed in 

Bay Coquette, near the mouth of the canal, in La Fourche Parish. In 

Bay Devise, shown on the Coast Survey Charts as Cat Bay, one, or 

perhaps two, persons have planted oysters on what appears to have 

been formerly a natural reef, although it has not been productive for 

several years. In the few cases cited seed oysters are brought from 

Timbalier Bay, and it is stated that except at Grand Isle it is impos 

sible to secure a set of oyster spat upon shell or upon cultch. The 

oystermen think that it is possible to do so at Grand Isle for some 

mysterious reason connected with the drainage of fresh water from the 

island, but it is probable that a set could be obtained anywhere in the 

southern half of Barataria Bay and its connected waters if there were 

but enough adult oysters to furnish the young. As there are practi- 

cally no adult oysters, except those on the few planted beds mentioned, 

over the greater part of this region, it is useless to expect young oysters 

to grow. The belief of some of the oystermen that young oysters are 

generated spontaneously under certain peculiar conditions of admixture 

of fresh and salt water is a biological absurdity. 

The general conditions for oyster-culture appear to be good, and it is 

quite probable, indeed almost a certainty, that self-perpetuating beds 

might be readily established by bringing adult oysters from the Tim- 

balier or other natural beds and planting them upon suitable bottom 

in any part of Barataria Bay south of the mouth of Champaign Bay, 

and probably for some distance north of that point. In the upper 

parts of the main bay, which is locally known as Grand Lake, and in 

Hackberry Bay, Creole Bay, Bay Batiste, and their connections, it is 

probable that the water will prove too fresh in which to raise oysters 

of good quality, if, indeed, they could be grown at all. 
After establishing the planted beds of brood oysters there should 
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be no difficulty in securing a set of spat on shells or other cultch laid 

down in the vicinity, or the shell-beds might be first established and 
the brood oysters scattered over them in the proportion of 25 to 40 

barrels per acre. There are perhaps several hundred thousand bar- 

rels of shells on and around the small islands on the western side of 

Grand Lake. These are clean and bright and in excellent condition 

for planting, and moreover may be obtained for the labor of loading 

them on the boats, which may be run close against the bank, so that 

the labor of loading may be reduced to a minimum. These shells are 

small, averaging 1 or 2 inches in diameter, and as comparatively few 

spat would probably attach to each, the labor of culling would be 

much less than if large oyster shells are used, when often a hundred 

young attach to a single shell and the oysters grow in large clusters. 

The amount of bottom suitable for oyster-culture is comparatively 

limited, especially if we except from consideration the extinct oyster 

reefs. What should be done with the latter is a matter worthy of con- 

sideration. As they now are, they are worthless tec everybody. It is 

only here and there that an adult oyster can be found, and even the few 

old shells remaining upon them are fast disappearing, owing to the 

attacks of boring organisms, worms, sponges, and lamellibranchs, which 

are rapidly bringing about their disintegration and decay. In the course 

of time the shells will become dissolved and entirely disappear, and 

eventually, with the deposit of sediment, the bottom will become almost, 

if not quite, as softas the surrounding mud. The young oyster, as has 

been frequently pointed out in the publications of the Fish Commission 

and elsewhere, is extremely minute at the time it settles down from its 

free-swimming existence, and a very slight deposit of silt or slime is 

often sufficient to prevent its attachment to the hard bodies which are 

its only salvation. The shells upon these old reefs are now more or 

less completely covered with slime and sediment, whereas upon a 

thrifty reef there are always many comparatively clean shells to be 

found. 

Each year that passes makes it more and more improbable that these 

reefs will ever become rehabilitated, and even now the condition of the 
shells is such that it is doubtful if oyster fry would find them suitable 

places for attachment, and the time will certainly come when all hope 

of nature again establishing beds must be utterly abandoned. In their 

present condition, however, they appear to be very well adapted to 

planting purposes, and it appears to be good economics to permit their 

use for this purpose rather than to still hug the almost certainly vain 

hope that nature will again step in and renew her bounties, and, waiting 

thus too long, lose the opportunity to make some salvage from the 

wreck which wasteful and improvident methods have already wrought. 

Under a proper system of private culture these same reefs, now 

worthless, could. probably be made to yield a product far greater than 

they ever did under the joint administration of nature and the natural- 

bed oystermen. It isa just and proper regulation that prohibits plant- 
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ing on the natural reefs or that forbids their alienation from the use of 

the public, but a law which practically says “once an oyster-reef always 

an oyster-reef” is contrary to the best interests of a State and her citi- 
zens. 

OYSTER-PLANTING IN LA FOURCHE PARISH. 

In Timbalier Bay most of the planting is done in the northeastern 

side, in the vicinity of Jack’s Camp and at Camp Malnommé. In Little 

Lake no oysters are planted, but an extinct oyster-reef there is some- 

times used as a temporary bedding-ground where oysters are freshened 

during periods of excessive salinity in the more open waters. In Bayou 

Landry and in Jack’s Camp Bay one association of individuals is said to 

hold 120 acres of planting-ground, of which 60 acres are affirmed by 
the oystermen to be upon productive natural reefs which were regularly 

worked up to the time that the grounds were staked off as a private 

reservation under the laws relating to planting. It is impossible to 

form an opinion as to the merits of a controversy of this character with- 

out a careful investigation, as the decision hinges largely upon a , 

question of veracity between the contending parties. This incident 

emphasizes the necessity for more definite laws regarding the occupa- 

tion of the natural reefs for planting purposes. 

Just what constitutes a natural reef is a matter which will receive a 

variety of interpretations, and some authoritative definition, even 

although it may be somewhat arbitrary, should be promulgated for the 

guidance of those intrusted with the enforcement of oyster regula- 

tions. The importance of making legal recognition of the fact that 

oyster-reefs may, under certain conditions, cease to be such, beyond 

reasonable hope of redemption, is pointed out in the discussion of 

the prevailing conditions in Barataria Bay. On the other hand, the 

contention and dissatisfaction among the oystermen at Jack’s Camp 

shows there is danger in a too lax interpretation of laws prohibiting 

the individual occupation of natural beds to the exclusion of the 

public. Without expressing any opinion as to the merits of the special 

case cited, it may be emphatically pointed out that the State should 

safeguard from invasion those beds which it holds in common for the 

use of its citizens, as otherwise the favored few are permitted to reap 

the benefits which justly belong to the many. 
A number of persons in addition to those associated in the case above 

cited are also engaged in oyster-culture on a small seale at Jack’s Camp 

and Camp Malnommé. The practice is confined almost exclusively to 

the planting of seed from the natural beds, but some of the men spread 

a few shells along shore in the vicinity of their camps and afterwards 

transfer the young oysters to their beds in deeper water. The set of 

spat so obtained appears to be sufficiently abundant to amply warrant 

the further development of this practice, especially as the natural reefs 

are less productive than heretofore. 
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OYSTER-PLANTING IN TERREBONNE PARISH. 

In Terrebonne Bay there are but few men planting oysters as com- 

pared with the large numbers engaged in fishing on the natural reefs. 
In the parish of Terrebonne, which includes the greatest and most 

productive oyster region in the State, there were but 32 oyster-planters 

to whom licenses had been granted in 1898, although it is stated that 
next season there will be a very material increase in the number, there 

being about 50,applicants now waiting for the survey of their beds. 

Of the 32 planters whose claims are registered there are not over 15 in 

Terrebonne Bay, the rest of them being in the bays and lakes lying to 

the westward. Most of the planting consists in the bedding of seed 

obtained from the many natural reefs in the bay. Comparatively few 

shells are planted, notwithstanding that at least 100,000 barrels are 

piled around the oyster-canneries at Houma, where they could be 

obtained for little or nothing and carried on the boats returning from 

that place to the oyster-beds. Most of the planted oysters are in the 

bayous and coves in the northern part of the bay. They are said to 

reach marketable dimensions when about 3 years old. 

In Pelican Lake, a branch of Pelto Bay, there are several camps 

with bedding-grounds protected by stockades or fences. On the flats 

there are a great many raccoon oysters which are worthless in their 

present condition, but which might be utilized with profit for planting 

purposes. Such oysters when culled and planted upon good bottom 

undergo great improvement both in shape and condition, and in a year 

should be fit for market and hardly distinguishable from those which 

grew under good conditions from the start. 

In Wilson Bay the oysters are said to get fat early in the season, and 

as the natural beds there are nearly exhausted it is quite probeble that 

this would prove a good field for an attempt at planting. 

In Lake Chien planting began about five years ago, when the natural 

reefs were approaching depletion, and there are now three or four pri- 

vate oyster-beds. Most of these are on the original natural reefs, which 

afford about the only hard bottom in the lake. A few shells are planted, 

but most of the seed is obtained from the raccoon oyster-beds in the 

surrounding bayous. When placed in deeper water, these inferior 

oysters improve very much in shape and flavor and are ready for market 

in about a year from the time of planting. They are said to get fat in 

September, but at the time the lake was visited (March, 1898) they 
were but moderately fat, although of very fair flavor. Both drumfish 

and snails are here very troublesome at times. 

At Bayou de Large there are several men engaged in oyster-planting, 

small oysters being planted one year and marketed the next; and in 

Sister Lake and King Lake, both included in Lake Caillou as shown on 

the charts, some of the men engaged in oystering on the natural reefs 

have small planting-grounds. 

Jack Stout Bayou and Bayou Provencal are considered the best 
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planting-grounds in this vicinity, as the oysters get very fat there 
early in the season. These bayous lie to the eastward of Bayou Taylor, 

which leads to the sea from the southwestern end of King Lake. 

The maps of this part of the coast are extremely imperfect, and it is 
impossible to say which of the charted bayous are those now under 

discussion. 

Seed oysters are obtained from Big and Little Bays Genope (or Geno- 

ble?) and from Lake Washa (Mauchas) and planted on the old reefs or 

on hard mud, the former being considered best for the purpose. When 

ready for market they are taken up, cleaned, and rebedded upon hard, 

clean bottom for from 3 to 7 days to wash and purge of dirt before being 

sent to market. Oysters are planted on a small scale in other bayous 

in the vicinity. Very little use of cultch is made by the planters in this 

region. They depend almost entirely upon the natural reefs for their 

seed, and instead of assisting the perpetuation of the natural oyster 

supply they aid in its destruction. At the mouth of Taylor Bayou 

there are great banks of shells on the outer coast readily accessible and 

well adapted for use as cultch. If this material were utilized properly, 

it would soon become unnecessary to obtain seed from the natural beds, 

and the problem of perpetuating the reefs would present a much more 

hopeful aspect. 

SPAWNING OF THE LOUISIANA OYSTER. 

If we may judge from the size of the spat which is found adhering to 

hard bodies on the oyster-beds, a set occurs during almost every month 

of the year, but the principal spawning season is between April 1 and 

September 15, although, for reasons which are not explicable by the 

facts at command, there appears to be considerable local variation in 

the time at which the climax is reached. The investigations made, 

although they are not entirely conclusive, point to the fact that the 

oysters west of the river in general ripen before those on the east side. 

During the last week in February the oysters of St. Bernard Parish 

showed no indications of the near approach of the spawning season, 

only an occasional individual emitting a few ripe eggs, while a week or 

ten days later a considerable proportion of those west of the river, in 

Plaquemines Parish, were decidedly “milky.” 

The same variation in the time of cessation of spawning was noticed. 

During the last week in August the oysters in Bayou Cook were still 

spawning rather copiously, those in Bay Adam had evidently just con- 

cluded, while those at Salt Works Canal were found to be fat and well 

conditioned, indicating that spawning had been over for several weeks, 

as itis not until the bulk of the spawn has been discharged that the 

oysters begin to fatten. In St. Bernard Parish they were found to be 

spawning freely at Three-mile Bayou and at Grand Pass on the 31st of 

August. 

The oystermen say that spawning begins, or as they state it “the 

oysters become milky,” when the water begins to decrease in salinity 
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under the influence of the spring freshets, and that it ceases with the 
influx of salter water in the fall. A change in the salinity of the water 

may perhaps stimulate reproduction, but it happens that the water is 

more and not less dense during the summer, when the oyster is spawn- 

ing copiously, than it is in winter when only sporadic cases of sexual 

activity prevail. 

The following table shows in condensed form the conditions prevail- 

ing at several places during the latter part of August, 1897: 

Locality. Date. | Density. Remarks. 

| 

Grandwbass, St.bermard) Parish 212. <cpiscisa=)-\-/<2-— oes 226 Aug. 31 1.0176 | Spawning freely. 
Three-mile Bay Ouse Stieb Orban se ALISi sae ame e ace teria a= /= eeedO eee eOl2s Do. 
Salt Works, Plaquemines Parish =sacse So Sac ooDo dae BeaAASdgaC Aug. 25 1.0151 | Not spawning. 
Bay Adam, "Plaquemines JEST RIE pe conc conabdé enn soesacoercsoe | Aug. 24 1. 0076 Do. 
Bayou Cook, Plagueminesse anishinsoss classe. sceicies “seciss eel ---do....| 1.0106 | Spawning. 

It will be seen that there is no relation shown between the density 

of the water and the cessation of spawning, and that the relative as 

well as the absolute densities at the different seasons are not deter- 

mining factors is seen when we consider the geographical relations of 

Bayou Cook and Bay Adam. No increase in salinity could take place 

in the latter, where spawning had ceased, without having a prior effect 

upon the former, where spawning still continued. At the same time it 

is apparently a well-established fact that in certain places, e. g., Salt 

Works, Wilson Bay, Bayou Provengal, and others, the oysters cease 

spawning and become fat very early in the season. Closer investiga- 

tion would doubtless show that this was not due to one, but to a variety 
of causes, embracing density, temperature, and amount of food matter 

available. 

The young fry of the oyster, which freely swims in the water, is often 

wafted long distances and widely distributed by the currents, a fact 

which accounts for the establishment of new beds and the frequent 

rejuvenation of old ones which have been destroyed. An instance of 

the latter, in Quarantine Bay, is noted in another connection in this 

report. In order that these minute fry may succeed in establishing 

themselves, it is necessary that they should find some clean, solid body 

to which to fasten, a fact that must be borne in mind when considering 
the question of oyster-culture and the use to be made of exhausted 
beds, such as are found in Barataria Bay. 

RATE OF GROWTH OF LOUISIANA OYSTERS. 

In the waters of Louisiana the oyster reaches a good marketable size 

within three years of the time of its fixation, this fact being estab- 

lished not as the result of more or less loose estimates, but from 

authentic data established by experience. It is rarely possible to 

* determine with accuracy the age of oysters upon the natural beds, 

but occasionally circumstances arise which make such determinations 
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nearly accurate. A case of this kind occurred in Plaquemines Parish 

in 1897, when the oysters in Quarantine Bay and its vicinity were 

killed by a crevasse, which occurred about March 15 and lasted until 

July, when the water again became salt enough to support oyster life, 

and a heavy set of spat fell upon the dead shells. On March 2, 1898, 

when these beds were examined, much of this spat had grown to a 

length of from 24 to 3 inches, and, assuming that the water became 

suitable for oysters as early as July 1, these oysters could not have 

been older than 8 months. 

In Bayou Schofield some oyster shells, put down about July 1, were 

taken up about August 15, and were found to bear spat, some of 

which was an inch in length. Shells planted in Bay Coquette in Sep- 

tember, 1897, were taken up March 5 and found covered with young 

oysters, most of which were from 2 to 24 inches in length, although 

there were a few as small as 2 inch. ’ 

At the same place, oysters grown on shells planted September, 1896, 

and culled and rebedded when about 1 year old, had grown to a 

length of about 35 inches by the 5th of March, 1898, when they could 

not have been more than 18 months old. They were of excellent shape 

and fine flavor. In July or August, 1895, a piece of rock about 6 or 8 

inches in diameter was thrown upon the planting-ground in Bayou 

Schofield, being removed 23 months later. It is now in the possession 

of the United States Fish Commission and is covered with a growth of 

40 or 50 oysters, all of which are over 4 inches, some of them being as 

much as 6 inches in length, but all rather inferior in shape owing to 

the crowding to which they were subjected. Tabulating these results 

we have the following as illustrating the normal rate of growth of 

oysters on favorable bottom in Louisiana: 

Locality. Age. Length. 

Bayou Schofield ............ Sodcond 7ane700r Not Over 6 WEEKS se -nainesclien =m ee si $ tol inch. 
IBaveCoquentOssa-- 2-45 22 ce =e aee see sae ciate INO GVOl OMMONUNS = see mt= = nee ints 2 to 24 inches. 
Quarantine Bay (natural reef) .-.--.....-- Notovers monthsrr one cs cetiemee senate 24 to 3 inches. 
IbayACONUStLe cancer ses eee ceases cette eae Notiover 18imonthsy 2. .-csseceese senses | 34 inches. 
IBRY OUIS CHONG] Oise sen ae < seen reiasoeecistescce Not over 23 months.........2.2.cs+0---- 4 to 6 inches. 

It will be noticed that the length of some of the oysters 8 months old 

was but 4 inch less than those 18 months old, but owing to the im- 
provement in shape, due to the broadening and deepening of the shells, 

the animals in the latter were from 4 to 6 times as voluminous as the 

former. Had they not been culled from the shells and separated from 

one another the improvement would not have been so great, a state- 

ment illustrated by the 23-months-old specimens from Bayou Schofield. 

There are very few places in the North where the rapidity of oyster 

growth rivals that attained in Louisiana, a condition brought about by 

the abundance of oyster food induced by the favorable temperature and 

the richness of the waters in the chemical elements necessary for the 

production of vegetation. 
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DESTRUCTIVE AGENCIES. 

Conch, Snail, Borer.—The mollusk which is known by these names 
on the coast of Louisiana is the Purpura floridana of naturalists. It 

causes considerable damage at times to both the planted and the nat- 

ural beds, especially those located nearer the sea where the prevailing 

density of the water is higher, as it appears to be much more suscep- 

tible to the effects of fresh water than the oyster itself. There is a 

difference of opinion among the oystermen concerning the manner in 

which this mollusk destroys the oyster, some contending that it bores 

a hole in the shell like the northern dril!, and others that it injects 

between the lips of the shell a substance which possesses the power of 

paralyzing the oyster and causing the shell to gape so as to permit 

access to the interior. Some of the oystermen pointed out what they 

considered to be the borings of this snail, but they were merely the 
bottoms of the chambers made by Martesias, the upper portions having 
disappeared by the delamination of the shells. 

During the entire period of the investigations, although many bush- 

els of oysters and dead shells were examined, not a single drilled oyster 

shell was noted, although several Polinices shells showed the handiwork 
of some boring gasteropod. 

A number of specimens of Purpura were kept in aquaria with oysters, 

but in no instance did they molest them in any way. The theory that, 

they inject a poisonous fluid into the oyster can be set aside as improb- 

able, and there can be little doubt that they destroy their prey after 

the manner of their relatives, among which can be numbered the de- 

structive drill, Urosalpinx, of Chesapeake Bay. This form, by means of 
its rasp-like tongue, bores a small hole in the shell of the oyster, 

through which it introduces its proboscis and extracts the soft parts. 

Urosalpinx feeds upon small oysters only, but the conch of the Louisi- 

ana oyster-bed, owing to its greater size and strength, could doubtless 

attack much larger individuals with success. It is said that extensive 

beds are sometimes practically depopulated by this animal, and the 

oystermen of St. Bernard Parish hold it responsible for the destruction 

of the oysters of Chandeleur Sound and for the present rather sparse 

population of Cabbage Reef. It is found everywhere on the oyster- 

beds of Louisiana excepting the less saline waters. It breeds in spring, 

its eggs being inclosed in vase-shaped capsules, attached to hard bodies 

in the water. Its numbers could doubtless be materially reduced were 

the oystermen to carefully destroy all animals and their eggs which 

they may take in the course of their work. Apparently little attention 

is paid to this matter, and most of the snails caught are thrown back 

on the beds with the culls and dead shells, to continue their destruction 
and to perpetuate their kind. 

Drumfish.—The drumfish is one of the most destructive enemies of 

the oyster, and in Louisiana its depredations are especially annoying, 

inasmuch as they are largely confined to planted beds of single oysters. 
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On the natural reefs, where the oysters grow in clusters, the denseness 

of the growth and the sharp edges of the shells make it difficult for the 

fish to wreak much destruction, although the smaller clusters of young 

oysters are frequently eaten, being crushed and swallowed, shell and 

soft parts alike. The lips of drumfish caught on and near the oyster- 

beds are lacerated from contact with the knife-like edges of the young 
oysters. The oystermen working on the natural reefs often suffer con- 

siderable loss by having eaten the culled and cleaned oysters which are 

temporarily bedded, and frequent cases are reported of the loss of 30 

or 40 barrels of bedded oysters within a single day. To prevent these 

inroads on the bedding-grounds the oystermen encircle them with old 

seines supported on pickets, or lines to which rags are attached are 

used to frighten the fish away, and in some places substantial stockades 

are constructed. 

The drumfish is troublesome on nearly all of the planting-grounds 

in the State, but it appears to be especially so at Bayou Cook. The 

damage done to planted beds is usually wrought very soon after the 

separated and culled oysters are laid down. After several days have 

elapsed the oysters seem to be immune, probably either because they 

have sunk slightly in the mud on which they are planted or because 

they become more or less covered with sediment, which makes them 

less conspicuous. If the drumfish can be kept off for a week or two 

there appears to be but little danger of an attack thereafter, but if for 

any reason the oysters are rebedded the same difficulty is encountered 

as before. 
To prevent depredations on the beds fences and stockades are erected, 

differing in dimensions only from the more substantial structures on 

the bedding-grounds. The drumfish operates in water of all densities, 

often occurring in that which is almost fresh and where the conch 

would never occur. It is most abundant and destructive during the 

months of September and October, but does some damage during every 

season except winter. 

Stone-cracker.—The oystermen of Port Eads complain of the depre- 

dations of a large ray, known as the stone-cracker. Judging from the 

description of its general appearance and the large size which it is said 

to attain (‘about 25 feet across”) this appears to be the devil ray or 

devil-fish, Manta birostris, which is not uncommon on the coast of 
Louisiana. A planter at Port Eads states that he lost 300 barrels of 

oysters in two weeks through the depredations of this fish, and that he 

was at first unaware of the agent which caused this destruction, but 
finally saw 5 or 6 of them in the act. This species is not reported as an 

oyster enemy at any other place on the coast of Louisiana. 

_ Stone-crab—The stone-crab, Menippe mercenaria, is said to some- 
times kill a good many oysters, especially the young ones under 3 inches 

long, breaking off the edges of the shells and extracting the contents. 

This enemy was reported from Quarantine Bay, Bayou Cook, and 

Bayou Coquette, and their connected waters. As arule, it does not 
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occur in sufficient numbers to cause very great damage, but one man 

stated that he had had almost an entire lugger-load of oysters, from 2 

to 3 inches long, destroyed by an unknown enemy, which had crushed 

the thin edges of the shells. The appearance of specimens of shells 

taken in Quarantine Bay and said to resemble those just mentioned 

leads to the suspicion that the destruction was wrought by the crab 

under discussion, the entire distal halves of the shells being wrenched 
and crushed. 

Boring-sponge.—Upon the oyster-beds of Louisiana occurs a boring- 

sponge closely related to, if not identical with, the Cliona sulphurea 

found on the oyster-beds of the North. Cliona sulphurea in its mature 

stage forms large yellow masses sometimes more than 6 inches in diam- 

eter. During the investigations in Louisiana waters none of these 

massive forms were found, but many of the dead shells and some of the 

living ones were honeycombed by the galleries of the young sponges, 

which sometimes projected, as mushroom-shaped papille, nearly a 

quarter of an inch above the surface of the shells. This was particu- 
larly the case on the extinct reefs of Barataria Bay and other places 

west of the Mississippi River, where it occurs’ usually associated with 

the coral, Astrangia dane, exactly as it does in places on the Atlantic 

coast. It is thought that this sponge does little harm to the oysters of 
Louisiana, but, in connection with the boring mollusk Martesia, it per- 

forms an important function in cleaning the reefs of old shells, which it 

corrodes and dissolves as its galleries extend. By the combined action 

of these forms the old reefs are practically eradicated in the course of a 

short time, and unless they become restocked with spat within 3 or 4 

years they are placed beyond the possibility of natural rejuvenescence 

by the destruction of the cultch. It is rather remarkable that this 
sponge does not attack the shells on the shell-banks, such as are found 
in Barataria Bay. 

Martesia cuneiformis.—This form is extremely abundant on the coast 

of Louisiana, especially upon the oyster-beds of St. Bernard Parish. 

It is a small species of boring-clam, which, during infancy, bores into 

the oyster shells, excavating a tiny cell from which it does not again 

emerge. As the clam increases in size the cell is enlarged, eventually 

becoming an egg-shaped cavity half an inch in its major axis and com- 

municating with the exterior by a small pore about =; inch across. 

Often these are so closely arranged as to be almost in contact, and the 

oyster shell is so weakened that the outer part will scale off with a 

slight blow. This delamination appears to often take place naturally, 

the bases of the ovate chambers showing on the remaining parts of the 

shell as a collection of rounded pits, often mistaken by the oystermen 

for either incipient or abortive borings of the snail, Purpura. These 
animals can not be classed as true enemies of the oyster, and, in fact, 

they do it practically no injury, as the chambers rarely penetrate the 

shell, and even then are readily closed, and the delamination spoken 
of is not sufficiently profound to seriously injure the shell. The oyster 
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shell is used solely as a protection and a place of abode and without 

design upon the fleshy parts of the oyster, the food of the Martesia 
being found in the incurrent streams of water passing through the 

external orifice of the chambers. 

Alge.—Two species of alge, which have not been identified, are 

found upon the oyster-beds of Louisiana. One of theseis a species of 

Ulva, a green form with expansive fronds, its appearance well meriting 
its popular names of “sea lettuce” and “sea cabbage.” This is quite 
abundant in some places during the summer, but seems to die down 

in winter. It appears to cause no serious annoyance to the oystermen 

as it is readily removed from the shells. The second is a species of 

Floridee, which maintains a luxuriant growth throughout the winter. 
It consists of purplish-brown, slender-branching filaments, growing in 
dense tufts upon the shells. While it inno manner injures the oysters, 
except so far as it serves as a basis for the collection of mud and silt, 
it is a source of great annoyance to oystermen on account of the diffi- 

culty of its removal, and it not infrequently happens that fishing on a 

bed is temporarily abandoned because of its abundance. If oysters 

are sent to the markets or canneries with this seaweed attached the 
filaments almost certainly become mixed witl the meats and fluids and 

render the opened product almost worthless. 

Crevasses.—Practically the entire oyster region of Louisiana is so 

situated with respect to the Mississippi River as to be subject to the 

influence of crevasses occurring at almost any part of its course south 

of the mouth of the Red River. In 1890 great damage was caused by 

the Nita crevasse, which discharged through Blind River into Lake 

Maurepas, and thence via Lake Pontchartrain and Lake Borgne into 

Mississippi Sound. This affected the oysters in St. Bernard Parish 

and Mississippi Sound as far as Biloxi. 

In the spring of 1897 the river broke through the levee at Bohemia, 

and, in a minor degree, at other places on the east bank of the river, 
and killed all the oysters in the vicinity of Quarantine and California 

bays; and several years ago the Pass a Loutre crevasse, which has not 

yet been closed, produced a similarly disastrous effect in Garden Island 
Bay. Instances might be multiplied, but those noted are probably the 

most striking ones occurring within the last few years. 

The effects of a crevasse are twofold; it deposits mud and freshens 
the water, both of which are more or less disastrous to the oysters. 
Crevasses occur during periods of high water, when the river is carry- 

ing large quantities of materials scoured from its watershed, and when 

this sediment-laden stream strikes the salt water, either at its mouth or 
through a temporary discharge resulting from a crevasse, its velocity 

is checked and the mud in suspension is deposited, while at the same 

time the salt water precipitates certain materials which have entered 
into actual solution. When these materials are thrown down upon the 

oyster-beds the oysters are smothered and the shells buried. 
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In some cases the deposit of mud may be slight or the swiftness of 

the currents of fresh water pouring out to sea may actually exert a 

scouring action, carrying off the deposit of sediment which is normally 

thrown down in the comparatively still waters of the bays and bayous, 

and leaving the shells exposed and clean, even though the animals be 

killed by the abnormal freshness of the water. 

When the deposit of mud is excessive the prospects for recuperation 

are poor, as the young oysters, even though they be wafted on the cur- 

rents into the devastated region, can find no place for attachment. On 
the other hand, when the oysters are killed by the fresh water the shells 

are often left in excellent condition to serve as cultch, and oyster fry 

carried in from afar finds abundant facilities for fixation. This appears 

to have been the case in St. Bernard Parish after the Nita crevasse, 
and was certainly so in Plaquemines Parish after the breakage in the 

levees at Bohemia. In the latter instance, soon after the subsidence 

of the water, the spat began to set thickly upon the shells, and at the 

time of our investigation there was a very dense growth of young on 

all of the beds examined, although hardly an old one was to be found. 

As was found by conversation with oystermen at many places, there 

is a general belief among them that a crevasse will always rehabilitate 

an exhausted oyster region, owing to the production of oyster spawn by 

the interaction of the fresh and salt waters. This idea is based upon 

false reasoning from the facts just set forth. It is extremely improba- 

ble, for instance, that the beds of Barataria Bay would be again ren- 

dered productive by a crevasse, because there are but few oysters in the 

vicinity to furnish the spawn, and the cultch, or material to which the 

young could attach, has been almost destroyed by boring organisms of 

several kinds. Without these the influence of the crevasse is of no 

avail, as its benefits are in all probability due entirely to the mechan- 

ical effects of the currents to which it gives rise. 

RECOMMENDATIONS. 

In consideration of the observations and conclusions set forth in the 
foregoing report the following recommendations are made: 

1. That no oysters be permitted to be removed from the natural beds 

for any purpose whatever during the period from April 15 to October 1. 

This regulation is intended not so much to protect the spawning 

oysters, which would, of course, result incidentally, as to protect at 

least some of the young oysters from injury at a time when they are 

exceedingly delicate and when, owing to their small size and fragility, 
it is almost impossible to cull them from the marketable oysters as 

defined by the culling laws. By allowing them an additional month’s 

growth, under the favorable conditions obtaining in Louisiana, a larger 
number should have reached a size Be aS of their detachment from 
their places of fixation. 

2. No oysters, wheresoever caught, should be sold or exposed to sale 

within the close season as fixed in the preceding section. 
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This prohibition is regarded as the most feasible method of enforcing 

the close season in the absence of a large and expensive oyster police. 

If all States should adopt legislation along this line it would solve the 

question of the enforcement of close seasons. It is similar to the regu- 
lation which has been found most efficient in protecting game and fish. 

It would doubtless cause some inconvenience and loss to dealers and 

restaurateurs who now sell oysters, presumably from without the State, 

during the close season, but it is doubtful if they would suffer to a 

greater extent than they would under a strict enforcement of section 7, 
Act No. 121, General Assembly, 1896. 

3. It should be illegal to remove from the natural beds, for any pur- 

pose whatever, shells or oysters under 3 inches in length. All oysters 

caught on the natural beds should be culled upon the beds whence 
they are taken and all shells and oysters less than 3 inches long, as 

measured from hinge to tip or nip of shell, should be promptly returned 

to the beds. 

Regulations in regard to culling oysters are considered the most 

important and efficient measures which can be adopted for protecting 

the natural beds, as close seasons can not be relied upon to prevent 
their extinction. It has often been demonstrated that it is quite pos- 

sible to utterly ‘‘clean up” a bed within the limits of a short close 

season, and the writer knows of cases in Louisiana in which beds of 

limited extent were practically bared of oysters within two or three 

days by a small fleet of boats, each anxious to get the largest possible 

share of desirable oysters recently discovered. If all the oysters be 

caught up in two days, two weeks, or two months, it is useless to close 

the beds during the rest of the season. If, however, the culling law 

be strictly enforced there will always be a crop of young oysters grow- 

ing up to take the place of the old ones carried to the markets, and if the 

minimum limit be placed at 3 inches, as recommended, there will always 

be some of these capable of spawning. In August, 1897, oysters of that 

size were found to be sexually active on the beds of St. Bernard and 

Plaquemines parishes. 

The minimum limit here recommended is one-half inch greater than 

that provided for in the present laws of Louisiana and most other 

States. It is believed that this increase is highly essential to the 

welfare of the natural reefs, and as oysters less than 3 inches long 

bring but a small price in the markets, it is regarded as unjustifiable 

to sacrifice the future for an insignificant gain in the present. As a 

matter of fact, many of the oystermen voluntarily reject all the oysters 

under the size recommended, and thereis no good reason why all should 

not be compelled to do so. By increasing the cull limit two ends are 

gained—a larger number of oysters must be left on the reefs and a 
larger proportion of these will be capable of spawning during the fol- 

lowing pericd of reproductive activity. The law would be incomplete 

and unsatisfactory, however, were it to prevent the taking of young 

oysters for the market and yet allow them to be taken for use as seed. 
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The provision of section 8 of the oyster act of 1896, “that nothing 
in this section shall deprive the police juries of the parishes in which 

natural oyster beds or bars are situated of the privilege of granting 

permission for the removal of shells or small oysters to other parishes 

in the State for planting purposes,” is one which would allow the utter 

destruction of the natural beds, however wise and stringent the rest of 

the law might be. The culling law as it stands defeats its own ends. 

Whatever the purpose to which young oysters may be devoted, their 

removal must be injurious to the parent beds. Nature takes cognizance 

of immediate rather than mediate results, and does not inquire into 

motives when her laws are infringed upon. It is an interesting fact, 

and one not without significance, that the natural beds first exhausted 

in Louisiana are those nearest the most extensive planting-grounds. 

Doubtless the curtailment of the present privilege possessed by 

planters of taking young oysters from the natural beds would bring 

forth a protest, but this should not stand in the way of a rational 

administration of the oyster laws.. The regulation here suggested does 

not prevent the taking of oysters for seed, but only prescribes the size 

of seed which it shall be legal to take from the natural reefs, and there 
is still a reasonable profit to be derived by bedding oysters not less 

than 3 inches long. The planter’s profit arises not only from an increase 
in quantity due to growth, but also from a great increase in the value 

bulk for bulk—the larger oysters are more valuable than the seed, 

while the planted oysters, owing to their generally superior shape and 

condition, are more highly valued than the natural growth. 

It is, moreover, much to the planter’s interest to have the natural 

beds preserved, and any reasonable measure, such as is here suggested, 

should receive his support. The extermination of natural beds means 

increasing difficulty in procuring seed, either large or small, a point 

well illustrated by the experience of Bayou Cook planters, who since 

the destruction of the Barataria Bay beds have been compelled to go 

to Timbalier Bay, involving the payment of canal tolls and increasing 

the distance by about 20 miles. 

Even should the proposed regulation practically prohibit oyster- 

planting as now carried on, it would be preferable to enforce it rather 

than to permit the extermination of the natural beds, for that in itself 

would result in the destruction of both. This conclusion is justified 

when it is remembered that there is another and more valuable method 

of oyster-culture open to the planters, the system of planting cultch, 

which will be described hereafter. The planting of seed oysters does 

not greatly increase the productiveness of the oyster lands. Itimproves 

the size, shape, and flavor of the plants, and to a limited extent 

increases the oyster output by saving some which would perhaps fall 

victims to the vicissitudes of life on the natural beds, but in the main 
it merely transfers the immediate source of the product from the public 

to private beds without lessening the drain upon the former. 
F. R. 98——7 
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4, All boats or vessels engaged in culling should be at anchor on the 

natural beds. 

This proviso is intended to aid in the enforcement of the preceding 
one requiring culling upon the reefs. It will prevent the practice, 

more or less common, of saving time by culling the oysters while under 

way to market, with the result that the culls often fall upon unsuitable 

bottom and are destroyed, whereas they would have been saved had 

they been culled on the reefs. 

5. Every effort should be made to induce the oystermen to adopt the 

practice of exposing shells or other cultch for the purpose of catching 

the spat or young oysters. This method of culture is now earried on 

to a limited extent in some parts of Plaquemines Parish, as may be 

seen by reference to that section of this report which deals with the 

subject of oyster-planting. It not only results in an improvement in 

the quality of the oysters, as in seed-planting, but also in a very impor- 

tant increase in the quantity. If generally adopted it would result in 

saving millions of oysters which now perish in the soft mud and ooze 

for lack of places for attachment, and every oyster so saved is an oyster 

added to the product of the State. 

By this method of oyster-culture the planter makes himself inde- 

pendent of the natural reefs; he raises his own seed oysters and there 

is no necessity or supposititious necessity of carrying away the young 

growth from the public beds. At the same time there is a reduction in 

the quantity of natural-reef oysters needed for the markets, part of this 

demand being satisfied by the oysters from the planted beds, and finally 

these planted beds would directly benefit neighboring natural beds, 

especially if these be somewhat exhausted, by furnishing large quanti- 

ties of fry to aid in their recuperation. From every point of view, 

therefore, it is advantageous to encourage the planting of cultch, but 

unless private enterprise be sufficiently keen to appreciate its opportu- 

nities it is difficult to see how Louisiana planters can be induced to 

undertake it. Probably the best means for bringing this about would 

result naturally from the curtailment, as heretofore recommended, of 

the present too liberal policy in regard to the taking of seed from the 

natural reefs. If the men be not allowed to take small oysters and 

shells promiscuously, and if they be compelled to cull off the oysters 

less than 3 inches long, precisely as if they were taking them for the 

markets, it will doubtless make them more alive to the advantages of 

planting shells. It is hoped that this, with the aid of more liberal 

regulations in regard to planting recommended hereafter, will induce 

an increase in the acreage of planting beds and promote the use of 

cultch rather than seed from the natural beds. It is believed that after 

one or two men have demonstrated the advantages of the method sug- 

gested the others will not be slow to follow. In many places, as has 

been pointed out in the section dealing with oyster-planting, there are 

large quantities of shells available on the spot, and when this is not 

the case shells, broken tiles, or other suitable materials may be brought, 
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with but little labor or expense, by the boats returning from the 

markets.* 
The recommendations which follow are mainly aimed to offer all 

reasonable facilities and inducements for the extension of the system 

of oyster-culture advocated above. 

6. It is suggested that provision be made for granting to the oyster- 

grower permanent tenure of his beds. He should be permitted to 

hold them, subject to the rights of navigation, under provisions similar 

to those under which he might hold lands above tide. The first 

cost should be nominal, say $1 per acre and the cost of making the sur- 

vey; and the tax thereafter should not be more than a fraction of the 

anaual rental now levied on the leased lands. It would, perhaps, be 

advantageous to allow the planter the option of purchasing under the 

above conditions or of leasing on liberal terms. The end to be kept 

in view is to induce persons to undertake oyster-culture, and not the 

immediate production of a large revenue for the State or parish. It is 

believed, however, that under more liberal provisions a larger number 

of persons would engage in the industry, and that both directly and 

indirectly this would result in an increase in the revenue derived from 

the oyster industry, besides adding to the individual prosperity of the 

citizens of the State. In March, 1898, there were but 32 grants of 
oyster-lands in the parish of Terrebonne—which has the most extensive 

oyster-lands of any parish in the State—yielding not over $80 yearly 

each to State and parish under present laws. This is a small matter, 

indeed, to stand in the way of regulations fostering what is likely to 

prove a great industry, and which at the same time would do much 

to perpetuate the value of the public oyster-lands. 

7. The area which may be purchased or leased by each applicant 

should be increased from 10 to at least 25 acres, and doubtless it would 
be good policy to remove the limit entirely. The policy of restriction 

is unreasonable and illogical, and few would advocate it with reference 
to lands above tide, its consequences there being obvious. If it be 
considered, however, that a limit to individual holdings be desirable, 
it should be remembered that when the shells are planted it will take 

about a year longer for the oysters to reach a marketable size than if 

yearling seed from the natural beds be used, and that the planter there- 

fore requires a larger area upon which to produce a given annual crop. 

8. It is recommended that a definition be made of the meaning of the 

term ‘‘natural oyster reef or bed” as used in the oyster laws, and that 

this definition be drawn with due regard to the fact that a reef may 

cease to be such, either as a result of oystering or in consequence of the 

operation of purely natural causes. The reasons for this recommen- 

dation are set forth on pp. 85 and 86 of this report, where they are 

considered in connection with certain concrete cases which fell under 
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what constitutes an oyster-reef must be to a certain extent arbitrary 
in character, and the following is offered as tentative and is designed 
especially for the conditions prevailing in Louisiana: 

A natural oyster reef, bar, or bed is an area of not less than 500 square yards of 

the bottom of any body of water upon which oysters are found or have been found 

within a term of five years immediately preceding the time at which the questions 

concerning said bottom are decided, in quantities which would warrant taking 

them for profit by means of tongs. 

The reasons for the several provisions of the definition are as follows: 

The minimum limit of 500 square yards is placed in order that small or 

insignificant. patches of oysters within the limits of otherwise available 

planting-grounds shail not, under the provisions of the oyster law, debar 

an applicant from having such bottom assigned to him as a private plant- 

ing-ground. The term of five years is established because it is believed 

that within that time, under the conditions existing in Louisiana, a 
depleted oyster-reef will either have become regenerated or else be 

beyond hope of redemption by natural agencies, and there will be no 

reason for further exempting it from occupation as planting-ground. 

The final provision is to prevent an extinct reef from being regarded 

as a natural bed for the purposes of the oyster act, merely because 

it contains a few scattered oysters which could not be taken for the 

markets with profit. 

9. It is suggested that the oyster laws might in some places be 

enforced better, as they certainly would be, throughout the State, 
more uniformly, if their administration were placed in the hands of a 

State fish commission appointed for that purpose. There are some 

parts of the State in which the oyster fishery is apparently subject to 

no supervision whatever, except that now and then the vessels engaged 

in it are called upon to pay a tax. 
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THE SHAD FISHERIES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST OF THE 
UNITED STATES. 

By CHARLES H. STEVENSON. 

INTRODUCTION. 

According to the returnsof the United States Fish Commission there 

were 24,768 men employed in the shad fisheries of the Atlantic coast of 

the United States in 1896; the boats, apparatus, etc., employed were 

worth $2,040,342, and the yield of shad numbered 13,053,429, valued 

at $1,651,443. These figures include only the common shad (Alosa sap- 
idissima), and not the several related species known as hickory shad 
winter shad, mud shad, jack, ete. 

The capture of shad is occasionally reported from certain of the trib- 

utaries of the Gulf of Mexico, but it does not exist in those waters in 

sufficient abundance to maintain important fisheries. The several 

plantings made from time to time have resulted in colonizing shad in 

nearly all the rivers of the Pacific slope from San Pedro to Puget 

Sound, and the annual yield on that coast approximates 200,000. In 

addition to the United States coast, the species is also caught on the 

eastern coast of the British North American provinces as far north as 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the yield approximating 600,000 annually. 

There is no species of fish more important to the residents of the 

entire Atlantic seaboard than the shad, and none whose preservation 

so immediately concerns a larger number of persons. The yield of 

codfish is larger and of greater value, but the fishery for that species 

is confined to one section of the coast, gives employment to less than 

half as many men, and its prosecution requires costly vessels and appli- 

ances, necessitating lengthy trips from port and much exposure and 

loss; whereas shad occur more or less abundantly along the entire 

coast, ascending the rivers as far as they permit, almost to the very 

doors of fishermen and consumers several hundred miles from the sea, 

and are caught by all forms of apparatus, from the costly seines and 

pound nets near the coast to the roughly constructed bow nets and fall 

traps in the headwaters of the rivers. 

However, there are few fishes whose geographical range and local 

abundance are more easily affected by agencies of man, and during 

the last fifty years the shad fisheries have undergone great changes. 

In the early part of the present century these tish ascended the numer- 

ous streams until they reached the headwaters or met with impassable 

falls, and they were caught all along the river course, every point yield- 
103 
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ing its quota for local use. Not only did this method of reaching the 

consumers have many advantages over the present, but it also gave 

opportunity for a large percentage of the shad to spawn in suitable 

places and thus keep up the supply. There was no concentration at 

any particular point, and the limited local demand did not warrant 

the prosecution of the fisheries so vigorously as to cut off the run at 

points above. 
Dams were gradually constructed along the streams, completely 

blocking the passage to the spawning-grounds in the upper reaches, 

Then the concentration of the fisheries near the mouths of the rivers 

resulted, in certain narrow streams, in excluding shad almost entirely 

from the middle and upper parts, restricting or entirely preventing the 

reproduction of the species in those rivers. The excessive fisheries 

and the destruction of spawn by sewage and by washings from culti- 

vated fields, and of young shad by improper modes of capture, make 

heavy drains upon the natural abundance of these fish. In a number 

of streams on the Atlantic seaboard the fisheries have been entirely 

destroyed by these combined agencies, and in most of the others the 

number of shad that reach the spawning areas has been so far reduced 

that natural reproduction is yearly becoming less effective in keeping 

up the supply, and the necessity for artificial hatching becomes propor- 

tionately greater. 
The history of the shad fisheries shows that there was a decrease in 

the yield in nearly every river on the coast until 1880, when the results 

of artificial propagation became apparent, not only maintaining an 

equilibrium, but increasing the abundance. Since 1880 the aggregate 

yield has greatly increased, the product in 1896 being 28 per cent 

greater than in 1888 and nearly three times as great as in 1880. And 

yet 1896 was what is commonly termed an “off” year for shad, the 

catch being smaller than in 1895 or in 1897. It should be noted, how- 

ever, that this largely increased yield has been accompanied and even 

surpassed by an increase in quantity and effectiveness of the apparatus 

of capture, but it was made possible by the results of artificial propa- 

gation. Comparing 1880 with 1896, it is observed that the increase in 

the yield numbered 7,905,154. At 25 cents each, the average price 

paid by consumers, this represents an increase of $1,976,288 in the value, 
over 60 times the expenditure for shad propagation, a result probably 

unsurpassed in any other line of fish-culture. 
The supporting of profitable shad fisheries is not the only object to 

be gained in maintaining the supply of shad on the coast. The rela- 

tion between the different species of fish in the economy of nature is 

not very well understood, but sufficient is known to indicate that the 
valuable shore fisheries on the New England coast are intimately asso- 

ciated with the run of shad and similar species up the rivers of that 

section. Seventy years ago the run of fish up the rivers of the New 

England States was very much greater than at present, and after the 

parent fish had disappeared the waters swarmed with the young, which 
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later in the year descended to the sea in enormous schools, attracting 

the cod, haddock, and other offshore species, which were caught in great 

abundance within a short distance of the coast, rendering unnecessary 

the expensive and hazardous trips to distant banks. But with the 

depletion of shad, alewives, salmon, and kindred species came a corre- 

sponding diminution in the number of cod, haddock, ete., near the coast. 

And it appears that any measures tending to restore the anadromous 

fishes to their former abundance will also improve the coast fisheries. 

Another subject requiring attention is the conflicting laws regulat- 

ing the shad fisheries in contiguous waters, and frequently in the same 

waters when under the jurisdiction of more than one State. Many of 

the most important shad streams either form the boundary line 

between two States or they traverse more than one State, thereby sub- 

jecting them to more than one system of regulations. Thus in the 

Delaware River there are three systems of regulations operative, viz, 

those of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. In the Potomac 

there are likewise three jurisdictions, viz, Maryland, Virginia, and the 
District of Columbia. The regulations of the shad fisheries on the 

New Jersey side of the Hudson River conflict with those on the New 

York side of that stream. AJso in such rivers as the Pee Dee, Susque- 

hanna, and Connecticut, which traverse more than one State, there is 

usually considerable friction between citizens of the two States because 

of alleged injurious methods of fishery being permitted in each end of 

the river. 

The main object of this report is to attract more attention to the 

shad fisheries, to the necessity for improvements in the passage of shad 

to the headwaters of the rivers, for continued and increased efforts in 

the line of artificial propagation, and to the desirability of having 

uniform regulations in the various waters possessing similar physical 

conditions. It relates exclusively to the fisheries on the Atlantic coast 

of the United States and contains no reference to the important results 

accomplished in introducing shad into the waters of the Pacific coast, 

nor the even more interesting subject of the possibilities of stocking 

the Mississippi River and tributaries. The general condition of the 

fisheries and kindred subjects are first discussed, and these are followed 

by a description of the fisheries of each water area. 

In the preparation of this report use has been made of all avaiable 

material, acknowledgment being given in cases where other reports or 

publications have been extensively quoted. From the reports of the 

United States Fish Commission and the State commissions, as weil as 

those of the Chief of Engineers, United States Army, so many data 

have been obtained that it would be useless to attempt to refer in detail 

to the authority for each statement therefrom when not of particular 

importance. The writer has personally visited and investigated the 

_Shad fisheries of most of the water areas of the Atlantic coast at 

some time during the past nine years, and the result of those observa- 

tions is embodied in this report. 
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The statistics herein given, showing the extent of the shad fisheries 

in 1896, which is the year referred to in this report when not otherwise 
mentioned, were obtained by agents of the United States Fish Com- 

mission. Valuable assistance has been received from Messrs. Ansley 
Hall, John N. Cobb, and H. O. Weaver, of the Commission. 

MIGRATIONS OF SHAD. 

The shad belongs to the migratory class of fishes, being found in the 

coastal waters during only a portion of each year. In their annual 

migration mature shad appear in the southern rivers of the United 

States in December and January, and as the season advances they 

appear successively in the various streams, reaching the New England 

waters about May l. After remaining in the rivers several months 

they disappear, renewing the performance the following season. 

The young fry, hatched out in the rivers in spring and early summer, 

remain there until the following fall, when they leave for the ocean, 

and nothing more is seen of them until they return to the estuaries as 

mature or nearly mature fish, supposed to be two or three years old. 

Their habitat from their disappearance on the coast in the summer and 

fall to their reappearance in the following winter or spring is unknown. 

It is likewise unknown whether, as they disappear from the estuaries, 

they remain nearby or go far off from the shore, or whether they retreat 

in a direction parallel with the coast to the warmer waters of the South. 

Neither has it been established whether individual shad visit the rivers 

every year or every two years, but the depletion by casualty and capture 

is so great that probably only a small proportion ever ascend the rivers 

a second time. 
In accordance with the old-time theory that all seasonal migrations 

were directed toward and from the equator, it was formerly considered 

that the entire body of shad wintered in the South and started north- 

ward in a vast school at the beginning of the year, advancing along the 

coast in almost military array, sending a detachment up each succes- 

Sive stream, this division, by a singular method of selection, being the 

individuals that were bred in those respective streams, the last portion 

of the great school entering the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 
But*zoologists now recognize a second kind of seasonal movement, 

termed “bathic migration,” by which uniformity of temperature is 

secured far more readily than by moving toward or from the equator; 

and the present theory is that the young shad hatched out in any par- 

ticular river remain within a moderate distance off the mouth of that 

stream until the period occurs for their inland migration, and that the 

schools of fish are generally distributed off the coast at all times, enter- 

ing the rivers as soon as the temperature of the water is suitable. 

Their appearance first in the extreme southern river of the coast, the 

St. Johns, and at later dates successively in the more northern rivers, 

seems to confirm this view. There are exceptions to this order of 
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appearance. For instance, the Ashepoo and Edisto rivers are many 

mniles north of the Altamaha or the Savannah, and yet the run of shad 

in the former is usually coincident with the run in the two latter. 

Explanation of this is found in the fact that the Ashepoo and the 

Edisto rise in the sand hills and swamps, while the two latter streams 

have their sources in the mountains of northern Georgia and South 

Carolina; consequently at a given date the waters of the two former 

are warmer than those of the Altamaha or Savannah. Hence it 

appears that the season of migration is determined by the temperature 

of the water rather than by geographical location. 

The following summary shows for the principal water areas of the 

Atlantic coast the approximate dates at which shad fishing began in 

1896: 

Waters. | Date. | Waters. Date. 

RS OMMINPEULVOL = = ctatmietanidiaistela ain ails aic/s ein Dec. 1 || Chesapeake Bay—continued. 
PMITSINADARELVOD 5 otis sc s=' ol Sse miacisinl= Jan. 10 Rappahannock River ...-......-.---- Mar. 18 
WE CUGHEO PERV OLS ceo oo one wee ce tec nnlm 4 OCOMAG Ol ere eae ate eae oe ate 7 
SENG 0) JORG es opece peop ocnbecosocors 6 INEMPICOMO RIV GIs e.sclsieee =(ea ante 13 
MOIStOPRIVODs2 = == a2- aos0c5eocecsess2=s< Toll, Ghoptank. River --.5- sce mc-a5sseessee 14 
SHG USING hho ce io seer sebecesoeccans 15 Susquehanna River. --.....-...------- Apr. 14 
WainyahiBayecs.-scts-l.sesscc esos cccese 110) Delaware Bay: 2te-- sau cccse-shoeceoe Mar. 13 
Cape Kear River. -a2.5- <= s.22--s0520s-1- 21 WelawaAredNIVOl- == -sclecsenbe sansa Apres aE 
PAMNTCO SOUNC ce: 15 ssa === see ean = = Hep: ponlPNew Mock Ba veces cen ceeee-ceeereee Mar. 30 
GUSH Olea ne cnet ciesesisnccne-iss-a5 5? | coin dson River... ss.-5--eesere Smeponc Apr. 1 
PAUL OM bel Ola eceate ie ale eicisini es misice ies (r= Ghiimaonge. Wslandy Sonia eee 10 
PDEMaATlenSOUNG=-6 <7. <j =. 2-6 oa.2 6 siete a Connecticut River..--......-.2------ 3 
COAMO EVRY Ole laa a saisja alain cele ciniste =isie) Mar. 14 || Narragansett Bay.....-.-.--...-------- 2 
Wipnyanelulyer saan s-n-ece asec ase | 8) | (Casco Bay sa seesccac cent eters oremeee 25 

Chesapeake Bay, lower end_.--..--...---- WwHlebs +26) | Kennebec River se orcueesiswsce> sees cece May 1 
PPAMMES DAV OL - nce osicisclete ence scinss | Mar. 6 
Chickahominy River.............--- | 10 

While the principal motive for, or rather the chief result accomplished 

by, the migration of shad into the rivers is the reproduction of the 

species, yet it appears that their movements are more immediately 

governed by the comparative temperature of the waters than by the 

approaching ripeness of the spawn. for instance, although they enter 

the St. Johns about December 1, spawning does not take place there 

until some time in Mareh or April. In the sounds of North Carolina, 

and in,Chesapeake and Delaware bays, shad enter a month or two 

before they begin to spawn. But in more northerly streams, as the 

Connecticut and Kennebec, where the entrance of the tish is delayed 

by low temperature caused by melting ice flowing down the river, 

spawning occurs shortly after the shad enter. 

An interesting fact in connection with the migratory movements of 

shad is the arrival of the males several days before the females. This 

appears common to all the waters of the coast, the bucks constituting 

nearly two-thirds of the catch during the first third of the season and 

the roes being equally predominant during the last third. 

The great bulk of shad appearing in the rivers are mature fish, 

weighing 2 pounds and upwards, and averaging about 3 pounds for 

the males and 4? pounds for the females. Butin the lower portion of 

the estuaries and along the coast there are numerous schools of smaller 
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fish, commonly known on the New England coast as “sea shad,” which 
usually appear somewhat later than the grown fish. Excepting in 

the St. Johns River, Delaware River, and on the New England coast, 

comparatively few of the small fish are canght unless unusually low 

temperature prevails in the rivers during the fishing season. 

A subject about which there is much disagreement is whether shad 
spawned in a certain river return or endeavor to return to the same 

stream on their reappearance from the sea as mature fish. This idea has 

been quite generally accepted, and has to some extent furnished argu- 

meuts for the prosecution of the work of artificial propagation. Not 

only has it been contended that shad return to the river basin in which 

they were spawned, but that they endeavor to return to the same local- 

ity in that river basin. In a letter written by Professor Baird in 1873 

to the Hon. Hamilton Fish, then Secretary of State, the following 

statement is made: 

Anadromous fish, or such as run up the rivers from the sea to spawn, will return, 

if possible, to the river in which they first saw the light. So true is this that where 

there may be two or three rivers entering the sea in close proximity, which have 

become destitute of shad or herring in consequence of long-continued obstructions, 

and the central one only has been stocked by artificial means, the fish, year by year, 

will enter that stream, while those adjacent on either side will continue as barren of 

fish as before. 

While this may be true to a certain extent, yet, as Professor Baird 

says in the same letter: 

It is difficult to imagine how a shad spawned in any northern stream could avoid 

entering a more southern river if in its vicinity. 

It seems that fish spawned in Kennebec River are more likely to 

return to that stream than they are to Delaware River, and that shad 

fry planted in the latter stream will tend to improve the fisheries of 

that section rather than those of the waters of Georgia. But how is 
it in case of two rivers in close proximity, like the Ogeechee and Savan- 

nah, whose entrances into the sea are only 17 miles apart? The young 

shad leaving those rivers and remaining in the deep water off the 
mouths thereof for a period of two or three years must surely com- 

mingle as a result of currents, variations of temperature, search for 

food, ete. Again, in the instance of two or more streams which com- 

municate with the sea through the same outlet, as the Neuse, Chowan, 

and Roanoke rivers, all of which are tributaries of Pamlico Sound, or 

the various tributaries of Chesapeake Bay, does the peculiar instinct 

common to shad cause them to pass by the mouth of one stream and 

enter another merely because, three years before, they were spawned in 

that other river? It appears more reasonable to suppose that shad 

remain in the hydrographic area in which they are spawned, this area 

including the rivers entering the sea and the submerged areas between 

the coast line and the Gulf Stream, and that they seek any suitable 

spawning-grounds within that area and do not necessarily return to the 

identical river in which they were bred. When shad were introduced 
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in the Sacramento River it was supposed that they would return only 

to that stream, but they have since appeared in many of the Pacific 

coast waters in which they had not been indigenous and had never 

been planted. 

Those who believe that shad return to the identical river in which 

they were spawned refer to the numerous instances in which the fish- 

eries of a certain river have decreased after the shad have been 

excluded, by means of dams, from the spawning areas in that stream. 

But those decreases appear to be due rather to the general depletion of 

shad in that coastal area. For instance, the Merrimac River was 

obstructed in 1848 by a dam at Lawrence, 25 miles from the sea, yet shad 

were caught in considerable abundance below that dam for a period 
of thirty years thereafter, and the decrease in the Merrimac appears 

to be merely an incident of the decrease on the New England coast. 

This decrease is apparent in Casco Bay, where neither obstructions nor 
spawning-grounds have ever existed. Comparatively few shad ascend 

the Savannah or the Pee Dee as far as the spawning-grounds, yet the 

fisheries of those streams appear to be holding their own among the 

rivers of the South Atlantic States. 

It is well known that in their passage through the coastal waters 

shad pursue certain well-defined paths, which, however, may be varied 

by unusual conditions of temperature or currents. Thus, in passing up 

the lower end of Chesapeake Bay shad usually crowd the western shore, 

and are caught in immense numbers in the pound nets set there, while 

the nets on the opposite shore take very few, this being due to their 

following the thread of fresh water entering from the western side of 

the bay. Yet during certain seasons, when quantities of cold water are 

flowing down the Virginia rivers, or during the prevalence of northwest 

winds, shad are caught in considerable abundance on the eastern shore 

of Virginia and those nets on the western shore take comparatively 

few. In entering Connecticut River, shad appear to follow the shore 

west of the mouth of that stream, where they are caught in consider- 
able numbers for a distance of 10 or 15 miles, yet they are rarely caught 

on the shore immediately east of the river. In this instance they are 

attracted by fresh water flowing from the Connecticut, which appears 

to pursue a southwesterly course immediately on leaving that river. 

After entering the estuaries the rate and course of the shad move- 

ment up the rivers are influenced by various causes, which are thus 

described by the late Commissioner McDonald: 

If, in consequence of warm rains at the river source, the temperature of the water 

becomes suitable to the shad at an earlier date than usual, then their upward move- 

ment takes place very rapidly, and, we may say, tumultuously, the great schools of 

fish crowding in and moving up all at once, so as to produce what is termed a “glut.” 

If, however, the temperature of the water rises by insensible degrees with the 

advance of the season, then the upward movement begins when the water temper- 

ature of the river has passed above that of the sea, and takes place gradually, the 

rate of movement in such cases being slow and the period prolonged. Again, when 

the shad have entered the rivers, the temperature conditions being such as to deter- 
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mine a rapid upward movement, yet should the fish encounter floods and consequent 

muddy waters, their upward movement is arrested, the schools back down before 

the flood, and, if this condition is prolonged, may be driven entirely out of the 

river. In short, fluctuations in the river temperature have corresponding influences 

upon the shad movements; any sudden change, whether to a higher or lower tem- 

perature, apparently arrests their upward course for a time, and sometimes even 

determines a retrograde movement. Many of the anomalies which perplex fisher- 

men in the course of their work may be explained by the varying movements of the 

fish as controlied by the water temperature in the rivers. We find, for example, that 

while at a particular seine shore during one season a very large catch is made, yet 

in the following season the fishery in the same locality may prove a failure, although 

the general run of fish in the river has not diminished. If we suppose a seine to 

sweep the flats at the mouth of such a stream as the Occoquan Creek (a tributary 

of the Potomac River), and if we further suppose that the river waters in the 

channel are colder than, or as cold as, the waters of the Chesapeake Bay, the shad 

in their movement up the river would avoid the main current and would slowly 

work their way up the shores and over the flats, where the temperature of the 

waters will be found to be, under such circumstances, several degrees warmer than 

in the channel. Such a season would be profitable to a seine sweeping the flats. 

Again, if the waters in the main channel of the river were of suitable temperature, 

then the upward movement of the shad would take place in the channel and not 

along the flats. Under such circumstances a channel seine would make a very large 

catch, while a seine hauled over the flats would probably find very indifferent 

fishing. 

In their migrations up the rivers shad ascend the stream until the 

volume of the water forming the channel of the river becomes quite 

inconsiderable, or, as is more frequently the case, until their move- 

ments are arrested by impassable falls, dams, or other obstructions. 

However, a discussion of the limit of their range in the rivers is 

reserved for a special chapter. 

RANGE OF SHAD IN THE RIVERS. 

In considering the limit of shad range in the rivers the principal 

points to be kept in view are the size of the stream, uniformity of slope, 

and its freedom from dams and other obstructions. No river on the 

Atlantic seaboard appears too long for shad to ascend to its head- 

waters, provided they meet with nothing to bar their progress. At 

present they ascend the St. Johns, in Florida, a distance approximating 

375 niles; the Altamaha 300 miles; the Santee 272 miles; the Neuse 

270 miles, and the Delaware River a distance of 240 miles from the 

sea. However, these distances do not equal the extreme ranges in the 

early part of the present century. Then shad ascended the Savannah 

to Tallulah Falls, a distance of 384 miles, instead of 209 miles as at 

present. They ran up the Pee Dee to Wilkesboro, a range of 451 

miles, whereas the present limit on that river is Grassy Island, 242 

miles from the sea, and only one shad was reported from that point in 

1896. On James River the former run was 350 miles in length, while 

the present limit is at Bosher’s Dam, 120 miles. But the greatest 

decrease exists in Susquehanna River, in which shad formerly ascended 

to Binghamton, 318 miles from the mouth and 513 miles by water- 

course from the sea, whereas at present they do not appear to pass 

beyond Clark’s Ferry, 84 miles from the mouth of the river. 
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The following summary shows, in comparative form, the original and 

the present limit of the shad range in 23 of the principal rivers of the 
Atlantic seaboard : 

é Original limit of shad run. Present limit of shad run. 
Distance | _ : egies 
of sources In: 5 : 

Rivers. above ay ened ag eee 
pla Locality. eat Locality. PEAR 

: line. line. 

Miles. Miles. Miles. 
eit CG LPS pe eooncoSpooDauanae Sos SiOMne  SOULCGS ce mania ieee 375 SOUrces a7205- 4455 375 
PGA Bite ace ne snc areinais 450 MACON: 3228 sehac' 370 Hawkinsville..... 300 
ORCEChes sees seen aeeees= ane ar 350 Ogeechee Shoals -. 200 Millen sean 100 
DAVANMANG. ce aaaelae <oceoe Some 425 Tallulah Falls.... 384 Augusta Dam .... 209 
SEMIS LON Sere saci eeiee seam te o 300 SOULCES se -e =.= 300 Jones Bridge ..-.-. 281 
Santee js Wateree. .. 350 Great Falls -..-.--. 272 Great Falls .....-.- 272 

“as 2 oe ane \Congaree. . 410 Green River ..-.-.-.- 374 Columbia ..2235-..- 233 
LEGG d0 GOR Leb ep pades qe aeesocee 497 Wilkesboro...-... 451 Grassy Island .... 242 
Chie INGh ie Soe oooeacoseodoeee 290 Hay wood)--= 2... 210 Smiley Falls...-..-. 181 
INGUSO ease eas ctalaleenainow as ac 340 SOURCES eee eeeoe 340 ish Dam... 300 
IAIANICOe Lat! foci 2 aes = aa - 252 Rocky Mount..... 157 Rocky Mount..-... 157 
TRORNO KOl ae seca etnias sins nielsn = a0 457 Wreldontsee 02-5. 249 Weldonee2s- ==... - 249 
USING) oes 28 dose ee ae aeaaaeee ZON Meee a Boaoc cseqoe Sor 370 Bosher’s Dam.... 140 
Rappahannock .........--...-- 248 Falmouth Falls... 155 Falmouth Falls -.. 155 
JP OMIT OC ke Bem bamenoSHacnG ee 400 Great Falls -...... 190 Great Falls ......-. 190 
Susquehanna ---.--.---....-.. 617 Binghamton ...-.. 513 Clark’s Ferry...-. 279 
WMelawaret.s<=- 2. <2 22 csa-0- 457 Deposits eases an 256 Burrows Dam..... 196 
Lena Rtahst = Rook eceese sooueosoeae 314 Glens Falls ....-.. 209 SRroysteses see 164 
TOURS LONI Olsen mn and= oa elim = == 202 Falls Village...-... 150 Birmingham ----.- 92 
ConneCiCwties ess. sce a= -,2- 409 Bellows Falls..-.. 204 Windsor Locks... 89 
IMGrminia Gr proasta- seein ae see ee 140 Winnepesaukee -. 125 Lawrence ....-..<+ 20 
LRG) 116 | pocpooc o=eocoResanTe 155 Carritunk Falls .. 108 AM SUS tae estes 44 
IEG GN NS(60) fe pedeciee peo Oresneoe QUO MMR Emmres petene cite ae 90! | Verona... 2552/25. 35 

It appears that in 23 of the principal rivers, aggregating 8,115 miles 

in length from the coast line, shad formerly existed throughout 6,052 

miles, or 72 per cent of the length, whereas at present they are to be found 

in only 4,203 miles, a decrease of 1,849 miles. This summary comprises 

only the principal rivers, and if the minor streams and tributaries were 

included, the total length from which shad have been exeluded would 

doubtless appear more than twice as great. In much of that length 

shad were quite numerous, the catch in many instances exceeding the 

yield in the part to which the fisheries are now confined. The upper sec- 

tion of the Pee Dee is supposed to have yielded over 100,000 annually. 

In James River, according to the late Commissioner McDonald, the 

annual catch of shad in the 230 miles from which they are now excluded 

“was at one time far in excess of the now (1880) entire catch for the 

whole river.” The present excluded length of the Susquehanna for- 

merly yielded several hundred thousand annually. In a report of 

special commissioners of Massachusetts, appointed in 1865 to investi- 

gate the fisheries of that State, it was estimated that at the beginning 

of the present century the annual shad yield in Merrimac River ranged 

from 500,000 to 1,000,000 in number, whereas none ascend that river at 
present. 

The limitation in the range of shad in the rivers is the result of sev- 

eral agencies in addition to the size of the stream, the most important 

of which are (1) natural falls, (2) insurmountable dams, (3) pollution of 

the water, (4) agricultural operations, and (5) extensive fisheries. 
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Natural falls exist at the escarpment line in all of the rivers having 
their sources above the coastal plane, but in only a few instances are 

they of sufficient height to form insurmountable obstacles to the range 

of shad, among these being Weldon Falls on the Roanoke River, Great 
Falls on the Potomac, and Bellows Falls on the Connecticut, all of 

which form absolute barriers to the further progress of shad that may 
reach those points, excluding them from the whole of the river above. 

Most of the other Atlantic coast streams having their sources above 

the coastal plane have been made impassable at or a short distance 

above the escarpment line by means of artificial dams for developing 

water-power or for navigation improvements. In this class are the 

Savannah, the Santee, the James, the Susquehanna, the Housatonic, the 
Connecticut, the Merrimac, the Kennebec, and the Penobscot, the lengths 

from which shad are excluded appearing in the aforegoing table. 

Numerous attempts have been made by the erection of fishways 
to enable shad to pass above these obstructions, among the costly 

contrivances of this nature being those in the Savannah at Augusta, 

the Santee at Columbia, the Potomac at Great Falls, the Susquehanna 

at Clark’s Ferry, the Housatonic at Birmingham, the Connecticut at 

Holyoke, the Merrimac at Lawrence, and the Kennebec at Augusta. 

And although these are modern constructions, designed by engineers 

of ability, familiar with the principles of hydraulics and the habits of 

fish, none of them appears to be successful for shad, this fish being so 

timid that it will not enter fishways readily used by salmon, alewives, 

and other species. True, a few individuals may pass through some of 

them, but the number is not sufficiently large to be of any practical 

value, and in a majority of instances where shad are reported above a 

dam they have swum over the crest during freshets or they have passed 

through breaks in the obstruction. 

Access to suitable spawning areas being necessary for the mainte- 

nance of the fisheries if natural reproduction is depended on, and as 

many of the spawning-grounds are located in the headwaters of the 

rivers, it follows that while the exclusion of shad from the upper sec- 

tions is the immediate it is not the most important effect of those 

obstructions. It has been the common experience in all the shad rivers 

that whenever a high dam or other obstruction has been erected across 

the stream the fisheries above that point have at once ceased, and those 

inmediately below have for a year or two flourished on the large nuin- 

ber whose ascent has been stopped by the barrier, and then they too 

have declined. It also appears that the extent of this decrease below 

the dam is largely dependent on the nearness of the obstruction to 

the mouth of the river and the proportion of the spawning-grounds to 

which they are denied access, and if all the breeding-grounds have 

been cut off in a definite coastal region the shad have almost entirely 

disappeared. 

This is clearly illustrated by the conditions in Connecticut River. 

The erection of the Holyoke dam in 1849 prevented the fish from 
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ascending above that point, and as they strayed about in the river 

below the obstruction they were taken in greater abundance than 

formerly. At the Parsonage fishery, near the mouth of the river and 

40 miles below the dam, the shad yield during the twenty years pre- 

ceding the erection of the obstruction averaged 9,854 annually; during 

the five years following 1849 the annual catch averaged 19,490; during 

the next ten years it was but 8,364, and for the following six years, 

1865-1870, the annual average was but 4,482 shad, less than one-half 

the former yield. The record of the catch on the Connecticut from 

1853 to 1896 shows that the total yield below the dam decreased from 

nearly 500,000 annually to an average of less than one-tenth of that 

number. In a few rivers the development of water-power has resulted 

in completely exterminating the anadromous fishes, this being the case 

in the Thames, the Blackstone, the Merrimac, the Saco, and other 

rivers. However, instead of the employment of a few hundred persons 

in taking fish each spring, the water-power on those streams affords 

employment to thousands of mill operatives. 

The utility of the spawning areas below the dams has also been 

impaired by chemicals, sawdust, and other refuse from mills and towns 

on the river banks. In a number of small streams these have almost 
completely destroyed the spawning and breeding areas, but regulations 

against this practice now exist in many States. 

Another factor having some effect on limiting the range of shad up 

the rivers is the increased agricultural operations. At the time of the 

settlement of the river valleys most of those areas were covered with 

forests, and the ground was carpeted with leaves and moss, which 

checked the surface flow of water and restricted its evaporation, thus 

tending to constancy in the flow of rivers, and freshets were rare and 
of insignificant proportions. With increase of population the forests 

were cleared away and large areas of land brought under cultivation, 

causing injurious meteorological changes and more numerous and 

destructivefloods. During heavy rains the plowed soil upon the hillsides 

is easily washed into gullies through which the cold water is quickly 

conveyed to the rivers, filling them beyond their capacity and bringing 

into them masses of earth and other débris, thus covering the spawning- 
grounds. The freshets are soon over, and the flow of water in the 

streams becomes so small that shad are not induced to proceed so far 

up as formerly. 

On some of the Southern streams decreased navigation has resulted 

in reducing the length of shad range. This is especially true of the 

Combahee, the Ashepoo, the Edisto, the Chickahominy, the Matta- 

poni, and the Pamunkey, the channels of which are now encumbered 

with drifting logs, overhanging trees, brushwood, and shoals of loose, 

shifting sand, through which a passageway for the ascent of fish was 

formerly maintained by navigation and the rafting of timber. 
The most important factor in reducing the inland range is the exten- 

sive fisheries near the coast. In the first half of the present century 

F. R. 98——8 
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shad were caught all along the river course, every point yielding its 

quota for local use and the limited demand not warranting the prosecu- 

tion of the fisheries so vigorously as to cut off the “run” at points 

above. But the profit derived from shipping shad to distant markets 

has caused a concentration of the fisheries at points near the mouths 

of the rivers where convenient shipping facilities exist, resulting, in 
certain narrow streams, in practically excluding shad from the middle 

and upper sections where the spawning-grounds are located. The effect 

is not so apparent as in the case of impassable dams and natural falls, 

for the latter form absolute barriers, whereas extensive fisheries merely 

limit the number of fish ascending to the extreme range of the river 

and not the length of that range. Yet, in many cases they affect the 

future abundance of the species even more than the dams and natural 

falls. This is especially noticeable in those narrow streams whose 

fluvial characteristics extend nearly or quite to the sea, as in most of 

the rivers between the St. Johns and the Neuse, and to some extent in 

the Susquehanna, the Hudson, the Connecticut, ete. In the Ogeechee, 

Savannah, Edisto, Pee Dee, and Cape Fear, the great bulk of the catch 

is obtained in the extreme lower end, within 30 or 40 miles of the sea, 

and comparatively few shad ascend as far as the spawning-grounds. 

In the Connecticut nearly all the shad are caught within 20 miles of the 

mouth. In those rivers the dams perform a very unimportant part in 

limiting the run of fish, for few shad ever reach those obstructions. In 

the broad estuaries tributary to the sounds of North Carolina and to 

the Chesapeake and Delaware bays the effect of the large quantities of 

twine is not so apparent; yet, even in those waters only a small per- 

centage of the shad reach the spawning-grounds. 

EXTENT OF THE SHAD FISHERIES IN 1896. 

The extent by States.-—The following tables show the extent of the 

shad fisheries of the Atlantic coast of the United States during the 

season of 1896. First is presented a series of three tables showing, by 

States, (1) the number of persons employed; (2) the boats, apparatus, 

ete., used, and (3) the number and value of shad taken, and these are 
followed by three other tables showing similar data for each water- 

course. From these it appears that of the 23,128 shad fishermen in 

1896, 8,793 operated drift nets; 2,703, stake nets; 4,840, seines; 3,076, 
pound nets and weirs; 3,926, bow nets, and 253 operated fyke nets and 
miscellaneous apparatus. In addition there were 1,445 shoresmen, 195 

transporters, and also many persons operating apparatus in which shad 

were taken incidentally. The boats, apparatus, etc., employed aggre- 

gated $2,040,342 in value, and the catch of shad numbered 13,053,429, 

of which 5,998,143 were taken in drift nets, 1,703,099 in stake nets, 
1,999,942 in seines, 3,139,830 in pound nets and weirs, 123,803 in bow 

nets, 73,440 in fyke nets, and the remaining 15,172 were taken by spears, 

fall traps, ete. 
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Statement of the number of persons employed in the shad fisheries of the Atlantic coast of 

the United States in 1896. 

Fishermen. 

Total 
: ’ | Shores- | Trans- 

States. : Pound- Mis- | exclu- Total. 
ee phe Seine. | net and Ef vie oi cella- | sive of | ™&B- |Porters. 
eben: weir, | 7° * |neous.| dupli- 

cation. 

LOTS atmo sini ci= = 357 20 TY |e ae alse soca) ecccpeceooeae 487 31 5 523 
Georgia .-.....-- 504 7a) tereeose 3} \jotonoSe 2G claire 888))|eiaceiten|sasaacee 888 
South Carolina. . 551 145 Ob ilitsee ot aalwasea..c 863 QUE WV UG4Gs ook sees ene 1, 646 
North Carolina. . 566 999 | 1, 357 690s ete: 2,514 b17 5,957 930 60 6, 947 
Varma) <= 1, 609 443 444 | 1,497 12). Soenet e9 3, 946 42 73 4, 061 
Maryland ....... 1, 663 474 | 1,009 689 93 256 a8 4,116 381 17 4,514 
Delaware...--... 15 14 252 Gh) Sseecee Gal 3: Se GOs icxenie see lnsccnees 69S 
Pennsylvania -.- - Bj alates = 56 GI Soe ansee|Sseccas 51 e30 | 1,115 16 2) 1,133 
New Jersey..--.- 1, 784 311 STA |. .-05--- 810) |[boricenc||SseeSce 2, 701 35 38 | 2,774 
New York.....-- 729 87 250 34 44 see oc e20 | 1,106 0} re ce oes 1,116 
Connecticut ..... eS) |Seaaete 53 i \Roehese Bocce Aalt see GON een coke |n5 aston 190 
Lelie Fey OSV eit |S sl eee! ee Ca Eee ced leneec or Soseond Greece calles 6 
IMgING)c ae ex se aio 2 124) |e. due. 15 AGM tere sa) ae na ee emieiatalae BTW he cer cenl| om cree 271 

Lotalzesi2-< | 8,793 | 2,703 | 4, 840 3, 076 155 | 3,926 98 | 23, 128 1, 445 195 | 24, 768 

a8 wheel, 6 cast-net. b Wheel. c3 hedge, 6 fall-trap. d¥all-trap. e Spear. 

Statement of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of the Atlantic coast 
of the United States in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. Seines. 

States. Length Length Length No. | Value.) No. (yards). Value.| No.. (yards). Value.| No (deck Value. 

Hlorida....... Badcreeas 251) $9,384) 191/ 91,550 $17, 350 10 850) $200) 24] 7, 150) $2,175 
KCORMIDai= aici seo css 495| 7,023] 280} 36,994| 11,788} 148 Bs 288) «de 2O2eccecleaeeeetel meeseee 
South Carolina.......-. 799) 14,603) 271 85, 947) 15, 490 128 8,390) 3,346 22) 1,635 931 
North Carolina.-....... 2, 831} 80,388) 377 34, 682) 6, 063/57, 787/1, 103, 872, 73, 874) 230) 76, 658) 56, 561 
VAT OVNI = cen «cinia alm «13 77, 058)1,370| 298, 043) 25, 998) 9, 378 90,214 10, 949 42) 24, 361) 19, 005 
Mamyland\sc sna -o< 5 = 104, 492\2, 638) 472,138) 44, 464) 3,955 84,588) 9, 532 90| 33, 349) 25, 816 
Welaware <.2--<sc2-2s6 15, 645) 309) 107,361) 12,971 ui 2, 700 240| 68! 8,807) 3,187 
Pennsylvania 21,340) 173 WONT OME O28 een salle ete rate ela tatateriets 96} 19, 305) 12, 285 
New Jersey.-.-------.| 1, 180)101, 908) 848) 546, 807| 94, 518) 2, 627 56, 826, 16, 131 87) 19,190) 14, 663 
ew? Works .2cc.2- 5: 547| 26,165, 456) 624, 265) 30,189) 1,103) 33,895) 3,878; 41] 28,820) 5,840 
Connecticut........... 102) 2,306) 86), (20;193) 45 265) 5 o-oa toe Se ae oe|(-mcetes 17| 3,048] 1,243 
Rhode Island ......... 3 Sian bec = weneeece \WSeteeeelecrecdllenedone wa lpsoueeaeceee||Stceekac|hontcne 
MAING ces cnciecie we ater e- 28M sG4 2h. 228) 0156; 298)) 02 S7Olt - Sas <leer nesses aces a2) 1,230 370 

Total css=is tects we 11, 311/472, 044/7, 227/2, 445, 048/276, 994/75, 443/1, 384, 623/119, 442) 719|223, 053/142, 076 

Pound nets Miscellane- 
- A nets. Bow nets. 

States and weirs. Byke nets \ ous. Shore | Total in- 

7 7 TET property. vestment. 
No. | Value. | No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value. | 

DWHUID: ¢ senisaanedaoe! Weasere See SoRace lpedors bempoeed Secebiog hese Eeeesel peeases $4, 349 $33, 458 
Georgia...... Soresda 26 S208 EE Sh ec| ann ee 113 bat cits Gases 2,817 23, 387 
Svein Ghar lie Saeed eee a al ee eee 447 | 1,155 | 683 |$2, 185 3, 328 41, 038 
North Carolina ..--. TESTS lsecO8s. Sesaccleocne ce 1, 278 Sy fok eto | 1, P25 243, 882 597, 757 
Vandi neyo sa Saeeatee 1,156 | 236, 680 DPN Wes Ss eeerse | Dene pe a22 805 61, 953 433, 480 
Manvland-<--2.-.--- 901 66, 816 335 5, 222 128 625) eld 600 53, 524 311, 992 
Delawaxre)< =.= =.0c6o+ 4 DOOR eae - aca ae 10 PA eee) Se ooee 11, 672 44, 140 
Pennsylvanias.2--..|-coccs-|---.- Ape Sal Soe aoe 51 185 | £30 23 36, 451 81, 312 
IN PUICHGh oe ee Sone) phe eee 4 AoE aee ort 245 1, DGS ee eros |rarnn 2 se pace Ses 112, 728 341, 912 
New York.-2..:.-- 12 3, 680 54 Q5D cannes lee em ee f 20 20 7, 130 77, 807 
CORNED hi Cuneta eee oat Snare) lsat joraya|| stoves Smet bees ele cets ce lade ceil acaleriae 955 8, 769 
Rhode Island ....... 3 SZ OM lento ca vrais aioe tere ater levees Scie waters wall seceetele 120 1,130 
Maine '® <acemecctecs BBP S eC ES eee eee sae e 8 See ees 6, 838 45, 060 

Total 22.2: 3,810 | 464, 062 706 9,174 | 2, 027 6, 045 245 | 4, 758 545, 747 | 2, 040, 342 

a@1 purse seine, 960 yards long, worth $350. 
63 cast nets and 80 wheels and fall traps. 
ec Wheels. 

d3 hedges and 19 fall traps. 
e Fall traps or fish pots. 
Jf Spears. 
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Statement of the number and value of shad caught on the Atlantic coast of the United 
States in 1896, 

Drift nets. Stake nets. Seines. , Pound nets and 
weirs. 

States. 

No. Value. No. Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

OMA ise ciah nse wo cicia a wis 333, 277 |$53, 677 1, 689 $285 |) 125,248 ||\S8; B27 | coc -eesmeeleneeeeee 
Cra CS Ee Ssaeeaeeeeaee 130, 925 | 44, 808 LOSSES) W8888) ee Chee Lee os secee eee | Seen 
South Carolina i; .:---<-2+-- 83, 233 | 19, 405 33,602 | 6, 615 4,262) 0, WOT |) so gemaen| eee 
Worth \Carolinacse---.2s-—- 83,015 | 18,910 | 944,582 |204.080 | 532,966 | 90,899 | 478,531 | $90, 690 
WATOUNI Re ato eec eens 872, 823 | 74,178 | 304,808 | 39,663 | 151,335 | 12, 740 |1, 871,074 | 180, 197 
WES ONG ee eestor SOSAer ane’ 695, 651 | 68,875 | 129,034 | 14,959 | 223,351 | 24,499 | 449,567] 52, 658 
WWSIAWATOS. ce sccceceveseure 407, 542 | 60, 936 4, 200 672 538,922 | 7, 154 380 53 
IPennsylvania--- 20 -— 2 an OT OU4s| SOND aDM lata aia sell aialetseie tere 308;'335.| 40,4872 ose ae eel eee 
ING Wid OLOGY aoe qo 2cceceas oe 2, 586, 381 249,763 | 191,275 | 29,095 | 466,439 | 45,790 40, 377 6, 720 
INGWiVOEKe cosets sete eas ane 362, 062 | 50, 938 83, 775 | 10, 449 68,345 | 8,991 22, 550 3, 641 
Connecticut. -...<c....-..%. Atl) LO gO il are atmietes aie! | eleetetete iat 7,472 | 1,673 7, 093 1, 659 
UOMO MBIAME sc ecene eee see stem cpio la mwicieisins ch meme cee |biomineaen| sa slsmctemten| cemiee ae 12, 472 3, 284 
Massachusetts............- 22, 080 GOV: Sh eee ne te 12,442 | 1,390 5, 300 1, 155 
IMGING! testeccccceseccesecet GB ABT 6 TOL eeecmce eer | weeccicee 45,825 | 2,512] 252,486 21,565 

DLOvall n> aes oes =o 5, 998, 143 |696, 147 1, 703, 099 |309, 156 eee 942 |245, 869 |3, 139, 830 | 361, 632 

Fyke nets. Bow nets. Miscellaneous. Total. 
State. SS 

No. | Value. No. Value.| No. | Value. No. Value. 

OTIC Aiea siciadiccmaacle ore wes e|s aatcle me a|cetseis ec ponies eres (Sms oetas omeiitoee Weiner 460, 214 $62, 589 
[SEDI S ne Sasgeecooedc secs Soneissod!ssnqce.4- 2,265 | $1,125 50 $18 1438, 974 49, 289 
DOMtMCArOliNh socsce ose wee |kanneeee laamone ne 24,816 | 6,089 714 220 146, 627 33, 436 
NOL CALOHUD merece necee selloecaeecelaceeeees 55, 710 | 12,284 | 2,000 380 | 2,096, 804 417, 243 
VALHINIR SS cho = ms acem aces eved|n sno ams|'aae see) oceese ee teleeceeese 3, 463 277 | 3, 203, 503 307, 055 
Maryland) ctoes2-+ seceee es 13, 832 | $1, 361 27,612 | 3,940) 2,003 259 | 1,541, 050 166, 551 
MOWAT Oye eee cai obec tinsel siesta Stel Menethsecee 2, 300 AAD oes ees) Sere 468, 344 69, 260 
Penns ylvanis.-5 0.5 cecs=/>) seem ciee|2s le <i 10,500 | 1,893 | 5,400 540 621, 239 79, 445 
INO WidhOLSOYi5-- 5 Looe se. B4I008 4) = BNGBB heen sce tend amie ielacatecte| stotome ce 3, 338, 480 340, 056 
ENG WOnice eens ewe cetem 5, 600 (iit ol eee | been 482 115 542, 814 74, 833 
CONN GGUHICU tec ica soma meh ets occ eal sislemicwe diem aaimices alec swash |asacecenlsosme sce 70, 288 14, 082 
NOMS MS aNd eae cscsceee sos + ciccc|snicccevelesancuatene|- encores 1, 060 306 13, 532 3,590 
AVIRSSAGIIUSOULR scm cet er ce ella oslere Sell lols warsanl| Mee sree Sel deen loel| Sole eete oll soto carete 39, 822 3, 236 
NERING Seach - fee ote cm aeca ss sin oe as «ls eeecelteccessmen|acocue ac] eee seme aae sos 366, 738 30, 778 

Mota we ae ceccstwe sole: 73,440 | 10,748 | 123,803 | 25,776 | 15,172 | 2,115 | 13,053,429 | 1, 651, 443 

It appears that in the number of persons employed, North Carolina 

ranks first among the Atlantic coast States, this position being due to 

the large number of bow-net fishermen in the State. Next in order are 

Maryland, Virginia, New Jersey, and South Carolina. In the number 

of shad caught New Jersey stands first, with a yield of 3,338,480, and 

Virginia comes second, with 3,203,503 shad. Virginia usually ranks 

first, with North Carolina second, but the catch in those two States in 
1896 was unusually small, while it was considerably above the normal 

in New Jersey. 

The extent by water areas.—No regular shad fisheries are prosecuted 

along the ocean shore of the United States, and the great bulk of this 

species is taken within the general coast line. With the exception of 

a few individuals caught incidentally in the several pound nets along 

Virginia Beach, no shad are reported as obtained along the ocean shore 
south of Barnegat, N. J. Between Barnegat Inlet and Sandy Hook 

Point there are a hundred or so pound nets set for menhaden, flounders, 
bluefish, ete., which catch 10,000 or 15,000 shad annually. The next 

point at which shad are taken outside the general coast line is between 

the eastern end of Long Island and Cape Cod, where 3,000 or 4,000 are 
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caught each year in pound nets. 

1s? 

Between Cape Cod and the eastern 

part of Maine mackerel boats catch several thousand shad, and a few 
are taken in pound nets set on the coast, 97,565, being thus taken in 

1896, making a total of 115,676 shad taken in 1896 along the ocean 

shore, against a total of 12,937,753 taken within the coast line. 
The following table shows by water-courses the number of persons 

employed in the shad fisheries in 1896: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of men employed in each branch of the shad 
jisheries of the Atlantic coast in 1896. 

Fishermen. 

Total, |. Trans- 
Pound- A a,” shores: 

Water areas. Drift- | Stake- Bema aie t |Fyke-| Bow ne eel wietie port Total. 

net. net. ane | anid main | arts || oes ee ere Cute wrath neous. upli- 
cation. 

St. Johns River ..--- CEN eee eee TOD lees crarata|| Siaiatal aleve aratatstaressl| isharateerate 447 31 5 483 
St. Marys River. .--.- 80 30! |Past aoc leeriemnre | a mererare ore arses llsmaerme/e AV OD lea earsatsleeerateiers 110 
Satilla River ..-...... Udlediteatall SS eGeca keespod sahecna Coosecd eceaee (GBeasseas haccasd 7 
Altamaha River -..-.| 162 at Ap eee ek ne ent eee eee Dy eee 526 aes eer ld Sees 526 
Ogeechee River ....- GOP leat ratsre ole siatar=iatell tan aqurcians)| eeevatetaie al fetaiets ANS Sela L160 e easel coos 160 
Savannah River..-... 144 Sul oceans Ba lsageae-lestewes 6 TGOS |(ccsreccroes| eer 160 
Combahee River ....|.....-- ES eee alee croene | eateee n= lntos aeins | eamienes TA | eee eter | oe eee 14 
Ashepoo River .----- Ese eee 18 pa eee ee 29)i| on s2et |e ceeeae 29 
Hdisto River .-..-.--}--.-..- TDG) Saas cere 265) 0 toca eeeeee 265 
Cooper River.---.---|------- 2a wena Zl \eeacceclacca ss - 27 
Santeounivel corse asl seen eo POT |S aecti 132 |... Pesce 132 
Winyah Bay and 

tributaries’... .|/" 522 )..-.... a aeees Gal Baa sere 558 8)! 1,144 oo. cael nes oes 1, 144 
Cape Fear River ..-.| 394 ]....... LBS PSE 8 Be eel SOSilEoeaae SO eee eee 863 
Pamlico Sound ......|...--.- BOS) |Seeenae BOE Alor eet dlaaeee as 450 13 20 483 
Neuse River ....-- 76 156 408 B87 leSsoce O26 i semerc 1, 653 pti es ae 1, 681 
Pamlico Tar River. 46 24 189 Gale are were 230)\crmtar 463) | saneee 5 468 
Croatan and Roa- 

: noke sounds. ..|.-...-- 86 30 Gl Gepestian oe crete | oseerase 192 29 5 226 
' Albemarle Sound..}....-.. 331 121 POPU eee eel Ee LAS 680 519 30 | 1,229 
, Roanoke River. . 36 2 169 | sores lean aes 870 17 | 1,094 (Ul Besser s 1, 161 

Chowan River... See 190 OTE Perce son eracaan alae oe 395 239) | scjamarers 634 
Pasquotank and 
Perquimans 
PIVOTS aitactce ae AS aoe oe 32 77 bye)! Pee 20) ectaee 35 167 Date erens 202 

Chesapeake Bay -.-.--- 516 194 316 SID" Ee coos lence coal teewemte 1, 891 282 69 | 2,242 
James River and 

tributaries ..-.| 678 166 108 | Des ore Se caters eee 3 LT Gl ee sal | ee 967 
York River and | 

tributaries .... 599 113 62 94 MOV aereweets eee cee ST0S oa seenlee esas 870 
MIG EXOECI SE Wes ee ose ecicc| |semeerc||asbecee| OB eters erate srr evd lewterearers CO Ege goal hes sec = 96 
Rappahannock 

River ecccce sce 96 114 27 260 eee Bice 6 453) |Cnjeninsoeeeeee 453 
Potomac River .... 477 21 334 ADE || mna ere CNR a a 1, 273 70 21 1, 364 
Nanticoke River 

and tributaries 316 32 100 31 Gi | sseeeor lace: 487 | scmascieloeeaaar 487 
Choptank River 

and tributaries} 311 68 115 143 1 al | ee el eee 6L7")|cacnnas|zeonancs 617 
Susquehanna 

SRUVOL) sacs ticles OB ila ceca OF 2aleeaseee 9 51 8 834 TDS lelerateteyeps 905 
Miscellaneous..... 275 209 156 253 46 PBA A peice Te BAS are ere eee 1, 154 

Delaware Bay ....-.. 622 14 12 Bee cee eee es) eee cies 6625 Geese 3 655 
Delaware River ...| 1,663 |....... SIM Ee celeost oe alteace as 30 | 2,507 51 37 | 2,595 
Miscellaneous 

TIVOES ss ce cece Uae osee ee ALBh eeeeees|seaeaee 1GuiSsoseas AO TG SS see eaeees 407 
Ocean shore of New 

WIEISCY ease 2-iuleseec 135 260 Ceeeeete VG Weetnrerare al Seatee'=2 Me dl eae cclao a 168 
New York Bay.-.-..--. 120 Bil cease 26 GE) Ree ae Heemene 192 De loose core 193 
Hudson River..... 583 242 D560 oo oees Gs Peete eee 1, 077 9" cnc age 1, 086 

Long Island Sound.. Pah eee aoe CRS HB Reson Besstee pee seee ae eee bececice 15 
Connecticut River. ty ee BG ese al lesmetricy Eee Se eee TSO) | Re aesial| eres 130 
Miscellaneous 

TIVELS) 2.2222... 68 | sss2e-e 117 RAS ce 3a eee 20 CE anece Seer 83 
Narragansett Bay 

ANCAP ATATIES|aasc- | occee-oclsssmec - Gb leeceten es lemetee =| esiecce Gil oatamte. || terete 6 
Casco Bay... --.-..-.. 20) ease ke 5 Nl Peer se (Sc 5 tl | en SIM eoeek (Ge 31 
Kennebec River and 

tributaries .... Sou ier. 4 TAG eee esse hee ee QUO) |e aslo sia sacra 219 
Other Maine rivers. . eens eee ars ass canal atone ae sc dllacsaces OI eseeia | be cea 21 

ED GUase oe sot ares 8,793 | 2,703 | 4,840 | 3,076 155 | 3,926 98. |23, 128 | 1, 445 195 | 24, 768 
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The following table shows, by water areas, the boats, apparatus, etc., 

employed in the Atlantic coast shad fisheries in 1896: 

Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of 
the Atlantic coast of the United States in 1896. 

: “yas Pound nets 
Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. Seines. EAGl nas 

Water areas. | me 

No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value. |No.| Value.| No. |Value. 

Sit donne River. =. -ne----- 66 DAL Reo Me hs Lau Si KORO eae em eee eater 24 G2, 07D) he = eon eee 
Si Marys Potver o-2--20----—- 95 665 80; 1,200 15 Gra (UN esl Pee ms Se | aeiciocin| laste ote 
Natalia RIverccseees cc lec ene 6 30 3 GO eters eee erepet elf ence ete eet a ese 
Altamaha River ....--..----- 274 | 1,500 80 | 2,000 A18 ||) By 128 Seo oe eel eee eee 
Ogeechee River .--...-.--.---- 84 | 3,200 Ufa Tat ON eee ls oem. anical|s caslteme cm acele eee al See 
Savannah River ...--....---- 83 | 1,953 70 | 4, 066 25 68;)|-2 sel beaten 26 $208 
Combahee River.:----.------ 7 280 T sesnical eee eae 14 410) | 2. |e ewe Elan cee eee 
PA GhHepOOMVer s-<-)=- 22 Stas LD ASB id yen ratmt lppecere eee 17 5}! ] et Pe See (ae 
MGIB TOURILVOL: 222 -e nse ees IDA PAE OAs) Fea ose= 62 | 2,184 | 12 ASD |/2.en0|Creenee 
Cooper River Se 5 PAT is Se acelioc 22 ae 3 35 1 10) |e oem eee 
Nanteothiver. cs -cecccete eee. 75 QOS | ora ee ail etal apoiats 32 127 (onadlaecccie cals anemnl See eee 
Winyah Bay and tributaries.| 553 | 10,985 | 258 | 15, 252 |......-|..------ 9 BZ AON Bpoase aeS=-5- 
Cape Fear Kiver-...--......-- 437 | 2,644 | 224 7 ET 8 Bae ee ees 43 1,239" | Sioa eee 
Pamlico SOUNG 22 .-s256-)52 2 235 | 21, 650 |..-..-|----.--- 24,808) || s0001soo5 Pos. oe 171 | 13, 885 
Neuse BIverNc..ccbere.25- 838 | 12, 240 38 676 | 3,424 | 3,945 110} 7,153 87 | 10,378 
Pamlico-Tar River....----- 242 | 4,392 23 197 840 985 | 50} 7,739 27 3, 325 
Croatan and Roanoke 

BOUnUS= ssh ROH MOVOTO Pare ets cate else 5,850 | 7,797 | 1) 3,000} 143 | 11,125 
Albemarle Sound.......--.- 319 38, UP Dal I ne ee 21,985 | 29,944 | 4 | 12,500 612 | 56, 215 
Roanoke River ......-.--- 501 | 3,505 18 270 15 45°| 8) 6, 10062. }_ eee 
Chowan River.....-....- 120 | 3,375 74 ibe aseocd seasons | 8 | 12,600 |. 447 | 29, 530 
Pasquotank and Perqui- | 
MANS PIVEES S552 cc gene t= Lilla PrPHeEIN| Bes see les Ssecee 865 | 1,157} 6] 6,230 88 | 7,625 

Chesapeake Bay..-.---..------ 897 | 84,948 |1, 087 | 21,079 | 2,286 | 5,701 | 7] 10,400 | 631 )151, 242 
James River and tribs-.--. 540 | 6,917) 559] 9,918 | 3,733 | 3,905| 19] 3,385 6 585 
York Riverand tributaries - 431 8, 229 592 | 8,145 | 1,043 802 | 10 1,110 90 | 16, 375 
IMGbjack( Bay s2ecss asses ae BAO SAOLO Leen ce lseia sense [emaneoe| cals aioe eee eee 76 | 15,570 
Rappahannock River .----. 272) 9,847 | 101 | 1,780 | 3,263) 3,859 | 5 810 | 2381 | 37,957 
Potomac River -2-.20.2--.. 520 | 24,895 | 236 | 12,385 529 | 1,043 | 13 | 17,700 | 430 | 43, 350 
Nanticoke Riverand tribs-. 220 | 3, 644 333 5, 808 232 684 | 20 1, 386 40 | 3,075 
Choptank Riverand tribs..| 301 | 4,640 | 571} 5,844 | 1,469} 2,500 | 22 | 2,360 | 194 | 12,141 
Susquehanna River.-.-.-.- 331 | 29,011 | 223 | 3,403 |....-..|.-.----- 63 | 8,670 |.----- = sees 
Miscellaneous .-.----...--.. 701 | 11, 025 413 3, 620 728 1, 987 | 35 3,646 | 361 | 23, 261 

MGIAWATO BAY. ccc-cctuec soos 278 | 31,335 259 | 44, 930 7 240 2 425 2 325 
Delaware River.......---.. 1,079.) 915346 \' * 827°) T0130 | eae LOS WO GB ils el eee 
Miscellaneous rivers......- 231M B AQON TAST | OSG ae. ele eee eee 70) 2,042 |oce-caleceseme 

Ocean shore of New Jersey.. ctiel PAU Aaa eee ee | 1,097 | 8,196 | 12 260 0 |e omen eee 
New York Bay ..----s-=-25-- 941) 7,605.) L106" (6,560 ley 302) ot ol0s| = |2aoe ea 6 | 2,200 
EradsonvRiver<:~cesese- He 516)| 23::679 | 3837 | 28,425 | 2/630 |) 10,303") £0 |) 5,840 |b-- sal ees 

Long Island Sound ...-...... 7 401 1 OG sebacse| BaaesesalP ess seen sose 6 | 1,430 
Connecticut River......-.-. 59 | 1,200 BSN ooo ees wale ee eee 12 863 4|2o2— 25 oat ees 
Miscellaneous rivers. .------ 55 | 1,346 BOM) UL OG8s Sane = Sas een tO 380 jh oascleeeeeee 

Narragansett Bay and tribs-.. 3 DUR Sater || seers SAAD S| sae a! 405)|sdedee se 3 920 
Wisco wbayes tae ce Houke ee 19 | 4,224 64 S85) 2d. elk ees wee 1 350, \2~ deal eee 
Kennebec River and tribs --- AD MP OOAG ELA a wane ote lee eee 1 20 | 133 |.23,340 
Other Maine rivers .......... 20 208 40 740) ose Sac lass seecd|tsteliecen-teloseeeelee sae 

Mp tale ous cau eee: 11, 311 472, 044 |7, 227 |276,994 175, 443 |119, 442 |719 |142, 076 13, 810 |464, 062 
| 

Fyke nets. Bow nets. |Miscellaneous. Shore | Total 
Water areas. = prop- | invest- 

No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value.| erty. | ment. 

Sind GUNG PRUIN GT isco os oe Se wel ak else wes] eee oe he ease em amecee leer ee ale ooo =o $4, 349 $32, 748 
LA MARY SUALVOR "es ncjce- ccc cow cnetecmss cleans cael esse sizel| sce ene seme lex cam om a cia.amol| ace crre ate 2, 165 
SRtillaMnl vem Eases. bea ae cal ae.. Abe thee Pee eo soe co Sena eee eae 90 
PRUE Ay Eu VOL Eitan eos acl act nae |e coe ae eee 113 GZ SEA eer i 47 4, 930 
OpepcgheorRivertse-— > terion =o 226 o5 Sat saeces|-cince aes Ooo meee en elme sce |- a6 acces 1, 735 9, 935 
SEIZE AT 8 67) See eee ee Eee (ae eres ee ee a ea 3 $7 | 1,718 8, 020 
Gampahcoriniver= feet tera ns ate eh ite oe ce| eat Sele cn oc ae Coe eee eelsce sac lave acsee 50 740 
PARNER UOS VOD ses ees eine cet ete noa moma le oc once 6 110) BAeees Sees eae ae 1, 088 
GES) Paya Shs) eee Ais ot te ae ee ee) 83 asl hae oe na ere 350 5, 740 
@ooperiRiver :..--- ser es sa. See cee asa See Sellsnceseed 24 etal SAE pee 100 298 
PANLCOCRLVED v2 coe a tae eee eee Sak |bace del occeden 55 T1130) peed Bee eee 20 510 
Winyah Bay and tributaries-...-...---|.-----|-------- 279 703 80 | 2,178 | 2,125 31, 619 
CapesHearwivers.ct. J. cee. acece set eeel eens cslecess cee 184 ABD s<<ocs| occas 7, 710 16, 808 
ParmlicoSound a. =) 2 2. Lee eee tts ey. ee eS Se 2. ee eee 4,505 70, 041 
IPSs hd SS ee See 4s 402 |S Ee eee oom ral, AGL foe hoo coho 45, 125 80, 978 
Pamlico lar iRivOks 2.o cscs ss on seaeseal tee Olsacecaee 120 BUS: |<< .-coseecens 7, 200 24, 143 
Crostanjand nh banoke sounds th. ess alece eas be ciceen Reeemlenes aes | os caccfeaceeee 15, 448 43, 940 
Albemarle Sonn e525 sean eke See oA | ete ee ee ol ee ee | re ek ee ee 82, 495 204, 776 

RO AHOKOURAVOR Senos fore nee teen none ee pee eee 435} 1,515 75 1,125 | 34, 267 46, 827 
Chowan iRiver’ Uh +. 255 280 Se Ee Pere ae pees Pea lla bia che oe erent 36, 002 81, 692 
Pasquotankand Perquimansrivers.|.....-|.------- 10 | AO) | ice ce hee ee 11, 130 28, 552 
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Boats, apparatus, etc., employed in Atlantic coast shad fisheries in 1896—Continued. 

Fyke nets. Bow nets. |Miscellaneous) Shore | Total 
Water areas. prop- | invest- 

No. | Value. | No. | Value.| No. | Value.| erty. ment. 

Chesapeake Bay --.-...--------------.-. $324, 425 
James River and tributaries-..-....--. 32, 797 
York Ri. er and tributaries.......... 39, 933 
Mobjack Bay......---.----- 4 20, 825 
Rappahannock River. 59, 054 
Potomac River --.-=--------.- 22 120, 904 
Nanticoke River and tributaries..... 24, 271 
Choptank River and tributaries. - --. 39, 123 
Susquehanna River.......-..-------- 48, 616 
Miscellaneous ...--- Se eee anaemate ae 52, 130 

Welaware Bay -----c2s-s2sceses 2 = -- == 103, 495 
Delaware River.....-.-..------------ 305, 789 
Miscellaneous rivers -.---.------------ 12, 943 

Ocean shore of New Jersey-.----------- 11, 172 
ING MAT? (See eee ope snp Eee neo, 22, 464 
IBID TN Minis Ay eee eeeeree Semmes | 69, 407 

one fsland sqund..--\22-.----2 =2-~sics 2, 011 
Connecticut River....-.............- 5, 849 
Miscellaneous rivers ....--. rE ssa 3, 304 

Narragansett Bay and tributaries ----- 1,130 
ESHER eee en ee apune eoesseceueceeuae 5, 459 
Kennebec River and tributaries. .-..... 39, 153 
Other Maine TIVEIS ss 5020500 em eene ne 44 

ATT eS ee One caciCospeaeeIne 706 | 9,174 ie 027 | 6,045 | 245 | 4,758 545, 747 | 2, 040, 342 

It will be seen that from St. Johns River to Cape Fear River, inclu- 

sive, shad are taken principally in drift nets, with smaller catches in set 

nets, bow nets, haul seines, and fall traps. Of 826,130 shad caught in 

that region in 1896, 602,244, or 73 per cent, were taken in drift nets; 

140,912 by seines; 45,425 by set nets; 36,785 by bow nets; and 764 by 

fall traps and cast nets. The principal shad streams are St. Johns, 

Altamaha, Ogeechee, Savannah, Edisto, Pee Dee, and Cape Fear. The 

rivers of this section empty directly into the ocean, maintaining their 

fluvial characteristics almost if not quite to their outlets. 

Next come Pamlico Sound and its important tributaries, Albemarle 

and Croatan sounds, and the Neuse, Pamlico, Roanoke, and Chowan 

rivers, etc. There the bulk of the catch is by stake nets, pound nets, 

and seines, the drift-net yield being of very small extent. In 1896, 

944,582 were taken in stake nets, 521,564 by seines, 478,531 by pound 

nets, 46,606 by bow nets, 28,206 by drift nets, and 2,000 by fall traps. 

The shad fisheries of Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries are the 

most extensive and valuable on the coast, the yield during an ordinary 

year approximating nearly half the total product of the United States. 

Although 1896 was an ‘‘off year” in the Chesapeake, the catch aggre- 

gated 4,867,619, nearly 33 per cent of the total yield on the coast. Of 
this product 2,320,921 were obtained by means of pound nets, 1,597,944 

by drift nets, 433,842 by stake nets, 457,502 by seines, and the remain- 
ing 57,410 by means of fyke nets, bow nets, and fall traps. 

Next comes the important estuary of the Delaware, the yield in 

which, ineluding its tributaries, is usually about one-half that of the 
Chesapeake and tributaries. In 1896, however, the yield was some- 

what greater than usual, 4,017,462 shad being taken, of which 3,261,457 
were secured by drift nets, 744,005 by seines, and the remaining 12,000 

by spears, stake nets, fyke nets, and pound nets. 
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Northward from the Delaware there are only three important shad 

streams, viz, the Hudson, Connecticut, and Kennebec, the yield in 
which, in 1896, numbered 588,898, 51,690, and 290,122, respectively. In 

the Hudson, the most important apparatus are drift nets, stake nets, 

and seines; in the Connecticut, drift nets and seines only are used; and 

the entire yield of shad in the Kennebec is obtained in weirs and drift 

nets. Besides these three rivers there are numerous small streams and 

coastal indentations in which more or less shad are caught each year. 

The following statement shows the number and value of shad caught 

on the Atlantic coast in 1896: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number and value of shad caught in each form of appa- 
ratus employed on the Atlantic coast in 1896, 

Drift nets. 
Water areas. ay 

No. Value. 

St. Johns River............ | 831,033 \$53, 297 
St. Marys River ...-.......- 1, 313 
Sprilla Raven: - sees ee sreece 240 
Altamaha River ........-.- 5, 803 
Ogeechee River..-.....-.-. 19, 514 
Savannah River ..........- 19, 196 
Wompaheeshiver «..scaee=-| oeacaenis = -|cc eee ce 
PANG OG we uVO tet ater etate ete =| tein arent mre imei ine 
MISCO TRAVEL. ecco ca2<s2s552|s ens cceoc|saanee ss 
CTY Ad Gea Bane Saori Eaaoe or Aes ao o ace 
DAULCCMMIVOD coms Ccita sem eclnc cc aae bes leewae mae 
Winyah Bay and _ tribu- 

PALICS Scent oc ases sis = 5,0 18, 527 
Cape Fear River..........-. 13, 950 
PAMIICO WOUND Oe cs ican e 3|secceseeec|secmee 22 
Neuse River........-...- 3, 244 
Pamlico-Tar River...-...- 1, 139 

_ Croatan and Roanoke 
BOUNOS joc .s oor a:ain'e ne <2 ine aaloein's 2 averatete’e a: 

Albemarle Sound......--. ERGs Ste Me Sete rata ie 
Roanoke River........- 4, 000 480 
Chowan River...... -- 500 97 
Pasquotank and Per- 
UII SNA LVENs ese es see seRe nae ese 

Chesapeake Bay........... 242, 903 | 23, 971 
James River and tribs_.-} 339,628 | 28, 091 
York River and tribs..--| 350,441 | 31,201 
MODISGKNBAY, Sovace cae =2-| ease ence s|eceacees 
Rappahannock River.--. 40,354 | 3,157 
Potomac River....-...-.-- 279, 280 | 23,188 
Nanticoke River and trib- 

MPATICNoeoe cee ce ance 117, 266 | 11,107 
Choptank River and trib- 

MMUATTOS 5-2 cis fe Siaiste ae 120, 261 | 12, 625 
Susquehanna River....-- 35,540 | 3,949 
Miscellaneous rivers..-.. 72,271 | 8, 689 

Delaware Bay..-.---.------- 1, 098, 821 |103, 996 
Delaware River.......... 2, 086, 791 |226, 795 
Miscellaneous rivers..... 75, 845 | 13, 508 

Ocean shore of New Jersey -|.-----.--.|-------- 
New York Bay............- | 63,500 | 7,620 
tadson River..-.-....-.- | 297,178 | 42, 958 

Great South Bay and Gardi- | 
MLOUMA RY ae on aon cis ces | 

Long Island Sound.. 
Connecticut River 
Miscellaneous rivers 

Ocean shore of Rhode Is- 

Narragansett Bay and trib- 
mtaries. 6-2-2250 <0 =< 

Buzzards Bay and Vine- 
yard Sound 

Cape Cod and Massachu- 
setis bays 

Casco Bay 
Kennebec River and tribs.- - 
Penobscot and other Maine 

rivers Se es 12, 000 

5, 998, 143 

912 

696, 147 1, 703, 099 | 

Stake nets. | Seines. 
Pound nets and 

weirs. 

Value. | No. Value. 

37 14 
3, 090 622 
6,400 | 1,254 

21,967 | 4,281 
80 25 

2, 065 433 

387, 236 | 96, 249 
26,483 | 4, 680 
8,114 | 1,632 

73, 626 | 15, 090 
429,599 | 82, 664 

13,424 | 2,570 
84,952 | 9,990 

101, 706 | 18,324 
43,921 | 5,251 

"304,118 | 8, 242° 
11,510 | 1,616 

34,695 | 5,371 
4, 200 672 

as 200 | 50. 
52,275 | 8,329 

222) 575 | 31,165 

309, 156 

125, 248 | $8, 627 

2, 634 640 
20 Z 

1, 608 460 
11,402 | 2,747 

"114, 077 | 21, 239° 
38,693 | 7,439 

20,000 | 3, 800 
132, 213 | 25, 401 
143, 809 | 16, 043 
60, 450 | 11, 835 

12,322 | 2,395 
33,622 | 4,064 
49,509 | 4,341 
12, 701 955 

"9 740 | 973° 
123,445 | 9, 853 

67,245 | 7,478 
90, 444 | 13, 832 
40,899 | 5, 023 

700 74 
686, 612 | 73, 263 
56,693 | 7,194 

865 378 
1, 010 293 

68,345 | 8,991 

60, 853 | $13, 478 
22,471 | 3,902 
7,759 | 1,538 

75,915 | 14,311 
173, 380 | 32,094 

122,595 | 22,490 

15, 558 2,877 
1, 277, 367 | 129, 904 

3,119 361 
138, 895 | 12, 890 
140,777 | 13, 874 
262,504 | 22,916 
269,228 | 28, 801 

42,143 | 3,732 

115,041 | 11,838 

71, 847 | 8, 573 
100 19 

"13, 675 | 2,715 

AT 1, 051 287 

3,355| 934| 11,421| 2,997 

oa “| 3,385 834 

9,087 | 456] 1,915 321 
40,325 | 2,017| 18,055| 1,208 
5.500 | 495 | 234°305 | 20, 328 

ie Lee ee 126 29 

1, 999, 942 245, 869 |3, 139, 830 | 361, 632 
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Statement, by water areas, 
ratus employed on the Atlantic coast in 1896—Continued. 
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of the number and value of shad caught in each form of appa- 

Water areas. 

St. Johns River 
St. Marys River 
Satilla River 
Altamaha River 
Ogeechee River 
Savannah River 
Combahee River 
Ashepoo River 
Edisto River 
Cooper River 
Santee River 
Winyah Bay and tributaries. - 
Cape Fear 
Pamlico Sound 
Neuse River 
Pamlico-Tar River 
Croatan and Roanoke sounds. 
Albemarle Sound 
Roanoke River 
Chowan River 
Pasquotank and Perquim- 

ans rivers 
Chesapeake Bay..-.-.--.---.---- 
James River and tributaries. 
York River and tributaries. -. 
IMODIACKUB Byes ainie atin, 1- ine sioprms 
Rappahannock River 
Potomac Rivers. - s2= 0-2/5. 
Nanticoke River and tribu- 

taries 

ee eee ee 

TANIOS Fs 20h Accics eee Ss He 
Susquehanna River. -.-...--.-. 
Miscellaneous rivers 

Delaware Bay..-...2--<--0----- 
Delaware River. 

Ocean shore of New Jersey... 
INGOT BAY ce momne nas cence 
Hudson River 

Bay 
Long Teland NOM Greer sae eis 
Connecticut River........... 
Miscellaneous rivers.......-. 

Ocean shore of Rhode Island.. 
Narragansett Bay and tribu- 

taries 
Buzzards Bay and Vineyard 

DPOUNG eee eee 
Cape Cod and Massachusetts 

PRY Gea nce netic coca scecsis 
CHSCOMB aes sa nsec tte: 
Kennebec River and tributa- 

TION ee law dodo aseeessc cic 
Penobscot and other Maine 

rivers 

Fyke nets. Bow nets. Miscellaneous. Total. 

No. Value.| No. | Value.| No. Value. No. Value. 

SEP Grn Srirt5es4 Hoar bed Ncodesasd bephaccdlpaceenoc 456, 281 $61, 924 
10, 193 1, 754 
1, 500 240 

29, 377 10, 096 
B stesiartns 55, 425 19, 514 
Soa aratols 54, 406 19, 236 
See be 3, 090 622 
SH bane 6, 880 1, 381 

28, 273 5, 848 
396 126 

7, 309 1, 547 
97, 685 23, 031 
75; 315 18, 964 

448,089 | 109, 727 
207, 052 39, 067 
67, 082 13, 316 

SAE DO ad Grn San ocetacncr Scodoocolyacrocce booroctd 169, 541 33, 201 
Be pesoor Oecoond logerocon Scopudoa laocsdec.4lseocanos 735, 192 140, 159 
datheaale'a|etateistoatare 13, 500 2, 391 2, 000 380 169, 409 20, 489 
CHAR OCr aso eben iardonood loecbdcasl booreorapcereane 183, 545 | 34, 422 

\ 

Ltiateicafkcel eave ate ayer 275 | BOE ssisere oc lanes siete 41, 579 7, 898 
Seen ol prein eters eats wieteles leSasscid| Saree msc|tores sz Ons Bee 167, 929 
29-2 eA eee (Sees [Pastaasna| WE Le B00: 130 495, 762 51, 247 
DM atinteyars | cre attey ate | cio sin ni oletel ISO StIEIOG 590 64 546, 548 50, 361 
TOPO BE AO Op eg CECE Ord BoD aes ee Sach acrcl parvo cloe 140, 777 18, 874 
en eimratah se tacsae cxtatell © erate a etacs lteteasiccall L018 83 417, 789 35, 371 
SAD SUC aeboDar 600 SEE Ae eeu eiceic com 684, 063 63, 608 

9, 337 SOB oo stae d= = seer beteloelo = toe ee cies 216, 308 20, 668 

598 BG Risat sas HAPCEEE SIRS S Based ooaoe Le 338, 420 35, 810 
et eC 12,100 | 2,113 2, 003 259 140, 087 20, 153 

3, 897 LON 2o1412> |e SAD TOM eee elecs ence 249, 021 31, 736 
CBS rei aiets liotete sn Sarat | Siseversvete at Se naar Se eesia eceerpae tine diB tpl 104, 761 
SS MEE AIEEE 5 eae EE See 5, 400 540 | 2,778,803 | 300,598 
ar a nal Gye iste 2, 300 Aa Dee et ser nalteratsste ete 134, 838 21, 147 

1, 500 STD WE aac saab tretteto-aiall eee leis Sram 16, 240 3, 518 
57, 308 SP S88 eta onitse ecto eee) wie iote wiele |letereieitar eco 216, 425 30, 941 

800 128) hed seaer IC Ocpona maar ane 5| bonnasob 588, 898 83, 237 
| 

ES ees MAES SE ASE EArt AR eee checcerse 4, 755 1, 092 
Be era ese cone laine sal eee ato eaiec sates [Soeere ee 9, 427 2, 399 
RANE ek eg ease he RE ree (ne cme aise oes 51, 690 9, 508 
ROCCE CO Pere era enn oocaa tect soc 482 115 13, 202 3, 324 
3 BN an obe Ne Cee I mcaHniSe) EAPC AAne Genes ot besedcte 1, 051 287 

SUSE | CO CE Ard bee beac com aase 1, 060 | 306 15, 836 4, 237 

RABE RO UeR Ane GobAC Ane Sernseed Gonscaes seams 3, 385 834 

Re neta are tetera a alone or ete vtec tears | le ataraiste mie! amici’ arcinla 33, 082 1, 468 
Bop peges Bans Shs) lneccosod Bedacceb boose nop pangoess 64, 490 3, 580 

ape ee |. tee SEU eh See oakae| Saseete da loaaeceme 290, 122 26, 257 

Pe Ee tate a nt oe cae Seale eae co [Beene ae 12, 126 941 

73,440 | 10,748 |123, 803 | 25,776 | 15,172 | 2,115 18, 053, 429 1, 651, 443 

It has been customary heretofore to report the yield of shad in 

pounds, but various causes have combined to render it advisable to 

report the yield according to the number. 

fice of custom will not involve any loss of clearness. 

these fish ranges from 1 to 10 pounds, averaging about 3? pounds. For 

convenience of those who prefer reckoning shad according to their 

weight, the following summary is presented, showing, by States and by 

sexes, the number and weight of the shad yield in 1896, 

It is hoped that this sacri- 
The weight of 
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Statement of the number, weight, and value of roe and buck shad caught on the Atlantic 
coast of the United States in 1896. 

Roe. Buck. Total. 

States. = 
No. Pounds. | Value. No. Pounds. | Value. No. Pounds. | Value. 

WLOTIGH =< 5 ars as 171, 752 677, 954) $26,417) 288, 462 620, 651/$36, 172 460, 214| 1, 298,605) $62, 589 
Georgia .-...... 62, 604 294, 641 23, 953 81, 370 241, 986] 25, 336 143, 974 536, 627 49, 289 
South Carolina. 70,376) 405,471) 19,160) 76,251) 266,042) 14,276] 146,627) 671,513) 33,436 
North Carolina.| 942, 843 - 804, 508} 246, 676/1, 153, 961! 4, 038, 200/170, 567) 2, 096, 804) 8, 842,708) 417, 243 
Virginia -..--.-. 1,574, 274 6, 700, 890) 198, 758/1, 629, 229) 4, 469, 629/108, 297) 3, 203, 503/11, 170,519) 307. 055 
Maryland -.---- 717, 523| 3, 295, 102} 101,831) 823,527) 2, 246, 397) 64,720) 1,541,050) 5,541,499) 166, 551 
Delaware ..--.-. 282, 598 # 442,318} 51,194) 185,746) 550,976) 18,066) 488,344) 1,993,294) 69, 260 
Penasylvania..| 372, 199! il 839,602} 57,019) 249,040) 661,541) 22,426) 621,239) 2,501,143) 79, 445 
New Jersey. - - -/2, 132, 031) 110,281,510) 268, 454/1, 206, 449) 3, 628, 316] 71, 602) 3, 338, 480/13, 909, 826] 340, 056 
New York ..... 324, 713) 1,563, 783} 55,354) 218,101) 686,763) 19,479} 542,814) 2,200,546] 74, 833 
Connecticut. - -. 33, 495, 150, 811 8, 623) 36,793} 110,379) 5,459 70, 288; 261,190} 14, 082 
Rhode Island -. 7, 921 35, 646) 2,477 5, 611) 17,115) 1,113 13, 532| 52, 761 3, 590 
Massachusetts .| 19, 035) 64, 718 1,988) 20, 787 49,434) 1, 248 39, 822) 114, 152 3, 236 
Maine...-...-.- 172,920 820,140) 19,448) 193,818 584,337) 11,330) 366,738 1,404,477| 30,778 

——— 

Total..--. 6, 884, 284 32, 377, 094 1, 081, 352 6, 169, 145 18, 121, 766/570, 09113, 053, 429 60, 498, 860 1, 651, 443 
| 

The values set forth in the aforegoing table fail in doing justice to the 

importance of this fishery, those figures representing merely the net price 

which the fishermen received, this amount being greatly increased by 

the time they reached the consumer. Thus the value of the 456,281 
shad taken on the St. Johns River in Florida is reported at $61,924, an 
average of $13.57 per 100 fish. The cost of packing and expressage to 

New York City, for instance, approximates $10 per 100. Then comes 

the expenses and profit of the wholesale dealer or commission merchant 

and that of the retailer, which may approximate $5 and $12, respec- 

tively, per 100. This makes the cost of the fish to the consumer about 
$40.57 per 100. Estimated at this rate, the yield on the St. Johns in 

1896 was worth $185,113, instead of the reported value, $61,924. The 

average value to the fishermen for the entire yield of the Atlantic coast 

was $12.64 per 100 fish, while the consumers probably paid $25 per 100. 

Assuming this basis as correct, the consumers paid $3,263,357 for the 

13,053,429 shad caught in 1896. 
The prices in 1896 were unusually small, and this limited the total 

catch considerably. During April and May the markets were glutted, 

and prices fell so low that many fishermen ceased operations. 

The following table shows the wholesale prices of shad prevailing in 

New York and ee on Friday of each week during the first six 

months of 1896: 

New York. Philadelphia. New York. | Philadelphia. 
Week ending— | Week ending— jae - 

Roe. | Baek. Roe. | Buck. Roe. | Buck. | Roe. | Buck. 

wal. Woo sseas- $1.10 | $0.50 | $1.00 | $0.50 || Apr. 3.......-.. $0.28 | $0.15 | $0.25 $0. 14 
MOS ioecte pee 1. 00 40 1.00 . 50 BAS seoSee 23 11 25 13 
RR sa seta 90 50 1.00 - 45 iNfGus an A aae 25 15 15 07 
Ce eee 75 37 88 47 2 ee Ase ee 28 13 18 08 
a aoc ae . 88 . 30 - 95 00 )| |) Mieiyaee eee ais = - 20 oli .16 . 08 

SSL gidie elec oe AU 23 75 -32 DEAR SEE . 23 aatil . 20 -10 
1A fate 75 30 80 35 Oe ee = 23 11 14 07 
als Seeasae 80 | 43 75 38 Pio a BOSE 20 09 18 09 
Borealis 2 . 80 - 38 - 90 - 42 2oeeee ein sie2 . 25 sill . 20 -10 

Mar ag a2 eee aa 45 .23 -70 23) || CUMeM beeen. =~. . 22 - 10 20 -10 
eis ween 50 23 40 . 20 iP jon oo ae 25 12 25 12 
PU 8 Rares 25 14 - 40 . 20 Wk | 5a45aa5 22 LOM Cees a eee 
Pa = ae eV 35 17 35 .18 | Oho SaSee 20 UL) BARS: racic. 
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COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS YEARS. 

In considering the comparative abundance of shad it is not safe to 

be guided by the results of the fisheries in a single locality or even in 

an individual river basin. The catch in each locality fluctuates under 

local conditions, and it is only by comparing the returns for a large area 

of the coast that it can be determined whether there has been an actual 

increase or decrease. 

The season of 1880 is the earliest one for which we have accurate or 

even fairly reliable data relative to the yield of shad along the entire 

Atlantic coast or even a considerable portion of that coast. The 

adverse agencies tending to deplete the species had then reduced the 

yield to a very low point and the effect of artificial propagation had not 

become generally apparent. During that year the total yield of shad 

on the Atlantic coast approximated 5,162,315 in number, worth $995,465, 

The use of improved apparatus of capture and the more vigorous prose- 

cution of the fisheries has resulted in a considerable increase in the 

aggregate yield since that season. The yield in 1888 was reported at 

10,181,605, for which the fishermen received $1,665,176; in 1892 it was 
11,094,565, valued at $1,879,688, and in 1896 it numbered 13,053,429, 
worth $1,651,443 at first hands. 

While the yield in 1896 was by far the largest of any of the four years 

above noted, yet that season was scarcely representative of the last 

three or four years. Not only were shad less abundant than usual, but 

the prices were so low that many fisheries were abandoned before the 

Season was at anend. However, in the rivers of Florida and Georgia, 
in Delaware River, and Connecticut River the catch in 1896 was the 

largest for many years. From Savannah River to the Chesapeake Bay, 

inclusive, the yield in 1895 and in 1897 was far in excess of that in 1896. 

The following summary shows by States the yield of shad in 1880, 

1888, and 1896. The returns for 1880 and 1888 were published in pounds, 

and in reducing them to number the average weight has been assumed 

to be 34 pounds each. 

1880. 1888. 1896, 

State. ; 7 
Number. Value. Number. Value. Number. Value. 

| 

WL OMIGS 1522.3 < eta = chee oo ces 71, 914 $20, 136 413, 714 $89, 630 460, 214 $62, 589 
(BLOG 7 tae ae DR eas 72, 000 17, 941 75, 200 | 19, 000 143, 974 49, 289 
South Carolina .3-2:52.t.252 | 59, 314 12, 482 123, 657 27, 050 146, 627 33, 436 
North Carolina ..... BITS Se 920, 360 329, 569 1, 608, 774 292, 409 2, 096, 804 417, 243 
Warbinnia sot a 2s 5 228 Ske 906, 272 134, 496 2, 316, 235 376, 944 3, 203, 503 307, 055 
Marvlindeassscc-2--> esse 1, 074, 121 140, 326 1, 598, 781 | 218, 230 1, 541, 050 166, 551 
Delaware se solk antec = oe ee! | 300, 000 52, 500 396, 919 | 51, 999 468, 344 69, 260 
Pennsylvania...........--.. | 159. 885 27, 980 396, 340 | 76, 942 621, 239 79, 445 
New Jerseyee: 2 2-5 e255..! 214, 285 35, 000 1, 863, 842 | 307, 411 3, 338, 480 340, 056 
NOW MOT Kies ae at eee eee oe | 781, 028 136, 680 984, 468 | 150, 882 542, 814 74, 833 
Connéctieut J25-4 2 eee eee | 376, 581 65, 902 104, 553 | 23, 786 70, 288 14, 082 
INnOde sland! uc eee ees 13, 743 2, 405 4,971 | 1, 213 13, 532 3, 590 
Massachusetts.........-.. = 47, 007 8, 226 51, 316 5, 312, 39, 822 3, 236 
Las) Se ee 165, 805 11, 876 242, 835 | 24, 368 366, 738 30,778 

PR OtaIG oe a5 5 ete ee 5, 162, 315 | 995,465 | 10,181,605 | 1,665,176 | 13, 053, 429 1, 651, 443 
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It appears that since 1880 there has been an increase in the yield in 

every State south of New York, and from that point northward there 

has been a decrease in each State except Maine. The greatest increase 

has occurred in New Jersey, the yield of shad in that State in 1880 

numbering 214,285, which was increased in 1888 to 1,863,842, and in 
1896 to 3,338,480. Virginia ranks next with an increase from 996,272 
in 1880, to 2,096,804 in 1896. The largest decrease has occurred in Con- 

necticut, where the catch in 1880 numbered 376,581, and in 1896 only 

70,288. 
The yield for the entire coast shows an increase of 97 per cent in the 

eight years from 1880 to 1888, and from 1888 to 1896 the increase was 

28 per cent. The value of the shad, however, does not show so great 

an increase. Indeed, comparing the returns for 1888 with those of 1896, 

we find that while the total number of shad increased 2,871,824, the 

value decreased $13,733. The average price received by the fishermen 

for shad in 1880 was $19.28 per hundred; in 1888, $16.35, and in 1896, 
$12.65 per hundred. 

In considering the recent yield of shad with that prior to 1880, few 

data exist on which to base satisfactory conclusions. Itis well to guard 

against placing too great confidence in estimates as to the early abun- 

dance of these fish. In the report of the Maine Fish Commission for 

1867, the yield of shad on the Penobscot during the preceding season 

was estimated at 2,500,000 in number, but a careful survey of the 

fisheries of that river during the following season, made by the same 

commissioners, showed that the number of shad caught approximated 

only 5,000. If this correction had not been made, the former number 

would doubtless have prevailed as the basis for comparisons of the former 

and present abundance of shad in Penobscot River. In the Gazetteer 
of Virginia, published in 1835, is an account of the fishery resources 

of Potomac River, which includes the remarkable statement that in a 

good season of six weeks the catch of shad on that river numbered 

22,500,000, while the alewives caught annually reached the remarkable 
number of 750,000,000. And this estimate has been used by many 

writers as a basis for lengthy discussions of the decrease of shad in the 

Potomac. 
True, there are numerous records, kept with great accuracy, showing 

the yield of shad at individual fisheries, and even for entire river basins, 

for periods of 20,40, and even 60 or more years prior to 1880, but they can 

not be taken as a basis for determining the abundance or comparative 
yield of this species all along the coast. Great changes have occurred 

in manner of prosecuting the fisheries and even in the fishing-grounds 

during the past half century. Formerly the great bulk of shad were 

caught by means of seines, while at present the large catches made by 

drift nets, stake nets, pound nets, ete., leave a comparatively small 

number to be caught in the original form of apparatus. Also the large 

inerease in the amount of apparatus employed results in a much smaller 

average catch for each individual apparatus. If only 20 seines or pound 
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nets are used in a certain water-course, it is to be expected that the aver- 

age catch per net will be greater than if that number be increased to 

100. And while probably in many of the water areas along the coast 

the average catch of shad per net is less at present than formerly, yet 

it is equally probable that the present aggregate yield of shad is much 

greater than ever before. 

An account of the comparative abundance of shad in each water area 

will be found in the latter half of this report, containing a discussion 

of the fisheries of each separate locality. 

We must not overlook the great length of water-courses formerly 

abounding in shad from which these fish are now excluded by means of 

dams and other obstructions. But to offset this there has been a great 

-extension of the fisheries into water areas in which no shad whatever 

were caught half a century ago. Formerly the great bulk of the yield 

was obtained from the middle and upper sections of the rivers, while 

at present nearly all the catch is obtained in the lower section and in 

the salt water of the estuaries. The extension of the fisheries into the 

estuaries is of recent origin, dating only from the middle of the present 

century, and their development has been principally during the past 

twenty years. It requires large and costly apparatus to prosecute the 

fisheries there, and forms suitable have come into use only quite 

recently. 

With the exception of drift nets in Delaware Bay, New York Bay, and 

one or two less important places, and the mackerel purse seines, which 

take a few shad on the New England coast, pound nets and stake nets 

are the only forms of apparatus employed in catching shad in salt 

water. . 

Over 90 per cent of the shad caught in salt water of the Chesapeake 

region are taken in pound nets, yet the use of that apparatus there 

dates only from 1865, and not until 1875 were they extensively employed. 

Stake nets and pound nets, which catch practically all the shad taken 

in the salt water of North Carolina, have been used in that region only 

since 1865. It thus appears that, while the up-river fisheries are 

decreasing, a very large area is being added to the fishing-grounds. 

At present nearly half of the total shad yield on the Atlantic sea- 

board is obtained in salt water, and those fisheries are becoming more 

extensive each year. 

The following summary shows, approximately and in comparative 

form for each water area, the number and value of the shad caught in 

1896 and the number and percentage of those taken in salt water. 

The line of demarcation between the salt and fresh water of the estu- 

aries being indefinite and variable, this table is only approximately 

correct for certain regions, but the percentage of error is too small to 

materially affect the general result. 
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Lable showing the number and value of shad taken in 1896, and the number and percentage 
of those taken in salt water. 

Total yield. Yield in salt water. 
Water areas. 

Number. Value. Number. | Per cent. 

Sis GhiS IRIVOM = secs ss 0c occccke cases cece scemeabeuasucte 456, 281 $61 024 ce cae ces ae eee eee 
Sih SIL BG) es pepe oeon ae pe seo SSsee as wpe des er aaI Toc 10, 193 1 BY fo Peas stosseel easctincc.s: 
PS ree ah ei ee 2 ae oe OP oe ee sok Gre oo sas eir tg a54 1, 500 7 EA Re ace oc See. oaacrr 
JMG ETE 96) Nee aero sommes ceric Qo se cena cudee ae 29, 377 10;096) | sciccto2c cbs co|soenenteeee 
(Seccheorh Velen - va atetees boee ean ae eaaee ee eee ena 55, 425 aL Roa eso eect 356 35c0% 
STEAD EAN ay Lib GY ES SARS CA eee aS emo eraser 54, 406 19; 236 eoc% sip oe 225) See eeeeeee 
CGombahes River cs... 2c cs-os- eens c=sewmes nue gasses 8, 090 G22 Bex SSL Eee eee Bees 
JN TG) oO) S105 Ssoagoe 5995 oSsbo> oes seSs eae Sosaceg ser 6, 880 1 B81) eeremcmecess| Meace eee 
JASN Sire Lie ee = RS ACR SR S545 6 LAB sec nat 28, 273 5843 iliodes-scsse (ote aes 
00 Derk Once sete crea artes =a ane = ee se ener om 396 126 cet weut uses |soeee eee 
HIMGOIR RYO Woe anes te ice meno eee nee te pean ee area 7, 309 5 A) el omer aieeeeer so. 3s 
Winyah Bay ard tributaries......-................-... 97, 685 23; OBL |ccoeks seem ol ase eee 
RPO UMIBALARIVer™. Les onact ccmebctteaatoten yee oe nee 75, 315 18,964 | cc cs we stows] rece anos 
Pamlico) Sound... 2 26..s---6=2- tae SoS CUP GAA ne ae 448, 089 109, 727 448, 089 100 

NeUsoMRiverRissect stte ce tye ee EUR, Pee) Set Pe 207, 052 39, 067 82, 238 39. 72 
TRU e DG Nie Ui) ee 5 = Soap =QNGOde Serna Saree cea =a8 67, 082 13, 316 18, 873 28.13 
Croatan and Roanoke sounds.............-......---- 169, 541 33, 201 169, 541 100 
AAU STROH ES CIS hi NS 5st Seen CoP BR eee PEA Srerer qaaee 735, 192 140, 159 186, 290 25. 34 
ROSUOKOLVOL: conse atc ce eiaeep a cebeenes Ja sme 169, 409 20.489! |e 78 ee 
Chowan Rivers. 252240 osieeaes 183, 545 84422 Noss Sere oboe eeee ee eee 
Pasquotank and Perquimans ri 41,579 Te BOS 2 cS ocaeee cles eee 

Chesapeake Bay .-.....-.-.-.------ 1, 638, 844 167,929 | 1,428, 327 87.15 
James River and tributaries. ...- 495, 762 51, 247 100, 379 20. 25 
York River and tributaries.........-. 546, 548 50, 361 182, 375 33. 37 
Winbinti ny Scscrccee teens Sauk een. spas eee eee 140, 777 13, 874 140,777 100 
Rappahannock Raver: <> 5.22. 2.22.4. 5---ececen=n-s=-- 417, 789 35, 3871 194, 067 46. 45 
Oto mac RUVOrsH oH -ecnieeoe seine ae a same aeons ace eee 684, 063 63, 608 210, 480 30.76 
Nanticoke River and tributaries........-...--.-..... 216, 308 20, 668 42, 405 19. 60 
Choptank River and tributaries ........-............ 338, 420 35, 810 136, 972 40. 47 
Susquehanna River. !7.\).1.-222--6-4-- 2 sence cceene 140, 087 20,1103 "| Sse aie eee 
NPE COICO) RY 2 So ge ces Boose n0 JTOUrSDS Boe SED SC Oseece 249, 021 31, 736 29, 851 11. 98 

Delaware Iba Von acen erecta tae caenanmackasae cece emeeece 1, 103, 821 104, 761 1, 103, 821 100 
BS La ysE PRU Olas ee ot sh imei lata ace a salle oe ee eae 2, 778, 803 300, 598 976, 669 35,13 
ME CellanecOus aN VELS (4 0-c anes soe secon ae ale bela eemincice 134, 838 Pa lia Vy Al eee oe a2 Sepa IL Se SS 

Qcean shore of New Jersey --..---.5--.---.------------ 16, 240 3, 518 13, 765 84.75 
Rie WOW gu ii La daed Sasa ers ocsdbococaecocepoosNse 216, 425 30, 941 213, 925 98. 84 
TGR Ta hr) Ae 5582 or enon pease eGo sr Geena sag caesee 588, 898 83, 2al Sass ocean ee see eee 

Great South Bay and Gardiner Bay...........-.--..--- 4, 755 1, 092 4, 755 100 
Tyee TS et WistsnG RS 2s "Baas Sate ee sere cosas ssoopacor 9, 427 2, 399 9, 427 100 
PGNNSC WC Uh ky Viele sen cn soem arises nice ae ale 51, 690 SE ear ese Becess5 Sc:- 
MINSCOMANGOUN MEVGINs sclemcn ses scae ne cince/einsw aa eieaienas 13, 202 3, B24 | soc see ccse sc] -ceeReaeee 

Ocbanishoreaot Rhode Island. .-- <2. 2... sewennccaccesse 1, 051 287 1, 051 100 
Narragansett Bay and tributaries ...........--..-.---. 15, 836 4, 237 2, 163 13. 66 
Buzzards Bay and Vineyard Sound................--.- 3, 385 834 3, 385 100 
Cape Cod and Massachusetts bays...........-..-..---. 33, 082 1, 468 33, 082 100 
WAnCOMsayeenaqeao sore ee eee eee c oe emaeeeeetecee cet oes 64, 490 3, 580 64, 490 100 
Kennebec River and tributaries ............---.--...-. 290, 122 26, 257 55, 987 19. 30 
Penobscot and other Maine rivers ................----- 12, 126 6, 941 6, 000 49. 48 

Motaleeeets <cGhs cemesate sehen tee Sotpme seek osee 13, 053,429 | 1,651,443 | 5,859, 184 45. 26 

The preceding summary shows that in 1896 45 per cent of the total 

shad yield was caught in regions which half a century ago yielded 

none whatever, this in some measure compensating for the 3,700 miles 
of river course from which they are now wholly excluded and the lengths 

from which the exclusion is partial. It thus appears that the prin- 

cipal change in the fisheries during the past fifty years has been one 

of location rather than extent of the total yield, the great increase in 

the estuaries compensating for the decrease in the headwaters. This 

change in the fishing-grounds results in a large portion of the fish being 

taken before they reach the spawning areas in fresh water, thereby 

preventing them from adding their quota to future supply almost as 

effectually as though they were excluded therefrom by means of dams 

or otherwise. But the same result is accomplished when the fish are 

caught after reaching those areas, and before spawning. Furthermore, 
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moving the seines and other apparatus of capture over the spawning- 

grounds disturbs and drives away the fish from those areas and destroys 

many of the eggs and young shad already there. 

The construction of dams has excluded shad from a large portion of 

the spawning-grounds, notwithstanding the erection of fishways in 

those obstructions. Sawdust, chemicals, and other refuse, and agricul- 
tural operations, have greatly impaired the utility of the spawning 

areas even now available, and the extensive fisheries have very largely 

decreased the number of shad reaching those areas. These adverse 

agencies have reduced natural reproduction to almost an insignificant 

factor in keeping up a supply ample to maintain the present fisheries, 

rendering artificial propagation essential to their prosperity. They so 

affected the abundance of shad that during the Seventies the returns 

of the fisheries reached a minimum. Then the results of artificial 

propagation began to appear, not only maintaining an equilibrium, but 

greatly increasing the abundance. While the increased yield was pre- 

ceded by an increase in the quantity of apparatus used, yet it was made 

possible by the greater abundance of shad due to artificial propaga- 

tion. Comparing 1880 with 1896, it is observed that the increase in 

the yield numbered 7,891,114. At 25 cents each (the average paid by 
consumers), this represents an increase of $1,972,778 in the value, over 
sixty times the expenditure for shad propagation, a result probably 

unsurpassed in any other line of fish-culture. 

The general condition of the shad fisheries along the entire coast 

having been noted we now proceed to a description of the fisheries of 

each individual water area, those areas being grouped according to 

States, beginning with the southernmost and proceeding northward. 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF FLORIDA. 

The extent by water areas of each branch of the shad fisheries of 

Florida in 1896 is presented in the following series of three tables, 
showing (1) the number of persons employed, (2) the boats, apparatus, 

etc., used, and (3) the number and value of shad taken. There are but 
two rivers in this State which support commercial shad fisheries, viz, 
the St. Johns and the St. Marys. 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
Jisheries of Florida in 1896. 

Fishermen. 

Waters. Ps ia | Shores-| Trans- | pot91, 
ieee Set-net.| Seine. | Total. | MCB: |Porvers. 

St. Johns River: 
From sea to Jacksonville.............--. 2a esate Salle saaese 292 16 2 310 
IP alaiica SOCOM eecetice sete access. =’ Bie a Rae | ee 38 (hdl seen 45 
Upper Sid Ohnseesses enters. kanes so (He aaee ee 110 117 8 3 128 

Si MAT YS LV Ole eee aeesiclemicicia ta acncn no | 20 | ols PSE MORE e cole toe oe 40 

Motal sccm a-aeopiet eats eae name abe sce 357 20 110 487 31 5 523 
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Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, ete., employed in the shad fisheries of 
Florida in 1896, 

Boats. Drift nets. Set nets. 

Waters. SEs = SS Ee = 
No. | Value.| No. |Length.| Value.| No. |Length.) Value. 

St. Jobns River: Yards. Yards. 
From sea to Jacksonville ...........--. 146 | $7, 720 126;)"88./600) 1815, 625° |eec ecco eee le aes 
Palatka section $3. 2-5 --cas-eeten-—soee 21 394 224). .50250 Il) D260 occ fl ce eos eee eee 
MD REL Sik OMNS cee ns cme mn imeecie 54 | 1,060 3 | 1,400 165) | noanc|sceee eee | osselese 

SAMIR S Teli 200 Ree yAG eS Sci toce acco 30 210 20} 1,400 300 10 850 $200 

PROUA ees ne aoe aetna ae caeeiees 251 9, 384 191 “91, 550 | 17, 350 10 850 200 

Seines. Sh Total 
Waters. = <=, a aa Oe invest- 

No. | Length. | Value. |PTOPSF*Y:) ment. 

St. Johns River: Yards. 
Dien SG Id EG) S00) hn ARR s Reece nc ocemenacaaan| One cco age sor coed bBo soscgac $3, 614 $26, 959 
IRD irc yeni 5 ARO See Le re oe ee sb boric occecd| Gras soncds Sage aes 400 2, 054 
MBDeD ie OUN See tenis ce ala sn sp anp Ate neia halen = iad 24 7, 150 $2,175 335 3, 735 

Sin Migs) leit 8 | Sb 58 Be eS 8a soo neEacEdn sg ncose llsceeroesolbosn aaa s5 aepacmeses 710 

NODA ese tere ax ect weacten sina cecastifesait asicsoce 24 7, 150 2,175 4, 349 33, 458 

Statement by apparatus of the yield of shad in the waters of Florida in 1896. 

Drift nets. Set nets. Seines. Total. 

Waters. = ae ee 

No. Value. | No. | Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

St. Johns River: 
From sea to Jacksonville... -- 291 ANG WN BAT S20 sas patel ee sca Ol eete ss eres laa clasts 291,116 | $47, 720 
Palatka section..............- ETT RR ee l(a Ma LER a 37,300 | 5.222 
Upper St. Johns...........-.. 2 617 Tay come Se a 125, 248 | $8,627 | 127,865 | 8, 982 

DU MAnyS HIVOr. <ceee cece snes 2, 244 | 380 | 1,689 SORDY Sean eee eeceetee 3, 933 | 665 

“hy ae ee 333,277 | 53,677 | 1,689 | 285 | 125,248 | 8,627 | 460,214 | 62,589 

ST. JOHNS RIVER. 

St. Johns River has its sources in the swamps and marshes of eastern 

Florida, flows nearly parallel with the coast a distance of 375 miles, 
and enters the ocean near the northeastern corner of the State. It is 

navigable to a point about 300 miles from the mouth, and steamers 

ascend regularly as far as Sanford, 230 miles by the river course from * 

the sea. It is very broad, the width in the lower 100 miles being from 

1 to 5 miles, and for two-thirds of its length it is over a mile wide, 
often expanding into spacious lakes. There are no permanent obstruc- 

tions to the passage of fish, and shad ascend nearly to the sources of 

the river. The St. Johns differs from all other streams on the Atlantic 

coast of the United States in that its sources are in warmer latitudes 

than its entrance into the ocean. All the other streams run south and 
east, and the water flowing therein is much cooler during the winter 

and spring than the sea water. The effect of this peculiar condition is 

thus described by the late Marshall McDonald: 

In the St. Johns River, Florida, shad appear several months before the spawning 

time, and although this is not largely in advance of the same season in rivers as far 

north as certain tributaries of the Chesapeake, yet by reason of their early presence 

in the St. Johns the fisheries are prosecuted during the entire winter. They do not 

enter the river at this time for the purpose of spawning. By reference to tables giving 
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the temperature of the St. Johns River at Jacksonville, it is seen that the tempera- 

ture of the water gradually descends, reaching 60° EF. at Jacksonville about the last 

of November. This date is coincident with the first appearance of shad in the St. 

Johns. * * * Inallotherstreamson the Atlantic coast the fish appear to wait unti- 

the temperature of the river has risen above that of the salt-water area into which 

the river empties before they ascend in the spring. The migration of shad into the 

St. Johns River is clearly not for the immediate purpose of spawning, as that opera- 

tion is not performed for months, but in order that they may keep within the limit of 

the hydro-isothermal area appropriate to them. Wemust suppose that the temperal 

ture of the ocean waters, on the continental plateau outside the coast line, is higher 

than 60° F., and although uncongenial to the fish, yet they must necessarily remain 

in that temperature until the waters of the St. Johns, cooling as the winter advances, 

have fallen below the temperature of the outside waters. As soon, therefore, as water 

of a lower temperature than that in which they are commingles with the ocean water 

it serves as an incentive—as it were, the signal—for their migration into the estuary 

of the St. Johns.—(Natural History of Aquatic Animals, pp. 599-602. ) 

Shad fishing on the St. Johns is of recent origin. Indeed, it is 

claimed by some persons that shad have run up this river during the 

last forty years only, but this is doubtless erroneous, the absence of 

extensive fisheries before the Sixties being due to inadequate shipping 

facilities and insufficient local enterprise. Drift nets were introduced 

here about 1860, and their use increased quite rapidly, most of them 

being operated by fishermen trom Connecticut and New Jersey. The 

war interrupted all fishing except for local use, but at the close of hos- 

tilities the operation of drift nets was renewed and greatly increased. 

It is reported that, in 1873, 94,000 shad were caught with 30 nets oper- 

ated from New Berlin, about 10 miles from the mouth of the river, and 

that in 1876, when shad were unusually abundant, the average catch 

at New Berlin was 5,000 per net. At Palatka, 100 miles from the mouth 

of the river, drift nets were first used in 1872, and 7 nets in 1876 caught 
66,000 shad, the largest yield in any one net numbering 11,000. 

In a letter from Jacksonville, dated in January, 1874, Dr. Charles 

Koch says: 

From the bar at the mouth of the St. Johns River up to Palatka 75 to 80 nets are 

fished during the shadseason. These nets are 200 yards long and 10 feet deep and are 

set in from 10 to 12 feet of water. In 1873 the product of the shad fisheries am unted 

to 250,000 shipped or consumed. The average price at Jacksonville was 15 cents 

apiece. 

Mr. R. E. Earll estimated that in 1877-78 there were 80 drift nets on 

the river and that the average catch was 2,500 each, making a total of 

200,000 shad for that season. He further states that the yield for the 

previous season approximated 280,000, and for 1875-76 the yield was 

about 160,000 or less. The Tenth Census reports the yield in 1879-80 

at 251,700 pounds, but it does not appear what basis has been used in 

reducing the number to pounds. No mention is made in those esti- 

mates of the use of seines. 
The yield of shad on the St. Johns in 1890 was the largest for many 

years, numbering 872.074. During the four years following the catch 

gradually decreased; but in 1895 it was somewhat better, and this 
F. R. 98——9 
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increase was continued in 1896. In the last-named year the entire 

yield was 170,252 roes and 286,029 bucks, a total of 456,281, of which 

331,033 were taken in drift nets and 125,248 in seines. Comparing the 

number of fishermen in 1890 and 1896, it appears that the yield of 

872,074 shad in the former year was obtained by 442 men, whereas the 

456,281 shad in 1896 were secured by 447 fishermen, an increase of 1 

per cent in the number of fishermen and a decrease of nearly 50 per 

cent in the number of shad secured. The catch in 1890 was made with 

191 gill nets and 10 seines, while in 1896 there were used 171 gill nets 

and 24 seines. 

From the foregoing it appears that the yield of shad on the St. Johns 

during the years noted has been as follows: 

No. of No. of 
Year. shad. Year. shad. 

I; 

MSG4e Ses See bees soccer k ecu detec None re- | LISTS: AwoctcesSsbseceekeeececctewe Seeeems 200, 000 
[eye rea le | hate, DES See eS soasaoocaaanocdoe 71, 914 

DR Sena eee Ske ce Shite in eee es Oe Caen ce eoU, OGG 1890|. sets peaks bemewedec sate aces ameoeee 872, 074 
RIM ee te a ona apn sian sae hie eee 160, 000 | 1896. e ocsmacleetictestece we ccceme catteeares 456, 281 
APT ar eee see cee cee e bodes pecs ch ebedaese 280, 000 

Shad enter this river late in November and remain till the following 

May or June. The legal season extends from December 1 to the end 

of the following March, with close time “between sundown on Saturday 

afternoon and sunrise on Monday morning of each week.” Actual 

fishing operations begin at the opening of the legal season, fully a month 

before shad are caught in any other water on the coast, and end about 

the second or third week ot March. According to Dr. Goode: 

The spawning time is apparently from the middle of March to the latter part of 

April. * * * The fishermen say that the shad spawn at the very head of the 

river, but I have no doubt that many deposit their eggs on convenient grounds 

nearer the sea. The fishermen also have a notion that shad that have well ascended 

the river never return, for they say they have never known a spent fish. This they 

account for by the theory that they are devoured by the alligators and catfish, the 

shad being weak and helpless after spawning. 

An interdiction exists against the use in this State of ree gill nets 

for the capture of shad with a mesh less than 5 inches from knot to 

knot measured lengthwise, that is to say, a mesh when brought to a 

square, the sides of which are not less than 24 inches” or any seine 

with a mesh less than 3 inches. 

There are three distinct geographical sections in the shad fisheries 

of the St. Johns, viz, (1) from the mouth of the river to Jacksonville; 

(2) the Palatka region from Bridgeport to Welaka, and (3) from Lake 
George to Lake Harney. Of the 456,281 shad taken on the river in 

1896, 291,116, valued locally at $47,720, were caught in the first section; 

37,300, worth $5,222, in the second, and 127,865, worth $8,982, in the 
third section. The fisheries of each of these regions will be described 

in succession. 

From the sea to Jacksonville.—In the lower section of the river, from 

the sea to Jacksonville, a distance of 28 miles, situated wholly within 

Duval County, the drift net is the only form of apparatus used in 
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taking shad. These range in length from 500 to 600 yards, averag- 

ing about 575 yards, with 5-inch mesh and from 40 to 50 meshes 

deep. They are heavily leaded, the leads weighing 2 ounces each and 

placed 2 or 3 feet apart. The average cost of the nets approximates 

$125, and 2 men are required foreach. They are set directly across the 

current, one end being buoyed and the other attached to the boat, and 

are allowed to drift with the current. They are operated during both 

ebb and flood tides, but usually the flood tides yield larger returns. 

The number of drift nets operated in this section in 1896 was 146, 

aggregating 83,500 yards in length and $15,625 in value, and requiring 

the services of 292 men. Comparatively few of these men are natives 

of Florida, many of them coming from Connecticut and New Jersey 

and residing im Florida only during the shad season. The catch, which 

was unusually large, consisted of 125,546 roe shad and 165,770 bucks, 

valued locally at $47,720. Nearly all of these fish were shipped to New 
York City and other distant markets. 

From Jacksonville to Bridgeport, a distance of 46 miles, the river is 

from 2 to 5 miles in width and quite sluggish, so as to preclude the use 

of drift nets, and no fisheries are operated. 

The Palatka section.—The second division of St. Johns River extends 

from Bridgeport to Welaka, a distance of 35 miles, located wholly 

within Putnam County. Drift nets exclusively are used in this stretch 

of the river, and the fishery is centered at Palatka, a town of 3,000 

inhabitants. These nets are much shorter than those used below Jack- 

sonville, averaging in length about 240 yards each, with a scant 5-inch 

mesh, and costing about $60, The number used in 1896 was 22, each net 
requiring the services of one boat and usually of two men, although in a 

few instances a single man operated one net. The water was unusually 

low, retarding the ascent of fish beyond Welaka, and the yield in this 

portion of the river was the largest since 1890, the total catch in the 22 

drift nets numbering 9,550 roe shad and 27,750 bucks, valued locally at 
$5,222. 

The Palatka fishermen complain considerably of the injury caused by 

the presence of a species of water hyacinth (Piaropus crassipes) in the 

river. This plant was introduced into the St. Johns in 1890 from a small 

pond at Edgewater, near Palatka. It becoming desirable to clean the 

pond, the plants were thrown into the river, where they flourished 

luxuriantly, producing masses of flowers and adding an attractive 
feature to the river scenery. It does not become fixed to the soil, and 

its movements are governed by the wind and current. During the past 

three or four years it has increased so abundantly and its range has 

been so extended as to seriously impede the operations of the fisher- 

men, being distributed quite generally from Bridgeport to Lake George 

and existing to some extent as far down the river as Jacksonville. 

Several of the drift-net reaches in the vicinity of Palatka have been 

seriously injured by the plant, which gets entangled in the nets and 

causes much trouble and loss of twine. Occasionally, under favorable 
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conditions of wind and tide, the fishermen of certain reaches are pre- 
vented from operating their nets for several days at a time by reason 

of the mass of vegetation covering the water. Should the plant spread 

during the next few years as it has during the past six, drift-net fishing 

in the Palatka section will necessarily be abandoned. 

From Lake George to Lake Harney.—This portion of the river, known 

as the Upper St. Johns, consists of a series of connected lakes, the 

most important being Lakes George, Dexter, Monroe, and Harney. 

Sanford, a town of 5,000 inhabitants, on the shore of Lake Monroe, is 
the center of the shad fisheries. This town is practically the head of 

navigation on the river, daily steamers connecting it with Jacksonville, 

over 200 miles distant. 

Seines are the principal apparatus used in this section, the only 

other apparatus employed being a very few drift nets. Of the 127,865 

shad taken in 1896, 125,248 were obtained in seines and 2,617 by drift 

nets. An interdiction exists against the use of seines in the lakes 

forming part of the St. Johns; consequently most of the seine fishing is 

confined to the channels connecting the lakes. Drift nets can, of 

course, be used only in the channels, and the extent of the seine fishery 

there restricts tlhe use of drift nets. 
There were only three drift nets reported from the Upper St. Johns 

in 1896. Two of these were each 600 yards in length and the third was 

200 yards long, the mesh in all being 5-inch. The catch numbered 

1,445 roe shad and 1,172 bucks, valued locally at $355. 
The seines range in length from 200 to 700 yards, 50 to 100 meshes 

deep, with 3 or 4inch mesh. They cost from $60 to $300, and require 

from 4 to 10 men each, according to the length of the seine and the 

strength of the current. The 24 seines used in 1896 aggregated 7,150 

yards in length and $2,175 in value, and required the services of 110 

fishermen and 50 small boats, worth $1,000, in addition to which 1 

steam launch, worth $2,000, was used in transporting the fish to San- 

ford. The catch numbered 33,911 roe shad and 91,337 bucks, valued 

locaily at $8,627. Among the bucks are included 53,807 “skips,” which 

average in weight about 1 pound each. In the early part of the season 

shad are sold to the Palatka shippers as high as 50 cents each, but the 
price falls rapidly, and when the season is at its height the price is 

frequently less than $7.50 per 100. 

ST. MARYS RIVER. 

St. Marys River has its source in the Okefenokee Swamp, whence it 
forms the boundary line between Florida and Georgia for a distance of 

175 miles to its entrance into the Atlantic. It is narrow, but deep and 

tidal nearly the whole length, and is navigable for steamboats as far as 

Traders Hill, 45 miles from the ocean. There are several small steamer 

landings on the river, but the only settlement of considerable size is 

St. Marys, a town of 700 inhabitants on the Georgia side of the river 

near the mouth. Owing to its proximity to the St. Johns, and the 
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greater abundance of fish in that stream, as well as to the meager ship- 

ping facilities on the St. Marys, very little attention has been given to 

catching shad in the latter river. The fisheries are confined to the use 

of a few drift nets and stake nets by men living between Crandall and 

Kings Ferry, most of the catch being landed at Oakwell, Ga., and 

Kings Ferry, Fla., whence it is carted to the nearest railroad station 

and shipped to distant markets. Some few shad are also taken for 

home use by means of bow nets, but this fishery is of little consequence 

and no data are at hand to show its actual extent. Seine fishing is 

scarcely practicable on the St. Marys, as the stream is so narrow and 

the tidal current so strong that seines could be hauled only during slack 

water. 

The number of men employed in the shad fisheries of the St. Marys 

in 1896 was 110, 40 of whom lived on the Florida side of the river 

and 70 on the Georgia side. They commenced fishing about the Ist 

of January and continued until some time in April, 80 using drift 

nets and 30 using set nets. The drift nets numbered 80, with an 

aggregate length of 5,600 yards and valuation of $1,200. On account 

of the numerous snags and the narrowness of the river, the longest 

nets used are only 90 yards, and some are only 40 yards in length. 

The mesh is generally 5 inches and the depth about 14 feet. The stake 

nets numbered 15, with a length of 1,275 vards and valued at $300. 

By the drift nets 3,363 roe shad and 4,246 bucks, worth $1,313, were 

taken, while the set nets caught 1,062 roe shad and 1,522 bucks, valued 

locally at $441, making a total of 10.193 shad, worth $1,754, caught on 

St. Marys River, of which 3,933 were taken by men living on the 
Florida side and 6,260 by residents of Georgia. 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF GEORGIA. 

Although requiring a greater number of fishermen the shad fisheries 

of Georgia are not so extensive as those of Florida as regards the 

value of boats, apparatus, etc., and the quantity and value of shad 

taken, as appears from the following series of tables showing the extent 

of the fisheries of Georgia by water-courses: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
jisheries of Georgia in 1896. 

Fishermen. Total, 
exclu- 

Waters. sive of 
Drift- Set-gill-| Bow- | Fall- | dupli- 
net. net. net. trap. | cation. 

Sty Many sthivenrrensecastmcccmicscsscdecac< sce sae cen cemee ne 60 LOY | astec as |e ees 70 
Sata s River see ose eae seep tae oa ae acine es ciais ox <n sinin gaamein ne Tl nos see Salroossecalhansanes 7 
Altamah ah yarereeeerente caer sce ccc atc css 22. cadteeaeeeees 162 128 SOs esse Re 320 
Oomploee turer mamas eee eee sianiae ates aaw as v sian ceaetetene le cmiecines 14 BG). odaeees 36 
OCONEO HIV Gl a saeeenentmennas acca cata ass fos seceeetesemelenc casos 50 NGO} Sasicse as 170 

Oppechea Riveriecresasaee ees a5 vases sine cee reeee LOO) eS aeet eee ee ie eee e 160 
Savannah River essscsssestaress accuse sceccsocsscceas= ences 115 Bileeas tae 3 125 

ER OUR ae staan ie als state See Pomp atwini aio! arc & Sal wsemiale coals 504 210 226 3 888 
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Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of 
Georgia in 1896. 

Boats. | Drift nets. Set nets. Boney Shore 
Waters. prop- | Total. 

No.| Value. |No.|Length.| Value. |No. |Length.| Value. | No. | Value. erty 

Yards. Yards. 
St. Marys River ......-. 65 | $455 | 60} 4,200} $900] 5 420) 2SL00 eee anne ele ee $1, 455 
Satilla River. -....-...- 6 30 | 3 450 (0 BRAS SESS coer ocd Banas aaascce 90 
Altamaha River -.... ~- (165 955 | 80} 4,000 | 2,000 | 60} 2,000 900 | 15 $45 $47 | 3, 947 
Ocmulgee River ---.- 19 13) Sard |Semoosrai/beciose 8 80 24 | 18 EEN coc 173 
Oconee River .-.-..-..- 90 AOD eee ee ee seen cas 50 500 200 | 80 160) Asses 810 

Ogeechee River. .-..-.. 84 | 3,200 | 80 | 10, 667 | 5,000 |....|..-...-- Berne MESA pie) ini tel | antec 
Savannah River....... 66 | 1,838 |°57 | 17,677 | 3,828 | 25 283 68 |a26 208 | 1,035 | 6,977 

; a26| 208 rr: 
ofall sSe's elec esa 495 | 7,023 |280 | 36,994 |11,788 |148 | 3,288 | 1,292 eas 259 | 2,817 | 23, 387 

a Fall traps. 

Statement of the number and value of shad caught by each form of apparatus in the 
fisheries of Georgia in 1896. 

Drift nets. Set nets. Bow nets. Total. 
Waters. pes Sia 

No. | Value.}| No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. Value. 

Soa MaryaeniVer eam asi-crene= n= 5 5, 365 $933 895 $156) |----06)-ceaneck 6,260 | $1,089 
Ai LV ON sitar. seen cm see noes a 1, 500 40) ase eae ci ee e oe| eeeee  eae e 1,500 240 
‘Altamahia River os... c-sececnecee 17,310 | 5,803] 7,010 | 2,270 710 $229 | 25, 030 8, 302 

Mcmulteethivere---- scene een es eeee es ena a seee 892 368 610 264 1, 502 632 
WMeonse (River: son. os- acces csoeea| acre senee|slecie ean: 1, 300 530 | 1,545 632 2, 845 1, 162 

Opeochee Miver:--------55------=- BO; A25N AOROTA Berea clans st ede eee eS alec 55,425 | 19,514 
Savannah River ¢..-s<...cc0 cases 51, 325 | 18, 318 37 14 a50 18 | 51,412] 18, 350 

ah ee ee 
AL Otal eet aendeeenes as anec cee 130, 925 | 44,808 | 10,134 | 3,338 | 2,865 | 1,125 | 143,974 | 49,289 

a Fall traps. 

SATILLA RIVER. 

The shad fisheries of St. Marys River, between Florida and Georgia, 
have been described in the chapter on the fisheries of Florida. The 

most southerly river in Georgia is the Satilla, which rises in Irwin 

County, flows 200 miles through a level sandy region, and enters the 

ocean 18 miles north of the outlet of St. Marys River. It is navigable 

for 100 miles from the mouth, a small steamer plying between the river 

landings and Brunswick. 

The commercial shad fisheries of the Satilla are of very recent origin, 

dating only from 1894, although prior to that year many shad were 

taken by the river men for their home use. Between Woodbine, 35 

miles from the mouth of the river, and Baily Mills, 30 miles above, 3 

drift nets were operated in 1896, each 150 yards long, with 5-inch mesh, 

and the catch approximated 650 roe shad and 850 bucks, valued locally 

at $240. 
The catch in 1895 was about equal to that of 1896, while the yield in 

1894 was only about one-half as much as in 1895 or 1896. Except 

sufficient for local use, all of the shad taken on this stream,are sent by 
boat to Brunswick, Ga. 
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ALTAMAHA RIVER. 

This river is formed by the junction of the Ocmulgee and Oconee 

rivers,on the line between Appling and Montgomery counties, and, after 

flowing a distance of 150 miles, empties into the ocean a few miles 

below the town of Darien, the river, with its many tributaries, being 

situated entirely within Georgia. The Altamaha is the most southerly 

stream flowing into the Atlantic whose sources are above the escarp- 

ment line, its two principal tributaries rising in the hills of northern 
Georgia. The total fall of the river from the junction of its head 
tributaries to Darien approximates 83 feet, an average of 7.6 inches 

per mile, this slope being nearly uniform. Its width varies from 150 to 

800 feet, averaging about 300. It is navigable for vessels of 5 feet 

draft from the mouth to the junction of its two principal tributaries. 

Although shad are quite abundant in the Altamaha, yet the shipping 

facilities are so unsatisfactory that the fisheries have never been devel- 

oped, only enough for local use being obtained. These local fisheries 

extend from the mouth of the river to the junction of its two principal 

tributaries, but are most extensive in the vicinity of Darien and Doctor 
Town. The season is much later in the Altamaha than in the rivers 

south thereof, since the temperature of the water is generally lower, the 

Altamaha having its sources in the mountains, whereas the other 

streams rise in the sand hills and swamps near the coast. The forms 

of apparatus used are drift nets, set nets, and bow nets, named in the 

order of their importance as determined by the number of shad taken 

in 1896. Of 25,030 shad caught during that year, 17,310 were obtained 

in drift nets, 7,010 in set nets, and the remaining 710 in bow nets. 
Drift nets are operated principally in the lower part of the river below 

Doctor Town, although a few are used above that settlement. Most of 

these are owned by Darien and Brunswick fishermen. In 1896 there 

were 162 drift-net fishermen on the river, using 80 nets, with a total 

length of 4,000 yards and valuation of $2,000, and the catch numbered 

7,835 roe shad and 9,475 bucks, valued locally at $5,803. 
The set nets on the Altamaha are used between Doctor Town and 

Seward, near the junction of the two tributary streams. These nets 

are each from 30 to 35 yards in length, with 54-inch mesh, cost about 

$15, and require one boat, worth about $5, and 2 men. The total 

number of nets used in 1896 was 60, and the number of shad taken by 

them was 3,335 roes and 3,675 bucks, valued locally at $2,270. 
Bow nets or skim nets are used in the upper reaches of the river above 

Doctor Town. Fifteen of these were operated by 30 men in 1896, the 
catch of shad numbering 310 roes and 400 bucks, worth $229, making 

the total yield on the Altamaha River in 1896 11,480 roes and 13,550 

bucks, valued locally at $8,302. 
Ocmulgee River.—This river is formed by the union of South and 

Yellow rivers about 20 miles below Covington, and thence flows about 

300 miles to its union with the Oconee. The head of navigation was 

formerly at Macon, but at present navigation by steamboats with a draft 
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of 5 feet or more is confined to that portion below Hawkinsville, a 

length of about 150 miles. The descent of the river from Macon to its 

union with the Oconee is nearly 200 feet. At Macon it crosses the fall 

line in a shoal several miles in length, and above that city there are 

numerous shoals but no falls of great height until the extreme upper 

section of the river is reached. Shad ascend the Ocmulgee as far as 

Macon, but few are taken above Hawkinsville, and nearly all those 

caught on the rivers are obtained below Abbeville. The catch in 1896 

is reported at 1,502, valued at $632, of which 892, worth $368, were 

taken in set. nets, and 610, worth $264, in bow nets. 

Oconee River.—This river rises among the hills of northeastern Geor- 

gia, the main stream being formed by the union of North and Middle 

forks, which unite below the town of Athens, at a height of 500 feet 
above sea level, whence it flows 280 miles to its union with the Ocmul- 

gee. At present steamboats ascend to the crossing of the Oconee and 

Western Railroad, a distance of 108 miles; but the stream is naviga- 

ble as far up as Milledgeville, 180 miles from the mouth, where it crosses 

the escarpment line at a height of 221 feet above sea level. On the 

Oconee shad are occasionally seen as far up as Milledgeville, but very 

few are caught above the town of Dublin, 108 miles above the mouth. 

Below Dublin they are obtained by means of set nets and bow nets, the 

reported catch in 1896 by the former being 600 roe shad and 700 bucks, 

worth $530, and by the latter form of apparatus 620 roe shad and 925 

bucks, worth $632, a total of 2,845 shad, valued locally at $1,162. 

OGEECHEE RIVER. 

This river, the only one of importance between the Altamaha and 

Savannah, is located entirely in Georgia, rising in Greene County, and, 

after flowing a distance of 350 miles, empties into the Atlantic 38 miles 

above the entrance of the Altamaha and 16 miles below the mouth of 

the Savannah. It is navigable for vessels of 16 feet draft for a dis- 

tance of 25 miles from the mouth, and 10 miles farther for vessels 

drawing 5 feet. Nearly the whole of the Ogeechee is located below 

the escarpment line, and it drains extensive swamps. Consequently it 

is not subject to sudden freshets, and the temperature of the water is 

generally much higher for corresponding dates than in the two adja- 

cent streams, the Altamaha and the Savannah, which have their sources 
in the mountains. At the Shoals of Ogeechee, 200 miles from the ocean, 
where the river crosses the escarpment line, there is a wooden dam 225 

feet long and 8 or 9 feet high, used in connection with a gristmill, and 
4 miles above is a second wooden dam 280 feet long and 15 feet high, 

developing 150 horse-power for running a cotton factory. The foot of 

these shoals is the uppermost limit of the shad range, and very few 

pass above Millen, 100 miles from the sea. 
The Ogeechee ranks first among the shad streams of Georgia, sur- 

passing even the Savannah in the number and value of shad taken and 

yielding nearly twice as many as the Altamaha and tributaries. Owing 

a ee 
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to the higher temperature of the water, shad run up the Ogeechee 

somewhat earlier than in case of the Altamaha or Savannah, but later 

than in the St. Johns, the fishing season beginning about the first week 

in January and continuing until the end of March. Practically all the 

commercial fishing is carried on with drift nets in the lower 22 miles of 

the river, the best fishing being near Harvey’s Cut, about 10 miles from 

the sea. Most of the fishermen are non-residents of the river basin, 
many coming from Savannah and New England and living in house 

boats during the shad season. Savannah is the headquarters for the 

fishermen and the principal market for the catch. 

The drift nets used on this river range from 200 to 600 feet in length, 

with 5 to 54 inch mesh, and cost from $40 to $135 each. Occasionally 

they are operated as set nets, being fastened across the current during a 

flood tide. The number in use in 1896 was 80, aggregating 10,667 yards 

in length and $5,000 in value. Eighty fishing boats, worth $2,800, and 

4 house boats, worth $400, were used, and the catch numbered 22,225 

roe shad and 33,200 bucks, valued locally at $19,514. 

Several small set nets and bow nets are operated in the middle see- 

tions of the river in taking shad for local consumption, but no data are 

available with which to show the extent of the product. 

SAVANNAH RIVER. 

The Savannah has its sources in the mountains of western North 

Carolina, but the river proper is formed by the union of the Tugaloo 

and the Seneca rivers at Andersonville, S. C., and for a distance of 

325 miles it forms the boundary line between Georgia and South Caro- 

lina, emptying into the sea a short distance below the city of Savannah. 

It is navigable for steamboats as far as Augusta, where it crosses the 

escarpment line. The difference in elevation at this point and at the 

city of Savannah is 108 feet and the distance 202 miles, giving a mean 

slope of 0.53 foot per mile. Between Savannah and Augusta there are 

no villages or considerable collections of houses, except at Pureysburg, 

8. C., about 23 miles above Savannah. The river averages about 300 

feet in width in the lower 170 miles; thence to Augusta the width 

ranges from 500 to 900 feet. The bed of the stream is of sand, with 

coarse gravel and rock in limited quantities, 

Seven miles above Augusta, where the river crosses the fall line, 

there is a large dam, developing one of the most important water- 

powers in the South. When originally constructed, in 1847, the dam 

was 5 feet high. In 1875 it was enlarged, the height varying from 6 to 

15 feet, averaging 10.63, built of stone on a foundation of rock. It 

extends diagonally up stream for 1,000 feet, thence 720 feet directly 

across, and is provided with 4 waste weirs, 3 of them 20 feet wide and 
the other one 15 feet, which may be closed by needles. The dam is 

overflooded during freshets, the water sometimes standing 7 or 8 feet 

above its crest. Between the base of this obstruction and Augusta the 

river descends by a series of falls or rapids a vertical distance of 45 or 
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50 feet'in 4 miles. Because of its injurious effect on the fisheries, this 

dam has caused much complaint from the residents of the river basin 

above Augusta. In 1883 a fishway was constructed in the South 

Carolina end of the obstruction, but its efficiency has never been 

apparent. 

Shad enter Savannah River about the first week of January, and by 

January 20 the fishing season is well opened and continues until the 

middle of April, when shad become scarce and garfish so numerous and 

destructive to the nets that the fishery is abandoned. The commercial 

fisheries are prosecuted almost wholly by means of drift nets, the only 

additional apparatus being a few set nets, fall traps, and cast nets, 

which are operated mainly for other species of fish. Of the 51,412 shad 

taken by fishermen from the Georgia side of the river in 1896, 51,325 

were caught in drift nets, 37 in set nets, and 50 in fall traps. In addi- 

tion to the above, residents of South Carolina caught 2,974 shad by 

drift nets and 20 by cast nets, making a total catch in Savannah River 

of 54,406 shad, worth $19,236. 
The principal fishery is in the lower portion of the river along the 

Georgia shore, and tributary to the city of Savannah, where there 

were 50 drift nets operated in 1896. These averaged 350 yards in 

length and 30 feet in depth, with 54-inch mesh, and cost about $75 

each, requiring one boat, worth $35, and two men for each net. The 

catch averaged 1,000 shad to the net, this being greater than in any 

previous season during the past twenty years. The yield in 1895 was 

an increase over previous years, but the returns for 1896 were much 

greater than for 1895. Some fishermen attribute this increase to the 

building of the Government jetty at the mouth of the river, contend- 

ing that the jetty breaks the force of the freshets and also, to some 

extent, prevents the fish from passing by the mouth of the Savannah 

and on to the streams further north. The channel over the bar has also 

been deepened considerably, and this may have had some beneficial 

effect. However, it should be noted that in all the streams of Georgia 

and Florida the catch in 1895 was somewhat larger than during the 
two or three years immediately preceding, and that the yield in 1896 

was also greater than in 1895, 

From the northern limit of the Savannah fisheries to the Augusta 

dam, a distance of 175 miles, the fisheries are prosecuted mainly for 
local consumption. Very few shad are taken in this length by residents 

of Georgia, only 23 fishermen being reported for 1896, using 7 drift nets, 

25 stake nets, and 26 fall traps, and catching 1,412 shad. From the 

South Carolina side of the river 13 small drift nets were operated in 

1896, yielding 2,974 shad, valued locally at $878. An interdiction 

exists against fishing with drift nets “from the rising of the sun each 

Thursday until the rising of the sun on each Monday,” but no special 

effort is made to enforce this regulation. 

A few cast nets, of the type common along the southern coast, are 

used immediately below the Augusta dam. They are operated only in 

comparatively shallow water where the bottom is free from snags and 
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bowlders, for if there be rocks or snags the net will “ hang,” permitting 
the fish to escape. The use of these nets has considerably decreased ; 

in 1880 12 were reported, whereas in 1896 there were only 3, yielding 
but 20 shad. 

The fall traps used in the rapids immediately below the Augusta 

dam are made by placing stones in two straight converging lines in 

the form of a V, but not meeting by 6 or 8 feet, thus constituting 

breakwaters and preventing the fish from passing except through the 

opening therein. Within this opening there is constructed a framework 

of wooden slats with high sides, the up-river end of which rests on the 

bottom, while the lower end is raised 5 or 6 feet. When the fish come 
within the influence of the current passing through this apparatus 

they are forced up on the slatwork and kept there by the strength of 

the current, the high sides preventing them from flopping over. The 

space between the slats is about 1 inch wide, permitting small fish to 

pass through. When the river is low it is difficult for shad to pass 

these obstructions, but during freshets, which are frequent in the shad 

season, the traps are submerged and the fish readily pass over them. 

The scarcity of shad during recent years has resulted in a decrease in 

the use of this form of apparatus and the profitableness of those now 

in the river results principally from the capture of catfish. In 1879 

there were 110 fall traps, whereas in 1896 only 26 were reported, with 
an aggregate yield of 50 shad. In 1873 the average catch for each 

trap was reported at about 10 per day, and it was then stated to be 

very much less than several years before. 

Several valuable seine fisheries formerly existed on the Savannah 

below Augusta, but none have been operated during the past twenty 

years. Compared with twenty or more years ago, the yield of shad in 

the Savannah is small, except in the extreme lower end of the river. A 

part of this decrease may be ascribed to the large amount of drift-net 

fishing in the vicinity of Savannah, where the stream is quite narrow 

and the amount of twine used therein almost completely obstructs 

the passage of fish. A second cause for the decrease is found in the 

limitation of the available spawning areas. The quantities of muddy 

water render the lower length of the stream unfavorable for spawning 

purposes, and the dam near Augusta prevents utilization of the area 

above that point, thus limiting the spawning-grounds to a few miles 

just below the Augusta dam, and within this restricted area the eggs 

are quickly eaten by the predaceous fish attracted thither. 

The Savannah above the Augusta dam.—Above the Augusta dam there 
are several shoals, but the ascent is slight, being 109 feet in the 51 

miles to Petersburg, Ga., an average of 2.1 feet per mile. Omitting 

Long Shoals Fall, where the river descends 53 feet in 104 miles, the 

average for the remaining 404 miles is less than 18 inches per mile. 

From Petersburg to Andersonville, 8. C., a distance of 55 miles, the 

current is very swift, the total ascent between the two points being 288 

feet. At Trotters Shoals there is a fall of 74.88 feet in 7 miles, and at 
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several other places falls of over 10 feet per mile occur, with very great 
velocity of current. In the early part of the present century shad 

annually migrated in quantities to the headwaters of the Savannah and 

throughout the Tugaloo, 49 miles in length, and for a distance of 10 

miles up the Tallulah, an important tributary of that stream, where 

their farther progress was barred by Tallulah Falls, 384 miles by the 

river course from the sea. Since 1846 the dam above Augusta has 

acted as a barrier to the farther ascent of most of the shad that find 

their way to that point. The few that pass through the sluices are not 

sufficiently numerous to warrant commercial fisheries, but they are 

occasionally taken in apparatus set primarily for other species a dis- 

tance of 80 or more miles above Augusta. 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF SOUTH CAROLINA. 

The following tables show, by water-courses, the extent of each 

branch of the shad fisheries of South Carolina in 1896. The unusually 

large number of persons employed for the small number of shad caught 

is very noticeable, the average yield per man being less than 100 shad: 

Statement of the number of men employed in the shad fisheries of South Carolina in 1896. 

Fishermen. 
: e dees 

a exclusive 

Waters: Drift- | Stake-| going, | Bow: | Quite | of dupli- 
net. net. net. aan cation. 

Savannah River 35 
Combahee River 14 
Ashepoo River......-..----- 29 
ALOR eL pccd nine seca ee atienees Ser E ap eadnebeieseist|Seisekidee| sa) POL Ihellsto0 Pili lags erase 265 
Cooper River _--. 2-20... cs csc cccencnnccenncece|onncceee 4 4 Pi es | 27 
Stine Tyee, 05 38 = Ee OSA paeerconed ns soenoeoD | doececs. pi) ee cacy TOU Eee se ss 132 
Winyah Bay and tributaries: , 
ay yan Bay and Waccamaw River.......-.---- Fae ee aantad Geeemac-| Heodee malls Aeris 518 
IBGE SCOP LV On aa eee eee a eee a ti aecsiad Jasna hi) mae ames 56 336 68 404 
Lynch River. ....--.- 2-2-2 0--eneee cence cece ene leee en nne|enneeen-|aene---- DO) |e eae 50 

TENG Ith) ee yon Ge seo SSO UOe EL eon oseccsess90q pec sgnn 4 laoacecs4 cesar 130) eseeeee 130 
SET aan Gree) ead har aamaee ea snesoseonode PUSS EP EE Cok EE SN eet | eee as Ao eee 42 

MO bale ae oe rate tece ccc wee seinen celde's celine 551 145 95 863 14 1, 646 

a Cast-net fishermen. b Wheel and fall-trap fishermen. 

Statement of the apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of South Carolina in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. 

Waters. 
No. | Value. | No. |Length.| Value. | No. |Length.| Value. 

Yards Yards 
Savannah River ...cssccsceees 17 $115 13 475 $238 |. =. 2 ee /tee eee eee 
Combahee River -.-.-.----- 7 PANES S 88) (54060 PSaeeser 14 907 $410 
Ashepoo River........---.- 15 483 |..--2-|--------|-------- 17 | 1,297 590 
MAIRTOURIVOLs ca s\- cic aneacioe 127 |) 124900 Pee eens a tle| aia © = «0 62 | 4,253 2,184 
CooperRiver-2--4sscsese = 5 Pde | Bae -e-||SS9e dood Benoa 3 200 35 
Santee Vels case coer erase een en = 75 PPA 88 Se =\boceecon peSeosa- 32 | 1,733 127 
Winyah Bay and tributaries: 
Winyah Bay and Waccamaw River..-.| 254 | 9,906 | 254 | 85,344 | 15,240 |......|.....--.|.-.----- 
IPGesEe IRANCD Och. eee caees coerce er 188 746 12 125) 22 ScEl dass ae lastest 
JB AG ND Bik 0 ee Ae aa aoe eric re 25 LED esac GS cosBng SepeCo oa ocood Serndascllescacscn 

BlackURiveri cost eccecececes buewreacss se 65 TOR SETEEE ee cecc.s cline $2o5 JA | eRe ra eee as) a terre 
SampiliGreekeo- ear ac snc eeademascesae 21 GB) comes oes nine? lee eae ee Sees aeons eee 

PRotalteaesnten spite a atcmmaeae se eeiae 799 | 14,603 | 271 | 85,947 | 15,490 | 128] 8,390 3, 346 
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Statement of apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of South Carolina—Cont’d. 

Seines. Bow nets. suseells Shore Total 
Waters. PTOP-| value 

No.|Length.|Value.| No. | Value.| No.| Value. erty 

Yards. 
Sa VATA RaIVGN se aie(ctn(a's\ diate a[ aie clamieiaisieleiaimja sie Bech hs cose RRR See ee |e eres a3 $7 | $683 | $1,043 
C@omphaAhcowewveOla- =. sees n esas eee s = an Sod ee od at eol| oe ee ecisies | See e eee eee leases 50 740 
BARTOLI bab Ola sete eeelatetne atts cl steiel smote late Ste yas Serer siate ats eee 6 PlON| pata ea ate eee eee 1, 088 
JUHI SUE AGiRe AS Beeee | See Socece Sen aEOmad 12 973 | $485 83 QOL. |Samallteoosee 350 5, 740 
O@npieiy I hits so eeaognerecsopeerooseess 1 42 70 | 24 68! |5. scleasaces 100 298 
SANTOOPHIV OLS is Sem Sem scmaccwaeeebionsc|secelo Mice coelesecasc 55 ab aoe] eee cee 20 510 
Winyah Bay and tributaries: 
Wanmyaksayaand Wire cam awe VOT <r «|= 24) =)= a1at-late tr eta iele teal amie lao asim otal all wiatetei=l t= 1,200 | 26, 346 
TUG 1D S12 Re) Re Aen eoeeE eee BerperCesse 9 800} 376 | 168 422 |b80 | 2,178 925 4, 659 
IO Rm N TINE) PS «soon ce onoeeesmnesenoce Resale ones |sesaso5 25 63) lec ac tetecadleeaseee 138 

Blacks REVenscssqosccccosersocteeee ss sae Sskecoapecallaseseeea 65 GSS Fe calescenat less eat 359 
Shiney (Ove eee esopeasecosueacnobneed bobd be osmead|loscsnee 21 Be a leced lbamsenalesocone 117 

SRO fall emeetetacsieais eeletoeictowieinie cielonis 22 1,635} 931 | 447 | 1,155 2,185 | 3,328} 41,038 

aCast nets. b Wheel and fall traps. 

Statement of the yield of shad in each form of apparatus employed in the fisheries of 
South Carolina in 1896. 

Drift nets. | Stake nets. Seines. Bow nets. pean Total. 

Waters. Pore 2k te 

No. |Value.| No. | Val.| No. | Val.| No. | Val.} No.|Val.| No. | Val. 

Savannah River ..... SOTA “BOTS i ols Stine la lote soe |e Sevatn ms letnia ote) ios so eo meme a20 $8 | 2,994 $886 
Compbahee River! ..-:|\--so2-s|e.scn0- BOSE SG22 re ceee Soe sel ere |. tes eer || a 3, 090 22 
FAISREPOORIVGL ama -|snse- 6 lene sien G400) | 12545 Ne oe steer ARON ISLA are all aec 6,880 | 1,381 
HMLIRTOR RIV Ol] cons e= 5 |secesacla-cee~.-| 21, 967 |4,281 |2,634 | $640 | 3,672 O22 |ssenclocase 28, 273 | 5, 843 
WogperpRivelersccess|eaesce|Ses-een 80 25 20 296 QA ee acisillciatarars 396 126 
Santee RIVOLs cht oe <n ecwaice cence ar 2000) |i 400, ners |= femme 5244 4s aes aes 7, 309 | 1,547 
Winyah Bay and 

tributaries: 
Winyah Bay and 
AC CAMA WEELVOESU: 009) 118; 404 | cectatas (al (siaiaia msi sinjafate all aiteta siete cetelllsan sae taints sll eee 80, 069 |18, 454 

Pee Dee River..... 190 {636 Becceeia pesos 1, 608 460 | 7,759 |1, 984 |b694 | 212 | 10,251 | 2,729 
WS VMCDPRU VOL Sse lls ceae/| clan a eansnioe|lasseea lie -ase|eeceee S208 200) eae 820 236 

ACK IRIVED eet lGcotee cleceanca| tonaace| coca sIbeeeeciecat te D820) i AvOa eens ee 5, 825 | 1, 439 
NaAipliOregky-c ee. |oasna shee seen) ae- cela asec lomanee| ae Se 720 VIS) icc eee. 720 173 

otalie.===2 se 52 83, 233 |19, 405 (33, 602 |6,615 |4, 262 |1, 107 |24, 816 |6, 089 | 714 | 220 146, 627 |33, 436 

a Cast nets. b Wheels and fall traps. 

COMBAHEE AND ASHEPOO RIVERS. 

The small shad fisheries operated from the South Carolina side of 

Savannah River have been described in the chapter on the fisheries 

of Georgia. 

Between the Savannah and Edisto rivers there are several small 

streams, of which only two are entitled to extended notice in connection 
with the shad fisheries—the Combahee or Salkiehatchie and the 

Ashepoo. The former rises in Aiken County and is navigable for rafts 

and light flatboats from the sea to Tobys Creek, near Barnwell, a 

distance of 110 miles. The second of these streams, the Ashepoo, is 
situated entirely within Colleton County and has a length of about 60 

miles. It was formerly navigable for rafts as far as Walterboro, 

but the exhaustion of the turpentine forests and the completion of 

the railroad have reduced navigation to a minimum, resulting in the 

channel being badly obstructed by brush and driftwood. 
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Shad ascend Combahee River to Walker and Ashepoo River as far 
as Walterboro, a distance of 85 and 50 miles, respectively, but the 

fisheries are centered at the crossings of the Charleston and Savannah 

Railroad. The shad season in these two streams corresponds with that 

on the Edisto, running from January 15 to March 31, and the forms of 
apparatus are similar. The number of set gill nets and stake nets on 

the Combahee in 1896 was 14, and on the Ashepoo 17 nets were used. 

The catch by the former was 3,090 shad and by the latter 6,400. 

The following shows, for a series of years, the number of shad taken 

by an average gill-net boat on the Combahee and the Ashepoo rivers, 

respectively : 

Combahee | Ashepoo Combahee| Ashepoo 
Years. River. River. Years River. River. 

Se ee - — , 
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In addition to the foregoing 480 shad are reported as having been 

taken by means of bow nets in the upper reaches of Ashepoo River, 

where the narrowness of the channel causes the fish to ascend almost 

in single file. Some shad are taken by the same form of apparatus in 

the upper portion of the Combahee, but the difficulties of ascending 

that stream, at the time of my visit to the lower portion, precludes a 

statement of the extent of that small fishery. The bow net used on these 

rivers consists of a frame of light but tough wood, bent and secured 

in a long oval shape, the longest diameter of which is 10 to 14 feet. 

Within this frame is loosely fitted a shallow bag of hemp twine, the 
entire cost of the frame and twine being about $2.50. Two men are 

required for each net, one of whom propels the boat, while the other, 

stationed in the bow, manipulates the net. 
A few shad are taken on New, Colleton, and Coosawhatchie rivers by 

the resident planters and timbermen, using bow nets and an occasional 

gill net, the catch being smali and consumed locally. The small extent 

of the shad fisheries of those streams (the total yield probably not 

exceeding 1,000 shad) did not warrant a personal investigation. 

EDISTO RIVER. 

Edisto River, the second in rank among the shad streams of South 

Carolina, lies wholly within the limits of that State. It is formed by 

the junction of North and South Forks in the southern part of Orange- 

burg County, and thence to the ocean it measures 183 miles, although 

in a straight line this distance is not over 75 miles. The channel is 

encumbered with drift logs, overhanging trees, and shoals of loose, shift- 

ing sand, occasionally varied by hard clay. There are no falls of note 

on the Edisto, and aside from the trees and shoals there are no obstruc- 

tions to the ascent of fish from the mouth of the stream to Davis Bridge 

on the South Fork, and on the North Fork to Jones Bridge, a distance 
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of 49 miles above Orangeburg and 98 miles from the junction of the 
two streams. The rafting of timber on this stream, as on many other 

Southern rivers, exerts a beneficial influence by tending to keep an open 

passageway for the ascent of fish through the driftwood, overhanging 

brush, ete. 
The commercial shad fisheries on the Edisto extend from near the 

mouth of the river to Orangeburg on the North Fork, yet they are 

most extensive near Jacksonboro, at the crossing of the Charleston and 

Savannah Railroad. They are prosecuted largely. by negroes from 

Charleston, but the number of natives engaged has increased during 

recent years. The set-gill net is the principal apparatus used, and a 

few bow nets and seines are employed, especially in the upper reaches 

of the river, the latter forms of apparatus being used mainly by the 

natives. The principal gill net grounds extend from 12 miles below 

Jacksonboro to 2 miles above that station. 

The gill nets are made of No. 40 twine, with 54 to 53 inch mesh, and 

cost about $35 each. At each end of the net is a rod several feet in 

length, anchored at one end to keep it upright, and attached by means 

of a rope bridle to a fixed stake or tree trunk on the shore. The size 

of the nets varies, but averages about 35 fathoms long “in gear,” and 

40 meshes deep. They are made, however, to fit the channel of the 
river, stretching almost from bank to bank and reaching to the bottom, 

forming a serious impediment to the passage of fish. On account of 

the clearness of the water fishing can be carried on only at night, thus 

leaving a free passage for shad during the daytime. The nets are 

usually not less than 300 yards from each other. In the lower part of 

the river, where the tide-current is strong, they are put out at three- 

fourths flood and taken in at one-fourth ebb. The season opens about 

January 10 and closes the end of March, the greater portion of the 

catch being made in February. By a State law the time for fishing 

with gill nets is further restricted to four days of the week, from the 

rising of the sun each Monday to the setting of the sun each Thursday. 

In 1896, 84 men engaged in the gill-net fishery on the lower portion 

of the Edisto, using 42 boats, worth $2,130, and 62 nets, worth $2,184. 

The catch amounted to 11,132 bucks and 10,835 roe shad, with a local 

valuation of $4,281, and in addition thereto 5,258 hickory shad were 
taken. In 1880 the number of net fishermen was reported at 150 and 

the catch of shad at 90,000 pounds. In 1890, 48 nets took 30,100 shad. 
The following record of the catch of one gill-net boat on the Edisto 

River, from 1885 to 1896, inclusive, is presented as a fair showing of 

the relative abundance of shad during that period: 

No. of No. of 
Year. shane Year. aad: 
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In addition to the gill-net fishery, a number of shad are taken on the 

Edisto by means of small seines and bow nets. In 1896 there was 1 

seine operated about 10 miles below Jacksonboro and 8 between that 

station and Branchville. These seines are 35 to 70 yards long, 3-inch 

mesh, of No. 9 cotton, and worth on an average from $30 to $45 each. 
Their catch of shad numbered 2,040, of which 1,080 were bucks. In 

addition to these, a quantity of hickory shad, striped bass, bream, 

perch, herring, etc., were taken. Above Branchville 3 seines were used, 

taking 594 shad. in 1896. Hickory shad are caught in considerable 
numbers at Gibham Ferry and at other points below Branchville, but 
above that village none are reported. 

Bow nets are used by the native planters and woodsmen all along the 

river from the mouth to the upper limits of Orangeburg County. In 

1896 83 were used, by means of which 3,672 shad and 500 hickories were 

taken, the shad selling at 20 to 40 cents each and the hickories at 5 

and 10 cents each. This fishery is carried on generally at night, begin- 

ning between 7 and 10 o’clock. Some of the catch is sent to Columbia, 

but the greater proportion is sold for local use. 

CHARLESTON HARBOR AND TRIBUTARIES. 

Between the Edisto and Santee rivers are several streams having 

a common outlet at Charleston, the most important being Cooper, 

Ashley, and Wando, each of which is small and navigable only tor 

short distances from Charleston. A few shad ascend each of these 

rivers, but the fisheries are extremely local and limited in extent. Near 

Monks Corner, at the entrance of the Santee Canal into the west branch 

of Cooper River, and at several other places on the same river a few 

shad are taken each year by bow nets, pump nets, gill nets, and seines. 

In 1896 the total number of shad taken on that stream was 396, of 

which 216 were caught by pump nets, 80 by bow nets, and the remain- 

der by means of gill nets and seines. 
The pump net resembles the bow net somewhat in the principle of 

its operation, and it is also similar to the contrivances operated from 

the piers at Chicago. A pole 20 feet long, having suspended from its 

outer end a pair of cross-sticks, to which is fastened a net 10 feet 
square and with 24-inch mesh, is “pumped,” like a well sweep, on a 

forked post fixed on the bank of the river. 

A few shad are taken in the East Branch of Cooper River and in the 

lower section of the Wando and Ashley, but the catch is so small as 

to not warrant an extended investigation in those streams. 

SANTEE RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES. 

The Santee is formed by the junction of the Congaree and Wateree 

at a distance from the ocean of 90 miles in a straight line, but, follow- 
ing the sinuosities of the stream, a distance of 184 miles. The river is 

navigable its entire length, the width at low water varying from 200 

to 500 feet, and the fall being less than half a foot per mile. There are 
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no villages nor considerable collections of houses along the river, the 

banks being lined with extensive swamps and forests. 

On account of the lack of transportation facilities and the limited 

population in the vicinity, the fishery resources of the Santee have 

never been developed. The planters and woodsmen along the banks of 

the stream catch a few shad with bow nets and set gill nets for local use, 

and near the crossing of the Northeastern Railroad at St. Stephen there 

is some fishing for distant markets, but the business is inconsiderable. 
During the year 1896 the shad taken on the river below Wright Bluff, 

120 miles from the ocean, numbered 7,309, of which 5,244 were taken 

by bow nets and 2,065 by gill nets. The small extent of the fisheries 

did not warrant ascending the river above Wright Bluff, and no 

reliable account exists of the small catch between that point and the 

junction of Congaree and Wateree rivers. 

Wateree or Catawba.—This river, the principal tributary of tne 

Santee, rises among the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina and 
follows a winding course of over 400 miles before its union with the 

Congaree. Shad ascend the Wateree in some numbers as far as Cam- 

den, 252 miles from the ocean, and a few are at times taken at the foot 

of Great Falls, 20 miles farther up, where, in a distance of 8 miles, the 

fall of the river aggregates 175 feet. It does not appear that shad ever 

passed above Great Falls in large numbers, if at all. The steep slope 

of the Wateree above that point, its comparatively small volume of 

water, and its numerous falls and shoals would seriously impede the 

progress of shad even if provision were made for their passage above 

that obstruction. 

Congaree River.—The Congaree is formed by the junction of Broad 

and Saluda rivers, 49 miles above its union with the Wateree. Shad 

were formerly taken on this river in considerable numbers in the shoals 
near Columbia, and some ascended each of the main tributaries many 
miles farther. On Broad River a few stragglers ascended as far as 

Green River, 141 miles above Columbia and 28 miles above the boundary 
line between North and South Carolina, or 374 miles from the ocean. 

The elevation of the mouth of Green River is about 758 feet above sea 

level, and of the Congaree at Columbia about 135 feet. At present the 

dam at Columbia appears to be the upper limit of the shad run. No 

reliable data exists as to the number of shad taken on Wateree and 

Congaree rivers in 1896, but it was probably less than 2,000. 

In 1883 a fishway was constructed over the Columbia dam, consist- 

ing of 34 sections, 36 feet long, with a total rise of 9 feet. It is sub- 

stantially built and is of the type known as the McDonald Fishway, 

consisting of two sets of buckets, straight-wooden buckets to receive 

the water in its downward flow and curved-iron buckets to direct this 

water back up stream, thus affording a comparatively quiet waterway. 

It is fairly efficient for certain species when kept free of trash, but 

shad do not appear to use it. 

F. R. 98——10 
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WINYAH BAY AND TRIBUTARIES. 

Winyah Bay, the confluence of Waccamaw, Pee Dee, Black, and 

Sampit rivers, is one of the principal shad-producing regions of the 

Southern States. This bay possesses characteristics to be found at 

the mouths of many of the large streams in the South. The length 

approximates 12 miles, the width ranging from ? to 4 miles, and the 
bottom is of shifting sand, in which numerous channels have been 
washed by the tide. 

From the outer entrance of the harbor to Gabisetown a distance of 

14 miles, also for 30 miles up the Waccamaw and at the mouths of 

Sampit and Black rivers, the water is well filled with drift nets from 

the middle of January to the end of March, this being the only appa- 

ratus used for taking shad. In 1896, 254 drift nets were used in the 

waters tributary to Georgetown, the length ranging from 200 to 600 

yards, with mesh from 54 to 52 inches, and depth from 40 to 60 meshes. 
Two men are required for each boat, the men being mainly negroes, 

many of whom find employment during the rest of the year in the rice 

fields or the turpentine woods. 

The season begins usually during the second week in January and 

continues until some time in April, with the weekly close times operative 
in this State. 

The catch in 1896 numbered 40,411 roe shad and 39,658 bucks, the 
local value being $18,454. In addition, 14,246 hickory shad were taken, 

worth $1,068. Most of the latter were females, the large mesh of the 

nets permitting the buck hickories to escape. This fishery has not been 

profitable for several years, the total receipts barely paying for the twine 

used. 

The season in 1896 closed earlier than usual, the low prices in the 

Northern markets not warranting shipments after the first week of 

April. In the first part of the season the buck shad largely cutnumber 

the roes, but later the proportion is reversed, resulting in about an 

equal division between the two. The following shows the number of 
each sex handled monthly by one Georgetown firm in 1896: 

Per cent of | Per centof Month. Buck shad.) Roe shad. Boaicct aoe 
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The shad fisheries of Winyah Bay are of comparatively recent 

development, being the result of the tendency in the fisheries on all 

of the Atlantic coast streams toward concentration at points nearest 

the mouth possessing the most convenient shipping facilities, and yet 

where the river is sufficiently narrow to render very costly apparatus 
unnecessary. 
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The following summary shows, for certain years, the number of drift 

nets and the total and average catch of shad per net in the vicinity of 

Georgetown: 

Number | Number of | Average 
Year of nets. |shad taken.) per net. 
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The tributaries of Winyah Bay are Waccamaw, Pee Dee, Black, and 

Sampit rivers, all having shad fisheries of more or less importance, 

and which will be described successively. 

Waccamaw River.—Waccamaw River has a total length of 149 miles, 

the lowest 26 of which forms the main channel of Pee Dee River, and 
is of considerable size. For the succeeding 24 miles, to Conway, it is 

navigable for vessels of 7 feet draft, while steam navigation with 3 feet 

draft is carried on 68 miles farther, to Reeves Ferry, N. C., 31 miles 
from Lake Waccamaw, the head of the river. 

In its lower portion, below Brook Green, the shad fisheries of the 

Waccamaw are of much importance, a large number of drift nets being 

used. These are tributary to Georgetown, and have already been noted 

in the description of the fisheries of Winyah Bay. The nets are from 

200 to 500 yards long, 16 to 20 feet deep, with 54 to 54 inch mesh. In 

1896 the season began January 18 and ended somewhat later than in 

Winyah Bay. It was noticed during that season that the greater part 

of the shad were taken near the ends of the nets, the fish crowding the 
river banks rather than following the channel. 

Above Brook Green shad are taken by means of bow nets by the 

planters and woodsmen living along the stream as far up as Conway, 

and occasionally at Red Bluff, 30 miles farther; and a few are some- 

times taken even beyond the North Carolina line, over 100 miles from 

Georgetown by the river course. Other than that tributary to George- 

town, the shad fisheries of Waccamaw River are of small importance, 

and the inconvenience of ascending the river at the time of my visit 

renders it impracticable to present an exact statement of their extent. 

It is probable, however, that not exceeding 500 shad annually are taken 

on this stream above Brook Green. 

PEE DEE RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES. 

This is ariver of many names. The lower 26 miles is known as Wac- 

camaw River; next comes a length of 25 miles known as Bull Creek, 

the name Pee Dee being given to a series of small creeks and ponds 

from the head of Bull Creek to Winyah Bay. Thesucceeding 250 miles, 

from Bull Creek to the Narrows, is known as Pee Dee River, or the 
Great Pee Dee, to distinguish it from one of its tributaries called the 
Little Pee Dee. The name Yadkin River is applied to the 210 miles of 
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length above the Narrows. In this report the name Pee Dee is applied 

to the entire stream above Waccamaw River. 

The Pee Dee is one of the principal streams on the southern coast. It 

rises on the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge in Watauga County, N.C., 

and before its entrance into Waccamaw Liver flows a distance of about 
485 miles, of which 213 miles are in South Carolina and 272 miles in North 

Carolina. It is navigable for steamers of 34 feet draft for a distance 

of 230 miles above Georgetown, two steamers running regularly and 

going as high as Cheraw when practicable. In discussing the fisheries 

of this stream it is natural to divide it into three sections—(1) the 
lower 204 miles of the river, being from the Waccamaw to the lowest 

dam near Cheraw, covering the navigable portion; (2) from Cheraw to 

the Narrows, a distance of 71 miles, containing numerous dams and 
other obstructions to the passage of fish; and (3) the 210 miles above 
the Narrows, known as the Yadkin. 

From the Waccamaw to Cheraw.—The lower portion of the Pee Dee 

possesses the usual characteristics of South Carolina streams. The 

banks are low and swampy, occasionally varied by bluffs; the width 

varies from 150 to 300 feet at low water, and the slope averages 0.279 

foot per mile. The course is extremely winding, being almost a con- 

tinuous series of semicircular curves, requiring 203 miles to traverse 

from the Waccamaw to Cheraw, whereas in a straight line the distance 

is less than 100 miles. 

Shad are obtained throughout this length of the Pee Dee, but in no 

great abundance at any point. From the Waccamaw to Mars Bluff 

they are at present taken only by means of bow nets; drift nets have 

been used to some extent, but the numerous logs and snags in the river 

prevent the successful prosecution of that form of fishery. From Hunt 

Bluff to Cheraw, a distance of 50 miles, seines and drift nets areemployed. 

During 1896 the total number of shad taken on this length of the river 

was 8,967, of which 7,759 were taken by bow nets, 1,018 by seines, and 

190 by drift nets. : 

The bow nets are employed most extensively at Smith Mills, Dunham 

Bluff, Savage Landing, Stone Landing, Drewit Bluff, Birch Ferry, and 

Crawford Landing. The season begins about February 10 and lasts 

generally 24 months, the catch ranging from 20 to 200 shad per boat. 

It is said that twenty years ago the boats usually caught 20 to 40 

Shad each per night. In 1890 the average catch per boat for the entire 

Season approximated 114, and during 1896 the average for the 168 bow 

nets used between the Waccamaw and Mars Bluff was 46 for the sea- 

son. The catch in 1895 was considerably more than in 1896, but in 1894 

it was somewhat less than in 1895 on account of the prevalence of low 

water in this portion of the river. 

Between Hunt Bluff and Cheraw there were formerly numerous 

Seine fisheries, but on account of the increased scarcity of shad these 

have been greatly reduced, both in number and in size. The lowest is 

at Hunt Bluff, 15 miles below Society Hill, where two small seines 
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were used in 1896, yielding 152 shad. About 10 miles above Hunt 
Bluff is another seine bar, where two short seines were used in 1896, 

the catch approximating 56 shad and 1,000 hickories. Just above 

Douglass Falls and about 3 miles below Society Hill a small seine 

was used, catching 22 shad and 280 hickories. About 44 miles above 

Society Hill and 17 miles below the lowest fishing dam a double-seine 

fishery was operated, the catch numbering 790 shad, of which 470 were 

bucks. The season was quite short, extending only from March 1 te 

April 5. It thus appears that in 1896 there were but 4 seine fisheries 

operated below Cleraw, yielding 1,018 shad, of which 594 were bucks. 

If the present scarcity of shad continues, even these fisheries will 
doubtless soon be abandoned. 

In the neighborhood of Society Hill there are 4 drift nets, used by 

aS any negroes, in the capture of shad. These nets are 32 yards 
long and have 53-inch mesh. On account of the clearness of the water 
it is necessary that the fishery be carried on at night instead of during 

the daytime. The season begins March 1 and lasts about six weeks, 
the men fishing about four nights each week. In 1896 190 shad were 

taken, of which 103 were bucks. Between Society Hill and Cheraw 

shad are first taken by both seines and drift nets about six weeks later 

than in the vicinity of Georgetown, and as the distance is 230 miles, it 
appears that they travel about 54 miles per day. 

From Cheraw to the Narrows.—The second of the three sections into 

which it has been found convenient to divide Pee Dee River extends 
from Cheraw to the Narrows, a distance of 71 miles. 

Throughout this length of the river the current is quite swift, the 

descent being about 355 feet, an average of 5 feet to the mile, but in 
places exceeding 20 feet to the mile. There are numerous fishing-dams 

along this stretch of the river, with from 1 to 2 feet fall. The dams are 

constructed of rough stone masonry, or by filling a log cribbing with 

rocks, at convenient points where the river is narrow and shoal, the 
cost ranging from $100 to $1,500 each. While these dams frequently 
extend across the stream, there are generally thoroughfares around 

them, and at high water, which usually prevails during the shad sea- 

son, they are partly submerged, permitting many fish to pass over. 

Numerous sluices are left for the passage of water, in which are placed 
the fall traps and wheels for catching the fish. 

The fall traps differ little from those in use in many of the Atlantic 

coast streams, and, being placed so as to catch the fish going down the 

river, take very few shad during the upward run. They are 25 to 30 

feet long, 6 to 8 feet wide, with a descent of about 5 feet, and cost from 
$20 to $60 each. 

The wheels, which are intended especially for shad, are somewhat 
similar to those used in the Columbia River salmon fisheries. They 
are said to have been introduced in the Pee Dee about 1846, antedating 
by over thirty years those used on Columbia River. They consist of 

two or more curved wings, 5 to 7 feet long, attached to a rotary shaft 
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fixed in the sluiceway. The wings consist of wooden frames covered 

with small slats or twine and so arranged that, the wheel being fixed 
in the sluice and rotated by the downward current of water, the fish 
ascending the stream are caught and carried up by the wings and 

shunted into a box or barrel placed at the side of the wheel, whence 

they may be removed at leisure. The entire apparatus is constructed 

quite cheaply, costing about $6. In addition to shad these wheels take 

suckers, catfish, redhorse, white perch, carp, etc., the value of the 

annual catch being from $50 to $300 at each fishery. 

The lowest of the fishing-dams on Pee Dee River is about 1 mile 

above Cheraw and consists of 1 wheel and 3 fall traps, the length of the 
dam being 280 yards. The catch at this fishery in 1896 was 100 shad. 

About 2 miles farther up is a dam 100 yards long containing 2 wheels 

and 2 fall traps, yielding 96 shad in 1896. Each of these fisheries is 

small and only imperfectly obstructs the passage of fish. 

About 4 miles above the lowest dam isa seine fishery, at which two 

seines, each 100 yards in length and with 2-inch mesh, are operated in 

the spring. In 1896 they were hauled from March 15 to April 30, 

about 18 times each per day during five days of each week, catching 

shad, redhorse, carp, fat-backs, suckers, etc. The yield of shad was 

280 roe and 310 buck, against a total of 300 in 1895. 

Three miles above this seine bar is a fishery, which yielded 120 roe 

and 136 buck shad in 1896. In 1895 it consisted of 14 wheels only, but 
in 1896 it had 23 wheels and 3 fall traps. A mile or so above the preced- 

ing, is the Pollock fishery, containing 23 wheels and 7 fall traps. In 

1896 it yielded 102 roe and+108 buck shad. Less than 2 miles above is 

the Pegues fishery, a half mile below the North Carolina State line, 

and containing 13 wheels and 3 fall traps which yielded in 1896 18 roe 

and 14 buck shad. These fish-dams make pools above them 2 feet 

deep, and back the water up about half a mile. 

One mile above the North Carolina line is the Manship fishery, 

entirely crossing the river, containing 22 wheels and 7 fall traps, and 

yielding 5 roe and 7 buck shad in 1896, and about 95 shad in 1895. 
The Dockery fishery, containing 14 dippers and 2 fall traps and yield- 

ing 1 roe and 1 buck shad in 1896, and about 60 shad in 1895, is located 

a short distance below the Carolina Central Railroad bridge, 8 miles 
above the South Carolina line. 

Six miles above the railroad bridge comes the Ingram fishery, con- 

sisting of 10 wheels and 3 fall traps. The dam at this fishery entirely 

crosses the river proper, but fish may ascend by a small thoroughfare 

which passes around an island at this point. No shad were taken here 
in 1896; in 1895 the catch approximated 125, of which about 40 per 

cent were roe. This fishery was established about 1865, it originally 

containing but 8 dippers, the catch at that time averaging about 5,000 

shad annually, selling at from 5 to 6 cents each. From 1890 to 1894 

the annual yield was about 300 shad. 
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Next comes the Grassy Island fishery, 17 miles above the South 

Carolina line and 25 miles above the lowest dam near Cheraw. This 
contains 25 wheels and 2 fall traps, the yield in 1895 being 305 shad, 

but only 2 in 1896, both of which were bucks. This appears to be the 

highest point to which shad ascended the Pee Dee in 1896. The catch 

during the first season following the establishment of this fishery, 

about 1875, approximated 17,000 shad. A short distance above the 

Grassy Island fishery is the Upper fishery or the Grassy Island Upper 

fishery, consisting of 14 dippers and 3 fall traps. There is a small 

island in the river at this point and 12 of the dippers and 2 traps are 

located in the main channel of the stream, and 2 dippers and 1 trap in 

the side channel. These caught 192 shad in 1895, but none whatever 

in 1896. 
Joseph Aldman’s fishery, 50 miles above Cheraw and 21 miles below 

the Narrows, containing 2 wheels and 2 fall traps, has yielded no 

shad since 1894, when it caught 1 buck. Ten to twelve years ago 

this fishery yielded about 100 shad each season. A number of fishing- 

dams in this vicinity have been permitted to go to waste on account of 

the scarcity of fish. Sampson Parker has a fishery 15 miles below the 

Narrows and 58 miles above Cheraw which contains 3 wheels and 1 fall 

trap, the dam entirely blocking the river. This fishery took no shad 

-in 1896 and only 2 buck shad in 1895. This is the highest point on the 

river at which shad have been taken since 1892. Six miles below the 

Narrows is Kirk’s fishery, consisting-of a dam partly blocking the river, 

containing 2 fall traps, which have taken no shad during the last five 

years. 

At the Great Falls or the Yadkin Falls, 2 miles below the Narrows, 

there are 3 dippers, which have yielded no shad since 1892. A fishery 

of 2 or 3 dippers, about 1 mile below the Narrows, has taken no shad 

since 1891. In the case of the two latter there are no artificial dams, 

the dippers or wheels being located in the favorable sluices in the rocky 

course of the river, and in no case do they entirely block the channel. 

Numerous other dams formerly existed in this length of the river, 

especially between Grassy Island and Great Falls, but the unprofit- 

ableness of the fishery has led to their abandonment. 

It thus appears that from Cheraw to the Narrows, a distance of 71 

miles, there are at present 16 wheel and fall-trap fisheries, which more 

or less effectually obstruct the free passage of fish. All of these were 

originally constructed for catching shad, but in 1896 not a single shad 

was taken in the upper six fisheries, only 4 in the next three, and 

the total yield of shad in the 16 was but 710, of which 342 were 
females. In 1895 the catch in the same apparatus was 2,229 shad. The 

decrease was especially apparent above the Broach and Quick dam, 

the catch above that point being 258 in 1896 against 1,469 in 1895. The 

catch from the Broach and Quick dam to the lowest dam, including 

Sherrel’s seine bar, was 1,042 shad in 1896 and 1,060in 1895. It should 

be noted that the Broach and (Quick dam was enlarged in 1895 so as to 
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extend quite across the stream. and that the lowest dam was not com- 

pleted until 1896. . 
The Narrows is a remarkably picturesque series of rapids confined 

between high cliffs, with a length of about 4 miles and a total descent 

of 105 feet. Forty years ago Judge Locke had six or eight fishing 

“stands” in the Narrows each year, which are reported as having 

yielded on certain days as high as 300 shad each. Many of these were 

sold fresh to hucksters, who disposed of them in the neighboring set- 

tlements, and the rest were salted for use on the plantations. 
Mr. Wesley K. Littleton has maintained a fishery there since 1880, 

having in that year 2 dippers or wheels, which caught about 300 shad 

in the season, lasting during March, April, and May. The catch has 

decreased constantly since 1880. In 1892 only 2 shad were taken, and 

none whatever since then, although the fishery has been increased to 

7 dippers. 
From the Narrows to the headwaters.—From the head of the Narrows 

to the Richmond and Danville Railroad bridge near Salisbury, a dis- 
tance of 43 miles, the Pee Dee has a width of 500 to 1,800 feet, a depth 
usually of less than 3 feet, and an average slope of over 5 feet per 

mile, and contains a dozen or more shoals with plunges from 1 to 6 

feet. Prior to 1890 shad were occasionally taken in the numerous fish- 

dams located in this length of the river, but I have learned of none. 

whatever being taken since that date. The catch consists principally 

of redhorse, suckers, carp, fatbacks, ete. 
From the Richmond and Danville Railroad bridge to the foot of Bean 

Shoals, a distance of 64 miles, the river has an average slope of a little 

over 2 feet per mile, the elevation at the foot of Bean Shoals being 725 

feet above sea level. In this stretch there are numerous fish-dams, 

several occupying the full width of the river, and a number of shoals, 

none of which have a vertical fall of more than 245 feet. From the foot 

of Bean Shoals to Wilkesboro, a distance of 57 miles, the slope approxi- 

mates 3 feet per mile. This stretch of the river contains 25 or more 

old fish-dams, and but few vertical falls of more than 1 foot. The 

elevation of the river at Wilkesboro is about 931 feet above sea Jevel. 

Col. John A. Holt, of Salisbury, N. C., reports that thirty or forty years 

ago shad were caught in considerable numbers at the various fisheries 

between Salisbury and Bean Shoals, occasionally at Bean Shoals, and 

rarely at Wilkesboro. Needless to state, they have not been seen in 

these waters for many years, the extensive fisheries and the numerous 

dams below preventing their ascent. 

Lynch River.—Of the numerous tributaries of the Pee Dee, Lynch 

River affords the longest run for shad. This river rises in Union 

County, N. C., and after flowing a distance of 200 miles enters the Pee 

Dee about 86 miles above Georgetown. The stream is quite shallow 

and narrow and its drainage small; at one point near its mouth it is 

but 20 feet in width, and at numerous other points the water is not 

over 1 foot deep. A small skiff can not navigate the river without 
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frequently stopping to haul over obstructions. Notwithstanding the 

adverse physical conditions, Lynch River is well adapted to shad, and 

those fish ascend as far up as Tilley Ferry, 125 miles above the mouth, 

and are taken in considerable numbers at Cartersville and lower points. 

Bow nets only are used, and as there are no important settlements on 

the river the fisheries are of small extent, the number of shad obtained 
below Cartersville in 1896 being 820, the nets used numbering 25. 

Little Pee Dee River.—Little Pee Dee River, one of the principal 

tributaries of Pee Dee River, rises in the southern part of North 

Carolina, and after flowing 75 miles enters the Pee Dee about 56 miles 

above Georgetown. So far as could be learned, no shad whatever are 

caught on this stream, nor have they ever been obtained there in large 

numbers, due, probably, to the fact that the Little Pee Dee is sluggish, 

with abundant seepage, the river course broadening in many places 

into small lakes. 

Black River.—Black River has its sources in Kershaw and Sumter 

counties, flows over 150 miles, and enters Winyah Bay near Georgetown. 

From the mouth to Pine Tree Landing, a distance of 45 miles, the river 

is deep and navigable for vessels of 10 feet draft. Thence to Potato 

Ferry, 11. miles distant, it is shoal, averaging not over 3 feet in depth, 

and the bottom rocky. Above Potato Ferry the water is less than 1 
foot in depth at low stages. 

Shad are taken on this stream as far up as Mouzans, over 130 miles 

from Georgetown, and considerable fisheries exist below Harpers, 

especially in the neighborhood of Pine Tree and Pitchkettle. Except 

in the extreme lower end, bow nets only are used, the number employed 

in 1896 being 65 and the catch amounting to 5,825 shad, of which 3,545 

were roes. The yield on the Black River has very much decreased in 

recent years, as is also the case with most of the rivers tributary to 
Winyah Bay. Twenty years ago 25 to 30 shad were nightly taken by 

each bow net, whereas in 1896 the average catch was but 2 to 4 per 

night. The catch in 1896 was much less than in 1895. 

The shad season on the Black River begins about February 10, one 

month later than in Winyah Bay. Several drift nets are used near the 

mouth of the Black River, but these have been included with the fish- 

eries of Winyah Bay. 

Sampit River.—The Sampit is a small stream rising in Sampit pce 

and entering Winyah Bay just below Georgetown. In the lower part 

a few drift nets are used by Georgetown fishermen, but these have been 

listed with the Winyah Bay fisheries. The planters and woodsmen for 

a distance of 20 miles up the river use bow nets, taking sufficient shad 

for local use, the catch in 1896 numbering 720, of which 60 per cent were 

bucks. Mr. D. B. Bourne, of Sampit, reports that shad are as abundant 

in this stream at present as they ever were. 

The fisheries of Winyah Bay and tributaries have been described 

with much detail, as they represent the modified conditions that are 

more or less in evidence in most of the Atlantic coast streams, the cor- 

i 
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rect understanding of which is quite important. Formerly the shad 

fisheries of these waters extended as far up as Bean Shoals, on the 
Upper Pee Dee, a distance of 382 miles from the ocean. There was no 

concentration at any particular point, and the local demand that existed 

in any section did not warrant the prosecution of the fisheries so vigor- 

ously as to cut off the run of shad at points above. About 1846 the 

use of dams for catching shad was introduced in this river, and during 
the first few years following the adoption of this form of apparatus 

large catches were made. It is reported that 17,000 shad were taken 

at one dam during the season immediately following its construc- 

tion, and it is probable that prior to 1860 the catch in that portion 

of the Pee Dee located above the North Carolina line numbered over 

100,000 annually. The multiplication of dams resulted in shutting off 

the fish from the upper reaches of the river, where the best spawning- 

grounds are located, and the run so decreased that in 1896, as already 

shown, only 16 shad were taken in that section. 

A no less important change has occurred in the lower half of the 

river. The profits derived from shipping fish to northern markets have 

resulted in a concentration of the fisheries at the point nearest the 

mouth of the river where the most convenient shipping facilities exist. 

This not only secures the shad much earlier than if the fisheries were 

prosecuted at a distance from the mouth, but it affords an unobstructed 

passage from the ocean, the run not being cut off by other fisheries. 

Of the 97,685 shad taken in Winyah Bay and tributaries in 1896, 82,500, 
or 85 per cent, were caught within 30 miles of the ocean, practically. 

none of which had spawned. Of the remaining 15,185 taken at a greater 

distance from the ocean, the percentage that had spawned is, indeed, 

very small. This has so reduced natural reproduction as to make it 

almost an insignificant factor in keeping up the supply, and renders 

artificial propagation essential to the prosperity of the fisheries. 

The inquiry on the Pee Dee was begun at Salisbury, N. C., the writer 

traveling the banks of the river to the ocean. Many of the fisher- 

men living between Salisbury and the Narrows were strongly of the 

opinion that a wire net was stretched across the river near Grassy 

Island, so as to prevent the further ascent of shad. The fishermen of 

Grassy Island were no less emphatic in their assertion as to the exist- 

ence of the wire net, but its alleged location was near Cheraw. At 

Cheraw and for many miles below that city statements as to the wire 

net were heard, but the location was fixed near the mouth of the river. 

When that point was reached it was found that the much-talked-of 

obstruction had no existence except in the imagination of the fishermen. 

Although the wire net does not exist, yet the stream is so narrow that 

it is almost completely obstructed by an amount of twine which would 

have little appreciable effect in retarding the run of shad up the broad 

tributaries of the Chesapeake or up the Delaware. 
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THE SHAD FISHERIES OF NORTH CAROLINA. 

As determined by the number of persons employed, the amount of 

capital invested, and the value of the catch the shad fisheries of North 

Carolina are the most important on the Atlantic coast. The following 

tables show the extent of the fisheries by water-courses: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
jisheries of North Carolina in 1896. 

Number of fishermen. Total, 

Waters = Trans- | Shores- eae of 
Drift- | Stake-| ..:,9,|Pound-|Bow-| woo) Porters | MOU: | dupli- 
net. net “| net. net. Sate cation. 

Cape Fear River and tributa- 
ries: 

Below Black River.........-- Pid BOR Cet RE SEe ae eOaee a BEPoCG Coe eer sal Sapernae Sees 222 
Above Black River....-...--. AS eae aioe PAU ee DAS. Seas cellesasinewelleaate oes 399 
(Blacks Rivenr comes neces sbacen |aaceuek |ewokes alleen ae BIR 1} ee eet een ee (Serene 148 
North Bast River’... <2. --.-.- DG lass ='s TAD be araniea secre lsaisiecioamlencc is celsteoe moe 94 

Pamlico Sounder. - ase ccec oe slese cles = Bite Re Ane ce CO d eet Seatac 20 13 483 
Neuse River and tributaries: 
Below Contentnea River... 76 86 315 998 ls BOON Wed. satan aanesee oe 28 911 
Above Contentnea River ._.|.------ 2 (eee CU Besa are eeee SSSseree 517 
Contentnea River ........--. 209 
Hitile; Rivers... Soc. eee: 44 

Pamlico Riverens:sececsee.ce ote 260 
Mart Riv eee n= Cees wao sss 208 

Croatan sound) 2-s--s22c..2-- 218 
Roanoke Sound .-----...-.-.- 8 
Albemarle Sound .....- 1, 229 
Pasquotank River -.- : 98 
Perquimans River..-------. 104 
Roanoke (River: i222... 1,161 
Chowan River). .2..----2..- 634 

PNG alle tomeiaiceisencies ace cco 6, 947 

Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of 
North Carolina in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. Pound nets. 

Waters. TK 
No. | Value.|No. |Length.' Value.) No. | Length.) Value.| No. /Value. 

Cape Fear River and tribu- 
taries: Yards. Yards. 

Below Black River .......- SAO sas PAOLO GS nGs4 | eersetar|ecite ee in. eee cece | oa ces eles 
Above Black River.-.-...--. 218 732 | 99 | 2,692 GOL ese ae | nesce cc as lnaice es alees nee eee 
Bla Gkyivienpeess asic aetna. 79 SHSM ee collec eon allacs60el ene GOOA Ene act ceH pceeeeee (seecod eeccaoe 
NorthEast River.-..-..-.. 29 iy) ale 1, 520 CIA) N ge ies NB Ses dO oe eee a al a Se a ee hee 

Pamlico, soundeeccs-sss-osce. 2359202650 |beiacldee ose. -------/24, 808 | 458, 524 /$30,001 | 171 |$13, 885 
Neuse River and tributa- 

ries: 
Below Contentnea River-.| 423 10,983 | 38 4, 280 676 | 3, 240 64, 809 3, 686 87 | 10,378 
Above Contentnea River.| 269 BOSil-e os bemaice selemeceee 6 132 18) |Seoeecle eecere 
Contentnea River.-.-...... 127 BEd aopElsonemeeo|aoceace 178 1, 804 AN ee eae eee 
Tittle: Rivero. 2s. 2: 19 GOES os Be arcne 4 (os resee | Seeeeian ace ECR (are eel eee ne [ene ee 

BamilicouRiversceseas5 4. 134 | 4,050 | 23 |" 2,300 197 840 16, 800 985 27 3, 325 
War River ss2s2s-eeee eed 108 B42" ines nema emesis samace azes eects |eoecs se olmokto ae lee eee 

Croatan Soand..~-.-.~....- - Tale REA Boe ae ee eae 5, 625 | 108, 420 7, 516 140 | 10, 825 
Roanoke Sound....-....-..- | 4 BOO [Enos -2 eee 225) 4,500 281 3 300 
Albemarle Sound --e---2-)' 319) 123; 622 |. 2.| 2 ease. 21,985 | 432,488 | 29, 944 612 | 56, 215 
Pasquotank River-. 24 OEM Ses Besace as) ecs seed 100 1, 800 125 17 1, 550 
Perquimans River. . BOM vel SOO) Ser 2] (5 cee eee esto 165} 14,295.) 15.032 71 | 6,075 
Roanoke River .... a} DOL |) 3; 505) 18 1, 440 270 15 300 Soomaali seer 
Chowan River ..........- 120 | 3,375 | 74 1, 440 35 sal FE eae eared Secs cats 447 | 29, 530 

Totaly. eeek eases '2, 831 |80, 388 /377 | 34, 682 | 6, 063 |57, 787 |1,103,872 | 73, 874 |1, 575 |132, 083 
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Boats, apparatus, etc., employed in North Carolina shad fisheries—Continued. 

Seines. Bow nets. | Wheels. | Shoreand 

Waters. accessory | Lotal 
No. Length.) Value. | No. | Value.| No.|Value.| property. value. 

Cape Fear River and tributaries: Yards 
Below. Black Kiver----.--..-----5- Baie |S SBR Ad poaceone Seadalase4aoc seal se gescr $1,960 | $6, 997 
Above Black River. ......--........ 5 346 $322 | 124 | $330 Plane cose 1,450} 3,525 
LAOS CP Ase nbaasaaadacsacone sa: 21 630 436 | 60 150) |eea|eomene = 2,100 | 3,044 
North Mast River. sc. .-ce-<-sccoe 17 902 ASTON Proeter |Saeteeee wseleceoes = 2,200 | 3, 242 
lease sean st aoa s en sSsdagecec Baog Sreceras Poche saleo ode lace doe ~cas|beec sue 4,505 | 70,041 
Neuse River and tributaries: 
Below Contentnea River ..-..--- 86 | 18,880 | 6,361 | 185 530 Bl eat oes 39, 300 | 71,914 
Above Contentnea River. --...-- 12 826 331 | 257 TWD | bans pasasce 3,000 | 4,912 
Contentnea River ......-.....--. 10 623 383 | 70 178 B34 eee 2,375 | 3,514 
lity WA bbe sopeaaSseonodsase 2 130 (Sai an 489) oe leaaceey 450 638 
IST CO EO OI ee ere alte alee al 40 | 18,035 | 6,933 | 22 GG pe53c| ease 4,900 | 20, 456 

Rar MVE eee sa aece oe ciel sess 10 1, 246 806 | 98 DOE ererere' | sine tare 2,300 | 3, 687 
Croabani Sound eemtenterte seers ee oi eee 0004) MS HO00R easel aeeee- sdclPlosese 15, 378 | 42,929 
ROATIORO SOUT foe re see erates hict|lse celtsraateste le etemie res Hagee ole eee ele lene | mete eta 70 | 1,011 
PADS MATL SOUN Cee. « xleic= = <i eee Ans OSOCON al 2h 00M see aa emits a sd) series 82,495 |204, 776 

Pasquotank River......--..----- 4 | 4,650) 38,6380) 10 208 feecleeeecee 5, 880 | 11,795 
Perquimans River ...------.---- 2) 2p BOON | S2\GO0N Ee wells oe Fae eet eas 5, 250 | 16, 757 
Rosnoke Rivers. sss e---6--==5 8 6,059 | 6,100 | 435 | 1,515 | 75 ($1,125 34, 267 | 46, 827 
ChowSneRiver: -cess= = eases =e 8 9: 740\ lela GOOplE Sess sce - eee ae lee 36, 002 | 81, 692 

Oba ee awe oh Re ee eraiets cinicie ete 230 | 76,658 | 56, 561 |1, 278) 3,781 | 75 | 1,125 243, 882 |597, 757 

Statement, by water areas and apparatus, of the number of shad taken in North Carolina 
im 1896. 

Drift nets. Stake nets. Seines. 
Waters. Z 

No. Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

Cape Fear River and tributaries: 
Rolo waAblACkeRivelewnconecret sence cemuiceceeee AD OTA Pls BOS |e cnisietstaic| weeieis mites | Siete tater eee 
Mihoverblackumuver.cessedeocd cute macemeabene 5, 875 Une NE soo Saalseasosane 668 $200 
IBIBO 1 hvleh ain SS Sem BRBAT EOS FBS Bt Seas qo eOeeG een Dosidoos4| bo msigndinoonbonoa| koormsocdc 8, 745 958 
INOnbHeMASUNRIVOne=t us teecce cae Leaecemaeaeceiees 4, 062 1,033) |< see 2 |= mine nes 6, 989 1, 589 

BaMMTCO OUI ie tee cas eS eis oe ee elec crete mote tee call m mpecmteymioiminsl er lnamelelmimsm B87; 230. |e $96 249 ole ae eee eee 
Neuse River and tributaries: 
Below Contentnea River.-.-..-----......---. 18, 485 8, 244 | 23,118 3, 811 | 105,210 | 19, 222 
Above Contentnea River..........----------|---e+e2++|-2-5----- 824 208 6, 108 1, 340 
‘Clirniigininan Rigas Oo sadenck sooo ese sonceoceee eeeeoesed|scacseaa: 2, 541 661 PAC: 633 
Meithledkuvercccccccccs coerce cece am ter cen mccllee esti ell miele le miceime late ete (aieis mim winrsinie' ale 186 44 

PaNTICOMIVOT Aes fas becca sen bot ee test eae le 5, 221 1,139 |} 8,114 1,632 | 32,178 6,161 
tral Sana) Gee C Aes Ce BOSS SSE ae eee eesees Gese asel\boscocacslls +s sa eea eeeaseee Psasqde: 6,515 1, 278 

Croatan) Sounds. .222cecese see eciesenem cesses socc|== 2 seen meme mes 68,626 | 14,006 | 20, 000 3, 800 
ROANOKE SOUNG: cee ecco coe ose necacc wee sececeke| == aise ee) strisem mm 5, 000 1084) || Soe anata aes 
PAN encase) © OTE Ce oars ee oe oe eon seen oe Semen ees 429,599 |; 82,664 | 132,213 | 25,401 

Pasquotank River.--.-..--..-------------+-|---+0----|s-0+----- 1, 000 190 4, 642 893 
Perquimans River.....---------------------|-+--+-=--|-------=- 12, 424 2, 380 7, 680 1, 502 
IROANOKS RIVED). macek eee de wan see sma seeee siee 4, 000 480 | 6,100 1,195 | 143,809 | 16,043 
GHOWATERIVOE sconce ode ctan ete ee eee eats 500 OF) |oncceeosleceaeeeee | 60,450 } 11, 835 

Rta eo Se acide cn cones ceesceetioens eee as 0L5 18,910 |944, 582 | 204,080 | 532,966 | 90,899 

Pound nets. Bow nets. Wheels. Total. 

Waters. 
No. Value. No Value.| No. |Value. No. Value. 

Cape Fear River and tributaries: 
Below Slack ARAWOR seis scien are eral coms Sere | este ae eieeie | are ete tape iterate aie site feel] elm trol = 45, 372 | $11,333 
PAbovieblack shiver ean cee cr cecllacerarcciae| p= -aetecets 6, 719 | $1, 658 |-------|.---..- 12, 762 3, 442 
TEGO SI Ss oe Seer Sees beamerise lamer secad 2, 385 GOON Paace esse aes 6, 130 1, 567 
NOTH OMAR RLV OL. See sees tes cee tmte oe eratal| = craisic.owia spa ele ete Stele eingielal ln inimlnio's |= 3/2 = 3's i= 11, 051 2, 622 

Pamlico;Soumds-.2--62----2--2000 USB YE BE! PE asa sec\bo— soso sa55a595| pases 448, 089 | 109, 727 
Neuse River and tributaries: 
Below Contentnea River... -. 22, 471 3.902) 2a 250 mee eM eer mceis|- one = 181,534 | 33,080 
Above Contentnes River: --||.---..--.|---.--«- - LIOG Tel eres OOO Neo = =.2:<| «nina oni 17, 999 4,147 
Contenwicamuvolerocseers aee| sett efter ees = ateiete 1,919 BU Seeee ener = 7, 033 73 
Is AE gues a3 55n goadoancads locoepyape peenoeese 300 oT Se mereenet (eee sie 486 109 

PamlicosRivernce secs tees aes 7, 759 1,588 | 1,010 AND) | Seal Bec. >.- 54,282 | 10,679 
Pape Ol ese tine oe .oe cera yes aa sinmin nie | te sores Or28bu Me SOO Waco ot- leon meme 12, 800 2, 637 

CroatanSoundea. se -eiaareere see TeteB" OT) IG RG PA St o.95]soncocne) seaaaeel saecec. 162,460 | 31,731 
Roanoke sounds. oes cc scenes 2, 081 Bol oeacs 53/2 SG0sSe6 SSEeeoS MeCeree 7, 081 1; 470 
FAdbemdrlesoun@eecr.c es ste se GL SOO BPA NSS 55.7 clesasagon aeesess soceeos 735, 192 | 140, 159 
Pasquotank River..-....-..--- 2, 840 460 275 Boh |soreaese| become = 8,757 1, 599 
Perquimans River......----- 12, 718 CHa | ooo sac|aosoeond Bessond le 2gec4 32, 822 6, 299 
FRORMOKOILV OD: wee escson cee haasomee elem cea 13,500 | 2,391 | 2,000 | $380] 169,409 | 20,489 
Chowan Rivericncc.cc-c5s ee 221595 |e SOON eee leletet eis eie|(-cle aie =e eee 183,545 | 34, 422 

Lene en eee Bone 478,531 | 90,690 | 55,710 | 12,284 | 2,000 | 380 |2, 096, 804 | 417, 243 
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CAPE FEAR RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES. 

The Cape Fear River is formed by the confluence of Haw and Deep 

rivers, in Chatham County, North Carolina, at a distance, following the 
river course, of over 200 miles from the sea. It is navigable for light- 

draft steamers as far as Fayetteville, 145 miles from the ocean. By 

means of locks and dams it was formerly navigable to the junction of 

Haw and Deep rivers, but these aids have long since been abandoned. 

From the sea to Fayetteville the slope is about 10 feet, whereas from 

Fayetteville to the foot of Smiley Falls, a distance of 42 miles, the slope 

is 35 feet. Below Smiley Falls there were formerly four dams, ranging 
in height from 5 to 15 feet, but these have not been in existence for 

many years. The lowest obstruction at present is Battle Dam, about 

12 miles above Smiley Falls, built of wood, 11 feet high and 500 feet 
long, extending directly across the river. Two miles farther up is 

Buckhorn Dam, 3 or 4 feet high and about 1,000 feet long, which for- 
merly backed the water up to the junction of Haw and Deep rivers, a 

distance of 8 miles. Each of these dams is now in bad condition, being 
broken down in several places. Haw and Deep rivers, which form the 

Cape Fear, rise in Guilford County, 80 miles above their confluence. 
They are small streams, with considerable descent, averaging about 7 

feet per mile each, and with numerous shoals and falls, which present 

absolute barriers to the upward passage of shad. 

There are two distinct geographical sections in the Cape Fear shad 

fisheries: (1) The Wilmington section, from the mouth of the river to 
the entrance of Black River, 15 miles above Wilmington, in which drift 

nets exclusively are used; (2) thence to Smiley Falls, 42 miles above 

Fayetteville, in which bow nets, drift nets, and seines are employed. 

Each of these will be described separately. 

The Wilmington section.—The drift nets in the Wilmington section 

are operated from Deep Water Point to Dollison, 14 miles below the 

mouth of Black River. 'Che length of those in the lower reaches ranges 

from 150 to 425 yards each, the depth averaging 50 meshes, and the 

size of mesh being 54 and 54 inches. The nets between Wilmington 

and Dollison vary in length from 100 to 135 yards each; otherwise they 

are similar to those operated below Wilmington. Occasionally a net is 

used in one of the lower reaches during the early part of the season and 

then cut in half and used as two nets in the upper reaches during the rest 

of the season. About 20 short nets were drifted in Brunswick River in 
1896. This river or thoroughfare is about 12 miles long, leaving the 

Cape Fear River 4 miles above Wilmington and reentering it 4 or 5 

miles below that city. The Brunswick nets are from 100 to 120 yards 

in length, with a valuation of about $21 each. In North East River, a 
tributary entering the Cape Fear at Wilmington, there are several nets 

operated between the mouth and Three Cypresses, the men living 

between Wilmington and Castle Hayne. These nets range in length 

from 120 to 150 yards, the depth and mesh conforming to those on the 

Cape Fear between Wilmington and Dollison. 
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The total catch of shad in 1896 in the Cape Fear below Doztlison, in 
Brunswick River, and in Northeast River below Three Cypresses, num- 

bered 49,434, of which 21,316 were roes. The legal season extends 

from January 1 to May 15, but actual fishing began January 21 and 

ceased April 18, a close time operating from 6 p. m. Saturday to 6 

p.m. Monday and from 6 p.m. Tuesday to 6 p.m. Wednesday of each 

week. The length of the season is determined largely by the tempera- 

ture and flow of the waters. A warm March and April shortens the 

season and low water has the same effect, each causing the fish to pass 

rapidly upstream. There were more shad caught in 1896 than in 1895, 

the season being longer. There have not been so many shad taken in 

this vicinity during recent years as formerly. The catch in 1891 was 

59,976; in 1890, 60,695, and in 1889, about 70,000. In 1890 108 nets 

were employed; 115 in 1891, and 125 in 1896. This gives an average 

per net of 562 shad in 1890; 487 in 1891, and 363 in 1896. 
During the early portion of the season three-fourths or more of the 

catch consists of buck shad. As the season progresses the proportion 

is more evenly divided, and toward the end the roes greatly outnum- 

ber the buck shad. During the season of 1896 roe shad constituted 43 

per cent of the total catch. Ripe shad are not found until near the end 

of March, and they are most numerous about May 1; consequently, the 

fisheries yield few eggs suitable for fertilization, as they cease before 

the end of April. One Wilmington dealer, who handled 15,007 shad in 

1896, reports that not over 12 of them had spawned. 

From Black River to Smiley Falls—In the second section of Cape 

Fear River the bow net is the principal form of apparatus employed. 

Indeed, this is the only apparatus used in the lower 35 miles, except 

two 30-yard drift nets at Indian Wells, which took 200 shad during the 

past season. Bow nets are used all along this stretch of the river, the 
number operated in 1806 being 124, which yielded 6,719 shad, valued at 
$1,658. This is said to have been the smallest yield ever known. The 

catch during 1895 was also extremely poor, the yield previous to that 

time running from 100 to 400 to the net. A number of hickories are also 

caught in the bow nets, the total yield in 1896 being 2,920. 

From Kelley Cove to Elizabethtown, a distance of 35 miles, drift 

nets are used almost exclusively, the only exceptions being the two 

bow nets at Browns Creek and one bow net at Elizabethtown. There 

are also two drift nets at Indian Wells, and 61 between Harrison Creek 

and Fayetteville. These nets are 20 to 45 yards long, 7 feet deep, 54 

to 53 inch mesh, and cost about $5 each. The season begins a week or 

more earlier than in the bow-net fishery and closes about the end of 

April. The catch in 1896 was very small, only 5,375 shad being taken 

by the 99 boats. The conditions of the water and river were favorable 

for a good run, but the fish did not make an appearance. Drift nets 

have been used in this length of the river only during the last ten 

years, bow nets being employed exclusively prior to that time. The 

change in form of apparatus is due largely to the removal of snags and 
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brush from the channel of the river, and also to the decreased run of 
shad, rendering improved forms of apparatus necessary. 

The lowest seine beach on Cape Fear River in 1896 was operated at 

Prospect Hall, 22 miles below Fayetteville, by Mr. William Whitedge, 

using two seines 50 yards long, 6 to 11 feet deep, and with 3-inch mesh. 

The season extended from March 29 to May 14, and 123 shad were 

caught, the highest catch in one day by the two seines being 16. 

Near Fayetteville three seines were operated in 1896, catching 545 shad 

and 3,065 hickories. The seines are from 75 to 90 yards in length, 12 

to 15 feet deep, with 3-inch mesh, and require the services of 4 men 

each. The lowest is located about 9 miles below Fayetteville, and 5 
miles above comes William Field’s seine beach, new in 1896. <A short 

distance above Fayetteville is EK. P. Power’s beach, established thirty 
years ago, and catching 5,500 shad during the first season. In 1867, 

according to Mr. Powers, the catch of shad in the vicinity of Fayette- 

ville amounted to about 22,000. The season at Fayetteville begins the 

last week in February, about one month later than at the mouth of the 
river. The distance between the two points being 145 miles, it appears 

that shad move up the river at the rate of about 5 miles per day. 

Smiley Falls is practically the limit of the shad run on Cape Fear 

River, and the few fish that pass those falls find an impassable barrier 

12 and 14 miles above at Battle and Buckhorn dams. The fisheries on 

this river are prosecuted so vigorously, however, that few shad now 

pass above Kyle Landing, 12 miles above Fayetteville. In Smiley 

Falls several finger traps take some shad each season, but fish are 

becoming so scarce as to render their use unprofitable. 

' Black River.—Black River, which flows into the Cape Fear about 15 

miles above Wilmington, is of considerable importance as a shad 

stream. It is quite narrow, ranging in width from 350 feet near the 

lower end to 100 feet 50 miles above. About 56 miles from its mouth 

it receives a tributary somewhat larger than itself, the South or South 

Black River. This branch is slightly deeper and longer than the main 

river above this point, but it is reported that few shad ascend it. 

About 30 miles above the mouth of South River, Black River receives 

the Six Runs, a somewhat important shad stream. This is the head 
of navigation during high water, and ordinarily very little navigation 

exists above Point Caswell, 36 miles from the Cape Fear. There are 

no falls whatever on Black River, and shad may ascend to the upper- 

most limits. Most of the fish are taken between Point Caswell and 

Clinton, and on the Six Runs below the Clinton and Warsaw Railroad 

bridge, seines and bow nets being employed. 

It is unlawful to fish with seines in Black River “from Cape Fear 

River to the mouth of Great Coharie, also in the Six Runs to where 

the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad crosses said stream, except on Tues- 

days, Wednesdays, and Saturdays of each week from 1 o’clock a. m. to 

11.45 o’clock p.m. on each of the days above mentioned, * * *- from 

the 1st day of March to the 15th day of June in each and every year,” 
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The seines are 20 to 55 yards long, 14-inch mesh, and with depth 

from 10 to 12 feet. They are frequently hired out by the day to farmers 

or timbermen desirous of securing a supply of shad for home use, the 

usual compensation being $2 per day and the same amount per night. 

Because of the distance from markets and the desultory manner in 

which the fishery is carried on, the catch is not large for the number of 

seinesemployed. In 1896, 21 seines were used, of which 12 were located 

on the Six Runs and 9 on Black River. On the Six Runs the seine 

shores are between the mouth of the river and the crossing of the 

Clinton and Warsaw Railroad. Very few shad, however, are taken 

above Taylor’s Bridge, not a single shad being reported above that 

point in 1890. The catch in the 21 seines in 1896 numbered 3,745, of 

which 1,985 were bucks. Sixty bow nets were reported in 1896, mostly 

on the Six Runs, below Taylor’s Bridge, the total yield amounting 

to 2,385 shad. Very few shad from Black River and tributaries are 

sent to distant markets, most of them being used in the homes of the 

fishermen. 

North East River.—This river rises in the northeast portion of Duplin 

County, and after flowing 120 miles through a swampy section empties 

into the Cape Fear at Wilmington. It is navigable for small steam- 

boats a distance of 75 miles, to Hallsville. From that point to Korne- 

gay, 15 miles, it is shallow and narrow—20 to 100 feet in width—with 

low banks. In the extreme lower portion of North East River some 

shad are taken by Wilmington drift-net fishermen, as already noted. 

In addition thereto, a number of men living about Castle Hayne use 

drift nets, sending their catch to Wilmington. Twelve boats were used 

in this fishery in 1896, the catch being 1,942 roes and 2,120 bucks. 

The principal shad fishery of North East River is the seine fishery, 

which is prosecuted from Sandy Hill, 30 miles above the mouth of the 

river, to Kornegay, a distance of 835 miles. In this section there are 

about 30 seine beaches, but a decrease in the abundance of shad has 

caused the abandonment of many of them. The seines range in length 

from 30 to 100 yards, the depth from 8 to 20 feet, the mesh from 2 to 3 

inches, and 3 to 5 men are required to each fishery. In 1896, 17 seines 

were operated, the total catch by which approximated 6,989 shad, of 

which 3,320 were roes. In 1890, an unusually good season for recent 
years, 27 seines were used and 18,135 shad were taken. In 1891, 29 

seines were used and the catch amounted to 13,455. The reduced catch 

in 1891 and in 1896 was due to heavy freshets, causing a short season all 

along the middle and lower end of the river, and this also explains why 

the catch above Hallsville was larger in 1891 than in 1890. An inter- 

diction exists against fishing for shad in North East River ‘from the 

23d day of February to the 1st day of July each year, between the hour 

of 12 o’clock midnight on Saturday nights and 6 a. m. on Wednesdays 

of each week.” The shad on this stream are very large, individuals of 

7 or 8 pounds being occasionally taken, and the average weight of the 
females probably exceeds 5 pounds. Formerly most of the North East 
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River shad were shipped by rail to distant markets, but the small cateh 
of recent years has not furnished a surplus above the local demand. 

In New River, Stone Bay, and other estuaries between Cape Fear 

River and Cape Lookout no especial attention is given to shad, but 

several hundred are taken annually in the mullet fisheries. The num- 

ber thus caught is increasing, and doubtless profitable fisheries could 

be established. 

Cape Lookout marks a distinctive change in the physical characteris- 

tics of the Atlantic coast streams. Below that cape all the rivers 
empty directly into the ocean, maintaining their fluvial characteristics 

almost, if not quite, to the mouth. From Cape Lookout to Cape Ood 

the streams empty into large sounds or bays, as Pamlico, Albemarle, 

and Long Island sounds, and Chesapeake, Delaware, New York, and 
Narragansett bays. The river mouths are usually broad estuaries, 

resembling arms of sounds and bays rather than rivers. The Neuse and 

the Pamlico rivers, in North Carolina, and the James, Rappahannock, 

Potomac, and Choptank, of Chesapeake Bay, are examples of this type. 

Other streams north of Cape Lookout possess this characteristic to a 

greater or less extent. This physical change affects the shad fisheries 
in three important particulars, viz: (1) The use of fixed apparatus of 

capture, as stake nets and pound nets, is made practicable; (2) the 
excessive concentration of the fisheries near the mouth is restricted; 
and (3) the beginning of the season is delayed several days. 

PAMLICO SOUND. 

Pamlico Sound is an irregular body of water, covering about 1,660 

Square miles and separated from the sea by a long, narrow sand beach 

known as “The Banks.” At the north end it communicates with Albe- 

marle Sound through Roanoke and Croatan sounds, and on the south it 
joins Core Sound, much of the waters of those sounds passing through 

Pamlico Sound, and two large rivers, the Neuse and Pamlico, enter 
from the west. ‘The waters of Pamlico Sound and its tributaries com- 
municate with the sea through Ocracoke, Hatteras, New, and Oregon 

inlets, each less than half a mile across. 
The shad fisheries of this sound, like those of most of the salt-water 

estuaries of the Atlantic coast, are of comparatively recent development, 

originating about 1873 and receiving their greatest development 

during the past ten years. They are located in the northeast third of 

the sound, east of a line drawn from Hatteras Inlet to Sandy Point, 

and nearly 90 per cent are above a line drawn from Sandy Point to 

New Inlet. The principal fishing stations are the marsh islands and 

points at the extreme upper end of Pamlico Sound, the most important 
of which are Roanoke Marshes, Hog Island, Buck Island, Stumpy 

Point, Sandy Point, and Old Point. Most of these stations are inhab- 
ited only during the fishing season, the men returning to their homes on ° 

the uplands at the end of the season. Inaddition to the above-named 

F. R. 98——11 
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stations, shad fishing is carried on by men living at Chicamicomico 

or Rodanthe, Clarks, and Hatteras, on the banks. Stake nets and 
pound nets are used, set in the same general vicinity, but the latter 

usually inshore of the former. At present the stake nets greatly out- 

number the pound nets, but the latter form of apparatus is rapidly 

increasing in popularity. 

The stake nets measure 16 to 18 yards in length, 6 to 16 feet deep, 

with 54 to 54 inch mesh, and from 50 to 500 are set in a string. They 

are made of cotton twine and cost, with necessary appliances, about 
$125 per 100 nets, the twine being renewed each season. Some of the 

nets are placed in very shoal water, as on Duck Island Flats, where the 

depth averages about 3 feet, and in many places so shoal that the fish- 

ermen are compelled to jump overboard and shove the boat along while 

overhauling the nets. The nets frequently remain in the water from 

the beginning of the season to the close, whereas when set in fresh 
water they must be taken up and cleaned every week. The 24,808 stake 

nets set in Pamlico Sound in 1896 required the services of 184 boats, 

worth $18,785, and of 368 men. The season began the first week in 
February and continued until about the middle of April. The total 

catch numbered 387,236, of which 207,736 were roes and 179,500 bucks, 

the total valuation being $96,249. 
The stake-net catch at the various stations is affected largely by the 

prevailing winds both preceding and during the fishing season, the 

former determining to a certain extent the salinity of the water. 

The temperature of the water and of the atmosphere also influences 

the yield on the various reefs. On the Duck Island Flats in 1896 the 

water was low and quite salty, causing many fishermen who usually 

occupy those grounds to set their nets in Croatan and Albemarle 

sounds. Contrary to expectations, shad were more numerous on the 

Duck Island Flats than for many years previous, and the few fishermen 

operating there obtained large results. At Hog Island, one of the 

most important fishing stations, and which is separated from Roanoke 

Island only by small creeks, the yield of shad was exceptionally large, 

over 90,000 being taken. The catch in 1895 was nearly as good; but 

1894 and 1893 were poor seasons, the former being the worst during 
recent years. On Long, Pingleton, and Gibbs shoals the catch was 

only about two-thirds as great as in 1895, and the yield in the nets set 

by the ‘“‘Bank” fishermen from Chickamicomico to Hatteras was also 

unusually small. 

The pound nets operated in Pamlico Sound are of the type known 

as “Dutch nets,” costing from $80 to $1,100 each. The “pound” is 
generally 10 yards square, the “heart” 45 yards on each side, and the 

‘““Jeader” from 100 to 350 yards long. The mesh in the “pound” is 24 

inches, in the “heart” 3 inches, and in the “leader” 4 inches. They are 

set along the shore across the current in strings containing from 1 to 11 

netseach. The number used in Pamlico Sound is constantly increasing 

and they are gradually superseding the stake nets. They are set ~ 
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about the Ist of February and remain in the water until late in the 

spring, the bulk of the catch being obtained from February 15 to 

March 15. In 1896 there were 171 pound nets, with an aggregate value 

of $13,885. Of these, 11 were near Hatteras Inlet and the others in 
the upper portion of the sound. The yield consisted of 30,812 roe and 

30,041 buck shad, with a local valuation of $13,478. 
There are several interesting features in connection with the shad 

resources of this body of water in addition to the fisheries at present 

operated. It will be seen that the only communication between the sea 

on one side and Neuse and Pamlico rivers and Albemarle Sound and 

its numerous tributaries on the other, is through Pamlico Sound, the 

outlets of which are Ocracoke, Hatteras, New, and Oregon inlets, whose 

total cross-section does not exceed 14 miles. Through these narrow 

inlets the entire yield of shad taken in Pamlico Sound and tributaries, 
exceeding 2,000,000 annually, must pass. An impression exists that 

shad winter in these sounds, and in substantiation of this theory it is 

contended that if they passed into the sound from the sea through any 

one or all of the four inlets they would be taken in the seines which 

have at times been operated in those narrow passageways. This result 

would not necessarily follow, however, for when the shad enter from the 

sea they are not schooling, but moving as individuals, and avoid the 
fishing apparatus. In comparatively few of the coast waters are shad 

taken as easily near the sea as farther inland. It will be observed that 

the large quantities of fish taken in Albemarle Sound and tributaries 

must pass through Croatan and Roanoke sounds, and yet only a small 

percentage are taken in the numerous pound nets and stake nets located 

in those bodies of water. If the fish remained in the sound during the 

winter they would doubtless be discovered, even if they kept near the 

bottom; furthermore, those nets set on the shoals near Hatteras Inlet 

catch shad several days sooner than those in the upper portion of the 

sound, indicating that the fish are traveling from the direction of the 
inlet. 

NEUSE RIVER AND TRIBUTARIES. 

The Neuse, the most important shad stream between the St. Johns 

and the James rivers, is formed in Durham County, N. C., by the 

junction of the Eno, Flat, and Little rivers, and from that point to New 

Berne it measures in its sinuosities a distance of 260 miles. Below 

New Berne its fluvial characteristics disappear and it becomes a broad 

arm of Pamlico Sound, 40 miles long. The head of navigation is at 

Smithfield, 150 miles above New Berne, at an eievation of about 100 
feet above sea level. In addition to the tributaries forming its source, 

the Neuse receives the waters of Trent, Contentnea, and Little rivers, 

and some minor streams. Shad formerly ascended Neuse River to its 

uppermost limits, and extensive fisheries are said to have existed near 
Raleigh, 190 miles from New Berne. At present they ascend in small 

numbers some distance above Raleigh, probably as far as Fishdam, in 

Durham County, and local fisheries exist above Smithfield. The bulk 
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of the catch, however, is obtained within 22 miles below and above New 
Berne. For convenience of description, the shad fisheries of the Neuse 

are divided into two geographical sections, viz: (1) the lower 72 miles, 

from Pamlico Sound to Contentnea River, and (2) from Contentnea River 

to the headwaters. 
From the mouth to Contentnea River.—Below Contentnea River the 

Neuse flows through a low, swampy, timbered section, the banks rising 

from a few inches to 4 or 5 feet above low water, and large areas adjacent 

being covered during slight freshets, which, however, are rarely sudden 

or violent. The width of the stream from Pamlico Sound to New Berne 

ranges from 6 to 14 miles, and from New Berne to the Contentnea it is 

from 250 to 80 feet at low water. 

The forms of apparatus used in the shad fisheries of this section of 

Neuse River are seines, drift nets, bow nets, stake and pound nets, the 
first-named being the most important. There are three branches of 

this fishery, viz.: (a) the large seines below New Berne, requiring the 

use of horses; (b) the seine beaches above New Berne, and (c) the so-called 

drag nets, which are small seines without permanent beaches, hauled 

in such places as, from time to time, present favorable inducements. 

(a) The large seines below New Berne, 5 in number, are located on 

the south side of the river from 3 to 6 miles below the city. Itis 

reported that the first haul seine was operated here in 1846 by Richard 

Felton, a fisherman from Albemarle Sound. These seines are from 800 
to 1,200 yards in length, 15 to 18 feet in depth, with mesh from 24 to 2% 

inches, the value ranging from $300 to $450 each. Six men, two horses, 

and two boats are usually required, and the rental of the shores is from 

$50 to $100 each annually. Seining begins about the first week in 

February and continues until the second or third week in April. The 

total catch by the five seines in 1896 was 5,688 roe shad and 5,954 bucks, 
with a local valuation of $2,192. In addition to shad, these seines 

catch quantities of alewives and striped bass. 

(b) The seines used at the beaches between New Berne and Contentnea 
River are from 80 to 240 yards long, with 24 to 3 inch mesh, 50 to 70 

meshes deep, and cost from $30 to $75 each. An average of 3 men and 
1 boat is required for each seine. At New Berne the season begins about 

February 10, but near the Contentnea it is from two to three weeks 

later. In 1896 there were 28 seine beaches, which yielded 82,512 shad, 
of which 49,987, or 60 per cent, were bucks. Fishing is carried on 

every day except Sunday, and even on that day when shad are run- 

ning plentifully. The catch varies considerably from year to year, the 

height of the water being the most important factor. The banks are 

so low that during freshets many of the beaches are overflooded and 

fishing is suspended for several days or even weeks. Since the above 

cause permits the shad to pass the seines down the siver, it naturally 
follows that the best seasons in the upper reaches are coincident with 

high water in the lower part of the river. A few beaches, however, 

are so situated as to make their best hauls during high water. 
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(c) The third class of seines, known as drag nets, are used at such 

places on the river as may appear most desirable from day to day, 

no specially prepared seining beach being necessary, the nets being 

‘‘footed up” in the water. They are used from the mouth of the river 

up to Pitchkettle Creek, 22 miles above New Berne, and also to some 

extent in Trent River, near its mouth. The maximum depth of water 

suitable for operating them is 12 feet for beginning the haul and 4 feet 
for “footing up” the net. They average in length about 225 yards, and 

50 meshes deep, the mesh being about 24 inches. Three men and one 
boat are required for each, the value of the net averaging about $75 
and the boat $45. It is stated that this form of apparatus was intro- 

duced here about 1840 by Capt. Isaac Lewis. Their success does not 

depend entirely on the catch of shad; indeed, that species constitutes 
but a small portion of the yield, the aggregate yield in 1896 being 4,951 

roes and 5,095 bucks. The other fish taken are herring, white perch, 

suckers, pickerel, striped bass. black bass. ete. The use of these nets 

is increasing. 

The stake nets in Neuse River are set in 8 to 10 feet of water and 

in strings of from 30 to 60 nets each on the sides of the channel of 

the river from Northwest Creek, 5 miles below New Berne, to Great 
Island, 11 miles above that town. They are about 20 yards long, 10 feet 

deep, with 54-inch mesh, and, with the necessary stakes, etc., cost about 
$115 per hundred. Generally 70 nets are used by each boat, the latter 

costing about $50 and requiring the services of two men. This is the 

earliest branch of the shad fishery on the river, the season beginning 

each year about January 25 and ending about the first week in April. 

The stake-net fishery is most profitable during periods of high water. 

In 1896 47 boats engaged in this fishery, using 3,240 nets, and the catch 

numbered 10,262 roe shad and 12,856 bucks, the local valuation being 

$3,811. An interdiction exists against this form of fishery, but it is not 

enforced. Most of the men using stake nets are residents of Carteret 

and Pamlico counties, hailing from Cedar Island and Hunting Quarter 

in the former, and from Goose Creek to Bay River in the latter county. 

Drift nets are operated from a short distance above the New Berne 

wharves to 12 miles down the river. These nets are from 100 to 120 

yards long, 54-inch mesh, and cost about $18 each. The season begins 

about the second or third week of February and closes the first week 

in May. In 1896 38 drift nets were used, the yield being 8,360 roe shad 

and 10,125 bucks, with a local valuation of $3,244. 
Notwithstanding an interdiction against pound nets in the Neuse, 

the employment of this form of apparatus is increasing each year. It 

was introduced here about 1878, and in 1880 6 were reported. In 1889 

and in 1890 the regulation against their use appears to have been 

enforced, no pound nets being reported in the returns for those years. 

But a few were introduced into the lower part of the river, where local 

sentiment was favorable, and the evasion of the law gradually extended. 

In 1896 87 pound nets were set between Trent River and Adams Creek, 
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34 on the north side of the river and 53 on the south side, in depths of 

water ranging from 6 to 12 feet. The leaders average 200 yards in 

length, and the mesh in the trap is from 2 to 14 inches. The average 

value of the pound nets is about $120, many of them being constructed 

of twine used previously in seines. The season begins about August 15 

and continues until early in May. Shad constitute only about 20 per 

cent in value of the total pound-net catch, the other species taken being 

herring, striped bass, sea trout, croakers, white perch, drum, pickerel, 

ete. The catch of shad in 1896 was 22,471, of which 12,972 were bucks, 
and of herring 1,146,280 were obtained. 

While comparatively few shad caught by means of bow nets reach 

New Berne, yet the use of that form of apparatus between New Berne 

and Contentnea River is quite extensive, especially in the vicinity of 

Spring Garden, Cowpens, and Pitchkettle. They are used to the best 

advantage during high water, as then most of the seining operations 

are suspended by reason of the beaches being overflooded, leaving a 

greater number of shad to be taken in other apparatus, and for the 

further reason that the shad are less cautious during the muddy-water 

period and are more easily netted. The number of bow nets in use 

between New Berne and the Contentnea in 1896 approximated 185, 

requiring 180 boats, worth $620, and 360 men, and the yield approxi- 

mated 5,800 roe shad and 6,450 bucks, valued at $2,901. 
From Contentnea River to headwaters.—The apparatus used in the 

shad fisheries of Neuse River from the entrance of Contentnea kiver to 

Smith Mills, a distance of 125 miles, consists of bow nets, seines, and 

stake nets. Bow nets are used throughout the length of the river; 

seines are operated between the entrance of Contentnea River and Bear 

Creek, 37 miles, and stake nets are operated at the railroad bridge, a 

short distance below Kinston, 17 miles above the Contentnea. 
The seines range in length from 50 to 80 yards, the depth averages 

12 feet, and the mesh about 24 inches. The season begins usually the 

first week of February and ends the second or third week of May, the 

annual rental being about $20 for each beach. The catch of shad by 

each seine in 1896 ranged from 25 to 1,350 in number. Itis stated that 

the present catch in these seines is not one-fourth of the yield twenty 

years ago. The Bear Creek seine-hole, the uppermost beach operated 

at present, caught only 200 shad in 1896, whereas from 1880 to 1890 the 

average catch was about 1,000 each season. Until quite recently there 

were several seines on the Neuse between Bear Creek seine-hole and 
Smithfield, but unprofitable fishing led to their abandonment. In 1896 

two seines were operated 50 miles above Bear Creek seine-hole, but on 

Little River, a tributary entering Neuse River near Goldsboro. 

Bow nets are operated from the entrance of the Contentnea to Wilson 

Mills, the total number employed in 1896 being 257 and the yield of 

shad numbering 11,067. The distance from Wilson Mills to New Berne 

is 156 miles, and as New Berne is 80 miles distant from the ocean it fol- 

lows that the shad taken at Wilson Mills have traversed at least 236 
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miles since leaving the sea. This is one of the most distant points from 

the ocean at which commercial shad fisheries are now prosecuted. It 

appears that the season in the upper portion of the river does not begin 

until the end of February, four weeks later than at the lower end of the 
river. The distance being about 135 miles, the progress of the shad up 

the river shows an average of 4 or 5 miles per day. There are probably 

a few bow nets operated above Wilson Mills, but the small extent of the 

fishery did not warrant an extension of the inquiry above that point. 

The six stake nets operated on Neuse River above the Contentnea 

were set near the Kinston railroad bridge. The length of the nets was 

22 yards each, the depth 35 meshes, and the size of mesh 5{ inches. 

Two men and two boats were engaged; the catch by one boat was 774 

shad and 7 rockfish, and by the other boat 50 shad were taken. 
Trent River.—The Trent, the largest tributary of the Neuse, is of 

considerable width and depth, but draining only a small area of terri- 

tory the current is sluggish. The drag-net and drift-net fishermen of 

New Berne operate in the lower end, but with this exception few shad are 

taken in this stream. It appears that they do not run far up the Trent 

in large numbers, probably on account of the sluggishness of the water 

and the consequent accumulation of drift and other refuse matter. 

Contentnea River.—About 32 miles above New Berne the Neuse 

receives the waters of Contentnea River, sometimes called Moccasin 
River, the shad fisheries of which are almost as important as those of 

the Neuse above this point. This river flows about halfway between 

Neuse and Tar rivers. It is about 140 miles long and it is navigable as 

far as Stantonsburg, 63 miles above the mouth. Above Stantonsburg 

it is full of narrow rapids and abrupt falls, forming a barrier to the 

further ascent of fish as well as to navigation. The apparatus used 

in taking shad consists of seines, stake nets, and bow nets, the total 

yield on the river in 1896 being 7,033, of which 3,222 were roes. Of 

this catch, 2,573 were taken in seines, 2,541 in stake nets, and 1,919 

in bow nets. 

The length of the seines ranges from 30 to 80 yards, the mesh 2 to 

34 inches, and the number of men required four to each seine. The 

beaches rent for $20 to $40 annually. In the lower part of the river 

the season begins about the last of February, but it is a week or more 

later above Snow Hill. During 1896 the catch was unusually small, 

owing to low water permitting the shad to be taken on the lower 
Neuse, the total yield in the 10 seines on the Contentnea being 2,573 

in number. The Tingle Beach, 3 miles above the mouth of the Con- 

tentnea, caught 2,400 shad in 1895 and only 410 in 1896. The number 

of seines on this river is much less than formerly, there being 25 or 

more ten years ago. In addition to shad, the seines take herring, 

hickories, perch, bream, ete. 

The stake gill nets used on Contentnea River are from 18 to 40 feet 

in length, with 54-inch mesh, and cost on an average about $1.50 each. 
From two to five nets are used by each boat. The season begins 
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about the end of February and closes the second week of May. The 

catch in the 178 stake nets set in 1896 was 1,499 roe shad and 1,042 
bucks. Seventy bow nets were used on the Contentnea between the 

mouth and Stantonsburg, yielding 609 roe shad and 1,310 bucks. 

These bow nets differ in no particular from those used in taking shad 

in other Atlantic coast streams. 

Little River.—About 2 miles above Goldsboro the Neuse receives the 
waters of Little River, which is nearly 100 miles in length. Shad 

ascend as far as Whitley Mills, about 15 miles from the mouth, the 
numerous milldams obstructing their further passage. In the length 

below Whitley Mills a few shad are taken by means of seines and bow 

nets, the season beginning about the end of February and ending 

during the second or third week of May. In 1896 two 65-yard seines 

were used on Little River, one 6 miles and the other 11 miles above 

the Neuse, the yield of shad being 186, of which 60 per cent were bucks. 

Bow nets are used at various points below Whitley Mills, the total 

number reported in 1896 being 17, with a catch of 300 shad. 

PAMLICO-TAR RIVER. 

Pamlico and Tar rivers are different sections of a single stream, the 
name changing near the town of Washington, N.C. The lower portion, 

Pamlico River, has a length of 37 miles, and the upper portion, Tar 

River, is 180 miles long, giving a total length of 217 miles. The 
Pamlico length is really an arm of Pamlico Sound, whereas Tar River 
has all the usual fluvial characteristics. Tarboro, 49 miles above Wash- 

ington, 1s the present head of navigation. Above that town the river 

is 90 to 200 feet in width with a gentle slope, affording ample passage 

for the ascent of shad 36 miles to Rocky Mount, where further progress 

is barred by a natural fall of about 20 feet, utilized for mill purposes, 

the site of the first cotton mill in North Carolina, erected in 1817. The 

shad fisheries of Pamlico-Tar River extend from the mouth to a short 

distance below Rocky Mount, the yield in 1896 being 32,601 roe shad 
and 34,481 bucks. The apparatus used consists of seines, stake nets, 
drift nets, pound nets, and bow nets, the first named yielding nearly 

60 per cent of the total product 

Seines are operated from Core Point, 16 miles below Washington, to 
Pillsboro Landing, 33 miles above thattown. Those below Washington 
range in length from 450 to 1,000 yards, and above that town the length 

of the seines is from 50 to 200 yards, one or two seines being used at 

each beach. The mesh is from 2 to 24 inches in the bunt, and from 4 
to 9 men are required for each seine. The season begins usually during 

the first week of February below Washington, and about two weeks 

later in the upper portions of the river. The catch in 1896 was the 

smallest for several years, the yield at the 32 beaches on the river being 
only 38,693 shad, while 30 seines are reported as taking 108,728 shad 

in 1890. The weather was unfavorable for an early start and high 

water limited the operations at many of the beaches. Of the yield 
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in 1896, 32,178 shad were obtained in Pamlico River and 6,515 in the 
Tar. 

Stake nets are set along both sides of the channel of this stream from 

the mouth to the town of Washington. They average 20 yards in 

length, 10 to 12 feet deep, with 52 to 54 inch mesh, and are made of 
cotton twine, which must be renewed annually. In 1896 840 nets were 

used, set in strings of from 10 to 40 nets each. The season began the 
second week of February and closed about the end of April, yielding 

4,260 roe shad and 3,854 bucks, with an aggregate value of $1,632. 

During heavy freshets a number of drift nets are used in the river 

from 1 mile below Washington to the same distance above that town. 

These nets are about 100 yards in length, with 53-inch to 54-inch mesh, 

and cost $10 or $12 each. Two men are required for each net, and the 
boats used are worth $10 to $15 each. The catch is small, as these 
nets are used only when the water is high. In the 23 nets operated 

at times in 1896 the yield of shad was 5,221, of which 2,867, or 55 per 

cent, were roes. 

The bow-net fisheries are operated at various points from Washing- 

ton to 25 miles above Tarboro, the total number of nets in 1896 being 

120, of which 22 were operated in Pamlico River and 98 in the Tar. In 
the lower part of the river two men are required for each net, but in the 

upper portion a few of the nets are operated by one man each. The 

catch in 1896 by those in the Pamlico end was 1,010 shad and in Tar 
River 6,285. Most of these shad are consumed by the families of the 

fishermen and their neighbors. 

The few pound nets or Dutch nets in Pamlico River are set near the 

mouth of Pungo River, a short tributary of the former, from September 

until the following May, and in these some shad are taken. An inter- 

diction exists against the use of this form of apparatus, resulting in 

restricting but not entirely prohibiting the fishery. In 1896 27 of these 

nets were used, aggregating in value $3,325, being set in strings with 

from two to four nets each. The catch of shad numbered 7,759, of 

which 3,926 were roes. 

CROATAN AND ROANOKE SOUNDS. 

These sounds, separated from each other by Roanoke Island, form the 

channel of communication between Pamlico Sound and Albemarle 

Sound, all the waters of the latter, including its numerous tributaries, 

passing through them. Croatan Sound is 10 miles long, 24 to 4 miles 

wide, and averages 8 to 10 feet deep, the bottom being very uneven 

and broken. Roanoke Sound has the same length as Croatan Sound 

and is 1 to 2 miles wide and very shoal except in a narrow channel 

skirting the shore of Roanoke Island, where the depth averages from 8 

to 12 feet. The bulk of the shad passing from Pamlico Sound traverse 

Croatan Sound, in which there are consequently important fisheries. 
In Roanoke Sound very little twine is set, and the experience of the 

fishermen indicates that few shad pass through that body of water. 
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Except one seine in the extreme upper end of Croatan Sound, stake 

nets and pound nets are the only apparatus used in these two water 

areas, and these catch almost an equal number of shad each. 

The stake nets differ in no particular from those in use in the extreme 

northern part of Pamlico Sound. From 75 to 600 nets are set ina 

string, the nets averaging in length nearly 20 yards each. The strings 

are placed generally north and south, so as to present the least surface 

of resistance to the strong currents caused by prevailing winds. In 

Roanoke Sound there was but one string in 1896, containing 225 nets and 

set in the northern part above Dalby Point. In the Croatan 16 strings 

containing 3,220 nets were set in the eastern half, and 14 strings con- 

taining 2,405 nets in the western half. The number of men and value 
of boats and apparatus employed in each sound are shown in the tables. 

The catch of shad by 225 nets in Roanoke Sound was 5,000, of which 

about two-thirds were roes, and in Croatan Sound the stake-net yield 

was 37,598 roe shad and 31,028 bucks, with a local valuation of $14,006. 

The pound nets average in value from $75 to $100 each and are set 
near the shores. In Roanoke Sound there were but 3 pound nets in 

1896, while 140 nets were in Croatan Sound. Four men and a boat 

worth $150 were used to operate the former, and 72 men, with 34 boats 

valued at $1,530, were required in Croatan Sound. The catch by the 

former approximated 1,350 bucks and 731 roes, and by the latter the 

yield was 44,769 buck and 29,065 roe shad. The pound nets also 
caught 866,500 alewives and quantities of striped bass, squeteague, 

bluefish, mullet, ete. 

In the extreme northern end and on the western shore of Croatan 

Sound a 2,300-yard seine was operated in 1896, requiring the services of 

30 fishermen, 29 shoresmen and preparators, 1 open flatboat, and 2 

steam scows. The size of mesh was from 2 to 34 inches, the depth of 

water from 4 to 12 feet, and the yield of shad approximated 20,000, of 
which two-thirds were bucks. 

It appears that the total catch of shad in these two sounds in 1896 

by means of stake nets was 73,626, of which 56 per cent were roes; 
whereas the catch by pound nets and seines aggregate 95,915 shad, of 

which only 38 per cent were roe shad. This difference is due in a 

large measure to the size of the mesh in the gill nets, failing to hold 

many of the small buck shad, leaving a greater preportion to be taken 

in the pound nets. Except sufficient for local use, the fish are delivered 

by boat at the Old Dominion Wharf on Roanoke Island, and thence 

sent to Norfolk, where they are distributed to northern markets. 

ALBEMARLE SOUND. 

Albemarle Sound is formed at the confluence of Roanoke and Chowan 

rivers, extends eastward a distance of 60 miles, and connects with the 

northern end of Pamlico Sound through Croatan and Roanoke sounds. 

The characteristics of this sound differ little from those of the broad 

estuaries forming the lower end of Neuse, Pamlico, James, Rappahan- 
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nock, and Potomac rivers. It is a bay rather than a sound, receiving 

the latter desiguation from its association with other waters of this 
portion of the coast. The water is fresh except during periods of 

excessively dry weather or of prevailing southerly winds, when it 

becomes somewhat brackish at the eastern end near Croatan Sound. 

It is considered the largest coastal body of fresh water in the world, 

the width averaging 7 or 8 miles and the area approximating 450 square 

miles. It is remarkably free from strong currents and tides, except 

those of infrequent occurrence resulting from gales, and the depth of 

the bottom is quite uniform, averaging from 16 to 20 feet. 
The shad fisheries of Albemarle Sound are among the most important 

on the Atlantic coast, stake nets, pound nets, and seines being exten- 

sively employed. Of the 735,192 shad caught in this body of water in 

1896, 429,599 were taken by means of stake nets, 173,380 by pound 

nets, and 132,213 by seines. The principal fishing centers are Edenton, 

with 197 fishermen; Peter Mashew’s Creek, 90 fishermen; Mackey 
Ferry and vicinity, 70 fishermen, and Pear Tree Point, 36 fishermen. 

Numerous other stations employ from 5 to 20 fishermen and a number 

of shoresmen and preparators. Elizabeth City and Edenton are the 

principal shipping centers. 

The stake-net fishery is by far the most important, the yield exceed- 

ing by 40 per cent the aggregate catch in all other forms of apparatus. 

The nets average about 20 yards each in length and from 10 to 14 feet 
in depth, with from 53 to 54 inch mesh. The total value of the 21,985 

used in 1896, including stakes, ropes, etc., was $29,944, and 331 men 

were required to operate them. From 50 to 500 nets are set in each 

string, the general direction of the strings being at right angles to the 

current. They are located at various points throughout the sound, but 

are most numerous at the extreme eastern end, near the entrance into 

Croatan Sound. In an area of 25 square miles in that region there 

were 46 strings in 1896, containing 7,785 nets, 35 per cent of the total 

number in the sound. From this section to the mouth of the Roanoke 

River stake nets are set less numerously and at irregular intervals, but 

the number in the western end of the sound has greatly increased 

during the last two years. The catch in 1896 aggregated 185,701 roe 

shad and 243,898 bucks, valued at $82,664. The season began about 

the first of February and lasted until the middle of April. Most of the 

catch is carried to some station on the Norfolk and Southern Railroad 

and thence shipped to northern markets, Elizabeth City receiving the 

bulk of the catch, with Edenton a close second. 
The pound nets in Albemarle Sound differ in no particular from those 

in the neighboring waters on the south. A few are jocated near Peter 

Mashew’s Creek in the extreme lower end of the sound, but the greater 

portion are in the upper half, within the limits of Chowan and Wash- 

ington counties. They are set along the shores with from 1 to 25 nets 

on each string. This fishery is of comparatively recent development, 

originating about 1870. 
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The following summary shows by counties its location and extent 

in 1896: 

Pound nets. | Boats. Shad caught. 
: So) ——— = — 

Counties. ; men. No. of No. of No. | Value. | No.| Value.| \54,. Aaa Value. 

LIB WE o Sree sacmteoe CEE Cen TeMEenSnce 28 | at $4,890 | 15 | $2, 200 11, 490 17, 220 $5, 236 
SV PEON eee ems nae come 16 | 533 2, 625 8 510 2,947 4,730 1, 447 
Washington i er ee ea ere ee 61 163 15,230 | 62 1, 558 10, 668 19, 046 5, 484 
eee eer ites ee ees 9| 30 3,000) 6 370 4, 372 6,105 2. 009 
Crrntucks (2 9ss5 fees Pepe ete 4 2 200 2 100 200 253 88 
Camden. = as sa e5c sane ee 2 c8 800 1 40 1, 050 2, 000 550 
Pasquotank z 2 2 200 1 75 50 250 51 
Perquimans _— 27 72 6,300 | 16 620 5, 657 7,845 2, 592 
@howalisesteer. eae seme ance e eee eee 80 | 254 23,060 | 64 | 3,729 28, 101 51, 396 14, 637 

That eek, 3585.0 25 Peek "999 | 612| 56,215 | 175 9,202| 64,535 | 108,845 | 32,094 

a Includes six nets in Alligator River. b Includes four nets in Little Alligator River. 
c Located in North River. 

Haul seines were the only apparatus of capture employed in the shad 

fisheries of Albemarle Sound until about 1860, and until quite recently 

they have been the principal apparatus. At the present time, however, 

they play a minor part in the shad fisheries of this region, only 4 being 

operated—3 on-the shore of Chowan County and 1 in Bertie County. 

They average in length about 2,500 yards each and in depth 12 to 16 

feet, with 2-inch mesh in the bunt and 3-inch in the wings. From 25 to 
35 men are required at each fishery, and steamers or steam flats are 

used in hauling each seine. The catch of these four seines in 1896 was 

69,857 roe shad and 62,356 bucks, with a local valuation of $25,401. In 

addition to shad, 4,235,324 alewives were taken, the value being $11,655. 
A very small quantity of striped bass, perch, and sturgeon are also 

caught in the seines. 

To illustrate the comparative apandanees of shad during the last half 

century, the following statement is presented, showing for a series of 

years the yield of shad at the Greenfield seine fishery on Albemarle 

Sound: 

7 
Average | Average 

Year. ae for5 | Year. ae for 5 
years. 2 years. 

13, 849 17, 919 
25, 552 14, 603 | 
36, 979 33, 419 10, 485 17, 185 
54, 910 17, 225 
35, 806 25, 692 
26, 344 LOT, 
36, 242 21, 000 
37, 818 36, 609 16, 894 19, 091 
49, 427 17, 011 
33, 213 20, 774 
43, 862 21, 038 
49, 249 22, 600 
37, 566 41, 746 29, 484 22, 514 
44, 695 22, 791 
33, 358 16, 655 
31, 991 15, 861 
42, 694 26, 163 
40, 245 40, 689 26, 352 23, 805 
54, 870 23, 245 
33, 394 27, 403 

46, 522 

a Fishing interrupted during 1862-65 on account of war. 
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The John Wood seine has made the following catches of shad and 

alewives each year since 1891: 

Wane No. of No. of 
shad. alewives. 

NO De eieein a aete ose ale rain arate a aiaiaini as nial sisie aie alaiaie si eimaea saw ectea elalaimalalele'e aia elolaisiciavals's 25, 521 1, 513, 873 
[EERE e520 ohio Be ES Se eee See cree (ee Soca ete ee ee eh ees eG ee 30, 479 1, 417, 254 
[Oy Con aos aoe ae ASE EE RE OSPR ss ROCRG SoM aegis See ie RIE) 16,630 | 1,404,596 
ment 5 MESS oe Lot oe. ee Macatee AEM SPURL AT SAPISIE 25,853 | 2, 007, 992 
Sa ret a as pei ahah afore ap aye ois eyein aleiaa ms iaic nists a aie alata cia slate no SUSe wie Sieh he a eteimicicta.e-Sieraye ds 38, 000 1, 300, 000 

The yield of shad in Albemarle Sound depends largely on the cur- 

rents, especially on those flowing from the mouth of the Roanoke. That 

river brings down large quantities of muddy water, forming a decided 

contrast to the otherwise comparatively clear water of the sound. The 

strong winds sometimes drive this muddy water back and forth, seri- 

ously injuring the pound-net and seine fisheries covered by it. This 

was especially true in 1896, and to some extent in 1895. It is claimed 

that this muddy water is rather beneficial to the stake-net fishery, and 
it appears that in certain localities covered by it in 1896 the stake nets 

made good catches while few shad were taken in the pound nets in the 

same section. This is tending to increase the popularity of stake nets, 

and that form of apparatus is superseding the pound nets and seines. 

Pasquotank River.—This is really an arm of Albemarle Sound, extend- 

ing 15 miles inland, with an average width of 2 miles and depth of 10 

or 12 feet. In 1896 8,757 shad were obtained in this river, of which 
4,642 were caught by 4 seines, 2,840 by 17 pound nets, 1,000 by 100 

stake nets, and 275 by 10 bow nets. 
Perquimans River.—This is also an arm of Albemarle Sound, 12 

miles long, and averaging over a mile in width, with 10 or 12 feet of 

water. The apparatus used consisted of stake nets, seines, and pound 

nets. Of the 12,424 shad taken in the stake nets, 60 per cent were 
bucks; of the 7,680 caught in seines, 53 per cent were bucks, and 60 

per cent of the 12,718 taken in pound nets were of the same sex. The 

shad season in the Perquimans, as in the Pasquotank, is from the 

middle of February to the second week of May. 

ROANOKE RIVER. 

The Roanoke, the principal tributary of Albemarle Sound, is a narrow, 

rapid stream, formed by the confluence of the Dan and Staunton in 

Mecklenburg County, Va., whence it flows through a winding course, a 

distance of 198 miles, to its outlet. It is navigable for vessels of 10 feet 
draft from the mouth to Hamilton, 62 miles, thence for 5 feet draft 67 

miles further to Weldon. The Roanoke differs from other large rivers 

emptying into the North Carolina sounds in that the fluvial character- 

istics continue quite to the mouth, the width below Weldon being only 

100 to 200 yards. Excepting a few rocky places, the bed of the river is 

of sand, with generally an alluvial deposit over the sand near the banks. 

At Eton Falls, near Weldon, the river crosses the escarpment line, 

descending over 100 feet in a distance of 13 miles above that town, the 
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channel being very tortuous and the bed of the river interspersed with 

rocks and islands, most of which are submerged at high water. Above 
Eton Falls to the head of the river, a distance of 56 miles, the depth of 

water varies from 2 to 10 feet at low water, and the fall aggregates 146 

feet, an average of 2.6 feet per mile. This portion of the river is navi- 

gated only by pole boats, and, while a few fish are found in it, there are 

no established shad fisheries. 

The commercial shad fisheries of the Roanoke are confined to the 

extreme lower end, from the mouth to Williamston. The forms of 

apparatus employed are seines, bow nets, stake nets, drift nets, and 

wheels, named in the order of their importance; 80 per cent of the total 

yield being obtained by seines. The fisheries are centered principally 

at Plymouth, Jamesville, and Williamston, in addition to which there 

are numerous minor fishing stations. 

Eight seines were employed in 1896, with an aggregate length of 

6,050 yards and valuation of $6,100. Four of these were operated 

between Plymouth and the mouth of Cashie River, two a short distance 

above Plymouth, and two at Jamesville, 17 miles from the mouth of the 

river. The men required to operate these seines numbered 169; 30 

boats, worth $1,815, were used, and the value of the shore property 

utilized aggregated $33,247. During the season herein reported the 

fish were late in coming up the river, resulting in a small catch and 

low prices. In 1895 one seine caught 11,000 shad in one week, three 

times as many as were taken in any one seine during the best week in 

1896. The yield in 8 seines in 1896 was 95,359 bucks and 47,440 roes, 

with a local valuation of $16,043. This large proportion of bucks was 

due chiefly to the large size of mesh used in stake nets between the 

mouth of the river and the sea, permitting small fish to pass through. 

The gill-net fisheries of Roanoke River are of little importance, owing 

to the rapidity of the current and the crookedness of the stream. A 

string of stake nets is set at the junction of the Cashie River with 

the Roanoke, near the mouth of the latter. Fifteen 20-yard nets, with 

53-inch mesh, were used there in 1896, the catch aggregating 6,100 shad. 

For a distance of 2 miles above and the same distance below Plymouth 

18 80-yard drift nets, with 5-inch mesh, were operated in 1896. ‘These 

required two men each, only one net being used to each boat. The catch 

was small, approximating 4,000 shad, most of which were consumed in 

the homes of the fishermen and their neighbors. 

The bow nets used on the Roanoke below Palmyra numbered 435, 

requiring the services of twice that number of men. These nets are 

about 20 feet long, 8 feet wide, the bag having about a 5-foot hang. They 

had a poor season, taking only 13,500 shad, an average of 31 per net. 

Most of the catch by these nets is used locally. 

In the lower end of Roanoke River a number of wheels are used, 

their form of construction (for a description of which I am indebted to 

Mr. John N. Cobb) being somewhat similar to those on Pee Dee River. 
The principal difference is that on the Pee Dee the wheels are fixed in 
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sluice-openings in dams, whereas navigation on the Roanoke prevents 

the construction of dams, and the fishermen secure two flat-bottomed, 
square-sided boats parallel to each other and about 6 or 8 feet apart, 

the boats being held in the current by means of a long sapling project- 

ing from the bank. A strong axle is placed in a bearing on each boat, 

the ends of the axle projecting about 2 feet beyond the farther side. 

To one end of this axle, and sometimes to both, is attached a paddle 

wheel of rough boards, and in the middle of the axle and occupying the 

full space between the boats is fixed a large curved scoop of twine or 

latticed strips of wood, the scoop being so constructed as to shunt 

the fish into one or both of the boats when they are dipped up by the 

current acting upon the paddle wheels, whence they are removed at the 

leisure of the fishermen. The cost of each apparatus is about $15, In 

1896 there were 75 of these wheels in the lower Roanoke, which were 

owned and operated principally by farmers living near the river banks. 

The catch aggregated 2,000 shad and also large quantities of hickories 

and alewives. 

CHOWAN RIVER. 

The Chowan is formed by the junction of the Blackwater and Notto- 

way rivers nearly on the line between North Carolina and Virginia, 

whence it flows with a sluggish current a distance of 55 miles to its 

entrance into Albemarle Sound. For the lower 20 miles the river 

averages 14 miles in width and 15 to 20 feet in depth. Above Holiday 

Island the width gradually contracts to about 500 feet near the head of 

the river, The water is dark and clear, in marked contrast to the muddy 

water from Roanoke River. ‘The shad fisheries of Chowan River are 

somewhat greater in extent than those of the Roanoke, and there is 

a remarkable difference in the forms of the apparatus used. Bow nets, 

stake nets, and wheels are not reported, and two-thirds,of the catch 
is obtained by means of pound nets, in addition to which seines are the 

only important apparatus used. Most of the fisheries are prosecuted 

between the mouth of the river and Harrellsville. . 

There were formerly a large number of seines on Chowan River, but 

the unprofitableness of the fishery has led to the abandonment of many 

of them. In 1896 only eight were used, with an aggregate length of 

9,740 yards and valuation of $12,600, requiring the services of 190 fisher- 

men. Seven of the seines were hauled on the west side of the river and 

one on the east. The most important is the one used at the Willow 

Branch fishery, situated just above the mouth, on the west side, the 

annual catch by which frequently exceeds 35,000 shad and 1,500,000 

alewives. The services of 23 fishermen and two steam flats are required 

to operate it, and 25 shoresmen take care of the catch. The yield of this 

seine in 1896 was 34,300 shad and 1,500,000 alewives. Of the remain- 
ing seven Seines, two were operated at Coleraine in Bertie County, one 

below Canons Ferry in Chowan County, and two above Harrellsville, 

one at Winton and one at Mount Gallon, in Hertford County. The two 

last-named seines are short, averaging 200 yards each; the others range 

in length from 2,300 to 750 yards each. The catch in 1896, by the eight 
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seines above noted, was 60,450 shad, valued at $11,835, of which 28,150 

were roes and 32,300 bucks. The catch of alewives during the same 

season amounted to 6,772,000. The season begins usually about March 

12 and ends the second week of May, the maximum run being about the 

first half of April. 

Chowan River has the most important pound-net fishery of the rivers 

south of Virginia, the number of those nets in 1896 being 447. They 

are small, averaging in value about $70 each. Several of them are 

constructed with a small heart inside of the usual one, but the value of 

this addition is not generally recognized. The pound nets are located 

from the mouth of the river to Mount Gallon and mostly on the east 

side, 311 being on that side in 1896, while 136 were on the west side of 

the river. They are set usually in strings containing from 2 to 20 nets, 

only 5 nets being set singly during the last season. The depth of the 

water ranges from 6 to 20 feet, and the season runs from about the sec- 
ond week of March to the middle of May. The yield of shad in 1896 

numbered 122,595, valued locally at $22,490, of which 47,576 were roes 

and 75,019 bucks. 

Above the railroad bridge at Tunis there were 13 rowboats engaged 

in drifting gill nets, 1,440 yards of twine with 54-inch mesh being used. 

The catch was small, amounting to only 500 shad, which were used 

principally in the families of the fishermen. The water of the Chowan 

appears to be too clear for the profitable employment of gill nets. 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF VIRGINIA. 

The following series of three tables shows by water areas the extent 

of each branch of the shad fisheries of Virginia during the season 

covered by the present report: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
° jisheries of Virginia in 1896. 

Number of fishermen. Total, | 

exclu- "i - - «| Trans- | Shores- 
Waters. Stake-| Drift- Seine, | Pound Sar an e of porters.| men. Total. 

net. | net. |’ ‘| net, | cella-| dupli- 
| neous.| cation. 

Chesapeake Bay: 
Eastern shore HO ase 5G5e 109 | Soncesse 117 
Western shore GUSiiceeceare 647 48 11 706 

NOD IACKMD BY Stra en ie csenecs ane OG Eee ae OG A seat -eealtetecees 96 
James River and tributaries: 
Below Chickahominy River...) 152 |...-... 18 VD tes mtem 3 184 | Se eeac eels epee 184 
Between Chickahominy and 
Appomattox rivers.......-. 14 340 Paha eee otis eer se B79 |< stsese|seeeee es 379 

Above Appomattox River....|..-.--- 128: \.sscctl a eee eee see 128) | 2-.-slemel See 128 
Chickahominy River.--.......|------- 160 43 | pees e a3 206 3) - eee lees eee 206 
Appomattox River....-......).------ 50 20 | s2Serene|seeaten' TO |\nsicteievowee| creer 70 

York River and tributaries: 
MorksRiven = o-ceter ser eeeee OTH ee res- 6 94; 5610 PARR ee esc cc sitar 211 
Pamunkey River..........--- 6 293 17 Wersaeeeel eee 3141s eee a |e 314 
Maltaponi shiver easesree sp acloses= >= 306 BON seveemen esse <= $45) |: senses [ne seeoee 345 

Rappahannock River: 
‘Below Deep Creeks. co. scone ee seetee a tess cease ee HG ese <ai « L1G: | o.cccue cele cece 116 
Deep Creek to Leedstown.--..} 114 18 13 112 b2 Bib. EAL Saeeoese 215 
Leedstown and above ........|------- 78 14 32 cé6 1222 sek esn| ecmceae 122 

Potomac River: 
Below Mattox Creek......... 2 \awecenc|sseecee AD vase ere <2 209 oP nee 217 
Above Mattox Creek......... 19 236 247 POE) etre cs, 595 9 3L 635 

[oo et Soe Ay | 
ROH see sey neler ae A 443 | 1,609 444 1, 497 21 3, 946 73 42 4,061 

a Hedge b Fyke-net, ¢ Fall-trap. 
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Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of 
Virginia in 1896. 

Boats. Stake nets. 
Waters. : : ar 

No. | Value.| No. |Length. Value 

Chesapeake Bay: Yards 
NEN UOEMASHOLO wea -eetinn ces cise oman a nies ene nemesis ace sence 369 |$26, 505 810 | 12,740 | $1,340 
INASLOEN SHOVC mene sar cnete noses wine's slo ase Seacdccesacececcccass 57. il Sh 995 ilscecinsalis sc ecre | heeee ore 

James River and tributaries: 
Helows Obickanonimywad Velie am a.m ales assis ea cle ee <iaieism cece one 93 | 25311 
Between Chickahominy and Appomattox rivers. siseee 181 | 2,225 
FAIDOVE Asp pom ablG x HAV OMe sents ee c= nalsaiaielalai ole a nie lo sieininiaisiinien)< 64 610 
Cinicicahom ny bul Otter cee eras ecient ats elaaraialsl = = sia sieies 172 | 1,406 
J THRONE Te. NICE soos SoecnSSouncesberpn sere bone BEd ooSoSeoEeeoE 30 365 

York River and tributaries: 
On Riv Glare es eee sea saleae te ein Selec walang see cba ee scien 110 | 5,157 
SAU yp Eye y, Ole mee ete slams enna ain /olalalaia a eels) s\nios ats iaia/a)eiecainie 159 | 1,530 
VEER Ei net (9 OMEN EO Ua feretetetate Peal tepet tetas aetfas fata yete ate lata se eto aie iarele iain Seve DG27 | Bae eeretetaieta| atetatateie ae atelier 

Wn PACE TBE ei dein ob CqgGE GHC so SCOOOGALT ONC GDOC Cade GHEE MBOBOr SS 4s PPS VOLO lempeteraje lta cteae | Oe ee ae 
Rappahannock River: 

BelowsDeepiC reels ro 2-52 scat cies voce ne cold Osco casiscm caiapes ec a Te OND Ric ts.cy ata ee eceeerall eee 
Hront Deep Creek to LeedstOwn. o. <22)s-000 sets e ea eclyoseccsmen | 142} 2,218 | 3,263 | 27,164 | 3,859 
OGdStOwal ANG ADOV.O) 2.2 miss soe percent -)- siecle soces msccccasnaas | 56 ey beers slaecacpioa loaqocce 

Potomac River: 
Below Mattox Creek 6, 455 8 400 28 
Above Mattox Creek 11, 495 521 by aa OLD 

Oe soe eles esemae eee an etic occicwaleus ce wines sotece ence 77,058 | 9,378 | 90,214 | 10, 949 

Drift nets Seines. 
Waters. = = 

No. |Length.) Value. | No.|Length.| Value. 

James River and tributaries: Yards Yards 
sola vwa © bik ano Min yen LVO m= selaascietels sce eis telere mina [toe oe ts eee ee | 2] 1,400 $730 
Between Chickahominy and ey eer rivers ........ 225 | 69,727 | $6,220 | 4) 1,450] 1,025 
A OVerAppOMAttOX: HLVGr (aj cine siee o2 ciao i se siciale P28) | LL O208 L530 Pers a sees eae 
Ohickahominyeruly Obs oo ese os cece sciscoessneeens 160 | 28,842} 1,775 | 8] 2,425) 1,155 
PASSER TIRED de EUV Oo alee tal eels ain) lolelatalets alate? faim omieia) ai=)si 46 | 6,720 388 | 5 | 1,225 475 

York River and tributaries: : 
BNA ee PUL Ol te tate ie erate cine ow ea es wis ane since mae wines ate = aioe oa aiaes | Sete cia ne eee 1 475 220 
Leen ial Cay Le Meise ge odecmoa pS SLOesen 6 aosspbenedasese6ood 330 | 51,341 | 4,209 | 2 780 500 
Naina PON RDO tease et esas Sec oeneemes er cece samceile 262 | 46,601 | 3,936 | 7 986 390 

Rappahannock River: 
From Deep Creek to Leedstown............-.----.------ 18>} 3,712 300) |) de 250 515 
Sei sto wal and ADOVOl + <2 bce mance Snjccieclnaee ms wales 83 | 13,080 | 1,445 | 3 770 295 

Potomac River: 
PAUGyGnviauiteax1CneOke. ceases a sae jae seals = ati sa eiaya a1 118 | 67,000 | 6,155 | 8 | 13,600 | 13, 700 

MD tales =. oa ete cn acre tic ao desterecemes eeeSsnens 1,370 |298, 043 | 25,998 | 42 | 24,361 | 19, 005 

Pound nets. Miscellaneous. moma iscellaneous.| Shore Total 
5 prop Tie 

No. | Value. | No. | Value. | erty. | ¥* 

Chesapeake Bay: 
NEN LOLUUS HONG steers sisi asin’ asics ee ae ce asic AQL SS G01 Ss Pees acisee act $26, 915 |$170, 878 
RIA UEDINS NOLO aths acne aaa ae seta alan te nee eres BO 14S SOOM Bas acl \oca-soen' 650 | 19,545 

James River and tributaries: 
Below Chickahominy River .--...-.-.-0---2.--2«--- 6 BSS ue = |lSarete aera 1, 945 9, 252 
Between Chickahominy and Appomattox rivers..-..|......|......--.'.....-|......--- 2,560 | 12, 254 
PMUOVOPAD DOM allOxe bil VOW Moa omees acces ceccms cee peers aan ene eine ee|eacicece ee 700 2, 845 
Chickahoniimysiver-< = ooess-ses2222 ce sense See eee en elses a3 $45 | 2,187 6, 568 
PAS HOM auiO xe EVOL mess oaiacasin ete catoe = <ioeie es eli ae ae omen oereetteeia oe eee ah te seloeteee 650 1, 878 

York River and tributaries: 
YiGH RJ NGI Ag 208 aaa ese ase a dee Se sie: ee SeSeeeoaeciod 25, 373 
Pamunkey River 7, 497 
Mista pONIGRiVer essence acm see ssc == s 7, 063 

MOD RCE Bag sonst see Pet ccile oe cieceies accacaane ; 1,640 | 20,825 
Rappahannock River: 
iBelowsDeep Creokeestse cece sissies csee ccc coe sacar OOM (25,4623) 52-52 42S ee 1,950 | 32, 423 
From Deep Creek to Leedstown ..........-...------ 100 | 12,500 b8 190 | 1,305] 20,922 
TMeGdStowi and apOwausseeen. oceans es oes ce Le 31 1,995 | cl19 760 596 5, 709 

Potomac River: 
Below wsttox Cregk! Soae- ees cscs ssceund-ocecceuee fant 24s OZONE See cle cea rte 909 | 32,308 
FALpOVe Mabiax: Creeks . 3856 ci od ccm cm mowecnise a <)005a5 V8 a 2 NS 15,525 | 58, 140 

Mo tale ese ce seeepas thee dee he aches sin we swine 1,156 | 236, 680 94 1,837 | 61,953 | 433, 480 
) 

a Hedges. b Fyke nets. c Fall traps. 

F. R. 98 12 
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Statement, by water areas, of the yield of shad in each form of apparatus employed im the 
Jisheries of Virginia in 1896. 

Stake nets. - Drift nets. Seines. 

Waters. a ia 
No. | Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

Chesapeake Bay: 
WOStEIN BHOLOLMoalssomastes canis te ececne se oe ene 43,553 «|, $6, 230) |-20s0550|necwceesalecesseeen eee 

James River and tributaries: 
Below Chickahominy IRV OM ani s lcine nisiaisenestee OT 7185) 16; G80). wee ae wabete areraetetae 5, 482 $480 
Between Chickahominy and Appomattoxrivers| 9,928 | 1,644 | 162,655 | $14,706 | 18, 208 1,770 
Above Appomattox River ...-222.--------s---|--s.2--50|2<5.5-=5 33, 385 27097): £4.5: 2c a eee 
Chickahominy River- --..--.-.-- sepbonosdasass9 conse neE [bsssce5- 131, 643 9,589 | 17,510 1, 297 
Appomattox River .....- | SP Gate Besse cee dad eeopenece baongs oc 11, 945 1, 087 8, 309 794 

York River and tributaries: 
MMOTIMRAV OD soe Ce et ke Hebe s tine cee coimeceee eine AD GAD NiO da emcees eee eee 250 25 
eG) e hy LEO 6 open eS sosQnbeaebbesgagesecsor 1, 281 119 | 180,642 | 14,911 2, 334 175 
Mattapont RIVer--<. 25.6 <2 scenes ccceceve ce n|on=seesac|= mains sinl= 169,799 | 16,290 {| 10,117 755 

Rappahannock River: 
From Deep Creek to Leedstown .-.----------- 104,118 | 8, 242 7, 580 571 | 6,792 678 
ERI O an GLE sso secost Sere aeeesoeocorn bonestasde| sesousses 32, 774 2, 586 2,948 295 

Potomac River: 
Below) Mattex \Creek..--.--+- 4-222----cceme Jal 600 5B so. ese eco.k fy. aot ee eee 
‘Above Mattox Creek seen scleicce cies once ee oli <' 10,910 | 1,558 | 142,400 | 11,729 | 79,385 6,471 

(wine ees. sore snocooerepaonesascessase 304, 808 | 39,663 | 872,823 | 74,178 | 151,335 | 12,740 

Pound nets. Miscellaneous. Total. 

Waters. 7 
No. Value. | No. | Vaiue. No. Value. 

Chesapeake Bay: 
VES COCOI SM OLG rea aiseae so eee eee 1, 071, 841 | $102, 803 |.......]........ 1, 115, 394 | $109, 033 
SHASTOETISDOLO isan ote lacie state cictetaias ste tetera 36, 408 4.085: |\Sccemec|oseeneae 36, 408 4, 085 

James River and tributaries: 
Below Chickahominy River ..........---- 3, 119 S619 |ceeeee lene eee 100, 379 17, 521 
Between Chickahominy and Appomattox 
TALE: Ree BOP GSRSC Ca Cer ESR eBamepe ents SanAceso4tag Fopsrern od) sachs jacahorcc 190, 791 18, 120 

PAthOver Appomattox nivel «peso sac cee all wemine cece ncaa cies Sate mela |e sien 33, 385 2, 709 
Chickaneminy River =e eee psec see | aera eect} a aamieteolar a1, 800 $130 150, 953 11, 016 
PAR PON LOX BR ANOR oe sec ece ear ce cal oame ccm emec ace cemen| veces o-| eee 20, 254 1, 881 

York River and tributaries: 
RVOLKARIVOE feet ce een acta sscleeceac 138, 895 12,890 | b590 64 182, 375 18,111 
LER iii hay) th hy) a anaes ee a aScopcineaDS5Oeo||spacdosoescc SO Oa ee eee oor 184, 257 15, 205 
WHGT AEH OO oth OG Sa Gee eee Spo oeoSSo00550 |poosaceased lessor ssoad|aqeccts|scouas 179, 916 17, 045 
MOD 20 kay pect eee esas = ae emia eine misao | 140,777 gy fee een ree 140, 777 13, 874 
Rappahannock River: 
Below Deep Creek .....-.---.--.------.--- 194, 067 FF DIO) [Commence ee 194, 067 17, 579 
From Deep Creek to Leedstown ..-.....--- 51,575 3, 923 |b1, 015 75 171, 080 13, 489 
Leedstown and above....-....-..--...---- 16, 862 1, 414 ¢ 58 8 52, 642 4, 303 

Potomac River: | 
Below Mantox Cred cen escecececncecencs= | 167,870 18) 287) Gensel ooescees 168, 470 18, 295 
SA DOV OL abhO kX: CLCOK ns ae aici osinaies ie emer 49, 660 D Ook: | cane ceteew es acl 282, 355 24, 789 

MG bebe eesti ois tae ace Serine 1, 871, 074 | 180,197 | 3, 463 277 | 3,203,503 | 307, 055 

a Hedges. b Fyke nets. ce Fall traps. 

CHESAPEAKE BAY IN VIRGINIA. 

In Chesapeake Bay and tributaries are located the principal shad 

fisheries of America, the annual yield approximating 5,000,000 in num- 

ber, 40 per cent of the product on the entire Atlantic coast. This large 
ageregation of shad, as well as many more of which we have no eyvi- 

dence, annually passes through the 12-mile entrance between Capes 

Charles and Henry, sending a detachment of 500,000 or more up James 

River, an equal quantity up the York, nearly as many up the Rappa- 

hannock, 1,250,000 in the meantime being caught on the shores of the 

bay below Smith Point, thus reducing the number to 2,250,000 by the 
time the mouth of the Potomac is reached. That river attracts about 
750,000, leaving 1,500,000 to pass into the middle and upper waters of 

Chesapeake Bay and tributaries. Each of these water areas or river 
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basins and its fisheries will be separately described, leaving for the 
present a notice of that portion of the bay proper located in Virginia. 

Shad appear to pass up this water-course mainly along the western 

shore, attracted, doubtless, by the fresh water from the large tributaries 

entering on that side, over 90 per cent of the total catch being obtained 

on that shore. If conditions are such that during the early season the 

waters of the rivers are warmer than those of the Chesapeake, large 

runs of shad occur up the rivers. But if rains and melting snows send 

down cold waters during April and May, then the shad remain longer 

in the bay and large catches are made there. In this section of the 

Chesapeake shad are taken almost exclusively by means of pound nets, 

this being the location of the most extensive pound-net fishery on the 

Atlantic coast. Within an area 70 miles long and 10 miles wide, cov- 

ering the western side of the bay and the mouths of the tributaries 
from the James to the Potomac rivers, there were set in the spring of 

1896 738 pound nets, worth $185,025, taking 1,638,593 shad, worth 
$156,950 at local prices. Of the above, 334 nets, taking 566,752 shad, 

were located in the mouths of the various rivers, leaving 404 nets, with 

a yield of 1,071,841 shad, as the number on the western shore of the 
bay proper. 

In the limits of Princess Anne County two pound nets were set in Lynn 

Haven Roads, in 3 or 4 fathoms of water, one net being set off the head 
of the other. They were very large, the leaders being 327 fathoms in 

length, with 33-inch mesh, and the crib 50 by 60 feet with 24-inch mesh. 

Fishermen from Norfolk County set two small nets on Craney Island 

Flats, in Hampton Roads, a short distance west of Elizabeth River. 
Of the-pound nets in Elizabeth City County, 11 were located between 

Newport News Point and Fort Monroe, and 62 between Fort Monroe 

and Black River, in from 10 to 18 feet of water. Although not strictly 

within the legal limits of those waters, it is advisable to list the pound 

nets between Poquosin Flats and York Spit as in York River, since 

shad taken in those nets have left the main body and are proceeding up 

the York. For the same reason those nets betweenYork Spit and New 

Point are listed as in Mobjack Bay, and the 36 nets on the south side 

of Rappahannock Spit outside of a line drawn from Windmill Point to 

Stingray Point, the legal limit of Rappahannock River, are listed as 

within that stream. 

On the shore of Mathews County, from New Point to Stingray Point, 
there were 93 nets set in from 10 to 24 feet of water. The remaining 
234 pound nets on the west shore are located between Rappahannock 

Spit and Smith Point on the shores of Lancaster and Northumberland 

counties, in depths of water ranging from 12 to 40 feet. Pound nets 

are more numerous in this section than on any other portion of the 

Atlantic coast, there being 87 in 1896, in an area 6 miles long and 3 
miles wide immediately below Smith Point. These nets were set mostly 

in strings of 6 or 7 each, but sometimes many more, one string having 

16 nets. The mesh is generally 44-inch, but a few nets are constructed 
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with 24-inch mesh for retaining alewives. The season extends from the 
first or second week of March to the end of May. The largest catch of 

shad in any one net was 12,130, obtained in the outer one of five set off 
Taskmaker Creek; while the smallest catch was 200 shad taken in a 
net set especially for alewives on the south side of Fleet Point. 

On the eastern side of the Chesapeake 18 large pound nets situated 

on the shore of Northampton County and 32 on the shore of Accomack 

County, during the spring of 1896, caught a few shad. The catch by 

those nets in Northampton County is usually very small, and especially 

so in 1896, owing to the strong winds causing the fish to avoid that 

shore more than usual. The nets in Northampton County are set quite - 

late, generally after the first week of April, when most of the shad have 
passed by. During some seasons shad are taken on this shore in con- 

siderable abundance. In 1885 2,600 were taken in one lift of a pound 
net, whereas in 1896.the same net yielded only 780 shad during the 
whole season. Of the 32 pound nets on the shore of Accomack County, 
23 were set on Tangier Island and the remaining 9 on the east side of 

Pocomoke Sound. The season begins about March 20, and the last 

shad are taken about the end of June, the nets remaining in the waters 

until the end of September, catching quantities of bluefish, squeteague, 

Spanish mackerel, etc. 

The following summary shows by counties the location and extent in 

1896 of the pound-net fishery of that portion of the Chesapeake Bay 

located in Virginia, not including the nets operated in Mobjack Bay or 
at the mouths of York or Rappahannock rivers: 

Pound nets. Boats. Men. Shad cdught. 
Counties. 

No. | Value. | No. | Value. | No. No. _Valne. 

Western shore: 
(IPrINCEBBVATINIO Ls <le'n'n ac caeee recs bees 2 $2, 500 1 $75 8 15, 000 $2, 300 
WortOl Ke casaen sascncere aacemeeneaes 2 500 2 75 2 7, 500 800 
MN ZAPeCN Clty sence e eee ccc sede 73 20,975 | 101 2,525 | 105 163, 722 17, 541 
WIRTHE WS one cae re oaces aetseeees 93 26, 270 60 6, 315 152 275, 452 26, 475 
MNCALONGS sect econ oe seen 61 17, 543 41 4,490 66 149, 117 13, 253 
Northumberland ....... Ceihee biipieterts 173 48,330 | 151 12,690 | 285 461, 059 42, 434 

Eastern shore: 
Northampton) 224-4. cens-e- sees 0 18 11,100 24 1, 640 63 6, 831 716 
ACC OMAGIC meee cet scclcineisicassiniel=ine 32 | 3, 800 33 2,355 46 29, 577 3, 369 

AOU oiints ataeiejnecicse ci ctae wien a nie aserose 454 131, 018 413 30, 165 727 1, 108, 249 106, 888 

Note.—The Gloucester County pound nets located in York River and Mobjack Bay, and the 
Mathews County nets in Mobjack Bay, and the Lancaster County nets in Rappahannock River are 
not included in the foregoing. 

MOBJACK BAY. 

On the western side of the Virginia section of Chesapeake Bay there 

are 4 large coastal indentations which supportim portant shad fisheries. 

Of these, 3 are estuaries of rivers, viz, James, York, and Potomac. 
The fourth, Mobjack Bay, receives the waters of a number of small 

streams, as Severn, Ware, North, and East rivers, yet it is a side elon- 
gation of Chesapeake Bay, 12 miles in length and 3 or 4 miles wide, 

with depth of water ranging from 18 to 25 feet. 
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Pound nets are the only apparatus used for taking shad, the number 

in 1896 being 76. Of these, 27 were located on the northeast side of 

the bay from New Point to the mouth of East River, and 49 on the 

southwest side between York Spit light and the mouth of Severn River, 
the nets on the north side of York Spit being listed as within this bay. 

These pound nets differed in no particular from those used in the Uhes- 

apeake, except that they were generally somewhat smaller, costing 

about $200 each. Shad were fairly abundant, but about the middle of 
March the fishing was injured by high winds, and the total catch for 

the year was less than usual, numbering 72,852 roe shad and 67,925 

bucks. The fishermen of Mobjack Bay, as well as those of the Chesa- 

peake, complain of the extremely low prices received, the local value 

of the 140,777 shad taken in this bay being only $13,874. 

JAMES RIVER. 

James River is formed by the junction of Jackson and Cowpasture 

rivers in Botetourt County and empties into Chesapeake Bay about 20 

miles from the ocean, the entire river and all its tributaries lying wholly 

in Virginia. The total length, following its sinuosities, is about 335 

miles, but in a straight line it is only 200 miles from the headwaters to 

the mouth. In the lower portion the width ranges from 2 to 6 miles, 

while from the entrance of the Chickahominy, 50 miles from the mouth, 

to the entrance of the Appomattox the average width of the river is less 

than 1 mile. At the entrance of the Appomattox the fluvial character- 

istics begin, and thence to Richmond the banks are quite steep and the 

course narrow and tortuous. The river is navigable for vessels drawing 

16 feet to the head of tide water at Richmond, 111 miles distant from 
the mouth. 

At Richmond there are numerous falls and rapids extending through 

a rocky bed a distance of 3 miles, in which the total descent is about 

84 feet, and in these rapids there are several dams, supplying power 

to mills in Richmond and Manchester. These obstructions, however, 

do not entirely block the upward passage of shad, being low and 

extending only partly across the stream. Nine miles above Richmond 

is Bosher’s dam, from 9 to 12 feet in height and 900 feet in length, 
entirely crossing the channel, forming a barrier to the further ascent of 

shad. If this dam were made passable, little benefit would be accom- 
plished unless numerous other obstructions were similarly improved, 

there being 14 dams from 9 to 16 feet high within the 200 miles above 
Bosher’s dam. 

Prior to the erection of these obstructions large numbers of shad 

ascended as far as the junction of Jackson and Cowpasture rivers, and 

were taken in considerable quantities in those two tributaries over 335 

miles from Chesapeake Bay. According to Marshall McDonald, the 
annual catch of shad between Richmond and Lynchburg was at one 

time far in excess of the present yield for the entire river, and even in 

the Valley of Virginia, west of the Blue Ridge, seine fisheries were 
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operated with profit. From April 1 to April 10, 1779, 2,200 shad were 
taken in one seine located at Wood Island, 100 miles above Richmond. 

At present few shad pass above the falls at Richmond, and practically 

none go higher than Bosher’s dam. 

The shad fish2ries of James River are naturally divisible into three 

geographical sections, viz: (1) from the mouth of the river to the 
entrance of Chickahominy River, this portion being strictly an arm of 

the Chesapeake Bay; (2) from the Chickahominy to the entrance of 

Appomattox River at City Point, and (3) from the Appomattox to the 

foot of Bosher’s dam, 9 miles above Richmond. Of the 324,555 shad 
taken in 1896, 100,379 were caught in the lower section, 190,791 

between Chickahominy and the Appomattox, and 33,385 above the 

Appomattox. 

The principal form of apparatus below the Chickahominy is the stake 

net, with an occasional pound net and seine. Between the Chicka- 

hominy and the Appomattox drift nets and seines are used, and thence 

to Richmond Falls the drift net is the only form of apparatus. In the 

falls there are a number of traps which take a few shad. 

From Chesapeake Bay to Chickahominy River.—On the lower section 

of the James there were 84 strings of stake nets in 1896, each contain- 
ing from 20 to 90 nets. The nets were each 30 feet long, from 40 to 70 

meshes deep, with 5-inch mesh. The cost of the nets varies according 

to the depth of water in which set. but averages about $60 for a string 

of 50 nets, divided as follows: 

EO wanie 430! L DS.) a 7 CONUS CAG. c/s sists ulace Biaisleia'sin'= viele aisle u(t iasiulaa/eratate ofaistalare aia ioe $22. 50 
POLS Death oCON PA ORCM coe meamaeeen ce par emiae sion icctienen seman aaicne nates 7. 65 
Sinnine ol poles atv CONts CAG! so anec- hoe neetes a ctsiat ere cates hepa seer eee 3. 57 
Slucking|5l polesiat 20) cents CaCh = -so.- cee eric tases eee ce ste tase see ci se eee 10. 20 
Hanging b0 nets at ll cents Cach tts. ccsane res soe coom cess seen denen 5, 50 
Rin Ps WOO wtiG cents GaChin- <= aces seen Sesrawacewe cm snc anes ene cee tere arer 6. 00 
Rope,.50 bs: at LO comnts OACh) tome. sa>eceeeesccs tee ccmececese Se ostoedeenesinc 5. 00 

RODE iaa atcia mein ene a mee aie alee alc iet are eta Siateieiaeiate aleiseta’s Me mee eee 60. 42 

The strings of nets are set across the current on the sides of the 

channel in depths ranging from 8 to 18 feet. The season begins during 

the first week of March and ends about the last week of April. Fish- 

ing could be extended several weeks later, but on account of the low 

prices of shad and the deleterious effect of the warm water on the nets 

it is not generally profitable. Even with less than two months’ fishing 

it is usually necessary to replace the nets at least once. In the 84 

strings operated in 1896, containing 3,598 stations, there were used in 
all about 8,719 nets. The catch numbered 91,778 shad, of which 51,026, 

or 33.8 per cent, were bucks, the small proportion being due to the large 

mesh of the nets permitting them to pass through. 

Just opposite Newport News, on either side of the channel, there were 

three small pound nets, worth about $100 each, which caught a few 

shad, the total yield being 3,119. These are the only pound nets used 

on the James, there being an interdiction against their use in this 

stream above Newport News. 
Two seines were operated in 1896, one at Piney Grove in James City 

County, ana the other at Swan Point in Surry County. These were 
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about 700 yards long, with 3-inch mesh in the bunt, and required the 

services of 9 men each. The season began May 12 and ended about 

the last of April, the catch of shad aggregating 5.482 in number, of 

which 4,355 were bucks. 
From Chickahominy to Appomattox.—On the middle section of James 

River drift nets constitute the principal form of apparatus, yet a few 

seines are used, and in the extreme lower end there were 8 strings of 

stake nets in 1896. These strings, containing 235 nets, were operated 

by men living at Claremont and Sandy Point, taking 9,928 shad. The 

drift nets measure about 350 yards in length and 65 to’80 meshes deep, 

with 5-inch mesh. Where the channel is narrow, as from Coggins 
Point to City Point, this length is divided into two or three sections. 

On the shoal grounds between Coggins Point and City Point a number 

of shallow nets, 30 meshes deep, are used. These contain from 4 to 6 

pounds of twine and are usually operated in two sections. Other than 

in depth they resemble in every particular the nets used in the channel. 

The total number of drift-net boats in the middle section of James 

River in 1896 was 182, using 69,727 yards of twine, and the catch of 
shad numbered 162,655, valued locally at $14,706. 
Between the Chickahominy and the Appomattox there were formerly 

many seine beaches, most of which are now abandoned on account of 

the unprofitableness of the fishery and, in one or two cases, destruction 

of the beaches by engineering operations tending to improve the navi- 

gation of the river. In 1896 only four seine shores were operated, viz: 

Harrison Landing, Beechwood, Coggins Point, and Flowerdew Hun- 

dred. The seines were from 250 to 500 yards in length, with 25 and 23 

inch mesh, and the yield of shad was 18,208, valued locally at $1,770. 

The large proportion of bucks in the catch of these seines is somewhat 

noticeable, numbering 13,385, or 73 per cent of the total yield, this 

being due doubtless to the large quantity of roes caught in gill nets in 

the lower part of the river. 

From Appomattox to Bosher’s Dam.—Above the entrance of Appo- 

mattox River drift nets are the only apparatus used in the James 

River shad fisheries. The principal fishing centers are Bermuda Hun- 

dred, Turkey Creek, and Deep Bottom, while a few nets are used above 

Dutch Gap, in Cox and Graveyard reaches. Formerly drift nets were 

used in Trent and Coal Yard reaches, situated in the loop of James 

River around Farrors Island, but since the opening of Dutch Gap that 

portion of the river has shoaled to such an extent that it is impracti- 

cable to drift in it. On account of the narrowness of the channel the 

nets above City Point are much shorter than those below, the length 

ranging from 40 to 100 yards. Usually two nets are operated by each 

boat, requiring the services of two men. The mesh is from 4 to 54 

inches and the depth from 50 to 110 meshes. The season begins about 

the last week of March, three or four weeks later than at the mouth of 

the river, and closes about the end of May or firstof June. In 1896 128 

drift nets were used, the catch amounting to 33,385 shad, worth $2,709 

at local valuation. Of this yield, 23,387, or 70 per cent, were bucks. 
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In the falls at Richmond there are numerous finger or fall traps, in 
which several hundred shad are taken annually while endeavoring to 

pass above the rapids. At one time the number of these fall traps 
exceeded 150, but the catch has been so small during recent years that 

the worn-out traps have not been replaced. 

Chickahominy River.—The Chickahominy, one of the finest shad 

streams of the United States for its size, rises in Henrico County, 
12 miles northwest of Richmond, and after flowing a distance of 60 

miles empties into James River 50 miles from the Chesapeake Bay. 

Windsor Shades bar, 27 miles from its mouth, is the present head 

of navigation, a minimum depth of 8 feet existing to that point, 

the width of the channel ranging from 100 to 250 yards. Thence to 

Providence Forge, a distance of 5 miles, the channel is tortuous, 20 to 

80 feet in width, flowing between low swampy banks, which open into 

lagoons or bays of wide water. From Providence Forge to Long 

Bridge, about 10 miles, the Chickahominy is a cypress swamp of from 

one-half to 1 mile in width, intersected by a channel 20 to 50 feet wide. 

Shad fisheries extend throughout the length of the Chickahominy, yet 

they are most extensive in the vicinity of Lanexa. The total catch of 

shad on this river in 1896 was 150,953, of which 131,643 were taken by 

means of drift nets, 17,510 by seines, and 1,800 by “‘hedgings.” Of the 

total yield 103,748, or 68 per cent, were bucks. 

In the lower portion of the Chickahominy and in the vicinity of 

Lanexa the drift nets contain each about 54 pounds of No. 50 twine, 
55 to 60 meshes deep, with 5-inch mesh. From Winns Landing to 
Providence Forge the nets contain from 14 to 2 pounds of twine, 45 

meshes deep, with 43-inch mesh. The length of the 54-pound net aver- 

ages 200 yards, and of the 13-pound net 70 yards. The length of twine 
used by the 160 boats in 1896 measured 28,842 yards, one man being 

required for each boat. The season began about March 10 and closed 

some time near the middle of May. The yield was an average of recent 

years, aggregating 131,643 in number, of which 40,777 were roes and 

90,866 were bucks. Eight seines were used in the Chickahominy during 

the same year, of which the largest, about 1,000 yards in length, was 

operated at Ferry Point, near the mouth of the river. This seine, how- 

ever, is not used especially for taking shad, that species forming only 

a small proportion of the total catch. The lengths of the other seven 

seines range from 260 to 175 yards and the mesh from 1? to 23 inches. 

The aggregate value of the 8 seines was $1,155, the number of men 

employed 43, while the total catch of shad numbered 17,510, worth 

$1,297 at the local valuation. 
A short distance above Providence Forge, where the river is only a few 

feet in width, there are three or four hedges or pockets, each consisting 

of a crude dam, 2 or 3 feet high, permitting the passage of shad only 

through the current passing through an opening therein. A fisherman 

stands at this opening with a net in hand ready to lift out such fish as 

may attempt the passage. At the hedges operated in 1896 1,800 shad 
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were taken. The greater proportion of the fish caught by this method 

are either ripe or have already spawned. 

Chickahominy River in the vicinity of Lanexa presents favorable 

conditions for the establishment of an auxiliary shad hatchery. Within 

a distance of 10 miles on either side of that station over 130,000 shad 
are taken annually, of which about 45,000 are roes. If 3 per cent of 

them are suitable for hatching purposes sufficient fertilized eggs would 

be secured to support an extensive hatchery. Large supplies could 

also be drawn from the James and the Pamunkey, each about 15 miles 
distant from Lanexa. The ripe fish could be obtained very cheaply 

and the shipping facilities are good, the main branch of the Chesapeake 

and Ohio Railroad passing along the river bank. 

Appomattox River.—This river, the longest affluent of the James, rises 

in Appomattox County, Va., and after flowing about 140 miles empties 

into the James at City Point. Shad ascend only 13 miles to Petersburg, 

their progress above that city being barred by numerous rapids and 

dams. In a distance of 64 miles above the city there are 5 dams, each 
from 24 to 8 feet high, and numerous falls and rapids, giving a total 

descent of 110 feet. Shad are taken in the Appomattox by means of 

drift nets and seines. The former are operated at Broadway, in Prince 

George County, and at Covington Beach or Cat Hole, in Chesterfield 

County, the total number of nets in 1896 being 46. These nets are 
from 100 to 200 yards in length, 45 to 70 meshes deep, with 5-inch mesh, 

and two men and one boat are required for each. The men live mostly 
in Petersburg, camping on the shores during the season, paying the 

owners for the privilege at the rate of one shad per week for each fish- 

erman. The season begins the second week in March and continues 

about two months. The caich during 1896 was 3,835 roe shad, 8,110 
bucks, with a local valuation of $1,087. 

The seines used in Appomattox River were located as follows: One 

at City Point, one at Gatlin Beach, two at Covington Beach, and one 

at the mouth of Swift Creek. They measure from 200 to 275 yards each 

in length, about 80 meshes deep, with 24-inch mesh. The shore rental 

paid for the five seines aggregates $225 annually. The season 1s coin- 

cident with that of the drift nets in the same locality, and the aggregate 

catch of shad in 1896 was 8,309, valued locally at $794. 
Tn the falls of the Appomattox just above Petersburg there are about 

20 fall or finger traps, in which a few shad are taken with herring and 

other species. The catch of shad is at present very much less than 

it was twenty years ago, probably not exceeding 50 in 1896. 

YORK RIVER. 

York River is formed by the junction of Pamunkey and Mattaponi 

rivers at West Point, and, following a southeasterly course for a dis- 
tance of 41 miles, it unites with Chesapeake Bay about 16 miles north 

of Fort Monroe. It is really an arm of Chesapeake Bay, with an 

average width of about 14 miles, possessing no fluvial characteristics 
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whatever. The water of York River is brackish nearly to West Point, 
oysters being planted within 6 miles of that town. Pound nets and 

stake nets represent the principal forms of apparatus used in the shad 

fisheries, and a few shad are taken incidentally in fyke nets and seines. 

The catch of shad in 1896 was 182,375, of which the pound nets yielded 

138,895, stake nets 42,640, fyke nets 590, and seines 250. 

Of the pound nets 53 were set on the north side of the river, between 

York Spit Light and Gloucester Point; 34 on the south side, near Toos 
Point and Poquosin Flats, and 3 near Plum Point, at the head of the 

river, making a total of 90 nets. Excepting the 3 near Plum Point and 

23 on the shore of York County, all of these nets are owned in the south- 

eastern portion of Gloucester County, mostly in the settlement known 

as Guinea. They range in value from $50 to $500, averaging about $200 

each, and with some repairs will last for several seasons. The depth of 

water ranges from 10 to 20 feet, the leaders being set across the cur- 

rent. Each fishing company has from 1 to 7 nets, and uses sailboats 

averaging $100 in value, the total number of sailboats being about one- 

half the number of pound nets used. The season begins the first week 

in March and closes about the end of May, the greater part of the catch 

being obtained during April. Of 5,243 shad taken in 4 pound nets in 

1896 1,262 were obtained in March, 3,170 in April, and 811 in May. 

The catch in 1896 was unusually small, the total yield of shad in the 

90 pound nets being only 138,895, an average of 1,543 per net. The 

largest yield for any one net was 4,380. In addition to this species, the 

pound nets take alewives, Spanish mackerel, squeteague or sea trout, 

bluefish, croakers, pompano, ete. 

The stake nets in York River are located on both sides of the chan- 

nel from Cappahosack to West Point, but most abundantly between 

Potopotank Creek and Plum Point, being set in rows of from 10 to 20 
nets in from 11 to 14 feet of water. The nets are 6 to 9 yards long, 35 

meshes deep, with 5-inch mesh. They last only about three weeks, two 

settings being required for each season. The season begins about- 

March 1, although most of the nets are not out until the middle of that 

month, and closes the third or fourth week of April. Nearly all of the 

fishermen are also farmers, and agricultural operations shorten the fish- 

ing season. In 1896 58 boats engaged in this fishery, using 990 stake 

nets, 6,461 yards in length, and the catch aggregated 28,232 roe shad, 

worth $3,949, and 14,408 bucks, worth $1,183. Except sufficient for 
local use, all the catch was sent to Baltimore by the steamers running 

between that port and West Point. 
During the past season two fishermen from Indiantown, on the 

Pamunkey River, attempted to take shad with drift nets in the narrow 

portion of York River between Gloucester Point and Yorktown, where 
the width is a trifle over a half mile. Their nets were 200 yards long, 

65 meshes deep, with 5-inch mesh. After working about ten days with- 

out success they abandoned their attempt. It should be noted that the 

depth of water in this portion of York River is 80 feet or more, whereas 

the nets used were only about 15 feet deep. 
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Pamunkey River.—This river, which takes its name from a tribe of 

Indians, the remnant of which is yet engaged in shad fishing in its 

waters, is formed by the junction of the North Anna and South Anna 
rivers a short distance above Hanover Court-House, whence it flows 

a distance of 100 miles to its union with the Mattaponi at West Point. 

It is navigable, during eight or nine mouths of the year, for vessels 

drawing 5 or 6 feet of water, as far as Wormley Landing, 54 miles above 

West Point. Above Wormley Landing the river is tortuous, much 

obstructed by logs and brush, and from 40 to 120 feet wide. Shad 

ascend the Pamunkey in considerable numbers throughout its length, 

but are taken in greatest abundance in the lower 30 miles. Of the 

184,257 shad caught in 1896 180,642 were taken by means of drift nets, 

2,334 by seines, and 1,281 in stake nets. 
The drift nets are operated throughout a distance of 43 miles from 

the mouth of the river, and principally for a distance of 10 miles below 

and the same distance above Lester Manor, 24 miles from York River. 
The drift nets below Williams Ferry average 150 yards in length, 55 

to 70 meshes deep, with 4% or 5 inch mesh. Above Williams Ferry the 

length ranges from 130 to 75 yards andthe depth from 50 to 35 meshes, 

Below Williams Ferry two or three nets are carried by each boat, 

requiring the services of two men. Above that point, where the fishing 

is for local use exclusively, each boat has but one net, and in some 

instances but one man. When more than two nets are used the extra 

nets are old ones, which can be used only during weak tide or slack 

water. <A total of 330 nets, 51,341 yards in length, were used by the 

153 boats in 1896, the catch numbering 180,642 shad, for which the 
fishermen received $14,911. Below White House the season begins 

during the first week of March and closes some time in May, depending 

on the run of fish and the market price. At some landings the stur- 

geon fishery or agricultural operations shorten the season. Above 

Williams Ferry the season begins during the third and fourth week of 

March and closes about the 10th or 15th of May. 

Several rows of stake nets are set in the extreme lower end of the 

Pamunkey during March and April. These are similar to the nets in 

the upper portion of York River, and their catch in 1896 was only 1,281 

shad. There were two seines operating in this river during the past 

year, one at Smith Ferry and the other at Sweet Hall, distant 21 and 
244 miles respectively from the mouth of the river. The former was 

distinctively a shad seine, while the latter was used also for alewives, 

striped bass, etc. The yield of shad by the two seines was 2,334, of 
which 1,490 were bucks. Very few were taken in the upper one of these 

seines, it being shoal, and during the work of deepening it the shad 

passed by. In the narrows of the Pamunkey, near Hanover Court- 

House, there are several “ hedgings,” which take a few shad each year, 

probably not exceeding 500. It does not appear that shad pass above 
Hanover Court- House in any considerable numbers, and probably none 

are taken in South Anna and North Anna rivers. 
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There are few places south of Potomac River better adapted to 

shad-hatching operations than the Pamunkey between Hill’s Landing 

and White House Station. Within a river length of 16 miles, the dis- 

tance in a straight line approximating 6 miles, there were in 1896 109 

drift-net boats, taking 154,072 shad, and two seines taking 2,334 shad, 

a total of 156,406. Of these 70,383, or 45 per cent, were roe shad, of 
which about 14,000 were taken after April 20. It is reported that 10 

per cent of the roe shad taken after April 20 are suitable for fertiliza- 

tion, making a total of 1,400 that may be used for this purpose. This 
does not include the ripe fish that may be obtained prior to April 20, 

nor the number that may be drawn from the Mattaponi, 6 to 8 miles 

distant, or the Chickahominy, within 15 miles, each of which would 
yield nearly, if not quite, as many as the Pamunkey. This section of 

the stream is bordered by the West Point branch of the Southern Rail- 

way, giving convenient shipping facilities. 

Mattaponi River.—The Mattaponi rises in Spottsylvania County, 

and after flowing a distance of over 120 miles unites with Pamunkey 
River at the head of York River. The lower 60 miles from the mouth 

to Aylett is navigable and has considerable traffic. From Aylett to 

Mundy’s Bridge, a distance of 26 miles, the channel is obstructed by 

logs, drift, and overhanging trees, yet it is navigated by rafts and 

small boats. The Mattaponi is not quite so large or so deep as the 

Pamunkey, but is otherwise quite similar, and there is even less differ- 

ence in the extent and characteristics of the shad fisheries of the two 

streams. As on the Pamunkey, drift nets and haul seines are the 

means of capture, the yield by the former apparatus being by far the 

greater. 

The drift nets are similar in every particular to those used on 

Pamunkey River, except that they are somewhat longer, with a .smaller 

number to each boat, the length of the 262 nets on this stream in 1896 

aggregating 46,601 yards. The total catch by the 153 boats num- 

bered 169,799, valued locally at $16,290. While a large portion of this 
catch is sold locally, most of it is sent by boat or hauled across land to 

the West Point branch of the Southern Railway, and thence shipped 

to Richmond and other distant markets. 
The seven haul seines on the Mattaponi were used at the following 

points: Savage’s, Walkerton (2 seines), Gathney’s, Bugley’s, and Jones 

Landing in King and Queen County, and at Pointer Landing in King 

William County. They range in length from 280 yards to 50 yards, the 

mesh being 24 inches. The season begins generally during the first 

week of April and extends to about the end of May; but at Savage, 

16 miles above West Point, the season is somewhat earlier than this. 

The total catch by the above seven seines was 10,117 shad, the smallest 
for anumber of years. There were formerly several small seines above 

Pointer Landing, as well as at other places on the Mattaponi, but they 

have given way to the cheaper and more effective drift nets. 
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RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER. 

This river rises on the eastern slope of Blue Ridge Mountains, in 

Fauquier and Rappahannock counties, and crosses the fall line at Fred- 

ericksburg, the head of navigation, 106 miles from its mouth, following 

the course of the river. The fluvial characteristics extend only about 

40 miles below the fall line and the lower 50 miles is really an arm of 

Chesapeake Bay. About 2 miles above Fredericksburg there is a dam 

900 feet long and 18 feet high, built in 1860 and used for developing 

water-power, which completely blocks the upward passage of fish. 

In describing the shad fisheries of the Rappahannock, the river is 

naturally divisible into three sections: (1) from the mouth to Deep 
Creek, the boundary line between Lancaster and Richmond counties, 26 
miles; (2) from Deep Creek to the boundary line between Westmore- 

land and King George counties, 45 miles; (3) thence to Fredericksburg, 

36 miles. ( 
From Chesapeake Bay to Deep Creek.—The lowest of these three sec- 

tions is purely an arm of the Chesapeake, the width ranging from 4 to 

24 miles. Pound nets, which constitute the only form of apparatus 

used for taking shad, were introduced in this locality in 1872, and their 
use has increased each year, the number employed in 1896 being an 

even 100, valued at $23,462. Fifty-seven of these were located at the 
extreme end of the north side of the river between Windmill Point 

Light and Windmill Point Creek, the depth of water ranging from 

10 to 25 feet. The remaining 45 nets were located as follows: Twelve 

between Mosquito Point and the mouth of Corrotoman River, and 12 

between the Corrotoman and Deep Creek on the north side; and on 

the south side, 8 near the mouth of the river and 11 between Urbanna 
Creek and Parrott Creek. The difference in the number of nets set on 
the north and south side of the river—81 and 19 respectively—is quite 

remarkable, due to the rough water and fewer fish on the south side. 

The mesh in the heart of the pound nets is generally 44 inches, but a 

few of the nets have 24-inch mesh, for retaining alewives also. The 

latter species are so cheap, however, that very few fishermen in this 

region bother with them. Each pound-net company has from 2 to 7 

nets, requiring the services of an equal or greater number of men, and 

one or two sailboats, worth from $50 to $400 each, and one or two row- 
boats. The total number of men engaged in operating the 100 pound 

nets was 116, using 43 sailboats, valued at $6,321, and 31 rowboats, 
worth $690. 

The season began during the last week of March and closed about 
the first of June, the greater portion of the catch being obtained from 

April 10 to May 10. The total catch was 194,067 shad, valued locally 

at $17,579. Of these, 46 per cent were roe shad and 54 per cent bucks. 

The pound nets also caught about 500,000 alewives and quantities of 

Squeteague, bluefish, sturgeon, etc. 

Except such as are sold locally the yield of shad in the pound nets, 
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as well as in other apparatus set in the Rappahannock, is sent to Balti- 

more by the daily steamers serving that river. 

From Deep Creek to Layton.—In the second of the three sections of 

Rappahannock River, covering Essex, Richmond, and Westmoreland 

counties, the forms of apparatus used are stake nets, pound nets, drift 

nets, seines, and fyke nets. The total catch of shad in 1896 was 171,080, 

valued locally at $13,489, of which 104,118 were taken in stake nets, 

51,575 in pound nets, 7,580 in drift nets, 6,792 in seines, and 1,015 in 

fyke nets. 

The pound nets in this section are much smaller than those near the 

mouth of the river, averaging in value $125 each against $235 near the 

mouth. They are usually set singly, but occasionally two and even 

three are set in one string, especially between Sharp’s wharf and Tap- 

pahannock. Along the northeast side of the river there were 63 pound 

nets, 52 on the shore of Riehmond County and 11 on the Westmoreland 

shore. On the opposite side—the Essex County shore—there were 37 

pound nets, making an even 100 nets for this section of the Rappahan- 

nock. The catch was smaller than for several years preceding. Three 

pound nets set near Sharp’s wharf caught 4,442 shad in 1895 and 3,872 

in 1896, 764 of the latter being obtained in one day. The total yield in 

1896 was 51,575, valued at $3,923, 38 per cent of these being roes. 
AlJl the stake nets on Rappahannock River are located in this section, 

and they extend throughout the 38 miles from Deep Creek to Leeds- 

town. They are 8 or 9 yards long, 10 to 20 feet deep, with 44 to 5 inch 

mesh, of linen twine, and must be renewed each season, if not more 

frequently. They are set in strings of 10 to 30 nets on the sides of the 

channel at intervals of a few hundred feet. The total number in use in 

1896 was 3,263, aggregating 27,164 yards in length, the yield of shad 

numbering 104,118, valued locally at $8,242. The stake-net season 

began about March 20 and ended the last of April, the greater portion 

of the yield being obtained during the first two weeks of April. Com- 

paring the stake-net fishery of the Rappahannock with that of James 

River, it appears that the yield in the latter stream was 101,706 shad, 

or 2,412 less than in the former. But the value of the catch in the 
James was $18,524, over twice that of the Rappahannock, the difference 

being due principally to the season in the James being nearly three 

weeks earlier than in the latter stream. 

The drift nets in the middle section of Rappahannock River are oper- 

ated in the extreme upper end thereof above Leedstown. They average 

over 200 yards in length, 5-inch mesh, 60 meshes deep, and cost about 
$20 each, 2 nets being used by each boat, which requires the services 

of 2men. The season extends from the last week in March to the first 

of May. The catch of the 9 drift-net boats in 1896 was 7,580 shad, 

worth locally $571, of which 40 per cent were roes, the percentage being 

greater than for several years preceding. 

Two shad seines were used on the shore of Essex County, one at Mal- 
lory Point and the other at Port Tobacco, at distances of 46 and 71 
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miles, respectively, from the mouth of the river.. These seines were 450 
and 800 yards long, respectively, with 2 and 24 inch mesh, and required 

the services of 6 or 7 men each. The season extended from the last 
week of March to the end of May, and at the lower beach 815 shad were 

taken, of which 585 were bucks, while at the upper one the yield of shad 

was 5,977, of which 3,791 were bucks. Both of these seines are also 
used throughout the year for taking other fish. Prior to 1885 a hatch- 

ery was operated on the opposite side of the river from the Port Tobacco 

seine, utilizing the eggs therefrom. 

A few shad are taken during March and April in the fyke nets set 

near Tappahannock. Hight nets were used in 1896 worth $190, and the 

yield of shad numbered 1,015, of which 460 were roes and 555 bucks. 
From Tobago Bay to Fredericksburg.—The upper end of the navigable 

portion of Rappahannock River consists of a tortuous stream, 36 miles 

in length, 50 to 250 yards wide in its upper 28 miles, broadening out at 

its lower end, and terminating in two small bays—Nanzatico and 

Tobago—a mile or more across. The counties bordering this section 

are King George, Caroline, Stafford, and Spottsylvania. Drift nets, 

pound nets, and seines are used for taking shad, and at the extreme 

upper limit, in Falmouth Falls above Fredericksburg, there are several 
fall or finger traps. The drift nets and pound nets are used from 

Tobago Bay to Hop Yard, the lower 17 miles, and the seines are used 
at the two extremities. Of the 52,642 shad obtained in 1896, 32,774 
were caught by drift nets, 16,862 by pound nets, 2,948 by seines, and 

58 by fall traps. 

The drift nets measure from 75 to 100 yards in length, 30 to 52 meshes 

deep, with: 5-inch mesh, and cost from $12 to $20 each. Near Port 

Royal the season begins about the second or third week of March and 

lasts about two months. In the short drifts, fishing is prosecuted only 

during slack water. When the water is clear fishing is restricted to 

the night time, but when it is muddy the fishermen operate mostly 

during the day. Of the 32,774 shad taken by these nets in 1896, 19,941, 

or 61 per cent, were bucks. 

The pound nets in the upper section are very small, averaging about 

$65 in value each. Excepting two strings just below Oaken Brow, one 

containing 4 and the other 3 nets, all of the pound nets are set singly. 
An average of $10 is paid for shore rental for each net. The season 

extends throughout the months of April and May, and about 5 per cent 

of the catch is reported as being riperoe shad. The total catch of shad 

by the 31 pound nets numbered 16,862, valued locally at $1,414, of which 

6,285 were roes. 
A. 500-yard seine, with 24-inch mesh and 8 feet deep, was operated on 

the upper side of Tobago Bay in 1896, taking 2,892 shad from March 20 

to May 20. In addition to this seine there were two others, 150 yards 
in length each, with 24-inch mesh and 6 feet deep, operated on the Staf- 

ford County shore, opposite Fredericksburg. Very few shad were taken 

in these two seines, the total number being 56, of which 49 were bucks. 
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In the falls of the Rappahannock above Fredericksburg and adjacent 

to Falmouth there are 19 fall or finger traps, which take many alewives 

and a few shad, the number of the latter in 1896 approximating 58, of 

which 38 were bucks. There are no shad whatever reported from this 

stream above Falmouth Falls. 

POTOMAC RIVER. 

Although the Potomac River forms the boundary line between Vir- 
ginia and Maryland, it is located wholly within the limits of the latter 

State. By acompact made in 1785 a right of fishery in this river exists 

in common between citizens of the two States, citizens of Virginia enjoy- 
ing equal privileges with those of Maryland. This makes it convenient 

to describe the shad fisheries of both sides of the river at the same 
time, and as the river is situated wholly in the limits of Maryland, this 

discussion is placed in the chapter on the shad fisheries of that State 

(page 199). It will suffice to note in this place that the yield of shad 

on the Potomac during 1896 numbered 684,063, of which 450,825, worth 
$43,084, were taken by residents of Virginia. 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF MARYLAND. 

The extent, by water areas, of each branch of the shad fisheries of 
Maryland in 1896 is presented in the following series of three tables, 

showing (1) the number of persons employed, (2) the boats, apparatus, 

etc., used, and (3) the number and value of shad taken. 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of men employed in each branch of the shad - 
jisheries of Maryland vn 1896. 

Number of fishermen. Total, 

Waters Gill-net ee Shores-/ Trans- Total : sue .. |Pound-| Fyke- | Bow jj. | men. |porters. ; 
aah Ea POllles t t, ordip- dupli- 
Drift.| Stake. net. | net. | net, | cation. 

Chesapeake Bay: 
Below Swan Point— 
Eastern Shore ........|...... 64) | -s2e28- 4 (| ie eee Ol serer Eli teases 91 
WGStOrn SNOTG\~s---.55\-.cs cclessoca|eeasene RGilcesoreelenssee NOW amass cee |pceeeeee 76 

Above Swan Point— 
Eastern Shore -.-.-...... 310 101 572 
Western Shore. ....-... QUGU 2258 a. 680 

Potomac River.....-.---< D4 || eee 512 
Patuxent River........... ite ese 90 
Pocomoke River .......-.. 36) | cance oe 253 
Wicomico River .........- 180 19 230 
Nanticoke River-.........- 146 32 210 
Marshyhope Creek ....-. TON ce sae 125 

IIS DIN Baie seen tee Sete awesets 21 23 
‘Transquaking River: 5-|.22-.|-s----- 64 
Blackwater River .-...-.. PeeoOLlencm at 62 

Choptank River .........- | 236 68 490 
Tuckahoe Creek........ TD Mate Ss 127 

St. Michael River...-.....|...-.- 60 60 
Chester River.........--.. 4 109 266 
SASSHITAS RIVCE:.s 2250s ounlesseccloenenere 21 
Uk RIVeR <2 Sa. ow chet olden dou peeeeee 4 85 
Susquehanna River....... 98 |..--2-- 477 

SHAHN be a i ar 1,663 | 474 | 1,009 689 93 | 264 | 4,116 381 | 17| 4,514 

@ Fall-trap. 
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Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad jisheries of 
Maryland in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. Pound nets. 
Waters. ‘ 

No. | Value.| No. |Length./ Value. | No. |Length.| Value.| No. |Value. 

Chesapeake Bay: 
Below Swan Point— Yards Yards 

Eastern Shore.....-..... Day PSI SSN asoeen| 2 toe oeo [see eons 154 | 5,580] $616 | 22 | $4,215 
Western Shore .......... BAP SOLO" sane ea Sam aeeiesl| Som cctacsl tesa e silastese oc lteaee ot 86 | 11, 224 

Above Swan Point— | S 
Eastern Shore ......... -; 191 | 10,938 | 433 |138, 680 |$11, 154 |1,322 | 32,900 | 3,745 | 63] 3,885 
Western Shore ....-...-.-- 186 | 38,410 | 654 |110, 350 

Potomac: River <-2-s-.2s-6- 195 | 6,945 118 | 94,500 
Patuxent River... -cic2-2s.: =! 43 975 LS Ae 205 
Pocomoke River. -.:--------- 126 729 40 | 2,180 
Wicomico River ....-.----.- 194 | 1,470) 307 | 20,040 
Nanticoke River.....-......-. 109 | 2,459} 151 | 22, 429 
Marshyhope Creek. ....--.- 51 485 foi | te 160 

Mishing Bayes 5 sn. sss2s50 =a. 16 OOO a rtetateta etme te 
Transquaking River.....-. 42 SOO Lesa aeelliesceeate 
Blackwater River.-.-.-.-..... 53 490 46 | 1,840 

Choptank River .-.-.--..-.---- 244 | 3,981 | 454 | 35,990 
Muckahoe:. Creek .2..2- <2. - 57 659 | 117 | 8, 802 

St. Michael River...........-. 31 50D vwene ee loseneees 
Chester -Riveris:<s-2s..:..<- 141 | 2,718 2 290 
DSassairas RVers. -2---.-+-- 14 340) | saecclateesese 
MURIN GIs at onGazecie cones Ale Noe eO On cc ed lean cee 
Susquehanna River..-.-.....-. 148 | 24,490 | 223 | 28, 672 

i) 17 eee 1,976 |104, 492 |2,638 |472,138 | 44, 464 |3, 955 | 84,588 | 9,532 | 901 | 66,816 

Seines. Fyke nets. | Bow nets. 
Waters. ¥ oe Total 

No.|Length.| Value. | No.| Value. | No.) Value. | erty. VERS 

Chesapeake Bay: 
Below Swan Point— Yards 
HSTOTMESHOLO Neen - 22255 cn ca eee ere|'= S05 Hoceeada Beeteess seca Secreto eo Sone reacosee $860 | $7, 221 
Wiesterm (Shores 22 bs. csceccc-cictelee So lcagnoa ao Aesasoss winfel | Siatcierseres'| srorais | isaieretee 925 | 15,715 

Above Swan Point— 
astern | Shores: ~~ .saeca=cwtelesielelo cis 2 CONE EB GO ees oepacaad be BBA eeeeecbal| ecleasiuel Byejbp 
IWiesternl SNOLC se. acaccceeecaececie Srl F500) See lOO eee |teistnn celle stenmeone eas 17,575 | 73,910 

PotomacURiver.css-\).csacsceccle se centes 5 3 G40 ee 4s 000K een macereee 3 $6 | 5,100 | 30,456 
Pai xent RlVelycccce once sce eeec ces HOS ZOO ST BT Sala Ale seme ss ome mersecctes 653 7, 744 
POCOMOKO RAV OIS == a= ones cceen ee eee 6 462 194 | 16 $204 | 97 505 871 2, 825 
WHCOMICOURAV ERE = 52) o.oo ucneenc once 3 630 330 | 36 399) loess cee caret 1, 844 7, 687 
Neamiicoke univer = o-- sa: -s2-scceree aells sea|laviensiteeleccecs = PAS! 2a Oby beer cacecers 1,105 | 12,754 
Marsh yhope: Creek. :- 60-5 -<<.<<6 sce 8 545 CANO BRB dl Aecenneee| Aaeo| hoseesse 2, 970 5, 157 
HMI OM DR VE em cence oe ata se ne oer oee |. Seq||Songtoca|bascocre ZAC bpemeceelaaec| Gemcosec 85 1, 694 
Transquaking River ...-...-.---....|- nec sans 66 peeceaes apellosceosae 20 90 80 2, 255 
blackwater River a.-.-ss<a-cescess= seelenssieecn|Sess asics |satolsesceceel amet |see sieiatee 130 2,379 

Choptanle ‘Rivers’ = 2222.22 2cemaecnc ase 14 | 3,293 | 1,460; 23 PN Boec||sacaodes 7,148 | 31,880 
hoekahoe Creck. .3-.s-aascccec ces wale 8 | 1,242 900 | 34 BIAS | aicre| sce sieeres 3, 940 7, 243 

SoeNvbichaelWRiVer so ee/sces scenes oie era lteter Mecca |ecieneaee Seen esceeess 80 910 
WhesterRiversce -sa.ctiss sees see eens ia |pcor Sap ue ly SOueleGaa)  lvOnor | meets lsce some 1,050 | 13,178 
DPAssairaNeMor Mace ne ance ee se emcees BE BSbsn Hee Sa Ree nel Bead | Baris tee oee ce orio 315 2, 465 
apy Grease tee eine sone cece scntesweloe Seal eres ora ioie' | Evers eie-o sve eckee ile are arevacsl| bsttall rere ciemeiete 710 | 10,998 
Susquehanna, River scesssucsccs sch ol 12 | 5,800 | 5,000 |cl15 600 | 8 24 | 3,953 | 37,470 

MRO tAIER Rocce Oana asetele eee as 90 | 33,349 | 25, 816 |c15 600 |128 625 | 53,524 | 311, 092 
335 | 5,223 

a Includes 12 ‘‘stick weirs.” b Not set specially for shad, and some catch very few of that species. 

F. R. 98S——13 
e Fall traps or pots. 
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Statement, by water areas, of the yield of shad in each form of apparatus employed in the 
fisheries of Maryland in 1896. 

Drift nets. Stake nets. Seines. Pound nets. 

Waters. 
No. Value. No. | Value. No. | Value. No. | Value. 

Chesapeake Bay: 
Below Swan Point— 
Hestern SHOP. 2a= =2 ces se |S sec ceiseelbeaeecee 4, 620 $786) Sens sccce thee. eee 25,160 | $3,570 
Wiestern SHoretsss: 22522 35 tease See ace a eee Meine see ete 134,119 | 18,347 

Above Swan Point— | 
Eastern Shore .....-.------ 132, 480 | $12, 210 36, 779 2, 974 16, 480 | $1, 895 7, 595 825 
Western Shore -....------ 109) 423) |) 10 76 | sen see leer ee 17,142 | 2,169 2, 244 274 

IRODOMAGIAAVOGE oo: saben eee L3G; SRO PL 459) ree ce alee 44,060 | 3,382} 51,698 5, 533 
Patuxent Riverss22-225-55-- 19, 700 POT ha a= ricireme aces oe 24,375 | 2,680 8, 279 910 
IRDEOMOGKG RivOlies. 5-522 5% 4 3, 198 AQ) |iacimnae tie | aera oe 2, 537 365" sc0- ess essen 
Wicomico River .---...-..------ 45, 398 5, 442 4,725 734 4, 054 452 | 12,536 1, 667 
Nanticoke River .-.....-.------ 62, 876 5 S16. |) 27,665 || AOloietece seealecoeee 35, 303 3, 022 
Marshvhope Creek ..-----.- 24, 920 2,800 |eoneeeo == aecoccm: 7, 180 823 6, 560 676 

Limslabas 1 BAAS op oe SES orate elo a San eel ees Dee ee 8, 165 ed eSase eos Hest eeee 1, 625 183 
Pransyus kino RVers 25 Cb cs]).22 Sheen e sae a nia ala wieder a me [flava ate tote tote 12, 094 1, 133 
Blackwater River ...--..--- 3, 700 ADD Wise meses oan cn | pe eeinke en) soaeeece 9, 460 1, 051 

Choptank River ..----.----:- 80, 591 8,541 | 35,275 | 3,813 | 45,050 | 5,183 | 114,758 | 11,811 
Tuckahoe Creek ...-.-.-.---- 39, 670 4, O84 Ndeceaseet |saaoeaoe 22,195 | 2,295 283 ii 

Shr MiIchaelMRiver oosc-.22=52|teesae es] =beesaece 2, 215 423 benese | soJego 23). oe cee so 
ChestertRiver feos. = -25-25---= 21, 319 2, 826 
Sassafras River 1, 290 166 
Tol | ai Sahara see Be caap enon ee 5, 244 637 
Susquehanna River==----..- 5.1) 30,040} 13,949) |Co2 oo oes ee.| 80, d%0) |) od, 120) pene eens 

tala s sees tases oe sceee 695,651 | 68,875 | 129,034 | 14,959 | 223,351 | 24,499 | 449,567 | 52, 658 

Fyke nets. Bow nets. | Total. 
Waters. = 

No. Value.| No. Value. No. Value. 

Chesapeake Bay: 
Below Swan Point— | 
HASLOUI SNOT Oe feeatociecie sass cs aneatemiane bapaioin saan fomretaciscl sa macisc|srtelstetrers 29, 780 $4, 356 
WVEStern SNOLTes 25.5 f20 sts as scares cee se meee esse he eccesecclesehoa ne |b ee seer 134, 119 18, 347 

Above Swan Point— 
FHANCOLM SHOLGE > a cst. oe a's ae ma ace celewanicins =) |bineciclsja ss] cisineetsice| = oe bees a| ee oetetaten 194, 334 17, 904 
NVBSLEMSNOTON SSc25 cisco rc Sacecee uses letew oat enelocce ee eels cokes eset 128, 809 14, 204 

SR OLOHIACORGEVIOD. seo Seams inca recast ela teh= Se ecw ais iets alm ecremeise | 600 | $150 233, 238 20, 524 
IPAExeNb MLV OFS cc-cccsc wee ccm acme nee See OSIe coc ome aeeac eee niece cae al levee aes 52, 354 5, 867 
[ROVOMOKEM VOL sons = case ee eee eo ee ee 205 $32 | 23,812 | 3,416 29, 752 4, 304 
IWCOMICOFRIVOI Ess ce? = tees: a eee eee ces 1, 302 WSS e352 ae caladete ate 68, 015 8, 480 
INANELCO RG IVE moe Soc ae eee see tee ees cos 9, 337 MOD || eossea.s a) laicorenetes 125, 181 11, 648 
Marshyhope Creeks 225.2 for -2 22sec see se] emeeee ce lessee essen eae acer 38, 660 3, 865 

HOSHING DAV Gs... saat sae olan Ramee ase T ana cteasea ol ae eeees pecs anne aaa eee 9, 790 1, 174 
iransquakine River: 2.22.2 3228224 Uso ss se sal esses Seeks 1, 600 154 13, 694 1, 287 
Blackwater River ess sceet ae an teas N ee ae sy epoees bay eee ere ote doles me 13, 160 1, 480 

Chophank iver s~ssiest cee pose se ane ee 402 Bt Reeser eenscae= 276, 076 29, 386 
Ruckahoe iver. .5425¢o-s-sa0- 23-226 eee ees 196 aR ie eee Peon ace 62, 344 6, 424 

StevichaelRivenissscaccicciees thee suse seisenere | eset seer laaee ceeelnes cece al mesceees 2: 915 423 
Ghestemvbivertesssad a2 kot Nee aca eee cee 2, 390 PALS 2 ee aa eee ere 53, 507 7,918 
Sassaivas River! so5+teste hse ceincstieaecesane |o aeeqceeelieeeeeel |e ep ae eel tees 1, 290 166 
ERT V GR ere oe ace aeons mee a see ae nee nae pe Ee ea OE tee eee eee te 5, 244 637 
NUSGMOhANMANIVEN -2 oic<mae esos cscs cece cesses | (Oa, 00s 259 1, 600 220 69, 488 8, 157 

RO Da Rees a se elon ee cae aoe Bee 15,835 | 1,620 | 27,612 | 3,940 | 1,541,050 | 166,551 

a Fall traps or pots. 

CHESAPEAKE BAY IN MARYLAND. 

Chesapeake Bay extends northward into the State of Maryland a 
distance of 120 miles, running to within 12 miles of the northern bound- 

ary, dividing the State into two large portions, the Eastern Shore and 

Western Shore. It is from 4 to 20 miles wide and covers an area of 

976 square miles, but, including its numerous tributaries up to the limit 

of tide water, it covers an area of 2,359 square miles within Maryland 

limits. The depth is from 3 to 18 fathoms, and the water is salty, 
except in the northern portion above Swan Point, where it becomes 
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somewhat brackish. A number of important rivers enter this bay from 

either side, and Susquehanna River enters at the northern end, con- 
tinuing the separation of the two shores of Maryland and draining a 

large area of Pennsylvania. 

At its entrance into Maryland, Chesapeake Bay receives each year 

2,250,000 or more shad, of which about 750,000 pass up the Potomac, 

330,000 proceed up the Pocomoke and Tangier Sound tributaries, 50,000 

up the Patuxent, 350,000 up the Choptank and tributaries, 50,000 up 

the Chester, 650,000 in the meantime being taken on the shore of the 
Chesapeake and its smaller tributaries, leaving 70,000 or more to pass 

up into the Susquehanna. These figures include only the shad that are 

taken by the fishermen, and not those otherwise destroyed or that 

escape these fatalities and return to the sea, as to the number of which 

no estimate can be formed. The shad fisheries of each of the several 

tributaries of the Chesapeake will be separately described, leaving for 

the present chapter a notice of the fisheries of the bay proper. Many 

of the shad obtained in the bay are taken in the lower and middle por- 

tions, but the great bulk of the catch is taken in the extreme upper 

end. 

Because of the differences in the physical characteristics, in the forms 

of apparatus used, and also in the seasons at which shad are taken 

therein, it is desirable in treating of the Chesapeake fisheries to sepa- 

rate them into two geographical sections, the first covering the lower 

three-fourths or more of the bay, from the Virginia line to Swan Point, 

and the second including that part above Swan Point, which is at 

the north side of the mouth of Chester River and opposite Patapsco 

River. 

From the Virginia line to Swan Point.—This portion of Chesapeake 

Bay is 90 miles long and from 4 to 20 miles wide. From the western 

side it receives the waters of the Potomac and Patuxent rivers, while 

from the east it receives the Pocomoke, Wicomico, Nanticoke, Chop- 

tank, and Chester rivers, and some smaller streams. 

The shad fisheries outside of the rivers are of comparatively small 
extent and confined to the use of pound nets and a few stake nets, 

yielding 159,279 and 4,620, respectively, in 1896, of which 29,780 were 
obtained by men living on the Eastern Shore and 134,119 by fishermen 

from the Western Shore. 

The location of pound nets on the Eastern Shore was as follows: Poco- 

moke Sound, 8 nets, taking 7,149 shad; below Little Annemessex River, 
5 nets, yielding 1,416 shad; Smith’s Island, 1 net taking 4,875 shad; 

Tilghman Island and Wittman, 4 nets, with 2,640 shad; and Kent Island, 

4 pound nets, yielding 9,080 shad. On the Western Shore 4 nets were 

located at Point No Point, 29 near the mouth of the Patuxent, 5 at 

Governor Run, and 48 between Holland Point and Gibson Island, 

making a total of 86 nets, worth $11,224, which yielded 53,167 roe and 
80,952 buck shad, worth $18,347. Most of the pound nets are of the 
“single heart” variety, and the mesh in the bowl is generally 4 inches, 
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but some have 24-inch mesh for retaining alewives. The season for 
shad begins the second or third week of March and continues for 

nearly two months. The yield at the various stations was much less in 
1896 than in 1895 and several previous years. In the 5 nets set just 

below the mouth of Little Annemessex River only 1,416 shad were 

taken in 1896, whereas in 1893 2,100 shad were obtained in one lift of 
the same nets. The decrease was not confined to shad, but shared in 

by nearly all the species usually taken. In the spring of 1895 the 5 

nets above referred to yielded $3,400 worth of fish, while the local 

value of the catch in the spring of 1896 did not exceed $600. 

The stake nets are located along the shore from Tilghman Island to 

Kent Island. In 1896, 96 nets were set on the shore of Tilghman Island, 
27 off Sherwood and Wittman, and 51 along the shore of Kent Island, 
making a total of 154 nets. The number of men employed was 64, and 

the catch numbered 3,300 roe and 1,320 buck shad, valued locally at 

$786. This fishery is almost entirely for local use, and comparatively 

few of the shad thus taken find their way into distant markets. 

From Swan Point to head of Chesapeake Bay.—This section of the 

Chesapeake, comprising less than one-fourth of the area of the bay 
proper, is bordered on the east by Kent and Cecil counties and on the 

west by Baltimore and Harford counties. The depth of water in the 

channel ranges from 5 to 5 fathoms, yet there are numerous shoals and 

flats where the depth is from 2 fathoms to a few inches. The water is 

normally brackish, but during heavy freshets it becomes almost fresh 

above Spesutie Island. Susquehanna River enters the extreme north- 

ern end, and on the northeast three arms extend several miles inland, 

forming the estuaries of Northeast, Elk, and Sassafras rivers. The 

principal fishing centers are Havre de Grace on the Western Shore, and 

Charlestown, Northeast, Betterton, Tolchester, and Rock Hall on the 

Eastern Shore. This is the principal shad region of Chesapeake Bay, 

as determined by both the quantity and quality of the product. The 

yield in 1896, although smaller than usual, numbered 130,011 roes and 

193,132 bucks, of which 87,875 roes and 155,028 bucks were taken by 

drift nets, 23,524 roes and 13,255 bucks by stake nets, 15,040 roes and 

18,582 bucks by seines, and 3,572 roes and 6,267 bucks by pound nets, 

the total local value of the whoie being $32,108. 

This is the location of the most valuable drift-net fishery of the 

Atlantic coast south of Delaware Bay. The nets are operated from 

the mouth of the Susquehanna down to Poole Island, a distance of 25 

miles, and at times even below that point. They are also operated in 

that arm of the Chesapeake known as North East River and in the 

extreme lower ends of Elk and Sassafras rivers. The depth of water in 

which they are drifted ranges all the way from 3 or 4 to 30 feet, but 

most of the nets are designed for use in 14 to 18 feet.of water. From 

400 to 2,000 yards of twine are carried by each boat, the total for the 

191 boats operating in 1896 being 249,030 yards. This is usually cut 
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into lengths containing from 150 to 400 yards each. The size of the 

mesh is mostly 54 inches, but some fishermen use 54, 53, and 54 inch. 

The cost of 1,000 yards medium-width twine is about $85. Two or 
three men are required for each boat, the value of the latter averaging 

nearly $100 each. The nets are used principally at night, a lantern 

mounted on a float being attached to each end.- While the nets are 

drifting the fishermen “run” the net from end to end, discovering the 

presence of fish by the “‘ feel” of the upper line. That portion of the net 

containing the fish is then raised and the shad removed, when the net 
is dropped to drift as before. 

It is essential that the fish be removed very soon after they are 

enmeshed, otherwise they are likely to be mutilated by eels, which are 

very annoying during the shad season. Sometimes a large part of the 

catch is found to consist of heads and backbones of shad, from which 
the flesh has been stripped by eels. 

The season begins about the 1st of April and extends to the last of 

May or 1st of June. The catch in 1896 was unusually small, the total 

yield for the 191 boats being only 242,903, an average of 1,272 per boat. 

Some boats have caught over 8,000 shad in one season. The catch by 

drift nets has been decreasing for several years, attributed by the 

fishermen to the increased number of pound nets in the Virginia section 

of Chesapeake Bay. The following summary shows the location and 

extent of the drift-net fishery in this part of the Chesapeake in 1896: 

Men. Boats. Drift nets. Shad caught. 

Residence of fishermen. 
No. | No. | Value. |Length. | Value. Neat pet Value. 

Kent County: Yards. 
ROG Ker al leat cms -cacemiataeeacceeetice 44) 17 $440 | 18,720 | $1,720} 9,860] 10,310) $1,775 
TIN WV Anis chic Semin asa <1 (craye 38 | 13) 1,290) 15,680} 1,470} 5,690 &, 325 984 
RGuUOUOON  ehiee sna s eee niectas aeciatse os 44 | 16] 1,545) 21,760] 1,924] 8,340] 12,535 1, 597 

Cecil County: 
Chesapeake City: --...-|..-.-......-.- 5 305 6, 420 565 | 3, 250 5, 670 842 
lctonsemeadee ease alee 4 210 5, 430 510 | 3,120 5, 760 630 
Northeast and Elk Neck . 36 | 1,460 | 46,800 | 2,980 | 14,880} 25,310 4, 355 
Whanlostowiltesscnsseonctesicas cts. ale 17 690 | 23,870) 1,985 | 5,620] 14,810 2, 027 

Harford County : 
Havre’ GS Graces oo. ole wise ectee saree 175 | 70 | 10,170 | 94,950) 8,400 | 32,523 | 65,049] 10,328 
Aberdeen and Perryman............. 10 4 600 4, 800 480 | 1,374 2, 139 446 
Michaelsivaillles soc c0- ete 5 com senses = 10 4 600 4, 800 480 | 1,226 1, 842 392 
Abingdon and Edgewood ...........- 8 4 400 4, 400 440 | 1,542 2, 828 514 

Baltimore County: 
(CLERO Soteshdrepsacads aos ceseeacseene 3 al 140 1, 400 125 450 450 81 

TRGYICT eet aciapececreone Geer sae ane 516 | 191 | 17, 850 | 249,030 | 21,079 | 87,875 | 155,028 | 23,971 

Twenty-five years ago stake nets were extensively operated in this 

portion of Chesapeake Bay, but they have gradually given way to the 

more effective and less costly drift nets. They are yet operated along 

the shore of Kent County between Swan Point and Worton Point, and 

especially on the flats off Tolchester Beach, the fishermen living on 
Kent County shore. The nets are about 25 yards in length and 45 

meshes deep, with 54 or 54 inch mesh, and are set in rows 1n from 10 to 

18 feet of water, 20 to 40 nets being used by each boat. In 1896 there 

were 101 men engaged in the stake-net fishery, using 1,322 nets, 32,900 
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yards long, worth $3,745. The nets were set about February 1 for 
striped bass, and the season for taking shad extended from March 20 

to the beginning of May, the yield numbering 23,524 roes and 13,255 

bucks, valued locally at $2,974. The price during that season was 

unusually small, the lowest certainly within the last ten years. 

Six seines were used in the extreme northern end of Chesapeake 

Bay in 1896, their location being as follows: Carrot Cove (1 seine), Car- 
penter Point (1 seine), Fishing Battery Light (2 seines), and Spesutie 

Island (2 seines). The length ranges from 1,500 to 2,500 yards, the 

aggregate of the 6 seines being 11,600 yards, with 2 to 3 inch mesh. 

The value of the 6 seines was $10,200, and the number of fishermen 
employed 306, with 268 shoresmen. The season began the second week 

of April and lasted six or seven weeks, the catch numbering 14,560 

roes and 18,052 bucks, worth $3,902. The yield of alewives numbered 
6,516,000. In addition to the above, there was one seine on Miller 
Island used for taking striped bass and perch, in which some shad were 

caught. This seine was 600 yards in length, required 10 men to operate 

it, and the catch of shad numbered 480 roes and 530 bucks. Large 

quantities of alewives were obtained, but on account of the low prices 

ruling for these fish very few of them were marketed. 

The two seines at the Fishing Battery Light are operated from large 

floats or batteries, containing stables, storehouses, salting sheds, quar- 

ters for the men, etc. An average float is simply a large raft, 60 by 80 

feet, of sufficient buoyancy to be removed to any desirable point on the 

flats, where it is secured into position by piles passing through wells in 

the raft. Each of three sides of the float is provided with an apron 45 

feet wide, held in position by stout chains, and which can be raised or 

lowered at will. This apron provides an inclined plane, on which the 

seine is hauled in the same manner as at shore seines. The selection 

of the side on which the hauling is made is determined by the direction 

of the current, the wind, etc. The fourth sideis used asa wharf. When 

practicable three hauls are usually made each day, two on the ebb tides 

and one on a flood tide, the yield of shad on the former being five or 

six times as great as the latter. 

Of the 69 pound nets operated in the upper portion of Chesapeake 

Bay in 1896, 46 were located between Turkey Point and Northeast, 7 

between Charlestown and Carpenter Point, 6 off Betterton near the 

mouth of the Sassafras River, and 6 on the western shore from Miller 
Island to North Point. These nets cost from $50 to $150 each. They 

are usually set in strings containing from 2 to 4 nets each. They are 

not operated especially for shad, and that species represents only a 

small proportion of the total catch, the shad yield in 1896 numbering 

only 9,839, worth $1,099. 
The use of pound nets or stake nets is prohibited “in Chesapeake 

Bay, north of a line 1 mile south of Pool Island, except the bay shore 

of Kent County up to Howell Point at the mouth of Sassafras River.” 
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POTOMAC RIVER. 

This river, the largest and most important tributary of Chesapeake 

Bay, is formed by the union of the north and south branches on the 
line between Maryland and West Virginia, whence, forming the bound- 

ary line between Maryland and the Virginias, it flows a distance of 290 

miles to its entrance into Chesapeake Bay, 75 miles above Cape Henry. 

Below Washington it is broad and sluggish, forming one of the largest 

estuaries on the Atlantic coast, covering 370 square miles, not inelud- 

ing its tributaries. This estuary is 100 miles in length and varies in 

width from 2 to 7 miles, with a navigable depth of 16 feet or more at 

low water, the depth in some places exceeding 100 feet. At Wash- 

ington, the head of navigation, the fluvial characteristics appear, and 

from that point to Great Falls, 15 miles above, there are numerous 

shoals, with several small falls, the most important being Little Falls, 

at a distance of 5 miles above Georgetown, where the descent is several 

feet. At Great Falls, where the Potomac crosses the escarpment line, 

the water passes over a mass of rock, descending 35 or 40 feet, the 

total fall in a distance of 14 miles being 80 or 90 feet. Great Falls have 

always presented a barrier to the upward movement of shad. If they 

could be passed no serious obstruction would be met with until where 

the river breaks through the Blue Ridge, just below Harpers Ferry, 60 

miles above Georgetown. In 1882 an appropriation of $50,000 was 

made by Congress for the erection of suitable fishways at Great Falls, 

and in 1885 the work of construction was begun, the plans providing 

for a fishway in six sections in the Maryland channel. A high freshet 

during the night of October 29-30 considerably damaged the partly 

completed sections, and after examination it was decided that ‘ the 

fishways were not planned sufficiently strong to withstand the effects 

of the violent floods of the locality in which they were placed,” and the 

project was abandoned. 
That portion of the river below the District of Columbia is entirely 

within the limits of the State of Maryland, the boundary line between 

Maryland and Virginia following the extreme low-water mark on the 

Virginia side of the main body of the river and from headland to head- 

land at the mouths of creeks along the same shore. In 1785, while the 
boundary line was in dispute and before the adoption of the Constitu- 

tion of the United States, Maryland and Virginia entered into articles 

of agreement for the regulation of commerce, navigation, and other 

industries of mutual interest, and one of the articles provided for a 

right of fishery in Potomac River in common to the citizens of the two 

States, and that in the regulation thereof neither State should enforce 

any law not approved by the other. The effect of this compact has been 

to prevent any regulation of shad fisheries by either of the two States, 

and the citizens of both States enjoy equal fishing privileges in the river. 

Prior to 1830 shad fishing was prosecuted almost exclusively by means 

of seines, the fisheries being controlled by the well-to-do riparian pro- 

prietors. Nearly every large plantation on the river had its fishing 
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shore, the returns from which were large, some of them renting for 
several thousand dollars. Sometime during the Thirties drift nets were 
introduced by fishermen from Delaware River, and by 1835 they had 

increased to such an extent as to embarrass the seining operations and 
to materially lessen the profits. A convention of fishermen was held 
at Alexandria, Va., to protest against the use of drift nets and to take 

measures to secure legal prohibition of them. This was the beginning 

of the contest which was waged for years between the riparian owners 

and the wandering fishermen who have successfully contested the right 

to equal fishing privileges with the former. 
In 1871 it was reported that 24 seines were then used on the Mary- 

land shore of the Potomac, requiring the services of 619 men, 74 boats, 
and 51 horses, and catching in the spring of that year 110,400 shad, 

worth $14,353. During the same year 243 drift nets were reported on 

the same side of the river, with 161,446 square fathoms of twine, 

requiring 456 fishermen and 213 shoresmen, catching 351,800 shad, 

valued at $38,698, making a total of 462,200 shad, worth $53,051, taken 
by residents of Maryland. No reliable estimates or records showing 

the extent of the fisheries of the Virginia shore during that year are 

available, but they have generally been more extensive than on the 

Maryland shore. 
A fair idea of the comparative yield of shad in the Potomac during 

the past quarter of a century may be obtained from an examination of 

the following table showing the number of shad inspected in the Dis- 

trict of Columbia from 1873 to 1896, inclusive, which represents from 

50 to 75 per cent of the total yield in the river: 

Year. Jan. Feb. | March. April. May. June. Total. 

TEE Bh psec Se OC 0 DAIS OS RCD OS SUod | setsoncod jasccces4 lbooseos ces Kaooonsasdteconste se) be bee ses 852, 900 
Tye SSG e eee eDOO ROCESS BOMB AS SrOCIdG) HE SSOeed Sresegice Nsemcreaod tee Soc scr (Sencoc san eccsdage’ 628, 637 
Mee a4 age ECO HOD ANS aE COA ACOs Em ocOSCr lbaeeoace| Hocsers—or teasroanape see anpoee |pSomacoon! 464, 215 
Tt) Hea Be Opercor oo ae anh SOU DO Sr bapeStonleceneeec pemaon Scaccl os SSOone basscaqana Sead sqen ae 319, 079 
LO ba ame sos TRO EOO a ee ces pocend eeasesslooomseolesese@aacad My a ate aicricl| Pertenece! oi eee teres 131,199 
WS7Sieeseccc scene oacaenscsaa =e Pare cm| so enAcee|aace mse sewee eee melseeer = cele = enc cs mae |sutem a aerate 121, 785 
WA) 4 Resa ses0scdoscnscopocosecsos Booedo sd bosucens 3,570 116, 938 168, 515 22, 218 311, 241 
Thcte UO sepyaaciadacincme so Sdosce Ss Sheingce 4 28 10,110 165, 071 139, 441 6, 145 320, 799 
TCH) SB eae eee Yd aren Bi ee ee ee ce, ay 16,074 | 233,716 | 200, 723 7,855 | 458,368 
TS Bene secaoscsconcmosnaasoan od bessecac 14 18, 895 226, 164 101, 175 3, 989 350, 237 
TIES Wea ae Ara So Ne Ed oe | 4| 11,254] 171,641] 76,127 2,452 | 261, 478 
Nae aa om vs een le fiw ke is = ial miler | myc ois ef nem hie 32, 312 147, 503 50, 802 494 231, 111 
LES Semen a eins oe Sate amine a em mie ie elojall ne ara ae ac ayohepete a eee 6 55, 155 68, 450 1, 847 125, 458 
BRO ee measietewere te eiloiie a sicb ince piel iall Siewimalaatl| meets eine 6, 544 133, 733 38, 526 - 2,274 181, 077 
URE) a6 Sag COSC OEE OR Seeae Jebel eeeapas 4 7,141 151, 694 106, 475 3, 796 269, 110 
SLRS mretetotansiatajole Gee v cia Waters ate cis ciwicia| temic oMine | etecnreees 145 186, 273 117, 316 4,710 308, 444 
THT) 28 so oacone Coc SUSE HOODOO Oe Gereasccel oordcsiee 6,902 | 277, 956 160, 891 2, 828 448, 577 
1890 Me ceria Pies osiecocseccaescemese 1 38 26, 109 337, 152 54, 509 1, 582 419, 391 
ESO pee ae eats Coltteen creo thi soe scllmeinch mae 14 5, 012 246, 791 68, 653 2,319 317, 789 
OO Decisis amet aiaiwal tals winlstw in imaieiec,aratas wie si 4 7, TAL 204, 657 44, 298 4,182 260, 882 
IC RAC Seas SOO Ree Soe ert ea (A ee aes |e ie 16,809 | 229, 250 60, 460 1, 459 307, 978 
1804 erence. aeeeaee seas oe ae nials 6 25 12, 125 297, 554 74, 301 11, 627 395, 638 
NOD eR esc tate or ata Dee aie te wtictes| esiatotan [els cancels 27, 256 459, 165 131, 321 5, 568 623, 310 
Fe OS Ser ASE DO emo Snes Ca 2.5 Somos 7 10,254 | 272, 038 55, 923 4, 938 343, 160 

The average annual yield of shad in the Potomac during recent years 

has been about 750,000. The catch in 1896 was smaller than usual, 

numbering 684,063, of which 450,825 were obtained by the residents of 
Virginia and 233,238 by Maryland fishermen. An interdiction exists 

against shad fishing within the limits of the District of Columbia. 
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The following summary shows, by States, the number of people 
employed in each branch of the shad fisheries of the Potomac River in 
1896: 

: 3 Virginia | Maryland 
Designation. cheat etiore Total. 

Fishermen: 
SHPUEING fondo bocs Ooh SAGoCDODOBODOOACDoD SoonAcor so o7aoone dobeoSe 77 eee eee 21 
JOM (ata sasoctmanas SoccOD SOC sno So DODO Ree TooSdoSeserenbSas 231 241 472 
SOING Goose oss atenctc et ees Dhahas vocalist ea lcmaatecscieeaaesine seta 247 87 334 
IPOUNG NEU sense ere sneer acter eeinin a iene iad aac, al lelals 308 116 424 
LOT Giga Ss SRdReEBOtasceqonnONoCoS saa mccnsctacesoSsseerosodedlpaneaosssnds 25 25 

SUMO RSSHAR GS Cot se eA SS soc eecoe ok Soo Sean S05 ok es Shee ses sees are 31 39 70 
PET ANS POLLETS a )a.a\e ce ieee) a @'atale's eseiae m miniol=)aimiainialn'= =! ele/=in <inisimeis'eclesio~/<isis.> 17 4 21 

Total, exclusive of duplication..................--.-.--..--. 855 512 1, 367 

The following statement shows the boats, apparatus, etc., employed 

in the shad fisheries of the Potomac River in 1896: 

Virginia shore. Maryland shore. * Total. 
i : re) | y 

Designation. Length Length Length 
Vi .| No. a aPNOs = : No alue. | No (yds.) Value. | No | (yds.) Value 

OAS. saa ore a | CAUSE TD | h  ae e 1$6;.945)|"520) | 32eeeres $24, 895 
Stake nets - - c HA Bia eee lees aeecallbecooene 529 6, 133 1, 043 
Drift nets... 6,155 | 118 | 94,500 | 6,230 | 236 | 161,500 | 12,385 
Seines ...--. 13, 700 5 | 3,640! 4,000} 13] 17,240] 17,700 
Pound nets. --- - Soon lin |e ace Saloni 430) emacs 43, 350 
Bow nets..-.----- oc lesenebtsassscpccsssce Oy |Barecace 6 By Kassner ccs 6 
Shore property Mi) oO ele sasc|acoooese SlOOw eee 2a eto jeer 21, 525 

Total value DO RAA SE | Preeterlsteteretererst SONA DOM |e retell tctensreleretarere 120, 904 

The following statement shows the product of each branch of the 

shad fisheries of the Potomac River in 1896: 

Virginia shore. Maryland shore. | Total. 
Fishery. a= 

Roes. | Bucks. | Value.| Roes. | Bucks.| Value. | Roes. | Bucks. | Value. 

Stake-net .........--- GU7AGi |e da TOde|eBINGlGnlasceee tee coerce lee sete ce 6,746 | 4,764| $1,616 
DviktnOtisssccesece css 85, 440 56, 960 | 11,729 | 82,128 | 54,752 | $11,459 | 167,568 | 111,712 | 23, 188 
HIG BS ae see oO Sao CE ae 47, 631 31, 754 6,471 | 25, 386 | 18, 674 3, 382 73, 017 50, 428 9, 853 
Pound-net..........-- 114, 999 | 102,531 | 23, 268 | 31, 163 | 20,535 5,533 | 146,162 | 123,066 | 28, 801 
IBGWeNnObcccaat cae rre malo secs se ne lec eiaie cial eloemcicle 360 240 150 360 240 | 150 

ie ee 254, 816 | 196,009 | 43, 084 |139,037 | 94,201 | 20,524 | 393,853 | 290,210 | 63, 608 

The drift-net grounds extend from Mathias Point to Alexandria, a 
distance of 60 miles, but those nets are operated most extensively from 

Indian Head to River View. Below Mathias Point the water is salty 
and too clear and sluggish to permit the successful use of this form of 

apparatus, except when heavy rains have swollen the river. The nets 

range in length from 300 to 1,000 yards, averaging above 700 yards, 

and in depth from 30 to 90 meshes, depending respectively on the width 

and depth of the reach in which they are operated. They are usually 

so rigged as to float several feet below the surface of the water, being 
suspended by buoy lines at intervals of 15 or 18 feet. Those nets 60 
to 90 meshes deep, when operated in the main channel, are buoyed 

with the upper line from 8 to 10 feet below the surface, permitting all 

boats, except the largest steamers, to pass over them without injury. 
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There are two general methods of hanging the drift nets, viz, the 

“single line” and the ‘double line.” In the former the lower portion 
of the net is permitted to swing freely, having no bottom line and not 

being weighted. The mesh in these is generally 54 or 54inch. The 

second form of nets, known as ‘double line,” is operated mostly on the 
shoals, and consequently is usually longer and shallower. In these nets 

a line extends the entire length of the bottom, to which leaden weights 

are attached, serving to hold the net in a somewhat rigid position, and 

the mesh is usually 5-inch. The reason for the difference in the size of 

the mesh in the “single-line” and “‘double-line” nets is that the bottom 

of the former, swinging clear and free, readily yields to every motion of 

the fish enmeshed therein and the fish soon becomes wound up and 

entangled in the meshes, being unable to either withdraw or force its 

way through the net; while the latter, being in a somewhat unyield- 

ing position in the water, due to the weighted bottom line, is not easily 

entangled, and the mesh must be sufficiently small to hold the fish 

firmly. The “single-line” nets are usually from 50 to 90 meshes deep 

and the ‘‘double-line” nets from 30 to 60 meshes in depth. The former 

are drifted mostly during slack water, and consequently remain in the 

water usually only two or three hours at a time. The latter are oper- 

ated on both tides, and may remain in the water a half day or longer. 
An ordinary gill net, full-rigged, costs $100 to $125; after being used 
one season its value is reduced one-half, and three seasons’ work usually 

renders it unfit for further use. The season begins about the last week 

in March and ends about the middle of June. The yield in 1896 was 

unusually small, only 50 or 60 per cent of that obtained in 1895. The 

yield by the 118 boats from the Virginia shore numbered 85,440 roes 

and 56,960 bucks, a total of 142,400, while the Maryland fishermen 
obtained 136,880, of which 82,128 were roes and 54,752 buck shad. The 

price received by the fishermen was also low, averaging between $8 and 

$8.50 per hundred. 

The stake-net fishery of Potomac River is of little importance, con- 

sisting of a few strings of nets operated in the lower half of the river 

by residents of Virginia. The total number used in 1396 was 529, set 
in 9 strings, requiring the services of 21 men who employed 12 boats, 

worth $935. The catch was quite small, numbering only 6,746 roe shad 

and 4,764 bucks, worth $1,616. 
The pound-net fishery is confined almost entirely to the lower half of 

the river, the nets set for shad above Maryland Point being few in 
number and cheaply constructed. Pound nets were introduced about 

1875, and since then they have constantly increased in favor. In 1889 

there were 330 pound nets; in 1890, 376; in 1891, 411, and in 1896, 430. 
Of those used in 1896, 299 were operated by Virginians and 131 by 

residents of Maryland. The former, however, are much larger and 

catch many more shad than those on the Maryland side of the river, 

the Virginia nets being most numerous near the mouth, while most of 

the Maryland nets are between Nanjemoy Point and Blakistone Island. 
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The mesh in most of the shad pound nets has the following dimen- 

sions: Leader, 7 inches; first “pound,” 6; second ‘‘ pound,” 4 or 5, and 
main “pound,” 4 or 44 inches. Some of the nets have 24-inch mesh, in 

order to retain the alewives; while a few of the regular shad nets have 

a backing of 24-inch mesh, against which the fish are bunted when the 
net is lifted, the alewives not escaping readily through the large mesh 

except when the net is being lifted. There is a tendency to increase 

the size of the mesh, and during the last year it was 12 inches in some 
of the leaders, and this will probably be exceeded, as the tide runs 

strong and a small mesh trap is more likely to be swept away than one 

of larger mesh, and it also accumulates more seaweed and other floatage. 

The “pounds” are usually from 40 to 60 feet square and the leaders 

from 200 to 250 yards in length, the average cost of the nets approxi- 

mating $100. The total catch of shad by the pound nets in 1896 num- 
bered 269,228, of which 114,999 roes and 102,531 bucks were obtained by 
Virginia fishermen, and 31,163 roes and 20,535 bucks by residents of 
Maryland. This yield was not so large as usual, nor were the prices so 

high as in former years. Unusually warm weather in April resulted in 

glutting the market, and prices did not recover during the season. The 

lowest prices received were 6 cents for roes and 3 cents for bucks, but 
from two to three times that amount represented the average prices. 

The total value of the above yield was $28,801, of which $23,268 repre- 

sented the Virginia and $5,533 the Maryland catch. 

Seining was formerly the most extensive branch of the Potomac 

River shad fisheries, but its importance as compared with the drift-net 

and pound-net fisheries is becoming less each year. 

The following shows the location and extent of this fishery in 1896: 

Dis- Number! Number of shad 

tance | Num- of men, caught. 
Localities. above | ber of | Length. inclnd- Value. 

Smith | seines. nae 
Point arta Roes. Bucks. 

Virginia: Miles. Yards. 
Stifis Whart:. 20.5556 Raters 70 | 1 800 17 1, 200 800 $172 
Marlboro Point:.o--2tecs cus. 74 1 1, 800 37 4, 200 2, 800 560 
GummePomtienss.. sees aes Tt 1 1, 200 20 450 300 120 
Wide Wiaters.--t)2s-552s5cec 82 1 2, 200 50 4, 800 3, 200 688 
Freestone Point-...-.-.-----.- 91 1 2, 400 47 14, 181 9, 454 1, 891 
Occoquan Creek..-...-....... 93 2 2, 000 32 4, 800 3, 200 640 
aoe nae ee es ataa aa vcinis cas 96 1 3, 200 15) 18, 000 12, 000 2, 400 

aryland: 
ChanmantPoint) 22-362. 2.205. 99 2 1, 200 80 11, 250 9, 250 1, 550 
Barslandinoy ess. 5.5 o5ses> 102 1 1, 600 18 4, 586 3, 024 552 
Moxley) Pom aan. c= ccc 107 1 440 16 2, 400 1, 600 320 
Pulip Hie ssse sees ccec ccce ok 109 iH 400 12 7, 200 4, 800 960 

‘Total.co=-<-- eames aecesar| Janae =-- 13 17, 240 404 73, 017 50, 428 9, 853 

At Great Falls, 14 miles above Georgetown, there are a few bow nets 

used each spring from the last week in April to the first or second week 

of June. These nets are operated from a point known as “Shad Rock,” 
which projects into the water on the Virginia shore just below the 

principal falls. Three bow nets were reported from that locality in 

1896, the yield numbering 360 roe shad and 240 bucks, 
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PATUXENT RIVER. 

The Patuxent, the most important shad stream between the Potomac 

and the Susquehanna, is situated wholly in Maryland, rising in Howard 

and Montgomery counties, and flows a distance of 110 miles to its 

entrance into the Chesapeake, 20 miles above the mouth of the Poto- 
mac. Itis navigable for steamers of 7 or 8 feet draft to Bristol, 46 miles 

from the mouth. Aside from the numerous apparatus of capture, fish 

meet with no serious obstruction to their ascent of the river until near 

Laurel, 95 miles from the mouth, where the river is crossed by two 
dams for developing water-power. Because of the numerous fisheries 

in the lower half of the river and the narrowness of the stream very 

few shad ever reach Laurel and none ever pass above the dams at that 

town. Of the 52,354 shad taken in 1896, 24,375 were obtained by means 
of seines, 19,700 by drift nets, and 8,279 by pound nets. As the fish 

enter the river they encounter first the pound nets near the mouth; 

after proceeding about 35 miles they reach the lowest seine beach, and 

a short distance farther up, between Dunkirk and Leon, they reach the 

drift-net grounds. 

The pound nets operated in the lower end of the river are mostly 

between Point Patience and Drum Point. They are small, averaging 

in value only $125 each, and have small mesh, depending more on taking 

alewives than shad. The catch of shad by the 33 nets in 1896 numbered 

3,305 roes and 4,974 bucks, worth $910 at local values. The yield of 

alewives in the same nets numbered 795,830, valued locally at $2,152. 

The seine beaches are located entirely in the upper reaches in Prince 

George and Anne Arundel counties, from Hill’s Landing to Leon where 

the river is 500 or 600 feet wide. The seines range from 100 to 200 yards 

in length, with 24 or 23 inch mesh, and are worth from $80 to $300 each. 
Ten shad seines were used in 1896, aggregating 1,700 yards in length 

and $1,815 in value. The catch numbered only 9,244 roe shad and 
15,131 bucks, valued locally at $2,680. 

Drift nets are operated only in a reach 5 or 6 miles in ieee in the 

vicinity of Dunkirk and Leon. The nets are each about 200 feet in 

length, with from 5 to 52 inch mesh, and cost $10 or $12. Of the 18 drift 

nets used in 1896, aggregating 1,205 yards in length, 10 hailed from Leon, 
Anne Arundel County; 7 from Dunkirk, Calvert County, and 1 from 

Nottingham, Prince George County. Thecatch numbered 19,700 shad, 

of which 8,520 were roes and 11,180 bucks, the aggregate value being 

$2,277. 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER. 

While the Susquehanna is one of the longest rivers of the Atlantic 

coast, only 12 miles of its length is within the limits of Maryland. 

Since most of this river is situated in Pennsylvania, its general physi- 

cal characteristics will be noted in the description of the shad fisheries 
of that State. The Maryland section ranges from a half to nearly 1 

mile in width, but as the water is very shoal it is navigable only a few 

miles above the mouth. The fall in the 12 miles from the Pennsylvania 
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line to the entrance of the river into Chesapeake Bay is 69 feet, an aver- 
age of 5.75 feet per mile, the greatest within a short distance of the 

mouth that exists on any large river of the Atlantic coast. The impor- 

tance of the Susquehanna River shad fisheries suffers somewhat in com- 

parison with thoseof the Susquehanna Flats. The latter fishing-grounds 

are usually more profitable, but as a rule, they also require larger and 

more costly apparatus of capture than theriver fisheries. The appara- 

tus used in the river consists of drift nets and seines near the mouth, 
and fall traps and bow nets in the rapids above Port Deposit. 

The gill nets are drifted between the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 

bridge and Port Deposit. They are similar to the nets used at the 

head of Chesapeake Bay, differing only in length, as the reach is not 

very wide. Of the 49 boats engaged in this fishery in 1896, 33 hailed 

from Port Deposit, 9 from Frenchtown, 5 from Perryville in Cecil 

County, and 2 from Lapidum in Harford County. They carried 28,672 

yards of twine in lengths averaging from 125 to 130 yards each, the 

size of the mesh being mostly 54 inches. The yield was much smaller 

than usual, the catch numbering only 14,060 roe shad and 21,480 bucks, 
the total local value being $3,949. 

The seines are of two general sizes, the larger being from 600 to 800 

yards in length, while the smaller ones are from 100 to 150 yards long. 

Of the former size there were 7 used in 1896, with an aggregate length 

of 5,200 yards and valuation of $4,700, requiring the services of 265 

fishermen and 71 shoresmen. The catch was scarcely up to that of an 

average season, numbering 16,831 roe shad and 9,171 bucks, valued 

locally at $3,222. One of the seines caught 24,000 shad during the 

season of 1883. The small seines numbered 5, with 24-inch to 44-inch 
mesh. Thirty men were required, and the catch numbered 1,759 roe 
shad and 2,584 bucks, worth $507, making a total of 30,545 shad, worth 
$3,729, taken in seines. 
At various points in the rapids of the river below the Pennsylvania line 

there are several ‘“‘fish pots” or fall traps, consisting of a small break- 

water of rocks forming a triangle with the apex pointing downstream. 

At the apex is placed a slat-work wooden frame with the rear end 

raised a foot or two above the surface of the water and the front or 

up-river end resting on the bottom. In passing along the stream the 

fish meet these stone breakwaters, and following them reach the traps, 
upon and over which they are washed by the current, falling inte a box 

placed under the raised or downstream end of the trap. These traps 

have engendered considerable bad feeling among the fishermen on the 

river. An interdiction exists against their use in Pennsylvania, but 

they are unrestricted in the Maryland section of Susquehanna River, 

The number reported in 1896 was 15, and the catch of mature shad 
numbered 778 roes and 1,225 bucks, worth $259. 

On account of the increasing scarcity of fish,.bow nets are not used 

so extensively as was formerly the ease. They are operated from boats 

and also from rocks situated in favorable places in the channel, one 
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man being required for each net. The number of nets reported in 1896 

was 8, with a yield of 1,600 shad, worth $220, making a total of 69,488 
shad, worth $8,157, taken in the Maryland section of the Susquehanna. 

Considerable complaint is made in this portion of the river regarding 

the refuse from a sulphide paper mill established in 1891 at Conowingo, 

about 10 miles from the mouth of the river. When the water is low 

this refuse moves back and forth with the tide, doing considerable 
injury to the fisheries, but during high water the refuse is carried out 

into the bay, where it does little damage. 

The rivers entering Chesapeake Bay from the east are quite different 

from those on the western side of the bay. The eastern tributaries are 

more numerous, and, draining a low, flat region, their declivity is nearly 

uniform and without falls. Excepting two or three of the smaller ones, 

they rise in the somewhat elevated area forming the western portion of 

Delaware and flow in a general southwesterly direction, expanding at 

their mouths into broad estuaries. They are tidal nearly to the upper 

limits, and are navigable for vessels of 5 or 6 feet draft for three- 

fourths or more of their length. Beginning at the southern boundary, 

the most important are the Pocomoke, Wicomico, Nanticoke, Choptank, 

and Chester rivers, yet the tributaries of these and the smaller streams 

are so numerous that there is probably no point on the Eastern Shore 

of Maryland over 8 miles distant from tide water. The shad fisheries 

of each of these estuaries and their tributaries will be described in 

succession. 

POCOMOKE RIVER. 

Pocomoke River rises in Great Cypress Swamp, on the line of Mary- 

land and Delaware, whence it flows between narrow banks a distance 

of 115 miles to its entrance in Pocomoke Sound. It is navigable for 

vessels of 9 feet draft to Snow Hill, about 50 miles from the mouth. 

The water is quite muddy, due to the suspension of the black alluvial 

soil from its source. Much of this earthy matter is deposited at the 

mouth of the river, where the accumulations of years extend for an 

average depth of 20 feet over 16 square miles, forming the “muds,” 

over which at low tide there is a depth of 4 or 5 feet of water. The 

shad fisheries of the Pocomoke are of considerable local importance, 
and extend from the mouth. of the river to several miles above Snow 

Hill, the principal fisheries existing at Pocomoke, Mattaponi Ferry, 

and Snow Hill. The yield in 1896 was less than usual, numbering 

29,752, of which 23,713 were taken by men living in Worcester County 
and 6,039 by Somerset County fishermen. Of the total yield, 17,692 or 

60 per cent were buck shad. The forms of apparatus are bow nets, 

drift nets, seines, and fyke nets. 

The bow-net or dip-net fishery yields 80 per cent of the total number 

of shad taken on the Pocomoke. The bow nets are similar to those 

used in the Carolinas, except that they are of more costly material. The 

frame is of tough but light wood, bent in a long, oval shape, with the 

longest diameter from 14 to 16 feet. Within this frame is a loose net 
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of the best hemp twine, No. 35 or 40, with a “hang” of 5 or 6 feet, 
the twine measuring 200 meshes around the frame, the mesh being 44 

inches. Usually two men are required for each net, one of whom 

operates the net while the other propels the boat; but in some instances 

the net is operated from a stationary point or the boat is permitted to 

drift with the current, requiring the services of only one man. The 

catch by the 97 bow nets used on this river in 1896 numbered 23,3812, 
of which 14,052, or 60 per cent, were bucks. The season begins during 

the third week of March and lasts about two months, the fish being 

most numerous the second or third week of April. The season in 1896 

was unusually short, and consequently the catch was small, averaging 

only 235 shad per net. Yet this average was far in excess of that for 

any other river in the United States, the nearest approach being an 

average of 95 shad per net on Santee River, in South Carolina. During 

certain years as many as 1,000 shad have been taken in a single bow 

net on the Pocomoke. The catch is practically all marketed in the 

towns and settlements adjacent to the river, the price received ranging 

from 10 to 30 cents each. 

Drift nets are used in the lower end of the Pocomoke, from Shelltown 

to Rehobeth, and near Snow Hill, the head of navigation. They are 
from 40 to 60 yards long ‘“‘in gear,” and from 44 to 52 meshes deep, with 

43 to 54 inch mesh, the cost ranging from $6 to $9 each. Two nets are 

usually carried by each boat, and generally two men are required, but in 

the headwaters one fisherman operates each boat. The boats in 1896 

numbered 21, using 2,180 yards of twine and catching 1,293 roe shad 

and 1,905 bucks, valued locally at $491. The catch was the smallest for 
several years, the average being only 152 shad per boat. 

There were 6 seines used on the Pocomoke River in 1896, 1 at Cedar 

Hall, 4 near the mouth of Nassawango Creek, and 1 at McKee Island, 
above Snow Hill. They were from 70 to 100 yards in length, 8 to 12 

feet deep, with 24 to 24inch mesh. The shad season extended from the 

last week in March to the first week in June, and the catch numbered 

2,537, of which 63 per cent were bucks. In addition to this species, 
quantities of alewives, perch, catfish, etc., were secured in the seines. 

Fyke nets complete the enumeration of the apparatus in which shad 

are taken in the Pocomoke River, these nets being used by residents 
of Rehobeth and Shelltown, near the mouth of the river. They are 
not operated especially for shad, and secure also many eels, perch, 

alewives, catfish, pike, etc. They are set from the middle of September 

to near the last of April, and the catch of shad in the 16 nets in 1896 

numbered 115 bucks and 90 roes, making a total of 29,752 shad secured 
in Pocomoke River. 

Between Pocomoke and Wicomico rivers there are three small streams 
entering Tangier Sound, viz: Annemessex, Big Annemessex, and Mano. 
kin, in which a very few shad are to be found each year, especially in 

the last named; but there are no established fisheries, and the shad 

taken incidentally are used in the homes of the fishermen. 
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WICOMICO RIVER. 

Wicomico River rises near the elevated rim which encircles Great 
Cypress Swamp, in which Pocomoke River has its origin, and after flow- 

ing a distance of 35 miles enters the head of Tangier Sound. Near its 

mouth it expands into a broad, shallow sheet of water, called Monie 
Bay, characteristic of nearly all tributaries of Chesapeake Bay. It 
is navigable for vessels of 7 feet draft from the bay to Salisbury, 23 
miles above the mouth, where the lowest milldam crosses the stream. 
For many years the river was made a receptacle for refuse matter from 

the numerous sawmills on its banks, to the great injury of the spawning- 

grounds; but during recent years this refuse has been burned in the 

mill yards. Considering its small size, the yield of shad on the Wicom- 

icois remarkable, with a navigable length of only 23 miles the product 

averaging about 75,000 shad annually. In actual yield it ranks third 

among Eastern Shore rivers, being surpassed by the Choptank and the 

Nanticoke. The apparatus employed consists of drift nets, stake nets, 

seines, pound nets, and fyke nets, the catch by the first named in 1896 

being 67 per cent of the total yield on the river. 

Drift nets are operated from White Haven to Williams Point, 1 mile 
below Salisbury, a distance of 12 miles. The length of the nets varies 
from 100 yards at White Haven to 40 yards at Williams Point, and the 

depth from 53 to 31 meshes, with from 4¢ to 54 inch mesh. The season 

begins about the middle of March and lasts six weeks, the catch rang- 

ing from 100 to 900 shad to each boat. The yield in 1896 was unusually 

small, averaging only 274 shad per boat, the catch by the 166 boats, 

using 307 nets, numbering 21,275 roes and 24,123 bucks, valued locally 

at $5,442. 
There are usually several rows of stake nets operated each year near 

the nouth of the Wicomico River by men living at Victor and Mount 

Vernon, in Somerset County. The nets are 20 yards long, 40 meshes 

deep, with 5 to 54 inch mesh, and are worth about $4 each. The season 

begins about the third week of March and lasts four or five weeks, the 

yield averaging about 250 shad per boat. In 1896 there were 19 boats, 

using 70 stake nets, taking 2,320 roe shad and 2,405 bucks. The num- 

ber of stake nets in this portion of the river is increasing and the yield 

during recent years has been good, although somewhat less than usual 

last year. 

During the season covered by this report there were 5 “‘ double-heart” 

pound nets located on the north side of Wicomico River 4 miles below 

White Haven, being set across the current on the side of the channel, 
with one net on each string. They cost about $100 each, and the 5 nets 
required the services of 6 men and 3 skiffs. The season began March 14 

and ended the first week in May, the catch numbering 7,064 roe and 
5,472 buck shad, worth $1,667 at local valuation, and in addition thereto 
57,860 alewives and also numerous striped bass, perch, catfish, spots, 
suckers, squeteague, etc., were taken. 
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Three small seines were operated in 1896 near the headwaters of the 

river within 4 miles of Salisbury, the length ranging from 145 to 340 

yards each, with 24-inch mesh in the bunt. The season for shad began 

the second week in March and ended the latter part of May, the catch 
numbering 1,544 roes and 2,510 bucks, worth $452, the seines also taking 

alewives, striped bass, perch, catfish, etc. 

The fyke nets are not set especially for shad. They are located in the 

lower portion of the river, 18 sets, or 36 nets, being used in the spring 

of 1896, requiring 9 men and 5 boats to fish them. The season for shad 

extended from the middle of March to the middle of May. The yield 

numbered 635 roes and 667 bucks, making a total catch in the Wicomico 

of 32,838 roe shad and 35,177 bucks, valued locally at $8,480. Except 
such as are sold in the immediate locality, most of the shad from this 
river are sent to Baltimore. 

For several years the State of Maryland has maintained a small shad 

hatchery at Salisbury, on the Wicomico River, from which several mil- 
lion fry are annually distributed, not only in the Wicomico but in other 

streams of the peninsula. 

NANTICOKE RIVER. 

The headwaters of Nanticoke River are in Kent and Sussex counties, 
Del., uniting in a navigable stream at Seaford and 11 miles lower 
down crossing into Maryland. About 5 miles from the Delaware line 

it receives the waters of Marshyhope Creek, and from this junction 

flows 30 miles to its entrance into the head of Tangier Sound. In the 

lower 10 miles the river is a mile or more in width and the channel 12 

to 30 feet deep; thence to Vienna, 25 miles from the mouth, the width 
is from 500 to 150 yards and the depth about the same as in the lower 

portion. From Vienna to the entrance of Marshyhope Creek the width is 

from 200 to 250 yards and the depth generally more than 20 feet. Above 

that creek the width and depth gradually diminish to 100 yards and 

8 feet, respectively, at Seaford, where navigation ceases. Nanticoke 

River ranks third in the extent of its shad fisheries among the Mary- 

land rivers, being surpassed only by the Choptank and Potomac. The 

fisheries extend from the mouth to several miles above Seaford, the 
total yield in 1896 being 216,308 shad, of which 52,467 were obtained in 

Delaware and 38,660 in Marshyhope Creek, leaving 125,181 as the 

number taken in the Maryland portion of the main river. The present 

chapter deals only with the latter section, notes on the portion located 

in Delaware being reserved for the description of the fisheries of that 

State. Drift nets, stake nets, pound nets, and fykes are the only forms 

of apparatus used in the shad fisheries of the Maryland section of the 

Nanticoke, and over 50 per cent of the yield is obtained by means of 

the first named. 

Drift nets are operated from Quantico Creek to the Delaware line, 

and are most numerous from Vienna to Sharptown. They measure 

from 175 yards in length below Vienna to 115 yards at Galestown, and 
F, R. 98——14 
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from 65 to 51 meshes deep, with 4% to 54 inch mesh. Each boat usually 

carries two nets and requires the services of two men. The season 

begins about the middle of March and lasts seven or eight weeks. 
The drifting begins usually at 1 o’clock on Monday morning of each 

week and on other secular days at 3 o’clock a. m., continuing until day- 

light. The largest catch in one day by any one boat in 1896 was 316 

shad, taken on Monday, March 23, near Vienna. In one drift of a mile 
in length, with a net 165 yards long, 115 shad were taken. The total 

catch by the 73 drift-net boats numbered 62,876 shad, of which 36,566, 
or 58 per cent, were bucks. This catch was smaller than usual, the 

prices being so low that many of the men ceased fishing by the middle 

of April. 

Stake nets are used in the extreme lower end of the Nanticoke from 

Roaring Point to Sandy Hill. The total catch in the 282. nets numbered 
11,930 roes and 5,735 bucks, valued at $2,015. A very noticeable dif- 

erence is observed in the proportion of roe and buck shad reported from 

Sandy Hill and those reported from fishing stations farther down the 

river. Of thetotal catch at Roaring Point, Jesterville, and Walterville 

over 80 per cent were roe shad, whereas at Sandy Hill the proportion 

that the roe bore to the total yield was less than 60 per cent. This is 
due to the fact that the mesh of most of the nets at Sandy Hill was 5 

inches, whereas at the former places it was mostly 52 inches. One boat 

at Jesterville using 25 nets, with 53-inch mesh, caught 1,083 roes and 
165 bucks in 1896. 

While the pound nets in Nanticoke River are not set especially for 

shad, yet numbers of this species are taken therein. Of the 26 pound 

nets in 1896, 4 were set between Nanticoke Point and Roaring Point 

and the remaining 22 above Quantico Creek. The 4 at the mouth 

of the river were large nets, worth over $300 each, while the others 

cost from $50 to $80 each. The mesh in the bowl of the nets was from 

24 inches to 3 inches, small enough to retain alewives, of which large 

quantities were obtained. 
The yield of shad was somewhat larger than usual, the 4 nets at the 

mouth of the river taking 8,596 bucks and 6,827 roes, the proportion 

of the roe shad being greater than for several years preceding. The 

remaining 22 nets took 8,680 roe shad and 11,200 buck shad, making 

a total of 35,303 shad taken in the pound nets, worth $3,022 at local 
values. 

The fyke nets set in the lower part of the river, below Quantico 

Creek, catch a few shad with other fish. They are operated generally 

in sets of 2 nets each, in from 4 to 8 feet of water. In 1896, 143 fyke 
nets were used in the Nanticoke, of which 82 were owned at Wetip- 

quin and 56 at Sandy Hill. The yield of shad was 5,897 bucks and 

3,440 roes, with a valuation of $795, the price being unusually low. 

The Nanticoke River fyke nets produce over 50 per cent of the entire 

yield of shad in all the fyke nets operated in the Chesapeake Bay and 

tributaries, including both Maryland and Virginia. 
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Marshyhope Creek.—The northwest branch of Nanticoke River 

diverges from the main stream at Riverton, a small village in Wicomico 

County, and extends about 34 miles to the swamps of Kent County, 
Del. It has an average depth of 5 or 6 feet up to Federalsburg, 

20 miles from the mouth, where it is crossed by a milldam. Consider- 

ing its size, the shad fisheries of Marshyhope Creek are quite extensive. 

They are prosecuted from the mouth to Federalsburg, but are most 

extensive about Brookview, known until recently as Crotcher Ferry. 

The catch in 1896 numbered 38,660 shad, of which 24,920 were taken 

in drift nets, 7,180 in seines, and 6,560 in small pound nets. 

The drift nets average nearly 100 yards in length, from 49 to 53 meshés 

deep, with 5 to 54 inch mesh. The season begins usually the last week 

in March and extends to about May 20. The total catch by the 38 drift- 

net boats in 1896 was 14,140 roes and 10,7380 bucks, valued locally at 

$2,366. Between Brookview and Federalsburg, on the Marshyhope 

Creek, there were 8 seines operated. These ranged in length from 40 

to 150 yards, aggregating 545 yards, with 24-inch mesh. Forty men 

were employed in hauling them, the catch being 3,400 roes and 3,780 

bucks, worth $823. The popular local opinion is adverse to the use of 

pound nets, yet 12 small nets were used above Brookview in 1896, with 

a total shad yield of 6,560, almost equally divided between roes and 

bucks. Several of the pound nets in Marshyhope Creek and a number 
in the Nanticoke are of an improved pattern, invented and patented 

by Capt. M. B. Marshall, of Vienna, Md. 

FISHING BAY. 

This bay is a broad estuary, 11 miles in length and 2 or 3 in width, 

connecting Transquaking and Blackwater rivers with the head of Tan- 

gier Sound. The depth of water in the channel approximates 20 feet, 

but in the extreme upper end and on the sides of the channel the 

depth of water averages about 5 feet. During some seasons the shad 

yield of Fishing Bay is of much local value, but in 1896 it was extremely 

small, the total catch in that year being about 9,790, whereas the aver- 

age catch is three or four times that amount, stake nets and pound nets 

being the apparatus used. 

The stake nets measure 16 or 18 yards in length, with from 5 to 

53 inch mesh. Being set on the flats at the sides of the channel, they 

are very shoal, averaging 16 meshes in depth. The last season was 

short, extending from March 16 to the middle of April, when crabs 

and eels became so numerous that fishing was abandoned. The catch 

in the 388 stake nets amounted to 4,300 roe shad and 3,865 bucks, 

valued locally at $991. Of the four small pound nets used, two were 
located near the entrance of Blackwater River at the head of the bay, 

and two off Fishing Point, about 6 miles above the mouth of the bay, 

the yield of shad numbering 660 roes and 965 bucks. The value of 

these nets and the men, boats, etc., employed are set forth in the tables 
showing the extent of the Maryland shad fisheries. 
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Transquaking River.—This is a small stream situated wholly in Dor- 

chester County and entering Fishing Bay at the extreme northern part. 

Shad are taken by near-by residents, principally for local use. There 

are three forms of apparatus used, viz, pound nets, ‘stick weirs,” and 
bow nets, the catch by the first named being over twice as great as by 

the other two combined. The pound nets are small, costing probably 

$70 each, and are operated from the 1st of March to the end of April, 
and also in the fall. The number used in 1896 was 17, catching 3,846 
roe and 6,378 buck shad, valued locally at $920. The “stick weirs” 

are constructed by fixing sticks and brush in the bed of the river so as 

to form a weir. They are rude contrivances, costing possibly $15 each, 

and the catch is entirely for local use, the yield in the 12 weirs last 

season approximating 850 roe shad and 1,020 bucks. In addition to 

shad, many alewives and other species are taken in both pound nets 

and weirs. 

A few bow nets are used on the Transquaking and its principal tribu- 

tary, the number in 1896 being 20, yielding 1,600 shad, about equally 
divided between roes and bucks. 

Blackwater River.—This stream is situated wholly in Dorchester 

County and empties into Fishing Bay, not far from the Transquaking. 

About 8 miles above its mouth it separates into two branches, known, 
respectively, as Little Blackwater and Big Blackwater. Shad ascend 

this river and its branches to the uppermost limits, and are taken at 

numerous points in drift nets and pound nets. The drift nets average 

40 yards in length, 7 feet in depth, with 5-inch mesh. The 34 drift-net 

boats in 1896 required 36 men and used 46 nets, 1,840 yards in length, 

worth $184. The season began about the third week of March and 

lasted four or five weeks. The catch approximated 3,700, about evenly 

divided between roes and bucks. The pound nets and “stick weirs” 

used in the Blackwater and tributaries are similar to those in the. 

Transquaking, except that they are somewhatsmaller. Of the 39 used 

in these waters, 24 were in the main river, 9 in Little Blackwater, and 6 

in Big Blackwater. The catch was 5,645 roe shad and 3,815 bucks, 

valued at $1,051, making the total yield of shad on the Blackwater 

River and tributaries 13,160, worth $1,480. Very few of these shad are 

shipped to distant markets. 

CHOPTANK RIVER. 

The Choptank is the largest and most important of the Eastern 

Shore rivers. From the Chesapeake to Hunting Creek, a distance of 

30 miles, it is a tidal estuary, the width ranging from 5 miles to 500 

yards and the depth in the channel from 70 to 20 feet, the water being 

nearly as salty as in Chesapeake Bay. About 18 miles above Hunting 

Creek it receives the waters of Tuckahoe Creek, a tributary nearly as 
long as the main stream above this point. The river is navigable for 

vessels of 9 feet draft to Denton, 7 miles above Tuckahoe Creek, and 
small-boat navigation extends to Greensboro, 8 miles further. The yield 
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of shad 1n 1896 was nearly one-half of the total product on all the Eastern 
Shore streams and nearly five times as many as were taken on Sus- 
quehanna River, numbering 276,076 on the main stream and 62,344 

on Tuckahoe Creek, a total of 338,420, valued locally at $35,810. Of 
the total yield 183,730, or 54 per cent, were bucks. The forms of appa- 

ratus used are pound nets, drift nets, seines, and stake nets, with a few 
shad taken in fyke nets. 

The location of pound nets extends from Nelson Point, near the mouth 

of the river, to 2 or 3 miles above the entrance of Tuckahoe Creek, but 
the nets are most numerous between Oxford and Windy Hill, a distance 

of 25 miles. In 1896 there were 24 strings with 2 pound nets each, 2 

with 3 nets in a row, one string of 4 nets in a row, and 127 nets set indi- 

vidually, making a total of 185. Those near the mouth of the river 

average in value about $120, while the nets in the upper portion cost 

less than $40 each. The former are set more particularly for striped 

bass, bluefish, squeteague, perch, catfish, etc., and take comparatively 

few shad, while the catch by the latter consists largely of shad and ale- 

wives. The season begins in the lower part of the river during the 

second week of March, in the upper portion about ten days later, and 

lasts about two months, the bulk of the shad being taken from April 

10 to May 10. Shad were somewhat scarce last year, and about the 

middle of April the weather became warm and prices fell so low that 

they did not even cover the expense of shipment, resulting in many of 

the nets being taken up. One net set near Oxford yielded 2,260 in one 
lift in 1895, whereas the yield during the entire season of 1896 did not 

equal that amount. The catch in the 185 nets numbered 52,226 roe and 
62,532 buck shad, valued locally at $11,811. 

The drift-net fishery is most extensive from the mouth of Tuckahoe 

Creek to Denton, but this branch of the shad fisheries is prosecuted 
from Windy Hill to the head of theriver. The length of the nets ranges 

from 60 to 200 yards each and the depth from 40 to 60 meshes, according 

to the width and depth of the reach in which operated. From 2 to5 nets 

are carried by each boat, the latter worth from $6 to $20 and having 

almost invariably a crew of twomen. The season begins about the end 

of March and continues until nearly the middle of May. In 1896, on 

account of the low prices of shad, many fishermen ceased fishing earlier 

than usual, and the total catch by the 118 drift-net boats numbered 

only 33,281 roe and 47,310 buck shad, valued locally at $8,541. 
The upper limit of the stake-net fishery on the Choptank is in the 

vicinity of Hunting Creek, near the lower limit of the drift-net fishery, 
and from this point to Castle Haven, a distance of 18 miles, these nets 
are quite numerous. They are set on the sides of the channel where 

the water is from 10 to 16 feet deep. The length of nets ranges from 

12 to 25 yards each and the depth from 25 to 45 meshes, dependent 

respectively on the strength of current and the depth of water where 

they are located. The size of mesh is mostly 5 inches, a few nets of 
54-inch mesh being employed also. From 10 to 100 nets are used by 
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each boat, the average number being about 40 or 45. The last season 

began about March 20 and lasted six or seven weeks, the yield by the 34 

boats numbering 18,925 roe shad and 16,350 bucks, worth $3,813. 
All the shad seines on Choptank River are operated within 8 miles 

of Denton, from Williston to Greensboro, in Caroline County. The 
length ranges from 120 to 325 yards each, and the depth from 10 to 30 

feet. The seine shores are not so valuable as twenty or more years 

ago, but at present are worth from $50 to $500 each. In 1896 there 
were 14 seines operated on this river, with an aggregate length of 

3,293 yards, and valuation of $1,460, requiring the services of 71 men, 

14 boats worth $189, and $1,200 of shore property. The season began 

the third week of March and ended on May 15, as required by a State 

law. The large seines inake about 12 hauls each day during the run 

' of fish, the smaller ones being hauled somewhat more frequently. The 

most important of the seine fisheries is the Cedar Island fishery, owned 

by Mr. B. G. Stevens, which in some seasons takes 19,000 or 12,000 
shad. The total shad yield in the 14 seines was 45,050, of which 24,110 
were bucks, the local value being $5,183. 

Between Dover Bridge and the entrance of Tuckahoe Creek there 

are usually a score or more fyke nets, in which a few shad are taken, 

the yield in 1896 numbering 402, of which over 70 per cent were bucks. 
Until recently there were several ‘‘ pound weirs,” or ‘stick weirs,” in 

the headwaters of the Choptank, but legislation adverse to their use 
resulted in this branch of shad fishery being abandoned in 1895, Nearly 

all the shad taken in the Choptank River are shipped by steamer to 

Baltimore, and as most of them reach market after April 10, when large 

supplies are being received from Virginia waters and Delaware Bay, 

the price at which they are sold is necessarily quite low. This was 

especially true during the season herein reported, when the market 

was so glutted about the middle of April that many Choptank River 

shad were thrown away, and other shipments did not bring enough to 

pay expenses of marketing them. 

Tuckahoe Creek.—This is the only tributary of Choptank River that 

has shad fisheries of any importance. Branching off about 8 miles 

below Denton, it is navigable for vessels of 8 feet draft for a distance 

of 10 miles. A small shad hatchery has been maintained for many 

years by the State of Maryland at Cowarts Point, a few miles above 

the mouth, from which five or ten million young shad are annually 

distributed. The shad fisheries of Tuckahoe Creek extend from the 

Choptank to Hillsboro, the yield in 1896 being 62,344, rendering it one 

of the most important shad streams on the Atlantic coast for its size. 

The forms of apparatus used are drift nets and seines, with a few pound 

nets and weirs. 

The drift-net stations on Tuckahoe Creek are Cowarts Point (14 

boats) and New Bridge (2 boats) in Caroline County, and Rees Landing 

and New Bridge (13 boats), Covey Landing (5 boats), Frank Landing 

(2 boats) and ‘Todd Landing (2 boats) in Talbot County. { 
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The nets are from 60 to 90 yards in length and are about 55 meshes 

deep, with 5 to54inch mesh. The 58 boats in 1896 used 117 drift nets, 
with an aggregate length of 8,802 yards and valuation of $1,140. The 

season began about the Ist of April and closed, according to law, on 
May 15. The catch per boat ranged from 200 to 2,000 shad, and aver- 

aged something over 1,000, the total catch of the 38 boats being 39,670, 

almost equally divided between roes and bucks, the number of the 
former being 20,040 and the latter 19,630. 

The seine beaches on Tuckahoe Creek extend from Hillsboro to 

within 8 miles of the mouth of the river. Eight beaches were occu- 

pied last year, of which 2 were new ones. The seines range in length 
from 110 to 300 yards and from 9 to 37 feet in depth, with 24-inch 
mesh generally. The catch of shad numbered 9,001 roes and 13,194 

bucks, the proportion of the roes being smaller than usual. 

Several pound nets and fyke nets are operated from the Talbot side 

of Tuckahoe Creek, taking a few shad, as well as alewives, perch, cat- 

fish, etc. Nine pound nets and 34 fykes were used in 1896, the former 

taking 283 and the latter 196 shad, as appears from the table showing 

the extent of the Maryland shad fisheries. Except sufficient for local 

consumption and for sale in the neighboring settlements and towns, 

all the shad taken on Tuckahoe Creek, as well as on Choptank River, 

are shipped to Baltimore by the daily steamers connecting that port 

with the river. 

The local effect of close seasons is well illustrated by the condition 

on Choptank River and Tuckahoe Creek. In the lower half of the 

Choptank the shad season begins about the middle of March and ends 

about the 10th of May, whereas in Tuckahoe Creek and the upper por- 

tion of the Choptank the season begins about the 1st of April and 

closes by law on May 15, giving those sections nearly two weeks less of 

fishing than is enjoyed in the Lower Choptank. Asa matter of fact, 

taking 1,000 shad after May 15 is generally less injurious to the future 

prosperity of the fishery than taking an equal number before that date, 

since the percentage of spawned shad in the former lot is greater than 

in the latter, thus yielding many more young shad when the fish are 

caught after May 15 than when taken before that dates Catching a 

shad immediately before it has spawned certainly prevents it from add- 

ing its quota to the supply of young fish; but this is also prevented if 

the shad be caught near the mouth of the river a month or more before 

its spawning period. It can not be denied, however, that many eggs 
are destroyed when seines are dragged over the spawning-beds. 

ST. MICHAEL RIVER. 

Eastern Bay is a side elongation of Chesapeake Bay, covering about 

100 square miles and receiving the waters of the St. Michael, Wye, and 

smaller rivers. There are few fish in this bay, and the only one of its 

tributaries in which the shad fishery is of any consequence is St. 
Michael River. This small estuary, lying wholly in Talbot County, 

“ 
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is 16 miles long and varies in depth from 12 fathoms to 8 feet or less. 

Shad fishing is confined to the operation of several strings of stake 
nets, the yield finding a market in the near-by settlements. Sixty men 

engaged at intervals in this fishery in 1896, using 31 boats and 92 nets, 

3,690 yards in length. The season began March 25 and closed the 

beginning of May, the catch numbering 1,212 roe shad and 1,003 bucks, 

valued locally at $423. That season was unusually backward and 

short and the fish remarkably scarce. 

CHESTER RIVER, 

Chester River is the second largest stream entering the Chesapeake 

Bay on the east, being surpassed in size only by the Choptank. It is 

navigable for vessels of 10 feet draft to Chestertown, 26 miles from its 

mouth, and for 3 or 4 feet draft about 10 miles farther. The width 
ranges from 2 or 3 miles near the mouth to 150 feet near Millington, at 

the head of navigation. The shad fisheries are prosecuted from the 

mouth of the river to the headwaters, but the catch is most numerous 

in the pound nets set near the mouth and in the stake nets from 

Chestertown to Millington. Of the total yield in 1896, 19,584 were 

taken by fishermen living in Kent County and 33,923 by tishermen 

from Queen Anne County. 

The stake nets are set from Quaker Neck to Millington, the number 

of boats engaged in this fishery being 63, requiring 109 men to operate 

them. The nets measure from 20 to 50 yards in length and 30 to 45 

meshes deep, with 5 to 54 inch mesh, the aggregate length of the 178 nets 

used in 1896 being 7,020 yards. The season began April 6 and closed 

about May 25, the total yield being 13,440 roes and 6,150 buck shad, 
worth $3,223 at local valuation. A number of drift nets were formerly 

operated in Chester River, but they have gradually been superseded by 

stake nets, only 2 being reported for 1896. both operating at Chester- 

town. 

Shad seines are used on the Chester River between Island Creek and 

Crumpton, 14 being employed in 1896, of which 5 were operated on the 

Queen Anne shore below Chestertown, the same number by men living 

at Chestertown, and 4 in the vicinity of Crumpton. There were also 3 

seines at Queenstown, which took a very few shad. These seines 

measure from 400 to 150 yards in length, with 2 to 3 inch mesh, the 

aggregate length of the 17 being 3,835 yards. They were operated by 

65 men, and in the season lasting from the middle of March to the end 

of May caught 3,874 roe and 6,059 buck shad, with a local valuation of 

$1,526. 
The principal pound-net fishery of Chester River is located near the 

mouth of the river on both sides of the channel. On the southern 

shore, between Love Point and the Narrows, there were 11 pound nets 
in 1896, the value approximating $1,570, The mesh was 24 inches, and 

the season for shad extended from the last week of March to the 1st 
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of June. The yield numbered 5,080 roes and 8,610 bucks, and was 
worth $1,945. 
On the north shore of the river, between Eastern Neck Island and 

Swan Point, there were 51 nets set in 20 strings, the largest string con- 

taining 9 nets, but most of them with only 1 net each. These nets were 
much smaller than those on the Kent Island shore, the value of the 51 

being only $3,240, and the catch of shad numbered 2,314 roes and 

2,500 bucks, valued locally at $470. The yield of alewives during the 

same year was 768,000, worth $1,530. There were pound nets also at 
Chestertown, Quaker Neck, and Crumpton, the total numbering 19, 

worth $705. The catch of shad was 1,165 roes and 1,660 bucks, worth 
$413, making a total of 21,319 shad, valued at $2,826, taken in Chester 

River pound nets. In addition to shad, these nets take large quantities 

of alewives, perch, striped bass, catfish, ete. 

The numerous fyke nets below Chestertown take many alewives and 

a few shad, the latter species being merely an incidental catch. The 

83 fyke nets on the river in 1896 caught 2,390 shad, of which 1,440 were 

bucks and 950 were roes. This river ranks second among Maryland 

rivers in the number of shad taken in fyke nets, being surpassed only 

by the Nanticoke. The surplus of Chester River shad, after supplying 

the local demand, is sent to Baltimore and Philadelphia, good shipping 

facilities existing to those points by both steamer and rail. 

SASSAFRAS AND ELK RIVERS. 

Sassafras River.—In this tidal stream, 18 miles long, there are com- 
paratively few shad, the great abundance of fresh water coming down 

from the Susquehanna attracting them past the mouth of this river. 

A few are obtained each year in pound nets set for alewives, perch, 

striped bass, etc. In 1896 there were 31 pound nets, worth $1,810, and 

the shad taken numbered 230 roes and 1,060 bucks, worth $166. 

Elk River.—Elk River rises in Chester County, Pa., and enters 

Chesapeake Bay near the northern extremity, having a total length of 

35 miles. From Chesapeake Bay to Elkton, the head of navigation, the 

river is a broad estuary three-fourths of a mile wide and 16 miles in 

length. There are no professional shad fisheries in Elk River, but a 

few shad are taken in the large number of pound nets set for alewives 

and other species. These nets are set on both sides of the channel from 

the mouth to Plum Point, near the head of the river. Those near the 
mouth take the largest quantity of shad, 100 or more being taken in 

each net, whereas few of the individual nets in the upper half take over 

25 shad. The pound nets in 1896 numbered 139, worth $8,020, requiring 

41 boats and 85 men to operate them. Shad were taken from March 20 

to the end of May, the yield of this species being 1,629 roes and 3,615 

bucks, valued locally at $637. The yield of alewives was 2,327,000 in 

number, but this represented only a portion of the quantity that could 

have been secured had there been a satisfactory market for them. 
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THE SHAD FISHERIES OF DELAWARE. 

The shad fisheries of Delaware are prosecuted from Nanticoke River, 

Delaware River, Delaware Bay, and small tributaries entering them, 

as appears from the following series of tables: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
fisheries of Delaware in 1896. 

Waters. 

Nanticoke River 
Broad Creek 

Delaware Bay 
Broadkiln Creek 
Mispillion Creek 
Murderkill Creek 
St. Jones Creek 
Leipsic Creek 
Duck Creek 

Delaware River 
Appoquinimink Creek 
Christiana Creek ee rr 

Fishermen. 

Pound- 
net. 

Seine. 

Total, ex- 
clusive of 

Bow- | duplica- 
net. tion. 

Statement of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of Delaware in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. 
Waters. 

No. | Value. | No. | Length. | Value. No. | Length. | Value. 

Yards. Yards 
INamIECOKG MRIV Ore eee pocs aca e ee ee as oe 47 $546 | 85 (184. | $15 195) | 250); 2acc.see|- ane eee 

ibroatl Greek=. cofcccere caweeeeee scree 13 154 | 22 1, 540 B20 Lc s|cend= aces lsu ces See 
Mela ware shay: soe scc ces t wactgemaceeeaecee 32 1,505 | 24] 13,540 1,430 | 7 2,700 $240 
Broads ni OreOk- crs st saeco ote senses oe 32 BaD | Jo 600 43) | ho-5| soe ee eae eee 
MispillioniCreeks-e2s2-ac soe e 2 aca 58 1,280 | 50 2, 500 400 Voucc|icccesSs bas ee 
Marderkill Creek: .22 12.2. cc=~-<ss 555% 34 340 | 20 500 GON ees Satoc ee see eee eee 
Stidiones); Creekt 2k2. 5225 os s-soee esos 6 TOO; Geese eee 6 erent es Pe rae eines 5 
WIBINAIC | CKEOMe as Scere sesame se catse 14 140 | 10 250 1 al SEE sire in EAs 5 
DuiGki Creeks. 5:2 acossccce sce comes ee se 6 IPA ee ne boocaae cn aspen Soc ~at|smaee he Se| sees 

Dela warewnkiwere<.s-- eee Sees cae ehiece ces 97 11,005 | 81} 80,767 92460") 0.0) fmcatce el cee nase 
Appoquinimink Creek.........----.--. 2 BOS ee fiate- Se eta poem eet Seine| moc ciemes | aoe 
Christiana Oreck Fon<ssesies mance nnitoens 9 90 4 480 28". waclnnsnac mel eee 

LObMM eae came ace sane o Seenoe entree 350 | 15,645 | 309 | 107,361 | 12,971] 7 2, 700 240 

Seines. Pound nets.| Bow nets. eee Total 
- a 

Waters. erty, | value. 
No. Length.) Value. | No.| Value. | No.) Value. | value. 

Yards. 
INANTICOKGyRUVOIS sista a ease eis lae alone cha 10 | 1,674 $825 | 2 BGO) | enn | oS ejector $2,830 | $5, 456 

Broad Creek 2-2-2 65- sess ssc e ees a 2 296 Lai Seceleen asses oSScleedsch a+ 280 9U4 
Welaware bays sees 2 = oe sense eee ce) Snelter ees s| eee 2 SPO ee Beeps 2, 200 5, 700 
Broad kn reek .. 2s qosee aoe ee 18 1, 580 BY AD Se pe secieee 6 aaa Boose 1, 630 2, 378 
Mispillioni@reekes seo. sobs esi 4 320 NOGS Eee emai ae Linon sacint ast 1, 500 3, 280 
Mirderkil) ©reek 222-22 sseer sence. 6 480 171) oi be eae 10 $40 | 1,350 1, 940 
St: Jones; Creek).220s - 22632 een ces 6 500 TG Eel eee OCP aca e == 400 650 
HUOUPSIC CLOCK. --- mic manasa ower ee an 4 320 TPA Ils nl aoe Beale Sac cen nee 300 595 
Wuek Creek. .- 242255 Sess eee 6 | 427 COME eWeek S =.= cilia ere 225 495 

Delaware thiVer >. - = sosnc= ossceeeeccess 4) 25250) TODO jeeca|ivance 2: voxel Sonaccee 857 | 22,372 
Appoquinimink Creek ..........--.- 2 160 WU Nios cel b-secmes esl daeae ces 100 180 
Christiana Creek... <25..--22%5<0c-co-6 6 300 (in| aoe eee ee Geaeea Pe sesas- 190 

1 fy 72 Sa rN en Pe ee 68 | 8,307 | 3,187] 4 385 | 10 40 | 11,672 | 44,140 
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Statement showing the yield in each branch of the shad fisheries of Delaware in 1896. 

Drift nets. |Stake nets. Seines. pound Bow nets. Total. 

Waters. 

No. | Value.) No. | Val.) No. | Val. | No.| Val.| No. | Val.| No. | Value. 

Nanticoke River. ....| 22, 760 |$2, 235 |......|.-..-- 19, 722 |$1, 803 |280 | $84 |.....-.|.--.- 42, 832 | $4, 072 
Broad Creek..-...- 6, 710 6909 eer cllisiemicte 2, 925 BEB Roe alee esfecmierlc asim 9, 63 5 

Delaware Bay... ---.- Ade220 Iii, toon, 2007 |S672) cose se lecacne = 100 19 |S Sete ese eae 47,520 | 8,456 
Broadkiln Creek-...| 2, 695 Bie (a eee Eas Le HEUE WPS EMIS BoeSclbeeeee onSage 16,500 | 2,526 
Mispillion Creek-...| 47,500 | 9,726 |.....-|.-.-- 3, 180 G435|- saalesc.e.: see. Hees 50, 680 | 10, 369 
Murderkill Creek-..| 3,500 (Oe eeesers| eae or 2, 900 FA el Sere eres | 2,300 ($445 | 8, 700 1, 707 

Did ONES Oreck senses see: cao clEsee toe|sac eb] Liae ty 4, 060 SOM NEL alae nee eae eee 4, 060 507 
Leipsic Creek Bs GOW ees =.) 2, 198 420 
Duck Creeke.s. 222: SE BATE 240 |... =--| 1,500 240 - 

Delaware River Dy ee 20 prea acllemenee lee ae 280, 869 | 39,341 
Appoquinimink | 

(O1eG) ae ees are! Se a bSeeecel Se oaesisoe a5 350 HSU a sal eaaseniets canoe aoe 350 55 
Christiana Creek -. 600 POON Genes c)|s ee | 2,300 | 384 |- 8) Oe ee Pesce 2,900 484 

otalsco.- 21 '407, 542 60,936 4,200 672 53,922 7,154 380 | 53 | 2,300 | 445 /468, 344 | 69, 260 

NANTICOKE RIVER. 

Most of the eastern tributaries of Chesapeake Bay have their sources 

in the State of Delaware, yet Nanticoke River is the only one which 

penetrates that State sufficiently far to maintain shad fisheries within 

the limits of Delaware. The general physical characteristics of this 

stream have already been described in the chapter on the shad fisheries 

of Maryland. TYhe portion situated in Delaware is small, the distance 

from the State line to Seaford, the head of navigation, being only 8 

miles. Above Seaford the river is very narrow and shallow and soon 

terminates in the swamps of Sussex County. The shad fisheries of the 

Delaware section of Nanticoke River are prosecuted by means of drift 

nets and seines. The former are used from the Maryland line to Sea- 

ford, the principal fishing centers being Seaford and Woodland, while 

seines are operated from 2 miles below Woodland to 2 miles above 

Seaford. 

The catch of shad by these forms of apparatus in 1896 numbered 

29,470 and 22,717, respectively, while 280 were taken incidentally in 

pound nets, making a total yield of 52,467 shad in this section of Nan- 

ticoke River. 
The drift nets range from 70 to 90 yards in length, 49 to 55 meshes 

deep, with 54 to 53 inch mesh. The season now begins about March 20 
and ends during the first or second week in May, being somewhat 

shorter during recent years than formerly. The laws of Delaware 

interdict the taking of shad in this river after May 31 of each year. 

In the vicinity of Seaford the water is so clear that all drifting must be 

done at night, whereas at Sharptown and below fishing is done princi- 

pally during the day. In 1896 there were 36 boats engaged in drifting 

in this section of the Nanticoke, using 85 nets, aggregating 7,184 yards 

in length, and manned by 72 men. The largest catch by any one boat 

in one day was 148 shad, and the catch during the season ranged from 
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400 to 1,700 per boat, the total yield numbering 12,020 roe shad and 

10,740 bucks, for which the fishermen received $2,235. 
Haul seines are used only in the extreme upper limits of the river, 

above the Maryland border line. From that point to 2 miles above 
Seaford there are 10 seines, measuring from 125 to 200 yards in length, 

20 to 30 feet in depth, with 24 to 24 inch mesh. Five men are required 

at each fishery, and the beaches rent usually for about $15 annually. 
The season extends from the second week of March to the second or 

third week of May, and the catch by each seine usually ranges from 

.200 to 3,000 shad. The aggregate catch by the 10 seines in 1896 was - 

8,702 roe shad and 11,090 bucks, valued locally at $1,803. 
Broad Creek.—This creek is a branch of Nanticoke River, joining that 

stream a short distance above the Maryland line. It penetrates the 

swamps of southern Delaware, and is navigable a distance of 8 miles, 

to Laurel. Its shad fisheries are of local importance only, the annual 

yieid approximating 10,000, obtained by means of drift nets and seines 

which differ in no particular from those used on the upper portion of 

the Nanticoke. In 1896 there were 11 drift-net boats and two seining 

crews, and the catch aggregated 9,635 shad, of which 6,710 were obtained 
by drift nets and 2,925 by seines. 

DELAWARE BAY AND RIVER. 

The shad fisheries prosecuted in Delaware Bay by residents of the 

State of Delaware are very much less extensive than those carried on 

by citizens of New Jersey, and the same statement is applicable to 

Deiaware River, although the difference in the latter is not so great. 
The residents of the two States fish generally on the same grounds, 

with similar forms of apparatus, depend on the same markets, and 

their interests are identical in nearly every particular. It is therefore 

most convenient to describe the fisheries of the two States in the same 

chapter, and as those prosecuted from the New J ersey shore are by far 

the most important the fisheries of both the bay and river will be 

described in the chapter relating to that State. It will suffice to state 

in this connection that in 1896 47,520 shad were taken in Delaware Bay 

and 280,869 in Delaware River by residents of Delaware, the value 

aggregating $47,797. 
The principal fishing centers on the river are Newcastle, Delaware 

City, Wilmington, and Port Penn, while on the bay the principal cen- 

ters are Bombay Hook and Bowers Beach. 

There are a number of small streams tributary to Delaware Bay and 

situated entirely within this State which yield a number of shad each 

year, the most important being Broadkiln, Mispillion, Murderkill, St. 

Jones, Leipsic, Duck, Appoquinimink, and Christiana creeks. They all 

rise in the central and western part of Delaware and flow in a general 

easterly direction to their entrance into the bay. They are short, the 

longest barely exceeding 25 miles, and are tidal nearly to their source. 

The fisheries of each will be briefly noted. 
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Broadkiln Oreek.—This creek is situated in Sussex County and emp- 

ties into Delaware Bay a short distance above the breakwater at Lewes. 

It is nearly 20 miles long, navigable to Milton, a town of 1,200 inhab- 
itants, about 14 miles from the mouth. According to Dr. Shortlidge, 
formerly fish commissioner of Delaware, shad were not caught in 

Broadkiln Creek previous to plantings of fry made there about eight 

years ago. They are now taken in some abundance by means of seines 
and drift nets. The run in 1896 was smaller than usual, in 1895 it was 
fair, while the catch in 1892 was the best on the creek. In 1896, 18 
seines were used, with an aggregate length of 1,580 yards, and worth 

$370. The catch of shad numbered 6,185 roes and 7,620 bucks, with a 
local valuation of $2,139. A State regulation makes it ‘unlawful for 
any person or persons to make more than one haul on the ebb tide and 

one haul on the flood tide for the taking of shad in Broadkiln River, or 
to use the rattler, which is made to scare the shad, or to use anything 

that might be conceived of to drive the shad,” and that the seine shall 

not remain across the river longer than one hour on each tide, but it 

does not appear that these regulations are enforced. The drift nets 

numbered 13, with an aggregate length of 600 yards, and a valuation 

of $43, and the catch numbered 1,033 roes and 1,662 bucks, worth $387 
at local prices. 

Mispillion Creek.—This is a narrow, tortuous, sand-hill creek, enter- 
ing Delaware Bay about 17 miles northwest of Cape Henlopen. Near 

its mouth it averages 80 yards in width, and in the vicinity of Milford, 

the head of navigation, 18 miles from the mouth, the average width is 

about 30 yards. The apparatus used for taking shad are drift nets and 

a few seines. The former measure 50 yards in length, with 54-inch 
mesh, and require the services of one boat and one or two men each. 

Most of the 60 drift-net fishermen live at Milford, and they fish between 

that point and 14 miles below. The number of nets employed in 1896 

was 50, the catch by which is reported at 26,000 roe shad and 21,500 

bucks. Four shad seines were used on the Mispillion in the vicinity of 

Milford, averaging 80 yards in length, with 2-inch mesh, and requiring 

the services of 4 men each. The catch of shad numbered 3,180, about 

equally divided between roes and bucks, with a local value of $643. 
Murderkill Creek.—This creek is navigable from the mouth to Quillen 

Landing, 5 miles above Fredericka and about 124 miles from Delaware 

Bay. Its shad fisheries are of small extent, confined to the use of a 
few drift nets, seines, and bow nets by men living at Fredericka. The 

seines used numbered 6, with an aggregate length of 480 yards, the 
yield of shad approximating 2,900, worth $569, of which 1,700 were 
roes. Twenty drift nets were used during the same year, catching 

3,500 shad, worth $693, of which about three-fifths were roes. The 
Murderkill is the only river in Delaware from which the use of bow 

nets is reported. The catch by the 10 nets was reported at 1,300 roe 

shad and 1,000 bucks, worth $445, making an aggregate of 8,700 as the 
total yield in 1896, 
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St. Jones Creek. St. Jones Creek is a tidal stream, 40 miles in length, 
which empties into Delaware Bay immediately above the entrance of 

Murderkill Creek and 75 miles below Philadelphia. It is navigable for 
vessels of 6-foot draft to Lebanon, 12 miles above the mouth; thence 5 

feet can be carried a distance of 9 miles to Dover, the head of naviga- 

tion and the capital of the State. The shad fisheries are limited to the 

use of haul seines at Lebanon, Cherrytree Landing, and Dover. These 

Seines are each from 80 to 100 yards in length, with 24 to 24-inch mesh, 
requiring 4 men each. They had a fairly good season in 1896, the catch 

in the six seines numbering 1,656 roe shad and 2,404 bucks, worth 
$507. There is a State interdiction against placing “‘any net, seine, or 

other device used in fishing in or across St. Jones River on or during 

any flood tide.” 

Leipsic Creek.—Leipsic Creek differs little from the other small creeks 

of this State, and its shad fisheries call for no special description. A 
few drift nets and seines are used between the mouth of the creek and 

Leipsic, 10 drift nets being employed in 1896, catching 900 roe shad 

and 800 bucks, and 4 seines caught 500 roes and 598 bucks—a total of 
2,798 shad, worth $420. 
Duck Creek.—This stream is narrow and winding, 15 miles in length, 

and empties into Delaware Bay 54 miles above Bombay Hook Point. 

In 1896, 14 fishermen from Smyrna, in Kent County, used 4 seines, each 

80 yards in length, with 24-inch mesh. From Walker, in Newcastle 

County, 8 men used 2 seines, each 53 yards in length. The catch by 

the former approximated 1,000 shad, of which two-thirds were roe; 

and the catch by the Walker fishermen was about one-half as large, 

with the same proportion of roes and bucks. 

Appoquinimink Creek.—This is a tidal stream, 20 miles in length, 

lying altogether in Newcastle County, and emptying into Delaware 

River 5 miles below Port Penn and 46 miles below Philadelphia. It is 

_navigable for vessels of 7-foot draft to Odessa, a town of 500 inhabi- 

tants, 9 miles from the mouth. Two seines, each 80 yards in length, 

with 24-inch mesh, were used in 1896 by 6 men from Odessa. The 

catch of shad was small, numbering only 350, of which nearly 60 per 

~ cent were roes. 

Christiana Creek.—For purposes of navigation this creek is the most 

important one in Delaware, as it forms the harbor of Wilmington. It 

is navigable to Wilmington, a distance of 8 miles, and above that 

point it is crossed by several dams for generating water power. Six 

seines were used in 1896, averaging 50 yards in length, with 23-inch 

mesh. Their catch is reported at 2,300 shad, of which two-thirds were 
roes. Four drift nets were also used, each 120 yards long, with 54-inch 

“mesh. They caught 400 roe shad and 200 bucks, making a total of 
2,900 shad, worth $484, taken during the year herein reported. 
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The shad fisheries of Pennsylvania are confined to the Susquehanna 
River and to the Delaware Bay and River and their tributaries. The 

following series of tables shows the extent of those fisheries in detail: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in the shad fisheries of 
Pennsylvania in 1896. 

Number of fishermen. 
Shores-| Trans- 

Waters. ar Orters Total. 
Drift-net. | Seine.| Bow-net. |Spear.| Total. Pp : 

Susquehanna River: 
Below Columbia dam ........-.|------.-- 286 BIO) eae = 337 337 
A'bove Columbia dam... ---2.<<|..s..<..< 19) |omaccncaiaic|ticaacie's 79 79 
MMMM A IVOW sas ec sce lcciiaeecn||schicee cee ao DO Se eiws aeltars|| oc ance 12 12 

Delaware Bay ......-.----.------ AT [eemresnia| Cactnitiet=aeinic | seicie ses ial il 
Delaware River: 
Below Scudder Falls.-.......-.-. 340 149) acme a ata eter 489) Raa ec (ee eiteers 489 
Above Scudder Falls .........- 2 155} P= soraoae see 30 187 16 2 205 

Tia Ae epee eee ted 353 | 681 51 30 | 1,115 16 Dy | ata: 

Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of 
Pennsylvania in 1896. 

Susquehanna River: 
Below Columbia dam 
Above Columbia dam 
MA AbA RAVEN saa0 ssa ean ecw senie 

Delaware Bay 
Delaware River: 
Below Scudder Falls 
Above Scudder Falls 

Susquehanna River: 
Below Columbia dam 
‘Above Columbia dam: 2... .cs0sscanencne 
Juniata River 

Delaware Bay 
Delaware River: 
Below Scudder Falls...... weemoniecede ce 
Above Scudder Falls 

Boats. Drift nets, Seines. 

Waters. 
No. | Value. |No. |Length.| Value. |No. |Length.| Value. 

Yards Yards 
3 ay 0 es Cee See eeere 33 6,360 | $2,345 

Le Seed BSaaaael mecomesee 16 2, 260 1, 190 
BO! asta Sarton wie sl neateaows 2 170 135 

2 bcp ass Rt Shon Schoo aedtanes 750 5 6, 000 ST25) |-mo cl aacectese | pacers 

eae sek eco sabe tacene 223 | 14,682 |167 | 64,670 | 10,268 | 15 | 5,300] 5,035 
SCOR OCIS EDC CIRO COD canoes 52 1, 387 1 100 35 | 30 5,215 | 3,580 

ac Qnd Soak Des sooo ee Coen ICeCEe ae 468 21, 340 |173 | 70,770 | 11,028 | 96 | 19,305 | 12, 285 

Bow nets. Spears. 
Tan, etl P Shore Total 

No.| Value. |No.| Value. | Property: value 

ns ninajatulalanaina sia clean eaninaicee ae eames 51 $185" |-So2 |b sceece (62,605 $8, 899 
5 SEAS OR Se Adoa| anced oces 54 cee leone 60 2, 027 

Sen SEH CESSES SSS core ot Saeb SSH R AA | RSet Ae eS eet eee 55 220 
eRe ee ee a rae mes Ee eS es AS ad I Seal 8 at lee 0 1,475 

58 Date ae eel pa ap Wenn ee es ea 20,596 | 50, 581 
Sa dsinaion ae cletsiangicicew cnisintdicaw sesets cilemcs|eanocs ae 30 $23 138, 085 18, 110 

teeters re aia lala acmta a enon aa iaioic einiaieiaieiemlateiia aie 51 185 “30. 23 36, 451 81, 312 

Statement, by water areas, of the yield of shad in Pennsylvania in 1896. 

Drift nets. 

Waters. 
Value. 

Susquehanna River: 
Below Columbia dam 
Above Columbia dam 
Juniata River 

Delaware Bay 
Delaware River: 
Below Scudder Falls. . .|277, 204 
Above Scudder Falls ..| ,1, 200 

297, 004 

eg eee ee 

54, 670 |152, 195 
200 | 96, 041 

Seines. Bow nets. Spears Total. 

No. | Value.| No. |Value.| No. /Value.| No. | Value. 

53,706 | $8,120 |10, 500 |$1, 893 |......|.....-- 64, 206 |$10, 012 
Fai (Fs a mi Pp abs 5,693 | 1,696 
FU | BACT (PEGE A |. God c|aele clobeaeee 700 | ' 287 

el oh Al eee Dn (age) EEF Soh 18,600 | 1,655 

El Re Ree eae PN 429, 399 | 49, 465 
i eae (Pas 5,400 | $540 |102' 641 | 16,329 

36, 525 |308, 335 | 40,487 |10,500 | 1,893 /5,400 | 540 |621, 239 | 79, 445 
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SUSQUEHANNA RIVER. 

Susquehanna River is situated partly in Maryland and New York, 

but principally in Pennsylvania, traversing that State from its north- 
ern to its southern border. Its source is in Otsego Lake, New York, 
whence it flows a distance of 422 miles to its entrance into Chesapeake 

Bay. On account of the numerous rapids and the shoalness of the 

water, the river is not navigable except for skiffs in short reaches, It 

differs from most streams on the Atlantic coast north of Cape Lookout 

in that if maintains fluvial characteristics quite to its mouth and 

crosses the fall line very near its entrance into Chesapeake Bay, only 

the extreme southern end being tidal. From the mouth to Columbia, 

a distance of 45 miles, the width varies from a few hundred yards to 

something over a mile, and the channel is dotted with islands and 
rocks. The fall in this length is considerable, being 224 feet for the 43 

miles, an average of over 5 feet per mile, resulting in numerous rapids 

but no abrupt falls of any moment. Aside from the large quantity of 

drift nets and seines near the mouth, the first serious obstruction to the 
ascent of shad is at Columbia, where the stream is crossed by a dam 
6,800 feet long and 7 or 8 feet high, built about 1835 for the purpose of 

feeding the Susquehanna canal. This dam has been the principal cause 
of the destruction of the up-river fisheries, and its existence has naturally 

led to much contention between the fishermen and the owners of the 
dam, a brief account of which is given on pp. 225-226. Breaks fre- 

quently exist in this obstruction, permitting some shad to pass above it. 
Forty miles above Columbia the Susquehanna receives its second 

largest tributary, the Juniata, a stream 100 miles in length, the shad 

fisheries of which were formerly of considerable local importance. 

The second dam on the Susquehanna is at Clark Ferry, just above the 

entrance of the Juniata, the structure being 7 feet high and nearly 
2,000 feet long. At Sunbury, 38 miles above Clark Ferry, there is 
another canal dam 2,600 feet long and 74 feet high. Immediately above 

Sunbury the Susquehanna receives its principal tributary, the West 

Branch, which flows a distance of 175 miles before its union with the 

Susquehanna, and which is obstructed by numerous dams. The Nan- 

ticoke dam, 7 miles below Wilkesbarre and 174 miles from Havre de 
Grace, is the fourth dam on the Susquehanna and has had very injuri- 

ous effect on the shad fisheries. This structure, completed in 1830, is 
of cribwork, 900 feet long and 6 feet high above low water. There are 

a dozen or more old fish-dams between Nanticoke dam and the New 
York line. The fall in this length is slight, averaging scarcely more 

than 2 feet per mile. At Binghamton, N. Y., 318 miles from the mouth 
of the river, there is a cribwork dam 450 feet long and 53 feet high at 

low water, extending entirely across the stream. Above Binghamton 

there are several primitive crib dams, producing falls of 3 to 10 feet. 

In the early part of the present century, before the construction of the 

dams above enumerated, the shad fisheries of the Susquehanna were 

among the most important on the Atlantic coast, extending from the 
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mouth to some distance above the New York Stateline. But since 1835 
they have been confined almost exclusively to-that portion of the river 

lying below the Columbia Dam. The yield between Columbia and the 

Maryland line in 1896 numbered 25,672 roes and 38,534 bucks, of which 

21,492 roes and 32,214 bucks were taken in seines and 4,180 roes and 
6,320 bucks in bow nets. Thirty-three seines were used, of which 14 

were at Washington Borough, 7 at East Prospect, and 8 at Columbia. 

The aggregate length otf these seines was 6,360 yards and the value 

$2,345, The catch in 1896 was not up to the usual quantity. During 

the early part of the season the water was very high and in the latter 

part it was unusually low, thus shortening the season at each end. 
The bow nets used in the Susquehanna below- Columbia are similar to 

those in the Maryland section of the river. They are worth from $3 to 

$5 and require one man to each net. They were used at the following 

places in 1896: McCall’s Ferry, 16 nets; Fite’s Eddy, 12; Creswell, 8; 
Long Level, 5, and Safe Harbor, 10, making a total of 51 nets. 

The researches of the Wyoming Historical and Geological Society 

show that above the forks at Sunbury, in the early part of the present 

century, there were 40 fishing shores, some of which were worth $1,000 

annually, the average value being about $300. There is an apparently 

trustworthy record of the capture of 9,997 shad at a single haul of a 

seine at Fish Island, near Wilkesbarre. It is reported that just below 

Nanticoke 3,800 shad were taken in one night, and at Monocacy Island 
2,800 were taken at a single haul. At the Sterling Island fishery “over 

2,000 were caught in one day in five hauls.” These large catches were, 

of course, exceptional and possibly somewhat overrated, but they serve 

to show that the yield was very great. The same society estimates the 

annual value of the shad catch at the 40 fisheries above noted to have 

been at least $12,000. At an average of 8 cents each this would make 
150,000 shad. The catch on the West Branch and the Juniata combined 

was probably equally large, and on the main river, between Sunbury 

and the Maryland line, the yield was doubtless much greater, making 

a total of at least 500,000 shad caught each year in that portion of the 

Susquehanna located in Pennsylvania. This abundance continued till 
the construction of dams on the Susquehanna during the Thirties, the 

most injurious being those at Columbia, Clark Ferry, Sunbury, and 

Nanticoke. The Columbia dam, being nearest the mouth of the river, 

naturally drew to it the obloquy of those interested in the destroyed 

up-river fisheries, that obstruction being regarded as the prime cause 

of all the difficulty. 

The charter to the canal company required that a rafting channel 

should be left in the Columbia dam. Three years after its construction 

the State legislature directed that the company should build therein 

a sluice not less than 100 feet wide, with an ascent of 1 foot in 5, to 
promote the passage of fish. It does not appear that the company 

satisfactorily complied with this mandatory act, nor with a similar one 

F. R. 98 15 
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enacted in 1851, yet in 1863 the State formally acknowledged the dam 
as satisfactory. The hostile sentiment among the up-river residents 

increased, culminating in a mass convention at Harrisburg, composed 
of four or five hundred delegates, which resulted in the passage of an 

act by the legislature then in session requiring that the several com- 

panies owning or interested in dams on the Susquehanna should erect, 

within six months thereafter, such sluices or other devices as would 
permit the free passage of shad and other fish up that stream. 

In compliance with this enactment the canal company owning the 

dam at Columbia, selecting a point about a quarter of a mile from the 

western bank, where shad were accustomed to gather in the greatest 

number during the season, removed a 40-foot section of the dam and in 

that space built a new subdam, the top of which was about level with 

the water below. The lower slope of the subdam was placed at an 

inclination of 1 in 15, and the sides of the aperture in the main dam 

were dentated, so as to promote the formation of eddies in the current 

passing over the subdam. This structure did not appear to answer 

its purposes, and in 1873 the State made an appropriation for another 

fishway at that point, the designs consisting of a single trough 120 

feet long by 60 feet wide, running through the dam, and about 150 feet 

back into the part below, with its upper end sunk 2 feet below the 

crest of the dam, the sides of the trough or fishway being protected by 

strong abutments built up on both sides. This also proved ineffectual, 
and in 1880 a third fishway was placed in the dam, consisting simply 

of an opening 125 feet wide, this plan being chosen because it conformed 

to a break in the dam, experience having shown that shad passed 

through such an opening more readily than through any fishway that 

had been constructed. In 1886 a fourth fishway was constructed on 

the site of the one built by the canal company in 1866. 

While shad do pass above the dam, yet during recent years few 

have been caught above Columbia, except when breaks exist in the 

obstruction. This was the case in 1873, 1877, 1895, 1896, and possibly 
during some intervening seasons. The break in 1895 occurred in the 

spring and many shad ascended as far as Clark Ferry. The men along 

the river were not prepared for their coming and few fish were caught. 

The break was not repaired, and in 1896 some few seines were used 
which did fairly well in those places where the bottom was sufficiently 

clean for hauling. The principal places above Columbia dam where 

shad were caught are Bainbridge, Marsh Run, Newmarket, McCormack 

Island, and Duncannon on Susquebanna River, and Newport on the 

Juniata. Seines were the only apparatus employed, and the number 

of these between Columbia dam and Clark Ferry dam was 14, with 2 
on the Juniata near Newport. The length ranged from 250 yards down 

to 80, with 44 to 5} inch mesh. The catch in the 14 seines on the Sus- 
quehanna numbered 2,417 roe shad and 3,276 bucks, valued locally 

at $1,696. The 2 seines at Newport, on the Juniata, caught 280 roe 

and 420 buck shad, worth $287, making a total of 6,393 shad taken 
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above the Columbia dam in 1896. The fishing season for shad on the 

Susquehanna and the Juniata rivers is limited “from Monday at sun- 
rise till Saturday at sunset of each week from March 15 to June 25 of 
each year.” In 1873, when there was a large break in Columbia dam, 
9,000 shad were taken in one of the Newport seines; in 1876, when 

there were no breaks, 511 shad were caught, and in 1877, when there 
were two breaks, one 20 feet wide and one 35 feet wide, 826 shad were 
taken. If the break in the Columbia dam is not repaired, the catch 
above that point will doubtless continue to increase, as the fishermen 

will make preparation for them. 

The shad fishermen on the upper Susquehanna have three principal 

complaints, the first and most general one being the existence of the 
Columbia dam. The second complaint is that in Juniata River below 

the Millertown dam, and to some extent in Susquehanna River, there 
are a number of rough V-shaped stone breakwaters, similar to those 

used in the Maryland section of the river, but having a small-meshed 

net stretched across at the apex instead of the usual finger or fall trap. 

This contrivance is intended for the capture of eels, but in the late 

summer and early fall large quantities of young shad are caught and 

destroyed. The seine fishermen near the Columbia dam are charged 

with a practice known locally as “‘shingling,” which consists in attach- 

ing new shingles to weights by means of short lines and placing them 

in the current of water passing through the breaks in the dams. The 

current causes the anchored shingle to revolve rapidly, scaring the fish 

and thus preventing them from passing above the broken dam. 

DELAWARE RIVER. 

The shad fisheries prosecuted in Delaware River by residents of 

Pennsylvania are of importance, the catch averaging at least half a 

million, but the operations of the New Jersey fishermen are much 

greater. It is desirable to describe the fisheries of both sides of the 

river at the same time, and, those on the New Jersey side being the 

more numerous, an account for the entire river will be given in the 

chapter relating to that State. In 1896 there were 705 residents of 

Pennsylvania employed in the shad fisheries of Delaware River and 

Bay, using 173 drift nets, 45 seines, and 30 spears, and taking 550,640 

shad, worth $67,449, as appears in the tables on page 223. 
Schuylkill River.—The Schuylkill formerly yielded many shad. Wil- 

liam Penn mentioned in one of his letters that ‘‘600 shad had been taken 

with one sweep of the seine” in that river. In 1818 the Schuylkill 

Navigation Company built two large dams across the stream, one at 

Shawmont and the other at Reading. In 1820 the city of Philadelphia 

built the large dam at Fairmount for water-supply purposes, thus com- 

pletely destroying the shad fisheries above that point. But the fishing 

below the Fairmount dam was remunerative until the building of the 
gas works a few years later, the refuse from which causes shad to 
avoid this river. 
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THE SHAD FISHERIES OF NEW JERSEY. 

FISH AND FISHERIES. 

The extent by water areas of the shad fisheries of New Jersey is pre- 

sented in the following series of three tables, showing (1) the number of 
persons employed; 

quantity and value of the catch. 

(2) the boats, apparatus, ete., used, and (3) the 

Siatement showing, by water areas, the number of persons employed in the shad fisheries 
of New Jersey in 1896. 

Number of fishermen. Total, 

exclu- 
Waters. Gill-net. sive of Shoe rere: Total. 

Seine. | Fyke- dupli- elt i 
Drift. | Stake. net. | cation. 

Welaw arewb Aya eacs ss eee See B65) Sasee ae POR laseosaae Bi lees sess 3 580 
Delaware River below Scudder 

RIS en. cees eee ecm aseree cession AN OM). eeeeieee Be ese! 1, 389 
Delaware River above Scudder 

ION SS SAS Seg ceoducaeD se COae SO sscbe232 AY Cyl Pestee 256 
Cohansey Creek ....-.-.-.------- $74) |saaosccs FAD esoSiboe 52 
IN UO ae ONG) ss Boagoe obnocaeed Sepaetoe beorsooc > Retest oe 2 
Salem (Creek. .sescscssts-2 cose -- 0% cece cote 30 
Raccoon Creeks. 2-2 seeece sek eicc|aovemensiecscccee 5 
Manta Creek. a2 Seceanins omiee -lo|<55=1-f\a|smeccaiee 2 
[etre WiiMote Orgel eo eng onc saceecd leoueosed|ssaceeoe 19 

DENIM S MOUN Ee | 21 vies Seco sinise scien sees ete se eieeeims 2 
JEG IE TNL E ih fogseeineoeecnogoe sae 3456 So>se0 ms|SSeccrac 10 
Manasquan River..-......-...- Sinialosed 8 28 
Shinty delat ie 18:3 asss ego sceese ssa) [soomsrios 54 54 
TRS W aby BEA ocean ona bse cCescno| |cosecose 73 73. 

Raritan RVers sscnicc 226s sner ccs sccm osc |soceecice 1 
ING Wa WORKWBAY = <taartersjsie nase micces |b ee sels rl|> sion eaet 25 
mason REVEL sac cnecereesecccce oecetee ce 176 176 

TOtaleeeoses vcee asec het els 311 2, 701 

Statement showing, by water areas, the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries 
of New Jersey in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. 
Waters. ; 

No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. |Length. Value. 

| Yards. Yards. 
IDR ER Ehgey LE2 SonecoconocnmcEenaecnc ooo 236 |$29,080 | 230 |271, 200 \¢42, 775 |........|-------- Wore 5 
Delaware River below Scudder Falls ..| 606 | 60,959 | 538 |262,547 | 49,455 |........].-...... fae iano as 
Delaware River above Scudder Falls..| 101 3, 122 40 | 6,060 913:\||'. sweltoca lat ceeews \ eee 
Cohansey Creek ..................-.. 45 450 25) 2,500 O25 Pe sinasioe|anlasoateie ieee 
AMMO W ay. CLeGk: Jasrn\- «bees cece ce eiele 1 20) | ores Hee ss eeu Ree caes | Ales oe Sa ee ee eee 
SalemiCreekee a. «mse cc peenencmeisa sec 15 300 15; 4,500 TOO ji iocieia wra.n |e sce eee 
Raccoon Creole ce- swien- sce sass semse 4 BO) Noe eteierell ate ma mieim ate areleeletere all eteret iets) al meee eee 
Wamitra Cree kp orem ots ama Saeelcecisisre 1 BLN Senco Mecoenea ponesanel bocoscoc Gocsase accccs: 
Bicwumber Creole ees - 22 =e eee cee 4 IB Gye Sodas baSoene.) Eoopesss| poccssodl oor sors occ csc 

EMMIS SOUND ys cerca ec eta ce rete cree 1 WO ARS oc| Sooneoss NOspCEee Boec mead Sesooeacliboaccicar 
Nig lames a yee cess ee cmace eae eee 5 BUY aeons ehceneac Geb oseea bee see masasade Saticcsc: 
VISAS QUIADWRLV OD sooo -\se'tate soe reieiae 12 AQ) ean ates aye iotal| hte scie) tsa 8 400 | $40 
Sandy ceupk*Pay seer ae. feo sent ce ee 26 FY gy Ie a ( 107 | 16,840 | 3, 900 
TES Henao gee gage aoee ACS COceece 40 ya Sol Scmecood] PaCmeeAe 982 24, 304 | 4,256 
FRADADORUVOL ais - si eicisicic vais acess = 1 7 essed! Sean eee parecer baperrceestescmncce 

WENT MEDEA Canc cos aaa 5I96 25s0beE see 13 CEB ane ecellsenccsoc|bmaue sad accacoudlecapecs sesso ccs 
em dRONeRIVER eee sere eens mecine cece 69." 4 0ST ec aecte se |= soee ess 1,530 | 15,282 | 7,935 

Mota scecte: eee eee eee 1,180 |101,908 | 848 '546,807 | 94,518 | 2,627 | 56,826, 16,131 
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Statement of boats, apparatus, etc., employed in New Jersey shad fisheries—Continued. 

Seines. Fyke nets. | Value | mo49) 
Waters. Peat invest- 

No. |Length.| Value.} No. | Value.| erty. ment 

Yards. 
Delaware Bay ae c<s=/s «0/sciasinaninininseaiaaasicec 850 $425 )| Sa eecleslcacnstes $24, 040 | $96, 320 
Delaware River below Scudder Falls. .--..-- OFS TSi |) Os O80 lec. s <5 aeeae ate 65, 736 | 185, 221 
Delaware River above Scudder Falls-.-..... Be OO OM mya Obese |lla a necro eens otra 21,447 | 29, 505 
CohanseyiCreckessesseescnea=e= sae sce 600 SU ER eee dae bendcen|lepricuoce 1,375 
PANG Wiaivi © REC Kee 5 ats wisteyjaie seni ne sess ee 100 LID Bancascclaccocrms||ccocsees 65 
RIOT CLOG kanee ert a septa toceiean exec lssamee sal smear asa|e serene «|eetiee soc loteeeem alee omer 1, 050 
RaccooniCreele. 2 -asesccae cise sos seen oes 210 TOM Aosvaw soa ceese| semoenee 160 
Man Gia Oree kena seer eee esc at se eee ale 100 BOF Le Sete sc les sete e|eeheaae 80 
Bio emp er Gree Wess seit ante aincaet= es 380 BOA ra emaicvou| Fmiscoeecle sencecn 505 

Jenkins! Sounde-cececsccctasosssececec cece. 50 AD acee eee oeeee neces mee 25 
Ibis Ise iic ans soc sae cone oSeeoe Soe eres sees 250 HOY Neocssnecleo ane =m ococe ss 150 
IW ESE? INTIVGUE cent dopoouenecesbeocdsedor 1, 322 145 20 $100 55 480 
ahs (lay JERR yGecckcoScoseQsebsesceGS50Cr Sandrioes |(Panesacd bodoacne bt Gas ben|eeeneeed ace ocer 4, 830 
Tirisnnn [SDS ce SeegeSaB Passe bobes ase Sobacdl Basseear Sechdrod ecocmace | eesdede Beecsece te, coeae 5, O77 
[Ram Ganphivensses sce. S.bG8 toc aii. saniane| soe dee lhsekocs. Peeseaas 11 550) |eaeeoeee 610 

ING Wie GUY BAY ores cece cas sock cisceceancmewion|soesnsins|Usdecea|eecce civ 214 1,314 215 2, 414 
7 BRAG IRGYIDd Riel ocr seric: CeaocCancacded Doce cond MeApoecH lor seed Gere er a ecence: 1,175 | 14,015 

Ro baleee tee cee senetee ce ee esc eeictde 87 | 19,190 | 14, 663 245 | 1,964 |112,728 | 341,912 

Statement by apparatus of the yield of shad in New Jersey in 1896. 

Drift nets. Stake nets. Seines. 
Waters. 

No. Value. No. Value. No. Value. 

MCR WANG: BAY palette an te alat= = ieee ale =i 1,037,001 | $94,576 $74 
Delaware River below Scudder Falls -..|1, 486,730 | 148, 561 25, 813 
Delaware River above Scudder Falls .. 42, 800 4, 284 16, 805 

(Cobansey Greek snmae sess see ile aa 11, 850 1, 542 1, 050 
JNO yy OREELS Good ecensdeeenpaeersoso|pabecoosos|lbeacepsses 35 
Salemmi@reclks ccs cducacted ae aass steed eee 8, 000 SOO teaeie< Ge ell pease anh. ee ae een ee 
RAC CODD LOD Kane eam e ecers see attains ae esinie'sialefe | ctelstsisimeaiara 464 
Mictn Gust OrOe keenest «2 aos aco eee cine Same aerate 220 
LEG Mn BH Ge) eo sep ogog Ta ccEser | |\Sosuecccdd |Seceascorr 728 

AEMEINS NOUN cen Ae Wee oe lone seivicsine sis|aeeiedoewieh| a waceec tas 16 
ITN DTA ITE sscacatsadee Hse nop eR veeO6On Sac esadane esooocpea. 12 
Metedeconk River and Barnegat Bay. ..|---.------|---------- 38 
NIE ODEN, IBA. Sone Soe coteesncoco Ded lbosbeceeas| |Scedcobode 812 
SHIR Hy ISL Eye £on So nobpenooseisoee cen sesoccecod Seaseocoes ei ) Iel ESN Ss ese a soo oe 
Libram: LBA go cSasesoces ects “Ceonesocce| Soncbpspue| Soanssosuc 223 
TIMOSODUII VED tee cece soe deens cess eeeios|oemnce nani eiccke acts 168, 800 QA, LG: Peedac ess Sekeeeoee 

Potala vatccesasecccsceessseteness 2,586,381 | 249,763 | 191, 275 29,095 | 466, 439 45,790 

Pound nets. Fyke nets Total. 
Waters. 

No. | Value. No. Value No. Value 

ID GIE TRE LEN ond anos eaonenseooor daecene Aesocdnsen | costae see Ost cOL $94, 650 
Delaware River below Scudder Falls ...|---..----- iE -|1, 814, 160 174, 374 
Delaware River above Scudder Falls ...|.-.....--. le 151, 734 21, 089 
(Ch Pemis(hy (CMe) 6 nao onenesoooooossEood) Hpconecspo sepossodce 21, 850 2, 592 
Aulowsayiree keer once acces sacccie ce ce|ecinnacces|coccunsas 300 35 
Salem Creokjeeee meee eean ce ce earner lta an acon hemtens ces 8, 000 800 
RACCOON Creek roa. seme nscice ein so naaees|| Ce - nee se cel elenice es cane 4, 800 464 
UT her Crs eee a ame see eee eo weal nee ee a Donte ore ee ace 2, 000 220 
Bigyrimper Creekstesmen ssp s cess ees cinc|se-=-s5cc4|scceenecss|scchaoeces|seeadomsece 10, 400 72 

PEHkInSSOUNdE eee meee ee oe. ces nmnccvs, sal pace em sais! Sciam tune ckileeeemec'e a 40 16 
ho dlameBavemcascmeee ran cere a. casceeee | Sac 5 noc ael eeeeos cous becenson onl weeoobaces 50 12 
Metedeconkehiver and barnegat Bays. .|-c-0-4---|sdecse sat |-cocscee cele sesenson- 150 38 
Manasquan River 2, 325 737 
Ocean Shore\e-os-- seer acs 18, 675 2,715 
Hand yablOoktbayeeseweee eee se rabs oceecs as sonee 6, 600 1,320 
RATICaN (Baye seco eee aoa eens 43, 637 7, 675 

Ranitangiverscess deeesmerecacesscccun|(Canwedes ct ‘ 2, 500 938 
iNew York Bay,.--.sse cence ee aa A 8d oa | een’ 49, 758 7, 337 49, 758 7, 337 
Hudson River...... ee eee hci odc ania] omaneneee| laces sameis| ae aeeee 168, 800 24, 316 

POtal ccwecsaceseeeceeacuares caO ee 40, 377 6, 720 54, 008 8, 688 |3, 338, 480 340, 056 

a Caught incidentally in apparatus set for other species. 
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DELAWARE BAY AND RIVER. 

The sources of the Delaware are in the high plateau of central New 
York, in Delaware and Schoharie counties, at an elevation of over 1,800 

feet above sea level. Eighty miles below the headwaters it becomes 

the eastern boundary of Pennsylvania, and by a breach, known as the 

“Delaware Water Gap,” it passes through the Kittatinny Mountains 

at a distance of 200 miles below its source. It crosses the escarpment 

line near Trenton, the head of navigation, 280 miles from its head- 

waters and 133 miles from the Atlantic Ocean. From Trenton to Fort 

Delaware, a distance of about 75 miles, it is a broad, navigable stream 
from 4 to 2 miles in width, supporting considerable commerce below 

Philadelphia. Near Fort Delaware it increases in width, and at some 

indefinite and much-disputed point it merges into Delaware Bay, which 

is merely a continuation of the estuary of the river. This body of 

water separates the States of Pennsylvania and Delaware from New 

Jersey, and the fisheries are prosecuted by the residents of those three 

States. . 
The present chapter covers all the shad fisheries of Delaware River 

and Bay, including those which are prosecuted by residents of Pennsyl- 

vania and Delaware, as well as those of New Jersey. These fisheries 

are the most extensive in America, the annual yield ranging between 
3,000,000 and 4,000,000, being several times greater than on any other 

river on the coast. In 1896 the catch numbered 3,882,624, of which 

3,003,595 were taken by residents of New Jersey, 550,640 by residents 
of Pennsylvania, and 328,389 by Delawareans. In describing the shad 

fisheries of this body of water, it is most convenient to divide it into 

three sections, the first covering Delaware Bay; the second, the tide- 

water portion of the river from the head of the bay to the fall line at 

Scudder Falls; and the third from the escarpment line to the head 

of the river. Of the total yield in these waters in 1896, 1,103,821 were 
caught in the bay, 2,602,628 in the tidal portion of the river from the 

head of the bay to Scudder Falls, and 176,175 from the section above 
Seudder Falls. 

The following table shows the number of persons employed in each 

branch of the shad fisheries of Delaware Bay and River during 1896: 

Taltaweres Delaware Delaware Total for 
Branch of fishery. B River below | River above |Delaware Bay 

ay Scudder Falls. | Scudder Falls.| and River. 

BUAKe-NOltee, sean wos see raat ocek tt eth Rk Jaa SU Reese a fcccllctcee elec kee bees 14 
BD se) § rs (0) Fea RISE eT re i 622 1, 661 2 2, 285 
BOING hc sobre a eaisica sod e esse ccesahastcmw os 12 526 288 826 
MS POAD emt iamte senior aca ee eae ante ae eet mice oil mie w aafe a eee eee Ren ee aaa ae 30 30 
Ponna-net 2s seats ens essen eee et 7 Rs ey Seen ere 4 
Shoresmenies: sos at ae eee eee Ae le cae BL’ ol ubeesaekeeeee 51 
EETAMANOLLOLN akan so tae conto ea te meemeacaalleee ses cle mcecies Of) s\eeceeepeeeeeeeee 37 

Tota eos. cas ce encanbe te ueseace 652 2, 275 320 3, 247 
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The following table shows the boats, apparatus, ete., employed in 

the fisheries of Delaware Bay and River in 1896: 

Designation. 

Boats 
Stake nets 
Drift nets 
Seines 
Pound nets 
Spears 
Shore property 

eee er eee rr 

Delaware Bay. 

Number. 

Delaware River below Scudder 
Falls. 

Length Value, Number. | Length. | Value. 

Yards Yards. 
“HeDaodsonar $31, 335 I eee Hes Seas $88, 762 

2, 700 Pei Aono bercshe [ESR 56 <= 
290, 740 44, 930 826 414, 044 | 70, 096 

850 425 45 17, 903 15, 720 
osttetooneas Bra eRe Ssoee| Peano GABA sconce 

IS aoe Bart Nenu some cows | ete nce aaa 93, 109 

Abagseedaec= MOB Wee Ry eee See bea Geenooas ae e 267, 687 

Delaware River above Scudder 

Nevmber. 

Falls. 

Length. 

Boats 
WTA OMNObStaace sec veicn oe 
Drift nets 
Seines 

Spears 

Total for Delaware Bay and River. 

Number. 

100 

Value. Length. Value. 

Yards 
$2, 384 18570 |= 35a eee $122, 481 

uf 2, 700 240 
35 1, 086 704, 884 115, 061 

7, 048 106 28, 943 23, 193 
Ce eiddematcons 325 

23 ec esceacimnan 23 
SO NON, |e ieeriacereaaiatal meiner eee 157, 961 

AS LOZ \easestete ats aoe leetate eyelets erate 419, 284 

The following table shows the yield of shad in Delaware Bay and 

River, by each form of apparatus, in 1896 

Delaware River below Scudder Delaware Bay. Falls. 

wee Number of | Number of Number of | Number of | umber o umber o. umber o umber o 
roe. buck. Value. roe. buck. Value. 

| 

Stakemets|. snc nc cces ans 2, 520 1, 680 SOUA ose sane net seme ree ae [ated een 
TG NOUS sss aac ceaiesteaace 724, 677 374, 144 103, 996 J, 375, 561 710, 030 $226, 595 
eimoOse ae. Meee stcen eschees 350 350 74 285, 517 231, 520 44, 422 
IPOUNOIMNECUS jones cee anoleee sec 55 45 1 hal hee eters RN EE eee ee ite See 3 Be 

Totals <atcwea= sae oe 727, 602 376, 219 | 104, 761 1, 661, 078 941, 550 | 271, 017 

Delaware a rag net Total for Delaware Bay and River. 

Apparatus = “ae : 
umber o umber o Number of | Nuwber of 

roe. buck. Value. roe. buck. Value. 
| 

Stake motsenasmeteaee se seas. |packas selves laa heesaes cot lees ceaieesinels 2,520 1, 680 $672 
Driftneiscecsr season ecsss oc 800 400 $200 2,101, 038 1, 084, 574+ 330, 791 
Selnesyasteecseie eases see we 104, 610 64, 965 28, 841 390, 477 296, 835 73, 337 
POUnO Mets anne nal Se een Se laacce ses celmecace ook woe 55 45 19 
Spears: 22s 2, 160 3, 240 540 2, 160 3, 240 540 

Wotalis se: see sas eos 107, 570 68, 605 29, 581 2, 496, 250 al: 386, 374 405, 359 
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Delaware Bay.—Delaware Bay is the broadest portion of the estuary 

of Delaware River, forming an arm of the sea varying in width from 

4 to 30 miles and is 45 miles in length, covering 600 square miles. Its 

northern limit is somewhat indefinite and has been the subject of con- 

siderable contention. For sake of convenience, in this report the head 
of the bay has been assumed to be at a line drawn from Bombay Hook 

on the Delaware shore to the mouth of Stow Creek on the New Jersey 

shore. The channel, which traverses the axis of the bay, is from 30 to 

50 feet deep and from 1 to 3 miles in width, and on either side there 

are broad shoals or flats covered by from 5 to 20 feet of water. The 

water in the bay has about the same density as that in the ocean. 

The forms of apparatus used are drift nets, stake nets, seines, and pound 

nets, the first named being by far the most important and obtaining 

over 99 per cent of the total catch. 

The following series of tables shows by States the extent of each 

branch of the shad fisheries of Delaware Bay during the year covered 

by this report: 

Table showing, by States, the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
jisheries of Delaware Bay in 1896. 

Branch of fishery. Delaware. | New Jersey. 8 Canine I- Total. 

REaKG Net merce: 2c cae aged actos case Cc Sm eleeernat aerecelaae AS fo Weslo planta ls BRN tere erties 14 
TIT Ole woe Hieeee homeo Sons orate beeeceae ces eeee 46 565 11 622 
WelNGess once sce ees ocaeeeee ccc tee Ose ieee -celeeees ence eee 12°) sil eseeccens 12 
POGUE Hobe coctisccs/scenitcicceccocmissicapeuceteessncete 7 CRA Aa Pee arte e Asta Serer aera 4 

TRG «ert ley yale ch gael Sipe da sein 64 577 ~=«|~Ssd 652 
| 

Table showing, by States, the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in each branch of the shad 
° Jisheries of Delaware Bay in 1896. 

Delaware. New Jersey. 

Designation. Phe) ss | = 
Number. | Length. Value. Number. | Length. Value. 

Yards. 
$1, 505 236i 5 kee: eee $29, 080 

DAO) ||: natelem co mee see eines ete ese eee 
1, 480 230 271, 200 42,775 

Sea OS 2 850 425 
Pound \nete:2 sas. 25-5 sees 
Shore property 

Roba Sona s scum nen Sacee eeoanee 

Pennsylvania. Total. 
Designation 

Number. | Length. Value. Number. | Length. Value. 

Yards. Yards 
TS OAS em emia iniaseisialeie ieiae ae TON cceeace eos $750 278. son 5- eee $31, 335 
RISE TOG RE a ceo se beeen esos [Saseacsnsoes| eaeShosssSsolbeeoacccadss 7 2,700 240 
POTITG MOUS seem aise cineteee ee 5 6, 000 725 259 290, 740 44, 930 
MOMGG mee eseeac eaten cee ss se seetesese| seen ctes sec |aeeeeEeee es 2 850 425 
PONG Meliss esp sac soo ies mac|coee smote teooase ese ray so seeeeeenee Dulac eet eee 325 
HOLE) PLOPOLbY sca swists fo-iss | ee sees een ee tee cee cose ee | Seen ames a oes Renee | 26, 240 

Rater eeee)) slit ee re bee eerie 7, are Paes 103, 495 
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Table showing by States the yield of the shad fisheries of Delaware Bay in 1896. 

Delaware. New Jersey. 

Apparatus. Number of | Number of Number of | Number of 
roe. uck. Value. roe. buck. Value 

Stake nets 2. 5-<..22-<<<2ce<6 2, 520 1, 680 S67 OF |eaetem sonciars|ldacee ¥eiscscl seaeosees es 
WW IintMOUe soa. caneasceece 27, 586 15, 634 7, 765 684, 692 352, 309 $94, 576 
GING Sie tes ae uss mete 5 | eve acini etal Sine oie nore Seal ian ak etoe aetine 350 3 74 
HOUNA Nts co accesso ese ans 55 45 19) Wat SETS ls fe tctos Sit ea tA oereee 

Ota aaeaa Seema aee ce 30, 161 17, 359 8, 456 685, 042 352, 659 94, 650 

Pennsylvania. Total. 

oe Number of | Number of Number of | Number of 
roe. ck. Value. roe. buck. Value. 

Sake nets ates. co cecccaalloctes oelstcmelalsdescscececel Tacsealccectle 2,520 1, 680 $672 
Driftinetseeser. 26s <nce seo 12, 399 6, 201 $1, 655 724, 677 374, 144 103, 996 
DOINGS teeeee Seton satis ae ee actos Kocice ce = spite salem arches ze cistal eae eee eee 350 350 74 
POU aTe Laer see oat ee denote taco lincen ew ecm cnc tes ecmaleiees 55 45 19 

Total yas eso eae 12, 399 | 6, 201 1, 655 727, 602 376, 219 | 104, 761 

The drift nets in Delaware Bay are used principally in the channel 

and on the edge thereof. They average over 1,100 yards each, the 

aggregate length of the 259 nets used in 1896 being 290,740 yards, 

or 165 miles, the usual size of mesh being 51 inches. Many fishermen 

operating these nets live up the river, locating temporarily near the 

mouth of Stow and Cohansey creeks, and shipping their fish from Bay 

Side. ° 

The fishing season begins about the second week of March and con- 
tinues until the Ist of May, when the sturgeon fishery proves more 

remunerative, and many of the fishermen are attracted to that indus- 

try. Those who do not engage in the sturgeon fishery usually shorten 

their nets and fish for shad in the upper reaches of the river in the 

vicinity of Philadelphia. In the early part of the season, when the 

water is usually turbid, the nets may be operated during the day, but 

as the water becomes clearer night fishing is more profitable. Of 

the drift-net catch, 1,037,001 were obtained by New Jersey fishermen, 

43,220 by Delawareans, and 18,600 by residents of Pennsylvania; a 

total of 1,098,821, valued at $103,996. The great excess of roes over 
bucks is noticeable, the former being 94 per cent greater than the lat- 

ter, due mainly to the large mesh used in the drift nets. 

The stake-net fishery in Delaware Bay is confined to the use of 7 rows 

on the flats on the Delaware* side of the bay immediately above the 

mouth of Mispillion Creek, in from 6 to 10 feet of water. These strings 
or rows are nearly 400 yards in length, and are worth about $35 each. 

The catch in the 7 rows in 1896 numbered 2,520 roe shad and 1,680 
bucks, valued locally at $672. Two seines, each 425 yards in length, 

were used on the New Jersey side of the Delaware Bay in 1896 for 
taking striped bass, perch, etc. These caught a few shad, the total 

numbering 700, about equally divided between roes and: bucks. 
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Delaware River below Scudder Falls.—The estuary of Delaware River, 
from the head of Delaware Bay to the fall line just above Trenton, is, 

from a commercial and fishery point of view, one of the most important 

streams on the Atlantic coast. It varies in width from 4 miles at the 

lower end to a few hundred feet near Trenton, up to which point it is 

navigable. On the east it borders Salem, Gloucester, Camden, Burling- 

ton, and Mercer counties, N. J., and on the west it passes the shores 

of Neweastle County, Del., and Delaware, Philadelphia, and Bucks 

counties in Pennsylvania. By the compact of 1783 between the States 

of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, the whole surface of Delaware River 
from shore to shore is the dividing line between the two Scates as far 

as relates to the arrest and prosecution of offenders against the laws 

of either State. All fishing is interdicted after June 10 of each year, 

and also from sunset Saturday night until 12 o’clock p. m. Sunday of 

each week. The principal fishing centers are Penn Grove, Pennsville, 

Salem, Pedrickton, Gloucester, and Camden in New Jersey; Delaware 

City and Neweastle in Delaware, and Philadelphia in Pennsylvania. 

Drift nets and seines are the only apparatus used. Of 2,602,628 shad 

caught in 1896, 2,085,591 were taken by drift nets and 517,037 by seines. 
The following series of tables shows the extent of each branch of the 

shad fisheries of this water area: 

Table showing, by States, the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
fisheries of Delaware River below Scudder Falls in 1896. 

Branch of fishery. Delaware. Pemey lL |New J ersey. Total. 

TOTO Gece mine eis afaleta/ele wloinia ee (clots tale ne'elena aim a 340 sayy 1, 661 
SEHIY Sars perce 149 355 526 
Shoresmen. . Saree state 16 35 51 
AHR TN AUETHS| or Goce bc ober Soon OSC CODED DEOONG | |onSaacecagacre 2 35 37 

DUT A Sera se lpssceigsnie soos eeoegs sence 186 507 1, 582 2, 275 

Table showing, by States, the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of 
Delaware River below Scudder Falls in 1896. 

Delaware. Pennsylvania. 
Designation. % = 

Number. | Length. Value. Number. | Length. Value. 

Yards. Yards. 
ORR pes a stejaemaleis ae afeniarar A Bepoeescice ice $11, 005 220) ke cote $14, 682 
DUEL MOGS se tees Sein = Sais ica 81 80, 767 9, 460 167 64, 670 10, 268 
SOINES SoS) sete aestccee seas 4 2, 250 1, 050 15 5, 300 5, 035 
Shore property ........-----|------------|s--e0+----0- SOY | on saebadoes Bacstesasss: 20, 596 

TD eae rcs aessoo oo qenonereosos) Seccsg5s5ecs DPB} | SGO0C sCODOa Doone ocine to 50, 581 

New Jersey. Total. 
Designation. SSS SSS 

Number. | Length. Value. Number. | Length. Value. 

Yards. Yards. 
BOAR eee cbc ddaceeeeionee GOSH Ssoc etl $63, 075 ORG | pena eee $88, 762 
mare nmethcece a -edsss nese one 578 268, 607 50, 368 826 414, 044 70, 096 
SITES Ras So ossesucccssansee 26 10, 353 9, 635 45 17, 903 15, 720 
SHOE Propervy ieeesee- e ene swine see | omen ce eter GaG56))\fmiee hse cil eee teciee ae 93, 109 

WE Ns essemcosocn6ede| Re ncucooeadlbemogancn son TOS O45) enone aininiewels|ainelen paisa mre 267, 687 
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Table showing, by States and apparatus, the yield of shad in the Delaware River below 
Scudder Falls in 1896. 

Delaware. Pennsylvania. 

Apparatus. 
No. of roe. |No.ofbuck.| Value. No. of roe. |No.of buck.| Value. 

MrifiMets.sceesssca ce saese= 179, 666 99, 191 $39, 080 180, 823 96, 381 $34, 670 
Seines ens net eae 1, 210 802 261 88, 529 63, 666 14, 795 

Total 222.022 sede 180, 876 99, 993 39, 341 269, 352 160, 047 49, 465 

New Jersey. Total. 

Apparatus. = 
No. of roe. |No.of buck.| Value. | No. of roe. |No.of buck} Value. 

Drift nets...... ewaiewk visi were 1, 015, 072 514, 458 $152,845 | 1,375, 561 710, 030 $226, 595 
OLILON ectaisiitictereiarcisiaiaja.n!e cisiay= = 195, 778 167, 052 29, 366 285, 517 231, 520 44, 422 

Motaleeree sen eacscrenee 1, 210, 850 681, 510 182, 211 1, 661, 078 941, 550 271, 017 

The drift nets are similar to those operated in the bay, but are smaller. 

Indeed, it is somewhat difficult to separate the drift-net fishery of the 

bay from that in this portion of the river. In the early part of the 

season many of the fishermen operate in the upper portion of the bay 

and the extreme lower end of the river, and as the season advances 

they proceed up the river, shortening their nets when necessary. Hence 

the separation of the drift-net fishery of the river from that prosecuted 

in the bay is only approximately correct. Of the 414,044 yards of drift 

nets used in this section of the river in 1896, 80,767 yards, or 46 miles, 

were operated by 164 Delaware fishermen; 64,670 yards, or 37 miles, by 

340 fishermen from Pennsylvania, and the remaining 268,607 yards, or 

157 miles, by residents of New Jersey. The nets used in the lower 

portion of the river are much longer than those above Philadelphia, 

the average length of the former being about 800 yards, and of the 

latter 200 or 300 yards. The drift-net catch in 1896 numbered 

1,375,561 roe shad and 710,030 bucks, for which the fishermen received 
$226,595. This gives an average catch per boat for the Delaware fish- 

ermen of 3,443 shad; for the New Jersey fishermen, 3,289, and 1,660 

shad per boat for the Pennsylvania fishermen. This is reported to 

have been the best yield since 1893, it being 20 per cent larger than 

in 1895 and 30 per cent larger than in 1894. 
From the head of Delaware Bay to the falls above Trenton there 

were 45 shad seines operated in 1896, of which 4 were in Delaware, 15 
in Pennsylvania, and 26 in New Jersey. The seine fisheries in the 
lower part of the river below Fort Delaware take very few shad, their 

catch consisting principally of perch, striped bass, catfish, carp, ete., 

the average yield of shad in the 8 seines operated there in 1896 being 

less than 500 each. Above Fort Delaware the river narrows and main- 

tains an average width of from 1 to 2 miles up to the mouth of the 

Schuylkill River. This stretch of the river contains 5 seine fisheries, 
all of which are valuable, the catch of shad in 1896 approximating 

76,300, of which 25,000 were taken at the Clenmell Cove fishery, located 
immediately above Thompson Point, at the mouth of Clenmell Creek. 
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Between Eagle Point and Fisher Point, on the New Jersey side of 

the river and directly opposite the city of Philadelphia, there are three 

very valuable fisheries, which catch more shad than any other three 
seine fisheries in the United States. The first of these is the Howell 

Cove, or Fancy Hill, which yielded 65,000 shad in 1896. The seine used 
was 1,000 yards in length with 4%-inch mesh, the season extending from 

April 27 to June 5, and 55 men being employed. The following sum- 

mary shows, for a series of years, the yield of shad at the Fancy Hill 

fishery: 

No. of No. of No. of 
— shad che shad Be. shad 

EO CYAN ORIODIO OOO A EEIen MG AO 2a || OAT Oi <a omnis aia laters atts GYRO PE a ae naaadorosade sac 37, 274 
SO entertain wa ciate stetateie = 159; 864, || 1848 0--5-=----- cence io OSel|MLONO Cc niec comnts sseeea 52, 759 
UEP eee oorsoe cee oaoe ZO BOOS || MUBSO ID ree ne sail oierraaie leat thes || PsA a aS eoseessos 45, 000 
PR a Chemeestale cine sais ea isis'= LOOSE || MSGS Deane ema e emcee Ga 9250) VOI 2ececse. once = ate 55, 000 
OOP tessa Citema eee eels NOT 194s || MSGGer eee. seep ec l=— BONHS0) ABTS CR a cee ae re matte 22, 900 
San Opecee seas ses 908400) 18ST Gee eel 935000) ||) I89G¢ 5. on sae oesinnres 65, 000 
Te ivsecaaonodede oats 125, 659 || 1868¢......-. ees cccee 43, 900 

a Gill nets not used during this period. A few gill nets used. 
¢ Gill-net fishery fully established. 

The second is the well-known Gloucester fishery, the yield of which 

in 1896 is reported at 70,000 shad. A 1,000-yard seine was used; the 
season extended from April 20 to May 28, and the men employed 

numbered 53. The following summary shows the catch of shad at this 

fishery in seven years: 

No. of No. of 
Year. shad. Year. shad. 

c | 
TTY Ls ee EOS rea rere 26,428 | 1892... ----- esse ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 30, 500 
TRGURERESESEEN eA e a NS eee EE STRAY Tall itr cc) Lea ge Shale Oe aie i ee BM te 2 50, 000 
TESTU sr Fae ce RGR Ep PGE RE SHE Sy BA 16004 |e TS0G cee sonic. cect atc sc soecencemeeean a eee 70, 000 
PSG GE EE: nee aE. SM 36, 500 | 

The third of this series of valuable fisheries, known as the Pea 

Shore fishery, is located immediately above Camden, the seine being 

operated in the channel between Pettys Island and the New Jersey 

shore. This seine is only one-half the length of the two preceding and 

required only 29 men to operate it, but the reported catch of shad for 

1896 is not far short of the other two, approximating 55,000, valued 

locally at $4,125, 
Between the Pea Shore fishery and Burlington there were 5 seine 

fisheries in 1896, 3 of which were on the New Jersey shore and 2 on 
the Pennsylvania side of the river. These are of less value than the 
3 fisheries opposite Philadelphia, but their yield of shad is consider- 

able, varying from 35,000 at the Riverton fishery to 3,000 at the Dunks 

Ferry fishery. From Burlington to Trenton there were 11 fisheries in 

1896, 7 on the Pennsylvania and 4 on the New Jersey shore, the catch 
ranging from 5,000 to 20,000 shad. In 1833 the Badger Island fishery, 

one of the 7 on the Pennsylvania side, caught 2,100 shad on April 1, 
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and 54,000 shad during the entire season. This fishery then rented for 
$1,400 per annum. In 1896 3,000 shad were caught at the Badger 
Island fishery. 

In the rapids between Trenton and Scudder Falls dam there are 6 

seine fisheries, located in the most favorable spots. Two of these are 

situated directly below the dam, 2 on the New Jersey shore opposite 

Yardley, and the remaining 2 on separate islands between that point 

and Trenton. The catch of shad in these seines in 1896 ranged 

between 1,000 and 16,000 in number. 

From Scudder Falls to the headwaters.—Near Trenton the Delaware 

crosses the escarpment line, 133 miles from the ocean. The fall here 
is very slight, the descent within 7 miles being only 10 to 20 feet, accord- 

ing to the tide and prevalence of freshets. Six miles above Trenton, at 

the head of the rift known as Scudder Falls, there is a timber and stone 

dam 4 or 5 feet high and 800 feet or more in length, extending in a 

broken line across the stream, with a chute 115 feet in width for the 

passage of fish and rafts. This dam was constructed originally in 1835 

and improved about 1869. In 1870 the fishermen brought suit in the 

county court at Doylestown, Pa., against the company, claiming that 

the change in the dam was injurious to the passage of shad. The court 
imposed a nominal penalty on the company, and restrained them from 

repairing or improving the dam. As a result, it has so deteriorated 

that it offers little obstruction to the passage of fish. 

At Lambertville, 15 miles above Trenton, there is a stone and crib- 

work dam, from 3 to 10 feet high and 1,700 feet long, a chute being left 
for the passage of rafts. At Lackawaxen there is a canal-feeder dam 

just below the entrance of Lackawaxen River. This is a cribwork 

structure about 400 feet long and 2 feet high, with a chute 160 feet 

wide for rafts. During freshets the water stands several feet above 

the crest of this obstruction and shad ascend in some numbers to Bur- 

rows dam, in New York, about 50 miles above Lackawaxen. There are 

numerous minor dams at various points between Trenton and the New 

York line, but they do not seriously impede the upward passage of fish 

or downward navigation of rafts or small boats. 

The shad fisheries above tide water are more extensive on the Dela- 

ware than on any other river of the United States, the catch in 1896 

numbering 176,175, worth $29,581. They extend from Seudder Falls 
to Lackawaxen, a distance of 140 miles, but are most extensive in the 
stretch 40 miles above Scudder Falls dam. With the exception of one 

drift net operated a short distance above the falls, seines and spears 
are the only apparatus used in taking shad in the upper section of the 

Delaware. Of the 176,175 shad caught in 1896, 169,575 were taken by 

means of seines, 5,400 by spears, and 1,200 by the one drift net. 
The legal season closes on June 15 of each year and all fishing is 

interdicted from sunset on Saturday to 12 o’clock on Sunday night of 
each week, 
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The following series of tables shows, by States, the extent of each 

branch of the shad fisheries of the Delaware River above Scudder 

Falls dam in 1896: 

Number of persons employed. 

Pennsylva- 
Persons employed. nia. 

New Jersey. Total. 

Site NOp eee cece ccm daatelacicee so uicclesmcetlacm clsteesieemancelsiss' as Oy Ulloa os onteeeee 2 
SUNN aA Bren ene SeCCe ce oe ctod Adc he ero bc Sao Cee AES CUScOne 155 133 288 
Syst hy aeeee d He Dep C aon ad OE DDE OOCOD DOORS a Ba CO AN TOD SE DrCICII4 SOP eB oateees tees 30 

Ro tale seer sated eae ee eee aes ate eee 187 133 320 

Boats, apparatus, etc., used. 

Pennsylvania. New Jersey. Total. 

Designation. Length Length Len a gth 
No. (yards). Value.| No. (yards). Value.| No. (yards). Value. 

Boats .. BO | Serna $1, 387 BO) eieietsletees $997 ONL sees $2, 384 
Drift nets mt 100 Bt allococasc Somspeaclasccaosc 1 100 35 
Seines...-- 3 30 | 5,215] 3,580 29 | 4,975 | 3,468 59 | 10,190 7,048 
Spears SU) seeeersc Dal arate ne mien erential e cece ee BOW et eases 23 
SHOLE PLOPOLU Ve sears aise eel selene |e aeeaee iB AU Bee Bae So Ses oe ZO ADE | i aareeer | Ses eeeee 38, 612 

gies, es end Ale See Nal eae (8G; | akcee vs] Soeceans| to, Bal ene Oona 48, 102 

Number and value of shad caught. 

Pennsylvania. New Jersey. Total. 

Apparatus. N > o.of | No. of No.of | No. of No. of | No. of 
roe. | buck. | V2!™e-| “roe, | buck. | Vt: | “roe. | buck. | Value 

800 400 $200 iS acteie dite eiesie rae (em meaet 800 400 $200 
59,119 | 36,922 | 15,589 | 45,491 | 28, 043 |$13, 252 |104,610 | 64,965 | 28,841 
2,160 | 3,240 540 cera goaees. Ce aeete = 2,160} 3,240 540 

62,079 | 40,562 | 16,329 | 45,491 | 28, 043 | 13, 252 |107,570 | 68,605 | 29,582 

Most of the available locations on the Upper Delaware are occupied 

by seine fisheries, and as the last two or three seasons have yielded 
large returns several abandoned fisheries are being cleaned out and 

operated. Some of these fisheries are very old, having been operated 

continuously since the beginning of the present century. Lovett’s 

fishery, in Bucks County, was established in 1790; Lower Dutch Neck 

fishery, in 1810; and Badger Island fishery, in the same county, in 
1812. The yield by the 59 seines in 1896 numbered 104,610 roes and 

64,965 bucks, a total of 169,575, valued locally at $28,841. This yield 

was unusually large, more being obtained at times than could readily be 

disposed of, and the price received was the lowest known on the river 

for several years. The large run may be due somewhat to the fact 

that for four or five years preceding there were heavy freshets, which 

restricted the fishing in the early part of the season, thus permitting 

the shad to reach the upper waters to spawn. 
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The following statement shows the annual catch since 1883 at the 
Taylorsville fishery, a short distance below Titusville: 

No. of No. of 
Year. ehade Year. had? 

IS Ba entero orate etaatin octesain nieiele'alaiare'acis,wia/< <(c1 TG, ||| BOS Se ase Snes eppeC BCC ocbOn CoCMConbeEaraS 955 
PSO eee sreecieitaiale weteiarsts stetsia = aicia mo miele oes PSO 95m || eo erseettstae & ata a) ais ciate a\ataielte laterals eleteisiagi ote: cie 960 
TET ea SiGe BS Ses Co eC SCE COC RICOBE DEED One OSB SESS Riee metre see cicecle cn nin come wiatecieeiwialccieeiccis 840 
SB eres mee Cm isterals seteoeinte miaiets Sncicicie’s = ofolehatas SsOn | WSR eee eeece smite cree cise atom owe steinicieislels seers 1,177 
HERS eet aae eae e see Meecoace ates seas sobamee TTB Oh PP BOb tec coe e ee eet oe wena cia chem eiiensa 2, 300 
RRO Ree eee see eee eee cncewcsc eos sc slcociees MS GGE)|1S86 soe eave tinwcaiocuwecosticmicccccetr 2,491 
EO Mme eesetectins recsios~sceceacmeneeree 1, 967 

Although an interdiction exists against the use of spears in taking 

shad on Delaware River, yet that form of apparatus was used quite 

extensively in 1896 at the Lackawaxen dam, 146 miles above Trenton, 
Some of the spear fishermen operated from rowboats, while others 

worked from the apron of the dam. Thirty men are reported as taking 

2,160 roe shad and 3,240 bucks, worth locally about $10 per hundred. 
There are several streams in New Jersey tributary to the Delaware, 

in most of which some shad are taken each season. Among these are 

Cohansey, Salem, Raccoon, Mantua, and Timber creeks, each of which 

will be described in succession. In other streams along this shore, 
such as Maurice River, Woodbury, Old Mans, Rancocas, Cooper, ete., 

there are a few shad taken for local use, but the fisheries are so inti- 

mately associated with the fisheries of the Delaware, or they are so 

small and so irregularly prosecuted, that it is not practicable to show 

the actnal quantity taken. 

Cohansey Creek.—Cohansey Creek, which enters Delaware Bay 37 

miles above Cape May, is tidal as far as Bridgeton, the head of navi- 

gation, 20 miles from the mouth. At that point there is an earthen 

dam, 11 or 12 feet high, across the stream for developing water-power. 

While the fisheries of this creek are not of great extent, yet it ranks 

third in importance among the shad-producing streams of New Jersey, 

being surpassed in this particular only by the Delaware and Hudson 

rivers. The yield in 1896 numbered 21,850 shad, worth $2,592, of which 

11,850 were taken by drift nets and 10,000 by seines. 

The drift-net fishermen live at Bridgeton and Fairton. The nets used 

by them average 100 yards in length, with 54-inch mesh, costing about 

$25 each. In 1876 the drift nets numbered 18 and the catch of shad 

by them was 4,000. In 1896 25 drift nets were used by 32 fishermen, 

the catch numbering 7,900 roe shad and 3,950 bucks, worth $1,542. 
The Bridgeton fishermen operated 10 seines in 1896 at various points 

on Cohansey Creek, averaging 60 yards in length and requiring 2 

men each. The size of mesh is from 24 to 4 inches, and they are hauled 
for carp, striped bass, alewives, etc., as well as shad. ‘The catch of 
shad during the year above noted approximated 10,000, about equally 

divided between roes and bucks. 
Salem River.—Salem River rises in the northeastern part of Salem 

County and discharges into Delaware River at a point about 4 miles 

below Fort Delaware. Fishermen from the town of Salem use drift 
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nets in this stream, the nets averaging 300 yards in length, with 54-inch 

mesh, 2 men being required for each. Fifteen nets were used in 1896, 

catching about 8,000 shad, of which two-thirds were roes. 

Raccoon River.—The shad fisheries of Raccoon River, which enters 
Delaware River opposite Marcus Hook, were limited to the use of 2 

small seines, each 70 yards in length, the yield in which numbered only 

4,800, of which two-thirds were bucks. The small catch was due to the 
shad being driven away by the dumping of mud in Delaware River 

just below the entrance of Raccoon River. 

Mantua Creek.—This creek discharges into Delaware River about 10 

miles below Philadelphia, at a point abreast of Mifflin Bar. Only 1 

seine was used in 1896, 100 yards in length, with 3-inch mesh. The 

yield was about an average for recent years, numbering 2,000 shad, 

about equally divided between roes and bucks. 
Big Timber Creek.—This creek, forming the dividing line between 

Gloucester and Camden counties, is 30 miles in length and navigable 

only a short distance above the mouth, yet its shad fisheries have been 

successfully operated for many years. Four seines are employed, each 

about 100 yards in length, with 34-inch mesh; they are hauled for other 

species as well as shad. The catch in 1896 numbesed 4,160 roe shad 

and 6,240 bucks, the local value being $728. 

OCEAN SHORE OF NEW JERSEY. 

In several of the small sounds and bays on the ocean shore of New 

Jersey a few shad are taken each year in the seines, stake nets, and 

fyke nets set for other species of fish, the total yield in 1886 numbering 

2,565, valued at $803. Shad were reported from Jenkins Sound, Lud- 
lam Bay, Barnegat Bay, Metedeconk River, and Manasquan River, 

the yield from each of which is shown on page 229. On the coast from 
Barnegat Bay to Sandy Hook numerous pound nets are operated from 

May 1 to October 31, in which shad are taken incidentally during May. 
The nets set in 1896 numbered 49, valued at $116,600, yielding 6,940 

roe shad and 6,735 bucks, valued locally at $2,715, an average of 279 

shad per net. This is the southernmost point on the Atlantic coast at 

which shad are taken in considerable numbers outside the general coast 

line. 
SANDY HOOK BAY. 

This bay, forming a part of the waterway tributary to the harbor of 

New York City, is separated from the ocean on the east by a narrow 

sand beach known as Sandy Hook. ‘The shad fisheries are confined to 

the use of stake nets, which average between 150 and 160 yards in 

length, with from 54 to 6 inch mesh, and cost about $40 each. The 

season begins about the first week in April and usually lasts four weeks. 

The nets used in 1896 numbered 107, with an aggregate length of 16,540 

yards and valuation of $3,900, 26 boats worth $930, and 54 men being 
employed. The catch was much less than usual, numbering only 3,540 

roe shad and 3,060 bucks, valued locally at $1,320, 
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KARITAN BAY. 

taritan Bay occupies the triangular space between Staten Island, 

New York, and the coast of Middlesex and Monmouth counties, N. J., 
and its waters commingle with those of the ocean through Lower Bay. 
Its shad fisheries are valuable, the annual yield approximating 50,000, 

the forms of apparatus used being pound nets, stake nets, seines, and 

fyke nets. Of the 48,637 shad taken in 1896, 26,702 were obtained in 

pound nets, 15,675 in stake nets, 1,010 in seines, and 250 in fyke nets. 

‘The stake nets are set specially for shad, but the pound nets, seines, 

and fyke nets depend principally on the catch of other species. 

The stake nets range from 20 to 40 yards in length, averaging about 

25 yards, and the season extends from the first week of April to the 
15th or 20th of May. The number of nets used in 1896 was 982, with 

an aggregate length of 24,304 yards and valuation of $4,256, requiring 

73 men and 40 boats. Their catch of shad amounted to 8,515 roes and 

7,160 bucks, valued locally at $3,409. The pound nets are set usually 

the first week of April, and shad are taken imthem from that time until 

about the middle of May. They are owned by men living at Port 
Monmouth, Belford, and Keansburg, and the number of nets operated 

in 1896 was 35, valued at $26,750. Twenty-seven boats, worth $5,740, 

and 56 men were employed, and the catch of shad, which was very 

much less than usual, numbered 14,552 roes and 12,150 bucks, valued 

locally at $4,005. The 5 seines aggregated 3,733 yards in length and 

$2,450 in value, with 24-inch mesh, and their catch of shad numbered 

485 roes and 525 bucks, valued locally at $223. These seines are hauled 
principally for squeteague, striped bass, and alewives. The Port Mon- 

mouth fyke-net fishermen usually catch a small number of shad, the 
catch in the 25 fykes in 1896 numbering 140 roes and 110 bucks. 

Raritan River.—The Raritan is the longest river situated wholly 

within New Jersey. Its sources are in the northwestern part of the 

State, the main stream being formed by the junction of the north and 

south branches, 4 or 5 miles west of Somerville, whence it flows a dis- 

tance of 45 miles to its entrance into Raritan Bay at South Amboy. 
It is a tidal and navigable stream from the bay to the city of New 

Brunswick, a distance of 14 miles. The shad fisheries of Raritan River 

in 1896 consisted in the use of 11 fyke nets, worth $550, which were 
set near the mouth of the river from March 1 to June 10. They were 

operated by 1 man using 1 boat, worth $60, and the catch of shad 

approximated 2,500, which were sold locally at $938. These fykes are 

also set from September to December for striped bass. 

In that section of the New Jersey shore bordering New York Bay 

and Hudson River many shad are caught each year, the yield in 1896 

being 217,858, of which 49,758 were caught in fyke nets in New York 

Bay and 168,800 in stake nets in Hudson River. A description of the 

entire fisheries of these water areas is given in the chapter on the 

shad fisheries of New York State. 
, B, 9S 16 
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THE SHAD FISHERIES OF NEW YORK. 

FISH AND FISHERIES. 

The shad fisheries of New York State are located principally in 
* Hudson River and the sections of New York Bay leading thereto, over 

98 per cent of the yield in 1896 being obtained in those waters. A 

few shad are also obtained in the Nissequague River, Little Neck Bay, 

Gardiner Bay, Long Island Sound, and Great South Bay, but the catch 

in the last three bodies of water is merely incidental to the taking of 

other species of fish. 

The following series of tables shows the extent of the shad fisheries 

of each water area of this State: . 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
Jisheries of New York in 1896. 

Number of fishermen. 

Gill-net. Total, 
Waters. ee ines exclu: |Shores:| o¢qy 

Seine. oe ESE Spear. | Sive of 
Drift. | Stake. | Pole. ory hes duplica- 

tion. 

New York Bay: 
MOWOrNbGar Sete ocak hws) a so ehiete | Gs Celts Joes enn! aaaiarere TB isc rise asta 18 |p. soasee 18 
Chia ( 50s) i geeeeeeod| [Se Sees la aaeao (soceaa. Isoonarce 8 oh adberse Beene 8 
The wNarrows::-=..<--5 <> gD Lee eps Boe Ree | areas SSAA Be coe baemne ioc 120) eee 120 
Whelan gua seqsce sen nese sar AUN oe ceelPecagasellbegséos|Esor sal ver coos 21 1 22 

PlUASON RIVED Fe.c. = 2 =. = 583 64 2 PUN Be eoerte Gia ete st 901 9 910 
Little Neck Bay...-.-.-.-.. PARR RGCr a DEG Onn OaeaSec | Sees anaes LO} iictemcmee 10 
Nissequague River.....-. 7h lal eens S| (Reicosae la seeoud las nabod|jocesns 20 Vs jah eset se 28 

Moraleesyre se case 729 85 2 250 34} 14 20 | 1,106 10| 1,116 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad 
jisheries of New York in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Stake nets. Pole nets. 

Waters. = ; 
No.| Value.| No. Length.) Value.| No. |Length.) Value. |No.|Length.| Value. 

New York Bay: Yards 
GOW OL Waa Sain <iernaia’a meinen Gal SHSOM ose See estates aie 
Gravesend Bay ..-.--..--..- 6 (NUN aera EA Se sal lameeecne 
RHeiNaArLOws:- sas. 2 s-nc-c] 59 | 3,620 |106 | 46,900 $6, 560 
ID PPST Bay) =. <a ee n= HOM eT OODE | aac Se sa seyeal roee aie 

Labs kyoeul he) OM Sas Jeceaade 447 |18, 774 |337 |164, 020 (23, 425 
Long Island Sound: | 
Nissequague River..-..-. 12 240 | 12 B08) | AES sin] sc elses + |letare = ataial| rae Pete er ee ee 
Little Neck Bay..-..--..- 7 401 | 1 ETE Seat eeeaed rome sr koe PEs eli sce 30 

| a ee SS at Be | os 

Dotaleeaeen sen. 4 ts 547 |26,165 |456 |212, 088 30, 189 |1, 401 10, 854 | 3,778 | 2 | 445 100 

Seines. Pound nets. Fyke nets. Spears Shore 
Waters a : =i Total 

; | | o Prop- | value No. |Length.) Value.| No. | Value.) No. |Value.) No. | Value.) erty. 

| 

New York Bay: 4 Yards 
bake Eth eskcabissnaa Gos il Peoceced pseacce PEC ee sal eeaeer a Gorn bac aol |sanocc $1, 530 
Gravesend bay cee ese aan eee ae eaten Qe QOH P rad S800) |. See soo cues $300 | 2,950 
LUC Gun Pm hf Voceeme sctoges 6 son4||s sassecd Beseeon| Sarre) /Ssoc.co- mans Pepe por proces Fenaaric 350 | 10, 530 
Winner Baye ectsase ene sae ee ee eerie | eae ae cael atemeteel | etete ela mnie ml mt alate le 1,500 | 5,010 

IHmdson River ---.--..--.-= 41 | 9,607 |$5, 840 |.....|....... 20 T05)|ic sgclee esses 4,880 | 55, 392 
Long Island Sound: 
Nissequague WIV OD nc coco f'- eal one seek | ox ane ol a= eee Ceeetatelectell os anemic 20 $20)... 55 384 
TithieiNeuk Bay ss-o-scece) ea =~ |=seceeeele cee en Gy al AsON fos. 2 soo S52) Leacock eee 100 | 2,011 

PLODRIY =e aoe tose 41 | 9,607 | 5,840 12 | 3, 630 | 54 955 | 20 20 | 7,130 | 77, 807 
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Statement, by water areas, of the yield of shad in each form of apparatus employed in the 
fisheries of New York in 1896. 

Drift nets. Stake nets. Pole nets. Seines. 

Waters. 
No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value. 

New York Bay: 
FRR GWNALPOW Sic cciscis c.emeinise s/s m a: Ga BOON SR GL es arecte cre | sis ocreeerarall erararcrasiots | seorctne ovate | eteteretoatere le erate 
(Up pPens aoe cer cee aasmise esas |e eee eas |e cscs ei 30) OOOH $8 600h |e cece. cel acecmern|(emcecek |p aee seer 

DEIR S OM Rl WO Lie srl aie ieiere <iminreainrsiors 297,178 | 42,958 | 38, 975 6, 233 | 14, 800 $616 | 68, 345 $8, 991 
Long Island Sound: 
Nissequague River ..--....-.---- 1, 256 BIAS || oii Sie icicll Sn smetovesi le sicejsiw al Satiom ss eancesciclel aeeeees 
buttleiNeck Bay <-5- <2 22sec ease: 128 AG ane ne |----22-- Ircebasseoaeeccbe|=Saesse¢|/5 isch = 

Matalin essere che oes eee ee 362, 062 | 50,938 | 68,975 | 9,833 | 14,800 616 | 68,345 | 8, 991 

Pound nets. Fyke nets. Spears. Total. 
Waters. 

No. | Value.| No. | Value.;} No. | Value.| No. | Value. 

New York Bay: 
TRO WOLED BY atte ina(e s)nia(n(sie,aiuinys. ln wis nis , $1, 680 
Gravesend Bay Js 195 Bee : ; 771 
hE NaTTO WS! v6.6 <<.05,0 se 3 H .| 63, 7, 620 
IWiPPOLMD ayes onc 1 ace 2 : -| 30, 3, 600 

Hudson River.......-- ial =I £ ; 58, 921 
Great South Bay..-.-- i 5 oe : d G1 
Gardiner Bay..-.-..-.-.-. ao Gaccance!! 2, 1, C31 
Tone walang ySOuNG (mene. sain sales t : f 145 
Nissequague River 429 
Little Neck Bay .........-..-.... y | 7 575 

MOG ese ewicieisietisanineeces 22,550 | 3,641 | 5,600 699 482 115 (542,814 | 74, 833 

a Incidental catch. 

NEW YORK BAY. 

The numerous bodies of water leading from the ocean to the mouth 

of Hudson River have several designations, but the name New York 
Bay applies to the whole area from Sandy Hook to the Battery. The 

near approach of Staten Island to the western end of Long Island 

divides the bay into two unequal portions, known as Upper Bay and 

Lower Bay. The general form of Lower Bay is that of an equilateral 

triangle, each side of which approximates 15 miles in length. Upper 

Bay is about 5 miles long and 3 or 4 miles in width. Connecting the 

two, occupying the space between Long Island and Staten Island, are 

the Narrows, the least width of which approximates 1 mile. At the 

extreme upper end of Lower Bay, occupying the cove between Coney 

Island light and Fort Hamilton, is Gravesend Bay, a small body of 

water covering about 2 square miles. The fisheries of each of these 

water areas are described in succession. 

Lower Bay.—The shad fisheries of Lower Bay are confined to the use 

of several pound nets on the shore of Staten Island between Elm Tree 

beacon and Fort Tompkins light. These nets are set separately in 12 

to 15 feet of water, and are worth about $250 each. Four were used 
in 1896, requiring 18 men and 6 boats, the value of the latter being 

$930. The season began April 1 and ended about the middle of June, 

and the catch approximated 8,400 roes and 5,600 bucks, valued locally 

at $1,680, 
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Gravesend Bay.—The shad fisheries of Gravesend Bay in 1896 were 
* represented by 2 large pound nets and 2 rows of fyke nets, set in from 

10 to 25 feet, the pound nets being set individually and the fyke nets 

with 30 in one row and 4in another. The pound nets are larger than 

those on the shore of Staten Island, and are valued at $600 each. It is 

necessary to have two sets of twine, since the large quantity of drift 

and refuse becoming fixed to them prevents their being operated more 

than a week at a time. Each of the fyke nets has five 14-foot hoops 

with two funnels to the net. The catch of shad by the 2 pound nets 

numbered 978 roes and 652 bucks, worth $195, while the fyke nets caught 

2,880 roes and 1,920 bucks, valued at $576. 
The Narrows.—Each season a large number of shad drift nets are 

operated in the Narrows, the season beginning usually about April 1, 

two or three weeks before the Hudson River season opens, and closes 

about May 15. The nets average 400 yards in length with 54 to 54 inch 
mesh, and cost about $75 each. On account of the extensive navigation 

through this channel it is necessary to operate the nets 25 or 30 feet 

below the surface, this being effected by long buoy lines, the most usual 

length being 26 feet. Even at this depth the suction of large steamers 

frequently entangles the nets in a mass and sometimes even lifts them 

up into the screws. In 1896 there were 59 boats drifting nets in the 

Narrows, using 46,900 yards of twine and operated by 120 men. The 

catch was much less than usual, the total number of shad taken being 
38,100 roes and 25,400 bucks, valued locally at $7,620. Most of the 

fishermen live on Staten Island and at Bay Ridge, Fort Hamilton, and 

Gravesend on Long Island. The others live “up the river” and else- 

where and rendezvous at Fort Hamilton during the fishing season. 

The latter operate also to some extent on the Hudson, but the Narrows 

is their principal fishing-ground. 

Upper Bay.—In the Upper Bay shad were taken by means of stake 

nets and fyke nets set along the western side of the bay on the Jersey 

Flats, between the northern end of Staten Island and Bedloe Island. 

The stake nets were owned by fishermen from Bay Ridge, and were set 

in 4 rows containing 151 “stations.” The abundance of drift matter 

and other refuse in the water necessitated the use of two sets of nets, 

each remaining in the water about a week, thus requiring 302 nets for 

the 151 “stations.” he nets were each 24 feet long by 28 feet deep, 

with 54-inch mesh, and were set with the top from 10 to 12 feet below 
the surface of the water. The poles were from 60 to 70 feet in length, 

and 26 feet apart in the rows. To operate these 4 strings of nets 

required the services of 21 fishermen, using 10 boats, valued at $2,000. 

The season began about the Ist of April and lasted six weeks, the total 

yield of shad approximating 30,000 in number, of which about three- 

fifths were roes. The fyke nets are owned by fishermen from Hudson 

County, N.J. The yield in the 214 used in 1896 numbered 27,267 roe 

shad and 22,491 bucks, for which the fishermen received $7,337. 
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HUDSON RIVER. 

In point of commerce the Hudson is the most important river of the 

United States, and formerly its shad fisheries were the most valuable 

on the Atlantic seaboard, but in this particular it is now surpassed by 

several other rivers. Its sources are in the Adirondack Mountains in 

Essex County, whence it flows in a general southeasterly direction 

about 110 miles to Sandy Hill, and thence almost due south nearly 200 

miles, to its entrance into New York Bay. From New York Bay to 

Piermont the width is from 1 to 2 miles; between Piermont and Haver- 
straw it expands into Tappan Bay, with a length of 12 miles and a 

width of 4 or 5 miles; while from Haverstraw, 34 miles distant from 

New York, to Albany the width of the river varies from 900 to 300 

yards. At Troy, 6 miles above Albany, it receives its principal tribu- 

tary, the Mohawk, whose volume of water is greater than that of the 

Hudson above that point. Above Troy the river partakes of the 

characteristics of a large mountain stream, with numerous falls and 

rapids. 

At Troy there is a State dam, built in 1826, of log cribwork filled in 

with stone, 1,100 feet long and 10 feet high, which forms an impassable 

barrier to the further progress of shad except when the water rises 

above the crest of the dam during high freshets. There was formerly 

a fishway in this obstruction, but it was destroyed by a freshet several 

years ago and has not been replaced. At Mechanicsville, 9 miles above 
Troy, there is a dam of cut-stone masonry 16 feet high, built in 1882. 

Three-quarters of a mile above is a dilapidated log dam with an original 

height of 8 feet. At Stillwater, 3 miles above Mechanicsville, there is 

another log dam, forming an irregular line 6 feet high across the stream. 

Above Stillwater the river is comparatively level for a distance of 12 or 

13 miles, almost to the Saratoga dam, which is of stone, 8 feet in height, 

built in 1873. Above Saratoga there are several other dams from 2 to 
16 feet in height, among which are those at Fort Miller, Fort Edward, 

Sandy Hill, Glens Kalls, Palmer Falls, etc. Prior to the construction 

of the Troy dam, in 1826, shad ascended the Hudson to the falls at 
Sandy Hill, 50 miles above Troy, and up to fifteen years ago they were 

taken in some abundance within a short distance below Troy. But 

during recent years there has been little fishing above Castleton, a 
short distance below Albany. 

Shad enter the Hudson usually during the first week in April and 
remain until the last of June. The legal season extends from March 
14 to June 15 of each year, with a close time operative from sunset 

on Saturday until sunrise on Monday of each week. The fisheries 

extend from the mouth of the river nearly to Albany, the river being 
well filled with twine up to Hudson, in Columbia County, while above 

that town few fish are taken. The yield fluctuates considerably from 

year to year. In 1880 there were 711 men employed and the catch of 

shad numbered 639,000. In 1885 the yield was reported at 1,174,835, 
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in 1886 at 1,300,949, and in 1887 at 1,568,634. In 1895 the yield was 
1,155,610, but in 1896 only 588,898 shad. were taken in this river, the 
local value of which was $83,237. Of this yield, 297,178 were caught in 

drift nets, 180,775 in stake nets, 68,345 in seines, 41,800 in pole nets, and 

800 in fykes. The catch by the New Jersey fishermen numbered 168,800, 

while 420,098 were taken therein by residents of New York State. 
The following table shows by States the number of persons employed 

in each branch of the shad fisheries of the Hudson River in 1896: 

Fishery. New Jersey.| New York. Total 

IOI Ret oem Sait see S SS OD Oa Dobson SOnDS Ob ecOntnooog Bond |Saresabsosencs 583 583 
SpaKG206 bes see seer = ae semen = eee a eteem artes Ree eee eee 176 64 240 
12 an eee pos os deoboriboe secu saesooccces erase sebsesacocce 8 2 10 
WON Obs ae cite ae ae lot aae ial atria nin cielo im aelate ale miami elpe = ahetmimiat.s alot =Iuimtml (eta(aiolel a = atm e/ tet 250 250 
WY KO-Te6 ~ -- o nn  oe ewe cone enews enews connec aan es|nwn sna sce wen 6 6 
MODEST OM see ace sas cleo ne tem ones elaine oieleinete well tatate im ini leietelatal al tte) ete is 9 9 

Total exclusive of duplication .............-.-.----.- 176 910 Ul; 086 

The following table shows by States the apparatus employed in each 

branch of the shad fisheries of the Hudson River in 1896: 

New Jersey. New York. Total. 

Apparatus, ete. 
Number. Value. Number. Value. Number. Value. 

Oe arate elecw int eaaiaiataiancace 69 $4, 905 447 $18, 774 516 $23, 679 
IDA Rais We ae Semen Sea erig SAE eecoecl eth Samer 337 23, 425 337 23, 425 
Stake NOtSias 2 oe s/s aSaie 1, 518 7,425 1, 099 2, 268 2, 617 9, 693 
IE GIOMEGtA a cacisie cee sei siete 12 510 2 100 14 610 
SISIN GOT senesc ce Reco s one Ree OO SnUN Oso e6 J soesos acer DS 41 5, 840 41 5, 840 
TARGET) 2 gcd cera ueaoebog cs sceoessns5|Socobsdapeac 20 105 20 105 
SHOLELDCODOLUY) oslo se ealala ale ole na 1 Wl peers eececeoe 43880) |=. cates eses 6, 055 

Do taly y= ees SB. eh sce eee TAT 5s ena oem oe 4 65j809) |< 2aseee aes 69, 407 

The following table shows by States the number of shad canght in 

each form of apparatus in the Hudson River in 1896: 

New Jersey. New York. Total 

Apparatus. = aaa 
Number. Value. Number. Value. Number. | Value 

LO abign (2) fi Seeood ceeeea eps S0o SSscrce manos pescmeorige ie 297, 178 $42, 958 297,178 $42, 958 
Stakempts(sa- os. eseeeese ee 141. 800 $20, 590 38, 975 6, 233 180, 775 | 26, 823 
LRG SES Sop Sheseneranocese 27, 000 3, 726 14, 800 616 41, 800 | 4, 342 
SISUNGS) o2ecehcocerperegosbers bessersccos a epedsacer sor 68, 345 8, 991 68, 345 | 8, 991 
DNV LAGE adeis Sone Cop peenaa espe eeeso css popeceacece 800 123 800 | 123 

Stn se 5a6 saa sane see 168, 800 24, 316 420, 098 58, 921 588, 898 | 83, 237 

Drift nets are used on the Hudson from the New Jersey line to within 

a short distance of the Troy dam. In the lower half of the river, 

below Saugerties in Ulster County, the nets range from 450 to 1,000 

yards in length, with an average of about 500 yards, but the length, 

as well as the depth, depends on the size of the channel in which they 

are operated, the nets being as large as the width of the channel 

admits. The largest nets are used at Hyde Park, Highland, West 
Point, and Verplanck Point, the last named being the center of the 
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most extensive fishery on the river. To avoid injury from vessels, 

the buoy lines are so arranged as to permit the net to drift 6 to 30 feet 

below the surface. The drift nets reported from this river in 1896 num- 

bered 337, with an aggregate length of 206,590 yards and value of 

$23,425, while the catch aggregated 162,385 roe shad and 134,793 bucks, 

valued locally at $42,958. 
The upper limit of the stake-net fishery is Croton Point, on the east 

side of the river, just above Sing Sing, while on the west side the upper- 

most limit is Nyack, Rockland County. The stake nets north of the 

Jersey line are small and inexpensive, costing about $1.50 each, being 

set on the flats in shallow water, not over 15 feet deep. The catch by 

the shoal-water nets in 1896 was unusually small, as the shad kept 

well out in the channel. In 1895 the fish ran more inshore, so that 

those nets made good catches. The stake nets between Alpine, N. J., 

and the mouth of the river are much larger and are set on the edge of 

the channel, in water 20 to 50 feet deep. The usual dimensions of these 

nets are 90 meshes long and 100 meshes deep, with 5 inch mesh; many, 

however, are 100 meshes square. The depth necessitates poles of great 

length and strength, hickory and white oak being used generally. The 

nets are set in rows of 25 or 30 each, running from the shore to the 

middle of the channel. On the New York side there were no stake 

nets below Fort Washington Point, and between there and Yonkers 

there were but 3 rows, containing 120 nets; but on the New Jersey 

side, between the mouth of the river and Alpine, opposite Yonkers, 

N.Y., there were 1,518 stake nets in 1896, which caught 141,800 shad— 

more than one-fourth the yield of the entire river. 

The stake nets in the extreme lower end of the river are subject to 

considerable damage from the vessels continually passing, the greatest 

amount of injury being done at night, when it is not always possible 

to avoid the twine. Not infrequently a fisherman will have one-third 

of his nets destroyed in a single night, and a large percentage of loss 

in this manner is always expected. However, the fishermen claim that 

much of the damage is the result of pure indifference on the part of 

vessel captains, who make no effort to avoid the twine. The total num- 
ber of stake nets on the river in 1896 was 2,617, aggregating 21,170 

yards in length, and valued at $9,693, and their catch numbered 
106,065 roe shad and 74,710 bucks, worth $26,823. Of this yield 85,080 

roes and 56,720 bucks were taken in the 1,518 nets set on the New 
Jersey shore, and 20,985 roes and 17,990 bucks in the 1,099 nets set in 

the New York portion of the river. 

A third form of gill net used on the Hudson River, known as the 

‘pole net,” is similar in construction to the drift net, but its mode of 

operation is somewhat like that of a stake net. The net isa continuous 
section, 200 to 250 yards in length, costing from $40 to $60. Poles are set 

on the edge of the channel about 35 feet apart, and to the lower side of 

which the net is fastened at the commencement of every flood tide by 

means of “arms” or ropes 6 feet long. At theend of the flood tide the 
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net is lifted, the fish removed, and the net is again set at the beginning 
of the succeeding flood tide. There were but 14 of these nets on the 
river in 1896, but they were quite successful, the average catch being 

about 3,000 shad, and another season will doubtless witness an extended 
use of this form of apparatus. 

Compared with those of the Delaware River, the seine fisheries of 

the Hudson are of little importance, a single seine on the former stream 

taking more shad each year than the 40 or more on the Hudson. The 

seines range in length from 120 to 500 yards, with from 2 to 24 inch 

mesh in the bunt and 4-inch to 5-inch mesh in the wings. The seven 

operated in the lower 80 miles of the river take few shad, their catch 
consisting principally of alewives and other species. The most exten- 

sive seine fishery on the river is near Kinston Point, where two seines 
are operated by steam launches from a scow anchored in the middle of 

the river, the catch by which in 1896 numbered 7,200 roe shad and 4,800 
bucks—nearly one-fifth of the entire seine catch on the river. The total 

shad yield of the 41 seines operated in 1896 was 41,757 roes and 26,588 
bucks, valued locally at $8,991. 

GREAT SOUTH BAY AND GARDINER BAY. 

A few shad are caught incidentally in the pound nets set in Great 

South Bay, the yield in 31 pound nets set in the spring of 1896 being 

reported at 196 roes and 168 bucks. This small catch was due to the 

lateness of the period when the nets were set. 

In the pound nets at the eastern end of Long Island Sound, between 
Montauk Point and Orient Point, some shad are taken each year. The 

nets are most numerous in Fort Pond Bay and Napeague Bay and along 

the shores of Gardiner Island. Shad are caught during April and 

May and are obtained in greatest number on the eastern side of Gardi- 

ner Island. The total number of nets in 1896 was 105, and their catch 

of shad numbered 1,600 roes and 2,791 bucks, for which the fishermen 

received $1,031. 

LONG ISLAND SOUND. 

Most of the shad entering Long Island Sound pass along the north- 

ern shore of that body of water and enter the large tributaries flowing 

into it through the State of Connecticut, very few being taken on the 

New York shore. Of the 74,319 shad caught in this sound and tribu- 

taries in 1896, 70,288 were taken along the northern shore and in the 

rivers flowing therein, while only 4,031 were taken along the southern 

shore. Of the latter, 516 were taken in pound nets near Orient Point, 
1,738 in Nissequague River, and 1,777 in Little Neck Bay. Shad doubt- 

less run into the other small bays and tributaries along this shore, but 

in numbers too small to warrant the establishment of fisheries. The 

shad fisheries of the three sections above noted will be described sepa- 

rately, while those of the waters tributary to the northern side of Long 
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Island Sound will be described in the chapter on the shad fisheries of 

Connecticut. 
In the pound nets at the eastern end of the sound on the Suffolk 

County shore, between Orient Point and Horton Point, a few shad are 

taken incidentally with other species. These nets run out from the 

shore into 20 or 30 feet of water, one net being the usual number to the 

string. In 1896 there were 14 pound nets in this locality, and the catch 

of shad numbered 210 roes and 306 bucks, valued at $145. __ 
Nissequague River.—Westward of Horton Point no shad are taken 

on the southern shore of Long Island Sound until Nissequague River 

is reached. This is a small sand-hill stream extending from Smith- 

town Bay for several miles into the interior. While shad have been 

caught in this stream for a number of years, yet fisheries have been 

prosecuted only during the past two or three years. The fisheries 

were most extensive in 1896, when drift nets were operated at various 

times, catching 1,256 shad from May 1 to May 13. On the night of 

May 13 fishing was stopped by the local authorities, the twine being 

destroyed and arrests made of a number of the fishermen. After that 

date many of the fishermen engaged in taking shad by the means of 

spears, it being easier to elude arrest when so engaged than when using 

a drift net. 

The number caught by spears from May 13 to the end of the season, 

about June 12, approximated 482, over half of which were roes. This 

made a total of 1,738 shad taken in the Nissequague in 1896. If the 

operations of the fishermen had not been interfered with the yield for 

the season might possibly have approached 5,000. 

Little Neck Bay.—This bay is quite shallow and covers only 2 or 3 

square miles. Strictly speaking, it is not a tributary of Long Island 

Sound, but rather of Kast River, and it is claimed that the shad enter 

this body of water by way of East River and the Narrows and not 
through Long Island Sound. Seasons of scarcity in Little Neck Bay 

are usually coincident with those in New York Bay and Hudson River, 
and not with those in the Connecticut. Shad have been taken in Little 

Neck Bay each season for many years, the principal apparatus employed 

being pound nets, which are set from April 15 to about June 10. In 

1896 there were 6 nets used, worth $1,430, but the yield of shad was 
unusually small, numbering only 776 roes and 873 bucks, for which the 

fishermen received $529. One pound net, which in 1896 caught only 

29 shad, yielded 1,154 in 1895, and prior to 1890 the average annual 

catch was about 2,000 for each net. A single gill net was used in this 
bay in 1896. This net was 760 yards in length, and the catch numbered 

92 roe shad and 36 bucks, valued at $46, making a total of 1,777 shad, 

worth $575, taken in this body of water. 
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THE SHAD FISHERIES OF CONNECTICUT. 

The extent, by water areas, of each branch of the shad fisheries of 

Connecticut is presented in the following series of tables: 

Statement, by water areas, of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad 
fisheries of Connecticut in 1896. 

Total, ex- 
Waters. Drift-net. Seine. clusive of 

duplication. 

Long Island Sound: a 
Connecticut: River s-2 3... pence Navan emaceise sek cneeeineniesncaaaeee 94 36 130 
Housatonic River ......-- z= 34 ily 45 
Bridgeport Harbor - : G3) Saleoeene eee 6 
PING Creek. «22 sact eae BEE Baill aes eee 4 

LUT ae See eS Be a OR EAE Fal ALE Aa e 138 | 53 185 

aIn Long Island Sound a number of men operate pound nets, in which shad are taken incidentally, 
but there are no regular shad fisheries on the Connecticut shore of that sound. 

Statement, by water areas, of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of 
Connecticut in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Seines. Shore | Total 

Waters. ; prop- | invest- 
No. | Value.| No. |Length.| Value.| No. |Length.| Value.| erty. | ment. 

Long Island Sound: Yards. Yards. 
Connecticut River. --. 59 | $1, 200 48 | 13,858 | $3, 321 12 | 1,883 $863 $465 | $5, 849 
Housatonic River..--. 34 966 29 | 5,640 820 5 | 1,165 380 370 2, 536 
Bridgeport Harbor --. 5 80 5 540 (bE Bocce paadomog bseaceenc 100 258 
IPineiOreelsees jecce=-.« 4 | 60 4 155 AG a sa asat|mtceowe leceocome 20 126 

MO CALS sp ien/= man eae | 102) 2,306 86 20,193 | 4,265 17 | 3,048 | 1,243 | 955 8, 769 

Statement, by water areas, of the yield of shad in each form of apparatus employed in the 
jisheries of Connecticut in 1896. 

Drift nets. Seines. Pound nets. Total. 

Waters. 
No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. Value.| No. | Value. 

Hon py leland Sound =-seesesesasess.|seare eels cemeas a41 $10 | a7, 093 | $1,669 | 7,134] $1,679 
Connecticut River. 222-.--.2-.-.- ADS SbL A SS 244) | GD i88Ou!) Wo OGds | Seco eee ee 51, 690 9,508 
Housatonic River. .2.2..2-cc------ 8,286 | 2,072 | 1,592 BO9)||sSsic< selec cece ake 9, 878 2,471 
Bridgeport Harbor ...--..------- | 1,017 20 bs Meerecbr | eadacse he crssce|caerine cc 1,017 285 
Pine Oreok gecae=asemesc an seek 569 1393). seal ee ee 569 139 

otal cosas ccaneastsnige oeajtes 55,723 | 10,740 | 7,472 | 1,673) 7,093) 1,669 | 70,288 | 14, 082 

a Caught incidentally in apparatus set especially for other fish than shad. é 
b Of these, 146 shad, worth $30, were taken in seines operated especially for alewives. 

LONG ISLAND SOUND. 

This sound, occupying the coastal depression between Long Island 

and the shore of Connecticut, approximates 115 miles in length and 15 

to 25 miles in width. It is comparatively shallow, the depth in the 

eastern portion being usually less than 200 feet, while in the part west 
of Connecticut River it averages from 75 to 100 feet. At its eastern 

end there is a chain of islands extending in a northeasterly direction 

from Long Island to Rhode Island, and through the passages between 

these islands the waters of the sound mingle with those of the ocean, 
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the principal channel being the Race, between Little Gull Island and 

Fisher Island. At its western end the sound connects with the waters 

of New York Bay through a long narrow passage known as East River, 

which separates the western end of Long Island from New York City. 

Throughout its length, except near the mouth of the large rivers, the 

density of the water is very little less than that of the ocean. The prin- 

cipal river tributaries are the Thames, Connecticut, and Housatonie, 

which bring down large quantities of fresh water. 

While some shad doubtless enter Long Island Sound through East 

River, the great bulk passes through the Race at the eastern end. They 

appear usually about the second week of April and are taken first in 

the pound nets set immediately west of the mouth of Connecticut River, 

Most of them pass up the Connecticut, but a large number proceed west- 

ward, a few being caught in the pound nets set along the shore, while 

others enter the Housatonic and some of the smaller streams of Con- 

necticut and Long Island. The run into these waters during recent 

years appears to be much smaller than formerly. The catch in 1896 in 

the sound and its tributaries numbered only 74,321, of which 51,690 were 

taken in the Connecticut, 9,878 in the Housatonic, and the remaining 

12,753 along the shore of the sound and in smaller tributaries, whereas 

the catch in the Connecticut alone was formerly half a million or more. 

While a few shad are caught in Long Island Sound proper, there are 

no fisheries dependent exclusively on that species. At the southeastern 

end, on the shore of Long Island between Orient Point and Horton 
Point, there are a few pound nets each year which take some shad, the 

number of nets in 1896 being 14, and the yield of shad numbering 516, 

Very few shad run along the northern shore of Long Island Sound east 

of Connecticut River, and in the 77 pound nets there in 1896 only 244 

shad were caught. In 28 of those nets not a single shad was taken, and 

20 was the highest number caught in any net. In 1895 the 182 pound 

nets on that shore yielded 290 shad. 
Between Connecticut River and New Haven Harbor shad are some- 

what more numerous, and a number are taken in the pound nets. 

Immediately at the mouth of the Connecticut, between the jetties and 

Cornfield Point, there were 3 pound nets in 1896, which yielded more 

shad than all the rest of the nets in the sound.’ They were set about 

the 10th of April, and from that time to the middle of June the three 

caught 4,592 shad, worth $1,083, of which 2,327 were roes and 2,265 

were bucks. Seven or eight miles west of the above three nets, between 

Duck Island and Kelsey Point, there were three other pound nets, 

which yielded 197 roe shad and 295 bucks. A 100-yard seine, operated 

at the mouth of the Hammonasset River in 1896, caught 16 roe and 25 

buck shad among other species. The area occupied by the 6 pound 

nets above mentioned was formerly the location of one of the most 

profitable shad fisheries on the coast. As late as 1885 there were 49 

pound nets in that section, which yielded 123,100 shad. In 1886 there 
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were 48 nets and the catch numbered 69,900, while in 1887 the number 

of nets was 46 and the yield of shad 61,950. Pound nets were set in this 

section for the first time in 1849. The largest catches were made from 

1863 to 1871 and from 1875 to 1880. During 1872, 1873, and 1874 adverse 

legislation restricted the use of these nets to three days in the week. 
The following summary shows the number of shad taken annually 

during a series of years in a single pound net located at Money Point, 

about 6 miles west of the mouth of the Connecticut River, the location 
being the same each year: 

: No. of No. of | No. of No. of 
Year. shad. Year. shad. | Year. shad. Year. shad. 

SS Geeta tetaierteteie 3,643) ||| 1864. - - 7. = S-1- 127265) )) LRT ee esa =i 8; 271 |) 188022. <2 ee 13, 275 
UCHieAdeBaaAoseoc BSS l| USED sasecmee == PAO MMS eerie sieeve Oi joto) || TSS et eeeecee 10, 500 
IGS CRoppcno gee POTD Pete Se emo coe 1Q594 SB TAceee cae ee 95/290) WW AS82ee eee eee 637 
SO eereretetcieaimta tei SA0007) | LSGT ese ctet OAC UD Cy eeere See a 205037 Wi 1S832-—2-eeeee 6, 200 
13 ee SapeaaRe cs 6;(000))|) W868. pc one IB ECU TUS Wks ae See mae 1), 040) AL BB45 Seekers 7, 200 
NS Glee. oe eeee 6, 10¢' |) 1869. -------..- ETI000" ||| USTs asec cess HO S465) || MISB5 cece cee 7, 858 
TRO2oM Sete eee 12 658585) 870 oe caer cone 165558) || T878t-e 22. .onne b 4, 550 
EB Geer snes LOFT SO Lei leeme melee 15508) [I STO soc ctercimcrt= 19,175 

a Law restricted fishing to three days in each week. b Net very much injured by jelly-fish. 

Between Hammonasset Point and New Haven Harbor there were 15 
pound nets set in the spring of 1896 for menhademn and other species, 

which yielded 724 roe shad and 864 bucks. Of these, 206 roes and 285 

bucks were taken in one net near the mouth of Farm River, whereas in 
1895 943 shad were taken in 3 nets set in the same locality. In 1886 

there were 27 nets between Hammonasset Point and New Haven har- 

bor, which yielded 10,300 shad, while in 1885 30 nets in the same 
locality caught 18,200. In 1887 there were 38 nets in the locality 

named, and the yield of shad was 9,300. The only apparatus which was 

operated on the Connecticut shore west of New Haven Harbor in which 

shad are reported to have been caught, was 1 pound net at Welch Point, 

near the town of Milford, which yielded 177 shad in 1896 and 189 in 

1895. 
THAMES RIVER. 

This river is really an estuary of Long Island Sound, extending 15 

miles northward to Norwich, where it receives the waters of the She- 

tucket and Yantic rivers. Its width varies from a quarter to half a 

mile, except that near the mouth it is a mile or more wide, forming the 

excellent harbor of New London. On both the Shetucket and Yantie 

rivers there are numerous dams extending to within a short distance of 

their entrance into the Thames, forming complete barriers to the ascent 

of fish. Previous to 1880 a considerable number of shad were caught 
in Thames River, the yield during the height of the season being 

several hundred daily, but during the past ten or fifteen years very few 

have been taken. In 1885, 300 were reported; in 1886, 45; in 1887, 27; 
and in 1888 only 4 were caught, while in 1889 and 1890 there were none 
reported; in 1891, 2 were taken, and in 1893 there was 1, and since 
that year no shad have been reported from this river. 
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CONNECTICUT RIVER. 

With the exception of Kennebec River, the Connecticut is the prin- 

cipal shad stream of New England. This river rises in the extreme 
northern part of New Hampshire, within half a mile of the Canadian 

border, flows in a general southerly direction a distance of 375 miles, 

forming the boundary line between New Hampshire and Vermont, and, 

traversing Massachusetts and Connecticut, empties into Long Island 

Sound near the eastern end. It is navigable for steamers from the 

mouth to Hartford, a distance of 50 miles. Above Hartford there are 
numerous falls, the most important being Enfield, Holyoke, Turner, 
Bellows, Olcott, and McInloe, all of which are provided with dams for 
developing water-power. 

At Enfield, 66 miles from the sound, the river descends over a rocky 

bed, with a fall of 32 feet in a distance of 5 miles. A dam 1,500 feet 
long and 4 feet high, built of logs filled in with stone, extends in a 

broken line across the river. Originally this dam consisted of two 

wings running out from either side of the river, leaving an opening of 

150 feet for navigation purposes. This opening was closed about fifteen 

years ago by a new section of dam 5 feet high, in the middle of which 

there is a fishway 40 feet long. Windsor Locks Canal permits the 

passage of small boats around the obstruction. The Enfield dam has 
caused much irritation among the fishermen above that point, especially 

- among those in Massachusetts. In 1886 the general assembly of that 

State adopted a resolution suggesting mutual measures on the part of 

the States of Connecticut and Massachusetts toward overcoming this 

obstruction, but no satisfactory result was accomplished. 

The Holyoke dam, 18 miles above Enfield, extends entirely across 

the river, with a length of over 1,000 feet and a height of 35 feet. It 

was completed in 1849 and is one of the most substantial constructions 

of its kind in the country, developing about 15,000 horse-power, used 

mainly in the manufacture of paper. During freshets the water on the 

crest of the dam is sometimes several feet deep, but ordinarily there 

is little overflow. A condition was imposed in the charter that the 

Holyoke Water Power Company should pay for the fisheries destroyed 

above the dam, and this requirement was complied with. Under a 

provision of the common law enjoining owners of dams high enough to 

stop the passage of fish to provide a suitable fishway, the Holyoke 

company was directed to build a fishway. The company contended 

that it was exempt from this common-law injunction because it already 
had paid for the fisheries destroyed above the dam, as required by the 

charter. 

In a very interesting case, involving the rights of river fisheries, of 

the water-power corporations, and of the eminent domain of the State 

over both, the United States Supreme Court, affirming the decisions of 

the supreme court of Massachusetts, decided that as the dam had 
injured the fisheries below as well as destroying those above that 
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obstruction, it was subject to the common-law provision and must 
build a fishway. The fishway was completed in 1873, it being after the 

Brackett plan, a modification of the Foster fishway. It is one of the 

largest and most expensive ever constructed, being 440 feet in length, 

with a general inclination of 1 foot in 15, divided into compartments 

or bays by means of L-shaped partitions that extend at right angles 

from the sides, causing the water to wind through such a long, cir- 

cuitous course that it actually runs about 1,500 feet before it emerges 

at the lowerend. As the height of the dam is 30 feet, the fall of the 
water averages about 1 foot in 50 with little momentum, but it does 

not appear that shad have ever passed above this fishway in quantities. 

During the colonial period shad were abundant in the lower half of 

Connecticut River, ascending as far as Bellows Falls, 170 miles from 
Long Island Sound, where the abrupt descent of the river prevented 

further progress. They easily passed Turner Falls, 50 miles below, 

several thousand being taken there in a single day with dip nets. 

The first artificial obstruction to their progress was the dam at Turner 

Falls, erected_in 1798, This obstruction prevented shad from passing 

that point, and it also seriously affected the spawning of salmon in the 

river, but, as there were areas below Turner Falls suitable for shad 

spawning, the run of this species below that point was not apparently 

injured. 

In 1849 the dam at Holyoke was completed, cutting off 36 miles more 

from the upper limit of the shad run, including many spawning-grounds. 

The effect of this is shown distinctly in the reliable accounts of the 

catch made at the Parsonage seine fishery, near the mouth of the river. 

The average annual yield of shad from 1827 to 1836 was 10,376; during 

the succeeding ten years it was 9,532, the slight decline being perhaps 

attributable to increased fishing at near-by points. The erection of the 

Holyoke dam in 1849 prevented the fish from ascending to the upper 

waters, and as they retreated down the river they were taken more 

abundantly than formerly. The average yearly catch by the Parsonage 

seine in the five years following the erection of the dam was 19,490 shad; 

during the next ten years (1854-1863) the average was but 8,364, and 
for the following six years (1864-1869) it further decreased to 4,482 

annually, less than one-half of the former yield. 

For many years preceding 1881 the regulations of Massachusetts and 

Connecticut in reference to the Connecticut River shad fisheries were 
similar, a close season beginning June 21, and an interdiction prevailing 

against the use of nets with less than 5-inch mesh. An increased use 

of pound nets at the mouth of the river aroused much antagonism 

among the up-river fishermen, especially those in Massachusetts, and 

resulted in the spring of 1881 in an enactment by the legislature of that 

State extending the open season to July 1 and permitting the use of 

nets with 2-inch mesh. The effect of this enactment is well shown in 
the table on page 256. In 1880, by the use of 5 inch mesh, only 7,727 

shad were taken in that portion of the Connecticut situated in Massa- — 
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chusetts, while the small mesh in the following season caught 38,382 
shad, nearly five times as many as during the previous year, the small 

mesh permitting the capture of shad of all sizes. This resulted in a 

greatly diminished catch during succeeding years. In 1882 the num- 

ber of shad taken in that portion of the river was but 2,770, or less 

than 8 per cent of the yield in the year previous, and the largest prod- 

uct in any one season since has been but 3,591, or less than 10 per cent 

of the yield in 1881. Since 1883 the product decreased annually, and 

it does not appear that any shad have been taken in that portion of the 

Connecticut since 1 90. The average yield for the six years ending in 

1881 was 16,100 annually, and during the fifteen years following 1881 it 

has been only 852 shad annually. 

At present the Connecticut River shad fisheries extend from Long 

Island Sound to Wethersfield, a distance of 40 miles, but they are most 

extensive in the reaches between Essex and Haddam. The yield in 

1896 aggregated 45,851 taken in drift nets and 5,839 in seines. The 

fishery by drift nets is most extensive from Essex to Higganum, the 

principal centers being Hamburg, Chester, Hadlyme, Higganum, and 

Haddam. 

The number of nets used in the river in 1896 was 48, of which 31 were 

operated by men living in Middlesex County, 15 by men from New 

London County, and 2 by Hartford County fishermen. These measure in 

length from 140 to 350 yards, averaging about 290 yards, with 54-inch 

mesh, and cost about $70 each, each net requiring one boat, worth $20, 

and 2 men. 

The season is dependent on the movements of ice in the river, but it 

generally begins the first or second week in April and extends to the 

third week of June. The legal season extends from March 1 to June 20 

of each year, and fishing is interdicted from sunset on Saturday night 

to sunset on the following Sunday night of each week. 

Of the total yield in 1896, 22,197 were roes and 23,654 bucks, the price 

received for the former being $5,200 and for the latter $3,044. Seines 
were formerly the only apparatus used for taking shad in the Con- 

necticut, but these have been gradually superseded by drift nets. In 

1896 there were only 12 seines used, most of which were operated 
between Haddam and Wethersfield. These approximated 150 yards in 

length, and several were used mainly for catching alewives. Their 

yield of shad was the largest since 1880,’‘numbering 5,839, valued at 

$1,264, A seine at Wethersfield caught 2,799 shad in 1896, against 730 

in 1895. Another seine at the same place caught 1,894 shad in 1896 and 

but 709 in 1895. 

The following compilation shows the number of shad taken in Con- 

necticut River during a number of years. Returns for years previous 

to 1879 for that portion of the river situated in Connecticut are not 

available. The South Hadley seine fishery, a short distance below the 

Holyoke dam, was formerly the most valuable seine fishery above the 

Enfield dam. The yield at that fishery is also noted in the table. 
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Table showing the number of shad taken in Connecticut River during a number of years, 
also the yield at the South Hadley seine fishery. 

Yield at Yield at 
Con- Massa- South Con- Massa- South 

Year. | necticut. |chusetts.| Total. Hadley ee. necticut. | chusetts. Total. Hadley 
fishery. fishery. 

SoS vee =| sere SPOCA S| aBca hero Hooaacboc 45,000 || 1883....! 177,308 3,591 | 180, 899 3, 099 
Usa se 6 Gonccee sad bossasae-psececast 35,000 || 1884....) 150, 045 1,593 | 151, 638 1, 593 
Tet eee lee Shen ce se beomscnacd leodecdonoe 7,341 || 1885....| 190, 300 1,718 | 192, 018 1, 718 
1869).-.= 2 Pawecmeusas|Seneemonns | saemecee 8, 807 || 1886....| 117, 950 577 | 118, 527 577 
TSORE este PEt Doc RaaLOnASnc soc asieso- 779 || 1887 .... 80, 350 850 | 81, 200 850 
bei el lognias coocool se soddnoris>scnecer 4, 822 || 1888 .... 68, 450 824 | 69, 274 824 
ieifiajoasa acdasssnctel eos adod(bstboaca¢ 3, 098 || 1889.... 42, 325 796 | 43,121 796 
1 EEE ete ee 4 (Mesene e eeal eS ee 3,016 || 1890.... 34, 318 58 | 34,376 58 
db sViiies hs BASS oe TEER Kacieone 10,741 || 1891 .... ALR Geo bsocc 20/503 |ceenee ae 
WSIS es seniacscm se 6)D03)|senase eee 3,412 || 1892 ..-. LLNS YAUN FS se sasec 18 7870|Se- nee 
Utelicnaasd Aenea seeaas IWATE eso ue sac 8,169 || 1893 .... PAL Tiley See socsae AU TTS caneee eee 
S70) eeeres 436, 981 13, 409 | 450, 390 6, 296 || 1894 .... SEAM AaScesacs 3 BLANC Bee goss, dc 
TSO 269, 918 7, 727 | 277, 645 AGUS S jee SY eRp ey oe oo 34, 909°| Svea 
TSS re oe 351, 678 38, 382 | 390, 060 18,196 || 1896.... BREN | ao Sonesac.- 51,690) - ee ores 
1882 ....- 272, 903 2,770 | 275, 673 2, 114 

From the preceding statement it appears that during the six years 

following 1878 the shad yield aggregated 1,726,305; during the succeed- 

ing six years it was 538,516, and during the six years ending in 1896 

only 185,447 shad were taken in the Connecticut. The alleged reasons 
for the continued decrease are summed up as follows: (1) The erection 

of jetties at the mouth of the river, resulting in a change of the current 

flowing therefrom through Long Island Sound; (2) pollution of water by 

sewage and refuse from manufactories along the shore; (3) overfish- 
ing, and (4) the erection of dams across the stream, thereby preventing 
the fish from ascending to the spawning-beds. It is questionable 

whether the lirst-named factor has had any effect on the abundance of 

shad. The jetties deflect the current only slightly from its natural 

course, and should the shad not run up the Connecticut they would 

* doubtless appear in increased numbers at other points in Long Island 

Sound, which does not seem to have been the case. 
The second factor has undoubtedly had a very deleterious effect on 

the fisheries. That the sanitary conditions of the Connecticut are un- 
favorable to the existence of shad admits of no doubt, the sewage from 

the cities and the acid refuse from the numerous factories on the shores 
of the stream so polluting the water as to make it unfavorable to the 
existence of animal life therein. Especially is this the case during the 

summer months, when the young fish are in the river, the water becom- 
ing so tainted with acids and refuse that the surface is frequently 

spotted with dead fish. While the extensive fisheries have doubtless 

materially assisted in bringing about the present depleted condition of 
the Connecticut, yet they have merely hastened the work that would 

eventually be accomplished by the dams and the unsanitary state of the 

water, even if no fisheries existed. The most objectionable development 
of recent years is the concentration of the fisheries near the mouth of 

the river, nearly all the fish being caught before they have reached the 
spawning-grounds, thus reducing natural reproduction to almost an 
insignificant factor in keeping up the supply. It is apparent that the 
future of the Connecticut River shad fisheries is far more dependent on 

artificial propagation than has been the case in the past. But there ic 
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little to be said favorable to further work of this nature unless improve- 

ment be made in the conditions of the river. Were this accomplished, 

artificial propagation could doubtless greatly increase the run of fish; 

and if suitable restrictions were applied to the fisheries the shad reach- 

ing the spawning-beds between Haddam and Windsor Locks might also 

tend to keep up the supply. 

Farmington River.—The Farmington is the only one of the several 

tributaries of the Connecticut that has yielded shad during recent 

years. It rises in Berkshire County, Massachusetts, and, flowing a 

distance of 75 miles, enters the Connecticut about 5 miles above Hart- 

ford. At Poquonock, 5 miles above the mouth, there is a log dam 4 or 
5 feet high and 264 feet long, entirely crossing the river. Above this 

point there are numerous other dams at short distances, forming a 

complete barrier to the ascent of fish. Formerly the shad fisheries 

of Farmington River were of some local importance, but during the 

past ten or twelve years the catch has been small. In 1881 the yield 
numbered 11,505, in 1882 it was 3,800, and in 1883 but 1,155 shad were 

caught. Since then the yield has been very small, except in 1885, when 

3,400 shad were caught by seines. In 1896 one seine was used to 

obtain spawn for the State hatchery, catching about 500 shad, which 

represents the full extent of the fisheries during that year. 

HOUSATONIC RIVER. 

This river rises near Pittsfield in the western portion of Massachu- 

setts, and, after flowing a distance of 123 miles, enters Long Island 

Sound 4 miles east of Bridgeport. It is navigable for 13 miles to 

Derby, where it receives its principal tributary, Naugatuck River, a 

small rapid stream. A mile or so above Derby the Housatonic is 

crossed by a stone dam 22 feet high and 636 feet in length, completed 

in 1870 at a cost of $430,000, and developing 1,500 horsepower, used for 

various manufacturing purposes. The usual spring-freshet depth over 

the crest is 4 or 5 feet. A fishway was built in this obstruction, the 
designs being furnished by the late Mr. Foster, of Maine. Very soon 

thereafter it appeared that shad would not pass above this dam, not 

even attempting to enter the fishway, although many were seen in 

immediate proximity to the lower end. The fishway was destroyed by 
freshets in 1873 and has not been rebuilt. Above Birmingham the fall 

ot the Housatonic is very great, averaging 8 feet per mile. There are 

a few dams, the most important one of which is at Lanesville, where 
the fall obtained is 12 feet. Very few shad pass above the Birming- 

ham dam, and none appear to go beyond Lanesville, 40 miles above the 

mouth. In the early part of the present century, previous to the erec- 

tion of obstructions on the river, shad ascended to Falls Village, 73 

miles from Long Island Sound. At that point the river falls abruptly 

over limestone ledges a total distance of 100 feet, forming a complete 

barrier to the further ascent of fish. 
It was reported in 1883 that 11 seines on the Housatonic caught 

F. R. 98——17 
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11,550 shad and 27 gill nets caught 4,500, a total of 16,050, and im 1884 

that the yield in 12 seines was 39,000 and in 47 gill nets 13,000, making: 

a total of 52,000 shad taken on the Housatonic during that year. In 

1885 the yield was 50,600; in 1886 it was reduced to 24,800, and in‘1887° 
the catch of shad was still further reduced to 12,400. The present: 

fisheries are confined to the use of a few drift nets and seines between 

the mouth of the river and Birmingham, the annual yield: ranging from 

8,000 to 15,000 in number. The drift nets in 1896 numbered 29, with a 
total length of 5,640 yards, requiring 29 boats, worth $536, arid' 34 men. 

Of these nets, 22 were used by men living on the east side of the river’ 

and 7 on the west side. The season began about the middle of April 

and extended to the third week of June. The catch was not up to the 

ustial quantity, 8,286 shad being taken, of which 4,335 were roes and. 

3,951 bucks. In 1896 there were 5 seines operated below Birmingham: 
by men living on the Fairfield County side of the river. These range 

in length from 150 to 250 yards, with from 3 to 5 inch mesh, and require 

three or four men and one boat for each. The seining season began 

about a week earlier and closed three weeks earlier than the drift-net 

season. The catch of shad was 812 roes and 780 bucks, making a total 

of 9,878 shad, worth $2,471, taken on the Housatonic River. 
Bridgeport Harbor, Pine Creek, etc.—In the harbor of Bridgeport, 3 

miles west of Housatonic River, a few shad are taken each year, most of 

them being secured in a channel known locally as ‘“The Gut.” In 1896 

6 men operated 5 drift nets in that locality, and took 652 roe shad and 

365 bucks, valued locally at $285. In Pine Creek, Black Rock Harbor, 

Ash Creek, and several other small streams between Bridgeport and 

Stamford, there are a few shad taken every season by means of short 

drift nets. Four shad fishermen, with an equal number of boats, are 

reported from those waters in 1896, using 4 drift nets, the catch in the 

season extending from April 20 to June 10, numbering 342 roe shad 

and 227 bucks, worth $139. 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF RHODE ISLAND. 

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

The shad caught in Rhode Island are taken incidentally in apparatus 

set especially for other species, except that in Warren River 6 men tised 

3 pound nets, worth $920, 3 boats, worth $90, and shore property valued 

at $120, catching 9,258 shad. The following table shows by water 
areas the yield of shad in this State in 1896: 

Statement showing, by water areas, the yield of shad in Rhode Island in 1896. 

Pound nets. Miscellaneous. Total 

Waters. A ; 
No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No Value 

Atlantic OCGamoc saddecccess soccer teemens teres siscssims 1, 051 GAs! | seseccsleeeecaete 1, 051 $287 
Warratansett bay i... see eee ee oe seen 2, 163 B89!) See eee Emel tete 2, 163 589 
WiarrOMptV Orca vos eases sate er ee tee cece chee nceen 9 2585) 2.408) |b 222s st esons soe 9, 258 2, 408 
Paw eatuckashiven ceca. secc cae seis ec es civic oii Reel oe ae 400 $115 400 115 
Providence-Blackstone River. sce ae = oe ee oe | eee ee emai ine 500 142 500 142 
Greenwich River:22-- + =.= ora ot ee ecase os oe atone eee see bor as cae 160 49 160 49 

Wotal = sttte woe SCs es eS. Ee ee eee 12, 472 3, 284 1, 060 306 | 13, 532 3, 590 
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OCEAN SHORE OF RHODE ISLAND. 

Along the ocean shore of Rhode Island, from Watch Hill to Point 
Judith, there are several pound nets each spring in which a few shad 

are taken incidentally. These nets are set about April 20 and remain 

until the fall, catching shad during the first two or three weeks in 

which they are set, viz, from April 20 to May 10. There were 14 pound 

nets in this locality in 1896, the total value of which was $16,800, and 

their catch of shad is reported at 946, of which about 40 per cent were 

roes. The average weight of the roe shad approximated 5 pounds, 

while the bucks averaged in weight about 3 pounds each. The roes 

sold at an average price of 38 cents and the bucks at about 20 cents 

each. On the shore of Block Island there were 4 pound nets in 1896, 
valued at $4,900, in which 105 shad, worth $32, were taken. In 1895 
the same 4 pound nets caught about 200 shad. 

NARRAGANSETT BAY. 

There are numerous pound nets set each spring at various points in 

Narragansett Bay, the principal species taken being scup, squeteague, 

and sea bass. The nets are most numerous off the southern shore of New- 

port Island, in Western Channel and between Sakonnet and Tiverton. 

In these pound nets a few shad are taken each year, but this species 

is rarely sufficiently numerous to receive special attention from the 

fishermen. In the 98 nets in Narragansett Bay in 1896, the catch of 

shad was 1,090 roes and 1,073 bucks. Over half of these were taken 
in 39 nets set in the Eastern Channel, between Sakonnet Point and 
Mount Hope Bay, the catch being 685 roes and 563 bucks. The largest 

yield in any single pound net was 70 roe shad and 78 bucks, obtained 

in a net off Rumstick Neck, at the northern end of Narragansett Bay 
near the mouth of Providence River. 

Warren River.—While a few shad run up most of the tributaries of 

Narragansett Bay, yet they are not in sufficient numbers to support 

important fisheries, and the only well-known shad stream in the State 

is Warren River. This small stream is a tidal arm of Narragansett Bay 

near its northern limit. It is only a few hundred feet in width, about 

10 miles in length, and contains no obstructions to the free passage of 

fish. It has been an important shad stream during the last thirty years 

at least. In 1880 it was reported that about 5,000 shad, with an aver- 

age weight of 34 pounds each, were taken in 5 pound nets set in this 

river. In 1896 there were 3 pound nets set at the head of the river, 

near the Massachusetts State line. The shad season began April 20 

and ended May 29, and the catch numbered 5,480 roes and 3,778 bucks, 

valued locally at $2,408. This was an average for recent years, the 
yield ranging from 6,000 to 12,000 annually. 

Paweatuck River.—The Paweatuck formerly yielded a large number 

of shad, but at present it is obstructed by numerous dams, which com- 

pletely block the passage of fish. Yet a few shad are taken in the 
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lower portion of this river each year, as well as in Old Warwick Cove 
and Patowomut River, the aggregate yield in these waters averaging 

about 400 annually, taken by means of seines, dip nets, ete. 

Providence- Blackstone River.—The numerous dams and the sewage 

from the city of Providence have served to almost exterminate shad 

from Providence-Blackstone River. But each year a few hundred are 

taken by seines, dip nets, and other contrivances, the yield in 1896 

being estimated at 500 in number. 
Greenwich Bay.—Two seines hauled in Greenwich Bay in 1896 caught 

108 roe shad and 52 bucks, which sold for $49. 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF MASSACHUSETTS. 

There are no regular shad fisheries in Massachusetts, this species 

being caught only incidentally in connection with the taking of other 

fishes. The following table shows, by water areas, the yield of shad 

in each form of apparatus operated in this State in 1896: 

Drift nets. Seines. Pound nets. Total. 

Waters. 
No. Value.| No. Value.| No. Value.| No. | Value. 

Taunton River. ------i<cccssca+- == -|-nnee==~|=--5= == 3, 355 CEE | ersrice)| escas.cie 3, 355 $934 
Buzzards Bay.-.-------------------|--------|---++-2+-]--------|---+--0- 721 $252 721 252 
Wineyard Sound --.- 2. oe nooo ne eee lnm ee nn |e nn nan 27664 582 | 2, 664 582 
Cape'Cod Bay ..-.-.--------------- 22, 080 $691 9, 080 454 1, 745 304 | 32,905 1, 449 
Massachusetts Bay .----- See Saba 5 oe snc ad| Uae ||Sac ser eles s- aoe 170 17 170 17 
NiGadvi Phe ens pean see ceo eco aos on ase s5|oo ose 7 een acalbose sein if 2 

Bayt em areretea mete ete ee a ale tole ln. wate 22, 080 -691 | 12, 442 1, 390 5, 300 1,155 | 39, 822 3, 236 

TAUNTON RIVER. 

This river is formed by the union of Satucket and Matfield rivers in 

Bridgewater, Mass., whence it flows to its entrance into Narragansett 

Bay. It is navigable for 18 miles to East Taunton, where it is crossed 

by a dam, developing a fall of 9 feet of water. Shad enter Taunton 

River about the latter part of March and remain until some time inJune, 

although few are taken after the end of May. It does not appear that 

there have ever been important fisheries in this river dependent exclu- 

sively upon shad, and during recent years that species has been taken 

only incidentally in connection with the alewife fisheries. The following 

summary shows for recent years the total yield of shad in this stream: 

Number | Number Number | Number 
Year. of seine | of shad Year. of seine | of shad 

fisheries.| caught. fisheries.| caught. 

13 Peed sin PAR eS sos see Bssenseeses S 10 6, 353 
9 S200 MISSo ace a tseseeetee ease as =e 13 7, 329 

11 6,615 || 1890 - coe ee nn nn ne 10 4, 836 
10 Gye et RU ose o oSc 8 Agere o-oo 9 2,451 
11 TBR AM PARE oe oe ees aqeeecoarece 12 2, 056 
11 Gop UD PAR bo} 8 eS ite sel 4 | Sapam mere cece 6 2,104 
10 A OST || ph Ok ae aetna ise a) eles peiela imitate 9 2, 814 
10 ASO GA VEIRODIE Alben caine emienia see 8 , 804 
8 PPC AUNNGHID See sc otaeceoseecopoadee 8 3, 355 
8 4, 550 
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In 1880 there were 15 seines used in Taunton River, requiring the 

services of 108 men, and their catch of shad was reported at 6,615, 

weighing 21,498 pounds. The yield of alewives during the same season 

numbered 1,718,000. In 1896 there were 8 fisheries for alewives, at 
which 13 seines were used, with an aggregate length of 1,903 yards 

and valuation of $1,478. These required the services of 87 fishermen 

and 22 shoresmen, and their catch of shad numbered 3,355, worth $934, 

and of alewives 1,898,478, valued at $9,478. 

BUZZARDS BAY. 

In this coastal indentation, covering 225 square miles on the southern 
shore of Massachusetts, there are a few shad taken each year inciden- 

tally in the pound nets set primarily for alewives, scup, butterfish, ete. 

These nets are set along the shore west of Apponagansett Bay, at the 

mouth of Pamansett River, between that river and Goose Neck, and 

on Elizabeth Islands. The number used in 1896 was 35, valued at 

$11,550, and the season extended from early in April to some time in 
November, shad being taken during April and May. The yield of shad 

was 721, valued at $252, while the alewives taken in the same nets num- 

bered 258,875, worth $1,380. A State law interdicts the use of pound 
nets in Buzzards Bay after the expiration of the permits granted prior 

to the enactment of that regulation. These privileges expire at the 

end of the season of 1897, and after that date there will probably be 

no fishing in this locality except that with hand lines and the clam and 

scallop fisheries. 
Vineyard Sound.—In the Vineyard Sound pound-net fishery there 

are a few shad taken each year, the yield in the 42 nets operated in the 

spring of 1896 being 2,664, valued at $582. The same nets caught also 

320,165 alewives, which sold for $1,525. Shad are first taken in these 
nets about April 20, and few are caught after May 15. 

CAPE COD AND MASSACHUSETTS BAY. 

The principal shad yield in Massachusetts is obtained by the mack- 

erel fishermen from Provincetown, each of the small vessels engaged in 

drifting mackerel nets from that port taking a few shad incidentally 

during the month of June, the yield usually ranging from 600 to 1,200 

shad annually to each vessel. The vessels engaged in this fishery 

measure from 5 to 15 tons, are manned by two or three men each, and 

carry from 25 to 45 nets, averaging 60 yards in length, with from 3 

to 34 inch mesh. In 1896 there were 27 small vessels engaged in this 
fishery, with an aggregate measurement of 341 tons and valuation of 

$21,950. These vessels were operated by 58 men and carried 791 nets, 
47,453 yards in length, valued at $7,910, and the total catch of shad 
was 19,040, for which the fishermen received $596. These shad were 

unusually small, averaging only about 2 pounds each, due to the small 

mesh of the nets. Seven Provincetown sailboats, worth $1,300, manned 

by 14 men, and carrying 150 mackerel drift nets similar to those used 
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on the small vessels, caught a few shad in 1896, their entire yield being 
3,040, which sold for $95. 

Occasionally Provincetown boats catch some shad while se ning for 

mackerel. In 1896 the steamer Cormorant, 4.81 net tonnage, made 

three hauls of shad, one each on June 6, 7, and 9, catching 9,080, which 

were sold fresh at 5 cents each. 

The pound nets and weirs set in Cape Cod Bay catch a few shad, the 

number taken ranging upward to 50 or more to each net. In 1896 

85 nets set in this bay took 1,745 shad, valued at about $300. 

Comparatively few of the trap nets set in Massachusetts Bay catch 

shad; in 1896 only 5 are reported as having taken this species, the total 

yield being 170, worth $17. | 

MERRIMAC RIVER. 

The sources of the Merrimac are in eastern-central New Hampshire, 

the main stream being formed by the junction of the Pemigewasset 

and Winnipesaukee rivers, on the line of Belknap and Merrimac coun- 

ties, whence it flows 110 miles to its entrance into the sea near New- 

buryport. The head of navigation for coasting vessels is a few miles 

above Haverhill, but small river boats ascend as far as Lawrence. At 

Lawrence the stream is crossed obliquely by a substantial dam 32 feet 

high and 900 feet long, at the south end of which is a wooden fishway, 

the whole being completed in 1848 at a cost of about $250,000. At 

Lowell, 12 miles above Lawrence, there is a second dam about 30 feet 
high, built in 1830 and enlarged in 1876. A third dam exists at Man- 
chester, N. H., constructed in 1871, its length being 420 feet and its 

height about 12 feet. There are three other dams on the river above 

Manchester, viz, at Hooksett, Garvin Falls, and Sewell Falls. 

Previous to the erection of these obstructions there were large runs 

of shad and other anadromous fish into and up the Merrimac. It is 

claimed that at the junction of the two head tributaries, the Pemige- 

wasset and the Winnipesaukee, the shad and salmon separated, the 

former following the eastern branch into Lake Winnipesanukee, while 
the latter ascended the colder waters of the Pemigewasset, penetrating 

its source in the White Mountains. 
In a report! of special commissioners of Massachusetts, appointed in 

1865, “concerning the obstructions to the passage of fish in the Con- 

necticut and Merrimac rivers,” the following approximation of the yield 

of shad in the Merrimac is given: 

| a ea Estimate Value, at 

Year. below et Total. o aalig 
Pawtucket F ils preys a5. 

Falls. alls. in 1865. 

NBO eeee sachs e eee ce oe oe cine cinae ciel see ease nite e einiavonta 700, 000 130, 000 830, 000 $138, 300 
[LUE Ae Se SS SE So Gebe ane OSA dae RS anes mara ort 450, 000 90, 000 540, 000 90, 000 
TOA ee saa tocrtniec aa oc mio wince cee asin ais aie te oa aaa tele telnet 306, 000 59, 000 365, 000 60, 000 
USER SEES Ce SCO ROC RE OARS ACO RAB Re Armia eTDOs cr fice DOSO0O Wee etias se sam 50, 000 8, 500 

1 Report of the Commissioners, Senate, No. 8, 1866, p. 39. 
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Since the erection of the Lawrence and Lowell dams the run of shad 

in the Merrimac has been constantly decreasing, as appears from the 

following summary, covering a period of nineteen years: 

- Number 
Number 

te Number Number taken in Number Number | taken in 

Year: of seines. of shad Amesbury Year. of seines of shad A b 
reported: | “coins, *|reported. past ae 

Uy eae eee 7 5, 033 PHEAD ||| TBO seego ss oneaser 11 Bee Bebe PASSE ccc 

VBFO se sen ee cise ee 8 2, 781 TTB ER S89 ee Sere nami 5 1:8.) eee eee 

TREO ae ease qT 2,139 1, 478 || 1890...--....---- 6 wlasaces ook oer eee 

1 (iy eee see 6 1,192 YO TC) Pee ROA ee Bu eta oe IE eee ee 

i Ole a easecoeoe 4 387 APA | eens eerste Dilio soaeoshtlnemes meee 

1883~<-- 2 146 57 || 1893..--. 4 DENPAN Nes aaronodce 

Tade see se aes, 2 | aes ea TS94e see 3 2750) Peeseeacnere 

NERO een ince = lies 2 130 S6r Sea. sanse- 6 D4! | cece eres 

TSRGSe eect es - 1 oes aes noe es AS9GS S Sisiensseneee 7 (| Sete as 

ASST sooece wan'n oe 1 Rn lnacisnvememiate 

THE SHAD FISHERIES OF MAINE. 

he extent by water areas of each branch of the shad fisheries of 

Maine is presented in the following series of three tables, showing for 

1896 (1) the number of persons employed; (2) the boats, apparatus, etc., 

used, and (3) the quantity and value of the catch. 

Statement of the number of persons employed in each branch of the shad fisheries of Maine 

in 1896. 

Total, 

; 
. c ; exclusive 

Waters. Drift-net.| Seine. Weir. | of dupli- 

cation. 

(SHRI 1 pene me paca Be oe 20S OCIC COSI SCG eas 20 HN ess cicoSs 31 

MaennebeG RLVeL a. sews alae neem minim cae AQ eeeaeeace 118 178 

Androscoggin River. -.-------+--------+-0000077 7077 Se 5 4 4 11 

Wastern River -.-------=---------2----272500 72770 -" P (i) |easpEeege 24 30 

Harrington River....-----------+---707-000079 
77007 E (HN) eas Saasleeoseesece 6 

Pleasant River ---.--- ie eae eet errs er es 15h eae ee occeettees 15 

CRT Wh eee Sonne Samet Eb aopebocs acer 0 CUO OS ae O oe 124 15 146 271 

a Purse-seine fishermen. 

Statement of the boats, apparatus, etc., employed in the shad fisheries of Maine in 1896. 

Boats. Drift nets. Seines. Weirs. Maine 
0 tee 

Waters. 
shore oe 

No. | Value. |No. |Length. Value. |No. Length.Value. |No.| Value. ae 
| 

F 

Yards. Yards. 

Casco Bay ...-- AScAASS 19 \$4,224 | 64 | 4,228 $885 | al 320 | $350 |.-.-.|--------|------- $5, 459 

Kennebec River -.---- 209 | 6,483 |107 | 10,838 | 1,568 |..--|--------|----2-- 114 |$20, 400 |$5,971 | 34, 422 

Androscoggin River| 6 65 | 5 400 ays ag! 90 20| 2 125 50 335 

Eastern River ------ 27 662 | 12 900 LP Eee eee peod poo ooe: 17 | 2,815 817 | 4,396 

Harrington River..--- 6 30| 9 540 Ge ea laceeseee | lace cc ed eeeeeee neco- 84 

Pleasant River -.----- 14 178 | 31| 1,860 | 186 |..-.|-.------|------- SEA eae oso. po soD oS 364 

Total = sa==-- --=- 281 |11, 642 |228 | 18, 766 “2, 870 | 2 410 370 |133 | 23,340 | 6, 838 | 45, 060 

a Purse seine. 
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Statement of the yield of shad in Maine in 1896. 

Drift nets. | Seines. ‘Traps and weirs. Total. 

Waters. SSS 
No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value.| No. | Value. 

CascoBy. 22-222 soa-he see saeene ee 6, 110 $355 | 40,325 | $2,017 | 18,055 | $1,208 | 64,490 | $3, 580 
Kennebec) RAVGl.es6.0- 22 2324-5255 1 OTST 2D OLGA beeen leer ees 205, 542 | 17,780 |251,329 | 22, 806 
Androscoggin River -.-.-.---.---- 1, 530 138 | 5,500 495 | 6,380 574 | 13,410 1, 207 
Eastern River ..........--...---- | 3, 000 Di Meee tite gees a aate 22,383 | 1,974 | 25,383 2, 244 

PENODSCOUMRIVER I a: otis Sak cine peter tor cteestet ae nice eae iain eres teacancletere 114 27 114 Por 
Harrington Rivers=- 2-2 -02- <2. s<i. | 3,000 Pa eeciseios SAceomae memseres Se ees sce 3, 000 192 
Pleas antV River sas ssn ae seas ese ' 9,000 TOs erate cet Be ata ae 3 Sete] =e eae 9, 000 720 
Ste Croix River's. ace so oc cecine seoces Mee ce See seas aeleomee aon ee ees 12 2 12 2 

otal ee ae 68,427 | 6,701 | 45,825 | 2,512 |252, 486 | 21, 565 366, 738 | 30,778 

SACO RIVER. 

This river has its sources among the White Mountains, nearly 100 

miles from its entrance into the ocean near Biddeford Pool. At Bidde- 

ford, 6 miles from the sea, there are two falls, each about 16 feet high. 

From that point to Hiram Falls, 45 miles from the sea, there are no less 

than 8 dams, each from 6 to 14 feet high, and at Hiram Falls the river 

descends 80 feet in five successive plunges. Formerly shad abounded 

in the lower end of the river, but it does not appear that they passed 

above Biddeford Falls, though salmon ascended as far as Hiram Falls. 

During recent years no shad have been reported from Saco River. 

CASCO BAY. 

Shad have been caught in Casco Bay more or less extensively for the 

last forty or fifty years, but the yield has fallen off considerably during 

recent years. They appear in these waters about May 1, and are 

observed to some extent as late as the end of September. These shad 

are smaller and presumably younger than those running up the rivers, 

and are commonly known as “sea shad.” Of the 64,490 taken during 

1896, 6,110 were caught with drift nets, 40,325 with seines, and 18,055 
with trap nets and weirs. 

Gill nets are used mostly in Quahog Bay and the coves of Harpswell 

Sound, near the northeastern end of Casco Bay. They range in length 

from 60 to 75 yards each, 35 to 45 meshes deep, with from 4 to 43 inch 

mesh. Most of the nets are drifted in the current of the long, narrow 

_bays or sounds, but at times they are set near the mouths of the coves. 

In 1896 there were 64 gill nets in Casco Bay, aggregating 4,228 yards in 

length and $885 in value, requiring 18 boats, manned by 20men. From 

June 20 to August 41 they caught 6,110 shad, valued locally at $355. 

About one-fourth of these were salted, the remainder being sold fresh. 

The trap nets and weirs in the eastern half of Casco Bay take many 

small shad each season, the largest catch being obtained in those 

between Small Point and the mouth of New Meadows River. The nets 

are set from early in the spring until late in the fall, and their yield of 

shad is obtained at intervals from the first of May until late in Septem- 

ber. In 1896 there were 46 pound nets, trap nets, and weirs in those 

waters, the value approximating $12,840. They required the services 

of 88 men and $5,347 worth of boats, and yielded 18,055 shad, valued 
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locally at $1,208. During June and July, 1896, the schooner Robert 

and Carr, 51.85 tons, of Cundys Harbor, fished for shad with a mackerel 
purse seine in Casco Bay and east thereof. The seine was of the ordi- 

nary type used in the mackerel fishery, 320 yards long, 36 yards deep, 
with 2-inch mesh. The yield numbered 40,325, which were salted, filling 

322 barrels, and sold mostly in Portland at $6.25 per barrel. 

KENNEBEC RIVER. 

This river has its sources in Moosehead Lake, the largest body of 

fresh water in Maine, at an elevation of 1,023 feet above sea level; 

thence it flows in a general southerly direction 155 miles to its entrance 

into the sea immediately east of Casco Bay. It is tidal and navigable 

for large vessels from the mouth to Augusta, a distance of 44 miles. 

Nine miles below Augusta it receives its principal tributary, Andros- 

coggin River, and expands into a wide area known as Merrymeeting 

Bay. At that point the water is usually fresh, but when the river is 

low it is brackish as far as Richmond. At Augusta the Kennebec is 

crossed by an insurmountable crib dam 17 feet high and 956 feet long, 
rebuilt in 1870. A fishway has been placed in this dam at its eastern 

end, but it does not appear to be used by shad. A second dam at Water- 

ville, 17 miles above Augusta, was built in 1869, and is 7 feet high and 
750 feetinlength. There are several dams above Waterville, the prin- 

cipal ones of which are at Kendall Mills, Somerset Mills, Skowhegan 
Falls, Norridgewock, Madison Bridge Falls, ete. 

For half a mile or more immediately below the Augusta dam there 

are gravelly shoals which afford suitable spawning areas for shad; 

hence the erection of that dam has not been so injurious to this species 

as to the salmon. Merrymeeting Bay, by reason of its broad, sandy 

flats, is also a favorable place for shad spawning. The greatest injury 

to shad in the Kennebec has been the vast quantities of sawdust run 

into the river from numerous sawmills, covering the river bottom in 

many places, so that areas formerly eligible for spawning-grounds are 

no longer suitable. The fishermen state that this refuse is so abund- 

antin Merrymeeting Bay that at times the bottoms of their weirs are 

covered several feet therewith. 

Shad formerly ascended Kennebec River as far as Norridgewock 

Falls, 84 miles from the sea, where they turned aside into a small trib- 

utary known as Sandy River. At Ticonic Falls and at Skowhegan 

there were productive dip net fisheries. It is on record that at the 

former place four men dipped 6,400 shad in one day, and that 1 man, 

with the assistance of 3 boys, caught 1,100 shad and 20 salmon in 

one afternoon. The catch in a weir at Abagodasset Point for several 

years following 1820 ranged from 3,000 to 10,000 annually.!. A weir 

operated in Merrymeeting Bay yielded during the ten years ending in 

1835 an average of 5,961 shad annually, while in the eleven years from 

1837 to 1848 (omitting 1844, the record for which is lacking), the aver- 

' Fishery Industries of United States, sec. v, vol. 1, p. 719. 



‘age was 3,120 per year. In 1867 the catch of shad by 40 weirs, several 

-seines, and an unknown number of drift nets was 180,000. In 1880, 

-44 weirs, 2 seines, and 60 or more drift nets took 105,000 shad. At 

»present the shad fisheries of Kennebec River are the most important 

on the Atlantic coast north of Hudson River, and the yield is greater 
‘than in all the remaining waters of the New England States. They 

‘extend from the mouth of the river nearly to Augusta, the forms of 

-apparatus employed being weirs and drift nets. The catch in 1896 by 

‘the weirs numbered 205,542 and by drift nets 45,787, making a total of 
: 251,329, valued at $22,806. The yield of shad in 1867 was estimated 

:at 225,000, of which 200,000 were taken in weirs and 25,000 in other 

iforms of apparatus. 

‘The weir fishery is carried on in the Kennebec chiefly between Ice- 

boro, about 3 miles above Swan Island, and the Chopps, a narrow part 

cot the river below Swan Island. In addition thereto there are a few 

weirs in the vicinity of South Gardiner and 3 or 4 in the lower part of 
ithe river below Bath. In Merrymeeting Bay there are numerous weirs, 

and a number in Eastern and Androscoggin rivers, which enter the 
Kennebec at Merrymeeting Bay. The following description of these 

weirs is furnished by Mr. Ansley Hall: 

In form of construction these weirs are similar to the ordinary pound nets, but 

they are operated on the principle of brush weirs. They cost from $10 to $40 each, 

according to their size. Instead of lifting them to remove the fish a seine of 14-irich 
mesh is used for that purpose, The seine has a staff at each end and is furnished 

with purse lines. It is about 25 feet in length and varies in width according to the 

depth of the water in the weir in which used. If two or more adjacent weirs are 
of about the same size and depth, one seine may be used for them all; otherwise 

there is a seine for each weir. The leader of each weir consists of stakes driven 

about 18 inches apart and interwoven at the top with maple sprouts or brush to 

form a sort of binder for support. Where the tide is unusually strong large stakes 

are driven a short distance from the leader stakes and the leader guyed to them 

with lines. The length of the leaders varies according to the width of the river, but 

where the stream is of sufficient width it is 100 feet or more, but it is usually from 

50 to 100 feet. From a point near the shore, where the water is about 2 feet deep at 

low tide, the leader may be extended a distance not greater than one-eighth of the 

width of the river channel. The weir has three pounds, viz, the big or pasture 

pound, the second pound, and the fish pound. The big pound is at the end of the 

leader and the other two are always on the down-river side of the big pound. The 

depth of water in which the pounds are located varies from 18 to 30 feet at low 
water, but is ordinarily about 22 feet, except in Merrymeeting Bay and the tribu- 

tary streams, where the depth is less. The stakes forming the pound are from 20 to 

45 feet in length, depending on the depth of water. They are driven 3 or 4 feet 

-apart and twine with 2} or 3 inch mesh is hung on the outside of them, this twine 

_being sufficiently deep to extend about 1 foot above the surface at high water. 

An iron chain is attached to the lower edge of the twine to keep it close to the 

bottom of the river. The principal part of each pound is made with a single piece 

of netting. The length of the netting in the big pound is from 140 to 145 feet, in the 

second pound about 100 feet, and in the fish pound from 135 to 140 feet. Small stakes 

are driven outside the twine and bound to the large stakes with cords at intervals 

as far down as practicable, thus serving to hold the twine in place. The weir is 

braced by guy lines made fast to piles (known as ‘‘ pointers”) driven on the upper side 

of the big pound. The cost of a completed weir varies from $100 to $800, averaging 

perhaps $200. 
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The boats used in the weir fishery are flat-bottomed skiffs, about 15 

feet long and square at each end, this form being the most convenient 

for operating the small seine. Large scows, 20 to 30 feet in length, are 

used in building the weirs and sailboats are employed in transporting 

the fish caught. In 1896 there were 114 weirs, valued at $20,400, 

operated on the Kennebec by 118 men, using 209 boats, valued at 

$6,483. The season for shad began about May 1 and ended about June 

25, the catch numbering 205,542, valued locally at $17,780. 

Drift nets are operated in Kennebec River from the mouth to Merry- 

meeting Bay, but most extensively in the vicinity of Bowdoinham, 

North Bath, Bath, and Georgetown. The length of these nets ranges 

from 200 to 400 feet, averaging slightly more than 300 feet. The mesh 

varies from 42 to 54 inches, the mesh of those operated below Bath 

being a trifle smaller than those above that town. The drift-net season, 
is coincident with the season in which shad are taken in the weirs, and! 

extended in 1896 from May 1 to June 25. During that year there were: 

47 boats employed in this branch of the shad fishery, manned by 72: 

men and using 107 drift nets, aggregating 10,838 yards in length and: 

$1,568 in value. The catch numbered 45,787 shad, valued at $5,026. 

Androscoggin River.—This river, the principal tributary of the Ken-- 

nebec, has its sources partly in Maine and partly in New Hampshire, 

whence it flows 160 miles to its entrance into the broad expanse of' 

Kennebec River, known as Merrymeeting Bay. It is navigable for a, 

distance of 6 miles from the mouth to the falls at Brunswick, where it; 
is crossed by two dams, each about 14 feet high. At Lisbon Falls, 8 

miles above Brunswick, there is adam 10 feet in height. At Lewiston,, 
40 miles by the river course from the ocean, there is a natural. fallief 38 

feet in a distance of 600 feet, at the head of which there is a dam with, 

an average height of 12 feet. At present the shad fisheries of the 
Androscoggin are confined to the lower end below Brunswick Falls. 

Of the 13,410 shad taken on this river in 1896, 5,500 were caught in a 
seine, 1,530 in 5 drift nets, and 6,380 in 2 weirs. The seine was 90 yards 

in length with 34-inch mesh, and was operated during the month of May 
and the first three weeks of June. The drift nets were 80 yards in 

length with 34-inch mesh, and were used by one man each, the season 

being coincident with that of the seine fishery. The two weirs were 

much smaller than those in Kennebec River, both of them being valued 
at only $125, and required four men to operate them. 

Hastern River.—In Eastern River, which enters the Kennebec a short 

distance below Richmond, there are quite a number of shad taken by 

weirs and a few by drift nets. The first report of the commissioner of ° 
fisheries of the State of Maine states: 

In Eastern River thirty years ago there were 8 or 9 weirs, each of which took 6,000 ; 

or 8,000 shad per year, and about the same amount was taken by seines and drift nets, 

indicating a catch of 100,000 shad annually. In 1846 ong seine took 4,719 shad; in , 

1847, 3,319, and in 1852, 2,500.—(Reports of the Commissioners of Fisheries of Maine . 

for 1867 and 1868, p. 46.) 
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The weirs used in 1896 were smaller than those on the Kennebec, but 
resembled them in every other particular. Seventeen were set in the 

lower end of this tributary, approximating $2,815 in value, and yielding 

22,383 shad, valued locally at $1,974. These weirs also caught 60,216 

alewives, worth $448. Six drift-net boats were used on Eastern River, 

manned by an equal number of men and using 12 nets, aggregating 900 

yards in length, with 53-inch to 54-inch mesh. Their catch from May 1 

to June 25 numbered 3,000 shad, valued at $270. 
East of the Kennebec River there are no established runs of shad up 

any of therivers of the United States. They appear to pass northward 

along this stretch of coast during May and June, and to return south- 

ward in August and September. During both the spring and the fall 

run, especially the latter, small schools enter the bays and the lower 

estuaries of the rivers. In only a few localities, however, do they 

appear with sufficient regularity to induce fishermen to make special 

preparation for them, among which are Harrington and Pleasant rivers. 
In other localities, as Penobscot Bay, Dyer Bay, Narragaugus Bay, etc., 

they are taken incidentally in brush weirs and other apparatus set for 

herring, etc. 

PENOBSCOT RIVER AND BAY. 

This stream is the largest on the United States coast north of the 

Connecticut. Its sources are in the extreme western part of Maine 

near the Canadian boundary, whence it flows a distance of over 200 

miles to its entrance into Penobscot Bay, 30 miles below Bangor. It 

is navigable for large vessels from the mouth to Bangor, a short dis- 

tance above which it is crossed by a dam 10 feet in height. Within the 

next 12 miles the fall of the river approximates 70 feet, an average of 

nearly 6 feet per mile. Four miles above the first dam there is a second 

dam 8 feet in height, and above this point there are numerous other 

obstructions. 

It is stated that originally shad was the most abundant fish in the 

Penobscot. At Oldtown Falls, a short distance above Bangor, there 

were extensive fisheries eighty years ago, which yielded far more shad 

than was necessary for the local demand, the price averaging but $1 

per 100. On the lower part of the river many shad and salmon were 

caught in weirs and sold to the vessels, mostly from Connecticut, which 

made annual trips to this river for salt fish. There was little decrease 

in the abundance until the erection of the dam a short distance above 
Bangor in 1830. Then came the erection of the Great Works dam, and 
in 1834 the Veazie dam was built. When the shad came up in the spring 

of 1835 and found the impassable barrier to their further progress they 

wandered in confusion below the obstruction, and many loaded with ripe 

spawn were taken in weirs in the town of Bucksport, which was reported 

as @ most unusual occurrence. The Penobscot, unlike the Kennebec, 

has no available spawning-grounds below the dams, and furthermore 

the water is frequently brackish all the way to Bangor, and whatever 
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spawning-grounds would be otherwise available in the Penobscot are 
covered with sawdust. During the few years following the construction 

of the dams shad were taken in abundance in the lower end of the 
river, then they decreased, and within a few years more they were com- 

paratively scarce. In 1867 the yield of shad in the Penobscot had 

decreased to 5,000. Mr. S. B. Rich, of Bucksport, fished with a drift 
net about 1830, and would sometimes catch 300 shad in a single night; 

in 1867 he tried it again, but caught no more than 3 shad in any one 

night, and sometimes 2,1, or none. The decrease in yield of shad in 

these waters has continued up to the present time, the entire yield in 

Penobscot River and Bay in 1896 being only 114 shad, worth $27, all of 

which were caught in weirs set in the vicinity of Whitmore Island. 

PLEASANT AND HARRINGTON RIVERS. 

On Pleasant River shad have been caught to a greater or less extent 

during the past thirty years, and for the last ten years from 5,000 to 10,000 

have been taken annually by drift nets. In 1896 there were 14 boats, 

worth $178, and manned by 15 men, engaged in drifting nets on this 

river near the town of Addison. The nets used numbered 31, with an 

aggregate length of 1,860 yards and value of $186, the mesh being 42 

inches. The season extends from July 1 to September 15, and the 

catch of shad numbered 9,000, worth $720. 
In Harrington River there were 6 men who caught shad in 1896, 

using 6 boats, worth $30, and 9 drift nets, 540 yards in length, with 

43 inch mesh, worth $54. The catch approximated 3,000, most of which 
were salted and sold at $8 per barrel. 
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LIST OF FISHES 

REVILLAGIGEDO ARCHIPELAGO AND NRIGHBORENG ISLANDS. 

DAVID STARR JORDAN anp R. C. MCGREGOR. 
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LIST OF FISHES COLLECTED AT THE REVILLAGIGEDO ARCHI- 
PELAGO AND NEIGHBORING ISLANDS. 

By Davip STARR JORDAN AND RICHARD CRITTENDEN MCGREGOR. 

In March, 1897, the schooner H. C. Wahlberg, Capt. A. W. Anthony, 

set out from San Diego, California, on a collecting expedition to the 

islands off the west coast of Mexico, the principai purpose being the 

exploration of Clarion and Socorro, which islands, with other smaller 

ones, composethe Revillagigedo Archipelago. Mr. R. C. McGregor, a 

student in zoology in Leland Stanford Junior University, went with 

the vessel as assistant naturalist. Among other things he obtained a 

fine collection of fishes, most of them secured by the use of dynamite 

among the rocks of Clarion and Socorro islands. A very few of the 

fishes were taken in an improvised seine; no dredge was used. 

Collections were made at the following localities: Ensenada, March 

6; Todos Santos Island, March 10; San Martin Island, March 12; San 

Geronimo Island, March 15; Guadalupe Island, March 23; San Benito 

Island, March 27; Cerros Island, April4; Abreojos Point, April 19; San 

Jose del Cabo, April 23. Finally, nearly the whole month of May was 

devoted to collecting about San Benedicto, Socorro, and Clarion islands. 
Six new species were obtained, as follows: 

Myrichthys pantostigmius, Clarion Island, 5710, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus. 
Zalocys stilbe, Clarion Island, 11996, L. 8. Jr. Univ. Mus. 
Apogon atricaudus, Socorro Island, 5708, L. 8. Jr. Univ. Mus. 
Forcipiger flavissimus, Clarion Island, 5709, L. 8. Jr. Univ. Mus. 
Cantherines carole, Socorro Island, 11995, L. 8. Jr. Univ. Mus. 
Azurina hirundo, Guadalupe Island, 5706, L. 8. Jr. Univ. Mus. 

These species are also described in Jordan & Evermann’s Fishes of 

North America. 
The fauna of the outlying islands of Mexico and Ecuador contains a 

number of species properly belonging to the fauna of the East Indies. 

Few of these oriental types reach the coast of Mexico or Panama, the 

coast fauna in general being analogous to that of the West Indies. 

Among the forms not found along the mainland, and identical or nearly 

identical with East Indian species, are the following, those here recorded 

for the first time from American waters being printed in italics: 

Lycodontis pictus. Kyphosus lutescens. euthis aliala. _ 
Caranx orthogrammus. Forcipiger flavissimus Melichthys bispinosus. 
Caranx lugubris. (longirostris). Xanthichthys mento. : 
Kuhlia arge (tzniura). Zanclus cornutus. Cantherines carole (pardalis). 
Priacanthus carolinus. Teuthis triostegus. Ovoides setosus. 
Evoplites viridis (kasmira). 

F. RB. 98 18 273 
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A full series of the specimens taken, including the types of the new 

species, has been presented to the Leland Stanford Junior University 

through the Hopkins Seaside Laboratory, under the auspices of which 

Mr. McGregor carried on his work. The rest of the collection has been 

sent to the British Museum, the museum at Vienna, the U. 8. Fish 

Commission, and the U. 8. National Museum. 

Family GALEIDZ. 

1. Mustelus lunulatus Jordan & Gilbert. One specimen, a yard long, from Ensen- 

ada, Lower California, March 6. The first dorsal fin is lower and both dor- 

sals and pectorals less incised than in the type of the species. The snout is 

also somewhat shorter and broader. All these may be characters of increased 

age, as the specimen is larger than any of those originally described. 

2. Carcharhinus platyrhynchus (Gilbert). Two young individuals from Clarion 

Island. 

3. Galeorhinus zyopterus Jordan & Gilbert. One young example from Ensenada 

harbor. . 

Family DASYATIDZ. 

4. Urolophus halleri Cooper. One specimen from Ensenada, Todos Santos Bay. 

Family OPHICHTHYIDZ. 

5. Ophichthus triserialis (Kaup). One example, 25 inches long, Abreojos Point, 

Lower California. 

6. Myrichthys pantostigmius Jordan & McGregor, new species. (Plate 4.) 

Head 44 in trunk; head and trunk 1{ in tail; cleft of mouth 3 in head; 

eye 22 in snout, which is5 in head. Pectorals 2 in snout. Anterior nasal 

tube equal toeye. Color olivaceous, with distinct rows of roundish blackish 

spots, some oblong, smaller on head and covering whole belly; 39 spots in 

dorsal row, these spots usually alternating each with its fellow on the other 

side of dorsal, but sometimes opposite; spots of second row usually opposite; 

spots of third row smaller and more numerous, extending from the cheeks to 

opposite the vent, thence running along base of anal, not running on fin, most 

of this row little more than half length of snout; two rows of smaller spots 
along belly from gill-opening to front of anal; spots on nape rather large, on 

head larger and more numerous than in Myrichthys xysturus. Pale color of 

head reduced to reticulations; chin and throat spotted as much as head; no 

pale centers to any of spots; dorsal without spots or with only a few which 

come up from back; from beginning to end the dorsal has a broad black mar- 

gin about one-third height of fin; anal mostly pale, but having some black 

markings toward tip; pectoral with upper half jet-black—a white margin 

posteriorly—a small black spot in lower corner. 

One specimen, 20 inches long, from Clarion Island; type number 5710, 

Leland Stanford Junior University Museum: 
This species is distinguishable from all others by the great number of 

spots of small size and without pale centers, the black edge of dorsal, the 

black spot on the rather large pectoral, and especially by having the belly 

spotted as much as the other parts. 

Family MURA:NIDZ&. 

7. Lycodontis pictus (Ahl). Head 4 in trunk; tail about as long as body; eye 24 

in snout, situated midway between snout and angle of mouth; cleft of mouth 

23 in head; snout 53 in head; anterior nasal tube 5 in snout; gill-opening 

11 in head. Teeth in each jaw in a single series; palatine series either par- 

allel with these or divergent; no distinct canines; teeth comparatively small; 
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anterior vomerine one or two in number, bluntish and conical; posterior 

vomerine teeth rather blunt. Anterior nasal tubes moderate. Dorsal low 

anteriorly, beginning in front of gill-opening. 

Color brownish-gray or purplish, everywhere covered with small purplish- 

black spots which are not confluent. In adults the spots are arranged in 

roundish or ringlike blotches on the sides; fins colored like body, without 

dark edges. 
Two specimens, each about 3 feet long, taken at Clarion Island seem to 

correspond in full with figures given by Dr. Bleeker of this common East 

Indian species. 

8. Echidna nocturna (Cope). The smallest specimen measures 20 inches and is 

unspotted except for a few faint yellow markings near end of tail. The 

largest example measures a yard in length. Teeth of lower jaw blunt, sub- 

equal and biserial, in upper jaw larger and irregularly biserial. Directly 

under front of eye these teeth become regularly biserial, much smaller, and 

more pointed; two regular rows of blunt vomerine teeth. Dorsal high, 

beginning over gill-opening; eye 2? in snout; head 3} in trunk; cleft of 

mouth 34 in head; tail shorter than rest of body by distance from cleft of 

mouth to gill-opening. Color seal brown, belly lighter, covered everywhere 

with irregular spots and points of yellow, the largest about 4 inch across. 
Lower jaw heavily mottled with yellow; no black margins to spots. Eight 

specimens were collected among rocks in tide pools at Clarion and Socorro 

islands. 

Family EXOCGsTIDA. 

9. Exoccetus volitans Linneus. 

Halocypselus evolans (Linnzus). - 

Numerous specimens taken from the Gannets of the Revillagigedo Islands. 

10. Exonautes xenopterus (Gilbert). One large specimen from Clarion Island— 

another off Morro Hermoso, Lower California. 

Family MUGILID 2}. 

11. Mugil curema Cuvier & Valenciennes. An abundant species at Socorro Island. 

Four specimens. 

12. Chenomugil proboscideus (Giinther). Young and large individuals abundant 

at Socorro Island. 

Taken commonly in large tide pools with Auhlia arge. Some ofthe smaller 

specimens have the pectorals and anal colorless; others have a smaller mouth 

and thinner lips, but these characters are not coordinated with any other 

differences. All probably belong to one species. 

Family HOLOCENTRIDZ. 

13. Holocentrus suborbitalis Gill. Clarion Island and Socorro Island; twelve 

large examples taken similar to others from Mazatlan. 

14. Myripristis clarionensis Gilbert. Five large examples from Clarion and 

Socorro islands, similar to original types. 

Family MULLIDZ. 

15. Upeneus dentatus Gill. 

Upeneus dentatus Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1862, 256. 

Upeneus xanthogrammus Gilbert, Proc. U. S. N. M. 1891, 553. 

A 6-inch specimen from Clarion Island. Teeth in bands anteriorly; uni- 

serial behind; scales 38. This specimen certainly belongs to U, dentatus. 

We can not separate U, xanthogrammus from it, 
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Family LEPIDOPODIDZ. 

16. Lepidopus xantusi Goode & Bean. 

Lepidopus caudatus Jordan & Gilbert, Proc. U. 8. N. M. 1882, 358, Cape San 

Lucas; not of Euphrasen. 

Lepidopus xantusi Goode & Bean, Ocean. Ichth., 519, 1896; same type; no 

description. 

Head 43 in body; depth 3 in head; eye 54; interorbital space 8}; snout 3; 

maxillary 3}; D. 82; A. 1,45. Jaws with long, sharp teeth in front, fol- 

lowed by single rows of weaker ones arranged in groups of twos and threes. 

Height of dorsal, near middle of body, 3 in head. Anal preceded by 2 

scutes, the first minute, the second wide, strongly keeled, its length # 

diameter of eye. Pectoral of 12 rays, its length 2 in head. Each ventral 

consists of a flat, keeled spine followed by a minute ray. This species is 

known from two small mutilated specimens, both found on the beach near 

San Jose del Cabo, Cape San Lucas. The type was taken by John Xantus 

about 1860, and recorded by Jordan & Gilbert in 1882 as Lepidopus caudatus. 

The second, of about the same size (54 inches), was taken by Mr. McGregor 

in 1897. From the latter the above account was taken. The species differs 

from Lepidopus caudatus in the much shorter dorsal and longer anal. (D. 

103; A. 24, besides rudiments, in L. caudatus.) 

Family CORYPHA:NIDZ. 

17. Coryphena equisetis Linneus. Head 44; depth 5; D. 51; A. 24. Eye 33, 

large, without adipose eyelid. Nostril in middle of snout, vertically oblong, 

rather small, anterior opening scarcely visible. Snout bluntish, 33. Mouth 

slightly oblique; maxillary 2} in head; narrow at tip, without distinct sup- 

plemental bone. Preorbital very narrow, 4 in head. Jaws each with a 

broad band of small, sharp, rather wide-set teeth; bands of villiform teeth 

on vomer, palatine, and tongue. Body elongate, little compressed, formed 

as in a mackerel; head broad above, with a conspicuous crest. No pseudo- 

branchiz; branchiostegals subtruncate; opercles strongly striate. Dorsal 

beginning near opercle, posterior ray longest, last few rays pencil-like, 

resembling finlets, but not divided at base; anal without evident spine, first 

rays longest, 5 in head, last rays slightly free at tip, but less so than in 

dorsal; caudal peduncle slender, rather long; caudal lobes long and sharp, 

about as long as head; ventrals long, depressible into a deep groove on 

abdomen, 1} in head; ventral rays 1,5; pectoral very short, falcate, 14 in 

head. Scales cycloid, more or less elongate on each side of head, along base 

of anal more or less bony, elongate and spine-like, closely imbricated; along 

ventral groove and other lower parts somewhat similarly modified; lateral 

line somewhat undulate and a little arched in front. Color dark blue-black 

above, lower parts paler and nearly uniform. 

This specimen is probably the young of Coryphena equisetis. It seems to 

differ from Coryphena equisetis as described, in color, in not having an angu- 

lation in lateral line, in the longer head, in having the opercle striated for 

its whole length, in elevated last rays of dorsal, and possibly in modified 

scales of belly. 

One specimen, 9 inches long, from San Benedicto Island. 

Family CARANGIDZ. 

18. Trachurops crumenophthalmus (Bloch). Six specimens from Socorro Island. 

ZALOCYS Jordan & McGregor, new genus. 

This genus is closely allied to Hypodis Rafinesque (—Lichia Cuvier), differing in 

the absence of a procurrent spine before the dorsal, in the cultrate thoracic 

region, and in the weaker teeth. Hypodis is scarcely different from Trachi- 
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notus, the only characters tangible being the larger teeth, low dorsal, and 

less elevated forehead. The distinctions between Hypodis and Trachinotus 

are of little value. Porthmeus (—Lichia amia and L. vadigo) is a well-defined 

genus, distinguished by the large mouth and projecting lower jaw. 

19. Zalocys stilbe Jordan & McGregor, new species. (Plate 5.) 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

Head 44; depth 24; D. v1, 1-26; A. 11,1-23. Body elliptical, deeper than in 

Hypodis glaucus; belly sharply compressed; ventral outline similar to that 

of dorsal. Anterior profile of head elevated and sharp, the eye being rather 

below than above its middle. Eye 5 in head, with conspicuous adipose 

eyelid before and behind; posterior nostril much larger than anterior, verti- 

cally oblong; maxillary broad, without supplemental bone, extending to 

pupil, 22 in head. Mouth moderate, oblique; each jaw with bands of villi- 

form teeth; similar teeth on vomer, palatines, and tongue. Preopercle very 

broad; cheek moderate; suborbital narrow; preorbital very narrow, 4 in 

eye. No pseudobranchie. Gillrakers very long and slender, numerous. No 

procumbent spine before dorsal. Spines low and separate; spines progres- 

sively higher. Soft dorsal and anal each with a sheath of scales. First 

rays of dorsal very slightly elevated, 24 in head; anal without distinct 

anterior lobe, longest ray 2? in head; caudal peduncle long and slender, its 

depth 3? in head; caudal fin widely forked, lobes long and slender, upper a 

little the longer, more than half longer than head, and 2% in body; pectoral 

moderate, 1} in head; ventrals very small, 64 in head. Snout 3% in head. 

Premaxillary protractile. 

Color dark steel-blue or blackish above; lower parts soiled white; axil 

and base of pectoral within jet-black; dorsal and anal each with a narrow 

whitish edging; caudal black, each lobe with a narrow whitish edging 

within; body covered with small smooth scales, much as in Trachinotus. 

Lateral line undulate; very slightly arched anteriorly. 

One specimen, 16 inches in length, from Clarion Island. 

Type, No. 11996, L. 8. Jr. Univ. Mus. 

Carangoides orthogrammus (Jordan & Gilbert). Seven large specimens from 

Clarion and Socorro islands. 

Caranx marginatus Gill. Two large specimens from Socorro Island. 

Caranx lugubris Poey. Three large specimens from San Benedicto and Clarion 

islands. 

Family APOGONIDZ. 

Apogon retrosella (Gill). About 30 specimens secured with dynamite at San 

Benito Island. 

Apogon atricaudus Jordan & McGregor, new species. 

Head 24; depth 3; D. vi-1,9; A. U1, 8; scales large, finely ctenoid, 3-26-11; 

eye 34 in head; second dorsal spine stoutest, about 2 in head; gillrakers 17, 

moderate. Body similar in shape to A. retrosella. Jaws reaching to poste- 

rior border of eye, 12 in head. Pectoral reaching to opposite front of anal, 

1% in head. Color rosy, darkened with dusky points, more or less olivaceous 

above; head and throat verging on orange; first dorsal black; second dorsal 

rosy; caudal dusky, more or less flushed with rosy, other tins paler; no black 

spot on head or on base of caudal, there being no definite markings any- 

where except the dusky red of the tail. Numerous specimens collected at 

San Benedicto, Socorro, and Clarion islands. Usual length 3 to 4 inches. 

Type, No. 5708, L.S. Jr. Univ. Mus. 

Family KUHLIIDZ. 

Kuhlia arge Jordan & Bollman. Thirty-one specimens, from Clarion and 

Socorro islands, where it is very common. 
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Family SERRANIDZ. 

26. Epinephelus labriformis (Jenyns). Three specimens, taken at Socorro Island. 

27. Epinephelus analogus Gill. The two specimens from Clarion Island are 

very dark, almost black, and scarcely spotted, except on the breast. 

28. Dermatolepis punctatus Gill. Three specimens from Clarion and Socorro 

islands. 

29. Paranthias furcifer (Cuvier & Valenciennes). San Benedicto, Socorro, and 

Clarion islands. Seventeen fine specimens obtained. 

30. Paralabrax clathratus (Girard). One specimen from Todos Santos Bay. 

31. Pronotogrammus multifasciatus Gill. One young example from Clarion 

Island. Head 22; depth 34; D. x, 15; A. m1, 7. Snout ¢ of eye. Gill’s 

specimen was of the same size as ours (2 inches). Ours differs from the 

description in having no rufous bands. Color very pale brown; upper third 

of body thickly sprinkled with fine black spots. In other respects this 

specimen agrees with the very young one on which the species was based. 

Pamily PRIACANTHIDZ. 

32. Priacanthus carolinus Lesson. ‘This species is very close to Priacanthus cruen> 

tatus of the West Indies, from which it is very doubtfully distinguished by 

the larger spine on the preopercle, which reaches the edge of the opercle 

and is 24 in eye. That of P. cruentatus does not reach opercle and measures 

4 in eye; its edge less rough. Body a little deeper than in P. cruentatus; 

depth of the latter 3 in the length. In P. carolinus the depth is 2? in the 
length. In color and general appearance similar. Caudal truncate. The 

distinction of this species from P. cruentatus is very doubtful. Socorro and 

Clarion islands; 4 specimens. 

Family LUTIANIDZ. 

33. Evoplites viridis (Valenciennes). Abundant at the Revillagigedo Islands, 

Clarion, and Socorro; 18 specimens obtained. 

Family HA;MULIDZA. 

34. Anisotremus davidsoni (Steindachner). One specimen from Cerros Island. 

35. Anisotremus interruptus (Gill). Three specimens from Clarion and Socorro 

islands. 

Family KYPHOSIDZ. 

36. Girella nigricans (Ayres). Four specimens from San Benito Island. 

37. Kyphosus analogus (Gill). Eight specimens from Clarion and Socorro islands. 

38. Kyphosus elegans (Peters). Fourspecimens from Clarion and Socorro islands. 

39. Kyphosus lutescens (Jordan & Gilbert). A distinct species, quite different from 

Kyphosus elegans, differing in larger body, smaller scales, lower pectorals, 

and especially the larger mouth and broader teeth. In all, 19 specimens 

were obtained. ‘Those from Clarion Island indicate a marked dichromatism. 

The coloration of four typical specimens may be described as follows: 

1. Everywhere bright lemon-yellow. 

2. Dull dark-brown, almost black, slightly paler on lower half of body; 

a large lemon-yellow area beginning on the nape extending over the sides 

and front of the head; this includes the opercle, upper part of preopercle, 

suborbital and preorbital on right side, while on left side the color does not 

reach quite so far down; in front the color descends to a deep groove above 

the upper lip; under lip, tip of left pectoral, and tip of caudal also yellow; 

length, 16 inches. 
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3. The yellow patch extending backward to front of dorsal and below on 

sides only to a line passing horizontally through center of eye; no color on 

pectorals, and only a few small blotches on caudal and lower lip; length, 

16 inches. 
4. Everywhere dark-brown; scales of sides and lower parts with lighter 

centers, the brown being reduced to a mere edging; no yellow anywhere; 

length, 11 inches. 
Medialuna californiensis (Steindachner). One specimen from Cerros Island. 

Pamily SCIANIDZ. 

Genyonemus lineatus (Ayres). Five specimens from Ensenada, Todos Santos 

Bay. 

Family CHATODONTIDZ. 

FORCIPIGER Jordan & McGregor, new genus. 

Type Chelmon longirostris Cuvier & Valenciennes. 

This genus differs from Prognathodes Gill in having smaller scales, about 175 in 

a lateral series instead of 40. Chelmon Cuvier is also closely related, having 

the same forceps-like mouth; but in the latter genus the spinous dorsal is 

much less developed, containing about 9 spines. 

Forcipiger flavissimus Jordan & McGregor, new species. 

Head 24; depth 2; eye 64 in head; D. x11-22; A. 111, 17; snout 14 in head, 

its free part 24 in head. Body short, strongly compressed, its outline 

angular; anterior profile very steep, concave, extending into the forceps- 

like mouth. Mouth small, at tip of projected head; cleft of mouth 1} in 

eye. Scales 9-75-35; small, ctenoid, irregularly placed, smaller on head 

and bases of fins; rows along lateral line parallel with it only anteriorly; 

those below run horizontally on lower parts of body and irregularly upward 

and backward above; lateral line concurrent with back. Dorsal spines 

extremely strong; fifth spine 1} in head; longest soft rays 24 in head; 

caudal 2} in head, slightly lunate; upper lobe longer; third anal spine very 

long, much longer than second, 14 in head; pectoral 1} in head; ventral 14 

in head. Color bright orange, deepest at base of dorsal; head and nape 
abruptly black to level of lower point of eye; below this point reddish 

pearly; breast and lower jaw nearly white; preorbital bones paler than 

cheeks, which are mottled with brownish; median region of top of head 

paler; pectoral slightly dusky; dorsal and anal colored like body; last rays 

of anal with a large black blotch, vertically oblong, its longest diameter a 

little greater than diameter of eye; not ocellated as in F. longirostris; soft 

rays of dorsal and anal blackish at tip, the very edge pale; caudal abruptly 

blackish. 
This species is extremely close to F. longirostris, which is common in the 

East Indies. The American species differs, however, in the deeper body and 

much larger anal spot, which is almost round in the East Indian species. 

This species belongs to the new genus Forcipiger, of which Chelmon longi- 

rostris Cuv. & Val. may be taken as type. Four specimens from Clarion 

and Socorro islands; one specimen from San Benedicto Island. Length, 

from 5 to 7inches. Type No. 5709, L. S. Jr. Univ. Mus., Clarion Island. 

Cheetodon nigrirostris (Gill). Sixspecimens from San Benedicto, Socorro, and 

Clarion islands; largest about 6 inches long. 
Holacanthus clarionensis (Gilbert). Eighteen specimens from Clarion and 

Socorro islands. A very young example from Clarion Island may be thus 

described: D. xiv, 17; A. 111, 18; head 4} in total length; depth 24; pec- 

toral equal to head; interorbital space equal to eye; eye 3in head. Color 

in alcohol, very pale yellow; two parallel dark-brown bands passing verti- 

cally from near lower edge of preopercle to occiput, one on each side of eye, 
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45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

the two anterior bands joining on top of head, forming an inverted A, above 

which is a dark-brown spot; on posterior half of body, extending from 

dorsal to anal, but not on these fins, are finer bands of very dark brown; 

between each two bands is a parallel row of spots; these are also five in 

number; posterior half of body dark; caudal and peduncle abruptly light; 

dorsal and anal plumbeous, each with an edging of black, which becomes 

wider on posterior rays of each fin; traces of bright orange near anterior 

part of dorsal. 

Family ZANCLIDZ. 

Zanclus cornutus (Linneus). Twelve fine specimens from Clarion and Socorro 

islands. 

Family TEUTHIDID4. 

Teuthis triostegus (Linneus). Abundant at Clarion and Socorro islands, where 

18 specimens were taken. 

Teuthis aliala (Quoy & Gaimard). Head 33; depth 1} to 14; eye 34; maxillary 

6 in head; D. rx, 30; A. 111, 26; from eye to corner of mouth 1} in head; gill- 

opening 1} in head; opercle short and obliquely set, 44 in head; humeral 

bone striate. Body ovate, strongly compressed, closely covered with small 

rough scales, which become shagreen-like on head; lateral line present but 

obscure; anterior profile strongly convex above and before the eye, thence 

somewhat concave and nearly vertical to the small projecting mouth. Teeth 

broad, digitate, each with 4 or 5 claw-like serre at tip; lower teeth with 

serre much smaller, forming notches. Jaws very short, about equal, about 

ten incisors in each. Anterior nostril moderate, close to posterior, which is 

much smaller. Dorsal and anal low, continuous, rounded behind; longest 

dorsal ray near end of fin, 2} in head; longest anal ray 2 in head; caudal 

lunate, upper and lower angles produced but acuminate and short; middle 

rays 1} in head, the outer 1 in head; caudal spine very strong, 2+ in head, 

attached near its posterior end; the short, sharp posterior end free, the long 

knife-like anterior portion slipping into a groove in the flesh; pectoral long, 

+ longer than head; ventrals 1} in head. 
Color dark purplish-brown, almost black; a pale yellowish or flesh-colored 

crescentic area under eye; a ring of pearly whitish around mouth, not quite 

continuous above; a pale streak along dorsal fin, widening behind into a 

pale orange patch, occupying two-thirds of height of last ray; base of last 

ray dusky; anal marked in the same way as the soft dorsal; a very narrow 

pale edge to soft parts of dorsal and anal; pectoral black; caudal abruptly 

pale at end of black caudal peduncle, with a curved dark streak parallel 

with edge of fin and nearly the diameter of the eye behind it; behind this 

a diffuse yellow area parallel with the dark streak; fin behind with a narrow 

pale edging; flap of opercle narrowly pale. 

Abundant at Clarion and Socorro islands, where 12 specimens were taken. 

We can not distinguish our specimens from descriptions and figures of 

Teuthis aliala (Acanthurus glaucopareius) of the East Indies. 

Xesurus punctatus (Gill). Two adults from Socorro Island. 

Xesurus clarionis (Gilbert & Starks). Twelve specimens from Clarion and 

Socorro islands. 

Family BALISTIDZ. 

Pachynathus capistratus (Shaw). Six specimens from Clarion and Socorro 

islands. 

Melichthys bispinosus Gilbert. Nine specimens from Socorzo and Clarion 

islands. 

Xanthichthys mento (Jordan & Gilbert). Seventeen specimens from Clarion | 

and Socorro islands. 
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Family MONACANTHIDZ. 

53. Cantherines carole Jordan & McGregor, new species. (Plate 6.) 

Head 3,5; depth 2; D. 1-38; A. 34; eye 54. Body elliptical, compressed 3 

anterior profile somewhat concave, oblique; mouth small; teeth large, white, 

and irregular. Gill-opening somewhat in front of pectoral, its length 34 in 

head; dorsal spine very stout and straight; everywhere rough, but without 

distinct barbs; 14in head; dorsal rays 2 in head; anal ray 2 in head; caudal 

short and rounded, 13 in head; pectoral 24 in head. Pelvie bone with ven- 

tral spine firmly attached, with about 10 radiating spinules; ventral flap 

little developed; caudal peduncle with four strong, bluntish spines, turned 

forward and arrayed in two pairs, one above and one below the middle line. 

Color dull grayish-olive; head finely speckled with darker; fins all pale; 

lips whitish. Length 11 inches; two specimens from Socorro Island. 

The species is named for Mrs. Charlotte C. McGregor. 

54. Ceratacanthus scriptus (Osbeck). Thirteen specimens from Clarion and 

Socorro islands. A specimen has been recently sent us from the Venados 
Islands at Mazatlan, by Dr. George Warren Rogers. 

Family TETRAODONTIDZ. 

55. Ovoices setosus (Rosa Smith). Very abundant about Socorro and Clarion 

islands; 48 fine specimens taken; mostly in shallow water during low tide 

at Clarion Island. These vary in color from pure lemon-yellow to indigo- 

blue and dark brown, with round white spots. There are also various 

intergradations, as yellow blotched with blue, the singular variations in 

coloration being parallel with those of Kyphosus lutescens. 

Family DIODONTIDZ. 

56. Diodon hystrix Linnzus. Five specimens from Clarion and Socorro islands. 

Family BMBIOTOCIDZ. 

57. Abeona minima (Gibbons). One specimen. Todos Santos Bay. 

58. Brachyistius frenatus Gill. Five specimens from Guadalupe Island, 4 to 5 

inchesin length. These are somewhat deeper than the typical form from 

California, but we do not think them specifically distinct. Also taken at 

Todos Santos Islands. Head 3; depth 2; D. vi11-13; A. 111, 22; scales 44; 

eye in head 3; pectoral in head 14; ventral14; second anal spine 44; middle 

caudal rays 2}. Body short and compressed; back elevated; head depressed 

above snout, which sharply projects; mouth, small, projecting, maxillary 

not reaching to opposite eye. Gillrakers 23, slender. Color olivaceous 

above with darker blotches on each scale, forming lengthwise stripes; lower 

parts tinged with coppery; a large moon-shaped black spot in axil of pec- 

toral, nearly as large as eye, but not so wide; fins pale, lower ones, especially 

caudal, flushed with orange. 

59. Embiotoca jacksoni Agassiz. Specimens taken at Todos Santos, San Benito, 

Cerros, and Guadalupe islands. 

60. Tzniotoca lateralis (Agassiz). Two specimens from San Benito Islands. 

Family POMACENTRIDZ. 

AZURINA Jordan & McGregor, new genus. 

This genus is closely allied to Chromis, from which it differs in the long and 

slender body, the low vertical fins, the very deeply forked tail, the pointed 

snout, and especially in the continuous lateral line which extends much 

beyond the dorsal fin, and is wanting on but two or three scales. 
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61. Azurina hirundo Jordan & McGregor, new species. (Plate 7.) 

Head 4 in length; depth 34; D. x11, 11; A. 11, 11; scales 34; maxillary 3 in 

head; eye 44; pectoral 1; ventral 14; longest dorsal spine 33; longest soft 

ray 3%; second anal spine 34; longest anal ray 3; caudal lobes 1}; middle 

caudal rays 4. Body elongate, elliptical, slender, and symmetrical, moder- 

ately compressed; snout acute; profile slightly depressed above. Eye 

moderate, larger than in related species; maxillary reaching to below front 

of eye. Teeth conical, rather few and small, in narrow bands or almost a 

single series. Preorbital very narrow, about one-half eye; suborbital hid- 

den by scales. Preopercle narrow, largely free, its edge slightly crenulate; 

gillrakers 36, long and slender; head covered with small scales except 

throat and tip of snout; those on body large and ctenoid, lateral line 

strongly curved, continuous, extending downward along the tail, wanting 

on two or three scales only. Caudal deeply forked. Color deep steel-blue 

above, slightly paler below, with a tinge of orange at throat; pectoral 

light yellow, dusky at base; other fins black, each with a narrow whitish 

edge. West coast of Mexico. Three specimens from Guadalupe Island, 

each 64 inches long. A beautiful fish with a symmetrical outline, unusual 

in this family. Type No. 5706, L. 8S. Jr. Univ. Museum. 

62. Chromis punctipinnis (Cooper). Many young from Todos Santos Island; adult 

examples from Guadalupe, Cerros, and San Benedicto Islands. 

63. Abudefduf saxatilis (Linneus). Abundant in the tide pools at Clarion Island; 

11 specimens taken. 

64. Eupomacentrus leucorus (Gilbert). Socorro Island, 6 specimens; San Bene- 

dicto Island, 6 specimens; Clarion Island, 4 specimens; a strongly marked 

species. 

65. Eupomacentrus rectifrenum (Gill). Six specimens from Clarion and Socorro 

islands. 

66. Eupomacentrus flavilatus (Gill). Head 34; depth 2; D. xu, 15; A. 11, 13; 

scales 29; eye in head 34; pectoral in head 14; ventral in head 1; longest 

dorsal spine 2; second anal spine 2; body deep, robust; anterior profile 

more or less convex and broad; general appearance of EL. rectrifrenum, from 

which this seems to differ only in color. No blue spots, even in specimens 

3 to 5 inches long; posterior part of body, especially pectoral and caudal, 

light yellow; rest of body paler than in £. rectrifrenum, but color variable; 

ventrals black; dorsal and anal dusky, more or less pale posteriorly; pec- 

toral with a very distinct black spot at base of upper rays. The latter 

species has the tail and caudal as dark as other fins, which is not the case in 

E. flavilatus. Twelve specimens from Socorro Island, two from Clarion 

Island, and one from San Benedicto Island. 

67. Hypsypops rubicundus (Girard). One young example, 4 inches long, from 

Guadalupe Island agrees in the distribution of blue spots with Mrs. Eigen- 

mann’s description. Eight specimens of different sizes from Todos Santos 

and Cerros islands. 

68. Microspathodon dorsalis (Gill). 

Microspathodon cinereus Gilbert; adult; 

Microspathodon azurissimus Jordan & Culver; partly grown. 

Ten very fine specimens from Clarion and Socorro islands. 

69. Microspathodon bairdii (Gill). Head 3; depth 1}; D. x11, 16; A.11, 14; scales 

3-29-10. Body short, compressed, elongated; nape abruptly produced 

behind and above a depression which lies above eye, nape thus projecting 

forward in a fleshy crest. Anterior profile steep with fleshy corrugations 

separated by depressions. Tip of snout above premaxillary enlarged toa 

fleshy pad, under which the jaw slips, separated from preorbital and top of 

head by adeep crease, deeper in larger specimens. Nostril midway between 

eye and crest, its size much larger than in M. dorsalis, being } diameter of 

eye. In M. dorsalis of same size the nostril is reduced to a small pore, about 
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4 ofeye. Preorbital lower than in MW. dorsalis, its height 2% in head in adult; 

in M. dorsalis of same size the preorbital is 2} in head. Teeth small, trun- 

cate, movable, about as in VW. dorsalis; lower jaw shorter; width of mouth 

2 in head; 4 or 5 rows of scaleson cheek. Caudal peduncle short and deep, 
length 24 in head, its depth 2 in head. Dorsal elevated but not falcate, 

simply angular, its longest ray 1} in head; anal similar, its longest ray 14 

in head; caudal lunate, its lobes not produced, the upper longer, 1} in head; 

pectoral 1} in head; ventral 14 in head. 

Color uniform deep blue-black without paler margins to fins, except very 

narrow line on upper ray of pectoral and upper lobe of caudal; no spots. 

This species is well separated from M. dorsalis, differing in the much larger 

nostril, fleshy hump at nape, in lower preorbital, and in the uneven slope of 

profile, as well as the absence of falcate tips to fins. The very small speci- 

mens which have been named Microspathodon bairdii seem to be the young of 
this species, having the large nostril and the nonfalcate fins. The bright 
orange markings seem to disappear with advanced age. 

One adult from San Benito Island; three adults from Socorro Island. 

Family LABRIDZ. 

Harpe diplotznia Gill. Thirteen large specimens from Socorro and Clarion 

islands. 

Pimelometopon pulcher (Ayres). One specimen from Todos Santos Bay and 

one from Guadalupe Island. 

Iridio semicinctus (Ayres). Several specimens taken at Cerros Island; one 

from Todos Santos Bay. 

Julidio notospilus (Giinther). A number of young, half an inch long, from 

Clarion Island. 

Oxyjulis californicus (Giinther). Specimens from Guadalupe Island and San 

Geronimo Island. 

Thalassoma grammaticum Gilbert. Clarion Island. Numerous specimens. 

Family MALACANTHIDZ. 

Caulolatilus princeps (Jenyns). Two specimens from San Martin Island. 

Family CIRRHITIDZA. 

Cirrhites rivulatus Valenciennes. Four fine specimens from Clarion and 

Socorro islands. 

Family SCORPAiNIDZ&. 

Sebastodes flavidus (Ayres). One young specimen, 5 inches long, from Todos 

Santos Island. 

Sebastodes chrysomelas (Jordan & Gilbert). One specimen from Todos Santos 

Bay. 

Sebastopsis xyris Jordan & Gilbert. Head 23; depth 34; D. x11-1,10; A. 

11,5; scales 48; maxillary in head 14; eye 34; pectoral about 1; longest 

dorsal spine 2%; second anal spine 13%; ventral 14; middle caudal ray 

about 2. Body moderately elongate; head rather sharp; jaws equal; inter- 

orbital space concave; top of head scaly and without occipital depression; 

nasal spines sharp with a fleshy flap nearly as long as pupil. Spines above 

eye each with a similar fleshy flap. Preorbital, superorbital, postorbital, 

and tympanic spines present, each sharp and high. Occipital and nuchal 

spines also well developed; a small temporal spine; a small spine under the 

eye on the sharp stay; a spine at end of stay in front of the preopercular 

spine; the last has asmall spine at its base; two sharp spines below opercular 

spine. Cheeks and opercle covered with ctenoid and imbricated scales 

without flaps; body scales ctenoid and closely imbricated, without flaps. 
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81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

Gillrakers very short and slender. Breast covered with imbricated cycloid 
scales. Villiform teeth on jaws and vomer, none onpalatines. Dorsal thin 

and moderately deeply notched; caudal rounded; third anal spine greater 

than second; pectoral with upper rays branched; lower or simple rays 

thickened and the upper of them longer than any of the branched rays. 

Color light-olive, irregularly banded and blotched with darker; flushed 

with cherry-red; subopercle with large black blotch somewhat ocellated. 
Head blotched with olive and paler. Jaws and throat largely orange. 

Dorsal mottled with blood-red, orange, and whitish. Pale-yellowish bar 
across soft dorsal, then a blackish streak; rest of fin white, tipped with 

black; caudal largely bright-scarlet, black toward tip. Anal largely 

scarlet, mottled with black; pectoral yellowish, barred with white and 

black, lower part of fin washed with scarlet; ventral light yellow, witha 

few black spots on posterior half, and scarlet spots on anterior portion. 

The most definite marks are a dark bar from soft dorsal to base of anal, 

everywhere washed with scarlet, and black spot on the subopercle. 

Three specimens collected at Socorro Island, 34, 24, and 2 inches, 

respectively. 

Family COTTIDA.. 

Clinocottus analis (Girard). Todos Santos and San Martin islands. 

Family GOBIIDZ. 

Gobius soporator Cuvier & Valenciennes. Numerous specimens taken in the 

tide pools at Socorro and Clarion islands. 

Gobius zebra Gilbert. ‘wo specimens from Todos Santos and Clarion islands; 

larger one 1# inches. ‘The colors in life—blue stripes on a crimson ground— 

were very beautiful. 

Family GOBIESOCID 4. 

Gobiesox adustus Jordan & Gilbert. Twospecimens, each an inch long, in tide 

pools at Clarion Island. 

Family BLENNIIDZ. 

Heterostichus rostratus Girard. Interorbital}less than orbit. One specimen, 

7 inches long, from Guadalupe Island. 

Gibbonsia elegans (Cooper). One specimen from San Martin Island. 

Entomacrodus chiostictus (Jordan & Gilbert). Specimens taken 1n tide pools 

at Clarion and Socorro islands. 

Family PLEURONECTID&. 

Platophrys leopardinus (Giinther). Three specimens taken at Clarion Island. 

Length of each about 3 inches. 
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REPORT ON INVESTIGATIONS BY THE U. 8. FISH COMMISSION 
IN MISSISSIPPI, LOUISIANA, AND TEXAS, IN 1897. 

By BARTON WARREN EVERMANN, PH. D., 

Ichthyologist of the United States Fish Commission. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In the present paper are embodied reports upon three distinct inves- 

tigations, viz: 
1. An examination of the waters in southwestern Mississippi in the 

vicinity of the mouths of Pearl River, for the purpose of determining 

their general character, what fishes they already contain, and whether 

additional species may be advantageously introduced into them. This 

investigation was made at the instance of Hon. Robert C. Davey, Rep- 

resentative in Congress from the second district of Louisiana, Hon. A. 
Baldwin, of New Orleans, and other gentlemen of that city, who take 
an interest in keeping up the supply of game and food-fishes of that 

region. 
‘2. An investigation of the catfish industry of the Atchafalaya River, 

Louisiana. Representations had been made to the Commission by the 

fishing firms of Morgan City, through Hon. Robert F. Broussard, Rep- 

resentative in Congress from the third district of Louisiana, that the 
catch of catfish had greatly decreased within the last few years. It 

was requested that an investigation be made as to the fact and cause 

of the decrease, and that recommendations be made as to the remedy. 

3. Upon the recommendation of Hon. 8S. B. Cooper, Representative 

in Congress from the second district of Texas, an examination was 

made of the Sabine and Neches rivers with reference to their fitness 

for shad. 
These various investigations were carried on under the immediate 

direction of Professor Evermann, who was assisted in the field work by 

Mr. Fred. M. Chamberlain and Mr. H. hk. Center, both of the division 

of scientific inquiry of the U. 8S. Fish Commission. The party left 

Washington April 13, 1897, arriving at New Orleans the next day. 

On the 15th they went to Baldwin Lodge, Mississippi, at the mouth of 

Pearl River, where investigations were carried on by the entire party 

until April 18, and by Messrs. Chamberlain and Center for one day 

longer. On the 19th Professor Evermann went to Morgan City, and at 

once went on board the fishing tug Shamrock for a trip through those 

portions of the Atchafalaya River and its connecting lakes and bayous 
287 
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in which catfish fishing is carried on, returning to Morgan City on the 

21st, where he remained until the 24th. Messrs. Chamberlain and 

Center reached Morgan City on April 20, and the next four days were 

devoted to examining the fish which were being prepared for shipment 

in the three fish-houses of that place. Collections were also made in 

the waters about Morgan City. 

On April 24 Professor Evermann went to New Iberia, at Mr. Brous- 

sard’s request, to examine Lakes Tasse and Peigneur, in that vicinity. 

Mr. Chamberlain joined him on the evening of the 25th, when both 

proceeded to Beaumont, Tex., where they spent one day, and then 

proceeded to Lufkin, Tex. After spending one day at Lufkin, 

examining the Neches and Angelina rivers, they went to Logansport, 

where the Sabine River was examined April 29. From Logansport 

Mr. Chamberlain went to Melville, La., where he spent four days 

examining the catfish handled there, while Professor Evermann went 

to Athens, Ga., to examine a site for a proposed fish-hatchery at 

that place. Mr. Center remained at Morgan City compiling the statis- 

tics of the catfish fishery at that place until April 27, when he returned 

to Washington. Professor Evermann returned to Washington May 4. 

On May 7, Mr. Chamberlain completed his inquiries at Melville and 

the investigation was brought to a close. 
During the conduct of these investigations we were the recipients of 

numerous courtesies from various gentlemen, who by their kindly and 

intelligent interest contributed in no small degree to the successful 

completion of the work. Thanks are especially due Hon. Robert F. 

Broussard, Hon. A. Baldwin, and Mr. Edward G. Schlieder, of New 

Orleans; Messrs. Edgar Bass, John Dalton, and Manuel Coguenhem, 

of Morgan City, and Mr. Charles Larson, of Bayou Chéne, La. 

SOUTHWESTERN MISSISSIPPI. 

The object of the investigations in this region was to determine the 

general character of the waters, the species of fishes inhabiting them, 

their abundance and habits, and the desirability of introducing other 

species of food or game fishes. 

Baldwin Lodge, on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, 39 miles 
northeast of New Orleans, was the center of our operations. This 
place is within a short distance of the mouth of the Pearl River, where 

it empties into Lake Borgne. _The surrounding country is, in the main, 

low, level, and subject to overflow; much of it is tide marshes and 

bayous, narrow channels or creeks; ponds and lakes are numerous. 

Bayou Isle aux Pois (or Campbell Bayou) runs immediately in the rear 
of Baldwin Lodge, opening into Pearl River on the west and into Grand 

Plains Bayou at the other end. It is about 90 feet wide and 12 feet 

deep. Its shores, except at Baldwin Lodge, are low and marshy, and 

overgrown with marsh grass and a few bushes. Grand Plains Bayou 

connects with this bayou to the eastward and extends several miles to 

the north and east. It is of the same general character and of about 
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the same size. Several other bayous connect with it, one of them being 

known as Lagoon Bayou, which is the outlet of two small lagoons. 

Its shores and those of the upper portion of Grand Plains Bayou are 

higher and more liberally supplied with water willows and other woody 

vegetation. Near its mouth Pearl River divides into several branches, 
known as West Pearl River, Middle Pearl River, etc. Opening into 

West Pearl River is Black Bayou, which is much frequented by anglers. 

It is about 40 feet wide, 5 to 15 feet deep, and several miles long. Its 

shores are low and marshy and covered with a dense growth of marsh 

grass. In the water was a rank growth of water vegetation, consisting 

of Ranunculus, Myriophyllum, Anacharis, Potamogeton, Nymphea, and 

Nuphar, both of the latter in bloom. 

Another bayou opening into Pearl River is known as Mulatto Bayou, 

which flows through the Sea Glen plantation, several miles north of 

Baldwin Lodge. The land along the greater length of this bayou is 

considerably higher than along the other bayous mentioned. At Sea 

Glen the ground is 5 to 15 feet above the water, and is covered with 

groves of magnificent pecans and a few magnolias. Many of these 

trees are of immense size, and the oaks are rendered unusually beau- 

tiful by the great mats of Polypodium growing upon their trunks and 

larger branches; and the masses of Tiilandsia usneoides, or long moss, 

hanging in long, graceful festoons, form a rich drapery to the branches. 

Pearl River has several outlets or mouths, all opening finally into 

Lake Borgne. This lake is approximately 25 miles long by 10 to 12 

miles wide, the greatest length extending in a northeast and southwest 

direction. It is a very shallow body of water, the average depth prob- 

ably not exceeding 8 feet. South of Baldwin Lodge a depth of 18 to 20 
feet is found, but it rarely exceeds 9 feet. 

The country surrounding Lake Borgne consists almost entirely of 

low tide marshes, with rank growths of marsh vegetation, but scarcely 

any bushes or trees, and is intersected and cut up by numerous narrow 
channels or bayous. Our visit to this region was at the time of the 

great flood of the Lower Mississippi, and the basin of the Pearl River 

was also somewhat affected. The water in all the bayous visited was 

deeper than usual, owing to backwater from Pearl River. Southern 

winds continuing for several days frequently have the same effect. 

At this time the water in all these bayous was practically fresh, and 

even Lake Borgne was not strongly brackish. In the late summer and 

fall, however, the water is much shallower. Ordinarily it begins to 

grow brackish late in April or May, and gradually increases until the 

fall rains set in, when it becomes gradually less brackish, and during 

a portion of the winter and early spring it is comparatively fresh. At 

this time various fresh-water species of fishes extend their range even 

down to Lake Borgne and its connecting bayous. Among them are 

large-mouthed black bass, catfish, warmouth®or “ goggle-eye” perch, 

gaspergou, buffalo, gar, and sunfish. During the drier season the 

opposite result is noticed. The fresh-water species are driven farther 
F. RB. 98 19 
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toward the interior, while the lower portions of the bayous are invaded 
by many species of salt-water and brackish-water fishes, such as red 

drum, sheepshead, mullet, flounder, croaker, needlefish, black drum, 

speckled sea-trout, porpoise, dogfish, pipefish, and the like. 

That portion of Mulatto Bayou lying above Sea Glen usually remains 

practically fresh throughout the year. <A short distance above Sea 

Glen such fresh-water species as large-mouthed black bass, “ goggle- 

eye,” and crappie may be found at any time. At the time of our visit 

the fresh-water species mentioned above were found in all of the bayous 

named. The brackish-water species were not common anywhere, and 

were not found at all at any considerable distance from Lake Borgne. 

Even in that lake they were very rare. The water in all the bayous 

was dark in color on account of mud and other impurities brought 

down by Pearl River. The temperature of the water at the surface was 

usually a few degrees warmer than that of the air. In Bayou Isle aux 

Pois, when the air was 64° the surface of the water was 67° to 689°, 
and at the bottom (10 feet) it was 65°. The surface in Pear] River at 

11 a. m. was 68°, that of Black Bayou was 70°. On April 17 the surface 

temperature of Lake Borgne was 69° when the air was 62.5°. 

Considerable collecting was done in the several bayous and speci- 

mens of most of the fishes to be found there at that season were 

secured. These were, of course, principally fresh-water species. The 
anglers who resort to this region during the spring depend upon 

these fresh-water species, or else go farther out, where they can get 

sheepshead, red drum, and other salt-water species. During summer 

and fall only the salt-water species can be obtained, except in the 

upper portions of the bayous. Most of the fresh-water fishes seem to 

be quite abundant. The crappie (Pomowvis annularis), however, seems 

far scarcer than it should be under the favorable environment which 

obtains in the upper portion of Mulatto Bayou and neighboring bayous, 

and it is recommended that a large plant of that species be made in 

those waters. 

ATCHAFALAYA RIVER, LOUISIANA. 

The investigations on this river were for the purpose of determining 

the character and extent of the catfish fishery, the fact and cause or 

causes of the alleged decrease in the catch during the last three or four 

years, and to determine what remedial measures, if any, should be 

recommended. 

As this business centers chiefly at Morgan City, most of our inves- 

tigations were made at that point. We were able at this place to 

examine the fish brought in by the fishing-tugs and to obtain the statis- 

tics of the fishery. Mr. Chamberlain spent several days at Melville 

making similar inquiries. A three days’ trip which Professor Ever- 

mann took on one of the tugboats, while on its regular trip collecting 

the catches of the individual fishermen, afforded an excellent oppor- 

tunity to observe the method of the fishery. The Atchafalaya River 
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is, in some respects, a peculiar stream. It has its sources in Avoyelles 
and Pointe Coupee parishes, near where the Red River joins the Missis- 

sippi, and is at all seasons more or less connected with both of those 

rivers by a number of anastomosing channels and bayous. The Atcha- 

falaya River is, in fact as well as historically, one of the mouths of the 

Mississippi River, and during the floods which come periodically to 

that region a vast amount of the surplus water of the Mississippi and 

Red rivers is carried to the Gulf by the Atchafalaya. 

The distance from the sources of the Atchafalaya River in a straight 
line to its mouth (about 90 miles southwest of New Orleans) is about 
125 miles. The river is, however, very sinuous in its course, and its 

actual length is therefore many miles greater. The general course is 

a few degrees east of south, and forms a narrow angle with that of the 
Mississippi. The country through which the river flows is.very low 

and level, often lower than the river itself, and made up for the most 

part of cypress swamps. The highest land is in many places the imme- 

diate banks of the river. These swamps are reticulated and intersected 

by a very complex and intricate network of bayous and lakes, all com- 

paratively shallow except during the time of floods, when they become 

passable for the pirogue of the fisherman and the swamper, and the 

tugboats of the fish companies at Morgan City and Melville. During 

excessive floods, such as that of April and May, 1897, practically the 
entire country north of Morgan City is inundated. To provide against 

such conditions many of the natives live in house-boats. All of the 

residences built upon the ground are two stories high, and the people 

hold themselves in readiness to vacate the ground floor and betake 

themselves and remove tbeir household goods to the second story 

whenever the flood comes. Every family possesses one or more boats, 

which are an absolute essential in that country. Bee-culture is of some 

importance in this part of Louisiana, and it was noticed that the bee- 

hives in all the apiaries seen were placed upon scaffolding or posts 
which raised them several feet above the surface of the ground. Such 

live-stock as chickens, pigs, and goats are also protected from the 

flood by placing them upon similar platforms. Ducks and geese are 

the only possessions which do not cause some trouble or anxiety during 

the times of flood. 

The majority of the people of this region are either swampers or 

fishermen, or both. The cutting of the cypress timber for commercial 

purposes and getting the logs out into the river, so that they may be 

gotten to the mills, is called “‘swamping,” and those who engage in it 

are termed ‘“‘swampers.” The cypress trees are cut into logs, which 

are dragged over the ground or pulled through the water to the nearest 

float road, by means of which it is easy to float them to the river, in 

which they may be rafted or otherwise taken to the sawmills. A 

“float road” is made by cutting away all the trees and bushes in 

various places through the swamps where roads are desired, and when 

the flood comes these become open waterways, through which the 
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pirogue finds easy passage. These float roads also have an important 

relation to the fishing industry, as will appear later on in this report. 
There are four species of commercial catfishes handled by the firms 

at Morgan City and Melville, viz: The blue cat or poisson bleu (Icta- 

lurus furcatus), the yellow cat or goujon (Leptops olivaris), the eel cat 

(Ictalurus anguilla), and the spotted cat (Ictalurus punctatus). The 

blue cat and the goujon are by far the most important species, and 

probably constitute 98 per cent of the entire catch. 

The methods employed in this industry are very interesting. Ordi- 

narily the fishing season extends from September to May, little being 

done during the summer months. In some cases, however, the fishing 

has continued throughout the year. Practically all the fishing is done 

with “trot lines” and “brush lines,” though a few catfish are some- 

times taken in hoop nets, which are set primarily for buffalo. The 

standard length of a single trot line is 25 feet, which equals 1 bale of 

line, but a number of lines are always tied together. ‘There is no defi- 

nite length of the string, this depending upon the width and character 

of the body of water in which it is set. The length may vary from a 

few rods to over a mile. The longest line of which we heard was one 

12 miles long, which has been used in Grand Lake. The twine used is 

usually what is known as Woodbury 96 or Banner Mills 96, which is 

somewhat smaller than an ordinary lead pencil. The snoods are usu- 

ally 18 inches long, and they are placed 3 feet apart. The hooks are 

fastened on by a double staging and various sizes are used, such as 

Virginia, Limerick (Nos. 6, 7,8, and 9 0), and Millwood (Nos. 5 and 6.) 

All river fishing during the fall and winter is done on the bottom, 

while all lake fishing is at the surface. During the spring, when the 

country is flooded, the fish betake themselves to the woods, and the 

fishing is then carried on chiefly along the edges of the float roads. 
The old tackle, which had been previously used in the river and lakes, 

is now cut up into short lengths and tied, as single lines, called brush 
lines, to the limbs of trees in such a way as to allow the single hook to 

hang about 6 inches under the water. Each fisherman ties his lines 

to trees along the edges of the float roads if he can find such territory 

not already preempted by some one else. The fishing is thought to be 

better in such places; besides, it is easier to visit the lines when so 
located. Any fisherman who is unable to find unoccupied space along 

the float roads selects the best places he can find at various points 

around through the woods. In order that he may readily find his lines 

when he wishes to visit them, the limbs to which they are tied are 
marked with a white rag or the tree is blazed. 

The different kinds of bait used are classed as “live bait” or “cut 

bait.” The live bait consists chiefly of “shad” (Dorosoma cepedianum 

exile, Hiodon alosoides, and Signalosa atchafalaye), perch, and crawfish. 

The “‘shad” are regarded as the best bait, and 100 shad are said to be 

worth 200 or 300 crawfish. The crawfish will live on the hook three 

or four days, while the shad will live only a day or two, but the shad 
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is a more tempting bait. Cut bait consists of larger examples of these 
and other fishes cut up into the proper size. Eels are said to make an 

excellent cut bait, but they are very scarce. Live bait is most used 
from September to November, inclusive, November being the best 

month. It is preferred to cut bait at any time, but can not be obtained 
in quantity except in the fall. Live bait is used, however, whenever it - 

can be gotten, and occasionally a fisherman is fortunate enough to 

secure good supplies during the spring fishing. 

These fish are influenced in their movements by the temperature of 

the water. During the winter they come farther down the river where 

the water is warmest, and in the summer they run farther upstream 

or retire to the deeper waters. 

The goujon is said to be most abundant from September to Novem- 

ber, or until the fall floods begin, when it gradually disappears. This 

' is the best season for catching it, although a few may be found at any 

season. The goujon is most easily and usually taken with live bait. 

It is by no means a handsome fish, but its great size, the excellence of 

its flesh, and its superior keeping qualities render it a very important 

food-fish. It rarely reaches a weight of 100 pounds; but examples of 

50 to 60 pounds weight are said to be not at all unusual. The largest 

individual seen by us was a ripe female 41 inches long and weighing 

48 pounds. It dressed 27 pounds. One 38 inches long weighed 37 

pounds, and another 37 inches long weighed 364 pounds. The goujon 

is more voracious than the blue cat, and large individuals are apt 

to feed on smaller examples of the latter when confined in the same 

live-box. To prevent this, it is said that the fishermen sometimes sew 

up with wire the mouth of the very large goujon. 

The blue cat has the same general habits as the goujon, but the best 

fishing for this species is said to be during the high water in the spring. 

Then the fish leave the river, lakes, and bayous and take to the woods. 

Good “woods or “swamp” fishing is sometimes had as early as March. 

The impression among the fishermen is that the fish run out over the 

flooded districts on account of the more abundant food supply to be 

found there. This consists chiefly of crawfish inhabiting the shallow 

pools and ponds made accessible to the catfish through the agency of 

the floods. 

The maximum size of the blue cat is about the same as that of the 

goujon. The largest of which we heard weighed 100 pounds. The 

largest seen by us was a ripe female weighing 35 pounds. A spent 

female 51 inches long weighed 22 pounds and dressed 13 pounds. 

Another spent female 30 inches long weighed 17 pounds. It is claimed 

that large fish were far more numerous a few years ago than now. 

The eel cat (I[ctalurus anguilla) is comparatively rare, and not until 

these investigations was it discovered to be a distinct species. Dur- 

ing the several days spent at Morgan City and Melville not more than 

35 or 40 examples of this species were seen. It does not attain a greater 

length than 18 or 20 inches nor a greater weight than 8 pounds. The 
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average weight of those seen was under 5 pounds. 

species do not seem to differ from those of the blue cat. 

to be taken chiefly in the spring and in the flooded districts. 

The last and least important of the four species of commercial cat- 

fishes found in the Atchafalaya River is the spotted cat (Ictalurus 
punctatus). 

The habits of the 

They are said 

visit, and the fishermen report that it is rarely taken. 

did not exceed 18 inches in length. 

Only three or four were seen at Morgan City during our 

The few seen 

Table showing size, sex, and spawning condition of blue catfish examined at Morgan City, 

Length. 

14 inches.... 
16 inches. --. 
13% inches... - 
15 inches.... 
13 inches.... 
143 inches- - 
16 inches. ... 
14 inches. ... 
17 inches. - 
164 inches. 
16 inches.... 
143 inches. - - 
15 inches. .-. 
16 inches. - -. 
144 inches- -. 
16 inches. --. 
154 inches. - . 
214 inches. - - 
20 inches. --. 
19 inches. - -. 
14inches.... 
19 inches. 
14 inches. 
20 inches. .-. 
23 inches. ... 
16 inches. --. 
12 inches. --. 
10 inches.... 
13 inches. - 
13 inches.... 

‘ 

174 inches. ..-| 
144 inches. - - 
144 inches. -.| 
18 inches. --. 
20 inches. -.. 
17d inches. - - 
23 inches. --. 
16inches. -.. 
25 inches. - - 
12inches.... 
13 inches. --. 
173 inches... 
14 inches. --.! 
24inches. -..! 
20 inches. - -. 
18 inches. -..' 
21 inches. --.| 
27 inches. --- 
21 inches. - 
254 inches... 
27 inches.... 
23 inches. 
13 inches. 
15 inches. 
25 inches. . -. 
154 inches... 

14inches.... 
30 inches.... 
163 inches. . 
203 inches. - 
163 inches. . 
17inches..-. 
254 inches. - . 
18 inches.... 

La., April 22-24, 1897. 

Sex. 

Female? .. 
Female .. - 
Female --. 
Female ... 
Female --- 
Female - .. 
Female - -- 
Female ... 
Female... 

Spawning 
condition. 

Immature? 
-| Spent. 

Immature. 
Immature? 
Immature? 
Immature. 

Spent? q 
Immature. 

-| Immature? 
Immature. 

Do. 
Do. 

Immature? 
Immature? 
Immature? 
Spent. 

Do. 
.| Large roe. 
Immature? 
Immature. 

Length. 

213 inches... 
22 inches. --- 
134 inches... 
16 inches.... 
13 inches..-. 
20 inches.... 

20 inches.... 
114 inches... 
134 inches. - 
12 inches. 

19 inches.... 
154 inches. . . 
18 inches.... 
143 inches... 

14 inches. ... 
14 inches.... 
144 inches. .. 
16 inches.... 
10 inches.... 
13 inches.... 
19 inches. ... 
273 inches. -- 
104 inches... 
12 inches. --. 
13 inches. -.-. 
13 inches. .-. 
12 inches. ... 
114 inches... 
12 inches.... 
134 inches. .. 
14inches...-. 
12inches.... 
94 inches. ... 
15inches.... 
1linches.... 
124 inches... 
103 inches...) 
124 inches... 
13 inches. --. 
11 inches. - 
103 inches .. 
12 inches. --. 
103 inches .-. 
124 inches ..| 
12 inches. -..| 
124 inches .. 
124 inches -. 
134 inches .. 
133 inches .. 

14 inches.... 
15 inches.... 
13 inches.... 
134 inches -. 

| 16 inches....|. 
| 16 inches.... 
184 inches. .. 
194 inches... 
13 inches-... 

| 14 inches.... 

LAdnches> 4k sae seer 
94 inches. ..-|)-5-:-.-- 

Spawning 
condition. 

-| Slightly de- 
veloped. 

Spent. 
Do. 
Do. 

Slightly de- 
veloped. 

Spent. 

-..| Slightly _de- 
veloped. 

Spent. 
0. 
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Table showing size, sex, and spawning condition of blue catfish, elc.—Continued 

Length. 

124 inches .-|---.------ 

14 inches. --. 
114 inches -. 
10} inches -- 
154 inches -- 
14 inches. --- 
13, inches -. 
14inches. 
14 inches. 
11 inches. 
10 inches. --- 
12 inches. - .- 
153 inche3.- -- 
134 inches. -- 
143 inches- -- 
123 inches... 
124 inches. .. 
13 inches. --. 
13 inches. --- 
11 inches. --. 
17 inches. --- 
2034 inches- -- 
144 inches. -- 
19 inches. --- 
21 inches. -.. 
193 inches. -- 
17 inches. --. 
164 inches- ..|- 
23 inches. .--- 
15 inches. ..-- 
17 inches. --- 
134 inches. -- 
154 inches... 
104 inches... 
22 inches. -.-. 

20 inches. .--. 
19 inches. --.- 
16 inches. --- 
10 inches. - -- 
214 inches. - 
15 inches. --- 
13 inches..-. 
264 inches... 
16 inches. .-.-.- 
164 inches. -. 
21 inches. --. 
164 inches. - - 
19 inches. --- 
204 inches. - - 
19 inches...-- 
94 inches. --. 
124 inches... 
18 inches.... 
16 inches...-. 
134 inches. -- 
19 inches. ... 
163 inches... 
15 inches. ... 
184 inches... 
174 inches..- 
224 inches. -. 
27 inches.... 
20 inches.... 
20 inches.... 
164 inches. -. 
15 inches. - .- 
18 inches. -.- 
18 inches. .-. 
13 inches. --.. 
24% inches. -. 
154 inches... 
15 inches. ... 

Spawnin Weight, Spawning 

Sex emnidiiare Length. pounds Sex. condition. 

Female ...| Partially de-|| 17 inches. ... 
veloped. 144 inches. ..|.--.------ 

Male.....- Spent. 164 inches -.- 
Male....-- Do. 264 inches... 
Male....-- Do. 31 inches. --. 
Mialeses=-- Do. 124 inches... 
Male....-- Do. 124 inches... 
Male.....- Do. 14inches..-.. 
Female - Do. llinches.-.-. 
Male....-.- Do. 21inches...-. 
Male...-.-.- Do. 20 inches.... 
Female - Do. 14h inches... 
Male....-.- Do. 14inches...-. 
Female Do. 15inches....|. 
Female Do. 16inches.--. 

Do. 16 inches. --. 
Do. 154 inches. -- 
Do. 10inches...-. 

x Do. 144 inches... 
Female - Do. 144 inches... 
Female --.| Ripe. 16 inches. --. 
Female -..| Spent. 17 inches. --- 
Female -. Do. 214 inches- -. 
Female Do. 13hinches. .- 
Female Do. 14h inches. . 

ipe. 154 inches... 
14inches.... 
13 inches. -.. 
17 inches. --. 
14inches..-.-. 
16inches.... 

2 184 inches. .- 
Female Spent. 13 inches. .-- 
Female 0. 134 inches. -. 
Male...... Do. 134 inches. -. 
Female Slightly de.| 124inches... 

veloped. 13 inches. --.. 
Female Spent. 16inches.... 
Female - Do. 134 inches... 
Female --- Do. 264 inches... 

(2) Do. 163 inches. -- 
Female -- Do. 22 inches... - 
Female -.- Do. 134 inches. -. 
Female Do. 124 inches... 
Female Do. 1linches.... 
Female -..| Ripe. 143 inches. -- 
Female Spent. 114 inches. -. 
Male....-.- Do. 164 inches. -- 
Female Do. 16 inches. ... 
Female Do. d. 

Female Do. TGanchesesee| tases Male....-- Spent. 

Female --- Do. 1 SAMCHEN Sse |e=5 see Female Do. 

Male.....- Immature. 154 inches. ..|.......---| Female. Do. 

Female -..| Spent. ein Ches ==) sos —eesee Female Do. 

Male?...--. Spent? 18 inches. ---. 3.50 | Male...... Do. 

Female .-.| Spent. 17 inches.... 3.25 | Female - Do. 

Male sess. 0. 16inches- --- 3 Male...-.- Do. 

Female -..| Spent. 41 inches.... 48 Female Ripe. 

Female - Do. 30 inches.... 17 Female ...| Spent. 

Female ...| Half ripe. 31inches.... 22 Female - - Do. 

Male... .- Spent. StinChesremalseecce =a Female ...| Ripe. 

Male....-- Do. 204 inches. -- 6.50 | Female Do. 

Female - Do. 24 inches. ... 10.50 | Female Half ripe 

Female --.| Ripe. 29 inches.... 14.25 | Female Spent. 

Female ...| Spent. 224 inches... 8.13 | Female Ripe. 

Female Do. 204 inches. -. 6.5 | Female . Do. 

Female - Do. 17 inches.... 35135) Males... Spent. 

Female Do. 20 inches.... 5.75 | Female Ripe. 

Female Do. 28 inches. --. 13.25 | Female Spent. 

Female - Do. 25 inches. .-. 10.50 | Female ...| Half ripe 

Female -..| Half ripe. 3linches.... 19.88 | Female ...| Spent. 

Female -..| Spent. 17 inches. --. 2513; Malersccc. Do. 

Female Do. 15 inches. ..-- 2 Female ..- Do. 

Female Do. 

Se 
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Table showing size, sex, and spawning condition of blue catfish examined at Melville, La., 
May 2 and 3, 1897. 

Weight, 
Length. pounds. 

16 inches. ... 2. 25 
15 inches.... 1.75 
20inches.... 5. 25 
15inches.... 1.75 
17 inches.... 3 
184 inches. -- 3.50 
15 inches. ... 2. 50 
23 inches.... ff 
211nches.... 6. 50 
224 inches. .. 6. 50 
15 inches. ... 2 
20% inches. .. 5 
19inches.... 4 
173 inches. .. 2.75 
17 inches. ... 2.75 
18 inches. ... 3. 50 
15 inches.... 2 
15 inches.... 2 

18 inches.... 3.50 
16 inches. ... 2.25 
164 inches... 2.25 
17 inches.... 2.75 
15inches.... 2 
20 inches.... 5 
QOINCHES sole em meals 
19} inches...|.........- 
SIAN CHES fae slnewicie eae 
QLe INCHES! ac cise malaise 
PoAMCHES: so |sanewiecctes 
BOMICHOSS 2 21. |-7-ceee ee 
1Bitnches=—:-|. coos see 
17 inches. ...}- 
18} inches. 
17 inches.... 
26 inches. ... 
19 inches.... 
2linches.... 
30 inches. -... 
22 inches... 
IDINENOS Se Se < eae nics 22 
PATI 1G) Bas BRP aece 
LT AMNCHES ow sal oan eee 
Winches... ~ 2) .2-<.sese. 
PS NNICHESE macaw ieee 
ASANCHOS sce | esse ote 
TOPINCHOS= =. | cece =e er 
LTMNCHES 2 32) ab cece cee 
2DANGHOSEE. ol sece scence 
18inches....|...- 
21 inches. - 
22inches....|.... z 
16inches..<<|-s.<<=.s62 

Table showing size, sex, and condition of goujon examined at Morgan City, 

Spawnin 
Sex SonAton. 

Malovcs sac (2) 
Male...... (?) 
Male...... Ripe. 
Female ...| Spent. 
Female ... Do. 
Male-ceds= 
Male...... (?) 
Female ...| Spent. 
Female Ripe. 
Male...:.. Do. 
Malenattes (3) 
Female Spent. 
Female Do. 
Male. 2=< (?) 
Female Spent. 
Female Do. 
Female Do. 
Female Partly de- 

veloped. 
Maleccsen: (4) 
Female Spent. 
Male...... (2) 
Male ness (%) 
Male=..-<< (%) 
Male... (?) 
Female Spent. 
Female Do 
Female Do 
Female Do 
Female . Do. 
Female Do 
Female Do. 
Male........ Do 
Female Do. 
Female Do 
Female - . Do 
Female Ripe. 
Female ...| Spent. 

-| Female Do. 
Male... (2) 

Weight, Spawnin 
Length. pounds Sex agnauean 

1Oimeheseye =| seas sa asia Male. --s-> (?) 
15} inches.).%<| 2.2 =e NACL cc cee (%) 
144 inches...|.....-.-<. Male...--- (?) 
164 inches ..|.....-...- Female Spent. 
164 mches...|.......... Female .. Do. 
1Ginches: = <.|-~...-s=s- IMAG ence (?) 
2d 1NCHOS..- -\bor es cace Male-cscss (?) 
15ANCHES > c= «| exe aeeeee Female Spent. 
1Sinches-- =: ||..-senssee Male.....- (?) 
T5anGhes |< -7-\'ncie aera are Male...... (#) 
Lbiinches.---|>sscccece- Female ...| Spent. 
18 inches q 
17inches.... a 
19 inches. --.|. A 
15 inches... E 
16 inches. -.. : 
Ainehess.=-|s—sc< sees Male... (?) 
144 inches. ..|......--.. Mate.chece (?) 
ZOIMNCHES,. «2. ceeccels sce Male-.-be4 (?) 
1Se INCHES E..||[---ee See Female ...| Spent. 
17 nches?s |e eeoas Female Do. 
Jb inches; -<.|sessenee ee Female Do. 
I3sinches...|n-o-ece 558 Male. ce (%) 
14} inches... 52-.2sc5e: Female Ripe. 
14) inches:e. |z-m-ssekiee Malet. (2) 
1s nches se o-|cnseeeees Female Spent. 
1osinches--|-----sacee Female Do. 
13einches:¢.|/--255ce8e2 Male:--ss- (?) 
UB Rte) 13's pees | Pe eo (?) 
163 inches (2) 
WAincehese ss. ||so2s secre (?} 
153 inches Not ripe. 
163 inches Do. 
IS; ches ss. -|ss5ecasee7 Female Do. 
214, inches. =. \<.25 ae4 52 Males iss (*) 
1anches.-. .|- 5255.05 Female Spent. 
Wan chese sac... =eciees Female Do. 
Issinehes = 3|)5-Ce2be Female . Do. 
144 inches...|---..-..-. Female Not ripe. 
IGimches-o=clssece eo Male:.c... (?) 
154 inches...|...-:..... Female Spent. 
144 inches...|...-...-:- Male.....- (?) 
14inGHER:=.2-|ss7=Sess ee Female Spent. 
ASTHCHGS eros oseeeaee Male....-.- Not ripe 
20 inchess-=.|s=s-seeeee Female ...| Spent, 
ATs INCHES! R-| (55 ieee oer Female 0. 
18 inches... =. |-ac000 055 Female Ripe. 
iGuinches:<..|s<2asee2ee Male...-.- (?) 
1sinches. ~-<|s- <6 ...| Female .-.| Spent. 
IS inches.s--|sssseesnee Female . Do. 
234 inches Hemale ...| Ripe. 
19anches=*.;|2ssc0.8ees Female ...| Spent. 
184 inches...|........ Female ... Do. 

22-24, 1897. 
La., April 

Weight, 
Length. pounds. 

QB ICHES: = ..|cconcnseee 
SL INCHERSsas|s 25.2 cee 
30 inches. ... 
S8inehessa.-\--- eens 
28inches.2=-|2---ses2 
26:inch6s: J2.|2-.. ieee 

QE iINGHOA= - 5 slows crceees 
BUMNCHEB cc] esc csee seis 
ZUPINCHES sc |oeuseeee ee 
25 inches.... 9 

Sex. 

Female ... 
Female ..- 
Female ... 
Female ... 
Female -.. 
Female .. - 

Female -.. 
Female ... 

Spawnin Weight, Spawning 
poration: Length, pounds Sex condition. 

Ripe. 29 inches. ... 14 | Female Spent. 
Spent. 224 inches. - . 74, Female Ripe. 

Do. 25 inches. ... 10 | Female Do. 
Do. ISjinehes-s2\4-.csese! Male ....5.- Immature. 
Do. 28 inches.... 44 Female Spent. 

Half devel- || 36 inches. -.. i} Female Ripe. 
oped. 28 inches. ... Female Do. 

Ripe. 34 inches.... 69 Female Spent. 
-| Spent. 34 inches.... 2 Female ...| Ripe. 

pe. 18 inches..-.. Femaie ...| Spent 
0. 
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Table showing size, sex, and condition of eel catfish examined at Morgan City and Melville, 
La., April 22 to May 6, 1897. 

i 

Spawnin Spawnin,s Length. Sex. Sadar Length. Sex. aonditions 

13} inches...| Female............--. Ripe. 18 inches...| Female........-.-.... Ripe. 
11} inches.. | Female.....---......- Spent. 1dinches-. || Hemale..- 2... sens Do. 
17 inches. .-..| Female.....-....-..-- Do. Ta aniches=:: |" Males 5.2.2.2. 222 --- Do. 
134 inches.-..| Female............--- Do. 16inehes---|) Hoemale: =n. ccces=c-< Do. 

Summary. 

Sex. Spawning condition. 
Total = as = see 

‘ ber ar- : 
Species. es Sex not : Condi- 

reat Male. |Female.| deter- | Spent. | Ripe. aoe Tinie tion not 
Pre mined. * Jevident. oped. 

Blueicatese=s ese sa cee seins 374 126 227 21 257 32 17 18 50 
Goujone asses aesess taaeeto 42 2 40 0 18 22 1 1 0 
Mel catioasseener sees eeee 8 1 7 0 3 5 0 0 0 

While exact measurements were made of only about 424 fish, several 

hundred more (perhaps 2,000) were examined more or less carefully, 

particularly with reference to their size. [rom these observations, as 

well as from the measurements recorded in the preceding tables, it is 

evident that a very large proportion of the fish now handled are com- 

paratively small and young fish which have not yet attained that size 

which puts them at their maximum value. A few specific instances 

may be noted. Ten yellow cats dressed 83 pounds; one lot of 48 and 
another lot of 49 blue cats dressed 100 pounds, while another lot of 

40 dressed only 50 pounds; in another case 70 blue cats were required 

to dress 100 pounds. According to one of the dealers, in 1884 from 14 

to 20 of the smallest fish were sufficient to dress 100 pounds, while 

the larger fish were much more abundant than now and weighed each 

from 60 to over 100 pounds rough. He says the size began to decrease 

four years ago, but the greatest decrease has been during the last two 

years. 
It is evident from these facts that these fish are being caught before 

they have reached that size which would render them of the greatest 

commercial value, and that some restriction should be placed upon the 
fishery with a view to regulate this matter. 

At Melville the yellow cat or goujon was less common than at Morgan 

City. Mr. Chamberlain saw only about a dozen examples, all of which 

were ripe females. 

From the above tables it will be seen that we examined and made 

notes upon 374 blue catfish, of which there were 227 females, 126 males, 

and 21 indeterminate. Of the total 374, 32 were in full roe and ripe, 

17 contained roe partially developed, 18 were immature, 50 indetermi- 

nate, and 257 were spent fish. Omitting the 18 immature and the 50 

indeterminate, we have 306 fish of which 257 (or 84 per cent) were spent 

fish, 32 (or about 10 per cent) were ready to spawn, while 17 (or about 

54 per cent) were not quite ready for spawning. 
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So far as the investigations of a single season may be relied upon, 

these results indicate that the spawning season of the blue catfish in 

the Atchafalaya River is a prolonged one, but that the majority of the 

fish spawn in March and April. The testimony given by the fishermen 

agrees closely with these results. They report finding fish in full roe 

as early as the last of February and as late as the first of June, though 

all admit that the majority of ripe fish are taken in March or April. 

The total number of goujon examined was 42, of which all but 2 were 

females. Of the 2 males, one was an immature fish and the other was 
fully ripe. Of the 40 females, 18 (or 45 per cent) were spent fish, 1 was 

about half developed, 1 was immature, while 22 (or 55 per cent) were 

ready to spawn. This indicates for the goujon a somewhat later 

spawning season than for the blue cat, of which about 84 per cent were 

done spawning. The few eel cats examined showed that about 38 per 

cent had already spawned and that 62 per cent were ready to spawn. 

The number of spotted cats examined was not sufficient to enable 

any conclusion to be drawn as to its time of spawning. 

Basing conclusions as to the time of spawning period upon investi- 

gations extending over only a brief portion of a single season is not 

altogether safe. Accurate results can only be obtained from observa- 

tions extending over two or more seasons. All that can be said, there- 

fore, in this report, is that the strong probability is that the great 

majority of catfish in Atchafalaya River spawn in March and April, 

the period from March 15 to April 30 being the most important. 
Method of handling the fish.— Each fisherman visits his lines daily, or 

twice a day if possible, passing from hook to hook in his pirogue, 

taking off the fish and putting them in live-boxes where they are 

retained until the tugboat arrives on its regular collection trip. Each 

of the three companies at Morgan City has a tugboat for this purpose, 

valued at $2,000 to $3,000. Each tug carries in tow a large live-box 
called a live-car or fish-car, into which the fish are put when received 

from the individual fisherman and in which they are retained until 

they are needed for dressing. The car is usually 25 to 30 feet long, 6 

feet beam, and is divided into several compartments. The maximum 

capacity is 40 to 50 boxes of 300 pounds each. The captain of the tug, 

as agent for the company, buys the fish from the fishermen. The fish 

are measured in a box 14 by 14 by 3 feet. This measuring-box rests 

upon the live-car over the particular compartment into which the fish 

are to be put, and when the box is full the hinged bottom is released 

and the fish fall into the car. <A “box” of fish is 300 pounds, and the 
price paid during the time of our visit was $7 per box or about 24 

cents per pound. If any fisherman is not satisfied with the measured 

or estimated weight, the actual weight is determined. The highest 

price recently paid was $8 per box. Each firm’s tug usually makes 

one trip, sometimes two, per week, the time required varying from 

three to five days. 
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A brief account of a trip which we took on the Shamrock, Captain 

Hanson, belonging to Mr. John Dalton, will be useful in conveying a 

proper conception of the fishery. We lett Morgan City at noon, April 

19, passing up the Atchafalaya River, through Grand Lake, Chicot 

Pass, Lake Chicot, and into Bayou Chéne, where we tied up for the 

night at Mr. Charles Larson’s, about the only house on dry land that 

was seen during the entire trip. Next morning we passed out of Bayou 

Chéne into Lake Mangoulois, then through Bayou Tensas, Upper Grand 

River, Whisky Bayou, Bayou de Glaise, Bayou Alabam (Alabama 

Bayou), to Bayou des Ourse, where we tied up in the woods alongside ; 

the house-boat of William Kleinpeter. The next morning we went from 

Bayou des Ourse by another route into Whisky Bayou, then through 

Bayou la Rompe, Bayou la Rose, Butte 4 la Rose, Little Atchafalaya 

River, Upper Grand River, Bloody Bayou, Bayou Sorrel, and Jakes 

Bayou, thence back to Morgan City through Lake Chicot, Chicot Pass, 

Grand Lake and Atchafalaya River. 

During this trip of about 180 miles fish were purchased from 25 fish- 

ermen. The amounts paid each fisherman varied from 70 cents to $18, 

the average being $6.84. The total tare collected on this trip was 

therefore about 25 boxes. The fares of two other tugs the same week 

were respectively: 13 and 16 boxes. It was noticed on this trip that a 

good many fish die before reaching Morgan City. Some die even in the 

fishermen’s live-boxes. The goujon seems much more hardy than the 

blue cat, as none of that species died on this trip, while more than 100 

of the blue cats died. ‘he goujon is said also to be a better shipper 

than the other species. When the tug returns to Morgan City it 

leaves its car alongside its company’s fish-house. The fish are then 

taken out and dressed and barreled for shipment. The dressing con- 

sists in cutting off the head, removing the viscera, and skinning the 

fish, after which it is washed, and then barreled with ice for shipment. 

The principal shipments are made to Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Mis- 

souri, Colorado, and New Mexico. 

During the summer months the loss from the fish dying in the live- 

cars and the difficulty of shipping them in good condition usually 

cause the tugs to stop running or to make fewer trips between June lL 

and September 1. While some fishing is carried on during summer, 

the season may properly be regarded as extending from September 1 

to June 1. 

The catfish industry at Morgan City had its beginning about 1873. 

Not much was done, however, for several years. Complete statistics 

are not obtainable for any year previous to 1892, but we have been 

able to obtain complete statistics for the years 1892 to 1897, inclusive, 

of the catfish shipped from Morgan City. These are exhibited in the 

following table. The fish shipped from Morgan City are caught chiefly 

at various places above that town. Indeed, the Morgan City boats go 

within a few miles of Melville. 
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Table showing by months the gross weight and value of catfish handled at Morgan City, 
La., during the years 1892 to 1897, inclusive. 

January. February. March. April. 
Year 

Pounds | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 

117, 908 |$2, 947.70 120, 108 \$3, 002. 70 196, 591 |$4, 914. 77 110, 820 | $2, 770.50 
89 976 | 2, 249. 40 115, 825 | 2, 895. 62 168, 870 | 4, 221.75 117, 204 2, 930. 10 

133, 520 | 3, 338. 00 109, 675 | 2, 741. 87 107,182 | 2, 679.55 120, 051 3, 001. 27 
124, 152 | 3,724.56 118, 228 | 3,546. 84 262, 920 | 7,887.60 | 256, 384 7, 691. 52 
93,718 | 2,811.54 97, 820 | 2,934. 60 179, 236 | 5,377.08 150,994 | 4,529.82 
66, 565 | 1,996.95 | 49,370 | 1, 481.10 140, 359 | 4,210.77 80, 706 2, 421.18 

May. June. July. August. 
Year. = 

Pounds.| Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 

NBO Denia acaw acess 43,776 |$1, 094. 40 8, 535 $213. 37 1, 272 $31. 80 | 446 $11.15 
TBOstee es sess 63, 307 | 1, 582. 67 6, 592 164. 80 1, 351 33.775 14,218 355. 32 
Bae aereialon cine 65, 323 | 1, 633. 07 12, 701 317. 52 11, 804 295.10 | 26,175 654. 37 
B95 SSS oases 269,513 | 8, 085.39 68, 593 | 2, 057.79 15, 281 458.43 | 10, 880 328. 40 
BOGE ae rectee sree 145, 144 | 4, 354. 32 31, 124 933. 72 32, 186 965. 58 13, 077 392. 31 
{CY (eee eee One 57, 488 | 1, 865. 65 50,528 | 1, 629. 85 47,159 | 1, 509. 28 33, 323 | 1,082.19 

September. October. November. December. 
Year. 

Pounds | Value. | Pounds. | Value. | Pounds.| Value. | Pounds.| Value. 

i pea a ee 36,128 | $903. 20 48, 468 |$1,211.70 | 196,933 |$4, 923.32 | 134,430 | $3, 360. 75 
893 eas ajetamiasremicaine 59, 967 | 1, 499. 17 38, 778 969. 45 200, 624 | 5, 015. 60 134, 475 3, 361. 87 
NEGAARS ote acosteneee 35, 501 919. 36 125, 562 | 3, 265. 06 193, 132 | 5, 453. 93 153, 827 4, 337. 44 
eo b es ase ke Setactean 83,121 | 2, 493. 63 98, 523 | 2, 955. 69 180, 089 | 5, 402. 67 133, 558 4, 006. 74 
1 ets Sa ele Bae Lae 22, 533 675. 99 86, 300 | 2, 589. 00 103, 762 © 3, 112. 86 89, 518 2, 685. 54 
1S) tee Ses eae 26, 675 849. 76 (*) (5) 75,475 | 2,264.25 | 147,341 | 4,420.24 

‘On account of the yellow fever quarantine from September 21 to November 13 no fish were shipped 
from Morgan City between those dates. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

That the fishery industry of the Atchafalya River has seriously 

decreased in importance during the last few years is evidenced by the 

foregoing statistical table, though the actual decrease in abundance of 

these valuable fishes is only partially shown. The great falling-off in 
the catch of 1896 and 1897 over that of 1895 is such as to seriously 

threaten the industry. Until recently only the larger fish were accepted 

by the dealers. The fishermen liberated and returned to the water all 

the individuals of small size. But during the last two years the great 

difficulty of getting a sufficient number of large fish to supply the 

demand has induced both the fishermen and the dealers to utilize 

the smaller fish. The tendency has been to accept smaller and smaller 

fish each succeeding season until now a great many are used which 

dress scarcely more than a pound each. When it is remembered that 

these small fish, if allowed to escape for a few years, would attain a 

weight of 20 to 100 pounds, the improvidence of the methods now in 

vogue becomes apparent. 

The injury to the fishery resulting from the catching of undersized 

fish is not the only one from which the industry is suffermg. The con- 

tinuance of fishing throughout the spawning season must result disas- 

trously to the business. The destruction of the fish when nearly ready 

to spawn can not be defended on business grounds. Every large female, 

if permitted to live through the spawning season, will produce from 
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50,000 to 250,000 young; 1,000 such fish would produce from 50,000,000 
to 250,000,000 young. It is, of course, impossible to say how many 

would live and grow to maturity, but that the number would be quite 

adequate to greatly improve the fishery can not be doubted. 

The importance of these facts has already impressed the dealers. 

They realize that something must be speedily done to prevent the 

practical extinction of the business in which they are engaged. The 
fishermen are also beginning to realize that the methods in vogue are 

destructive and detrimental to any permanent fishery interests. So 

strongly impressed are both dealers and fishermen with the threatened 

destruction of the fishing interests of the Atchafalaya River that they 

are anxious that the State enact legislation for their preservation. In 

the absence of any law regulating the fishery it is scarcely possible to 

secure any united action among the various ones interested looking 

toward the conservation of the supply. 

While the investigations were limited to the Atchafalaya River, and 

chiefly to that portion of the river tributary to Morgan City, there is 

every reason to believe that the catfish supply is diminishing through- 

out the State. The brief investigations made at Melville and reports 

received from Plaquemine agree fully with the results obtained at 

Morgan City. 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 

In the light of the foregoing facts, it is evident that State legislation 

is essential to the preservation of the catfish fishery of the Atchafalaya 

River and in the other waters of the State. The State legislature 
should, at its first opportunity, enact a law regulating fishing in the 

State, which should be reasonable and fair to all the interests con- 

cerned. This law should provide (1) for a close season extending from 

March 15 to May 15, which period covers the principal spawning season 

of the two important species of catfish, and (2) it should be made 

unlawful to catch catfish of less than 4 pounds gross weight. 

SABINE AND NECHES RIVERS. 

The investigations and inquiries in eastern Texas and western Louisi- 
ana were made primarily for the purpose of determining the advisability 

of making plants of shad in the Sabine and Neches rivers. The time 

was insufficient for making a satisfactory series of observations, there- 

fore such conclusions as have been reached are purely tentative and 

may be materially modified when more thorough investigations shall 

have been made. 
The only places visited were Beaumont, Lufkin, Michelli, and Logans- 

port. The Neches River was examined at Beaumont and at Bonners 

Ferry, 10 miles west of Lufkin. The Angelina River, a tributary of 

the Neches, was examined at Michelli, 9 miles north of Lufkin. The 

Sabine River was inspected at Logansport. 
While at Beaumont a visit was made to some ponds and a small 

creek near town, from which were obtained specimens of a number of 
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the native fishes. All of these rivers at the time of our visit were con- 
siderably above their ordinary stage of water. At the railroad bridge 

across the Neches at Beaumont the river was about 300 feet wide and 

30 feet deep, being at least 2 feet higher than usual at that season. 

The water was very muddy and the banks were covered with soft mud. 

We were told that the water of this river never becomes clear, but 
always remains nearly or quite as muddy as it then was. 

There is usually a rise in the river early each spring and another 

later, which is known as the ‘June rise.” In June, 1884, it was said 
to have been about 15 feet higher than when seen by us. 

Lake Sabine, into which flow both the Neches and Sabine rivers, is 
some 28 or 30 miles long and 2 or 3 miles wide, and is always salt or 

brackish. Such fishes as red drum, sheepshead, and sea trout are 

caught in large numbers in this lake and about Sabine Pass. 
The principal fishes found in the two rivers near Beaumont are blue 

cat, yellow cat, bufialo, gaspergou, and gar. 

At Bonners Ferry the Neches River was several feet above low-water 

mark and had been higher recently. The banks had been overflowed 

and were still very muddy. The soil of the region consists of yellow 

clay, with some sand. The river at this place was about 40 feet wide 

and was flowing with 4 strong current. The water was red with clay 

mud carried in suspension. The temperature of the water, at 10 a. m. 

April 28, was 70°. 
Among the fishes occurring in this portion of the river are the blue 

cat, said to reach a weight of 85 pounds; goujon, or “‘Opelousas cat” 

(Leptops olivaris), reaching a weight of 100 pounds; black and white 

buffalo, each attaining a weight of 20 to 35 pounds; gaspergou, which 

grow to 20 pounds; alligator gar, reaching a length of 7 or 8 feet; sun 

perch; large-mouth black bass (locally called green trout), common in 

the ponds; hickory shad or “scissor belly” (Dorosoma cepedianum) ; 
spoonbill cat; and grindle (Amia calva) in the ponds. Carp, which 

were planted in this river several years ago, are said to be rather 

common now and are regarded as a good food-fish. 

The Angelina River at Michelli was at the time of our visit 40 to 50 feet 

wide and 10 to 14 feet deep. It was safd to be 5 or 6 feet higher than 

usual and was overflowing its banks. The water was very muddy and 

full of floating débris. The temperature of the water at 3 p.m., April 28, 

was 72.59, when the air was 80.5°. Some collecting was done in a small 

bayou and in some overflow ponds, and the following species obtained: 

Large-mouth black bass, 1 species of sunfish (Lepomis garmani), calico 

bass, 3 species of darters (Percina caprodes, Boleosoma camurum, and 

Etheostoma jessie), pirate perch, skipjack, top minnow (Fundulus nota- 

tus), Fundulus pallidus, Gambusia affinis, little pickerel, Notropis note- 
migonoides, Notropis venustus, Cliola vigilax, roach (Abramis crysoleucas), 

Opsopeodus emilie, and Hybognathus nuchale. The following additional 

species are reported by fishermen to occur there: Goujon or “‘ abaloosie,” 

blue cat, white buffalo, black buffalo, ‘“‘shovel-bill” cat, gaspergou, alli- 
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gator gar, white gar, hickory shad, red perch, and white perch. The 

goujon is said to reach a weight in this river of 50 to 75 pounds. The 

blue cat reaches about the same size, and is more abundant. 
The Sabine River at Logansport is quite a large river, which, like all 

other streams in that region, was considerably above its usual stage at 

the time of our visit, and, like the other streams, was red with mud 
which it was carrying. The temperature of the water was 70° at 10 a. 

m. April 29, when the air was 65°. 

The more abundant fishes seen by us or reported by the fishermen 

are yellow eat and blue cat, said to spawn in the summer, which is 
probably an error; drum or gaspergou, reaching a weight of 20 pounds 

and said to spawn in April and May; white buffalo, reaching a weight 

of 35 pounds, and black buffalo, reaching about the same size, both 

species spawning in March. The very large goujon are here called 

“Opiloosa” (Opelousas), and are described as having a flat head and 

reaching a great size. The head of one large example recently taken 

weighed 20 pounds. 

The fishermen speak of the carp as the “‘Government fish,” and say 
that they are regarded as a good fish and find a ready sale. 

Fishing here is not of much commercial importance and is almost 

wholly for local trade. It is carried on with hoop nets baited with 

dough, etc. A hoop net lifted during our visit contained one small 

gaspergou and two white buffalo, one of which weighed 11 pounds. 

No evidence of the existence of any species of the true shad (Alosa) 

in either of these rivers could be secured. The commercial fishermen 

know nothing about such fish. It must be borne in mind, however, 

that the methods employed by the fisherman are not such as would 

result in the capture of such fish as the shad. The apparatus used in 

this region consists simply of set lines and a few hoop nets, which are, 

of course, useless in a shad fishery. Shad may be common in these 

rivers and entirely escape observation until they are fished for with 

suitable apparatus and at the proper season. 

LAKES TASSE AND PEIGNEUR. 

Lake Tasse, or Spanish Lake, is a small and shallow body of water 

about 7 miles northwest of New Iberia, La. It is about 2 miles long 
and 1 mile wide. It has no inlets, but is supplied entirely by rains. 

Two artificial outlets connect it with Bayou Téche. The water is neces- 

sarily quite warm in the summer, and is full of Nelumbo, Nuphar, 

Nymphea, Myriophyllum, and other aquatic vegetation. The following 

fishes are said to occur in this lake: Large-mouthed black bass, or 
“green trout,” reaching a weight of 6 to 10 pounds; sac-a-lait, goggle- 

eye, bream, sunfish, barfish (Roccus chrysops), pike (Lucius vermicula- 

tus), gar, grindle, goujon, blue cat, gaspergou, and buffalo. Alligators 

are also very abundant. 

Lake Peigneur is situated 10 miles west of New Iberia, on the country 

place of Mr. Joseph Jefferson. It is a beautiful lake about 14 miles 
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wide and 3 miles long. The greatest depth is said to be 10 feet 
the water is much freer from vegetation than Lake Tasse. The s 

are also much higher and more picturesque. The fishes are essent.. 

the same as those of Lake Tasse. 

LIST OF FISHES. 

The following list includes all the species of fishes collected or seen 

at the various places visited and such additional species as were 

reported upon authority considered reliable. The nomenclature and 

Sequence of species agree with Jordan & Evermann’s Check-List of 

Fishes and Fish-Like Vertebrates of North and Middle America. 
The localities and waters represented are: 
1. Various waters in the vicinity of Baldwin Lodge, Mississippi 

including Pearl River, Lake Borgne, Bayou Isle aux Pois (or Campbeli 
Bayou), Grand Plains Bayou, Lagoon Bayou, Black Bayou, and Mulati. 
Bayou. 

2. Atchafalaya River at Morgan City and Melville, La., and inter- 
mediate points. 

3. Lake Tasse, or Spanish Lake, 7 miles from New Iberia, La. - 

4, Lake Peigneur, 10 miles west of New Iberia, La. 

5. Neches and Trinity rivers and some small ponds near Beaumont, 
Tex. 

6. Neches River at Bonners Ferry, 10 miles west of Lufkin, Tex. 
7. Angelina River at Michelli, Tex., 9 miles north of Lufkin, Tex. 

8. Sabine River at Logansport, Tex. 

Common names used locally are inclosed in quotation marks. 

1. Polyodon spathula (Walbaum). Spoonbill Cat; ‘‘ Shovel-nose Cat”; ‘Shovel-bill 

Cat.” Reported from the Neches, Angelina, and Sabine rivers by fishermen at 
Bonners Ferry and Michelli. 

2. Lepisosteus osseus (Linneus). Long-nosed Gar; “Gar”; “‘Garfish”; ‘ Poisson 

armé.” This species was seen at Morgan City and reported from Baldwin 

Lodge, Melville, Lake Tasse, Lake Peigneur, Beaumont, Bonners Ferry, 

Michelli, and Logansport. On April 23, the following notes were taken on 

a spawning female gar at Morgan City: Standard length, 40 inches; weight, 

9 pounds; length of snout, 8.5 inches; weight of ovaries, 19 ounces; total 

number of eggs by actual count, 36,450. 

3. Lepisosteus platostomus Rafinesque. Short-nosed Gar. Seen only at Beaumont, 

when several specimens were seined in a pond. 

4. Lepisosteus tristcechus (Bloch & Schneider). ‘Alligator Gar”; “‘ Mississippi 

Gar.” Seen in Lake Borgne, at Morgan City, and at New Iberia (a specimen 
from Bayou Téche); reported from Bonners Ferry, Logansport, and Beau- 

mont. 

5. Amia calva Linneus. Bowfin; Grindle; ‘‘Grinnel”; ‘Poisson de Marais.” Re- 

ported from Lakes Tasse and Peigneur, and from the Neches River. 

6. Felichthys marinus (Mitchill). Gaff-topsail; ‘Sea Cat.” Seen at Morgan City. 

The larger ones are sometimes dressed and shipped with the fresh-water 
species. 

7. Galeichthys felis (Linnxus.) Sea Catfish; ‘Sea Cat.” Seen with the preceding 

at Morgan City, where it is sometimes utilized in the same way. 
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. Ictalurus fureatus (LeSueur). ‘‘ Blue Cat”; “‘ Poisson Blew.” 

This is by far the most important of all the catfishes of the region covered 
by this report. It attains a weight of 100 pounds, and the importance of 

the species is shown in the earlier portions of this paper. Its abundance, 

distribution, and habits have already been fully discussed. Until these 

investigations were made the large catfish of the Lower Mississippi Valley 

had been identified by most ichthyologists as the Gadus lacustris of Walbaum. 

Pimelodus nigricans LeSueur and Amiurus ponderosus Bean were thought to 

belong to the same species as Walbaum’s Gadus lacustris, and the species 

stood as Ameiurus lacustris (Walbaum). The type of Gadus lacustris came 

from Arctic America, and we have no certain means of knowing whether it 

was an Ameiurus or an Ictalurus. LeSueur’s Pimelodus nigricans came from 

Lakes Erie and Ontario, and was probably an Ameiurus, though a reexam- 

ination of specimens from those Jakes must be made before we can feel certain 

that such isthe case. An examination of the skeleton of the type of Amiurus 

ponderosus, which is preserved in the U. S. National Museum, shows that it 

belongs to the genus Ictalurus, as is evidenced by the notched supraoccipital 

which forms a continuous bony ridge with the first interspinal of the dorsal. 

LeSueur’s Pimelodus furcatus came from New Orleans and was unquestionably 

the same as the blue cat of the Atchafalaya River. At least until the large 
catfish of the Great Lakes can be carefully studied, the blue cat of the Lower 

Mississippi Valley must stand as Ictalurus furcatus, and Amiurus ponderosus 

goes in its synonymy. 

The number of anal rays in numerous specimens counted varies from 

31 to 33. A spent female, 30 inches long and weighing 17 pounds, gave the 

following measurements: Head4; depth 4.34; D.1,6; P.1,9; A.32; distance 

from tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 2.64 in body; greatest width of head 

1.34 in its length; interorbital width 2; width of mouth equals interorbital 

width; maxillary barbel not reaching beyond head; humeral process about 

3 in pectoral spine; anal base nearly §} longer than head. Barbels usually 

color of fish, rarely black. In other respects the description of Ameiurus 

lacustris in Jordan & Evermann’s Fishes of North and Middle America agreed 

perfectly with this specimen. The color of this species, as found in the 

Atchafalaya River, is a dull or olivaceous blue, pale or whitish below, with- 

out spots anywhere. 

9. Ictalurus anguilla Evermann & Kendall. ‘Hel Cat”; ‘‘ Willow Cat.” 

The following is the original description of this species: Head 4; depth 

4.5; eye 7in head; snout 2.8; maxillary (without barbel) 3; free portion of 

maxillary barbel longer than head; dorsal spine 2 in head; pectoral spine 2; 

width of mouth 2. D.1,6; A. 24; vertebre 42. Head large, broad, and 

heavy; mouth unusually broad; cheeks and postocular portion of top of 

head very prominent; interorbital space flat,a broad, deep groove extend- 

ing backward to origin of dorsal fin; body stout, compressed posteriorly ; 

back scarcely elevated. Eye small; maxillary barbel long, reaching con- 

siderably past gill-opening; other barbels short. Origin of dorsal fin equi- 

distant between snout and origin of adipose fin, its distance from snout 2.6 

in length of body; base of dorsal fin 3.5 in head; longest dorsal ray 1.75 in 

head; dorsal spine strong, entire both before and behind; pectoral spine 

strong, entire in front, a series of strong retrorse serre behind; humeral 

process 2.2 in pectoral spine; ventrals barely reaching origin of anal, their 

length 2 in head; anal fin long and low, the longest rays about 2.2 in head; 

base of fin greater than head, 3.2 in body; caudal moderately forked, the 

middle rays about 2.2 in outer rays, which are about 1.4 in head. 

Color, uniform pale-yellowish or olivaceous; no spots anywhere. 

A comparison of the skull with that of J. furcatus and J. punctatus of the 

same size shows a number of very marked differences, Nearly all the bones 

F, R. 98 20 
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in I. anguilla are heavier than in the other species; the supraoccipital is 

broadly triangular and its upper surface finely grooved, while in each of 

the other species it is much longer and narrower and the upper surface is 
nearly smooth. 

An examination of the 6 cotypes shows that there is not much variation, 

all the important characters remaining quite constant. The maxillary bar- 

bel varies somewhat in length, in some individuals scarcely reaching the 

gill-opening, and the number of anal rays varies from 24 to 26. 

From the blue cat (I. furcatus) this species differs chiefly in the fewer rays 

in anal fin, the wider mouth, shorter, heavier head, much longer maxillary 

barbel, and in the cranial characters already given. From the spotted cat 

(I. punctatus) it may bé distinguished by its wider mouth, more blunt snout, 

heavier head, the color, and the cranial characters already mentioned. 

This species is well known to the fishermen of the Atchafalaya River, by 

whowm it is usually called the ‘‘eel cat,” though the name “willow cat” is 

sometimes applied to it. It was explained by the fishermen that the name 

“eel cat” was given on account of the long feelers (i. e., barbels), and the 

name ‘‘ willow cat” because it is most frequently found about the roots of 

willow trees. The eel cat is not an abundant species in the Atchafalaya 

River. During six days spent at Morgan City (April 19-24) several hundred 

catfish were examined at the three fish-houses, and the total number of eel 

cats seen was fewer than twenty-five. The fishermen report that this pro- 

portion is about as great as at any time of the year. Of four commercial 

species of catfishes handled on this river, the most abundant one is the blue 

eat ([ctalurus furcatus), and the next is the yellow cat or goujon (Leptops 

olivaris). The eel cat comes next and the spotted cat (Ictalurus punctatus) 

last. The blue cat and the yellow cat probably constitute 98 per cent of 

the entire catch. 
The eel cat rarely weighs over 5 pounds, and usually not over 3 pounds. 

Its flesh is firm and of excellent flavor. The spawning season appears to be 

during the spring, as several individuals examined were in mature spawning 

condition. In May, 1898, the writer found a few specimens of this species in 

the Ohio River at Louisville, Ky. 

One of the species of large catfish seen in the market at Houston, Tex., in 

1891, was called ‘‘eel cat” by some of the dealers. The specimens came 

from the lower Trinity and San Jacinto rivers, and were identified as Icta- 

lurus furcatus, which they undoubtedly were. The name ‘eel cat” was 

also heard at the mouth of Pearl River, but no specimens were obtained. 

This name is probably applied in different localities to different species. 

10. Ictalurus punctatus (Rafinesque). ‘‘ Spotted Cat”; Channel Cat. This species is 

very rare in the Atchafalaya River. Only one adult was seen among several 

hundred fish examined at Morgan City. Four young were seined in Lake 

Lapourde, near that town. Apparently this species is much less common in 

Louisiana than has usually been supposed. 

11. Ameiurus nebulosus (LeSueur). Common Bullhead. 'Three small specimens 

were obtained in a pond near Beaumont. 

12. Ameiurus melas (Rafinesque). Black Bullhead. One specimen 7 inches long 

and 2 smaller ones from Angelina River at Michelli. 

13. Leptops olivaris (Rafinesque). ‘‘Goujon”; ‘Yellow Cat”; ‘‘Peided Cat”; 

“Mud Cat”; “Opelousas Cat.” Next to the blue cat this is the most abun- 

dant and important food-fish in the Atchafalaya River. It was also seen by 

us at Baldwin Lodge, and it was reported at Beaumont, Bonners Ferry, 

Michelli, Logansport, and Lakes Tasse and Peigneur. 

14. Schilbeodes gyrinus (Mitchill). Small Poison Cat. Two good specimens of 

this species were obtained, one from Black Bayou near Baldwin Lodge and 

one from Lake Lapourde at Morgan City. 
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15. Ictiobus cyprinella (Cuvier & Valenciennes). Common Buffalo-fish; ‘‘ Gourd- 

head Buffalo.” This species is common in all the larger waters of the region 

visited, and is a food-fish of considerable importance, especially at Morgan 

City, Melville, Beaumont, and Logansport. It is described by the fishermen 
as having the mouth larger than any other species and ‘straight out,” and 
feeding more at the top of the water. 

16. Ictiobus urus (Agassiz). ‘‘ Black Buffalo”; “Chopper.” Occurs in the Atcha- 

ATi 

18. 

AIC). 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

falaya, Neches, and Sabine rivers. Reaches a weight of 35 pounds or more. 

Head and mouth larger than in J. bubalus. Said to spawn in March and 
April. 

Ictiobus bubalus (Rafinesque). Small-mouthed Buffalo; “ White Buffalo”; 

“ Rooter.” Common in the Atchafalaya River and all bayous, rivers, and 

lakes of this region; seen by us at Morgan City, Beaumont, Melville, and 

Logansport. Reaches a weight of 35 pounds or more. Spawns in March 

and April. Described by the fishermen as having a smaller, more inferior 

mouth than any other species, and as being more of a bottom feeder. All 

three of these species are used as food. A specimen 16 inches in total length 

from the Sabine River at Logansport, La., taken April 29, exhibits the follow- 

ing characters: Head 4; depth 2.5; snout 3.34 in head; eye 5. D.28; A. 11. 

Scales 9-35-5, 12 or 13 before the dorsal. Body short, compressed, the dorsal 

profile strongly arched and subcarinate from occiput to origin of dorsal fin; 

ventral outline only slightly convex. Head small; mouth small, subinferior, 

protactile downward; lips papillose; opercles striate; caudal peduncle deep 

and compressed, its least depth 1.75 in head. Fins moderate, first 7 or 8 dorsal 

rays lengthened, as long as head,rays of the short portions 3.5 in head; 

longest anal rays 1.17 in head; pectoral short, not reaching base of ventral, 

1.4 in head; ventrals longer, 1.1 in head; caudal deeply lunate, the lobes 

longer than head. 

Hybognathus nuchale Agassiz. Silvery Minnow. Two specimens in the col- 

lection from the Angelina River. Others were examined on the Atchafalaya 
River 70 miles above Morgan City. 

Hybognathus hayi Jordan. Two specimens from Melville. 

Opsopceodus emiliz Hay. Sixteen from Angelina River at Michelli and 6 from 

Beaumont. Lateral line complete in all. In many there are two black areas 

on dorsal fin; the anterior four rays and their membranes are black, then 

comes a white streak covering one or two rays, then another black streak on 

the last three rays. In a few of the smaller specimens there is no black on 

the dorsal; where there is any black, it is in two spots or bands. 

Abramis crysoleucas bosci (Cuvier & Valenciennes). Roach. Three examples 

from Michelli. Notseen elsewhere, though it doubtless occurs in most of the 
waters examined. 

Cliola vigilax (Baird & Girard). Three specimens from Michelli, the largest of 

which (3 inches long) has the head 4.13; depth 4; eye 3.75in head; snout 3; 

scales 8-45-5, 26 before the dorsal; D.1,8; A.7. 

Notropis nux Evermann. Eight examples from Beaumont, Tex. Head 4; 

depth 3.75; eye3; snout4; D.8; A.7; scales 7-35-3, 13 before dorsal. Teeth 

1, 4-4, 1, hooked, and with slight grinding surface. Mouth rather small, 

lower jaw somewhat included; origin of dorsal over insertion of ventrals. 

A small spot at base of caudal. Scales rather deeper than long. These 

specimens agree in the main with cotypes of N. nux, but the depth is greater. 

This last is due to the fact that all these specimens are well fed and many of 

them full of spawn. 

Notropis chamberlaini Evermann. 

Type, No. 48901, U. S. Nat. Mus.; cotypes, No. 707, U.S. F.C. Length of 

type, 3 inches to base of caudal. Type locality, Atchafalaya River, Melville, 

La. Collector, Fred. M. Chamberlain, May 5, 1897. 
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Head 4.34; depth 4.2; eye 4; snout 4; D. 8; A.10; scales 7-39-4, about 15 

before dorsal. General form much like that of Hybognathus; body only 

moderately compressed, dorsal and ventral outlines slightly arched; head 

rather small, pointed; mouth small, a little oblique, the maxillary scarcely 

reaching anterior border of orbit, lower jaw slightly included; snout equal 

to eye; eye in axis of body. Fins all rather small; origin of dorsal slightly 

behind vertical at insertion of ventrals; free edge of dorsal fin somewhat 

concave, the anterior rays about equal to length of head; pectoral short, 

slightly faleate, the longest rays about 1.4 in head; ventrals shorter than 

pectoral, barely reaching vent; anal similar to dorsal, the rays shorter; 

caudal widely forked, the middle rays 2.5 in the outer, the lobes as long as 

head, the lower lobe slightly longer than the upper; scales moderately 

imbricated, the exposed portions not deeper than long; lateral line com- 

plete, somewhat decurved. Teeth 2, 4-4, 2 or 1, rather weak, hooked, and 
with small grinding surface. Intestine short; peritoneum silvery. 

General color light straw; middle of side with a broad, well-defined sil- 

very band from upper end of gill-opening to middle of base of caudal fin, the 
anterior half lying wholly above the lateral line, the posterior portion lying 

partly below it; this silvery band bounded above by a narrow dark border; 

cheeks and opercles silvery; a darkish band along median line of back; fins 

all plain straw-color or pale lemon. 

Fourteen examples of this species, 2 to 3 inches in length, were obtained 

from the Atchafalaya River at Melville, La., by Mr. Fred. M. Chamberlain, 

for whom the species is named. 

25. Notropis louisiane Evermann. 

Type, No. 48902, U.S. Nat. Mus. ; cotype, No. 708, U.S. F.C. Type locality, 

Atchafalaya River, Melville, La. Collector, Fred. M. Chamberlain. 

Head 4.5; depth 5.6; eye 3; snout 3; D.8; A. 11; scales 7-37-3, 19 or 20 

before the dorsal. Teeth 1, 4-4, 2, little hooked; peritoneum silvery, with 

numerous minute round black specks. Body long and slender, back not 

arched; head short but pointed; mouth rather large, oblique, maxillary 

scarcely reaching orbit; lower jaw somewhat included; eye large, equal to or 

greater than snout. Finsrather small; origin of dorsal far behind insertion 

of ventrals, its longest rays 1.4 in head; pectorals short, their length equal 

to height of anal; ventrals very short, 2 in head, caudal deeply forked; 

scales firm, moderately imbricated; lateral line complete, gently decurved. 

Color pale; side with a faint plumbeous band; back and upper part of sides 

with numerous dark specks chiefly on the marginsof the scales, thus forming 

cross-hatchings; a narrow dark vertebral band on caudal peduncle. Length 

2.5 inches. Known only from the Atchafalaya River, Louisiana. 

This species resembles Notropis dilectus, but has a much smaller mouth, 

blunter snout, and is less silvery along the side. 

26. Notropis venustus (Girard). Two specimens from Michelli. 

27. Notropis notemigonoides Evermann. Two specimens from Michelli and 11 

from ponds near Beaumont. 

28. Anguilla chrysypa Rafinesque. Baldwin Lodge and Atchafalaya River, though 

not abundant. Considered excellent catfish bait by the Atchafalaya River 

fishermen. 
29. Hiodon alosoides (Rafinesque). Toothed Herring; La Quesche; ‘‘ Slicker.” One 

specimen from Melville; seen at other places along the Atchafalaya River, 
where it is used as bait in the catfish fishery. The specimen from Melville 

agrees exactly with more northern examples. 

30. Dorosoma cepedianum exile Jordan & Gilbert. Hickory Shad; ‘‘Shad.” 

Rather common in the Atchafalaya River, where it is of considerable impor- 

tance as bait. Four specimens from Melville. Doubtless occurs in most 

waters of this region. 
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Signalosa atchafalaye Evermann & Kendall. ‘Shad.’ Specimens of this 

interesting species were obtained at Melville and from Grand Plains and 
Black bayous. It is not rare in the Atchafalaya River, and is of some 

importance as bait in the catfish fishery. 

Brevoortia tyrannus patronus Goode. Gulf Menhaden. Many very young 

examples obtained from Grand Plains Bayou. 

Stolephorus mitchilli (Cuvier & Valenciennes). Numerous specimens from 

Baldwin Lodge and Lake Lapourde. 

Lucius vermiculatus (LeSueur). Little Pickerel. Four small specimens from 

Michelli and 4 from Beaumont. 

Fundulus pallidus Evermann. One example from Michelli. 

FPundulus grandis Baird & Girard. Three from Baldwin Lodge. 

Fundulus pulvereus (Evermann). Found only at Baldwin Lodge, where 4 

specimens were collected. 

Fundulus chrysotus Holbrook. Five specimens from Beaumont and 3 from 

Lake Lapourde. 

Fundulus notatus (Rafinesque). Numerous fine examples from Michelli. 

Lucania venusta (Girard). Common in Grand Plains Bayou and Lake 

Lapourde. 

Cyprinodon variegatus Lacépéde. Five examples from Baldwin Lodge. 

Gambusia affinis (Baird & Girard). Numerous specimens from Grand Plains 

Bayou, Lake Lapourde, Beaumont, and Michelli. Four females from Michelli 

contained 60, 70, 73, and 114 well-developed embryos, respectively; the eyes 

were beginning to show. Six well-advanced examples from Lake Lapourde 

contained 8, 51, 18, 13, 16, and 20 embryos each. Five others from Lake La- 

pourde were less advanced, Numerous specimens from Michelli, Baldwin 

Lodge, and Beaumont were well advanced. The number of young seems to 

vary with the size of the fish. Very few males were collected. 

Mollienisia latipinna (LeSueur). Numerous fine specimens from Baldwin 

Lodge. 

Siphostoma scovelli Evermann & Kendall. Pipefish. Six from Lake Lapourde 

and 4 from Grand Plains, Bayou. These specimens present the following 

characters: 

| | 

0 No. of 
x : Posit: : 

Sex. Head. | Depth.| Snout. Rings. |5 far eorn ee Location. 

| 

Female -..| 7+ 14 2 17+.28 3.5+4 31 Grand Plains Bayou. 
Wessel) 2Ae 17+ 24 17433 7 el 33 Do. 
Dorsey G24 14 2 17+ 30 4 44 31 Do. 
IDS ee Ga diteencsec 2+ 17+31 4 +5 34 Do. 
Doaeera|| 7 15. 85 2 16434 4 44 36 Lake Lapourde. 
Doge) W200, 16.4 2 17+-34 4 +4 33 Do. 

Male ....| 8 26 2 17+ 34 4 +4 33 
Dors-=-|-8 28 2+ 17+35 4 44 33 
UO esas|) tee: 25 2+ 17+ 36? 4 +4 | 34 
Dores-|0-8 28 2. 25 17+36 4 44 33? 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

Aphredoderus sayanus (Gilliams). Pirate Perch. Several specimens from 

Michelli, 3 from Beaumont, and 1 from Lake Lapourde. 

Menidia peninsule (Goode & Bean). Many specimens from Grand Plains 

Bayou and Lake Lapourde. 

Labidesthes sicculus (Cope). Skipjack. Five specimens from Black Bayou 

and 9 from Michelli. 

Mugil cephalus Linnieus. Common Mullet. Common about Baldwin Lodge; 

runs up the Atchafalaya at least to Morgan City. 
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49 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

tial 

72. 

73. 

74. 

. Querimana gyrans Jordan & Gilbert. One taken in Grand Plains Bayou. 

50. 
51. 

Elassoma zonatum Jordan. Pigmy Sunfish. One taken in Lake Lapourde. 

Pomoxis annularis Rafinesque. Crappie. Said to occur in Mulatto Bayou, 

near Sea Glen, Mississippi. 

Pomoxis sparoides (Lacépéde). Calico Bass. Twosmall examples from Beau- 

mont and 3 from Michelli. 

Centrarchus macropterus (Lacépéde). Round Sunfish; Flier. Two young 

examples from Lake Lapourde. Color in alcohol: Body crossed by five 
broad olive bands separated by very narrow pale ones. Dorsal ocellus very 

plain. 

Chenobryttus gulosus (Cuvier & Valenciennes). Warmouth; ‘‘ Goggle-eye.” 

Common everywhere; specimens from Grand Plains Bayou, Black Bayou, 
Lake Lapourde, and Beaumont; reported from Lakes Tasse and Peigneur. 

Apomotis symmetricus (Forbes). Three young from Lake Lapourde, each 

showing a very distinct dorsal ocellus. 

Lepomis miniatus Jordan. One from Black Bayou and 5 from Lake Lapourde. 
Lepomis garmani Forbes. Eleven specimens from Beaumont and 1 from 

Michelli, upon which we have the following notes: Head (without flap) 3; 

depth 2; eye 4; snout 3.5. D.x,11; A.111, 9; scales 6-38-12, 5 rows on cheek. 

Teeth sharp; gillrakers very short. 

Lepomis pallidus (Mitchill). Slue-gill Sunfish. One from Black Bayou and 6 

from Beaumont. 

Eupomotis heros (Baird & Girard). Two specimens obtained at Beaumont. 

Micropterus salmoides (Lacépéde). Large-mouth Black Bass; ‘‘ Green Trout.” 

Abundant about Baldwin Lodge and all other waters examined. Specimens 

from Michelli, Baldwin Lodge, and Beaumont. 

Percina caprodes (Rafinesque). Log Perch. One fine specimen from Angelina 

River, Michelli. Head 4.25; depth 4.84; eye 4.75; snout 3.8. D. xvi-13; 

A. I, 9; seales 11-89-10; nape well scaled. About 17 dark vertical bars, 

with shorter ones above lateral line. 

Boleosoma camurum Forbes. Darter. One from Lake Lapourde and 7 from 

Michelli. 

Etheostoma jessiz (Jordan & Bravton). Darter. Three from Michelli. 

Roccus chrysops (Rafinesque). i hite Bass; ‘‘ Barfish.” One obtained at 

Melville; reported from Baldwin Lodge, Lake Tasse, and Lake Peigneur. 

Lagodon rhomboides (Linneus). Pinfish; Bream. Specimens from Baldwin 

Lodge, where it is common. 

Archosargus probatocephalus(Walbaum). Sheepshead. Common about Bald- 

win Lodge and elsewhere on the coast. : 

Cynoscion nebulosus (Cuvier & Valenciennes). Spotied Sea Trout. One 

example 8.5 inches long from Lake Borgne. 

Sciznops ocellatus (Linneus), Red Drum. Common about Baldwin Lodge 

and the mouth of the Atchafalaya River. 

Leiostomus xanthurus Lacépéde. Spol. Common about Baldwin Lodge, 

numerous specimens having been obtained there. 

Micropogon undulatus (Linneeus). Croaker. Specimens from Baldwin Lodge 

and Lake Lapourde. 

Aplodinotus grunniens Rafinesque. ‘‘Gaspergou.” Reported from Neches and 

Angelina rivers and Lakes Tasse and Peigneur. 

Microgobius gulosus (Girard). Goby. Five from Grand Plains Bayou. 

Gobiosoma bosci (Lacépéde). Goby. Common; specimens obtained at Bald- 

win Lodge, Grand Plains Bayou, and Lake Lapourde. 

Achirus fasciatus Lacépéde. Sole. One small example from Grand Plains 

Bayou and 4 from Flat Lake, Morgan City. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION OF FISH 
AND FISHERIES AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION 

ON MARCH 1, 1899. 

The publications of the Commission consist of an annual report and 

annual bulletin, which are congressional documents; a certain number 

being allotted to each Senator and Member of the House of Repre- 

sentatives, and a small quota assigned to the Commission. Each vol- 

ume is made up of separate papers treating of the different subjects 

germane to the work of the Commission, and a small edition of each of 

these papers is issued in pamphlet form in advance of the bound volume 

for distribution to those who are specially interested in the subject- 

matter. 

BOUND PUBLICATIONS. 

Of the bound publications the earlier volumes are out of print, and 

all the copies allowed this office have been distributed. A few copies 

of the following volumes can be furnished: 

ANNUAL REPORTS. 

Designation. eae eae | Pages. Plates. 

PAT GER Vice soe aoa ae gale a scena ee Soho cisaseeee a cent Ran 1887 1891 | LXITI+900 112 

BXaValGe sone Seta eee oe ke SM te, 1888 1892 CXX VIII+ 902 90 

ENGVALL eis 2 Saicmathatslaaeie's oc saactdhae eae atts  salgeeaicte 1889-91} 1894 664 67 

EXOV EDS Sitsas seca Mmm niaeie aise ee ae te easeeeeecscer 1892 1894 CCIV +528 47 

PRATER eis sie ctaicie ies an emer aeie See ci ciseactcce ce toteeeae 1893 1895 484 35 

PRONG ae ee as ae I oe ie ae a os ca ha ccking wees 1894 1896 718 28 

SXSNG Te wis Se Se ways cma meisncie aca llciac biecie cere s capmcte 1896 1898 672 62 

MONON fatto s ake edna cot oh cctculecaawtciesesnenics 1898 1899 CLXXX1I+350 | XXI+37 

ANNUAL BULLETINS. 

VO] MeV AWE er earns tee aececceinceene 1 sanceuctoutiacts 1888 1890 IX+494 74 

POT eee eratete era tac ata etc nineties cee soeece mes Ss 1893 1894 VII+462 41 

NEWAL Shidods AU Sg AR See Dee DAE Eee een eee 1896 1897 VIII+ 428 944+ XL 
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Serial 
No. 

3. 

4, 

15. 

134. 

137. 

Report on the condition of the sea fisheries of the south coast of New England 
in 1871 and 1872, by Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1871-72, 1, pp. I-xLl1, 1873. 

Report of the Commissioner for 1872 and 1873.—A. Inquiry into the decrease of 
the food-fishes.—B. The propagation of food-fishes in the waters of the United 
States, by Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1872-73, 11, pp. I-ci. 1874. 

Report of the Commissioner for 1873-74 and 1874-75.—A. Inquiry into the 
decrease of the food-fishes.—B. The propagation of food-fishes in the waters 
of the United States, by Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1873-74 and 1874-75, 
Ill, pp. VU-LI. 1876. 

. Report of the Commissioner for 1875-76.—A. Inquiry into the decrease of food- 
fishes.—B. The propagation of food-fishes in the waters of the United States, 
by Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1875-76, Iv, pp. 1*-50*. 1878. 

. Cheap fixtures for hatching of salmon, by Charles G. Atkins. Report for 1878, 
Vi, pp. 945-966 (including 15 figs.). 1880. 

. Report of the Commissioner for 1877.—A. Inquiry into the decrease of food- 
fishes.—B. Propagation of food-fishes in the waters of the United States, by 
Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1877, v, pp. 1*-48*. 1879. 

. The carp and its culture in rivers and lakes, and its introduction into America, 
by Rudolph Hessel. Report for 1875-76, 1v, pp. 865-900 (including 6 figs.). 
1878. 

. The winter haddock fishery of New England, by G. Brown Goode and J. W. 
Collins. Bulletin for 1881, 1, pp. 226-235. 1882. 

. Popular extracts from the investigation of the Commission for the scientific 
examination of the German Seas, by H. A. Meyeret al. Report for 1879, vu, 
pp. 525-557 (including 17 figs.). 1882. 

. List of dredging stations of the U. S. Fish Commission from 1871 to 1879, inelu- 
sive, witli temperature and other observations, by Sanderson Smith and Richard 
Rathbun. Report for 1879, vil, pp. 559-601. 1882. 

. Report of the Commissioner for 1880.—A. Inquiry into the decrease of food- 
fishes.—B. Propagation of food-fishes in the waters of the United States, by 
Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1880, VII, pp. XVII-XLVI. 1883. 

. Report of the Commissioner for 1881, by Spencer I. Baird. Report for 1881, 
IX, pp. XIII-LXxI. 1884. 

. Report on the construction and work in 1880 of the Fish Commission steamer 
Fish Hawk, by Z. Lu. Tanner. Report for 1881, 1x, pp. 3-53, plates I-XVIII 
(inelnding 3 figs.). 1884. 

. Annual report on the electric lighting of the U. 8S. F. C. steamer Albatross, 
December 31, 1883, by G. W. Baird. Bulletin for 1884, rv, pp. 153-158 (including 
8 figs.). 1884. 

. The status of the U. S. Fish Commission in 1884, by G. Brown Goode. Report 
for 1884, x11, pp. 1139-1184. 1886. 

. Report of the Commissioner for 1884, by Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1884, 
XII, pp. XUI-LXxI. 1886. 

. Report on the medusz collected by the U. 8. Fish Commission steamer Alba- 
tross in the region ot the Gulf Stream, 1883-84, by J. Walter Fewkes. Report 
for 1884, x1, pp. 927-980, plates I-x. 1886. 

. Report of the Commissioner for 1885, by Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1885, 
XIII, pp. XIX-Cx11. 1887. 

. On the development of the cetacea, together with a consideration of the proba- 
ble homologies of the flukes of cetaceans and sireniaus, by John A. Ryder. 
Report for 1885, x11, pp. 427-488 (including 3 figs.), plates I-11, 1887. 

. A review of the Scienide of America and Europe, by David S. Jordan and Carl * 
H. Eigenmann. Report for 1886, x1v, pp. 343-451, plates I-1v. 18239. 

. Report on the medusz collected by the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross 
in the region of the Gulf Stream in 1885-86, by J. Walter Fewkes. Report for 
1886, XIV, pp. 513-536, plate I. 1889. 

. Report on the work of the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross for the year 
ending December 31, 1886, by Z.L. Tanner. Report for 1886, xiv, pp. 605-692, 
plates I-x. 1889. 

. Report of operations at the Wytheville Station, Va., from January 1, 1885, to 
June 30, 1887, by Marshall McDonald. Report for 1886, xrv, pp. 793-800, plates 
I-vI. 1889. 

. The beam-trawl fishery of Great Britain, with notes on beam-trawling in other 
European countries, by J. W. Collins. Bulletin for 1887, vu, pp. 289-407 
(including 34 figs.), plates I-xx111. 1889. 

Report of the Commissioner for 1886, by Spencer F. Baird. Report for 1886, 
XIV, pp. 1X-Lv1II. 1889. 

Suggestions for the employment of improved types of vessels in the market 
fisheries, with notes on British fishing steamers, by J. W. Collins. Bulletin 
for 1888, V1l1, pp. 175-192, plates XvI-xxviI. 1890. 
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Serial 
No. 

138. 

141. 

142. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

Notes on the fishes collected at Cozumel, Yucatan, by the U. 8S. Fish Commis- 
sion, with descriptions of new species, by Tarleton H. Bean. Bulletin for 
1888, vill, pp. 193-206, plates XXVIII-XXIx. 1890. 

A report upon the fishes of Kalamazoo, Calhoun, and Antrim counties, Mich., 
by Charles H. Bollman. Bulletin for 1888, vill, pp. 219-225. 1891. 

Notes on the fishes from the lowlands of Georgia, with a description of a new 
species (Opsopeodus bollmani), by Charles H. Gilbert. Bulletin for 1888, vim, 
pp. 225-229. 1891. 

Report on the proposed introduction of the Jamaica mountain mullet into the 
United States, by Tarleton H. Bean. Bulletin for 1888, vii, pp. 443-451. 1891. 

The transplanting of lobsters to the Pacific coast of the United States, by 
Richard Rathbun. Bulletin for 1888, vii, pp. 453-472, plate LxxI. 1891. 

Preliminary report on the invertebrate animals inhabiting Lakes Geneva and 
Mendota, Wisconsin, with an account of the fish epidemic in Lake Mendota 
in 1884, by S. A. Forbes. Bulletin for 1888, vii, pp. 473-487, plates Lx x1I- 
LXxIv. 1890. 

. On two species of larval dibothria from the Yellowstone National Park, by 
Edwin Linton. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, pp. 65-79, plates XxllI-xxvil. 1891. 

. The artificial propagation of sturgeon in Schleswig-Holstein, Germany. Bul- 
letin for 1889, 1x, pp. 81-90. 1891. 

. Report upon the pearl fishery of the Gulf of California, by Charles H. Town- 
send. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, pp. 91-94, plates xxvilI-xxx. 1891, 

. On certain wart-like excrescences occurring on the short minnow (Cyprinodon 
variegaius) due to psorosperms, by Edwin Linton. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, 
pp. 99-102, plate xxxv. 1891. 

. The fishing-grounds of Bristol Bay, Alaska. A preliminary report upon the 
investigations of the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross, by Z. L. Tanner. 
Bulletin for 1889, 1x, pp. 279-288, plates cvili-cx. 1891. 

. Report upon an investigation of the fishing-grounds off the west coast of Flor- 
ida, by A. C. Adams and W. C. Kendall. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, pp. 289-312 
(including 2 figs.), plate cx1. 1891. 

3. The giant-scallop fishery of Maine, by Hugh M. Smith. Bulletin for 1889, rx, 
pp. 313-335, plates Cx1I-cxvi. 1891. 

. A contribution to the life history of Dibothrium cordiceps Leidy, a parasite infest- 
‘ing the trout of Yellowstone Lake, by Edwin Linton. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, 
pp. 337-358, plates CXVUI-CXIx. 1891. 

. Notice of the occurrence of protozoan parasites (psorosperms) on cyprinoid fishes 
in Ohio, by Edwin Linton. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, pp. 359-361, plate cxx. 1891. 

. Notes on the king-crab fishery of Delaware Bay, by Hugh M.Smith. Bulletin 
for 1889, 1x, pp. 363-370, plates CXXI-CxXxIII. 1891. 

. Report upon a collection of fishes made in southern Florida during 1889, by 
James A. Henshall. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, pp.371-389. 1891. 

. Report upon a physical investigation of the waters off the southern coast of 
New England, made during the summer of 1889 by the U.S. Fish Commission 
schooner Grampus, by William Libbey, jr. Bulletin for 1889, 1x, pp. 391-459 
(including 1 fig.), plates Cxx1v-cLvm1. 1891. 

- Notes on the oyster fishery of Connecticut, by J. W. Collins. Bulletin for 1889, 
1X, pp. 461-497, plates CLIX-CLXVI. 1891. 

. Report upon the construction and equipment of the schooner Grampus, by J. W. 
Collins. Report for 1887, xv, pp. 487-490 (including 5 figs.), plates I-xvul. 
1891. 

. Report of the operations of the U.S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus from 
March 15, 1887, to June 30, 1888, by J. W. Collins and D. E. Collins. Report for 
1887, Xv, pp. 491-598, plates I-xvi. 1891. 

. A review of the labroid fishes of America and Europe, by David S8. Jordan. 
Report for 1887, xv, pp. 599-699, plates I-xt. 1891. 

. On some Lake Superior entomostraca, by S.C. Forbes. Report for 1887, xv, pp. 
701-718, plates I-1v. 1891. 

. Report of the Commissioner for 1887, xv, pp. I-Lx111, by Marshall McDonald. 
1891. 

. Statistical review of the ceast fisheries of the United States, by J. W. Collins. 
Report for 1888, xv1, pp. 271-378. 1892. 

. Report of distribution of fish and eggs from July 1, 1888, to June 30, 1889. 
Report for 1888, x v1, pp. 379-394. 1892. 

. Report upon the investigations of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross 
for the year ending June 30, 1889, by Z. L. Tanner. Report for 1888, xv1, 
pp. 395-512, plates L-Lir. 1892. : 

- Report of operations at the laboratory of the U.S. Fish Commission, Woods 
Hole, Mass., during the summer of 1888, by John A. Ryder. Report for 1888, 
XVI, pp. 513-522. 1892. 
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182. Notes on entozoa of marine fishes, with description of new species, part 111, by 
Edwin Linton. Report for 1888, xv1, pp. 523-542, plates LuI-Lx. 1892. 

183. Onthe anatomy of Thysanocephalum crispum Linton, a parasite of the tiger shark, 
by Edwin Linton. Report for 1888, Xv1, pp. 543-556, plates LXI-LXvII. 1892, 

185. The chemical composition and nutritive values of food-fishes and aquatic inver- 
tebrates, by W. O. Atwater. Report for 1888, xvi, pp. 679-868, plates LXxxXI- 
LXXXIx. 1892. : 

186. Observations on the aquaria of the U. S. Fish Commission at Central Station, 
Washington, D.C., by William P. Seal. Bulletin for 1890, x, pp. 1-12 (inelud- 
ing 2 figs.), plates I-Iv. 1892. 

188. Observations upon fishes and fish-culture, by Tarleton H. Bean. Bulletin for 
1890, x, pp. 49-61. 1892. 

189. Notes on a collection of fishes from the lower Potomac River, by Hugh M. Smith. 
Bulletin for 1890, x, pp. 63-72, plates xv1I-xx. 1892. 

190. A review of the Centrarchide or fresh-water sunfishes of North America, by 
a H. Bollman. Report for 1888, xvi, pp. 557-579, plates LX VIII-LXXII. 
1892. 

191. Report upon the participation of the U. S. Fish Commission in the Centennial 
Exposition held at Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1888, by J. W. Collins. Report for 
1888, XVI, pp. 869-885, plate xc. 1892. 

192. Report of the Commissioner for 1888 [July 1, 1888, to June 30, 1889], ineluding 
the reports on the division of fish-culture, scientific inquiry, and fisheries, by 
Marshall McDonald. Report for 1888, xvi, pp. 1x-cxxvul. 1892. 

194. Report on an investigation of the fisheries of Lake Ontario, by Hugh M. Smith. 
Bulletin for 1890, x, pp. 177-215, plates xxI-L. 1892. 

195. A report upon the fisheries of Iowa based upon observations and collections 
made during 1889, 1890, and 1891, by Seth E. Meek. Bulletin for 1890, x, pp. 
217-248. 1892. 

196. Report of an examination of the rivers of Kentucky, with lists of the fishes 
obtained, by Albert J. Woolman. Bulletin for 1890, x, pp. 249-288, plate L. 
1892. 

197. Notes on the streams and fishes of Clinton County, Ky., with a description of a 
new darter, by Philip H. Kirsch. Bulletin for 1890, x, pp. 289-292 (ineluding 
1 fig.). 1892. : 

198. Report upon the rivers of central Florida tributary to the Gulf of Mexico, with 
lists of fishes inhabiting them, by Albert J. Woolman. Bulletin for 1890, x, 
pp. 293-302, plates Lu-LiI. 1892. 

201. Observations on the hatching of the yellow perch, by 8S. G. Worth. Bulletin 
for 1890, x, pp. 331-334, plate Lx1. 1892. 

202. The physical and biological characteristics of the natural oyster-grounds of 
South Carolina, by Bashford Dean. Bulletin for 1890, x, pp. 335-361, plates 
LXU-LXVIU. 1892. 

203. The present methods of oyster-culture in France, by Bashford Dean. Bulletin 
for 1890, x, pp. 363-388 (including 2 figs.), plates LXIX-LXXVIIl. 1892. 

206. A statistical report on the fisheries of the Gulf States, by J. W. Collins and 
Hugh M. Smith. Bulletin for 1891, x1, pp. 93-184. 1893. 

207. Description of a new sucker, Pantosteus jordani, from the Upper Missouri 
Basin, by Barton W. Evermann. Bulletin for 1892, x11, pp. 51-56 (including 
1fig.). 1893. 

209. Observations on the spawning habits of the shad, by 8. G. Worth. Bulletin 
for 1891, x1, pp. 201-206. 1893. 

210. A preliminary report on the aquatic invertebrate fauna of the Yellowstone 
National Park, Wyoming, and of the Flathead region of Montana, by S. A. 
Forbes. Bulletin for 1891, x1, pp. 207-258, 1893, plates XxXVII-XLII. 1893. 

211. Notes on a collection of fishes from the southern tributaries of the Cumberland 
River in Kentucky and Tennessee, by Philip H. Kirsch. Bulletin for 1891, 
XI, pp. 259-267. 1893. 

212. Report on the fisheries of the South Atlantic States, by Hugh M. Smith. Bul- 
letin for 1891, xI, pp. 271-356, plates XLUI-LXXIv. 1893. 

214. Report upon the European methods of oyster-culture, by Bashford Dean. Bul- 
letin for 1891, x1, pp. 357-406 (including 2 figs.), plates LXXV-LXXXVIII. 1893. 

215. On the classification of the myxosporidia, a group of protozoan parasites 
infesting fishes, by R. R. Gurley. Bulletin for 1891, x1, pp. 407-420. 1893. 

217. Report of observations respecting the vyster resources‘and oyster fishery of the 
Pacifie Coast of the United States, by C. H. Townsend. Report for 1889-91, 
XVU, pp. 343-372, plates 3-12. 1892. , 

218. Report on the coast fisheries of Texas, by Charles H. Stevenson. Report for 
1889-91, XVII, pp. 373-420, plates 13-27. 1893. 
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219. A review of the sparoid fishes of America and Europe, by David 8. Jordan and 
Bert Fesler. Report for 1889-91, xvilI, pp. 421-544, plates 28-62. 1893. 

222, Natural history of the useful aquatic reptiles and batrachians of the United 
States, by Frederick W. True. The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the 
United States, sec. 1, pp. 141-162. 1884. 

223. Natural history of mollusks in general, by Ernest Ingersoll. The Fisheries and 
Fishery Industries of the United States, sec. 1, pp. 687-710, plates 253-258. 1884. 

224. Natural history of crustaceans, worms, radiates, and sponges, by Richard 
Rathbun. The Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States, sec. 1, 
pp. 763-850, plates 260-277. 1884. 

225. The fishes of Texas and the Rio Grande Basin, considered chiefly with reference 
to their geographic distribution, by Barton W. Evermann and William C. 
Kendall. Bulletin for 1892, x11, pp. 57-126, plates x-L. 1894. 

226. The fyke-nets and fyke-net fisheries of the United States, with notes on the 
fyke-nets of other countries, by Hugh M. Smith. Bulletin for 1892, x11, pp. 
299-356, plates LXXII-xcI. 1894. 

228. Summary of the fishery investigations conducted in the North Pacific Ocean 
and Bering Sea from July 1, 1888, to July 1, 1892, by the U.S. Fish Commission 
steamer Albatross, by Richard Rathbun. Bulletin for 1892, x11, pp. 127-201, 
plates LI-Lv. 1894. ; 

229. List of fishes collected at Sea Isle City, N. J., during the summer of 1892, by 
H. F. Moore. Bulletin for 1892, xm, pp. 357-380. 1894. 

230. Economic and natural-history notes on fishes of the northern coast of New 
Jersey, by Hugh M. Smith. Bulletin for 1892, xu, pp. 365-380. 1894. 

231. On the viviparous fishes of the Pacific coast of North America, by Carl H. 
Eigenmann. Bulletin for 1892, x11, pp. 381-478, plates xcII-cxvull. 1894. 

232. Notes on two hitherto unrecognized species of American whitefishes, by Hugh 
M. Smith. Bulletin for 1894, xiv, pp. 1-15, plate 1. 1894. 

233. Extension of the recorded range of certain marine and fresh-water fishes of the 
Atlantic Coast of the United States, by W. C. Kendall and Hugh M. Smith. 
Bulletin for 1894, xiv, pp. 15-21. 1894. 

234. Notes on fishes from the basin of the Mackenzie River, in British America. 
Bulletin for 1894, xiv, pp. 23-25, by Charles H. Gilbert. 1894. 

234. An American fish in Finland, by Oscar Nordqvist. Bulletin for 1894, xiv, 
pp. 27-28. 1894. 

234. Two fertile cyprinoid hybrids, by Karl Knauthe. “Bulletin for 1894, x1v, 
pp. 29-30. 1894. 

235. Report upon explorations made in Eel River Basin, in the northeastern part of 
Indiana, in the summer of 1892, by Philip H. Kirsch. Bulletin for 1894, xtv, 
pp. 31-41. 1894. 

236. Notes on the fresh-water fishes of Washington County, Me., by William C. 
Kendall. Bulletin for 1894, xiv, pp. 45-54. 1894. 

237. World’s Fisheries Congress. Report of the secretary of the general committee, 
by Tarleton H. Bean. Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 1-14. 1894. 

238. The assimilation of the fishery laws of the Great Lakes, by G. A. MacCallum. 
Bulletin for 1893, xu, pp. 17-20. 1894. 

239. The decrease of food-fishes in American waters, and some of the causes, by 
A.M.Spangler. Bulletin for 1893, x1, pp. 21-35. 1894. 

240. The sea and coast fisheries, by Daniel T. Church. Bulletin for 1893, xu, 
pp. 37-38. 1894. 

241. Our ocean fishes and the effect of legislation upon the fisheries, by J. M. K. 
Southwick. Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 39-45. 1894. 

242. The past, present, and future of trout culture, by W. L. Gilbert. Bulletin for 
1893, x111, pp. 47-48. 1894. 

243. The relation of scientific research to economic problems, by G. Brown Goode. 
Bulletin for 1893, xi11, pp. 49-58. 1894. 

244, Biological research in relation to the fisheries, by John A. Ryder. Bulletin for 
1893, XIII, pp. 59-63. 1894. 

245. On the influence of Jight on the periodical depth migration of pelagic animals, 
by Jacques Loeb. Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 65-68. 1894. 

246. The investigation of rivers and lakes with reference to fish environment, by 
B.W.Evermann. Bulletin for 1893, x1, pp. 69-73. 1894. 

247. The habits and development of the lobster, and their bearing upon its artificial 
propagation, by Francis H. Herrick. Bulletin for 1893, x1, pp. 75-86. 1894. 

248. The origin of the food of marine animals, by W. K. Brooks. Bulletin for 1893, 
XIII, pp. 87-92. 1894. 

249. Atmospheric and other influences on the migration of fishes, by J. J. Armistead. 
Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 93-99. 1894. 
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250. 

251. 

Some observations concerning fish parasites, by Edwin Linton. Bulletin for 
1893, x111, pp. 101-126, plates 1-8. 1894. 

On the food of the menhaden, by James I. Peck. Bulletin for 1893, x1, 
pp. 113-126, plates 1-8. 1894. 

- Some plankton studies in the Great Lakes, by Jacob E. Reighard. Bulletin for 
1893, XIII, pp. 127-142, plates 9,10. 1894. 

. The aquarium of the U. S. Fish Commission at the World’s Columbian Expo- 
sition, by 8. A. Forbes. Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 143-158. 1894. 

. Description of the fresh and salt water supply and pumping plants used for the 
aquarium, by I.8. K. Reeves. Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 159-161. 1894. 

. Observations and experiments on saprolegnia infesting fish, by G. P. Clinton. 
Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 163-172. 1894. 

. Report on a parasitic protozoan observed on fish in the aquarium, by Charles 
Wardell Stiles. Bulletin for 1893, xii, pp. 173-190, plates 11, 12. 1894. 

. Statistical review of fish-culture in Europe and North America, by N. Borodine. 
- Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 193-196. 1894. 

. Some notes about American fish-culture, by Oscar Nordqvist. Bulletin for 1893, 
XIU, pp. 197-200. 1894. 

. Fish-culture in Michigan, by Hoyt Post. Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 201-211. 
1894. 

. History and methods of whitefish-culture, by Frank N. Clark. Bulletin for 
1893, XIII, pp. 213-220. 1894. 

. The propagation of black bass in ponds, by William F. Page. Bulletin for 
1893, XIII, pp. 229-236. 1894. 

. Fish and fishing in British Guiana, by J. J. Quelch. Bulletin for 1893, xu, 
pp. 237-240. 1894. 

. Fish-cultural investigations at St. Andrews Marine Laboratory, Scotland, by 
W.C. McIntosh. Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 241-256. 1894. 

. Description of the marine hatchery at Dunbar, Scotland, by T. Wemyss Fulton. 
Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 257-262. 1894. 

. The past, present, and future of the oyster industry of Georgia, by A. Oemler. 
Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 263-272. 1894. 

. Deep-water oyster-culture, by Henry C. Rowe. Bulletin for 1893, xin, 
pp. 273-276. | 1894. 

. Breeding natural food artificially for young fish artificially hatched, by A. Nelson 
Cheney. Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 277-279. 1894. 

. What we know of the lobster, by Fred Mather. Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 
281-286. 1894. 

. Foul fish and filth fevers, by J. Lawrence-Hamilton. Bulletin for 1893, x11, 
pp. 311-334. 1894. 

. Recent experiments in sturgeon hatching on the Delaware River, by Bashford 
Dean. Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 335-339 (including 1 fig.). 1894. 

. The fisheries of Canada, by L. Z. Joncas. Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 341-348. 
1894, 

. The fishing industry of Lake Erie, past and present, by C. M. Keyes. Bulletin 
for 1893, XIII, pp. 349-353. 1894. 

. Notes on the Irish mackerel fisheries, by William Spotswood Green. Bulletin 
for 1893, x111, pp. 357-360, plates 13-16. 1894. 

. Past and future of the fur-seal, by Joseph Stanley-Brown. Bulletin for 1893, 
XIU, pp. 361-370. 1894. 

. Fish nets: Some account of their construction and the application of the 
various forms in American fisheries, by C. H. Augur. Bulletin for 1893, x11, 
pp. 381-388. 1894. 

. The fisheries of Japan, by the Japanese bureau of agriculture, compiled by 
Hugh M. Smith. Bulletin for 1893, x111, pp. 419-438. 1894. 

. On pearls, and the utilization and application of the shells in which they are 
found, in the ornamental arts, as shown at the World’s Columbian Exposition, 
by George Frederick Kunz. Bulletin for 1893, x11, pp. 489-457, plates 18-41. 
1894 

. Report on a collection of fishes from the rivers of central and northern Mexico, 
by Albert J. Woolman. Bulletin for 1894, x1v, pp. 55-66, plate 2. 1894. 

. Report of investigations respecting the fishes of Arkansas, conducted during 
1891, 1892, and 1893, with a synopsis of previous explorations in the same State, 
by Seth E. Meek. Bulletin for 1894, x1v, pp. 67-94. 1894. 

. Results of explorations in western Canada and northwestern United States, 
by Carl H. Eigenmann. Bulletin for 1894, x1v, pp. 101-131, plates 5-8. 1894. 

. Report of the Commissioner for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1892, including 
the reports on the divisions of scientific inquiry and fisheries, by Marshall 
McDonald. Report for 1892, xvi1l, pp. vu-ccly. 1894. 
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284. Report upon the investigations of the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross 
for the year ending June 30, 1892, by Z. L. Tanner. Report for 1892, xvi11, 
pp 1-64, plate A. 1894. 

288. Notes on the fishes of western Iowa and eastern Nebraska, by Seth E. Meek. 
Bulletin for 1894, xiv, pp. 133-138. 1894. 

288. List of fishes inhabiting Clear Lake, California, by Charles H. Gilbert. Bulletin 
for 1894, xv, pp. 139-140. 1894. 

288. Notes on the fresh-water species of San Luis Obispo County, Cal., by David S. 
Jordan. Bulletin for 1894, xiv, pp. 141-142. 1894. 

289. On the appliances for collecting pelagic organisms, with special reference to 
those employed by the U. S. Fish Commission, by Z.L.Tanner. Bulletin for 
1894, xIv, pp. 143-151, plates 9-12. 1894. 

290. The salmon fisheries of Columbia River, together with a report upon physical 
and natural history investigations in the region by C. H. Gilbert and B. W. 
Evermann, by Marshall McDonald. Bulletin for 1894, xiv, pp. 153-168, plates 
13-15. 1894. 

292. Notes on fishes collected in Florida in 1892, by James A. Henshall. Bulletin for 
1894, xIv, pp. 209-221. 1894. 
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338. Report of the representative of the U. S. Fish Commission at the Cotton States 
and International Exposition at Atlanta, Ga., in 1895, by W.de C. Ravenel. 
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REPORT UPON THE EXHIBIT OF THE UNITED STATES COM- 
MISSION OF FISH AND FISHERIES AT THE TENNESSEE 

CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION IN 1897, 

By W. DE C. RAVENEL, 

Representative of the United States Fish Commission. 

Under the act of Congress approved December 22, 1896, providing 

for the participation of the United States Fish Commission in the Ten- 

nessee Centennial Exposition at Nashville, Tenn., Mr. W.de C. Ravenel, 

assistant in charge of the Division of Fish-culture, was appointed as 

the representative of the Commission on the Government Board of 

Management. 

The plan, as approved by the Commissioner, was as follows: 

1. Scientific investigations of the Commission, to be illustrated by 

models of the vessels belonging to the United States Fish Commission, 

with full-sized forms of the apparatus used, and by illustrations showing 

the work of these vessels; by collections of marine animals, and by casts 

of colored fishes, drawn from life; and by collections of sponges, corals, 

oysters, and other shellfish. 

2. Fish-cultural operations, to be shown by models and photographs 

of important hatching stations; models and full-sized specimens of 

apparatus used in the collection, transportation, and hatching of eggs, 

and the distribution of fish; charts showing the work done by the 

Commission since its organization, and results with reference to special 

fisheries; also, by the hatching of the eggs of the various species of 

the salmonide and shad; also, an aquarium for showing the important 

food and game fishes reared by the United States Fish Commission at its 

various stations, together with the important fishes of the Ohio Valley, 

and the principal species taken in the South Atlantic Ocean and Gulf 

of Mexico. 

3. Methods and statistics of the fisheries, to be illustrated by models 

of vessels used in the important fisheries of the South Atlantic and 

Gulf States; models of boats and the common formsof fishing apparatus, 

such as pounds, weirs, seines, trawl lines, hand lines, ete.; also, oyster 

‘and clam rakes, tongs, hooks for sponges, etc.; besides illustrations of 

various fisheries by means of photographs, oil paintings, and etchings. 

As soon as possible after the organization of the board and the 

allotment of space and funds, preparations were commenced for the 

construction of the aquarium and the collection of the material com- 

prising the exhibit. The Commission was allotted $15,500 and 5,000 

square feet of space located in the southeast corner of the building. 

The space was L-shaped and extended from the main aisle at the east 
331 
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entrance to the intersecting main aisle at the south entrance. By 
May 17, 1897, when the Government building was opened to the public, 

the exhibit was installed and ready for inspection, the aquarium stocked 

with both fresh-water and salt-water fishes, and the hatchery illustrating © 

the methods employed in the hatching of the eggs of the shad and the 
trout, was in operation. 

The accompanying diagram shows the arrangement of the exhibits 

and the amount of space occupied by the various forms. Of the total 

allotment of 5,000 feet the aquarium occupied 3,360 feet; the exhibits 

illustrating fish-cultural work, scientific inquiry, and the methods and 

statistics of the fisheries, the remaining 1,640. 
The articles exhibited are comprised in the following list: 

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY SECTION. 
1. Exploring vessels: 

Models: Steamer Albatross, steamer Fish Hawk. 
Illustrations: Forward deck of steamer Albatross. U.S. Fish Commission 

steamer Albatross. 
2. Collecting apparatus: 

Seines and nets: Two Baird seines, 50 and 150 feet long. One herring seine. 
One herring gill net. Two minnow seines. Two small seines. Two 
beam trawls, one large (double) and one small model. Two small gauze 
towing nets. 

Dredges: One naturalist’s boat dredge. One naturalist’s deep-sea dredge. Two 
surface tow nets. One dip net. One Chester rake dredge (two nets). 
Two oyster dredges. 

Tangles: One tangle. 
3. Accessories for dredging and trawling: 

Sounding wire: One piece of sounding wire (large size). One piece of sounding 
wire (common size). ‘Three splices in sounding wire. Two splices in 
dredge rope. 

4, Apparatus for preserving collections: 
One tank box containing one 16-gallon copper tank for storage and transporta- 

tion of natural-history specimens. 
One tank box containing one 8-gallon and two 4-gallon copper tanks for storage 

and transportation of natural-history specimens. 
Five jars, assorted sizes. 
Seven glass bottles with cork stoppers, assorted sizes. 
Eleven homeopathic vials with rubber stoppers, assorted sizes. 
Four glass dishes, assorted sizes. 
Three German-silver naturalist’s forceps. 

5. Apparatus for deep-sea sounding: 
One Tanner deep-sea sounding machine, complete with Sigsbee sounder (shot 

attached) and deep-sea thermometer. 
6. Apparatus for physical observations: 

Thermometers and accessories: 
Three deck thermometers. 
One Miller-Casella deep-sea thermometer. 
One Baird protected thermometer. 
One Negretti & Zambra deep-sea thermometer. 
Three wooden cases for deep-sea thermometers (experimental forms). 
One metal frame for holding deep-sea thermometer (Negretti & Zambra case). 
Eleven brass cases (experimental forms) for deep-sea thermometers with 

attachments. 
One Magnaghi case for deep-sea thermometer. : 
Two Tanner improved metal cases (sixth form), ordinary size, for deep-sea 

thermometers. 
One water bottle for deep-sea investigations. 
One reading glass for Negretti & Zambra thermometer. 
One set of Hilgard salinometers, with cup and thermometer. 
One magnet. 

7. Results of explorations: 
Collections (marine animals, dry): 
(1) Crustaceans: 

One lobster (Homarus americanus). 
One crab (Echinocerus setimanus). . 
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7. Results of explorations—Continued. 
(1) Crustaceans—Continued. 

One crab (Kchinocerus foraminatus), 
One deep-sea crab (Geryon quinquedens). 
One common edible crab of the Pacific coast (Cancer magister). 
One crab (Mithrax hispidus). 
Three crabs Pitho anisodon (young). 
One crab Pitho anisodon (adult). 
Two mantis shrimp (Squilla empusa). 
One box-crab (Calappa jflammea). 
One great spider-crab (Lithodes maia). 
One crayfish nest, or chimney. 
One spider-crab (Libinia emarginata). 

(2) Sponges: Sheepswool, velvet, yellow, glove, and grass. 
(3) American ornamental corals: 

One piece of star coral (Porites). 
One piece of coral (Oculina diffusa). 
Two pieces of fungus coral (Agaricia agaricites). 
One piece of brain coral (Manicina areolata). 
One piece of coral (Mussa). 
One piece of star coral (Orbicella). 

(4) Mollusks, oyster and other shells: 
Oyster spat 2 to 3 weeks old; 3 to 4 weeks old; 1 to 2 months old; 2 to 3 

months old; 2 to 3 months old, hard bottom; 2 months old, soft bottom. 
Oysters 1 year old, hard bottom; 2 years old, hard bottom; 3 years old, hard 

bottom; 4 years old, hard bottom; 1 year old, soft bottom; 2 years old, 
soft bottom; 3 years old, soft bottom; 4 years old, soft bottom; 5 years 
old, soft bottom; 5 years old, hard bottom; 6 years old, hard bottom; 6 
years old, soft bottom; large, mud bottom; large, mud bottom. 

Oysters, large, 16 years old, soft bottom; large, 12 years old, hard bottom. 
Blue Point oysters. 
Oyster shells, greatly thickened, due to stunted growth at margin. 
Glenwood oysters; Shinnecock Bay oysters; Rockaway oysters; Shrewsbury 

oysters. 
Rappahannock River oysters; James River (near Newport News, Va.) 

oysters; Saddlerock oysters; East River oysters. 
Oysters from Hampton, Va., 18 months old; from Tangier Sound, Maryland 

and Virginia. 
Oysters from Chincoteague, Va. (first grade); (poorer grade). 
Oysters from bottom of scow, Port Royal, 8S. C., less than 1 year old. 
Planted oysters from creeks north of Winyah Bay, 8. C. 
Oysters from ‘Troups Creek, near Brunswick, Ga. 
Raccoon oysters from Cattle Wharf, Charlotte Harbor, Fla. 
Oysters from Rocky Point Bed, Tampa Bay, Fla,, showing inclusions of mud 

on inner surface. 
Oysters from Catfish Point Oyster Bar, Hillsboro Bay, Fla. (source of supply 

for Tampa). 
Oysters from Little Sarasota Bay, Fla. (a fine grade of oysters, showing 

; inclusions of mud on inner surface). 
Oysters from Cape Hayes oyster-bed, Charlotte Harbor, Fla. (important 

ground, but not much worked until 1888). 
Raccoon oysters from mouth of Crooked River, Carrabelle, Fla. 
Oysters from Indian Point Bar, Fla. (extra large, showing inclusions of mud 

on inner surface). 
Oysters from Cat Point Bar, Apalachicola Bay, Fla. (showing inclusions of 

mud on inner surface). 
Oysters from St. Mark River, Fla. 
Oysters from Cedar Keys, Fla. (average size of those sent to market, showing 

inclusions of mud on inner surface). 
Oysters from St. Vincent, Fla. 
Oysters from Watson Bayou, east arm of St. Andrews Bay, Fla. 
Oysters from Porter and Sylvia bays, St. George Sound, Fla. 
Oysters from Dog Lake, La. 
Planted oysters 1 year old, from Escambia Bay, Fla. 
Jack Stout oysters, Louisiana. 
Oysters from Calcasieu Pass, La. 
Oysters from Matagorda Bay, Tex. (average size). 
Young oysters from planted beds, Galveston Bay, Tex. 
“‘Saddle-rocks” of Texas, Cedar Bayou. Tex. (125 will often fill a barrel). 
Ostrea lurida, growing on shells of Ostrea virginica in San Francisco Bay. 

The native oyster tends to cause much damage in this way. 
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(4) Mollusks, oyster and other shells—Continued. 

(5 

(6 

) 

wa 

Ostrea virginica, natural growth derived from the oysters planted in San Fran- 
cisco Bay. 

Ostrea virginica, transplanted from the Atlantic coast to San Francisco Bay and 
there raised for market. 

Ostrea virginica, Guaymas, west coast of Mexico; used as food. 
Ostrea lurida, Pacific coast of the United States; used as food. 
Ostrea virginica, Guaymas, Mex., formerly shipped to the San Francisco market. 
Ostrea lurida, the native oyster of the Pacific coast of the United States; from 

Willapa Bay, Wash. 
Ostrea lurida, the native oyster of the Pacific coast of the United States; from 

San Francisco Bay, Cal. 
Oyster growing on twig of tree. 
Sheet of rubber containing oyster spat. 
Rubber shoe with young oyster attached, Connecticut. 
Anchor lantern with oysters growing on it. 
Earthenware ink bottle with oysters growing on it. 
Glass bottle with oysters growing on it. 
One-year-old oysters growing on gutta-percha cable across Housatonic River at 

Stratford, Conn. 
Spat about two months old attached to crushed stone off Norwalk, Conn. 
Crushed stone, used on planted beds for collecting oyster spat. Recent innova- 

tion. 
Jingle clutch, used on planted beds for collecting oyster spat; composed of the 

shells of Anomia and other light mollusks, and very highly regarded 
under some conditions. _ 

Oyster spat growing on child’s leather shoe. 
Cockle (Cardium corbis), Pacific coast of North America; edible. 
Horse mussel (Modivla modiolus), Greenland to New Jersey, Europe, North 

Pacific Ocean; used as food and bait. 
California mussel (Mytilus californianus), Pacific coast of North America; used 

as food. 
Other economic mollusks: 
Haliotis, California. 
Pearl oyster (Meleagrina margaritifera), Gulf of California. 
Giant scallop (Pecten tenuicostatus), Labrador to New Jersey; used as food. 
Common scallop (Pecten irradians), Massachusetts to Gulf of Mexicc used as 

food. 
Enemies of the oyster: 
Starfish attacking oysters. Starfish. 
Egg cases of the periwinkles (l’ulgar carica and Sycotypus canaliculatus). 
Asterias forbesit and small specimens clustered in shell of periwinkle, off Nor- 

walk, Conn. 
Starfish feeding on common mussels (W/ytilus edulis), Providence, R. I. 
Periwinkle (Sycotypus canaliculatus), Massachusetts to Gulf of Mexico. De- 

structive to oysters. 
Asterias forbesii. Medium specimen in shell of periwinkle. Connecticut. 
Sea snail ( Neverita duplicata), Massachusetts to Gulf of Mexico. 
Drills (Purpura lapillus). 
Oyster shells showing the effect of the boring-sponge (Clione sulphurea), Tan- 

gier Sound, Va. 
Drills (Urosalpinxz cinerea), Massachusetts to Gulf of Mexico; also introduced 

with oysters in San Francisco Bay, Cal. 
Razor-clam. 
Flat razor-clams (Machera patula), Alaska to California; used as food. 
Giant clams (Schizotherus nuttallii), Pacific coast of North America; used as 

food. New England Coast. Arctic Ocean to South Carolina. 
Long clam or soft clam (J/ya arenaria), Eastern United States; also introduced 

on Pacific coast; used as food and bait. 
Large clams. 
Quahog or round clam (Venus mercenaria), Gulf of St. Lawrence to Gulf of 

Mexico; used as food and bait. 
Clams (Mactra planulata), Alaska; used as food. 
Sea clam or surf clam (Mactra solidissima), Labrador to Gulf of Mexico; used as 

food and bait. 
Bloody clams (Argina pexata), Massachusetts to Gulf of Mexico; occasionally 

used as bait. 
Little-neck clams, hard-shell clams, carpet shell (Tapes staminea), Alaska to 

California; extensively used as food. 
Little-neck clams (Saxidomus aratus); esteemed as food. San Diego, Cal. 
Round clams (Saxidomus nuttallii), Pacific coast of North America; used as food. 

eee a ae oo! gl 
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DIVISION OF FISH-CULTURE. 

(1) Transportation apparatus: Model of U.S. Fish Commission Car No. 1. 
(2) Hatching apparatus: 

(a) Working models: 
One whitefish table 8 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 3 feet high, with 12 McDon- 

ald jars for hatching shad eggs. 
Two hatching troughs 8 feet long, 12 inches wide, and 8 inches deep, equipped 

for hatching salmon and trout eggs. 
(b) Accessories: ‘ 

One egg scale, two funnels for shad, two siphon bags, two siphon cages, 
one aquarium, one pan for washing eggs. 

(8) Hatching and rearing establishments: 
Model of U.S. Fish Commission hatchery at Put-in Bay, Ohio. 
(a) Illustrations of hatching stations, showing buildings, interior and exterior, 

methods employed in collecting, hatching, rearing, and distributing fish, 
fry, and eggs. 

U.S. Fish Commission hatching station, Wytheville, Va., 1885. Interior of 
hatchery. Men at work. View of spring and ponds, looking west. 
View of ponds, looking south. View of ponds, looking southeast. 

Launch towing spawntakers. Stripping shad on fishing float. Packing 
shad eggs. Shipping fry. 

U.S. Fish Commission shad station, Havre de Grace, Md., 1892. Bird’s-eye 
view of station. Superintendent’s cottage. Hatching house, looking 
northeast. Interior of hatching house. 

U.S. Fish Commission hatching station, Wytheville, Va. View of station, 
looking north. View of station, looking south. 

(6) Floating stations: Steamer ish Hawk. 
(4) Methods and results of fish-culture: 

Models: One lay figure, illustrating method of taking salmon eggs. 
Charts: 

(a) Giving names and locations of stations and output of each for the fiscal 
year 1894-95. 

(b) Showing effect of fish-culture on the shad fishery. 
Objects of the fisheries: 

DIVISION OF STATISTICS AND METHODS OF THE FISHERIES. 

Cetaceans: Blackfish head (cast). Grampus head (cast). Bottlenose porpoise (cast). 
Harbor porpoise (cast), young. 

Carnivores: Northern fur seals (mounted group). Steller’s sea lions (mounted 
group). 

Frogs: Bullfrog (cast). Green frog (cast). Pickerel frog (cast). 
Fishes: Casts of 150 species of marine and fresh-water food-fishes. 
Drawings and notes: Five swinging screens containing drawings.of, and notes on, 

the important fishes of the Southern States. 
Live fishes: Living marine and fresh-water fishes in aquaria. 
Invertebrates: Living crabs, mollusks, etc., in aquaria. 
Vessels: 

Series of models showing the development of fishing vessels from the settle- 
ment of America to the present time. 

Models of vessels used in the important fisheries of the South Atlantic and 
Gulf States. 

Nets: Three pound nets, one cast net, one whitefish gill net, four fyke nets, one 
dip net, one aboriginal fish weir, two herring weirs. 

Traps and pots: Six eel pots, four lobster pots, one eel trap (model), three fish- 
cars (models). 

Lines: One halibut trawl] line, one George’s cod hand line, one shore cod hand line, 
one cod hand line, one shore cod and poliock hand line, one layout line, 
one sea trout line, one drumfish line, one whiting line, one reef line, one 
jack trolling line, one kingfish line, one grunt line, one rockfish line, 
one Italian fishery line, one line with jug floats, one Alaskan halibut line 
with hook and club. 

Appliances for seizing: Two pairs oyster tongs, one pair oyster nippers, one oyster 
rake, one pair deep-water oyster tongs, three clam hoes, one hand clam 
hoe, one sponge hook, four codfish jigs, one dolphin drail, twelve blue- 
fish aud brass drails, four Eskimo codfish hooks, four British Columbia 
wooden fish hooks, one series of spring claw or trap hooks, one series of 
barbless hooks, two shark hooks, one water glass used in sponge fishery. 
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Appliances for striking: One series of eel spears, two frostfish spears, three crab 
- and flounder spears, one five-pronged grain, one conch harpoon, one 

turtle peg harpoon, one series of Indian fish spears, one series of sword- 
fish dart heads, two porpoise harpoons, two porpoise lances. 

Illustrations of fisheries: 
Four pictures illustrating the seal fishery. 
One picture of Aleuts killing walrus. 
One picture of salmon trap (Indians of Northwest). 
One picture of Marsh’s improved deep-water oyster tongs. 
Thirty-five swinging screens containing views of the different fisheries, U. S. 

Fish Commission stations, equinments of steamers Albatross and Fish 
Hawk, and plates from U. 8. Fish Commission Bulletins. 

PRACTICAL FISH-CULTURE. 

During the months of May and June 3,500,000 shad eggs were received 

from the Susquehanna, Delaware, and Potomac rivers by express and 

hatched in apparatus provided for illustrating practical fish-cultural 

work. Of the fry resulting, 1,400,000 were liberated in the Cumber- 

land River and 215,000 were held until July for exhibit. Besides the 

black-spotted and rainbow trout eggs from Colorado, received in June, 

20,000 eggs of the quinnat salmon were shipped from California during 

the fall months. These eggs were hatched in water from the artesian 

well, and the fry were placed on exhibition and planted in suitable 

waters in the vicinity. This feature of the exhibit was particularly 

interesting to the people of that section of the country, as it was the 

first time that the eggs of any of the Salmonidz had been artificially 

hatched in Tennessee. This was only rendered possible by the sinking 

of a well near the Government building, which furnished an excellent 
flow of water at 59° throughout the summer. | 

THE AQUARIUM. 

The aquarium was a grotto-like, L-shaped structure, 120 feet long and 

28 feet wide, containing 22 tanks, arranged in equal numbers on each 

side of the passageway 12 feet wide. Each tank was 7 feet long, 3 

feet high, and 5 feet wide at the top, with a capacity of 55 gallons. The 

tanks next to the wall were arranged for the exhibition of the various 

fresh-water species; those upon the opposite side were placed for the 

exhibition of salt-water species, which included snappers, groupers, 

pompano, crevalle, mullet, and other bright-colored tropical fishes, as 

well as the crustaceans, shellfish, ete. 

The water for the fresh-water aquaria was obtained from a well 84 

feet deep located near the southeast corner of the building, which per- 

mitted the exhibition of a number of specimens of rainbow and brook 

trout and steelhead trout throughout the exposition. 

The water in the salt-water tanks was brought from Morehead City, 

N.C., in tank cars, and stored in a large reservoir beneath the floor; 

from this it was forced by means of nickel pumps, driven by electricity, 

into a smaller tank located 18 feet above the floor, whence it passed by 

gravity to the aquarium, thence returning to the reservoir. 

The interior of the grotto was lighted through the aquarium tanks 

and a number of ventilators, placed in the crown of the grotto arch. 

It was finished in adamant and cement, partly as stuccowork, partly 
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plastered in imitation of a roughly blasted tunnel. Where the two 

arms of the L met, a rotunda was formed, with a pool at the bottom of 

the rockwork, in imitation of the entrance to a water cave, which was 

illuminated by electric lights. Here and there in the grotto, masses of 

ferns and other evergreens were planted in the rockwork. Two arched 

portals, in imitation of cut stone, and of simple architectural design, 

formed the entrance to the grotto. The pool in the rotunda referred to 

was one of the most attractive features of the aquarium, being filled 
with bright-colored fishes, and lighted with electric lights, submerged 

in water. It also contained a large sturgeon, about 5 feet long, which 

was an endless source of amusement and interest to the visiting public. 

The plans for the aquarium were prepared by Mr. G. A. Schneider, 

who was in charge of its construction and installation. 

FISHES IN THE AQUARIUM. 

Collections of salt-water fishes were made at Morehead City, N. C., 

and at Pensacola, Fla., under the direction of Mr. L. G. Harron, the 
superintendent of the aquarium. The fresh-water fishes were chiefly 

obtained from the Fish Commission stations at Wytheville, Va., and 
Quincy, Ill., and the fish-ponds in Washington, though collections of 

fishes native to that section were made from time to time in the imme- 

diate vicinity of Nashville. 

During the summer much difficulty was experienced in keeping up 

the display of fishes on account of the intense heat prevailing at that 

time. In June the temperature of the water rose rapidly, and when it 

reached 78° it became necessary to resort to artificial means to save 

the fish, notwithstanding that the specimens on exhibition were all 

collected in southern waters. This was accomplished by passing the 

water through 300 feet of iron pipe arranged in the shape of a coil and 

packed in crushed ice and salt. 

By this means the temperature of the water was kept down below 

70°, but the method proved very expensive, as it required over 13 tons 

of ice per day. Later in the season the water from the well was used 

for cooling the salt water after it had passed through the trough and 

tanks containing salmon eggs and salmon. 

FISH FOOD. 

Round beefsteak was mainly used for food, although the diet was 

varied by the use of beef liver, live minnows, clams, and fiddler-crabs. 
The latter were shipped by express from Pensacola, packed in sand. 

In the preparation of the beef and liver the fat and sinews were care- 

fully removed, and it was then cut in sizes to suit the fish. For the 

small specimens it was ground fine in a meat-chopper; for the larger, in 

pieces varying in size. In feeding the marine fishes with beef or liver 
a small amount of table salt was added. The black bass and crappie, 

which were the most difficult to keep, were fed entirely on minnows. 

F, R. 98——22 
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FISHES EXHIBITED. 

REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH AND FISHERIES. 

During the exposition over 9,672 fishes and other animals were shown 

in the aquarium, of the following species: 

Marine species. Marine species. Fresh-water species. Fresh-water species. 

Red snapper. Cavally. Goldfish. Black bass, large mouth. 
Black snapper. Squirrel-fish. Golden ide. Black bass, small mouth. 
Mullet. Stingray. Quinnat salmon, fry. Black bass, fingerling. 
Sheepshead. Soapfish. Quinnat salmon, Warmouth bass. 
Burfish. Gaff-topsail. Steelhead trout. Crappie. 
Swellfish. Pompano. Rainbow trout, fry. White bass. . 
Sea-urchin. Flounders. Rainbow trout, adults. | Striped bass. 
Sea-robin. Spot. | Brook trout. Yellow bass. 
Sea bass. Catfish. Yellow perch. Sanfish. 
Sea-horse. Sea trout or spotted || White perch. Rock bass. 
Cowfish. squeteague. Pike. Cattish. 
Hogtish. Red drum. Suckers. Tench, green. 
Pigfish. Look-down. Chubs. Carp. 
Sailor’s choice. Hermit-crab. Gartish. Tench, golden. 
Croaker. Blue-crab. Eels. Buffalo-tish. 
Red grouper. Spider-crab. Sturgeon. Minnows. 
Black grouper. Horseshoe-crab. Dogfish. Turtles. 
Toadfish. King-crab. Redhorse. 
Spadefish. Fiddler-crab. 
Filefish. Clams. 
Pompano. Conch. 
Bluetish. 

During the absence of the representative from Nashville, the exhibit 
was, at different times, under the direction of Mr. L. G. Harron, Mr. 

W. P. Sauerhoff, and Mr. R. J. Conway. Mr. Conway was in charge at 

the close of the exposition, and attended to the packing and shipping 

of the exhibits to Washington and Omaha during the months of 

November and December. 
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EXPENDITURES. 

The total cost of the preparation, maintenance, and return of the 

exhibit of the Commission, including the aquarium, was $16,290.61. 

The following statement shows the objects for which the money was 

expended : 
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